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GENERAL INDEX.

* Illustrated, t Bogus.

Alaska, 175
Amoy, 2+
Angola, 175
Antigua, 2+
An Explanation, 1 14
Antioquia, 2+, 100, 120

Argentine, 2+, 35*1", 37*1", 7§, 137, '53, J 75

Auction Sales, 38, 61

Austria, 27, 32+, 48, 78, 83, I55> 167, 172, 1 75, 186+

Azores, 120, 175

Barbados, 83, 100, 121, 137, 155

Bavaria, 27, 206
Belgium, 10, 27, 56, 121, 175, 203, 206

Bermuda, 175
Bolivia, 10

Brazil, 6, 11, 27, 99+
British Guiana, 21, 55
British Honduras, 66, 175

Brunswick, 4, 33+, 78

Bung Labels, 56, 185

Canada, 27, 50, 216

Cape, 48*, 66, 83, 121, 175

Cashmere, 50, 83, 100*, 176, 199, 206

Cartilla Postal de Espana, 45*

Ceylon, 10, 27, 48*, 66*, 84, 101*

Chili, 50, 84*, 10 1, 117, 121, 1 76*, 206'

Colour Varieties, 115

Commune Stamps, 32+
Confederate States, 18, 27, 61, 84, 121, 166

Confederate Locals, (see separate Index)

Cordova, 199
Corrientes, 186

Costa Rica, 76
Cuba, 27, 66, 99, 121*, 155, 179*

Cundinamarca, 121, 137*

Curacao, 64*, 177, 207

Cut or Uncut Envelopes, 218, (see also 97, 203)

Deccan, (Oblong, 6) 27, 50
Denmark, 27, 50, 100, 137, I49> 155> J 77

Dutch West Indies, 177, 207

Dutch Guiana, 1 14, 207

Ecuador, 177, 184+, 207*

Errors of Watermark, 55, 76

Egypt, 28*, 177

Falkland Islands, 50*, 101

Field-Post Envelopes, 6

Fiji Islands, 8*, 27, 50, 67, 84, 101, 177

Finland, 28, 50, 179
France, 32I-, 40, 45> 56> 6 7> s4, IOI, 121, 137,

167, 179, 202, 208

France, Chamouset's Post, 16

French Colonies, 137, 155, 208

Franks Post and Cancelling Marks, 141*, 186*

Gambia, 12

1

German Confederation, (Watermark,) 92

German Empire, 4, 7, 28, 29, 40, 51, 66, S4, 101,

121, 137*, 156, 179, 200, 208

German Registration, (the useof IO& 30 Silbgr.
, ) 200

German Money Order Cards, 98
Granada, 4+, 85*, 130, 168, 183*, 1S4+, 218+

Great Britain, 10, 21, 29, 51, 66, 84, 101. 138%

180*, 184*, 198, 208

Greece, 66, 114
Guadalajara, 15, 3 it, I56, l8o

Guatemala, 180*, 185+, 208*

Hamburg, 1 1 7, 148
Hanover, 5
Haiti, 38f
Hawaiian, 22*, 42*, 62, 78, 88, 118, 135, 162 , 215

Heligoland, 67, 121, 156

Holland, 10, 29, 51,69+, 101, 102, 122*, 160. ibo

Hungary, 29, 121, 130, 156, 180, 209

Iceland, 209*

India, 56
Inverted Watermarks, 41

Ionian Islands, Postmarked, 40, 114

Italy, 51, 181, 209

Jamaica, 181*, 209

tames Foster, 1 14, 146

Japan, 29* 122*, 138, 156*, 1S1, 203, 209

Japanese Stamps and Numerals, 79*

Kustendje, 10, 175

La Guaira, 11, 39, 53+, 63*

Levant, S4, 157
Livonia, 40, 75, 157*

Local Stamps, 14S, 170

Lubeck, 99
Luxemburg, 1S1, 209

Madeira, 121

Mauritius, 15S, 1S1*, 210

Mexico, 16, 35, 57, 67, 69t, 81, 84, 102 .
no.

113, 121, 125, 158, 1S1

Morton, T.B., 51 , 68, 104. 174
Moldavia, 19, 26, 55, 77, l8l

Montevideo, 10, 31

Mozambique, 13S

Mulready, 198
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Natal, 38, 40, 181

New Granada, 130, 2i8f
New South Wales, 9, 21, 67*, 85, 122, 156, 158,

181, i85f
New Zealand, 10, 158, 181, 182, 210
Nicaragua, 10, 40
North German Confederation, 21*, (Watermarks

of, 92)
Norway, 29*, 49*, 67, 84*, 85, 102, 122, 210

Oldenburg, 86f
Orange Free State, 158, 182

Packet Agencies, 33, 113, 127, 147
Paraguay, 182
Persia, 182*, 210
Peru, 52, 67, 1S2

Philatelical Congress, 143
Philippines, 102, 122*, 123, 124, 138, 149, 158,

159, 210
Portugal, 182
Portuguese Indies, 67*, 85, 103, 124, 138, 159,

182, 210
Postmarks, 40, 75, 114, 116, 130*, I41*, 186*
Prince Edward Island, 49*, 67*, 85, 102, 122, 138
Prussia, 92, 124

Queensland, 86, 113,

Registration Labels, 123*, 129, 200
Returned Letter Labels, 148, 189
Roumania, 68, 98, 104, 159, 178*, 203, 2i7f
Russia, 6, 29, 85, 103*, 104, 118, 123, 158
Russian Locals, 6, 118, 172, and see separate

Index for Locals.

S.C.M., Key to, 3
Servia, 159, 182

Shanghai, 52, (errors, 199), 215
Siena Leone, 29, 52, 86, 104*
South Australia, 182
Spain, 4*, 5*, 49, 52, 56*, 85*, 104, 123*, 125,

!39» 159*, 179*, 184!, 211, 217!
Spanish Colonies, 29*, 179
St. Domingo, 10, 38, 86
Stamp Collecting, 193
St. Vincent, 159
Straits Settlements, 40, 182, 211*
Sweden, 29*, 41, 51, 86, 139*, 150*, 157 . [82
Switzerland, 7, 30*, 51. 125, 171
Surinam, 177, 2o7

Tasmania, 30, 140, 183, 211
Thurn and Taxis, 1

1

7

Tolima, 9, 85*, 125
Transvaal, 32L, 52, 57, 92, 125, 183
Trinidad, 5, 71*, 92, 183, 211,
Turkey, 30, 69, 107, 160, 173
Turkey, Locals, (see index for Locals)

Typical Varieties, 89,

United States, 15, 30*, 52, 61, 68, 69, 86, 104,
123*, 129, 130, 160, 183, 211, 215

United States of Colombia, 4!, 85*, 130. 16S.

183*, 184L 2l8f
Uruguay, 10, 31

Venezuela, 10, 31 *f, 87
Victoria, 52
Virgin Islands, 10

Watermarks, 41, 55, 76, 92
Wenden, (Postmarked, 40,) 75, 157
Western Australia, 8, 31*, 68
What is a Postage Stamp, 188, 201
Wurtemburg, 31, 123, 140, 150, 169, 184, 211



INDEX TO SEPAEATE HEADINGS.

A Critical Analysis of the Stamps and Forgeries

of the Hawaiian Islands, 22, 42, 78, 88, 118,

135, 162.

A Rare Mulready Cover, 198.

A Few Words concerning the First Two Issues

for Moldavia, 194.

A Complete History of Forged Stamps, and How
to Detect them, 1, 35.

Answers to Correspondents, 40, 56, 76, 92, 114,

130, 148, 166, 200.

A Fool Answered according to his Folly, 165.

Bogus Novelties, 31, 68, 86, 99, il

British Packet Agencies, 33.

217.

Califomian Locals, 65.

Circular Cashmeres, 199.

Correspondence :

—

An Explanation, 1 14.

An Unchronicled Stamp, 199.

British Packet Agencies, 113, 127, 147.

Charleston Locals, 148.

Cut or uncut Envelopes, 218.

Errors of Watermark, 55, 76.

French a per^evoir Stamps, 40.

Forged Petersburg and Memphis, 147.

Hungarian Newspaper Stamps, 130.

New Granada, 130.

Our Catalogue, 130.

Postmarked Wenden and Ionian Islands, 40.

Rare Confederates, 18.

Shanghai Errors, 199.

Surcharged Mexico, 113.

The New Spanish Stamps, 56.

The Queensland Piracy, 113.

The Stamps of La Guaira, 39.

The Stamps of Trinidad, 92.

The U.S. Registration System, 129.

The use of 10 and 30 silber-groschen German
Registration Labels, 200.

The Watermark on the Stamps of the North
German Confederation, 92.

Wenden Stamps, 75.

Cream of the Magazines, 3, 19, 41, 57, 77, 97,

115, 131, 149, 167, 201.

Facets Philatelies, 17, 74.

Investigations, 57, 133.

Japanese Stamps and Numerals, 79.

Notes on Typical Varieties, 89.

Notice of an unchronicled Spanish Stamp, 45.
Novelties, Discoveries, and Resuscitations, 7, 27,

48, 66, 83, 100, 120, 137, 155, 175, 206.

Obituary, 1 13.

Our Black List, 12, 25, 46, 73, 79, 127, 140, 202, 204.

Our Catalogue, 93, 130, 164.

Our Programme, 1.

Remarks on The Philatelical Journal, No. 8, 214.

Reviews, 16, 36, 54, 75, 90, 142, 166, 216.

Roadside Ramblings, 190.

Surcharged Mexican, 81, no, 125.

The Stamps of Trinidad, 71, 92.

The Stamps of Sweden, 150.

The Stamped Envelopes of The United States, 211.

The California Penny Post Co., 105.

The Lithographed Series of the French
Republic, 45.

The Latest Strike, 164.

The Turkish Stamps, 69, 107, 160 173.

To be Sold by Auction, 61.

To our Foster Brother, Gentle James, 146.

To our Readers, 19, 131, 167, 201.

What is a Postage Stamp, 188.
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Confederate :

—

Athens, 33, 69.*

Baton Rouge, 62, 214.

Charleston, 148, 156.*

Columbia, 63.

Fredericksburg, 68.

Houston, 63.

Knoxville, 33.

Lynchburg, 62.

Macon, 33.
Madison, 42, 66.*

Marion, 62.

Memphis, ioo,f 147.

f

Mobile, 62.

Nashville, 62.

New Orleans, 62

Petersburg, 33, 57, ioo,f 1 16, 133, 147,! 202, 214.
Pleasant Shade, 9,* ^^, 68, 118, 202, 214.

Rheatown, 9,* 33, 62.

Norway :

—

Bergens,. 100.

Drammens, 210.

Drontheim, 101, 210.

Russia :
—

Aleksandrowsk, 1 78.
*

Belosersk, 9,* 157.
Berdiansk, 9*.

Boguchar, 178.*

Bogorodsk, 103,* 12 v 1

5

Bronnitzi, 103,* 139.*

Borovitchi, 104.'

Charkoff, 9.*

Cherson, 9,* 104.*

Cherepovetz, 9.

Demiansk, 52, 178.*

Egorieff, 67.

Elizavetgrad, 123,* T7S.

*

Fatejh, 157.*

Kolomna, 103,* 139.
Kadnikoff, 17S, ' 211.

Livni, 67.*

Livonia, 40, 75, [57. *

Levant, 84, 157.

Russia Continued—
Melitopol, 178.*

Novgorod, 52, 138.

Perislaw, 139.'

Pawlograd, 139,* 157.

Peerjatin, 157.

Rjeff, 123,* 178.*

Riasan, 157.

Soummy, 52, 67, 158.

Schlessbourg, 139, 157.

St. Petersburg, 139.

Schoopeen, 139.

Tamboff, 67.*

Tschougouief, 123.

Valdai, 9.*

Wissiegonsk, 178,* 211.

Wenden, 40, 75, 157.

Turkey :

—

Kustendje, 10.

T. B. Morton & Co., 51,' >, 104, 17.-. 203.

United States :

—

Barnards Cariboo, 170.

Blood, 62.

Brattleboro, 61.

Bouton, 62.

Boyd, 62, 160.

California, 30, 33,141, 65, 105,* 167, 197.

City Despatch, 5, 78, 132.

Crosby, 55.

East River, 20.

General Hints on, 54f, 87!, 145!-

Honour, 104,* 148,* 215.

Hoyt, 62, 160.

Jefferson Market, 3,f 62.

Kingman, 145, 215.

Mendant, 144.

Newhaven, 7.

Penny Post, 105,* 167.

St. Louis, 62.

Teese, 62.

Todd and Bryan, 41.

Wand and Davis, 33!-
Wyman, 62.



The Pkiiatehcal Journal.
OUR PROGRAMME.

HAT there is room for a magazine

published in the middle of each

month, has long been manifest, and, by break-

ing the month's void between the issue of

the old established magazines, we think we
may claim a large amount of support. That

we shall do everything to deserve a large

circulation, our readers may rest assured, and

our intentions and plans are the following:

—

To make The Philatelkal Journal the

best magazine of its kind, and the fullest of

information.

To devote especial care to new issues, and

to give the earliest information concerning

them.

To illustrate our new issues, by carefully

executed engravings, in the natural colours of

the stamps, whenever practicable.

To give monthly, under the title of

" Cream of the Magazines," a most impor-

tant condensation of the contents of all the

leading stamp papers, so that our subscribers

get the benefit of everything published else-

where.

To devote considerable time and space to

the eradication of certain dealers, who in-

variably make their profits from the sale of

fictitious stamps.

To supply to those in search of amusement,

something in place of the time-honoured

puzzle page ; this under the heading Facetije

Philatelic^:, month by month.

To carry out all this, we have secured the

best known of English Philatelical writers

for our' Editor, and count amongst our con-

tributors nearly all the well-known names
amongst European amateurs.

James R. Grant & Co.

A COMPLETE HISTORY OF FORGED
STAMPS, AND HOW TO DETECT
THEM.

BY THE EDITOR.

OW to detect them ! A very little

sentence and easily written, and as

easily answered by us. Learn to

examine stamps, learn their peculiarities,

their styles of engraving, their watermarks,

and their perforations. Study your speci-

mens, and you will find an imperceptible

sense come to you, by which you can at once

reject an ordinary forgery, and which sense

will make you suspect—and that instinctively

—the best of imitations. This is our advice,

and always has been, and this is the true

secret of how to become a good judge both

of genuine and forged stamps.

As, however, it is the younger portion of

our community, who have to suffer most by
forgeries, we must essay by every means in

our power, to explain to them the great points

which mark the genuine stamps from forgeries,

and this we must do with every country, and

as concisely as possible. There are certain

magazines, which by reason of being perused

amongst the juvenile members of society,

have been sought out by sundry dealers, who
know the effect of an advertisement baited

with ioo rare varieties for is. Even as the

guileless pike swallows the delicately concealed

hook of Piscator, so the ingenuous youth of

England purchases the abominations of these

dealers, and probably becomes, when he sub-

sequently learns how he has been caught, as

dead to Philately as the parallel we have

drawn would suggest.

When we have described all the forgeries

we have seen, we will conclude with some
remarks on the makers of these things, but

meanwhile, month by month, we shall mer-

cilessly expose those who systematically deal

in them.

For the sake of simplicity we intend to

|
classify forgeries as follows :

—
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1st class.—Forgeries of stamps so well

executed, as to require a lengthy description.

2nd class.—Poor imitations, but so far good

that they require a few words of description.

3rd class.—Wretched lithographs, shewing

an unhealthy whiteness of paper, and eman-

ating from Hamburg, or Boston. U.S. So

badly done that to indicate their existence, and

to give one point of difference will suffice.

4th class.—Labels utterly fictitious, or

which never had any postal character.

5th class.—Stamps changed in colour by

the use of chemicals, perforated for sale, or

in some way altered "with intent to deceive."

Amoy.

On page 18 of the fifth volume of The Stamp
Collector's Magazine, this label, belonging to

class 4, is engraved. It is there given as a

humbug, and such it undoubtedly is. There
are three varieties

—

3 (what ?) blue.

5 ( » ) red.

10
( „ ) yellow.

The design is comprehensive, and does not
stick at trifles. There are depicted an eagle,

vulture, or condor, with scroll in his beak,

inscribed Fanqui; a mandarin with umbrella;
a pagoda; a string of fancy Chinese characters;

and a steam man-of-war; and the stamp is

marked Shanghai, Amoy, Ningpo, Hong Kong.
This came out many years ago, and sold very
largely during the mania for essays—that was
a time when anything that looked postal was
certain to be largely bought by collectors.

Antigua.

There are forgeries of these stamps belong-
ing to the third class, which may be detected
by the entire absence of watermark, and the
irregular and broken appearance of the engine-
turned ground. Belonging to class 5, we find
sundry specimens steeped in indigo, and sold
as essays ; they are indeed essays, but, on
credulity.

Antioquia.

The current series of these stamps (see p.
202, Dr. Gray, 5th Edition, which, as it is the
current one, we shall not again refer to it as
the fifth), have been imitated by Spiro, of
Hamburg, who, taking for their motto dum
spiro spero, are ever hoping for new issues, that

they may imitate the same, to their own great

profit. The forgeries are very second class,

and, briefly, may be distinguished by the

absence of rays above the eagle in the 5c. and

ioc. In the original 2^c, 5c, 100, and 20c,
the head of the condor is very small, and the

wings are shaded all over, except the top of

the right one in the 5c. and 20c. The stars,

(nine in number), are very large in the 5c; those

on the 2^c. and ioc. are smaller, whilst those

on the 20c. are smallest, and closest together;

the forgery of the 20c, being printed from the

ioc. die, can be at once detected by the two
labels round the arms, which in the real 20c.

form a continuous oval. We have seen no
forgery of the 2^c; we may further add that

there are no rays behind eagle in either 2^c.

or 20c. genuine, so their absence can only

prove the badness of suspected 5c. and ioc.

Argentine Confederation and Republic.

These stamps, from their simplicity and
crudeness of design, gave the forgers the first

opportunity of exercising their skill, but, so

little was known of the details of their device,

and so little attention was paid to such

details by collectors, that the first forgery

which appeared, though omitting the pole

and cap of Liberty, had a large sale. We
purpose treating this important series of

stamps rather fully, to show our readers how
stamps must be studied, before a thorough
acquaintance can be said to have been made
with them. These verbose descriptions, if

followed out through each country, would far

exceed the space to which we ought -to limit

ourselves; consequently, after this, we must
treat other countries concisely, and not too

fully; the publication of the minutas oi each
stamp, has the disadvantage of showing the

forgers what points to be most careful in

imitating, although drawing the attention of
amateurs to the same points.

confederation.

Type I.—Issued April, 1858 (Gray p. 97),.

Design: A rising sun above transverse oval,

upper half of oval lined, lower containing two
clasped hands supporting cap of Liberty on
staff, lettered above in arched line Conff.01*.

Argentina, below, value in curved line, entire

ground plain, all within solid Greek frame.
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Rect. col. imp. lithographed.

5 c. vermilion.

Type 11.—Issued end of 1858.

Design : As I. in all respects, save that

numerals are smaller, and the frame bears a

larger Greek pattern. Rect. col. imp. litho-

graphed.

5 c. red.

10 c. green.

15 c. blue.

Remarks.—The first type, which has but

one stamp,* far exceeds the type which follows

it, in execution. In this stamp the rays round

the sun are composed of very minute dots,

and are not very thick at the " roots." In

the hands which_ clasp the staff, the fingers

may be seen, and counted ; the oval containing

the hands, &c, does not touch the frame of

the stamp ; there is a full stop after figure 5

and after word Centav ; there are eleven loops

in the border both at top and bottom ; there

are sixteen on the left side, but only fourteen

on the right. The second type, which is of

coarser execution, has the rays of the sun

composed of larger dots than in type I. ; the

border has seven loops at top and botton, and

nine on each side {i.e., only counting those

which are well defined and perfect, this

applies to the other type.) The oval con-

taining hands, etc., touches the frame on both

sides ; the hands have no clear fingers, but

possess two gigantic thumbs, which are very

distinct, the whole execution is rougher than

the last type. The ends of the rays are quite

square, coming to one uniform length, close to

the name above them. The 5 c. has always

either one or two stops after the numerals,

but not the 10 or 15 c. The colour of this

5 c. is not nearly so rich as that of the 5 c.

large figure usually is. This digest of the

stamps will be found useful, for there are many
series of forgeries, which it is impossible to

describe in extenso, though we shall give all

their salient points in our next number.

(To be continued).

* The 10 and 15 c said to belong to this issue,

are, if genuine, only posthumous, probably they
are offspring of the fertile imagination of some
Argentine official, who did not find his post as

lucrative as he wished it to be.

%am of tft^ $Jtopdiws.

NDER this title, we intend month by

month, to lay before our readers, any

extracts from, or comments upon, our

contemporaries, that may seem to us interest-

ing or useful. We shall use the critic's pen

amicably, but with impartiality, praising

where praise is due, and condemning when

such a course is necessary.

The magazines for the current month being

somewhat barren, we have decided to com-

mence our notes upon the November

publications.

Stamp Collector's Magazine.—The volumes

of this journal being now equal in number to

the Muses, afford a sufficient proof of its

excellence. Years hence, when the last

volume upon our shelves maybe the thirtieth

instead of the ninth, we feel sure that the one

for the lately buried year, will still reflect

credit upon both its editor and publishers.

There is, however, one thing in which we
consider a want of thought has been shown.

When the twelve numbers of a volume are

bound, who is to tell when any one of those

numbers was issued? The date when a

stamp was first mentioned is often of the

highest importance, but it is rather too bad,

that the multiplication table should have to

be called into requisition before such informa-

tion can be arrived at. As not a single copy

is now either numbered, or dated, we think

the following little " Key " should be inserted

behind the title-page :

—

Note.—To find out the number for any of the

twelve months, take the number of the month, and

multiply it by sixteen, and then, from the result

deduct fifteen, which will give the first page of the

number required. Example. To find the com-

mencement of the November number :

16 X 10 = 160—15 = 145.

Such a system as this gives another advan-

tage to stamp collecting—that of teaching

arithmetic.

Having finished our criticism of the maga-

zine on the whole, we will now refer to the

November issue in particular. This opens

with Mr. Atlee's fifth paper upon the United

States' Locals, of which so much still requires

to be written. A very rare stamp, issued

many years since by the Jefferson Market

Post-office, is mentioned. Of this local, there
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is a forgery now current, which we will de-

scribe for the benefit of tyros, its appearance

being too fresh to deceive old collectors.

Upon a plaid ground is a transverse oval,

with eagle resting on a mound in the centre

;

above is the name of the post, and below,

By C. Schmidt & Son, instead of Co., as in

the original.

In Mr. Overy Taylor's valuable and chatty

Papers for Beginners, the stamps of Bremen
are duly dilated upon, and in another portion

of the paper is a useful tabular list of the

surcharged German envelopes. One of the

most important items in the number, is an

extract from Le Timbrophile, relative to four

stamps of the United States of Colombia.
These are the 5 and 10 pesos of 1 868, and the

25 c. sobre-porte, all with small circular holes

punched out of the impression, and the

current 25c, cancelled in writing ink with a

ruled cross. It was long since pointed out,

that the specimens of each one of this quar-

tette so marked, was from a different stone

to the genuine stamps. M. Charles Roussin
affirmed, that he received all these doubted
labels direct from the Bogota postal adminis-

tration, so the mystery of there being two
varieties of each of the quoted stamps, be-

came difficult to unravel, the more so, as all

unused copies were from the authenticated

stone.

We, therefore, regard with satisfaction

M. Mahe's supposition that

—

The administration — selling the cancelled
stamps at a reduced price for an important
amount, but not comprehending on the one hand,
the value which might be attached to the
genuineness of a postage stamp destined simply
to be mounted in a collector's album, and on the
other hand, not wishing to compromise itself

morally, by selling at a reduction, stamps, perhaps
not yet obsolete—may have had lithographed
(the amount of the order authorising the outlay),
special types at a very trifling cost, to meet the
demand.

Should this explanation prove correct, it

will be the first instance on record of a State
forging its own stamps.

It is pleasing to see that at last an editor

has summoned up sufficient courage to slay

the Philistines. It was all very well to ex-
terminate the Boston forgers, but it was
getting quite time that something was done
against the scamps nearer home. The " sin-

ful games" of some Hull dealers, and of Mr.
Engelhardt Fohl, of Riesa, are commented
upon in November, and in this month's

number another black sheep is added to the

flock.

In December we have but little to notice.

There is a paper by Mr. Atlee, upon official

franks, and the commencement of our editor's

" Notes on the Locals of California," the latter

being liberally illustrated by the publishers,

with eight fac-similes of old Express envelopes.

Under "Our Contemporaries" are some per-

tinent remarks about the ugliness of the

German post-cards. They are indeed, as said

a writer in the Philatelist, " miserable," for to

gaze upon such abominations as those of

Luxembourg or Baden, is a penance to anyone

with the slightest taste for art. If the great

German Empire cannot produce anything

better than that rag and bone merchant look-

ing card, that has lately appeared, we think

they had better go to Central Africa and try

some designer there. He could not bring

out anything much worse if he tried.

The new volume opens well with Mr. Overy
Taylor's remarks on Brunswick, equal in ex-

cellence to the preceeding fifteen papers.

There are, however, a few slight flaws of

expression, about which we must comment.
Mr. Taylor says, " Every one knows the

Brunswick horse, the graceful and all but

unique device of the Brunswick stamps—all

but unique, for the crown on the \ gr.

quartette alone prevents it from being entirely

so."

We have wrestled with this sentence in all

manner of ways, but it has thrown us at last,

so are compelled to ask Mr. Taylor to favour

us with a key to it. Again, in writing of the

embossed set, our author says, " The perfora-

tion is in upright rectangles, which probably

is the most convenient." This is somewhat
vague, but we presume he means to

imply, that instead of punching out the oval

design of the stamp, as in the Guadalajara, the

sheets are so perforated, as to leave the device

in the centre of a rectangle.

The statement concerning the envelopes of

the earliest type is scarcely explicit enough
for ordinary collectors. Mr. Taylor says,

" Some are white, and some of a rose, green,

or blue tint." This is certainly correct

;
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but it would be as well to add that each of

the three tints is so faint, that it can only be

detected by comparison with a pure white
paper. In fact, each shade is formed by a

simple blush of colour.

Various interesting papers and correspon-

dence close the number, Among the latter,

is a letter on surcharged Natal, the varieties

of which bid fair to equal, if not excel, those

of St. Domingo.

The Philatelist.—This magazine is steadily

improving, but has the one fault in common
with the Stamp Collector's Magazine, of not

numbering, or dating, any of its bound copies.

The sooner this is remedied the better.

In the November number is an engraving

of the supposed new issue for the German
Empire. It is a great blessing that its

ghastliness was modified before its adoption,

for it was enough to give any nervous person

the nightmare to look at it.

The continuation of those carefully-com-

piled notes on the " Envelopes of Germany,"
a " Spud Paper," and a review of Mr. Brown's

Catalogue, are the only other things of in-

terest in the number.
In December, is the usual " Spud Paper,"

discoursing of the forged New Granada, of

the issue commonly known as that of 1861.

Some remarks, upon the strange manner in

which so many unused Confederate locals

are constantly appearing, are to the point,

and a lengthy criticism of a German work
on watermarks, looks well for the state

of philately in the new empire. There
is one mistake in the brochure in ques-

tion which has been passed over by the

reviewer, and to which we wish to call

attention. It is stated by Herr Moschkau,
that the filigrane on the 1 g. gr. Hanover
of 1850, consisted of crossed lines forming
diamonds. This is incorrect, for the only

watermark was a rectangle, a little smaller

than the stamp.

The January number has a holiday appear-

ance, but has sixteen pages notwithstanding.

We of course have some opening remarks, and
a summary of all the novelties, and resuscita-

tions, mentioned during 1871.

Under the head of Trinidad, we find the

following extract from a letter of the post-

master of that colony :—" We never had any

" Too-Late" stamps struck off, but substitute

the sixpenny stamp, sixpence being the fee

upon all * late letters.'

"

We thought that idea about the issue of

Trinidad "Too-late" stamps, would have ex-

ploded before this, for we have long known
the surcharging to be simply a post-mark,

having seen an envelope franked with a " Too-
late" stamp, a portion of the surcharging

being upon the letter, and the remainder on

the stamp. It was absurd to suppose that

such a sum as five shillings could ever have

been charged as a too-late fee, although we
find labels of that value so marked.

As several of the Egyptian locals lettered

Poste Khedeuie Egiziane, were known last

July, it seems rather behind-hand to say in

January, that one for Alexandria, now so

inscribed, is the initial stamp of a new series.

In the " Spud Papers," the counterfeits

exposed are those of the 1865 Colombian,

the Heligoland, and the 1863 series of Vene-

zuela. Mr. Atlee then follows with ajreview

of '• Philatelic Literature," and addenda to

his previous lists. The catalogue of Ameri-

can magazines is large, showing that our

cousins are suffering from the same attack of

ephemeral publications, that we had to under-

go in 1864.

Stamp Collector's Record.—After a long

interval, Mr. S. Allan Taylor has brought

forth another number of his paper. Skip-

ping the usual amount of "bunkum" and

bad language, we come to an account of the

United States City Despatch Post, which,

according to Mr. Taylor's showing, was a

semi-government post at least.

As the subject is an interesting one, we
cannot do better than insert his remarks in

extenso

:

—
The United States City Despatch Post.

We give a copy of a circular which we have

been permitted to transcribe, and which such of

our readers as collect " Express Post" stamps will

doubtless find interesting ;

UNITED STATES CITY DESPATCH POST.

noura of dolivery every day (Sunday excepted) at the

principal office, upper P.O. Park and lower P. 0., Merchant's
Exchange.

Letters deposited before 8 1-2. 12, 3, and at the stations

before 7, 12, and 2, will be sent out for delivery at 9, 1 and 4.

Letters to bo sent free must have a free stamp attached to

them, which can be purchased at the upper and lower post-

offices and at all the stations. The charge will be 3G cents

per dozen, $2-50 per hundred. All letters intended to be sent

forward to the General Post Office for the inland mails must
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have a free stamp attached to them. Letters not having a
free stamp will be charged 3 cents on delivery.

JOHN LOK.IMER GRAHAM, P. M.
New York, June, 1843.

The free stamp above alluded to is the well

known design bearing the portrait of Washington,
and inscribed United States City Despatch Post,

three cents, and is usually found printed in black
on a pale bluish enamelled paper. There are two
other stamps which bear a strong resemblance to

it, one of them bearing the letters C. C, but the

important words, United States, are wanting. The
stamp with the letters C. C. was issued in 1848,

and perhaps earlier, by a person named Charles

Coles, the proprietor of a Despatch Post, the office

of which was at 492, Broadway ; and in all prob-

ability the other design, which is similar but in

which the letters C. C. (Cole's initials) are want-
ing, was issued by the same person. Cole's post

finally passed into the hands of a man named
Edward N. Barry, well known to the writer, but
now deceased, by whom it was conducted as late

as 1859.

The documentary evidence we have adduced,
shows beyond the possibility of cavil that a post-

age stamp for use on letters carried by the officials

of the United States Post Office was in use in the
month of June, 1843.

The Philadelphia Monthly.—From the last

number of this journal we gain the informa-

tion, that the lettering upon the oblong

Deccan is Swikar Arzoofera. A paper on

Brazilian stamps promises to be interesting.

In it, we are told that postage stamps were
emitted, pursuant to a decree of the 29th
November, 1842, It seems that it was first

proposed that the Emperor's head should be

adopted, but one of the directors of the mint
in Rio Janeiro, thinking this course would be

foreign to that respect due to his august

master, the idea was, as we all know, aban-

doned.

It is something to learn that the name
given to the earliest type was " bull's eyes,"

but so says Mr. Langstroth, our author.

El Averiguador.— Very little space has

lately been devoted to Filatelia, which is to

be regretted, for when this journal does say

anything on that subject, its statements are

always worth reading. In the issue for the

1st of December, is a long letter over the

signature of Mr. Atlee. It is in reply to

one that appeared in the same magazine
from Dr. Thebussem upon " Letters franked

by hand-stamps." After explaining the

British system of franking the communica-
tions of soldiers and sailors, it is given as an

opinion, that if hand-struck franks are

collected at all, they should be retained in a

separate album, and in this ruling we fully

agree.

Le Timbre Poste.—The December number
(making the ninth year of existence), is before

us, and contains the earliest engravings of

Cherson, Berdiansk, Valdai, and Belosersk,

3 kop.—Upon the last design, the editor jokes of

the cross in centre, the crescent [croissant] be-

low, and the crossed fishes, the whole worked

up to make merry of the crucifixion of this

stamp, but " natheless," it is odd to find the

crescent on a Russian stamp. At least when
we say it is odd, we candidly confess we do

not know anything of the subject, and, in

sight of the extraordinary jumbles of symbols

on the other locals, we should be surprised at

nothing. May we not echo the wish in The
Stamp Collector's Magazine, that some compe-
tent person would tell us something about

these extraordinary armorial insignia ? They
are so very curious in all their associations,

that their interpretation is as difficult, and

vouchsafed to as few, out of Russia, as the

translation of the mysticisms of the Gnostic

gems. Do no prophets come out of the

Eastern ^Empire, or must we set up inter-

preters of our own ?

Dr. Magnus gives us more of the entire en-

velope business ; taking Bavaria in this num-
ber, he exhibits a wonderful amount of care,

and a wearisome amount of verbosity, quite

inseparable from the subject of course, (the

care, not the verbosity), but really these in-

terminable lists and dissections of Field Post

envelopes, become, like a dietary of boiled veal,

just a little monotonous, and after a few
months of either, we should feel inclined to

express our intention of being buried shortly, if

the thing went on. Far be it from us to con-

tradict any statement of Dr. Magnus, or to

ridicule anything he writes in his own earnest

and scientific manner, for so long as he writes

on Stamps, so long shall we be delighted to

republish, but lists of these ridiculous Field

Post envelopes are more than we can stand

;

they are a waste of time to examine, chro-

nicle, or collect. In the Christian spirit oftrue

charity we take leave of Field Post envelopes,

and trust we may never see them again.

The most important article is that signed
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W, on The Old Swiss Stamps, written by the

author of The Envelopes of Germany. It is a

short but pithy letter, devoted to the con-

sideration of the various types of some of the

oldest Swiss stamps. To all advanced phila-

telists this is a most difficult subject, and also

an important one. Taking the so-called Vaud,

we are reminded that the type is the same for

the two values, the numeral being changed.

Though there are several varieties of figure

in the 5c, Monsieur W. has not found any

among the 4c, but this we fancy is perhaps

owing to the scarcity of the latter value; a

curious rule is this, that when the head of the

figure 5 is large, the C (following) is of the

same size as the figure, and on the other

hand, when the 5 is cramped above, the C is

smaller. Concerning the z\ rp. Orts Post

and Paste Locale, after examining some thirty

odd types, our author supposes that the sheet

is composed of 40 or 50 varieties, but owing to

difficulty in obtaining specimens, cannot ac-

tually verify this. It appears that the stamps

with line around cross, and without line, are

found on the same plate.

The stamps of the issue of October 1, 1 850,
have been very carefully examined, and

Monsieur W. has found

—

50 types of 5 rp., black on blue.

40 types of 10 rp., do. yellow.

10 types of 15 rp., rose on white.

10 types of 15 cts., do.

Of the I5rp. two plates are shewn to have

existed, the first with small figures, the second

with longer figures. The plate with small

figures was altered to serve for the 15 cts.

The American Journal of Philately.—We
have received nothing later than some
sheets for November last, which are charac-

terized by an almost entire absence of

illustration, the only engraving being that of

the New Haven Provisional (issued in 1845
by Mr. E. A. Mitchell, the then Post-Master),

of which an account is given. The United
States Locals are again taken up, but, so far as

we can see, simply in a catalogue form.

Then comes a list of American Stamp
Journals, which is compiled with great care

and accuracy, and the same may be said of

the "Notes on New Granada," which is un-

doubtedly the most elaborate paper which has

ever been published on philately in the States.

We hope shortly to devote some space to the

consideration of the arguments advanced

therein. The number closes with a clearly

written letter on Boyd's Express, which

should at last settle the question of the

sequence of the types. This number of The

Journal is nearly free from typographical

errors, a step in the right direction.

Moschkaii s Magazine for January has just

arrived, and contains some interesting remarks

upon the disputed watermark of the late

stamps of the North German Confederation,

which we are too late to reproduce this month.

There are also some other matters of interest,

which must stand over.

Uowtte, ghsjptwjws and

SUpntsritattons.

S we publish in the first month of the

year, we beg to state that under

this heading, we shall only describe

issues commencing with the year, and such

varieties as are hitherto unknown.

As we do not intend to engrave perfora-

tions (they are never accurately done), we
think it better to mention the fact at first

starting. The nature of the perforations will

be indicated by the following contractions:

—

Circ. perf. for ordinary, line for roulette,

and other abbreviations as they arise.

The novelties are not numerous, but, of

course, the most important issue is that of The
German Empire. The design must be known

to everyone by this time, so we forbear to

inflict a representation of it's scant medio-

crity on our subscribers ; we use the ex-

pression advisedly—as an issue for the

consolidated Empire of Germany it is

dreadfully commonplace— as an issue for

some out-of-the-way country it would pass

muster, and that is just the difference. We
are disappointed, but not surprised; they are

quite in keeping with the matter-of-fact and

miserable-looking post cards, which have

broken out so profusely over Federal and

Imperial Germany. The description of the

design is as follows:—Single-headed eagle,

surcharged with escutcheon, on a ground of

crossed oblique lines, all embossed within linear
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circle ; entire ground netted, and lettered

in colour, Deutsche Reichs-Post in arch

above, value, with repeated numeral in a

straight line below, stamps divided by broad

band of colour, perf. circ. 1 4, no watermark.

\ groschen, mauve

i »
Northern
Provinces.

Southern

Provinces.

light green

„ orange red

1 „ rose

2 „ dark ultramarine

5 „ bistre

1 kreuzer, light green

2 „ orange red

3 » rose

7 „ dark ultramarine

18 „ bistre

The envelopes and stamps for printed

matter are as follows :—The embossing is

deeper, and the lettering bolder, the stamps

are finished by a line of colour, the envelope

inscription runs through the stamp in very

pale grey. Ordinary rosette on flap,

1 groschen, rose, two sizes of envelope

3 kreuzer, rose, ordinary size ditto

I kreuzer, light green, newspaper band.

Western Australia.—From Sir Daniel

Cooper we hear of a new threepenny.

Fiji Islands.—The November number of

The American 'Journal of Philately, tells us of

an intended issue by the Government of these

Islands, to "be adorned with the likeness of

King Thakombau, or, as he is now called,

Ebenezer," the values to be 3, 5, and 10 cents,

and, to leave nothing untold, they were to

have been issued October 1, 1871. This is

very nicely told and very circumstantial, but

our transatlantic friend is quite out of it this

time. Whether that gentle minded savage

Thakombau, is so far impressed with the

beauties of civilisation, as to have renounced
his own name for the classic Ebenezer, we
know not, or whether the said gentlemanly
cannibal has relinquished roast missionary,

and is going to have a season devoted to well

dressed postmasters, (with a supply of potted

sub-officials always on the sideboard), is

equally difficult to say—but for a truth, we
can safely assert, that the engraving we give

is a perfect fac-simile of one of the series of
postage stamps now in use in the Islands.

They are printed in Sydney, and appear a

compound of the Deccan, and the 10 pence

New South Wales. The central device is a

crown over C. R., initials which we cannot

contort into any meaning. We should have

been delighted to have explained these mystic

letters, but we really cannot ; any well edu-

cated anthropophagist from Fiji, will meet
with a cordial welcome from us if he will

only rise to explain. The three values we
have seen are each separately engraved, and,

though there is a considerable similarity in

their general design, they differ in minutias,

and to the following extent. The one penny
is a clear blue, lettering is in colour, and the

circle is a bolder pattern than the others, the

background is also different, and the whole

stamp is slightly bolder than the rest of

the series. We are unable to give exact

details, for our engraver tried some experi-

ments with the original, and succeeded in

reducing it to a blank piece of paper, so we
were obliged toengrave the next g
most effective value, and here

it is, in most excellent fac-

simile. The 6 p. is in dull

rose, has the lettering white,

spandrils, circle, and labels

differing from the others, and
in the central circle is a shadowy hexagon
surrounding crown and C. R. Perf. circ,

13 to 14, very badly done, no watermark,
thinnish paper.

One penny, clear blue.

Threepence, yellowish-green.

Sixpence, dull rose.

The stamps issued by the Fiji Times are

already chronicled in extenso. They were
issued by the proprietors of the paper, under

the superintendence of the British Consul.

The varieties known are as follows, all black

on pink paper, and rouletted on a dotted line
:

Paper quadrille , . 1 3 6 p. ish.

laid 1 3 6 9p. ish.

batonne . . 1 3 6 9p. ish.

The composition of the sheets of these stamps

is peculiar, there are twenty- four stamps to

the sheet, arranged in four rows of six each,

as follows

:

First row, six of sixpence.

Second row, six of shilling.

Third row, six of penny.
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Fourth row, three each, three and ninepence.

Another peculiarity is,

that the top and bottom

rows are imperforate on

the outer edge, and the

6p. at top, and the 3 p.

and 9p. at bottom, have

a blank space ruled off,

as shown in this engrav-

ing. These stamps we
presume are now obsolete.

New South Wales.—Sir Daniel Cooper

has received an Essay of the sixpenny stamp,

which is probably in use at the time we write.

We trust to illustrate it in colour next month.

Probably the provisional ninepence (the ten-

pence struck in red, and surcharged ninepence),

will become a permanent value.

Russian Locals.—We herewith append

an engraving of the latest novelty, the

Charkoff, colour red, as here

reproduced. Each specimen

is surcharged in black with

a portion of the third word,

and the whole of the last

of inscription, in a linear

oblong placed diagonally on

the stamp.

We append illustrations of

the four next latest novelties;

the designs speak for them-

selves, and their names and

values are as follows :

—

First, Belosersk 3 kop, with

the fishes, crescent and cross,

a curious admixture indeed !

It is badly printed in black

paper.

On the next in order, the Berdiansk 10 kop.,

the insignia are even more
curious ; the plough and the

anchor are certainly clear,

but whether the other em-
blem represents a hovel (as

currently stated), a bee hive,

or a brick kiln, may be left

to the imagination, pending

further particulars. The
upper portion of the design is in green, the

hut and plough are outlined in bjack, the

ink

JUUUViJU

anchor is black upon blue ground, and the

frame is without colour.

The next is Cherson 10 kop., which pre-

sents a simpler design,

and a higher finish than

is usual with these

locals. The central

courier is printed in

black, the rest of the

design being in rose-red,

giving a very neat ap-

pearance, and as a fur-

ther evidence of its

higher finish, it is perforated ; and it is printed

on wove paper.

The last is Valdai 2 kop., a most extra-

ordinary looking stamp.

The mountain peak stands

out weirdly on the right

side, and on the left, is what
we are to believe is an er-

mined ground, but it looks

more like a rough plank
;

it bears a large crown, and

altogether the design is one

of the most peculiar we have ever seen

is printed in black, on lilac wove paper.

Specimens of Cherepovetz have just come
over, of a very much darker blue than the

first importations.

Confederate States.—We illustrate, in

colour, two of the rarest known provisionals,

the authenticity of which, we
believe to be unquestion-

able. We are informed,

on the best authority, that

originals of each are nearly

unique, but, of the Rhea-

town, fine forgeries are cau-

tiously being offered, whilst

of Pleasant Shade, we receive reprints,

refer buyers of these rare stamps to our

publishers for further hints

and information, and advise

them not to buy, under any
circumstances, without taking

competent advice on the sub-

ject.

Tolima.—The small oblong

It

<&£LEASAtlT SHADE.S°

% Post Office, <f

cSr.e.bavxs.p.m. §0

We

. P. M
I

type-set stamp of this State, is put up with
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great roughness, and abounds in typographical

errors. Correos is printed with a large and a

small initial letter, and spelt Correos, Carres,

Correoa, and in other ways, no doubt ; but

the stamp is so rare already, that we have no

chance of going over more than half-a-dozen

specimens. The stamps are printed on blue

laid paper as a rule, but a copy has come
into our possession which is probably unique :

it is on white paper with blue lines of ruling

over it; they were most likely printed on

any paper which came handiest.

The sheets of current stamps vary in some

respects amongst themselves, caused in the

transferring from the original die. The Cingo

error pointed out by all the magazines is sim-

ply the most prominent variety, not the only

curiosity on the sheets. They are printed

42 to the sheet, in seven rows of six.

Bolivia.—That the entire series exists with

eleven stars may be accepted for an established

fact. Mr.
J.

W. Scott tells us he has seen

the sheets of each value with his own eyes.

Probably the 50 and 500 centavos are held

back until the other series is exhausted.

New Zealand.—The stamps which we
have known so long, and whose regularity

of general appearance has been almost irri-

tating for the past four years, have at last

been altered in colour. They are now

—

One penny, light brown.
Twopence, vermilion.

Sixpence, blue.

Belgium.—The 10c. is now issued in a

very rich dark green.

Nicaragua.—The long talked about one
centavo is at last quoted as existing—colour

brown, design similar to the five cents.

Holland.—The z\ cents is more rosy in

colour than heretofore, and (says Le Timbre
Paste,) so is the post-card. The latter was to

be issued in the new shade early this year.

St. Domingo.—The two current values

have been altered in colour, the l real has
correos, and value in black, the rest of the
stamp being blue, paper rose ; the I real is

entirely black on green paper, both ungum-
med.

Spain.—It will be months before the new

series bearing the king's head is issued. So

we learn from an official source.

Monte Video.—A peculiar variety was sent

to us lately, it was a provisional stamp of the

1 864 series, 10c ochre surcharged 20c, instead

of 15c. Certainly a thing very easily made
for sale, but in this instance undoubtedly

genuine.

Great Britain.—One of the most curious

things we have lately seen, is a cut out speci-

men of our penny embossed stamp dated 4-

4-60, and bearing silk threads. We should

like to enter into a few dissertations on this

probably very valuableimpression,but,wehave

no space to spare; we should be glad to

hear, however, from any of our readers who
ever saw a like specimen.

Mr. Philbrick informs us, that he has the

dated embossed sheet, bluish paper, with

threads across, bearing 1
7- 1-60, and marked

by Mr. Pearson Hill, as almost unique.

Virgin Islands.—The latest importations

of penny stamps have been perforated circ. 15.

KUSTENDJE AND TcHERNAWODA. It Would
seem that some illicit use is being made of

the die; so-called essays are offered on nine

sorts of card or paper. We simply chronicle

the fact, comment is unnecessary.

Venezuela Official. — The large oval

design mentioned by the Stamp Collector's

Magaine for December, exists in rose, and in

brick red, for different departments. It is a

handsome and somewhat showy affair, though
why we should collect Venezuelan official, or

Spanish Congress stamps, and reject our own
officials, is what we don't understand.

Ceylon Service.—These stamps (resem-

bling the Indian postals, surcharged Service,)

on the authority of our Cingalese correspond-

ent, we can assert were never in use. The
case containing them lies unopened in the

Post Office, and as the issues with which we
are familiar have been called in, preparatory

to the emission of the ce?its series, we are

told that the stock of these service stamps
will be destroyed. We trust to engrave the

new stamps in our next.

Ceylon Envelopes.—Amongst the stock

called in, were discovered a few copies of the
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fivepence envelope, with the paper laid verti-

cally. This makes the fourth value so existing,

they are, 5. 6, 9 p. and 1 sh. 9 p. Amongst
the adhesives which were found at outlying

post offices, were a few of the unattainable

2 sh. imperforate, unused. The 4 p. im-

perforate, is hardly known in an immaculate

state.

Brazil. —A new 300 reis has been chroni-

cled by the magazines, but, so far, we have

been unable to get a sight of such a value.

Our correspondent at Rio denies its existence ;

Harper's Monthly says that it is printed in two
colours, most probably it will prove to be a

fiscal stamp ; the engravers are the Continental

Bank Note Co., of New York, whilst the

sheets of postals always bear the name of the

American Co.

THE STAMPS OF LA GUAIRA;
( With Reference List.~)

BY THE REV. K. B. EAREE.

A GUAIRA and Puerto Cabello are

the two sea-ports of Venezuela,

(some fifty or sixty miles apart,)

through one or other of which, all letters

to or from the interior must pass. The
correspondence for the western part of Vene-
zuela is all sent to Puerto Cabello, whilst

La Guaira sorts all letters for the eastern

portion. There are British Packet Agents

at both ports, so that those who wish to pre-

pay their letters to England, can do so ; and

these agents represent the British Post-office

generally, and take charge of, and distribute,

all British letters. As we have no postal

convention with any of these " pie-crust

"

South American republics, we are obliged to

have agents to look after our correspondence

in these places.

The Danish island of St. Thomas, in the

West Indies, is the great centre where the

mails for the whole of the West Indies, and
Central and South-west America, are split

up ; and (amongst many other places) there

are several " intercolonial" boats, which ply to

and fro, between St. Thomas and the two
Venezuelan ports, carrying the correspondence

destined, respectively for the interior, or for

foreign parts. It is with these boats

and their freight, that we are at present

interested, for letters carried by them, must be

franked by the stamps which form the subject

of this paper. With regard to the boats

themselves, a portrait of one of them (whether

a correct one or not I cannot say), is to be seen

on all the stamps. These stamps are, of

course, essentially local ones ;
—-they are of no

value for Venezuela, and they are of no value

for St. Thomas,—but their sole use is to pre-

pay correspondence between LaGuaira,Puerto

Cabello, and St. Thomas. I have been unable

to obtain any statistics as to the number of

stamps sold, but I do not fancy that the

number is very large. Most of those I have

seen were unused.

Issue of 1 864.

Die.—The stamps of the reales series are

from two different dies. The first die, has

the figures in the corners (1, 8, 6, 4) very

small ; the scroll ornaments above and below

the ends of the word Paquete are distinct, and
tolerably well engraved ; the sky is very

cloudy; the smoke of the steamer is thick and
dark ; the sea is calm ; and the steamer itself

looks something like a steamer. The second

die, has the figures large ; the scroll ornaments

are coarse ; the sky is almost clear of clouds

;

the smoke of the steamer looks blotchy ; the

sea looks more like a cauldron of boiling

soap-suds, than anything else ; and the

steamer has rather an abortive appearance

Altogether, I think the first die is decidedly

preferable.

Perforation.—There are three varieties

of perforation : circular, oblique, and pointed.

The first of these, is only found in

stamps of the first die, whilst both the

other varieties are found on those of the

the second. To an English philatelist, it

seems rather singular that any country should

begin with circular perforation, and then de-

liberately take to an inferior method,

because we have been accustomed to see just

the reverse ; but, then, in these outlandish

parts, we cannot expect them to be quite

as civilized, as we are in England.

Gum.—Gum is a scarce article in Vene-

zuela; at least, I should judge so, from the

very small amount upon most, of the stamps.

What there is, is of a clear white.
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Paper.—The paper varies from soft thickish

paper to pelure. And now for the stamps

themselves.
Die I.

Circular Perforation, 13.

Medio real ;

Thin paper

Thin paper.

Thicker paper

Yellowish rose,

Eose,
Light red,

Dos reales ;

Pale yellow-green

v. to darkish,

Green
v. to dark,

Yellow-green, pale,

„ dark,

Green, medium,
„ dark, J

Medio real ;

Pale chalky-blue Thin paper.

Dos reales ;

Dark orange-yellow Thicker paper.

Die II.

Oblique Perforation.

Medio real

;

Pinkish-red,

v. pale to medium,
Lake-red,

v. pale to dark,

Dos reales

;

Chalky-green,
v. pale to medium,

Yellowish-green,

v. pale to darkish,

Pointed Perforation.

Medio real

;

Very pale pink, 1

Darker pink, I m..
Rose v. pale to dark,

f

Thin paper.

Very dark bright red, J

Dos reales
;

Chalky-green, "")

Light „
Dark „
Yellow-green, )> Thin paper.

v. very pale to dark. I

Green,
v. bright to dark, J

Medio real
;

Pale blue, ) „. . .

Chalky blue, }
Thicker paper.

Dos reales
;

Orange-yellow,
]

v. pale to very dark. ( „,. •
1

Chalky orange, > Thicker paper.

v. pale to medium,
J

I have seen very few specimens of the blue
and yellow stamps, and have therefore, been

Thicker paper.

J-

Thicker paper.

> Thin paper.

unable to chronicle many varieties, so far as I

know, neither of them exists with oblique

perforation. There are a great many shades

of colour to be found in the green stamps

with pointed perforation, but all, more or

less, yellow-green. I have not seen a single

blue-green, out of all that I have examined.

With regard to colour, paper, design, and

execution, these stamps always remind me
very forcibly, of those of British Guiana, and

many of the peculiar shades of colour, so

difficult to describe in words, are exact

counterparts of the shades, to be found on the

British Guiana stamps ; so that those of my
readers, who feel more puzzled than edified by

my description of the different shades, and

who do not happen to possess many of the

La Guaira stamps, have only to look at their

British Guianas, and then they will immedi-
ately be able to recognize, and to know for

themselves, the shades which I have en-

deavoured to describe. Of course I do

not deem it by any means imperative, or

even advisable, that collectors in general,

should look for, and place in their collections,

every stamp that I have catalogued; but, as

nothing like a complete list has ever been
issued before, this one of mine will serve to

shew what shades of colour do exist, and what
varieties collectors may accept, if they choose

to do so !

( To be continued).

OUR BLACK LTST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

T is our intention under this heading,

to expose those dealers in forgeries, who
have for so long fattened on the money

and gullability of young collectors. Great

credit is due to the Stamp Collector's Magazine
for commencing this crusade, and if the attack

is carried on with proper spirit, we may soon
hope for the extermination of those, who have
done so much injury to the study, by the
selling of counterfeits. A valued correspondent
has rendered signal service, not only to our-
selves, but to philatelists in general, by
writing to various suspicious persons, and so ob-
taining from them proofs of their delinquency.
These proofs we intend to lay before our
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readers, confining ourselves to the simple facts,

and allowing every one to draw his own con-

clusions from our unvarnished statements.

The chief towns from whence hail the

dealers under notice, are Glasgow, Hull,

Gloucester, Birmingham, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

and Warrington.

Glasgow.

Commencing with the first-named city, we
are able to give the following particulars,

and to prove them.

In certain boy's publications are to be

found advertisements from

C. T. Robinson, Garnet Hill Street.

James Thompson, 182, North Street.

C. H. Hill, Gordon Street.

Johnson and Ewing, Elderslie Place.

J. Bell Gordon, 181, Crown Street.

This quintet have similar announcements,

the following of which may be taken as a

sample of the lot :

—

JAMES THOMPSON,
182, NORTH STREET, GLASGOW.

1 AA FOR 6d., and 200 FOR Is., CHEAP PACKETS,
-Lv/l/ including in these quantities the following Rare
Stamps :—Bremen, Buenos Ayres, St. Liwia, Parma, Local
American, Egypt, French Republic, Turkey, New Columbia,
Brazil, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Dutch Indies, Hayti,

unused Spanish official, Tuscany, Victoria, Modena, Old
Saxon, Lubeck, Naples, Luxemburg, Western Australia,

British Guiana. Servia, Roumania, Monte Video, Nevis,
Strait? Settlements, Brunswick, Venezuela, rare San Salva-

dor, Mexico, Liberia, Sicily, Hamburg, &c, &c. Set of very
scarce Stamps with every Order, Gratis. Postage extra.

Agents wanted, Commission, 4d. per Is.

Comment upon this is scarcely needed,

when we consider the value of any single

stamp of Mexico, Monte Video, St. Domingo,
or Buenos Ayres.

Our correspondent applied severally to the

five firms mentioned, and received a sheet

exactly alike from each. These sheets are

on toned paper, and are headed

—

FOREIGN POSTAGE STAMPS
FOR COLLECTORS.

Stamps not Purchased to be returned within Fourteen Days
No.

ALL ONK PENNY EACH. CHEAP.

The labels are arranged in three rows of ten,

and every individual specimen is a forgery.

Each of the five sheets is numbered and

priced by the same hand, but further proof

that the five addresses we have given, are those

of one person is shown by the fact that, upon

comparison, we find the writing upon each

directed envelope to be identical.

The chief impositions are those of

—

Dutch Indies, 1869 (very well done)
Spain, 1866, 1867, and official

Spanish Colonies, 1870, and 1 87

1

Venezuela, 185 1, 1863
Newfoundland, 1865
South African Republic
Tonian Islands

La Guaira

Antioquia

Turkey, 1862
Roumania
Brazil, ior. black of 1850
British Guiana, i860
Shanghai, 1866
Austria, Mercury
Bremen
Liberia

Nevis

Uruguay, 1866
Heligoland

Chili, 1867
Romagna
Thurn and Taxis
St. Domingo
Bolivia, current

New Brunswick
Servia

Western Australia

Hawaiian Islands, head
Grenada
Egypt, 1867
New South Wales, 1858
Salvador

Also forgeries of the Paraguay and Clara
Rothe swindles, and of the Hamburg stamps

issued by Charles van Diemen.
Since writing the above we have received

a larger sheet ftom

A. P. Carvallo, 64, Cowcaddens Street.

This sheet contains fifty labels, every one of

which is a counterfeit. From similarity of
caligraphy we are led to believe that Mr.
Carvallo is the same person as the one adver-

tising from the five addresses before given.

Gloucester.

In this city there is a person trading as

R. London and Co., at 124, Westgate
Street. He thus advertises in the Young

Gentleman's Magazine, and also in Routledgfs :
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R. LONDON & CO.,

124, WESTGATE STREET, GLOUCESTER.

RL. & Co.'s New 6d. Packet for November, sent post

• free for 8d., contains 80 Rare and Genuine Foreign
Stamps, including Set of Unused Prussian, American Bills,

Canada, Dutch, Ceylon, Alsace, Sandwich Isles, Belgium,
Bremen, French Republic, Italian, Oldenburg, Mecklenburg,
Holstein, Baden, Wurtemburg, Netherlands, New Zealand,

Victoria, Tasmania, New South Wales, besides many others

of equal value. A First Class Packet of 150 Rare Foreign
Stamps sent post free, Is. 2d.

Upon sending for the sixpenny packet, one

was received containing eighty common
genuine Continental stamps, mixed with

twenty forgeries. Among these latter, were

those of

—

Buenos Ayres, ship.

New Granada
Honduras, red

Vancouver Island, 5c.

Argentine Confederation and Ecuador

A sheet was also sent by Messrs. London,

upon which were several counterfeits. By
comparing the handwriting, we are able to

prove that it is the same as that of a person

who trades as H. T. Stienau, and who has

published the following amusing announce-

ment in the pages of certain papers devoted

to the youths of Great Britain.

MONSIEUR H. T. STIENAU,
Foreign Stamp Importer and General Merchant

GLOUCESTER AND BERLIN.
For Six Months only.

MONS. H. T. S., having come by ship from Germany to

Gloucester, and having brought with him about 100,000

Foreign Postage Stamps, used and unused, including a large

assortment of Colonials and South American, determines to

give the Young Gentlemen of England a treat such as they
have never had before.

No. 1 Packet contains CO, all warranted Genuine, besides
old issue Victoria, Sandwich Isles, Sicily, Italy, Australia,
Queensland, Nevis, Parma, &c, &c. Post free, 4Jd.
No. 2 contains 85 very rare Foreign Stamps, including a

large assortment of Colonials, ard Liberia, St. Kitts, Swiss,
Baden, Segnatasse, Spain, used end unused American,
Canadian Bills, China, Peru, Oldenburg, Moldavia, Orange
States, Newfoundland, and many others too numerous to
mention. Post free, 8d.
No. 3 contains 100 well-assorted Foreign Stamps in a hand-

some Album, including a set of 5 unused Sandwich Isles,

Bolivia, Bnenos Ayres, Monte Video, Mal'a, Java, Turkey,
Tasmania, old issue Victoria, Oldenburg, setof unused Prussia,
and 6d. St. Christopher, besides many others of equal value.
Post free, Is. 3d.
No. 4 contains 200 very rare Genuine Foreign Stamps,

'including a set of Oldenburg and Prussia. Portugal, Madeira,
Egypt, American Envelopes (adhesive and locals), French
Republic, Segnatasse, Queensland, Barbadoes, Prince Edward
Isle, Newfoundland, Ceylon, Heligoland, and Sandwich Isles.

Sent, post free, for 3s. 3d. With this Packet is given away a
first-class Spirit Flask or Gold-plated Chain.
No. 5, suitable for Young Ladies, contains 85 very rare

Stamps, including Sicily, Naples, Italy, American, French
Republic, China, Barbadoes, Tasmania, Portugal, Java, Monte
Video, Parma, Orange Statps, Nevis, Honduras, &c, &c.
Sent, post free, for Is. 6d. With this Packet is given away a
handsome Gold-plated Brooch or Earrings.
Note the Address for Six Months only, MONSIEUR H. T.

STIENAU, Gloucester.

Similar packets, and similar sheets to those

emanating from 124, Westgate Street, are

sent out by the gentleman who has performed

the astounding feat, of coming by ship from

Germany to Gloucester.

To say that R, London, alias Monsieur H.
T. Stienau, is unaware of the nature of the

articles he sells, would be simply irony.

Hull.

Here we have a tria juncta in uno, trading as

C. H. Calvert & Co., 63, Derringham Street.

Clayburn, Dixon & Co., 29, Trinity Street.

Sidney Simpson & Co., George Yard.

Under the auspices of the first named, the

Stamp Collector's Herald was, (and perhaps is,)

published.

This sheet is the organ of a soi disant "York-
shire Stamp Union," the result of whose
operations cannot be said to have reflected

credit on its promoters. In defiance of the

act against lotteries, tickets are sold for chances

in a " prize drawing." The list of prizes is

a showy and alluring one, but the glory of

being a, winner, pales when it is found that

the "rare stamps" are barefaced imposters.

There are now before us two sheets

headed

FOREIGN POSTAL STAMPS FOR COLLECTORS,

and containing forty-nine stamps in seven
rows, with ruling in red between each copy.
One sheet is from Sidney Simpson and Co.,

and the other from Clayburn, Dixon and Co.,

and every label, upon each of them, is a

counterfeit. Calvert and Co. sell similar

forgeries, and the directions upon the covers

received from the three several firms are in

the same hand.

This Hull association appears to deal

chiefly in the various fac-similes mentioned in

the Spud Papers, and also, among others, the

following :—
Mexico—Hidalgo, eagle, Juarez.

Spain—official, 1866, 1867.
Cuba, 1870.

St. Domingo.
South Australia.

New Zealand.

Ceylon.

Hong Kong.
Sicily.

Guatemala and Clara Rothe swindles.
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Newcastle-on-Tyne.

In the Young Briton an advertisement lately-

appeared from

W. Harrison, 4, Castle Stairs.

This gentleman is evidently young, so we are

in doubt as to whether he is aware what

he is selling, but no one should attempt to

deal in stamps unless they know their busi-

ness. A sheet had from Mr. Harrison by our

correspondent consists of three dozen stamps,

twelve of which are forgeries. When sending

this sheet, Mr. Harrison wrote that he was

selling off, preparatory to giving up his trade.

This was on the 28th of December, and was

so far satisfactory, but we asked another cor-

respondent to write to the same address, and

on the 5th of January received a letter signed

Alex. Turnbull, of 2, Clavering Place,

wherein the writer stated that he had pur-

chased the business of Mr. Harrison. Again,

so far good, but for one little flaw—the same

person wrote both the letters alluded to. In

the last communication was a sheet of twenty-

seven stamps, and three forgeries.

For their own credit's sake, Messrs. Harri-

son and Turnbull should give some explana-

tion of their conduct.

We have also received from

T. S. Wraith, Box 42, Post Office,

a sheet ot sixty stamps, with the printed

heading of the small Glasgow sheets pasted

above. Among these stamps are sixteen

imitations, similar to those sent out from

Glasgow.

This mixing of forged and genuine, is more
likely to deceive collectors than those sheets

entirely made up of counterfeits.

Birmingham.

There are several persons in this town under

suspicion, but for the present we will simply

refer to

M. Spleitch & Co., 74, Worcester Street, and R.

Winkle, Sampson Eoad,

who are evidently the same, as they use a like

form of circular letter, differing only in the

pronouns, and in the number of days for the

returning of sheets, Winkle giving seven, and

Spleitch and Co. fourteen.

From the latter dealer, our correspondent

has received a sheet of 20 stamps, among
which are the following imitations :—

Dutch Indies 50 c. at 4d.

Mexico (Jaurez) 6 c. „ 6d.

„ (eagle) 8 r. „ 6d.

Nova Scotia 2 c. „ 2d.

Mr. Spleitch is evidently a very cautious

man, for he first sent a sheet containing none
but genuine stamps, then one with a single

forgery only, and now we have this sheet

with four impositions.

We have as yet not been able to see any

of Mr. Winkle's wares, but we defy him to

produce the packet that he advertises for six-

pence, except as containing counterfeits.

R. WINKLE.
JAA Rare Used and Unused Foreign Stamp?, post free
Wj\) for 7d., including Salvador, Transvaal, Grenada,
Turk's Isle, Straits, Ecuador, Bolivia. Heligoland or British
Guiana, Norway Porto Rico, Chili, old and new, St. Kitts,
Virgin Isles, British Columbia, Paraguay (ship), Argentine,
Mexico Eagle, Bermuda, Costa Rica, Newfoundland.
Agents wanted ; commission 4d. in Is. Stamps on approval.

Address : Sampson Road, Birmingham.

We shall follow up the attack next month,
and shall be glad of all the help that our
readers may be able to give us.

[These exposures being so important, we
have deemed it better to omit other matter,

for there are no less than fifteen suspicious

addresses. In each case we verified Mr.
Atlee's statement, and the forgeries are in our
possession. We can prove that they are

forgeries, and we have simply to say that

if these dealers are not aware what they are

selling they are unfit to be dealers. After

this warning, if this continues, we shall select

the most responsible of these persons (if there

is any thing responsible about them) and
institute proceedings for the recovery of

money obtained under false pretences from

our clients. If sold unknowingly as genuine,

the sale of forgeries shews disgraceful care-

lessness and incompetency, if sold knowingly,

we all know what it is.

—

Ed.]

It is not generally know that the 7 cents of

1871 United States is already obsolete, after a
brief existence of about a month. The envelope
to match had even a shorter term of life.

A second type of Guadalajara is being offered

very cautiously. The specimens are all of 1868,

and we have not much hesitation in condemning
them as imitations. We believe they came from
Mexico.
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mutyrcs of pitttateltc^t ^publications.

Harper's New Monthly Magazine.—New York:

Harper & Brothers, October, 1871.

Under the title of " Postage Stamps and their

Origin," we find in the above-named number
of Messrs. Harper's world-renowned and

popular monthly, a well written article,

illustrated with nearly a hundred engravings.

We hail, with pleasure, the appearance of

such a paper as this, in a magazine devoted

to general literature ; for it is from such

a source that a knowledge of stamps may
enter many a family circle, in which, no

journal especially devoted to philately, might

hope for a moment's consideration.

The author is evidently thoroughly ac-

quainted with his subject, and has condensed

considerable information into the ten pages

alloted to him. It may, perhaps, be said,

that no one would write upon what they did

not properly understand, but we may point

the credulous believer in the competence of

authors, to the miserable fiasco, exhibited some
few years since in the pages of Cassell's Il-

lustrated Paper.

Without flattery, we may say, that this

article under review, is by far the best that

has ever appeared, out of the pages of a pro-

fessedly stamp publication. Nearly all the

information is, of course, known to collectors

;

but it is the general public that require a

course of philatelical training, and such a

paper as the one in Harper's, is the very

thing needed for a first lesson. We trust it

will be followed up, by further articles upon
our once despised pursuit, and that, by a

monthly illustrated record of new issues,

Messrs. Harper may be the means of making
stamp collectors in every quarter of the

Union.

As the paper is written for the eyes of

that portion of the public still without the

pale of collecting, we cannot, of course, find

anything particularly new to comment upon;
but we are able to say, that after having

carefully read each paragraph, we have not
detected a single error, if we except the

statement, that the stamps for Alsace and
Lorraine were on tinted paper.

We do not remember seeing any previous

mention of the following facts :

—

In 1758, under Louis XY., one M. De Chamouset,

a wealthy Parisian, established a modest post for

the metropolis, charging two sols for single letters

under an ounce, which were prepaid by stamps,

similar to those now in use. Government, per-

ceiving the gains thus derived from the new
enterprise, took it from him, compensating him
by an annual pension of twenty thousand francs

;

but so meagre were the arrangements of the

Government that the stamjjs were seldom used,

and soon were entirely forgotten.

We are told that the current Mexican

were engraved at the National Treasury, by

Antonio Orellano, and the earliest, (also with

the portrait of Miguel Hidalgo,) were the

work of Francisco Jacomet. The decree,

authorising the issue of the latter, bore date

the 21st of February, 1856, the stamps ap-

pearing on the 15th of July following.

The Philadelphia Monthly.—Philadelphia.

U.S. : L. C. Heylin, J. H. Langstroth, and

G. H. Louden.

The file of this journal is now before

us. It commenced in July, 1870, and

may therefore now be considered firmly

established. It is to be commended for being

exactly what it professes to be—an amateur

magazine for boys. It is not solely a stamp

publication, but contains short tales, puzzles,

and notes on sports and pastimes; one of the

tales in particular, is such a capital parody on

the "goody " story books, that we consider it

alone, to be well worth the year's subscription.

In each number a portion is set apart as

the "Philatelic department," and in this, the

new issues are plainly enumerated—not

cribbed, as in some of the more pretending

American magazines.

As an amateur journal this is one of the

most successful we have seen, and we can give

it a testimonial that most of its contemporaries

at home do not deserve, and that is, the proof-

reader has carefully fulfilled his duty.

Kpankla (segnnda edicion de) y Klentrron

{primera edicion de), Cartas Philitelicas del

Dr. Thebussem y de Don Eduardo de Marid-
tegui. Madrid: Rivadeneyra, 1871.

This brochure contains a new, and consider-

ably augmented edition of the famous Kpankla,

and a reply to it, under the equally curious title
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quoted above. The first edition of the learned

doctor's work, has already been so ably

reviewed in our contemporaries, that little is

left for us to mention. A new chapter has

been added, upon stamps ordered to be

obliterated by a pen-and-ink cross (which

emblem seems to have been regarded by the

Spanish government as if it were a Gnostic or

Rosicrucian symbol), and the easiness of

removing the said cross, is sarcasticly, but

truthfully commented upon. The literature,

progress, and advantages of philately, are all

shown at great length, and some well pointed

shafts are levelled against the postal adminis-

tration.

The second part is equally interesting, but

contains nothing of an extractable nature,

suitable for these pages. The words for

which Klentrron is substituted, are cal en terron,

the literal rendering of which, is " a lump of

lime." The whole work consists of sixty-

four octavo pages, and contains several English

extracts, all of which are faithfully copied.

Our Visit to a Bung and Gargle Label
Store.

S we were sunning ourselves on the

warmest side of Nassau Street, New
York City, one day, our eye was

caught by a neatly-engraved card (quite forty

feet long), to the effect that this was the

largest store in the world for

—

the biggest bung labels,

the all-firedest gargle labels,

the sweetest-scented horse-salve labels,
AND

THE MOST DELICIOUS TRICOPHEROUS LABELS.

Feeling somewhat taken aback by the names

of these mysterious physics, we were nearly

fleeing the scene, for though we understood

Philately, we did not much fancy the storing

of patent medicine labels, and especially when
commemorating such a lot of abominable com-

pounds ; but curiosity impelled us to cross the

threshold, when we were gracefully welcomed
by the urbane proprietor, who assured us,

that we had no conception how they col-

lected in New York, upon which we, quite

agreeing, expressed a desire to be inducted

into the mysteries. Calling a gallantly-

attired young man the proprietor turned

us over to him, and he at once ushered us

into the Gargle Label Depot. It was indeed
a curious spectacle; the vast apartment was
crowded to the ceiling with an enthusiastic

throng of amateurs, amongst whom a pleasant

feeling of cordiality was evident. " No
stiffness, no stuck-up pride here, all so

different to the old country," said our gentle-

manly conductor, as an affable collector

greeted us in the face with a large vial of
gargling oil, (from which he had just re-

moved the long coveted label); he assured

us he had no use for the oil, and that we
were not robbing him, otherwise we should

not have liked to have kept so much of it

about us. We had hardly recovered our-

selves, 'ere we were again annoyed by a quart

bottle of soothing syrup which some enthu-

siastic amateur, was exchanging for a keg of

zylobalsamum on the other side of the

room, the which exchange we unfortunately

marred, through being in the way. We were
annoyed at our disarrangement of their plans,

and were thinking of retiring, when our

conductor set the initiative by suddenly

going out, as if he had just thought of some-
thing in the other room. On enquiring, we
found that he detected that celebrated

Philatelist, Professor Bunger, (President of the

great N. Y. P. S.), making towards him, with
a view to elicit his opinion, as to certain labels

on some packets of fulminate of Mercury, and
some pots of nitro-glycerine, in his pocket.

On hearing this, we feared our cicerone

might think it unmannerly of us not to follow

him, so we left by the same door, and found

him, three streets oj}. He said he was obliged

to draw a line somewhere, and he drew it at

nitro-glycerine labels; in confidence, we learnt

he was going to fix up a little joke on the

Professor, he thought of sending him a toy

torpedo, and a half barrel of gun cotton, the

latter he might open violently, in mistake for

oysters, but in any case these things would
amuse the Professor and his family, as long as

they lived. He further added, (and this was
the point of the joke), he meant to stick a fancy

label over the fuse of the torpedo, something

to set it going when removed ! And he knew
that would fetch the Professor ! He was an

amusing companion, was our friend, and had
as keen an appreciation of the humourous, as
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we ever experienced. By this time, we had

regained the noble portals which we had so

precipitately left, in search of our guide ; and

were about re-entering, when our conductor

hurriedly pulled us back, exclaiming in an

excited whisper, " Send a messenger in first,

mebbe the Professor ain't gone." Calling the

nearest arab, and giving him three cents and his

blessing, he started him off to tell the Professor

that he was wanted by a gent in Avenue D.,

(a great philatelical station—not police station

either). Talking casually outside, we waited

the going of Bunger, till a noise equal to

that of untold cannons, (we don't understand

artillery, or would mention some fixed

number), induced us to look around ; then,

for the first time, we observed the form of a

youth, slowly, but surely mounting towards

the zenith. After watching this curious

spectacle for some minutes, it was with a

feeling of relief, that we noted that his

eccentric body had attained its perihelion, and

was now coming down at a nicely graduated

arc; as he neared the earth, the sound of a

wild chant reached us, and coming from lips

that by rights should have been for ever silent,

seemed inexpressibly weird ; they were most

beautiful words, and shewed the aspirations of

that youth's mind, in all their glorious pro-

fundity :

—

" Up in a balloon, boys."

What delicacy, what pathos! No invidious

mention of the female portions of the com-
munity !

We were engaged in a dispute as to the

rate at which sound travels, when this arab

reached the earth, and inconsiderately upset

some of our theories. In his clenched hand

he grasped a something, some of us thought

it was a lock of his mother's hair, whilst

some bystanders suggested gammon ; but our

guide, after examining him a spell, exclaimed,

in a voice, inarticulate (nearly) with emotion,
" the young skunk's got my three cent piece,"

and, he took it off him !

We then learnt that this youth had in-

cautiously picked the Professor's pocket, and

falling in his flight, had exploded the precious

packet of fulminate, for ever damaging the

label, and blowing himself through three

floors, and a patent roof, with the dire results

we have seen.

We went again into the store, discouraged,

though not disheartened, by American Phi-

lately. " Well !
" said the courteous proprietor,

(To be continued.

)

RARE CONFEDERATES!
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sib,— I have the honour to enclose you a number
of provisional Confederate stamps, all of which are

(as you of course know), very rare, some of them
being unique. I do not think I exaggerate matters
when I say that such an opportunity is not likely

to occur again. I am induced to give you the
opportunity of this grand bargain, by noticing in

the S.C.M. a letter from you, in which you evince
much discrimination in regard to these same
Confederate provisionals. It is of course quite
unnecessary for me to warrant these which I send
to be genuine, as a collector and philatelist of your
ability can readily recognise them as such. If,

however, you want them warranted, I have any
quantity of certificates from postmasters and other
persons, which will be quite sufficient to convince
any one who may have any doubts on the subject.

The manner in which I became possessed of these
rare and curious stamps, occurred in this way.
My grandfather was an officer in the Mounted

Marine Corps of the Southern forces, of which he
was the Drum Major. He fell mortally wounded
before Vicksburgh, and after the vicissitudes of

war had finally allowed me to obtain some
mementos ofmy dear relative, all I could obtain
were his Bible and his stamp album, which con-
tained many other rare stamps, but which had
been mutilated by the ruthless hands of the
Godless Northern soldiery, so that about all I could
obtain were these specimens which I now send you,
and which, if you take them all, I will allow 10
per cent, discount on.

I have the honour to be,

Philatellically yours,

L. A. Schneider,
Boston, Mass,

[The above valuable document was forwarded
to us, along with twenty worthless forgeries and
fictitious stamps. Amongst them is a curious
thing bearing Dr. Petrie's name, it is a 2 c. stamp
for the " Cheatem P.O. New Jersey, J. A. Petrie,

Postmaster." It is not the first time we have
heard of Dr. Petrie's connection with this Post
Office, but this does not appear to us a genuine
label. The letter we publish is not a bad specimen
of Boston's productions, though we are at a loss to

understand, whether sent for a joke, or to try to

take us in. We shall be delighted to hear from
Schneider again, we are getting interested in his

relatives, and hope he had enough to last through
the American war, and all the struggles of the
South American Republics as well.
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TO OUR READERS.

E are now settling into harness, and have

the pleasure of handing our Subscribers,

a considerably better number than our first.

Our arrangements and plans are now fixed.

Month by Month our readers may depend on

receiving,

Cream of the Magazines, giving every

fresh item of information.

Novelties, etc., giving everything up to

date of issue.

Bogus Novelties, a monthly exposure of

new forgeries, or impositions.

Reviews, correcting all errors, or statements

likely to mislead.

Now, if we apprehend our own object rightly,

and act up to it, and thus condense in our 16,

18, or 20 pages, (we shall not be economical

when we have anything worth writing), what

has been hitherto spread over perhaps one

hundred sheets, we think we offer inducements

to Subscribers to help us with notes of rarities,

forgeries, errors, and anything coming under the

four headings which will be our " stock" pro-

gramme. The remainder of our space will be

filled with original articles of the best character,

and we shall offer our Subscribers, during the

present year, valuable monographs on the stamps

of Portugal, Turkey, Russia, Trinidad, Mexico,

Monte Video, Venezuela, and other countries

equally unexplored in a philatelical sense.

In conclusion, let our Subscribers remember
that it is no easy task we have set our-

selves—this sifting of the wheat from the

chaff—and we therefore trust that we may
rely upon them to give us every little bit of

information they may possess, never mind how
small, for we follow the chosen motto of

Linnaeus, Nulla dies sine lined.

Our last number proved an unprecedented

success, far exceeding our most sanguine

expectations.

In our desire for punctuality, we were
obliged to send out our first edition in an

unpressed state, thus depriving our printers of

that credit so justly due to them for the

excellence of their work. Such an occurrence

shall not again take place.

%am xrfl ilt^ Utapidn^.

HE Stamp Collector's Magazine.—The
February number is exceptionally good,

and keeps up its character for early in-

formation, readable articles, and variety. The
article on Newly-issued or Inedited Stamps
mentions the Fiji Islands, engraved in our
last, surcharged with the equivalent values in

Cents. A fine engraving of the Western Aus-
tralian 3 pence illustrates the new value, to

which we called attention in January ; and we
also get illustrations of a new Swiss Local, the

new Swedish stamp, and the earliest mention
of post-cards for Sweden and Russia, the

new type for Norway, the new series for

Egypt, and the small-sized 6 cents of Canada
;

a long list of novelties since our last date of

publishing, and one which will render our

own, rather hard to increase. There is men-
tion made of a projected new issue for Sierra

Leone, and of the new series tor the Spanish

Colonies, which latter we engrave.

The Papers for Beginners carefully com-
mence a most difficult subject, that of the

currency and genuineness ot the circular Mol-
davians. It is very certain that we ourselves

always felt sceptical about them, with which
dubious and uncharitable views our old friend

and correspondent, the late Mr. Pauwels, at

one time cordially agreed, so we were un-

believers in good company.
From Mr. Taylor's paper we take the fol-

lowing " cream," though what is left can by
no means be considered " skimmed milk."

The circular Moldavians were ordered to be

prepared on May 1st, 1858; the dies were
finished by July 1st, and on the nth the

following stamps were ready:—
6,000 of 27 paras, black on rose.

10,000 of 54 „ blue to green on green.

2,000 of 81 „ „ on blue.

6,000 of 108 „ „ on rose.

They were first issued to the public on July

15th (1858), and this is the tariff:

—

For small letters, and for a dis-

tance of 9 to 70 miles 27 paras.

For small letters for a greater

distance 54 „

For large letters 81 ,,

For registered letters 108 ,,

In what lay the difference between large and
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mall letters, appears quite lost. No less

distance than 9 miles being mentioned in the

postal tariff, we feel curious to know how
people sent letters to places, (say) eight and a

half miles from the post-office. It is probably

carelessness in drawing up the tariff, which
lays it open to the construction, that, as it is

all made on a graduating scale, letters for

distances of less than nine miles might be

sent for nothing! After enjoying a currency

of three months and a half, the series was
withdrawn, and the surplus stock of 12,308

specimens was returned to the finance minister.

The next article is a short paper, by Mr.
Tiffany, explaining his very simple and useful

Plan for Mounting Envelopes. The diagrams

so fully explain it, that anyone may see the

simplicity of the idea, and, when we explain

our own System, which is even simpler, we
will more fully detail Mr. Tiffany's, and leave

our readers to judge which suits them the

better of the two.

There is an interesting article on Fiji and
the Fijians, in which we are reminded that

the issue of Fiji postage stamps is a most
striking sign of the times: an out of the way
group of Islands, with inhabitants scarcely

better than savages, and whose very name is

unknown in the Postal Guide,—they are in-

deed entering the pale of civilisation ! We
next have Mr. Atlee on United States Locals,

chronicling the following varieties of the

East River Post Office.

First issue. Ship in double lettered linear circle,

EAST EIVEE P.O., 23 avenue D,, and star
each side. Circular, black on brown (?)

Second issue. Steam ship to left with east
kiver P.O., above and shortened address
below,in transverse linearoval, lithographed,
black on green.

I. 23. AV. D. Figure 3 with flat head.
II. a23AV. D. „ 3 with rounded head.

b. Two dots after 23.

c. No dot after AV
III. 18 AVE. D.

The first issue is only known as a proof; of

the second issue, types I. and II. are perfectly

unattainable, of type III. copies may be
occasionally obtained, but are of" considerable
rarity.

In Reviews,we have a very gratifying notice

of our journal, showing that all our pains to

bring out a good paper in the middle of the

month, are not unappreciated.

The Philatelist.—The article on Recent and
Undeserved Emissions contains, as the solitary

item of really new information, the advent of

another value for Tasmania, 9 p. blue; the

Charleston is certainly new to most Europeans,

but has been engraved in a foreign journal.

The Egyptian Locals is a compiled list of these

somewhat plain labels.

In the Spud Papers we find an exposure of

more vermin ; we fancy these articles have

been a first-rate advertisement to Messieurs les

Contrefacteurs, as Moens terms them ; that is,

if we may judge of the heaps (literally) sold

by the persons named in last month's Black

List. We had the melancholy task, a few
days since, of going through a collection

belonging to a youth, who was desirous of

selling out to our publishers for considerable

lucre. There was not a genuine stamp in

the book, save a few fragments of common
Germans, &c, a front elevation of a Mulready,
and a portion of a post-card, the rest being

forgeries of the vilest character, purchased

from Calvert and Dixon ; and, last, not least,

afew hundred varieties of United States Locals,

sold by a well-known firm who warrant every

stamp they sell to be genuine, and vjho will

return money if stamps are found otherwise

!

A delicate satire, truly; and yet the said firm

would not knowingly sell a forgery! It is a

pity such rubbish, as the vast majority of the

contents of packets of U. S. Locals ever saw
daylight. But then, one man's food is

another's poison, hence the gay and festive

S. Allan Taylor, lives and hath his being, and
will probably exist to a ripe old age, and have
the satisfaction of " roping in " our grand-

children, and dying universally esteemed by
all who never knew him !

But we are forgetting the Philatelist;

their next is a string of paragraphs, headed
the Philatelic Press, though why the con-

tents should be forcibly severed from the

Reviews is not altogether clear. The
curious mistakes in the Summary are corrected

in our "Reviews"; as this article only gives

Cream of the Magazines, of course the cor-

rection of errors is foreign to its purpose;
here we extract information, there we correct

misstatements. The number finishes with
some Reviews, in which our Journal is

kindly mentioned, though why we are allotted
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a course of two months, after which we are

expected to go to the paradise of Fiske,Jun.—
" The land where the woodbine twineth,"

we do not know, and probably do not care

—

we do not think that we "shall happen to

fizz away like a brilliant comet, after the

issue of the first and second numbers," and,

for the very sufficient reason, that comets

never fizz. The further astronomical remark

and comparison, "that the sun itself is not

spotless," we conceive to be a great compli-

ment; because it is a well-knotvn fact, and

the sun itself is the most wondrous body in

the whole Universe.

Postal Scraps contains some valuable hints

on Post Office Cats (we ourselves don't

collect them), something not very new
about Greek stamps, and sundry other items,

which will repay perusing, even what we
wrote ourselves not excepted !

A. Moschkaris Magazin.—This is a very

unpretending paper, but is usually well-

informed. The January number contained

the earliest engraving of the new Sweden
12 ore envelope. The same number con-

tains this representation

so long-disputed

lark on the stamps

North German
leration. This was
observed in Le

'.-Poste for Sept.,

and their engrav-

ing was reproduced in

the S. C. M. for the following month, with

an apology for its inaccuracy, as the engraver

found great difficulty in tracing the device.

After considerable trouble, Mr. Moschkau
has figured the above, and assures us that

it is quite accurate. This watermark appears

to have been an experiment of the postal

authorities, and so far as we can gather, was

confined to the earliest issued lots, as it is

found on the now rare imperforate series,

although on the rouletted as well. Mr.
Lindenburg has examined great quantities of

these North German Confederation stamps,

and found but a small percentage with this

watermark; he says, "in removing the gum,

the watermark appears fainter, yet the paper

has evidently something to do with it."

Le Timbre-Poste.—We have the January
and February numbers before us, and we find

considerable information in each. After new
issues, etc., in January, is a short article on
British Guiana of the i860 series, a sort of
rider to our article in the S.C.M. for 1871

(p. 29). For the first time it is pointed out,

that, there are two distinct dies of each

1, 2, 8, and 12 cents; the first edition had
the value and cents clearly apart, with a

distinct space between the words, in the later

editions, these are much compressed, and the

words nearly touch. The 4 and 24 cents

are each from one die. The series with
"compressed" value is latest, but it is doubt-

ful if the precise date could be easily fixed,

because we find specimens of 12c. type I with

perforation 10, which was only brought into

use in 1869, and, on the other hand have ic.

of type II perf. 13, which was adopted much
earlier. This 12c. type. I, circ. perf. 10, is

now mentioned for the first time, and we
have many specimens of it. Condensed, the

two types are :

—

rp j ) 1, 2, 8, 12c, each perf. 12 and 13;™
' j 12c. perf. 10.

Type II. 1, 2, 8, 12c, each perf. 13 and 10.

The next paper is a very long and in-

teresting account of certain projected plans of

one Mr. Samuel Forrester, of Falkirk, in

December, 1839, for the establishment of an

uniform postal rate. It is from the pen of

Baron Arthur de Rothschild, and is illus-

trated by facsimiles of the franks proposed,

which appear the only remains of an in-

teresting essay, and adorning his collection.

In February we read that the penny embossed
English stamp, dated 4. 4. 60, (which we
first chronicled), is probably the result of

private caprice, for, argues M. Moens, since

they impressed the stamp, at Somerset House,
on, it-matters-not-what paper, they were not

likely to refuse to emboss them on Dicken-
sonian paper, if any one took a fancy to pre-

sent such to the authorities. M. Moens
declines to believe in its authenticity, unless

one can be shewn on an envelope bearing

the official rosette on flap; these conjectures

are plausible, but, we don't see that they are

any more than conjectures. It is a pity

M. Moens did not describe this rarity first

himself, for then the law would have been
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laid down, at once and for ever, as to its

nature. That the official character of this

rarity can be calmly doubted, whilst Le

Timbre-Poste spreads itself out on the pattes

(embossed flower, &c, on the flap), upon the

penny envelopes now current in N. S. Wales,

is an instance that anything rare, and un-

known, is to be scouted, never mind how
inconsistently, if Le Timbre-Poste has to copy

the information. As these N. S. Wales are

printed on any envelopes that may be sent for

that purpose, the peculiar interest and value

of the pattes may be easily guaged ! The
same is the case with the Victorian envelopes.

Dr. Magnus on Wurtemburg Envelopes, is

as interesting as ever, and we regret it is

hardly possible to condense the substance of

his essay, but to do that consistently, we
should have to begin with the first of these

papers, which are almost two years old by now.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

(With Reference List.)

BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

EFORE entering upon the subject of

the Hawaiian stamps, we think a

short review of the advancement in

civilisation that led to their issue, and a few
remarks upon the kingdom itself, may not be

inappropriate, as an introduction to our essay.

That Captain Cook discovered the Sand-

wich Islands in 1798, that he named them
after his patron, the Earl of Sandwich, and
that the renowned voyager was killed

by the natives the following year, are all

facts impressed upon our memories, and
carried with us from boyhood, with the legends

of the Arabian Nights, and the wonderful
adventures of Robinson Crusoe.

We cannot call to mind any country, in

which the transformation from canabalism to

civilisation, was so rapid as in the Hawaiian
Islands. To many persons, however, an idea

appears to exist, that the ruler of this far-

away kingdom, still lives on salted sea-captains,

and pickled missionaries; and that the ladies

still go about in a costume, almost as scanty

as that of the Greek Slare but this is quite

a wrong conclusion.

The islands are eleven in number, and

were, at the time of their discovery, governed

by separate chiefs, but soon after, they were

joined into one sovereignty, under Tameha-
meha, who took the title of Kamehameha,
and the new kingdom changed its name,

to Hawaii, after the principal island.

In 1 819, the first monarch died, and was

succeeded by his son, Liholiho, as Kame-
hameha the Second. To this king, is due the

credit of having swept out idolatary, and of

having firmly established the Christian reli-

gion. When upon a visit with his Queen
to this country in 1824, he died in London,
and his throne was filled by his brother,

Kauikeaouli, who then adopted the dynastic

name of his predecessors. In 1 844, the inde-

pendence of the kingdom was acknowledged

by Great Britain, the United States, France,

and Belgium; and in May, 1845, the first

Parliament was opened.

On the 15th of December, 1854, Kame-
hameha III. was called to his fathers, and his

cousin reigned in his stead. The features of

the fourth Kamehameha are said to be faith-

fully reproduced in the earliest engraved 2

cents.

On the 30th of November, 1863, Kame-
hameha IV. died, and the crown descended

upon the present sovereign, Kamehameha V.
We will merely add, that the Hawaiian

Islands are situated in the North Pacific

Ocean, in latitude between 18 and 22 degrees

N., and longitude betwean 153 and 160 de-

grees W., and that the nearest mail route to

them is via. San Francisco.

In the early days of the consolidated king-

dom, the post-office accommodation in the

capital was of the most primitive kind, being

of like nature to that afforded a couple of

centuries before, to the sturdy—and, if tradi-

tion lieth not, somewhat sleepy—Dutch
burghers of New Amsterdam.
The letters were placed upon a table in a

warehouse near the quay, and every one picked

out the correspondence directed to himself.

According to a writer in Le Timbre-Poste, a

benedict came to Honolulu without his bride,

and made oft repeated visits to the post-office

in search of letters from his cara sposa, but

none came to hand. At last it transpired,

that through similarity of name, all the
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correspondence had been appropriated by
another person. To prevent the repetition

of such an unpleasant occurrence, the gentle-

man above alluded to, petitioned the King for

power to found a postal department, at his

sole charge, which permission was accorded

to him in 1850.

From then, until the present time, the

postal system has undergone numerous im-

provements ; and it may now be considered

as superior in organisation to many of the

European administrations, not being throttled

as in France or Russia, with the red-tapeism

of absurd and incomprehensible rules.

Still, the state of things six years ago, was
not so bright, if we may judge from the follow-

ing paragraph, then going the round of the

philatelical press :

—

Mail facilities in the Sandwich Islands are still

of a somewhat primitive order. Every Wednesday
afternoon, it is said, a travel-worn pedestrian

enters the village of Kawaihae with his rubber-

covered bag strapped securely to his back. This
he has brought from Hilo, since Monday morning,
and, as the shades of evening cool the rocky hill

sides, he start on his return, reaching the bay on
Saturday night, an arrival which, in steamer
times, is no less welcome than regular. This
journey, which, measured on the many curved
roads up and down the sides of ravines, and
including a detour into Wappio, must be not less

than 160 miles in length, is performed in alternate

weeks by two men, who show great power of

endurance. Sometimes, though rarely, a horse is

brought into requisition.

Without further preface, we will now
proceed to our investigation of the stamps.

FIRST ISSUE.

In 1852, a decree was passed, authorising the

issue of postage-stamps, the postal depart-

ment being by that time in good working

order, thanks to the enterprise of a private

individual. Engraved designs were ordered

from Boston (U.S.), but pending their arrival,

resource to home talent was necessary. As
the inland postage was 5 cents, and the

through-rate to the United States 13 cents, a

stamp for each of those values was emitted.

The 13c. was probably the first issued, for

of this value we find two types.

The order in which we place the types

of this issue is merely supposititious, as it is

impossible in the present state of information

to speak with any certainty on the_ matter.

|H.1.& l) S.
Post acre

ism Cents:

First Type.
Numeral within fancy

square of pearls and loops,

intersected by circlets, and
joined at each angle by a

single semi - circular line,

enclosing a tripartite flower.

H. I. & U. S Postage in

two lines above, value be-

low; between the numeral
and Cents is a small square containing four

dots, two and two. All within a double

linear frame. Rect., on yellowish-white,

wove paper, presumably ungummed,
13 Cents., pale blue.

Second Type.

Numeral within fancy square of cones and

loops, intersected by pearls, and joined

at each angle by a single semi-circular

line, holding a smaller tripartite flower than

in the first type. Hawaiian Postage in two
lines above; value below, in full upon the

five cents, and in numerals on the higher

value, with two upright loops dividing 13

and Cents. All within double linear frame.

Rect., on yellowish-white, wove paper, presum-

ably ungummed,

Five cents., pale blue.

1 3 " >>

Each of the three stamps above described

is of such extreme rarity, that it is im-'

possible to arrive at any certain conclusion, as

to the manner in which they were printed ;

but from appearances, we are led to believe

that they were set up from the fount, and

then stereotyped. As we are unable to obtain

the slightest tittle of official information con-

cerning this issue, we can only conjecture as

to the number of copies composing a sheet,

but it is very probable, that it was the same as

that adopted upon the later "figure" stamps,

namely, ten. We fear this question will long

remain an open one, for we have only heard

of eight or nine authenticated copies of the

13c at the most, and the 5 c. is still less

attainable.

The resuscitation of these stamps is a his-

tory in itself. The 13c. of type II. was the

first discovered ; it was mentioned in Le Collec-

tionneur de Timbres-Poste, for October, 1S64,

and is there figured, but incorrectly, the
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corner ornaments of the central square being

disconnected from the remainder of the design.

Four copies are mentioned as having been
found in the Foreign Mission House, at Bos-

ton, U.S., but this statement was probably

composed with intent to deceive, and if so, these

novelties were most likely all counterfeit. The
same engraving was reproduced in the Stamp
Collector's Magazine of the month following,

and it was given as illustrating a specimen
then in a Metropolitan collection; however
this was an error, as it did not represent the

genuine die. In Le Timbropbile, of December,
1864, is a communication exposing the mis-

takes in the previous drawings, and giving an
exact representation of the genuine, as well

as of the 5c, which we now hear of for the

first time. In the same letter, mention is

also made of the 13 cents, now known to us

as type I. Le Collectionneur of the same
date

/
noted the second advent of the 5c, and

" prodigally foisted in" a 2 cents., which latter

. it figured in the January
number, with strongly ex-

pressed doubts of its bona

fide character. The central

pattern was represented by

something between that

shown upon the two origi-

nal types. This impostor

was remarkably fresh look-

Hawaiiae
Postage

ing, varied (as we have pointed out) from the

knowngenuine types, was in black, upon yellow
glazed paper, and to crown all, was thickly

gummed. After enjoying an ephemeral good
name, this worthless production found its

true position—among the condemned.
We must now consider the question as to

the possibility of an authentic 2 c. being here-

after discovered. Such an event is certainly

among the probabilities, but we, for our part,

do not believe in its accomplishment. In the
first place, the earliest acknowledged 2 c, was
not issued until July, 1859, anc* then simply
as a plain type-set stamp. Had a 2 c. been
emitted concurrently with the 5 c. and 13 c,
it would have had a life of about seven years,

during which period, some dozens of copies at

least would have been preserved for future
philatelists.

Now we know,that the two accepted values,

could only have been for provisional service,

as they were speedily replaced by the engraved

pair. Had a 2 c. been wanted at the time, it

doubtless would also have been engraved, and

again, if the government had a design possess-

ing some show of ornamentation, they would

not, one would think, abandon it for some-

thing worse.

Forgeries.

u 1 There are a pair of veryHawaiian
Postage
(M% b b

13 m. Cents.

specious counterfeits of type

II., upon a paper almost

identical, both in tone and

texture, with that used for

the originals. They may,

however, be at once detected

by the three-lobed device in

the angles of the central

pattern, being divided from the remainder of

the frame, as shown in our engraving. A
copy of this 13 c. impostor is now before us,

wearing quite an ancient look, and postmarked

with a portion of a large circular stamp,

having an undecipherable date in the centre,

and showing U. S. and the first letters of

Honolulu round the margin.

In the second edition of Mahe's catalogue,

we find advertised, photographs of the

original stamps of type II. at a franc each,

and imitations at half that price. The latter

were from the die employed to illustrate the

articles in his journal, before alluded to. The
5 c. of these fac-similes we
figure; and any stamp answer-

ing to it in every detail, may
be safely rejected; a careful

comparison however, is neces-

sary, for our engraving is as

near an approach to accuracy
FiveCents. as could be attained. The

13 c. is from the same die, with value only

differing.

It will be sufficient merely to note, in

passing, that the sham 2 c. is also found in

blue, and in black, upon white paper. These
impostors are probably the pair catalogued in

August, 1870, by the late Mr. Seltz, in his

Hand-book.

SECOND ISSUE.

In 1863, or, according to M. Moens, late

in 1862, the provisional pair gave place to the

engraved types. Of these, we are informed
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by Mr. S. Allan Taylor, the 5 c. was the work
of Nathaniel Dearborn, of Boston, and the

13 c. was produced from the same city, and
probably by the like artist.

Generic Design.

Full-faced portrait of Kamehameha III.

in military costume, upon a ground of oblique

and horizontal crossed lines. Postage on solid

arched label above, and in the spaces at top,

caused by the bend of the label, five rays issuing

from a semi-pearl. The whole forming a

rectangle, and placed within an outer linear

frame, with narrow label at sides, and broad

one below, entirely cut off from the upper

portion. Numerals in upper angles, divided

from the remainder of the label by a single

line in the 5c, and a double line in the 13c.
TYPES.

1. 5 Cts.—Honolulu on left side, Ha-
waiian Is. on right. Five Cts.below.

11. 1 3 Cts.—Hawaiian 5 Cts. on left side,

United States 8 Cts., on right.

Honolulu Hawaiian Is. in two lines

below, between, and divided from 13
and Cts., by a perpendicular line.

SPECIES.
1. 1853 Five Cts, blue.

11. 13 Cts., red.
VARIETIES.

I. Im.")

White > Five Cts., dark blue on card paper,

paper)

Five Cts,dark blue on ordinary paper.

Five Cts., chalky-blue on ordinary

paper.

Five Cts., blue v. on thin paper.

II. 1 3 Cts., vermilion on card-paper.

pale „ „
„ dull red on ordinary paper.

el I
Five Cts., deep blue

Blue paper. )
' r

;> „ v. on
thinner paper.

In consequence of the postal rate to the

States being altered, the 13c. stamp fell into

desuetude in 1863.

(To be continued.)

Initials on Dies of Stamps.—The current
10 c. Antioquia bears the letters D. A. under arms.
Many other stamps are embellished with engravers
initials very minutely executed, as great Britain
envelopes, Naples arms, Portugal, Belgium, etc.,
etc.

OUR BLACK LTST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

II.

HE court is opened, the jury of our

readers is no doubt ready, and there

are several transgressors to be brought

to the bar. We must, however, after the

manner of our prototypes, the detectives of

the " force," ask for a remand, for the purpose

of completing our cases, but there are so many
suspicious persons requiring to be " run in,"

that we must insert one extract from " our

charge sheet," at any rate.

J. W. Milne and Co., Newtown Heden
Road, Hull.

From this firm, our coadjutor has received

a sheec of forty labels at a penny each, all

forged except a I s. gr. Brunswick. The coun-

terfeits are of the usual class; one of St.

Domingo being somewhat pleasantly inscribed

unreal.

Clayburn, Dixon, and Co. still advertise

their rubbishing packets of eighty-five for 6d.,

but not in the Herald. They appear to be

endowed with the subtlety of the serpent; but

every reptile, like every dog, has its day.

M. Spleitch and Co., Birmingham.

From the youth trading under this name,

our editor has received the following com-
munication :

—

Dear Sir.—In this month's PhUatelicalJournal
we are sorry to find our name mentioned in your
Black List, coupled with others, as impostors (for

they who sell forged stamps for genuine, are

nought else). Now, we have been for some time
wishing some one connected with the trade would
start something to check this sale of impositions,

such as you are now so ably conducting (although
in our case, rather erratically), and we assure you
that we only advertise forged stamps in our packets
for the Boys' Own Magazine, and then they are

enclosed and labelled as such. As to there being
any forged stamps on our sheets (though wishing
rather to be called rogues than fools), we must
assert our ignorance of their presence, and we
should, if possible, wish that some day Mr. Atlee
could have a look over our sheet-box, just as it is,

and we could then prove that to our knowledge
we keep no forged stamps on our sheets.

As to our connection with Mr. Winkle, that is

quite a mistake, and we beg you will see to this,

and correct it in your next.

Yours very respectfully,

M. Spleitch & Co.

P.S.—We shall be most happy to give up the

sale of forged stamps in packets, or in any other
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way, and also in urging others to do likewise ; for

we believe that no proceedings would carry

against the majority of dealers in these things.

Mea culpa, ??iea culpa, mea maxima culpa

!

This epistle appears at first sight to be a

penitential one, and as such we would gladly

welcome it, but we sadly fear, that this offer-

ing to give up the sale of forgeries, is merely

a pretence, and is adopted to prevent Mr.
Spleitch's business from slipping from him.

The wishing rather to be called rogue than

fool is certainly candid, and makes further

comment unnecessary.

NOTES ON THE FIRST ISSUE OF
MOLDAVIA.

BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

HE natural effect of the appearance

of an article on stamps which are

but lictle understood, is to drive the

philatelist to the examination of his own
specimens, and to try them by the light of the

investigations of others. Although the subject

of the early stamps of Moldavia was taken up

by Dr. Magnus, in 1867, yet the want of

information was obliged to be supplied by
conjecture, and it was not until M. Moens
was enabled to obtain official information

regarding these stamps, that the subject could

be treated of with any degree of certainty,

and even now much must be left to conjec-

ture. Mr. Overy Taylor, in the last number
of the Stamp Collector's Magazine, has, by
placing the documentary evidence before the

English public, done much towards directing

attention of amateurs to the study of these

difficult stamps, and we would now add a

few notes derived from the examination of

the specimens in our own collection.

Though we have collected the various

types described by Dr. Magnus, or taken such

of them as we have been able to find, we
have great doubts as to the authenticity of

many of them, that is, as to their being part

of the issue which began on the I ith of July,

1 858, and terminated on the 1st of November
following. If we examine the official docu-

ments furnished to M. Moens, and now
translated in the Stamp Collector's Magazine,

we notice that there were only four stamps

delivered by the Minister of Finance to the

person charged with the supply of the postage

stamps, one for each of the values, and that sup-

posing that the whole of the order was

completed, the post office could only have

issued

—

3,675 stamps of 27 paras

4.7S 6 » 54 »

693 „ 81 „

2,568 „ 108 „

Total, 11,692

If this is correct, it would appear that the

81 paras should be by far the rarest of all

these stamps, and we are disposed to think

that experience justifies the supposition. We
have in our own collection the 27, 54, and

and 108 paras on laid paper, all bearing the

Jassy postmark, with the date of August or

October, the year not being given, and we
find a similar postmark on a 40 paras of the

next issue, with a date of a day in November,
the latter specimen being on blue paper. We
have specimens of other types, some of which

are obliterated, but not with a postmark, and

we are disposed to look with a suspicious eye

on them. Up to the present time no speci-

men of the 81 paras has been found on laid

paper, but we would venture to predict that it

exists, and ourown belief is that the only stamps

which formed a portion of this issue are the

27 paras, the first type of the 54, the first

type of the 108, and the unknown type of

the 81.

One other remark we would make is, that

one reason for the rareness of the 27 paras is

that it was created for internal postage. We
all know how rare it is to find an obliterated

3 cuartos Spain of 1853—of these 2,380 were
issued by the post office, as appears by the

official returns, Is it unreasonable then that

in a small and confined country like Moldavia,

ten 27 paras should be difficult to find?

We have brought this matter before our

readers with a desire to provoke them to

examine their own specimens, and to study

the question.

We are becoming quite inundated with small
stamp papers from tbe States. Three new ones
are now before us j none of particular value.
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USTRIA.— Newspaper Band.— From
Moschkatis Magazin we hear of a 2 kz

yellow, newspaper band, we hope to

describe it in our next.

Austria.—Post Card altered.—There is a

modification of this postcard for Italian

Provinces, having the double-headed eagle

smaller, the word Correspondenz Karte less

arched, letters being more open and less

ponderous; between it and arms is printed

Carta da Correspondejiza, the face also bears

Adresse, Indirizzo and in a. At back is

printed

—

{7} iw

The present Austrian post card now bears

—

am 187

at back, and the stamp is more of a buff

colour than heretofore.

Bavaria.—Returnsfor Augsburg, andNurn-

berg.— Out of courtesy, we chronicle the

existence of these two uninteresting labels

for returned letters. They are type set

" Commission fur Retourbriefe" with name.

We do not collect our own Dead Letter

Envelopes, why then the more uninteresting

labels of France, Germany, &c, &c?

Belgium.—Post Card.—It has now lost

the side inscriptions, and is not local as here-

tofore, but carries over the whole kingdom.

The adhesive ic. is of a much paler shade of

chalky green.

Brazil. — New 300r.—This appears an

actually prepared value according to the

S.C.M. The frame is stated to be orange,

and the centre green (?) ; it is to be employed
for postage between the States and Brazil.

The postal treaty signed by Germany and
Brazil, fixes " the rate of letters between the

two countries at 15 s.gr. or about 720 reis;

so that another new stamp will probably be

required."

Canada.—6 c. small size.—This has been
lately issued, colour is a pleasing brown.

Ceylon.—96 c.—At the last moment we
hear of a new type, of this value, for the new
series.

Confederate States.— 1 c. Calhoun, per/.

13.—This is rather a curiosity, but is un-
doubtedly a genuine variety, its colour is the

reddish-yellow shade ; the specimen is the

only obliterated one we ever saw ; it is post-

marked Richmond, and appears of the highest

degree of rarity. A few genuine used copies

of the ioc. blue (Jeff. Davis) are known
perf. 13, these must not be confounded with
certain specimens lately made in the States,

and sold unused, of which the perforation is

somewhat larger.

Cuba.— 1868 Habilitado. Le Timbre-Poste

mentions as news, the existence of these

stamps. They are certainly very scarce

indeed, but we thought they were known, as

a full set exists, viz. :

—

5 c. lilac 20 c. green

ioc. blue 40 c. rose.

Our contemporary does not give the lowest

value.

Deccan.—New 1 anna.—This has never been

chronicled it appears, though issued last

autumn. In colour it is almost black, the

true shade is a rich black brown. It may
not be generally known that the current set

is printed in sheets of 240 stamps, electro-

typed from one matrix, but the skeleton

2 annas, though printed in the same sized

sheet, is on copper-plate, each stamp sepa-

rately and distinctly engraved, a wonderfully

laborious method to adopt in these days, but

shewing the primitiveness of the issue

thoroughly. The J anna skeleton is also

copper-plate, but we have not seen an entire

sheet, so cannot vouch for the number of

specimens to the plate, but, probably there

were 240. Although separately engraved,

there is no error in the whole sheet of

2 annas, the nearest approach is, that some

specimens have post stamp as one word instead

of two. The sheet is lettered at foot in

rude capitals " Two hundred and forty-two

annas post stamps valued hallee secca rupees

thirty." All sheets are headed with an in-

scription in Persian, and countersigned by

"Henry Ogelvie. Supt. of Stamps."

Denmark.—Of the 1871 series, we can

make two full sets, one of pale shades, the

other of full intense tints, especially in 3 and

48 sk. The dark colours are the most recent.
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Egypt.—New Issue.—The engraving will

demonstrate that the new series is not an

improvement on the re-

cent one, and when we
tell our readers that this

engraving considerably

J

exceeds the beauty of

the original, they will

believe in the general

deterioration of this new type. It is

figured by Le Timbre-Poste and Moschkau's

Magazin. The general effect is unaltered,

but the sphinx is less prominent, and the

classic remains (Pompey's pillar and Cleopatra's

needle) no longer adorn the sides of the frame.

The greatest, and probably the most signifi-

cant political alteration, is the Italian letter-

ing, elevating the Khedive to the foremost

place. The series is lithographed, and con-

tains

—

5 paras, brown
10 „ mauve
20 „ blue

(two shades.)

1 piastre, red

2 piastres, yellow

2± „ purple

5 » green

Colours for the most part, dull and dirty.

Watermark star over crescent; perf. circ. 13^.

Fiji.—Surcharged Series.—The S. C. M.
at once capped our last month's information,

by a chronicle of an imperforate set sur-

charged in Cents, with the equivalent values of

the pence. This renders Fiji very compli-

cated, for we now have the

Times Express .... 1. 3. 6. op. ish.

Fiji Postage 1. 3. 6p. perf. circ.

„ „ 2. 6. I2cts. imperf.

The last are ungummed as well as imper-

forate, and are, we believe, proof or waste
sheets. We have just received a 6p. per-

forated, used, taken from a letter which
arrived in San Francisco last month; it is

obliterated •' G. P. O. Fiji," central date (if

any) illegible. Time alone will solve the

mystery of C.R. on the stamps, and this new
surcharging. Mr. Earee's paper on British

Packet Agencies, will explain the " super-

intendence" of the Fiji Times Express stamps,

by the British consul there. The perforated

stamps, Moens gives as 12 J, but they are 13
to 14; he engraves them as n.

Finland.—Envelopes, 1871.—We have not
noticed it mentioned that the 20 pen. blue,

and 40 pen. rose, are on the large, awkwardly-

shaped, square envelopes, the 20p. on wove,

the 4op. on paper laid obliquely.

Finland.—Post Cards.—More complica-

tion here, inasmuch as we receive two per-

fectly distinct types, and on different cards.

As far as we are competent to judge from

appearances, we consider the following their

proper arrangement, but we may be wrong.

The S. C. M. has mentioned our type I.,

whilst Le Timbre-Poste denies the existence

of type 11.

Type I. Korrespondanskort for Finland at

top, Till, two dotted lines, and then Bestam-

melseort on a third. Two ruled lines divide

this from two paragraphs of instruction. The
stamp is to the left side, and is 8 pen, but

from a different die to the adhesive, there

being eight stars in place of seven. All other

details vary. This type appears like a litho-

graph, the whole design is surrounded by a

border, similar to that on our own card ; the

back is ruled with ten lines, the impressions

are in green of a dark tone, and the cards aie

surface coloured in all shades of dirty green,

resembling nothing so much as the tint of a

duck's egg.

Type II. Is the same design, with the

outer frame or border about an eighth of an

inch shorter than above, with the ten lines at

back dotted, and the impression in green on a

rich buff card; it certainly is not a lithograph

like I, and well deserves the eulogium passed

on it in the S. C. M. We imagine type I is

obsolete.

German Empire .— Registrdtion .
—- The

labels of the North German Confederation

10 grey and 30 blue, are brought into use,

the lettering being altered to Deutsche Reichs-

Post ; it formerly was Norddeutscher Postbezirk.

German Empire.— Compound Post Card.—
This new arrangement came in force on

January 1st., and shows that if the German
Post Cards are mostly uninteresting, they are,

after all, conceived in a spirit of meeting

public convenience, from which the admin-

istrations of other countries might take a hint.

It is a double card, one half containing the

senders message, the other half to prepay the

reply, which it is destined to contain. The
first half contains the inscription Riickantwort
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bezablt under Correspondenz-Karte, whilst the

reply card is inscribed Bezahlte Riickantwort.

It is black on rose, and we have two types of

it, large arms and large lettering, smaller arms

and smaller lettering, and the instructions at

base are differently placed in each.

German Empire.—Newspaper Band.—We
did not mention the \ groschen light green in

our last. This and the 1 kreuzerband, are with-

out that broad green border above and below
the stamps, denoting the size to which they

are to be cut. Wurtemburg and Bavaria still

use their own stamps, but Baden seems anxious

to get rid of their series, and to adopt that of

the German Empire.

GreatBritain.—Doubly perforated.—Occa-

sionally specimens occur which have been

twice perforated, the effect being to cut away
a portion of the first perforation, and to pro-

duce a very fine and jagged edge, somewhat
puzzling to the uninitiated.

Holland.—Rosy-tinted Pojt Card.—This

variety is not yet obtainable at Amsterdam,
and Le Timbre-Poste now hints at a further

alteration.

Hungary.—Newspaper Stamps.—Le Timbre-

Poste says that the vermilion stamp is sup-

pressed, and that it is succeeded by a stamp

identical (?), save that the mouthpiece of the

horn is on the left side, and the cross on

crown inclines the same way. Heretofore,

cross and mouthpiece turned to the right.

Hungary.—Envelopes.—We have observed

specimens without any embossed tresse on

flap, and some copies of 5 kz impressed

upside down.

Japan.—Shades.—We have at present ob-

served the following varieties :

—

% tenpo cold dark brown
rich brown

1 tenpo indigo

2 tenpo vermilion

deep red

5 tenpo dull green

yellow-green

dark rich green

These stamps are printed on a soft porous

brownish paper, shewing certain laid lines.

The tenpo appears equal to one halfpenny,

an almost identical currency with that of

Java and Ceylon. In these countries the

dollar or 100 cents is worth two shillings and
a penny or twopence (we believe), instead of

four shillings and twopence. The Hong-
Kong cent is at the higher rate.

Norway.—New 3 sk.—
The engraving speaks for

itself. The sheets contain

one hundred stamps, with

a post-horn for water-mark.

It is perf. circ, 1 3^-, and
so says Moens, but en-

graves it 11, and also states

there is no watermark.

Russia.-—Post Card.—This was issued on

Jan. 1st, but bears no stamp, which militates

against its interest. There are the usual

instructions (in Russian), and, says the S.C.M.,
" the card is grey, and the inscription, &c,
in sepia. The postage is 3 kop. for town
letters, and 5 kop. from town to town." We
have not seen the card, so we cannot judge

for ourselves, but Le Timbre-Poste, says that

"the impression is black, on thin white card

paper," and also that the instructions on face

of card are "surrounded by a heavy black

border, which gives it the appearance of a

mourning card."

Sierra Leone.—New Issue.—The Stamp
Collector's Magazine announces the preparation

of a new series of ip., 2p., 3p., 6p., and ish.

We can add nothing to this.

Spanish Colonies,—New Issue.—We are

indebted to Mr. Ysasi for the loanof a die-

proof of this novelty. It is

the design now adopted,

and, perhaps, already in use.

The head is that of King
Amadeus, and our illustra-

tion does scanty justice to

the beauty and magnificent

engraving of the original.

We have no particulars of

colours or values yet.

Sweden.—New Adheskes.—It is stated that

two new values are in preparation, 6 ore and
1 Rd ; also that the 17 ore is obsolete.

Sweden.—Post Card.—The succeeding

design is struck on a white card in blue, with
border and inscriptions in mauve. Although
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this

both envelope and card are announced as

issued Jan. nth, we have not seen either,

and the card is certainly not issued.

Sweden.— 12 ore Envelope.—We find

stamp was first engraved

in Hoschkaiis Magazin.

The general effect is not

very charming, but the

colour is bright blue.

The envelope has no tresse

on the flap. It is scarcely

in use yet.

Switzerland.— Maderanerthal.— The en-

graving shows a fresh local,

5c. ultramarine, for an ac-

count of which we are

indebted to the S. C. M.
It appears that in one of

the most beautiful of the

Swiss valleys—the Mader-
anerthal—there is an hotel,

Zutn Scbweizen Jlpent-club,

built seven years ago, during all which time

it is believed that the stamp here represented

was in use, ostensibly, we presume, to prepay

postage from the hotel to Amstag (the nearest

town, situated about ten miles south of the

Lake of Lucerne). The use of this label, as

also those for Rigi-Coulm and Rigi-Kaltbad,

as a postal convenience, is perhaps apocryphal,

and, says the S. C M.

:

—
Perhaps the Rigi-Kaltbad establishment is large

enough to make it worth while to establish a kind
of private mail service, but we now lean to the
belief that such stamps as the Rigi and the

Maderanerthal are really issued to serve as an
advertisement to the hotel-keepers, and a gratifi-

cation to their guests, who are pleased with the

idea of putting them on their letters for England
or other parts.

Tasmania.—New gp.—We have to add a

fresh value, 9p. deep blue, watermark, tas

placed obliquely, and expect the ish. of the

same type by every mail. This stamp we
received from Mr. G. W. Obicini before

Christmas, but it was unfortunately over-

looked, being same colour as the 4p., it did

not arrive by the January mail, as erroneously

stated by a contemporary. The 3p. labels are

coming over of a very dark shade, the die well

charged with colour, and this appears a charac-

teristic of all the later batches of each value.

The first lots of each were wretchedly

printed.

Turkey.-^- 1 863, thick paper 5 piastres.—Le

Timbre- Poste mentions the existence of this

variety, there is now only wanting the 2pe.

to make up the set on thick paper ; all the

values exist on very thin paper, as is pretty

well known.

United States.—Envelope *jc.—We append

an engraving of this rather

handsome stamp. It repre-

sents Stanton, and was pre-

pared, but scarcely used,

owing, we believe, to a

change in the tariff with

Germany. We have only

seen it on pale lemon paper,

but it also exists on white.

United States.— Californian Locals.—We
have many unknown varieties of these rari-

ties to chronicle ; but, as they are not of very

general interest, we will simply give their

names:
Appleton s Ex.
Bacon's Ex.
Bennett and Co.'s Ex.
Crawford's Middle Fork Ex.
Cramer and Co.

Diamond City Ex.
Dore's Flat Ex.
Everts, Davis, and Co. Ex.
Fleming's San Leandro Ex.
Ford's (J.B.) Bocky Mountain Ex.
Garland's Ex.
Galen's Ex.
Hall and Allen's Ex.
Hoag's (J. W.) Contra Costa Ex.
Hoog's and Maddison Ex.
Hopkinson's Ex., You Bet, Nevada County, Cal.

Hunter and Co.

Jones and Edgar's Canyon City Ex.
Langton and Bros. Yuba Ex.
Leland and McCombe's Ex.
Mann and Co.'s Ex.
McBean and Co.'s Granite Creek Ex.
Pauly and Northman's Ex.
Penman's (R.) Ex.
Pescadero and Half Moon Bay Stage Co.
Philip and Gregory's Ex.
Barney (J. S.) and Co.'s Ex.
Rhodes and Whitney.
Rumrill and Co.'s Ex.
Shepherd's Ex.
Thompson and Co.'s Ex.
Waldron's Kootenai Ex.
Wharton's (J. P.) Ex.
Wells, Butterfield and Co.
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None of these are even chronicled, so the

greater majority are quite unknown, and,

though some are current, the larger number

are obsolete. Many great varieties, as Angle

& Co., Anthony's Northern Ex., &c, are

omitted, because they are being mentioned

by us elsewhere.

Uruguay, perforated series.—The set of 5,

10, 15, and 20c, is now perf. circ. 13.

Western Australia.

—Herewith we figure

the new 3 p ; colour,

a fawn-brown ; water-

marked cc and crown
sideways.

Wurtemburg,— Newspaper Band.— The
I kz. stamp is now printed in sheets of ten

impressions, ruled off* from each other in the

usual manner, and sold at nkz the sheet,

with instructions printed top and bottom,

and price between each band.

Wurtemburg.—JPost Cards.—The same

system has been adopted here, as for the

German Empire above. The ordinary cards

bear Konigl. Wurttemberglsches Postgebiet in

arch above, but the altered ones have Kon.

Wurttemb. Postgebeit in a straight line, and

bearing the arms of the kingdom. The two

parts are lettered respectively Ruckantwort

Bezahlt, and Bezahlte Ruckantwort. These

cards are blue, and bear a stamp from the die

of the envelope, viz:

I kz. yellow-green.

3 kz. rose.

BOGUS NOVELTIES.
ORE regularly than genuine novelties,

and often bringing far away new
issues under suspicion, the forged and

fictitious stamps which we class together

under the Yankee term " Bogus," have never

met with that regular and systematic dis-

section they so impudently invite by their

prodigal variety. We feel that they have

not merited such neglect, but for the future

they shall not have cause to complain of our

inattention. After a time, and when it is

known that we persistently denounce every-

thing which comes under this heading, we
shall not so easily see every novelty of this

sort, so we shall have to rely on our corres-

pondents to send us all possible information,

and doubtful stamps, and let them not think

that, because a fact is trivial it is of no im-

portance—far from it. The first imposition

we shall take, will be more remarkable for

the value of the real thing, than for beauty,

and is the following :

—

Guadalajara.—There are eight varieties

of these, which are stated to have been

received from Mexico, but they are not

genuine. They are

—

Un real 1868, wove, dull rose.

„ „ lilac-grey.

„ „ „ white.

„ „ „ blue.

2 reales „ „ rose.

„ ' „ „ lilac-grey.

„ „ „ white.

„ „ „ green.

A little known test is, that the best judges of

Guadalajara never saw a genuine one, which
had not been separated from its neighbours

by ruled lines done by a black lead pencil,

i.e., of course supposing there is a large

margin to the stamp. These forgeries, (as

also those we mentioned on p. 28 of the

S. C. M. for 1 871), fail in this very trifling

point. Then the G is very square and
exaggerated, and the inside finishing stroke is

large and pronounced, whilst the genuine has

the inside stroke just distinct. The C is

also too square. E of Eranco exaggerated,

the top stroke being inclined slightly up,

and being slightly longer than the middle

one. Dot after value in both, no dot after

date. Figures of date too long, the I being

finished at base properly, whereas in genuine

1868, the I has the finishing stroke at base

only on the right hand side. In the 2 rs,

the tail of the figure 2 is unfinished, not so

in the genuine.

Venezuela. — This en-

graving represents anything

but a novelty, but the 8. CM.
having just engraved it as a

new issue, we must take

some notice of it. It is a

"College" stamp used in

the Venezuelan " Schools "

(Escue/as), after the manner
of sundry U. S. productions, simply for the

teaching of youth the whole business of
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letter carrying, despatch and receipt of

imaginary orders, &c, and so forth.

Commune Stamps. — Humbugs, probably

everyone, plain type set things with numerals

in centre. In all colours, and values from

5 to 80 centimes.

Transvaal Republic.—For some time,

there has been growing up a very general

distrust of the stamps for this locality ; now
it is not our province or desire, to enter into

a question as to the postal or bond-fide

character of the several varieties, but as an

example of some of those manipulations of

the dies which have tended to bring discredit

upon the whole series, we beg to call atten-

tion to the following impressions, sold with

an obliteration in blue or black of concentric

rings, imitating the actual postmark. They
are not stamps, and they certainly are not

proofs—then what are they? Simply impres-

sions struck in any colour, either illicitly or

with official sanction, and obliterated, but

solely for sale to collectors. The dies are

genuine, and such stamps are current, but the

colours are suppositious; to collectors of

postage stamps, they should possess something

of the value which a numismatist would

accord, to a series of our current English

silver coinage, struck in tin, lead, brass, zinc,

or other base metal. These highly instructive

labels are probably to be found in great

variety, but we are quite satisfied to possess

the following specimens, which we acquired

through the ingenuous confidence of a youth

in Mecklenburg, hight E. Enterlein, who is

anxious that our publishers should disem-

burden him of some hundreds of sets.

One penny, blue, imperf.

Threepence, blue, rose, yellow, imperf.

One shilling, blue on bluish, imperf.

Besides these impossible colours, the full

actual series is also to be had with a like

cancellation.

We will now touch upon the most recent

reprints that we have noticed. Perhaps the

most important is a reprint (at last) of the

1862 series for the Argentine Republic. We
thought it just a little odd, that we had had

no new fraud from that locality for so long;

but we felt sure that our trust (of many years'

standing)in the inventiveness of those Argen-

tine officials, would never be betrayed; we felt

equally sure that when they did perpetrate a

new philatelical pleasantry, it would be first-

rate ! Now, perhaps a good many of our

readers do not know that the 1862 series of

the Argentine Republic contains two types,

and these, for all purposes of the present

criticism, we will assume are confined to the

5c. value. Well, type I. may be at once

known by the straight lines of shading in the

upper half of the shield, and in addition, by

the irregularity of the lettering culminating

in the small size of the G.

Type II. always shows the lines in shield

closer, and slightly arched, instead of perfectly

straight.

Though Dr. Magnus gives a full series of

each, we have never seen more than 5c. of

the second die (with arched lines); the 10c.

and 15c. of the first type are far superior (the

lettering being quite regular), to the 5c. which

we group with it. These newly-discovered

impositions imitate the first type in the

straight lines of shield; and all three values

are from the same die and show the same in-

significant G and slightly fallen C of Centavos,

which in genuine is alone peculiar to the 5c.

value. We get in genuine stamps

—

Type I.

5c, crimson red, light and dark,

ioc, dark, dull, and yellow-green.

15c, light and deep blue.

(The two latter better engraved than 5c.)

Type II.

5c, flesh, and all shades of rose.

These new impostors are all of one type.

5c, pale and dark rose,

ioc,, dark and yellow-green.

15c, pale and dark blue.

(No stop after numerals in the two latter,

but always in the original.)

Austria.—The old Mercuries have been

again reprinted, and this time on slightly

thinner paper, gum thin, and just tinted with

brown. The 1 850 series may also be detected

by the paper and gum, whilst the 1858 issue

(likewise reprinted) may be found out by the

large size of the perforation, being 10 instead

of Hi-
Confederate States.—It is difficult to

know where to commence, when there is so

much evidence as to reprinting and chicanery
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of every sort. The following Locals are

offered unused in some quantities :

—

Athens, 5c, dull mauve.

Knoxville, 5c, rect. and circular.

Macon, 5c, green.

Pleasant Shade, 5c, blue.

Petersburg, 5c, red.

Rheatown, 5c, red.

The Knoxville is undoubtedly a reprint; the

Athens one would imagine a forgery ; the

Rheatown is an imitation, and the others are

probably reprints when in an unused form.

We cannot really bring ourselves to any other

conclusion, when we remember their rarity

(indeed, some were not known) twelve months

ago; it is impossible so many should arrive

unused and all prove genuine. We cannot

believe it.

Californian Locals.—Our good friend

Schneider (who wrote us last month), offers

us some Wand and Davis' envelopes, of 1864.

In the list of these curious Locals published

in the Stamp Collector's Magazine for Sept.

1869, the name of such an express occurs,

and is described as blue, oval, handstamped.

A careful investigation of the original (sent

us by Mr. Lomler), which is very imperfectly

printed and thus nearly illegible, shews that

the real name is Mead and Davis, and they

ran an express from Visalia in the South of

California, after a short existence Davis sold

out to a person named Clarke, and the express

was continued as Mead and Clarke's Express,

" Paid over our Clear Creek Route " Wells

Fargo and Co. afterwards bought, took, or

absorbed, this express, and the franks of
" Mead and Davis' Letter Express " or " Mead
and Clarke's " are equally scarce. No such

company as Wand and Davis ever existed,

indeed we have shown that it was chronicled

in error, and the blue things (with angel and

trumpet on 1864 envelopes), have been set up

by our friend Schneider in an excess of zeal,

almost pardonable in so earnest a philatelist.

Brunswick.—We have, at the moment of

going to press, received some reprints of the

St. P. Fr., hand-struck impressions upon
small white and coloured envelopes. They
are offered at five shillings the hundred,

unused, and their value may be easily

imagined.

BRITISH PACKET AGENCIES.

BY THE REV. E. B. EAREE.

N my search for information con-

cerning La Guaira and its stamps,

for my article of last month, I came
across a few facts concerning our Foreign
Postal arrangements, which I thought might
be interesting to the readers of this journal

;

and though, as I have said, my facts are few,

yet they are facts, and have come to me from
direct official sources. I am aware that offi-

cials, as a rule, though very positive in their

statements, are not always very correct in

them. For instance, I have heard of officials,

on being asked for information concerning

certain stamps, assuring their correspondents

that the said stamps had no existence, save in

their correspondents' too-fertile imagination,

and, at the same time, prepaying their reply

with half-a-dozen or so of the very stamps
in question ! But the information of which
I speak is from intelligent officials, and may
be relied upon. Till quite lately, I had a

very vague idea as to the meaning of the

words which form the title of this article

;

and, as some of my philatelic friends may
possibly be in a similar predicament, I will

endeavour to enlighten them as far as I can.

In the first place, a British Packet Agency
may be said to be an English Local Post-

office in a foreign country, and the agent

himself to be the local postmaster. An
official of this sort is, of course, not required

in countries with which we have a postal

convention, (such as France, Germany, United
States, &c); for by these conventions we
guarantee that their correspondence, &c, shall

be taken care of, and delivered free of charge;

and the foreign governments, in like manner,
make themselves responsible for our letters.

But in the case of irresponsible governments,

—here to-day, and gone to-morrow, where
the king (president, ruler, chief, call him what
you will,) may be crowned one day, and as-

sassinated, and buried the next,—a convention

would be of no use ; and then comes the

necessity for the British Packet Agents.

These gentlemen are stationed by the English

Government at all the ports where letters

from England are landed, in those countries

which have no convention with us;

—

and they
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take charge of the letters, and distribute or for-

ward them as the case may be. They take

charge, in like manner, of the letters which

are to be sent to England,—and if the sender

wish to prepay his missives, in order that the

addresser here may receive them post-free,

the agent will sell him English stamps for that

purpose. I suppose I need scarcely tell my
readers that no country, unless it has a con-

vention with our Government, can frsink its

letters to England. For instance, if a man,

who is living in the interior of Brazil, send a

letter here, the stamps on that letter will

frank it to the sea-port from whence it will be

despatched, and no farther. If he were to

amuse himself, by covering both front and

back of the envelope with stamps, the result

would be still the same, and the delighted re-

cipient would be obliged to disburse coin, to

the amount of a shilling, or even more, before

he could obtain possession of his letter. I be-

lieve, though, that letters from these •* uncon-

ventional" countries, (to use the word in a new
sense,) are not charged double postage if the

sender omits to prepay them,—so there is no

very great hardship after all. Indeed, it would

not be at all fair to charge double

for them,—for how is my supposititious

man in the interior of Brazil, to get

English stamps, when the nearest agent lives

perhaps hundreds of miles from him ? He
must content himself with pre-paying his

letter as far as the port; and there the Bra-

zilian Government washes its hands of all

responsibility. The letter then becomes the

property of her Majesty's Postmaster-General,

and our agent receives it and forwards it by

the next mail steamer, In many places the

Consul is the packet agent, especially where
there is not much correspondence. In Fiji,

for instance, this the case. Our worthy old

friend, the Stamp Collector s Magazine, in this

month's issue, asks why the English Consul

at Fiji superintended the issue of stamps for

that lively group of islands ; but, seeing that

he is postmaster for England, as well as consul,

it seems to me that it was only a part of his

duty to look after the postage-stamps ; espe-

cially when we remember that the Fiji stamps

certainly frank letters to our colonv of Aus-

tralia, ;and very probably (though

I don't know this for a fact,) to England

itself. In some places our Packet Agents

"have a good time," as our Transatlantic

brethren would say; but their agencies are

not all " sugar." My official friend says,

"I opened a mail from Cobija the other day,

and found a very touching sentence written

in the corner of the letter-bill, by the Packet

Agent's chief clerk, announcing that the un-

fortunate agent had been wrecked from his

boat, in an expedition " up country," and
devoured by alligators." At Arica, too, about

a couple of years ago, the whole of the post-

office, Packet Agent and all, was swallowed up
by an earthquake, and nothing, living or dead,

was left to tell the tale! And besides these little

episodes, it should be borne in mind that,

in most of these out-of-the-way places, the

life of a European is pleasantly varied by
attacks of ague, yellow fever, &c, not forget-

ting the mosquitos ; which last, though small,

are decidedly energetic and sharp (especially

as to their trunks), and might have been up-

held by Dr. Watts, instead of the "busy
bee," as examples of industry and perseverance

under trying circumstances. In one thing

the British Packets Agents have less trouble

than their confreres the home officials : I mean
with regard to unpaid letters. It is not

generally known that unpaid letters, or insuffi-

ciently prepaid letters for Mexico, Haiti, and
other places which have no convention with

us, are not forwarded at all, but are sent to

the Dead Letter Office, opened, and returned

to the sender; and, therefore, it is evident

that all anxiety and responsibility on this

score, rest with the home officials, and not

with the Packet Agents. If those poor
agents lived in more civilised places, we might
expect that the English Government would
send out the unpaid letters as well as the

others, and look to the agents for the collec-

tion of the charges, but, as it is, that burden
is not laid upon them yet. I have spoken of

Haiti and Mexico—fancy what the agent has

to contend with there! In Haiti, he has to

do with (vulgarly speaking) a lot of naked
niggers ; and in Mexico he has to live amongst
a set of people who are a little bit nigger, a

little bit Indian, a little bit Spanish, and not

a little bit rogues, thieves, and vagabonds

!

And, as the agents would never be able to

get the angelic creatures who inhabit those
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favoured climes, to pay the postage on unpaid

letters, we never trouble them with any.

I have been unable, as yet, to obtain a list of

the places which boast of the luxury of a

Packet Agent,—but I fancy that the number
of officials located, by our government, in

"foreign parts," is much greater, than is gene-

rally supposed by the uninitiated public. We
have no convention with any of the numerous
States and Republics of South America, (even

Brazil, large and important as it is, is included

in this statement) and therefore, all over South

America, our Packet Agents will be found

scattered tolerably thickly. The same may
be said of the Hawaiian and Fiji Islands, of

various places on the coast of Africa, &c, &c.

With regard to Fiji,—is it possible that this

emission of stamps, inspected as it was by our

Consul (and Packet Agent) points to an in-

tended future annexation of the said Islands

by our government? It may be;—" quien

sabeT One word concerning our colonies.

In saying that the stamps of very many
countries will not frank letters to England,

our foreign possessions are always excepted,

—

for their stamps are always able to do this,

and to cause the letters which bear them to

be delivered free of charge here. And now 1

think, I have said quite as much as I need, or as

my readers desire, though I must acknowledge

that I have not said as much as I could say.

I will only add that packet agents are not over

paid by any means,— that they have plenty of

work to do for their money,—that they are in

many places, entirely cut off from intercourse

with white men, for long periods,— that the

climate is almost always unhealthy where they

are stationed,—and that they generally get

heartily sick very soon, and too often come
home invalided for life! These are cheerful

statements, but I do not think I have coloured

my facts too highly ;—and I fancy that my
readers will agree with me that, all things

considered, to stay quietly at home in England
is decidedly preferable to being British Packet

Agents

!

The 1864 perforated issue of Mexico, after

remaining quite unattainable for years, have
suddenly appeared to a limited extent, and may
be purchased reasonably (for their rarity) from
our publishers.

A COMPLETE HISTORY OF FORGED
STAMPS, AND HOW TO DETECT
THEM.

BY THE EDITOR.

( Continued from p. 1 ).

F the first type, it appears that, really

and trully, there are no forgeries. The
imitations of the second type do duty

for either, and amongst them are none with the

small Greek border, a sufficient distinction

when it is remembered that there are seven-

teen turns in the Greek pattern to left side

in the large figured stamp, and only ten in

the next type. There are so many differ-

ent forgeries of the second type, that it will

be simpler to dissect the real stamps, and to

quote their general characteristics, rather than

wade laboriously through a separate descrip-

tion for each imitation. The points in the

genuine issue, are these:

—

(1) Border. Left side ten turns, in right s'de

eleven, top and bottom nine, beginning

left and top on the inner edge of frame,

right side and base on the outer edge.

Large mark, either square or upright, in

each angle.

(2) Head. Leans slightly to the right, face

broad, and certainly swelled on the left

side, and, is not a bad likeness of the

Tichborne claimant.

(3) Rays. Follow the shape of the space ap-

pointed for them, but are long or short

at irregular intervals, never set to one
length beyond two or three together.

Two strokes under on, very close to-

gether.

(4) Value. Numerals upright, lowest part of

5 very large, and curved beyond any
ordinary shape, no dot after numerals
in the 10 or 15c. Centav always dotted.

(5) Arms. Cap large and lengthy, nearly

same thickness throughout, with two
white marks on it.

(6) Oval, containing arms, touches the frame
upon each side, and has nine lines of

shading in upper half.

Forgery A.

Of this there are 5, 10, and 15 c, and a

5 c. in red-brown, from a slightly altered die.

(1) The frame has eleven turns each side,
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and on all four sides it commences on the

outer edge. (2) Head long and face cheerful

looking. (3) Rays as "set" as the clipped

shrubs in a Dutch garden, and sloping up-

wards, therefore not fulfilling the description

given previously; two distinct strokes under

on. (4) Numerals sloping, dot after numeral

in 5 and 15 c, and dot always after centav.

(5) Cap is divided into three white portions,

is long, narrow, and curved to the right re-

sembling a horn. (6) Oval does not touch.

Forgery B.

Of this we have only seen a 5 centav: it

is not much superior to the preceding. (1)

The frame has eleven turns to left and right,

and commences on the inner edge on all sides

but the left, where it begins outside. (2)

Head short, and face broad and fat. (3) Rays
ending with clear and unbroken strokes, and

not too numerous. One stroke under on.

(4) Numeral upright and dotted. (5) Cap
round, very white, and with one spot in

centre. (6) Oval touches.

Forgery C.
Of this we have only a 10 centav. (1)

There are ten turns to left, eleven to right,

left and top commence inside, the others

commence on the outer edge. (2) Head
shows a countenance full of idiotcy, and the

said head does not touch the oval below it.

(3) Rays are disposed in concentric arched

rows ; one stroke under on. (4) Numerals
large, upright, and, like word centav of one

uniform thickness (or rather thinness),

throughout. (5) Arms, cap shows a white

mark, with several indentations in it, and its

shape is quite undefined. (6) Oval does not

touch frame.

Forgery D.
This is the 15c, matching the above 10c,

and resembles it in most generalities, but (1)

the right side begins outside at top, but at

base finishes off square, if it had been con-

tinued, the last stroke would have made
twelve turns, commencing outside at top,

inside below. (4) Numerals large, 5 being

exaggerated, and the curve thickened. (6)
Oval touches.

Forgery E.

This is the best imitation of all, indeed the

only one in any ways successful. We have

only seen a 5c. (1) As genuine. (2) Head

more like genuine. (3) Rays the same

;

almost as genuine—two long strokes under

on, too distinct. (4) Numerals like the

original. (5) A solid blotch of colour. (6)

Oval touches, but contains only eight lines of

shading.

[To be continued).

S^W(*ujs of fjlutat^al publications.

HE Stamp Collector's Magazine, No. 1 09.

Bath : Alfred Smith and Co.

We have nothing to find fault with in

the February number, and have only to re-

peat that it is an exceptionally good and
readable impression. It is most excellently

printed, the type being as good as good can

be, and the paper is first-class.

The Philatelist, No. 63.—Brighton: Stafford

Smith and Co.

We have very little to praise in this number,
and the only articles with any original matter,

being contributed by our Editor and Mr.
Atlee, we will leave them on one side, and
casually glance over the rest. The Philatelist

is a sixteen-page magazine, of the size known
as fcap. 8vo., and contains probably a trifle less

than two-thirds the amount of our paper, and,

at a liberal computation, one-tenth of our

original matter. The next magazine which
follows in this Review, contains about one-

third less than the Philatelist, and little in

any way original or valuable, and, whilst it

supplies no information, is reviewed in terms

of considerable praise, whilst ours, from which
the Philatelist does not mind tsking many items

of news (most of them without acknowledg-
ment), is met in a very different spirit; so

we, in our turn, will use the scalpel for a

few minutes, and see how our contemporary,
the Philatelist for February, will stand it.

The first article, on Recent and Vndescribed

Emissions, naturally commences with our in-

formation and engraving of the current Fiji.

We do not mind being mentioned, but do not

enjoy being termed a "mid-month contem-
porary." The surcharged Fiji, which arrived

in England on the 22nd of January, are not

mentioned of course. Western Australia,

Great Britain, Bolivia, and the Virgin Islands,

are cribbed without acknowledgment ; from
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Moens are repeated live novelties with

acknowledgment. There are nine other

novelties, of which no one told the Philatelist,

but they are mentioned by the S. C. M., and

are

—

Swiss Local, engraved.

Swedish Envel., engraved.

Swedish Post Card.

Russian ditto.

Norway, new type 3 sk.

Egypt, new issue of seven values.

Canada, 6 c, small size.

Sierra Leone, new issue of five values.

Spanish Colonies, new series.

The Stamp Collector's Magazine gives nine

new issues over and above what the Phila-

telist was able to copy. Only one novelty is

given by the paper under review, and that is

the 9p Tasmania, (with the water-mark of

course omitted). Guatemala—Late as usual,

they engrave the one centavo; is it Recent?

or Undescribed ?

The Summary of Recent and Undescribed

Emissions in 1 871, is a mixed-up production,

with many novelties, but very little informa-

tion.

We will point out the following errors of

description, and will challenge the Philatelist

to prove our notes incorrect.

Deccan, I anna lilac, is almost black.

S. African Rep., envelopes, two varieties

in thin brown paper.

Confed. Locals, Charleston adhesive, blue

on yellow.

United States, envelope 15c. orange,

Webster. 15c. different type.

Pray what is the difference ?

Crosby's Special Message, 2c. This is

an unmitigated humbug, and has been

exposed in the S. C. M.
Argentine Republic, envelopes supposed

to be spurious. They are known to

be spurious.

Bolivia, eleven stars.

5c. red, should be green

ioc. green, „ vermilion

100c. black, „ orange.

Guatemala, 1 cent, light brown, is yel-

low brown ; 5 cent, pale brown, is

dark brown
Guadalajara, \ real green on laid paper,

scalloped perforation ! What a mass

of incomprehensibleness there is here.

Did ever man see a pointed escallop, or

scallop, or a Guadalajara in green ink?

Colombian States, new type, 2c, dark

brown. In same No., p. 20, it is

given as r^-brown.

Tolima—Notice of errors in the blue

5c. Who ever heard of a blue 5c. ?

Cundinamarca— Engravings— Pray do
Engravings constitute an issue?

In the review of our journal, the Editor

thoroughly understands us; we do not object

to the give-and-take system, but we must
confess that, so far as we are concerned, it is

all "give," the Philatelist's new information

having been previously so carefully skimmed
that there is nothing to " take." We gave

them five items, and can glean nothing in

return, for we already possessed the nine-

penny of Tasmania, whereas we can borrow

a number of items from the S. C. M. If

the Philatelist does not improve, it will soon

be a thing of the past ; but so long as it

struggles on, so long will we amicably review

it, and allow it to copy our best items.

The American Journal of Philately.—London
and New York : J.

W. Scott and Co.

Messrs. Scott & Co., having opened an

establishment in London, we are for the future

to look for their paper here on the 5th of the

month, and in New York on the 20th. Why
the English edition should be termed " Amer-
ican " is hard to say, probably it was equally

as difficult to get a new title in London, as

original matter. Last month, we noticed the

November issue, published on the 20th in

New York ; now we have the January num-
ber published in London on the 5th,

and then we received the December
number soon after. This, we feel sure, is a

deeply laid scheme, for the puzzling of future

chroniclers of philatelical literature. The
December number continues A Short His-

tory of the United States Post Office, of

considerable value ; this month locals are

again taken up, but, as before, in a

simple catalogue form, the value of which

(to Americans even, who know the forgeries

so well, that no description is needful) appears

doubtful. If the Americans know them so
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well, why vaguely give the names? If the

Americans, or others, don't know the names,

why give them a list perfectly useless for

identification? Newly Issued Stamps contains

no illustrations, and nothing fresh ; speaking

of the error of the S. C M. in engraving a

certain essay of 15 c. United States, as a

genuine emission, the A.J. of P. describes it

as mentioned among " several beautiful essays

for the new envelopes." If Mr. Scott calls

these I 5 c. beautiful essays, let us fervently

pray we may never experience what he con-

siders hideous. At the end of the paragraph,

he says, that the Stamp Collector's Magazine

seems to think, that what appears in American

magazines, is not worthy of notice. This may
certainly prove to be the opinion of the

Philatelical Jonrnal, unless considerable

change is made ; but, we will give them a

chance ; in the meanwhile, let us turn to

p. 81, vol. i. respecting Haiti 25 c, and see

what the editor had to say about that little

deception.
" The European papers last month con-

tained a description of a stamp for this

country, but seemed to have such doubts of

its genuine character, that we omitted to

notice it, till we obtained authentic informa-

tion. We can now positively state that it is

genuine, having received several direct from

THERE."

And again, respecting the same impostor,

at page 36, vol. iii.
—" Its genuineness has

never been doubted by well-informed phila-

telists on this continent, and as we are the

NEAREST TO IT We OUght to knOW BEST."

When A Collector's Notes on the Stamps

of New Granada are completed, we shall

critically review them, as they are replete

with information. The December number is

without illustrations, but is free from typo-

graphical errors.

Of the London printed Edition, we have

only the January number. According to the

numbering of the pages there appears 16, but

there are only iz, the second page being

marked 6, instead cf2;this sort of "Barnumism"
is all very well in New York, but looks bad here.

The Journalappears to be divided into chapters,

at least the opening paragraph of twenty-three

lines is so termed. Chapter two is A Cali-

fornian Post Office, by Bayard Taylor, but

Mr. Bayard Taylor did not write it for the

American Journal, and, as a matter of fact, we
are compelled to admit that it, (and another

chapter, entitled Origin of the Pony Express),

has been already given to Philatelists in the

Stamp Collector's Examiner for June, 1865.

The next chapter is called Counterfeit

Stamps, and may, about the period of the

millenium become valuable as a philatelical

romance. We read of " the scoundrels who
made a living by swindling little boys, or get-

ting big ones to do it for them," and also about

some forgeries of the Australian Mercury news-

paper stamps, that were so perfectly executed,

that they were sold as reprints to many of the

oldest dealers." We have seen a new reprint of

Austrian Mercuries, but though we fancy

we have seen samples of everything in the

market, have failed to detect any such perfect

forgeries. The next " chapter " is on

Auction Sales, and incidentally mentions, that

the highest price a stamp ever fetched, was

100$; though we don't place an implicit

faith in this guileless statement, it is perhaps

possible that such a thing has happened. The
next chapter, is an extract from the Philate-

list, and is succeeded by Newly Issuea Stamps,

in which we find that "The pink official for

Alexandria has changed i:s inscription to

Porte Khedeive Egigiane." We commented
last month (p. 5) on the Philatelist's statement

about these officials, but here is an out-

Heroding of the real Herod. The Khedive
asserts upon his stamps that his is the Poste

Khedeuie Egiziane, but our friend asserts

that it is Porte Khedeive Egigiane. A slight

difference.

Natal.— It is a little behind hand to say

that the I sh. is now inscribed postage in a

half circle below the head, for this alteration

was known a year since, and is chronicled by
the SC.M. for March, 1871—we are

certain of the month, because we have worked
it out by the rules on page 3. The illustrations

in colour, of the Tolima 5 c. and the new
green *i real St. Domingo, are very good, but

the shade of the blue 10 c. Tolima is nothing

like the original.

* The Philatelist's Review says :
" This journal

gives a coloured representation of the new 1 r. of

St. Domingo, which is also quoted as a novelty in
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The Canadian Philatelist. Quebec : Birt,

Williams & Co.

We welcome this newest colonial magazine,

and trust it may rekindle the smouldering

ashes of philately in British America. The
first number appeared with the new-year, and

certainly contained a very dark picture of

collecting in Canada at the present time.

Let the publishers fulfil the promises con-

tained in their programme, and they will

receive our support, and that of all those

who have the welfare of the study at heart.

We must correct a slight mistake conveyed in

the assertion that " this is the first Canadian

magazine on philatelic subjects." The Stamp

Collector's Record was issued at Montreal in

February and March, 1 864.

' $orm;pntaa.

THE STAMPS OF LA GUAIRA.

To tlie Editor of The Philatelksal Journal.

Dear Sir,—Mr. Earee has done good service in

directing attention to the La Guaira stamps, as

the list given of these stamps in all the catalogues

is very unsatisfactory ; but I think that the classi-

fication he has made of them, hardly does justice

to the pains he has taken in his investigation.

As the author well remarks, there is a great

similarity in "colour, paper, design, and execu-

tion " between these stamps, and the two series for

1860 and 1863 of the stamps of British Guiana, a
well defined family likeness, and it seems to me,
that he would have done better, had he followed

more closely, the mode of classification adopted by
you, in your notice of the British Guiana stamps
of 1S60 and 1863, which appeared in the February
number of last year of the Stamp Collector's

Magazine, except in this, that while you failed to

draw a distinction between the two types of the

1860 series, Mr. Earee has classified the La
Guaira stamps under the heads of two dies. But
where I think Mr. Earee's classification is defec-

tive, is, that he makes it depend subsidiarily on
thinpaper, and thicker paper. Now. when I look

to his interpretation clause of what the paper is,

he tells me that " it varies from soft thiekish

paper to pelure," thus leaving me to deduce the

fair inference that the thin paper means pelure,

and the thicker paper means something thicker

than pelure, going on to '' soft thiekish paper," as

Tlie Philatelical Journal ; but, except in a slight

alteration of hue, we cannot detect any difference

from the green of similar value known some
years ;

" but on p. 18 the editor copies the exist-

ence of " an UN real, black on green," from Le
Timbre-Poste !

the maximum. I have examined a great many
copies, and have failed to find a single one in any
of the issues, on paper which could be properly
called pelure. There is a considerable difference

in the paper employed, but I doubt the propriety
of dividing it simply into thin and thicker ; and,
further, I doubt whether such division holds good.
Take, for example, the medio real blue, and the
dos reales yellow, of the first die. Mr. Earee
describes the one as being on thin paper, and the
other on thicker paper. I have before me eight
or ten copies of these stamps, and I would defy
any one to tell me in the dark, by the feel of the
paper, to which of these two values the stamp
belonged. To me, the paper seems identically the
same in its quality, a hard nearly white paper

;

and in all probability the two values, which were
issued simultaneously, were printed on the same
kind of paper, and there does not appear to have
been any second issue, for the variations of the
colour in the impressions of the medio real is

scarcely appreciable, and those of the dos reales

depend entirely on lighter and darker shades, the
colour being essentially the same.
To me, the safer course appears to be, in all cases

where varieties depend on the paper employed,
to let the subdivision be grounded first on the
quality of the paper, rather than on its thickness,
or thinness. We all know that paper made out of
the same pulp may vary in thickness, but cannot
vary in its nature. When it is necessary to carry
the sub-division further, the question of the sub-
stance of the paper may be properly put forward.

After so much, by way of criticism, I will
shortly give you the few notes that I have made
myself, from an examination of the copies in my
own collection, and some which have been kindly
lent to me.
The whole of the impression from Die I, is on

paper essentially different from that employed in
printing from Die II, and is very similar to that
employed for the perforated 13 of the 1863
series of British Guiana, hard, and varying from
yellow to almost white. I have a copy of the
medio real almost vermilion, and of the dos reales

yellow-green on yellow paper, which look like

proofs before letters, in point of execution and
printing, when compared with some of the copies

on white paper.

With regard to the impressions from Die II, all

the copies I have found which are perforated
obliquely, areon paper slightly blue, soft, and differ-

ing entirely in its nature from that employed for Die
I. There are also copies of the medio real with
the saw perforation, on similar paper, but I am
not able to say whether copies of the dos reales

exist or not. In all three specimens on bluish

paper the Q in Paquete is perfect, but in every
other specimen of impressions from Die II per-

forated en scie, the Q has lost its queue and be-

come a simple 0. It is almost superfluous to add,

that the Q's loss of tail, is attended by other

symptoms of decadence in the die. The later

impressions will not bear comparison with the

earlier ones, though those from the second die
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have never, in any respect, been equal to those

from the first die, the early copies of which are

beautifully executed.
I am, yours truly,

Brussels. W. A. S. W.

?. S. Since writing the above I have found some
copies of the clos reales, green perforated en scie

with the Q perfect. The paper is soft, similar to

that employed for the same value with the oblique
perforation. It also appears that the Q did not
lose its appendage all at once, for I have copies in

which a small stump is visible.

POSTMARKED WBNDEN, AND IONIAN
ISLANDS.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—On looking at Levrault's Catalogue (page 5),

I find he questions the genuineness of the Wenden
Stamps, saying he has never heard of an used
specimen. As I believe this to be the general
opinion of collectors, I write to say I have just

come across a postmarked copy. It is the one
with griffin in centre, that was issued sometime in

1864. The postmark is similar to that used for

the Russian stamps, viz., a circle, in the centre of

which is the date, and what I take to be the day
and month of the year.

While speaking of postmarks, I would mention
that I have a set of Ionian Islands, postmarked.
These stamps are so very seldom met with used,
that I think it may interest some of your readers
to know that they do so exist.

Yours truly,

Canterbury. H. 0. W.

[We can quite endorse our Correspondent's
opinion, as to the genuineness of the Wendens.
Postmarked Ionian Islands are almost as scarce as
Wendens in the same condition.

—

Ed.]

FRENCH A PERCEVOIR STAMPS.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—Can any of your correspondents tell me
how many types there are of the 10 c. lithographed
of this heading; as I have two specimens from
evidently different stones, I am anxious to know
if both can be genuine, or, if more types exist.

Yours truly,
London. E_ g.

%\\tiam to €oTxttyoribtvAR.

C. Enterlein.—We send you two numbers, in
exchange for the rubbishing Tranvaal set of
bogus proofs, which we notice elsewhere, We
only require them for our Forgery Album, so
think them dear at Is. the six.

A. Blokzeijl.—Your letter of 31st ult., requir-
ing No. 1 of our Journal " on inspection," ia duly
to hand. We do not send our numbers on inspec-

tion, we might as well set up a lending library at

once, especially as you are good enough to propose,

that, " in case it does not suit me, I return the

same ! " Imperturable Dutchman, with the

wondrous name, we trust some kind friend will

transmit our refusal to you.

C. S. W., Bagshot.—The normal colour of the

25c. Nicaragua is green, bright and unmistakeably

green of a yellowish cast. The first specimens in

the market were more or less blue, which is

explained by the fact that used specimens of the

10 and 25 c. obliterated by pen and ink, had had
the penstrokes discharged by acids, which acids

destroyed the texture of the paper in both values,

and changed the colour of the bright yellow-green

25c. to either blue-green, or pure blue. The
stamp being perfectly new, these cleaned speci-

mens, coloured blue, have caused considerable

doubt as to the true normal colour of the 25c, but

it is green.

E. S.—There is great similarity between the

paper used for the original and reprint 9 p., Natal.

A 'genuine original and unused 9 p. is perfectly

unknown to us. Of used specimens, more or less

imperfect, not half a dozen copies exist in Great

Britain. We can hardly say positively as to the

number of types for the French percevoir stamps,

but insert your question in the form of a letter,

and we shall probably obtain the desired infor-

mation.
Max Joseph.—Why you should accuse us of

" anti-German tendencies," because we fail to

appreciate the beauty of your post card, or to

eulogise the loveliness of the new German stamps,

we scarcely understand. We consider the new
Germans essentially commonplace, not altogether

ill-looking, but not a favourable contrast in point

of beauty with the stamps of many less important
countries. We consider our own halfpenny stamp
a simple abomination, and, the rest of our ad-
hesives are being gradually more disfigured by
encroaching, lettering, &c, tempting us to believe

that, ere long, the head will give place to one or

more huge letters, the balance of design being
made out by complex numerals, or short alge-

braic equations. Perhaps, as we have impartially
given an opinion on our own stamps, you may give
us credit for candour, instead of bigotry, in
describing German post cards and stamps.
A. H. L., London.— 1. The Hanover hand-

stamp is a frank, of equal value with our
" paid " impression, struck at the London head
offices, upon packets prepaid over the counter.
2. The Moldo Wallachian is a forgery, as you
surmise. 3. The three-half cents Singapore,
altered in writing to two cents, was probably
done by some one who had nothing better to do,
for there was a 2c. value from the first, and a pen
and ink alteration would hardly be allowed we
think, as every one could increase the value of his
purchases of I5C, one third, in a minute ! This
correspondent has seen the halfpenny English
without the small figure opposite the fractional
line, and also with a figure 8.—We shall be glad
to hear more from him.
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HE Stamp Collector's Magazine.—After

the manner of somebody's pure

tea, "is always good alike!" The
opening paper is on Californian Locals, and

will probably prove to our American friends

that they don't know everything down in New
York. None but those who have tried, know
how difficult it is to obtain such information

as is given in the article we mention; from

such a voluminous paper it is difficult to ex-

tract anything, it should be read in extenso.

The following extract will show the general

style and interest of the article:—
Todd & Bryan's Express.—In July, 1849,

Messrs. A. H. Todd and Benjamin Bryan conceived

the idea of starting an express between San
Francisco and the Southern mines, for the purpose

of taking all letters from the post-office (.the only

office in California being Col. Geary's in San Fran-

cisco), and delivering them to the miners at the then

so-called moderate rate of 8, 12, or even 16 dollars

each ; and the happy recipients of these favours

were so pleased to have news from home, that they

often insisted on the express agent taking a lump
of gold, worth much more, in payment. Often

one of the proprietors had (after a hard day's

riding, swimming rivers, and bringing the mail in

at the peril of his life) to be called on, by diggers

who could not write, to answer their letters, re-

ceiving in return 50 dollars for the service ! Such
sums appears to us almost fabulous ; but dip into

The Annals, and this remuneration is nothing
;

on page 367 we read that an egg was worth 1

dollar, and common iron tacks, of the smallest

size, sold for their weight in gold ; and, for a long

period, were in request at from five to ten dollars

an ounce ! Everything that was really useful and
needed in those earlier days commanded the most
astonishing; prices ; the supply of necessaries was
limited, and the demand great, while money was
suddenly plentiful.

Their article on newly issued or inedited

stamps is replete with information, and con-

tains the earliest engravings of two of the

new adhesive Cingalese ; the Chilian post

card is represented, but we are a little

bothered by the fact of The Philatelist's

engraving being thoroughly different ! We
have not seen the original, so refrain from

reproducing it at all.

We extract information concerning Italian

Post Cards, T. B. Morton cif Co., and Peru.

The Correspondence column is interesting, but

we really must protest against any more of

these inverted watermarks; the first paper on
them was interesting, as calling attention to a

fact that was unknown to most, or which had

been generally ignored, but we implore our

readers not to go into these intricacies; if we
take inverted, we must take sideways, reversed,

backwards, inside out, and so on. For our

own part, we must decline the subject alto-

gether; we admit a certain amount of interest,

but cannot raise any enthusiasm on the point.

Fancy a collector turning a star-watermarked

stamp about to find which was the right way
of the star!

The Philatelist.—There is novel informa-

tion in the March number, and under our

heading of " Novelties" it is acknowledged.

(See Russia and Heligoland). The remarks

about Deccan current I anna appear very per-

tinent when first read ; but, unfortunately,

are inaccurate : we stated that the current

1 anna had never been chronicled, and that

was the truth, for previous accounts were from
proofs, and were not true accounts of the

statnps. Telegraph Stamps is an Editorial, and
contains the gist of all arguments on the sub-

ject ; we shall look with pleasure to their

promised lists of these stamps.

Le Timbre-Poste.—We extract the follow-

ing dates of emission of the various Swedish

stamps :

—

July I, 1855, 3, 4, 6, 8, 24 sk. bco.

„ 1856, Local-bref, black (1 sk.)

„ 1858, 5, 9, 12, 24, 30, 50 ore.

Jan. I, 1862, Local-bref, brown (3 ore.)

Dec. 1, 1862, 3 ore.

Apl. 1, 1866, 17, 20, ore.

The 9 ore was suppressed March 31, 1866,

and the brown Local-bref, despite its inscrip-

tion " for local letters," was used for all

correspondence.

The Spud Papers occupy a page, and are

valuable, but the description of Turk's Islands

is not definite enough. The article on The
Philatelic Press is a mystery to us; it is not a

review, and there is too little information in

it; it is simply a wearisome mention of the

names of all the published magazines.

Notes on Postmarks are well conceived, but

arc too short; the subject of course is in-

exhaustible, but this is a creditable attempt to

exhaust it.
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The last page initiates a valuable addition

to their ordinary contents—the publication

of our corrections of " any errors that may
creep into the magazine!" They intend to

devote a page to this monthly ; we feel grati-

fied.

The American Journal of Philately.—Our
very impartial review last month, has had the

effect of producing a really readable number
of the above journal. In the March issue, we
have another instalment of the editor's History

of the Confederate States Post Office. A full

and interesting account is given of a local for

Madison, (Florida), and an accurate engraving

appended, the original of which graces Mr.
Philbrick's collection. Considering the way
in which the American Journal has sneered at

us for making the famous collection in question

the index of a stamp's genuineness or value,

we can but smile to think that the editor had

to come to London to find a stamp of his own
country, that was only known to him by repu-

tation. Verbumsap!
The Madison label was issued in January,

1 86 1, and therefore is probably the earliest

of the many provisional impressions. Being

out of stamps, and not wishing to apply to

Washington, the postmaster, Mr. S. J. Perry,

had these stamps set up for the benefit of the

business houses. They were printed in black,

upon ordinary foolscap paper, and had yellow

bronze sprinkled upon them before the ink

became dry. The design consisted of four-

teen rosettes in squares, five above and below,

and two each side, forming a transverse

rectangle. In the centre was the value 3

Cents; there must, however, have been more
than one die, for Mr. Philbrick's specimen
is inscribed cnets.

The New York Herald got hold of one of

these stamps soon after they appeared, and
devoted almost a column of "gas" in exposing

an imaginary fraud ; an investigation followed,

but Mr. Perry was exonerated from all blame.

In a continuation of A Collector's Notes on

the Stamps of New Granada, we find several

things to comment upon, but will wait till

the papers are concluded.

The Journal was the first to mention the

new stamps for Prince Edward Island, and
now adds two other values.

Under our heading of Facetice Philatelicce,

the editor gives us an extract from the New
York Times, which does indeed abound in

nonsense, but it is so wanting in wit that
" we confess to non-comprehension of its

facetiousness, which may arise from density

of intellect."

A kind of "scaffolding" list of the U.S.

locals, and hackings from newspapers, con-

clude a very fair number.

El Averiguador.—The last number contains

the continuation of a capital article on docu-

mental stamps, surcharged at various times

during the last few centuries, as authorised

by certain persons then in power. The
Habilitado marks upon the postage stamps

have now come under consideration, and
four different sized letterings are carefully

and accurately enumerated.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

(With Reference List.)

BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

( Continuedfrom p. 25. )

N Le 7 imbrophile, of December, 1865,
M. Marcou mentioned the existence

of a copy of the 13c. made provisionally

into a 5c, by means of a large roughly-drawn
figure, well covering the surface of the stamp.
Although the production of such a variety as

this is one of the easiest things imaginable,

an undoubtedly genuine specimen has a place

in the fine collection of that distinguished

amateur, writing under the nom de plume of
"A Parisian Collector." The copy in question

was obtained by its owner from a source

leaving its authenticity unimpeachable. The
surcharging is done by a pen, which fact

has not, we believe, been previously remarked.
In the early catalogues, we find a 5c. black

mentioned ; it is given by Booty, in his Stamp
Collector's Guide, and in the first edition of
Mount Brown's work, both published in 1 862.

In the following edition of the latter manual
it is expunged, and has not since been heard
of. It was probably a discoloration.

Stamps Surcharged Specimen.

We are inclined to think that by far the bulk
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of these specimens are either portions of

waste sheets, or copies purposely cancelled,

to destroy their franking powers. We say the

bulk advisedly, for doubtless genuine early

impressions so marked may exist.

We found our opinion upon a letter

received from the Honolulu post-office by M.
Nunes, of Paris, dated Sept. 9, 1869. After

invoicing the balance of the later figure

stamps then in the office (which facts we
shall reproduce in their proper place), the

postmaster says :
" You have herewith twenty

of each old 5c. and 13c. head, ' Specimen.'

All now left in p.o. of this kind are so

marked. Future orders can therefore only

be filled of that kind, although the full price

is charged. In case you should give any
further orders you will please bear this in

consideration, and give us your instructions."

Now, it is very evident that no govern-

ment would print off hundreds of sheets with
each stamp a specimen, and therefore this

mark must have been adopted either to pre-

vent the issue of waste sheets, or to satisfy

the scruples of the postmaster in selling the

stamps to collectors.

But let the reason have been what it may,
our opinion is that the majority, at any rate,

of the stamps marked Specimen are not worthy
of the name they bear.

We give this only as our personal view of

the matter, and not as an ex cathedra state-

ment, but when the postmaster offers to fill

" further orders," one feels inclined to sus-

pect reprinting.

Turning to examine the stamps themselves,

we find the surcharging is struck in small

bold capitals upon the following varieties;

—

Five cents, dark blue on ordinary paper,

Specimen in red.

13 cts. dull red on ordinary paper,

Specimen in black.

For the better detection of forgeries, we
shall now proceed to give a careful analysis

of the genuine stamps, as promised in our
title.

Analysis of Design Generic

Values.

to Both

Profile.—Hair bushy, formed of repeated
graduated semi circular lines, with the points
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uppermost. Forehead shaded above on the

left side by an unbroken

curved line, going into the

hair in the centre. Below,

four dotted lines going across

from side to side, with the

dots at each end running

into each other. In each

line, seven distinct and

separate dots can be counted.

Above the eyebrows a shorter line of five dots,

and between the eyes five dots, three and two;
three specks beneath. Eyes prominent, with

three lines for eyebrows over the left eye

{i.e., the eye on the left of stamps). Left

ear not very visible, and leaves much to the

imagination. Left cheek and half of chin

dotted; right cheek and portion of chin

obliquely lined, thickest on the latter. Bottom
of nose defined by moustache.

Collar of coat open, and shown by white

lines, coming from each side of the neck, and
joining below, at a point in the centre. On
left side shaded with five lines; on the right

there is more space between the chin and the

bend of the collar, and the lines are much
shorter. From opening in collar to the

bottom, two thin lines close together, bulging

to the right in the centre, and slightly

curved to the left at their base. Eighteen

strong lines very slightly sloping to the right

of the breast. Below the collar and at sides,

broken horizontal lines intersecting the thicker

lines, crossed by strokes running obliquely

from right to left. Spray of laurel on each

side, on the left with twelve leaves, on the

right with ten. Next to each spray six white

specks] representing buttons. Above the left

shoulder a thick white line, terminating in a

tranverse oval, with a coloured line in centre,

being the head of an epaulet ; below, three

semi-circular lines, over perpendicular lines,

showing five divisions in the fringe. Above
the right shoulder a narrower white line end-

ing in (almost) a transverse rectangle, shaded

obliquely; below, shorter lines than in the

companion epaulet, with four fringes. Both

arms cut off acutely a little below the

shoulder, and with hatched shading, leaving

on the left arm an unshaded place near the

frame.

Background,—Very finely and evenly done,
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with horizontal lines, crossed by oblique,

going from right to left, thus leaving diamond-

shaped white spaces ; all within a rectangle,

arched above. A line very close to the top,

and between that and the centre of the hair,

seven horizontal lines, the hair going through

the eighth. Between that portion of the left

arm nearest the side, and the bottom line are

nine horizontal lines.

Upper Portion.—In an arched solid label,

with slightly pointed ends Postage in bold

letters. The label placed at a short distance

from the side lines, and the background of the

profile; a semi-circular line above, touching

the outer line. In each of the angles, caused

by the bend of the label, are two half-circles,

one within the other; from each issue four

strokes or rays, and above is a short uncon-

nected dash, evidently intended for another

ray.

Analysis of Design particular to each Value.

Five Cents.

Generic design divided by line of colour from

lettered spaces almost one-eight of an inch

wide, with Honolulu, in small capitals, on

left side, Hawaiian Is. in similar lettering on

right. A figure 5 in each upper angle,

divided from the remainder of each of the side

spaces by a single line. Below, a white space

about three-sixteenths of an inch wide, cutoff

by a line from the upper device, and lettered in

thin deep capitals Five C, with ts in smaller

capitals, over dots. All within a single linear

frame. This value having been made from

the die of the 13 cts., two small dots are seen

under the line below the head; these are the

tops of the perpendicular lines dividing the

central inscription from the value.

1 3 Cents.

Generic design divided from side spaces as

in the five cents, Same size spaces; that on

the left inscribed Hawaiian in small capitals,

followed by 5 cts. in a Roman type; on

the right, United States 8 cts. similarly

arranged. In each of the upper angles, the

numerals, 13, divided by a double line from

the inscription.

Same space below as in the five cents, but

dividedintothree compartments, those oneach
side square and containing value, 13 on the

left side, cts. in a Roman type on the right.

In the centre, Honolulu Hawaiian Is. in two

lines, all capitals, but those forming the first

word thinner and more open than those

below.

All within a single linear frame, as in the

lower value.

Forgeries.—Five Cents.

Earliest Counterfeit.—Known in 1862. Face

shaded by specks placed promiscuously over

its surface. No moustache, and chin entirely

unshaded. Breast lined obliquely from left

to right, and leaves very indistinct on the

right side. Side spaces the same size as the

bottom one, lettering therefore much too

large. The it of Hawaiian resembles an n,

and is surmounted by a single dot only. Very
large figures, consequent upon the increased

size of the spaces. A wretched production,

in a pale washy blue, on coarse white paper;

wider, but of less depth than the genuine

stamp.

Second Forgery.—Known in 1863. Face

unevenly spotted, and coming out very badly ;

no dots on right side of chin. Eyebrows
almost absent. White line of collar thin, and

barely discernible. Only ten leaves on the

left side of coat, and no buttons to be traced

on the right side. The two lines, showing

where the coat is fastened, are farther apart

than in the genuine. The line under the

left hand 5 runs into the upper inscribed

label. Final u of Honolulu large and badly

shaped. Third a in Hawaiian at some dis-

tance from the / following. On some copies,

two lines run from the left shoulder through

the n and the outer line, but this defect was
afterwards removed. Printed in deep blue,

on thick white, and on a decided blue paper.

Third Forgery.—Hair above centre of the

forehead too bushy, and shown by a circular

white space. White line over collar very

thin; lines on breast slanting to the right.

Left arm rounded off, I on the right side

like an "1." S in lower lettering, slants

towards the left. Printed in pale blue on
coarse paper; apparently from the same
manufactory as the first counterfeit.

Fourth Forgery.—Face, boyish-looking, and

without moustache. Seven buttons on each

side of coat. Spray on right side begins at

some distance from the buttons. Considerable
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space between the left arm and the side.

Background solid, with lines of white spots.

Printed in blue on white, also in black on blue.

Fifth Forgery.—Of Boston extraction. Face

vilely done, giving the King the appearance of

a small-pox patient. A thick line down the

centre of coat. "Buttons" all over the place,

but too indistinct to count. Background a

mass of colour, with specks visible here and

there. All the lettering poor, and not uniform

where it should be. Printed in dark common
blue ink on coarse white, and very blue

papers.

( To be continued.

)

NOTICE OF AN UNCHRONICLED
SPANISH STAMP.

BY SR. MARIANO PARDO DE FIGUEROA.

HE stamp of which I am about to write

was lithographed, and printed in black

on rather dark blue paper. The follow-

ing is an authentic account of the official

origin of this curiosity. Sr. Diego Castell

Fernandez, one of the most skilful lithographers

in Spain, and who during twelve years worked

at the engraving of geographical postal charts

or maps of the said country (and who died in

1869), wrote a work of eighteen pages under

the title of Cartilla postal de Espana i cuaderno

preparado para ejeratarse en escribir acertada-

mente los sobres de los castar con arreglo a los

intrucioner de la direccion general de correa, that

is to say—" Postal Abridgement for Spain, or

pamphlet prepared to teach in an accurate

manner the writing of addresses of letters,

according to the instructions of the Postmaster

General."

By a royal order dated Oct. 17, 1866, it

was approved of by Queen Isabella,as a work
of public utility. The Postmaster General,

by circular of March 31, 1868, made a novel

order concerning the said phamphlet, that it

was to be sent for the instruction of children,

to 24,353 primary schools in Spain. Another
decree of the date of Dec. 22, 1869 from

Madrid, ordains, that in consequence of the

great benefits which have resulted to the

postal service, by the wide circulation of Sr.

Castell's pamphlet, the privilege of prepayment

shall be given him for six months i.e., from Jan.

I, to June 30, 1870, "on the sole condition

that the packets shall be under bands so that

their contents can be examined, to see that

they contain nothing but the postal work."

In view of this privilege, Sr.

Castell made for his own use

the stamp here reproduced,

of which I have seen obliter-

ated specimens with my
friend Sr. Vasquez. They
are lithographed, and printed

in black on rather dark blue paper. I trust

that this account ofa curiosity almost unknown,

even in Spain, may cause some of the Spanish

subscribers to this journal to seek for speci-

mens.

THE LITHOGRAPHED SERIES OF
THE FRENCH REPUBLIC.

BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

T is almost superfluous to mention that

the lithographed series of the French

Republic, was printed at the Mint of

Bordeaux, by the order of the Post Master

of the Provisional Government during the

period of the investment of Paris by the

Prussian Army. The dies of the original

stamps of the Republic of 1848 having been

left in Paris, it was necessary to create an

entirely new series, and to print a supply with

the least delay possible, as the stock of stamps

in the provincial post-offices was nearly ex-

hausted. A rumour of the advent of this new
series was current in October, 1870, and was

noticed in The Stamp Collector's Magazine for

November of that year, but the first actual

detailed notice that we have of the appearance

of the stamps is to be found in Le Timbre-

Poste for December, 1 8 70, where it is mentioned

that the 1, 2, and 4 centimes, and the 10, 20,

and 80 centimes had been issued during the

preceding month ; these were immediately

followed by the 5, 30, and 40 centimes. The
design of all these stamps was a close imitation

of the corresponding values in the series for

the Empire, the head of Liberty being sub-

stituted for the bust of the Emperor, and the

inscriptions altered in harmony with this

substitution. Of all the values with the ex-

ception of the 20 centimes, there appears to

have been but one type; while of the 20
centimes we find three types distinctly de-
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fined, and of the third type there appears to

be one sub-type if not more, or, more

properly speaking, one or more variations

from the normal type. Copies of the first type

of the 20 centimes early became scarce, and

it appears probable that it was the first stamp

which was printed, a supply being at once

required for inland postage, for the design is

much more imperfect than that of the second

type which appeared almost simultaneously,

and bears a close resemblance to the types of

the 5, 10, 30, 40, and 80 centimes. But few
sheets comparatively could have been struck

off" of the first type, as obliterated specimens

are scarce, and new copies are with difficulty

to be obtained.

We will now point out a few of the prin-

cipal features, by which the various types of

the 20 centimes may be distinguished one
from another.

The principal points of difference between
the 1st type, and the 2nd and 3rd types con-

sist in the pearl border being very imperfect

in the isr. type, and about one-sixteenth

of an inch distant from the framing at the

top, while in the other types it nearly touches

the top-framing. The head is shaded with

dots instead of lines, and there are six grapes

instead of four in the second row. The
lettering and figures are small and indistinct.

The 2nd type is the most common. The
lettering and the figures are larger and more
distinct.

The 3rd type is very similar to the second,

but the lettering and figures are not so dis-

tinct. The most ready mode of distinguishing

this type from the second is to observe the

border of the left upper side. In the two
preceding types there are four etruscan

frets and the commencement of a fifth, while
in the third type the commencement of a fifth

is wanting. The position of the head within

the pearl border in this type should be also re-

marked ; at times the lower point of the

bust is in a line with the straight line of the

letter P of Postes, at other times it is not; and
its distance from the pearl border varies. As
these varieties occur in the same sheet we are

unable to account for them.
It may be remarked that in the first Upe

there is no shading under the eyes, or next to

none. This is also wanting in many copies

of the 2nd and 3rd types, but in the latter this

defect is attributable to imperfection in the

printing.

The different shades of colour in all the

stamps of this series offer considerable food

for the philatelist who is anxious to collect

shades, as all the stamps are printed in com-
pounded colours, and evidently in a hurried

manner. We will not attempt to classify the

the various tints or to give them names, for

any description would fail to convey the exact

tint which we wish to indicate. Suffice it to

say that amongstall the shades, the ultramarine

blue in the 2nd and 3rd types is the rarest,

and an unobliterated copy is worth something

more than its weight in gold. Some of the

2 centimes have been printed on paper with

the same preparatory coating of colour as that

used for the 40 centimes, and are worth col-

lecting, while the 40 centimes has gone
through a variety of shades truly surprising,

considering the ephemeral existence of the

whole series.

OUR BLACK LIST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

III.

INCE thepublication of our first paper,

we have every reason to congratulate

ourselves upon the success of our

efforts, but it is very far from our intention

to repose upon our laurels at present. There
is still, we grieve to say, much to combat and
expose.

Messrs. Spleitch and R. Winkle, of

Birmingham, seem to be turning over a new
leaf, for we do not now hear of forgeries

being sold by either of them.
Our publishers have been threatened with

an action by one firm, but the would-be
prosecutors have made such a miserable fiasco

of their case, that it seems to have been
abandoned. If it is not, it will be defended
at any cost, for these vendors of counterfeits

must be suppressed.

It is satisfactory to note that in the current

number of Messrs. Routledge's publications

there are no forgery advertisements, which
fact we consider due to our communicating
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the state of affairs to Mr. Edmund Routledge,
the editor of the magazines in question. It

is only by the united action of the several

publishers that any permanent good can be
effected.

Nurnburg.
Having a German candidate for our Black

List, we will give him the place of honour.

He hails from the above city, and his name is

G. Zechmeyee.

This gentleman must be endowed with
some amount of cool impudence to send the

vile rubbish he has done to one of the oldest

established dealers, residing in the north of
England.

Thirty-three of the commonest-looking
shams were sent, with the request that they

should be exchanged for a like number of
different stamps. Herr Zechmeyer's precious

assortment does not contain (with the excep-

tion of some counterfeit Finnish) a single

label likely to deceive that oft-named being,

the veriest tyro. After a long interval, we
meet our old acquaintances, the earliest forged

Greek, on very thick paper, now worse-

looking than ever, were it possible. The
other imitations are chiefly those of

—

Papal States.

Zurich.

Wurtemburg 18 kr.; on colour.

French Republic.

Buenos Ayres, and
Cuba, 1869.

All, except the last, are of very ancient make,
and now seldom seen. Perhaps our Bavarian

friend has been investing in the materials of

some repentant forger, lately returned from
durance.

Stroud.

In this town there are a couple of firms,

dating from different addresses, but writing

the same hand, one being carefully disguised.

Were it not for this circumstance, we should

be inclined to impute ignorance of the

forgeries sold, although that is not a very

good excuse, for no one has any right to

conduct a business they do not understand.

The names are

—

goldney and wilts.
Charles and Lewis.

From the former was received a sheet of

fifty-seven stamps, seven of which were
counterfeit. The latter firm have printed

headings, and out of eighteen stamps, three

were bad.

Glasgow.

As the respectable magazines seem to have
declined the advertisements of the Glasgow
Firms, these gentry have been compelled to

start a sheet of their own. This production

is issued gratis, (for no one would be foolish

enough to buy it, with waste paper to be had
at 2d. the pound,) and is published under the

name of C. T. Robinson. The title is Stamp-
Collector's Guide, but it is not added what the

stamp-collector is to be guided to—probably

to the nearest magistrate, on a little matter

of difference with the editor.

In introducing his performance, the pub-

lisher tells us that it is brought out "to meet
a want long felt." We can only say, that if

the editor's "friends" can derive any benefit

or delight from a series of forgery announce-

ment strung together, an investigation de

lunatico inquirendo should be the only thing to

give them satisfaction.

In the sheet under notice are announce-

ments from each of the six addresses given in

our first paper. The wondrous similarity of

diction running through each of these ad-

vertisements, shows them to have all emanated
from the same fertile mind. Probably think-

ing to be on the safe side, in no single place is

anything guaranteed as genuine. Taking a

hasty glance through the four pages, we find

as follows :

—

C. T. Robinson, "calls attention to his

justly celebrated 'Gem' series of packets."

The No. 2 packet is a shilling one, and holds

160 stamps, with a bonus of a valuable post

card, rare unused Shanghai, 50 good stamps,

and two sets of rarities. When we say that

in addition to this gift, the packet contains

Monte Video, Philippines, Pacific, Hayti, and
a host of others, nothing more need be said

of its worth. It is a hollow mockery.

Johnson & Ewing.—" This old-established

firm " out-do Robinson, but upon analysis the

result is the same.

J. Bell Gordon.—This "bell" rings to

the same tune as his other-selves, but it does

not always do to listen to what the bells are
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saying, so we will not attempt to swallow

(what Josh Billings would term) the "putty

and varnish" of this one. By the way

though, we never heard of a stamp for

" Danish Romagna" until now.

C. H. Hill.—" Though not neglectful of

the Packet Department (not he), reminds his

patrons that the specialite of his business is

Sets." Some of these sets may be all right,

but we should much like to see "Ionian

Islands, 3 for 3d.; Mexico (eagle), 5 for 5d.;"

or "Venezuela (1859), 3 for 4d." These

are stated to be " all picked specimens."

Picked from where?

James Thomson.—James treads in the

footsteps of the other boys, and gives away
portions of his stock in the same generous

and open-hearted manner.

We have treated of this fly-sheet or hand-

bill at some length, for it is really the only

amusing thing we have had to break the

monotony since we commenced laying on the

lash, and we must have some light stimulant

now and then. We should like to end this

paper with a good moral axiom, such as

"forgers and hemp seed grow together," and

then work things nicely round, so as to bring

in the church yard, the prison, the tearful

mother, and other objects of interest, and

thus point a moral ; but our editor is a serious

man, and says he objects to these frivolities.

Jlowtfe, Jiatmteiifca and

S^sttsritations.

USTRIA.—The Post Cards issued by

this Empire are very ^numerous, the

differences being principally that the

inscriptions are in different languages. We
termed that inscribed Carta da correspondenza

last month a card for the Italian Provinces,

but it would be more correct to say, that it is

a card for the provinces where Italian is

spoken. The following are varieties of the

Austrian card, inscribed Correspondenz-

Karte arched over two-headed eagle, and

bearing an impression from the 2 kz stamp

in upper right-hand corner. In the suc-

ceeding varieties the arms are a little smaller,

jgataii«ii»jaaflrf'

Correspondenz-Karte less arched, and bear-

ing different inscriptions beneath, as follows:

Korrespondencia listek (Bohemian.)

Carta da correspondenza (Italian.)

Karta Korespondencyjna (Polish.)

Kapta Kopec (Ruthenian,)

Listnica (Sclavonic.)

The newspaper band mentioned in our

last has not yet come under our notice.

Cape.—Five Shillings—We reproduce in

colour this recently issued

value. It was first noticed

a few months back, but is

still rather uncommon. It

matches -the rest of the

series in watermark and

perforation. We expected

a larger stamp.

Ceylon.—New series. The S. C. M. en-

graved the two values here

reproduced, the 36 c. we
illustrate in colour, but the

tint of the 96 c. is too com-

plicated to attempt, so we
prefer to give it in black.

As a whole the series is ex-

tremely beautiful in finish,

but, like most of Messrs.

De La Rue's stamps, it is so delicate in

appearance, that collectors

of used specimens will an-

athematize this peculiarity,

for it renders the oblitera-

tions very unsightly. The
values are as follow::

—

2 cents, brown.

4 „ slate-grey.

iA;i^<iA^

W"W"l/V

8 cents orange-yellow.

16 „ mauve.

24 „ dark green.

36 „ blue.

48 „ rose.

96 „ brownish-grey.

The following are the peculiarities of each

value, the head of our Queen being diademed,
and turned to the left in every instance.

Two Cents. — Head in circle, Ceylon

Postage, in straight line above, full value to

match below, spandrels an eccentric etruscan,

as seen on -1865 Belgian 40 c, and Italy

1864, 40 c.
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Four Cents.— Head in lettered circle>

Ceylon Postage, full value in straight line

below, side ornaments in circle, angles

arabesque.

Eight Cents.—Head in oval, Ceylon Post-

age straight above, full value to match below,

sides of a simple etruscan pattern, spandrels

arabesque. This is the most original device

of the set, but then the wood block Mauri-

tius had this border in the same unconnected

manner.

Sixteen Cents.—Head in circle, labels

following circle and lettered Ceylon Postage

above, full value below.

Twenty-four Cents. — Head in lettered

oval, Ceylon Postage above, full value below,

angles ornamented; letters white.

Thirty- six Cents. — Head in circle, top

label follows circle and lettered Ceylon Postage,

full value in straight line below.

Forty-eight Cents.—Head in circle, labels

following circle, lettered in white, Ceylon above,

Postage below, full value in straight line at

base in colour. Heavy florid ornaments

around.

Ninety-six Cents.—Head in lettered oval,

and design like that of the 24 c, but the

lettering is white, and angles differ.

The 16 c. and 36 c. are somewhat alike, and

the 24 and 96 c. are very similar to each other,

the latter differing principally in the colour

of the letters.

The envelope stamp here

reproduced is the only one

we have seen. The design

is extra large, and has a

square and solid appearance,

as our engraving will shew.

The envelope is an ordinary

letter size, the length being

a quarter-inch in excess of

the usual measurement. The
paper is very good, stout, hard, and white,

shewing faint laid lines. There is no orna-

ment on the flap.

Norway.— Post Card. — The new 3sk is

stamped on the right hand upper corner, and

the card is inscribed Brev-Kort. (Paa denne

side skrives kun adressen). Til. The whole
surrounded by a border resembling that on our

own card. Rose red impression, on a dull

unsurfaced buff card, rather narrow.

Norway.—New issue.—We give a facsimile

of the ^sk, the colour of

which is very intense. Like
its congener, it is water-

marked with a post-horn,

and perf. circ. 13^.
N o r w a y.— Envelope.—

At last this is an established

fact; in 1864 the stamp
papers announced that a series of envelopes
was in preparation, but from that day
nothing has been heard of them; but with
the 3sk, engraved in our last number, an
envelope and post card appear bearing the
new 3sk design. The envelope is of common
white laid paper, the stamp being printed in

dull rose-red, the flap bearing a white em-
bossed shield, with rampant lion. The
envelope is of the ordinary size.

Prince Edward Island.—New issue.—We
have to chronicle four values of the new
series :

—

1 cent., dull orange, brown-yellow.

3 cents., rose.

6 cents., violet.

12 cents., green.

The last two we find chronicled in The
American Journal of Phila-

tely, but not having seen

them, can give no informa-

tion. The 3 c. we repro-

duce very faithfully, both
as to design and colour; the

I c. has the same head, in

lettered solid circle, Prince

Edward Island, Postage ; a

straight solid label below bears full value; in

each angle is a small solid rectangle, bearing
numeral of value; the background is imita-

tion of engine turning. The designs of the
two values we have seen are below mediocrity;
we fear the other values will be equally poor.

They are printed on white wove paper, perf.

circ. 13.

Spain. Essay. The an-

nexed design we suppose
is too beautiful to stand a

chance of adoption, but we
reproduce it for the benefit

of collectors of essays.

Spain. Compound stamp.

We learn from El Averigua-
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dor that there will be a new postage stamp

of the value of I centimo de peseta, and

subdivided, like the Brunswick and Meck-

lenburg 4/4 into 1/4 centimo stamps, and

one of these quarters will free any news-

paper or printed matter under 5 gra. weight.

As the law ordered no stamps under the

value of I c. de peseta in the new series, and

that being too high for periodicals, &c,
under 5 gra., the Director-General of the

Post Office is going to issue the lowest value,

so that it may be subdivided. There is no

further news of the expected series.

Canada.—Small-sized Series.—The zc. has

now made its appearance, and we have had

our attention called to a flesh-tint of the 3

cents, but whether it is an official change or

an accidental shade, we cannot say. The set

of the small-sized labels now consists of -J, I,

2, 3, and 6 cents. The 12^ and 15 cents

large size, will be replaced by the smaller as

the stocks are exhausted.

Cashmere.— Unchronicted Variety.— We
have examined a choice stamp in the collec-

tion of Baron Arthur de Rothschild. It is a

vermilion I anna of the rectangular series

;

but the centre is larger, and the inscription

of value (in Persian), is bolder and more
spread out than in the ordinary I anna.

Chili.— Post Card.—The post card system

is gradually spreading itself over the civilized

world, we hear of them coming down the

steppes of Russia, spreading over the American

Continent, and we even hear a faint whisper

that the diamond grubbers of the Transvaal

are clamouring for this luxury of civilisation.

The Chilian post card is of the usual size,

Carta Tarjeta in fancy letters is printed in a

straight line above, S.D. (Senor Don) in text,

shows where the address is to be written, the

border is a fancy diamond and waved pattern ;

there is no stamp on the card, but the addi-

tion of a 2c. adhesive franks the card by land

routes, when sent by steamer a 5c. is

necessary. This card was first noticed in the

February Allgemeiner Briefmarken-A?izeiger.

From The Philatelist viz extract the following:
" At the same time announced to be forth-

coming, are envelopes of these respective

values and colours, 2c, bronze, 5c. red, 10c.

blue, 15c? colour, and 20c. green. In

conformity with the additional value here

quoted, an adhesive 15 centavos will come out.

The envelopes will be composed of white,

and yellow and blue tinted paper. They
are to be manufactured in the United States,

most probably by the American Bank Note
Company, and will presumably bear the same
head hitherto employed for Chilian postals."

Deccan.—New 2 annas.—The remaining

value has appeared of the finely engraved

type, so that the skeleton series is obsolete.

The colour is a beautiful shade of green.

The I anna of this series is an indescribable

colour, but the best name is black-brown.

The 8 annas we have received in clear brown
;

the first specimens were very dark brown.

Denmark.— Envelope.—The 2 sk envelope

now current has the figure of value thinner;

in other respects there is no alteration.

Falkland Islands.—Through the kindness

of a correspondent we are able to give the

annexed fac-simile. It is hand-stamped in

the right upper corner of the

fal.kl.and envelope, but whether put" on

PAID.
I

before or after purchase we are

islands,
j
unable to say, but hope that

" we may receive an early

elucidation of the matter.

Fiji Islands. Surcharged series. The im-
perforate series surcharged 2, 6, 12 cents,

noticed last month, were evidently " proof or

waste sheets" as we surmised. A series has

arrived in England perf. circ. 13, the green

(six cents) being of a colder shade than the

first stamps without the surcharging. . Con-
cerning the mystic letters C.R., a San Fran-
cisco newspaper says, that they have received

specimens of these stamps, and that C.R.
stands for the Cakombau Rex, in which case

the King's name is neither Thakombau nor
Ebenezer. One of our correspondents sug-

gests that the letters mean Corona Regis, but
we suppose the California paper may be

relied upon.

Finland.—Envelopes. The latest envelopes

received by our publishers, comprise the 40
pen. on thinner wove paper, smaller size, $\
by 3-g- inches.

Finland.—Post Card.—A fresh lot of type

1 just received, shows the stamp in a dull
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yellowish shade of green, the frames and in-

scriptions remaining dark green. The card

itself varies even more than the dark green

issue last described, some being nearly white

then all shades of dirty green, and some are of

a dull yellow of an indescribably revolting

tint. The contrast of the dirty green on the

dirtier yellow, is something to be seen to be

believed, it is really dreadful to look at.

German Empire.—Compound Post Card.—
The last importations are large arms, black

on dull red, and on rose.

Great Britain.—Dated Envelope with

threads.— The Philatelist can add to the speci-

men dated 4-4.-60 mentioned in our first

number, one dated 24.-4.-60; now that atten-

tion has been called to it, doubtless a few
more copies will be discovered.

Holland.—New shade 2|-c.—Of the rose

lilac of this stamp, the Timbre-Poste says, "it

is in circulation."

Heligoland.—Perforated.—The Philatelist

says "The 2 schilling adhesive has followed

suit with the \ and I, being now hole-per-

forated." Moschkaus Magazin says that the

6 sch. has also followed suit ; if these items

are correct, the full series now exists perf.

circ, but we have only seen the \ sch.

Italy.—Rumoured Post Card.—We extract

the following from he Timbre-Poste, " on the

29th January the Minister of Public Works,

presented a project for the modification of

the Postal Law. It proposed the system of

Correspondence Cards. The Cards to be of

two sorts, simple cards of 10 centimes, and

compound cards (for paid reply), of 15 cen-

times." These will probably soon be issued.

Switzerland.—Local. The stamp repro-

duced in our last, should be termed Maderaner

Thai, and the name of the hotel is Zum
Schvjeitzen Alpen-club i but even the German
papers spelt it as we did, and every English

paper that mentioned it did the same !

Sweden. — Post Card. Le Timbre-Poste

says the new card bears the stamp in dark

blue, as well as ultramarine as first noted.

Turkey.—New surcharging. We have

seen the current series bearing a black sur-

charge similar to that on the second series

;

whether this is accidental, or indicative of a

new issue, we have been unable to determine,

but will settle the question against our next

number.

Turkey.— T. B. Morton and Co.—The
authenticity of the several issues of this com-
pany, seems at last to be satisfactorily settled,

and from the S.C-M. and Mr. Panopoulo we
gather the following information concerning

these stamps. First emission, issued June

1869, Franco
with T.B.MORTON

& co. in semi-

circle above,
and Letter Post

similarly placed

below,surround-

ed by Constan-

t 1 n o p l e &
Danube Line of

Steamers, circ.

hand-struck, col. imp. on coloured paper.

1 piastre, red on white

I „ blue

red on pale blue

blue on dark ,,

) For Kustendjee,

j Varna, & Bourgas.
j For Ibrail, their

r terminus on the

) Danube.
I For Galatz, and
j Tulcha.

For Sulina.

1 „ red on pink

I „ blue on rose

1
,,

red on yellow

\ „ blue on chrome-yel.

The higher value was for letters, the lower

for newspapers, weight not being of any object

in either case.

Second emission.—This came out a month
after the first, and consisted of the same im-

pression, with a ship sailing to the right added

above the word Franco. Values and colours

as before.

Third emission.— Steamship, within solid

curved labels, lettered

T,

B.

lined perpendicularly,

with figures in left hand ?

corners, and pres in right

hand angles. Trans,

rect., col. imp., perf.

2 piastres, blue, for letters of about £ oz.

I „ red, for printed matter.

I I » green, for newspapers.

MORTON & CO., D & !>]S==
s. L. s. Spandrels
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These are now current, and will shortly have

a companion of the value of 10 paras for

journals. The design is here figured, and will

be printed in two

colours, the lined

background, the

values, initials, and

anchors will be in

black, and the re-

mainder of the de-

vice in red.

B . STT

ag^atsw*!!

Peru.—New issue.—The Stamp Collector's

Magazine mentions a 1 peseta in light orange,

" apparently from the same die as the una

peseta brown of 1862."

Russia.—Locals.—We extract the follow-

ing from The Philatelist:—
In last year's Stamp- Collector's Magazine 's cata-

logue of these interesting emissions, is mentioned
a 3 kopecks red brown for Soumniy, and on page
89 of the same volume is quoted at 5 k. We are

empowered to add another value of similar type,

a I k. dark blue, which was probably a much
earlier issue, extinct before the higher values ap-

peared. The specimen in question, presumably
while they were in contemplation, is surcharged
with the figure 5, hand-impressed in red ink. We
have on view also, another of these queerities

hitherto uncatalogued here or elsewhere, It is a

second value for Novgorod. Except, perhaps, the

3 k. Belosersk, it is the most poorly -executed

specimen of the numerous tribe to which it belongs.

It is hand-stamped in black, on sky-blue glazed

paper; rectangular, smaller sized than any of its

congeners, the impression itself measuring three-

fifths by barely two-fifths of an inch ; the whole
rectangle, which has one advantage, that of per-

foration, being seven by nine-tenths of an inch
The device is almost undecipherable ; consisting

of central shield, containing armorial bearings of

the same nature as those on the 5 k. : viz., chair,

supporting sceptre, trident, and cross, guarded by
bears. The legend encircling this is, "Rural Admin-
istration of the Novgorod Government, Demen.-k,
3 kop." Initial letters of the same are at the four
corners.

Sierra Leone.—New issue.—We have

heard no more of the projected new issue.

Shanghai.—Error iti first series.—Some
specimens of the 4 candereens of the earliest

set, had the second Chinese character on the

leftside, printed "mace" for " candareen."

As 1 mace contained 10 cand, the error in

Chinese made the value 40 instead of 4 cand.

Our attention has been called to the same

error on the 8 candereens ; the specimen is

undoubtedly an original, and not belonging to

any of the sets of reprints which have been

so freely offered of late.

Spain.— Error.—We have seen in Mr.

Y?asi's collection a specimen of the 1855,

2 reales printed amongst a dozen 1 real green

by error, watermarked loops. We shall

revert to this valuable misprint in our next.

Transvaal.—New Envelope.—More excite-

ment at Potchefstroom, but no more hand-

stamps! The brown-paper envelopes are all

used up, and, on the 1st of January of the

present year, impressions from the die of the

adhesive were printed off very badly on thick

white envelopes, colour dull blue. The
adhesive 1 sh has also appeared in a variety

of fresh colours. What for ?

United States.— Variety of 1853 Envelope.

A limited number of the 3c. of this issue

bore the name of the Government printer,

embossed in a solid red circle, G. Nesbit N.T.,

on the flap. Such specimens, though already

chronicled, are rare; but we found a white

envelope lately, bearing this imprint, but the

paper laid horizontally instead of obliquely.

We once saw a cut 3c, on yellow paper laid

horizontally, but never before saw an entire

one.

United States.—The 7 c. value.—With our

usual trustfulness we believed that the American

"Journal of Philately was correct in sa\ing

that the 7 c. was already obsolete, after a

month's circulation. But a letter from an

esteemed correspondent, Mr. G. W. Durgin,

jun., written from Fort Wayne, P. O.,

Indiana, under date of February 6th, says

this is wrong—"We not only have no such

information here, but received last month a

larger supply of them for use in the office.

Of the envelope I cannot speak, but I do

not think it is obsolete." But Mr. Scott being

nearest, " ought to know best !

"

Victoria. — Surcharged 10 p.—Specimens
of this stamp are found bearing the sur-

charged value ninepence, in two shades, blue,

and intense indigo.

Errata.—In our last, read supposititious for
suppositious, for guage read gauge, for Maddiaon
read Madison.
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THE STAMPS OF LA GUAIRA.

( Continuedfrom p. 12.^

BY THE REV. R. B. EAREE.

|*^^|EFORE proceeding to examine the

Cents issue, I think it necessary to

expose the counterfeits of the stamps

last commented upon. These forgeries are all

of the first type. At a dis-

tance, they have a specious

appearance ; but when they

are more closely examined,

thev may be easily detected.

They are badly perforated,

on very white paper, and the

colours are chalky, obliterated

generally with a heavy black O.

FORGERIES.
1. Tail of R touches A.

2. Tail of Q touches the
line below

3. Lower limbs of c
and B larger than
the upper ones. Cor-
rectly shaped.

4. Steam-ship heavily

loaded at stern, so

that the stem is

raised.

5. No flag. Smoke
covers the place

where the flag ought
to be.

6. Mainmastveryfaint-
Ij defined. Hal-
yards almost in-

visible. Imaginary
mizenmast depicted.

7. Waves blotchy. Bow-
sprit pai-allel with
line of deck.

8. Clouds very coarse

and heavy.
9. D shaped properly.

10. D nearly upright.

11. 6 is not near the dot.

There are sundry other differences, but I

have mentioned the principal ones. Following

the genuine, the design varies in the two

values. As a rule, forgers are content to take

one value of the genuine, and make it serve

for all the other values, by varying the

numerals, &c,—but in this case they have

copied both values of the originals.

The Centavo Series.

I have come to the conclusion that the

GENUINE.
1. Tail of R in GUAIRA

does not touch the A.

2. Tail of Q in PAQUETE
does not touch the line

below.

3. Upper limbs of C Band
E in CABELLO larger

than the lower ones.

4. Steam-ship sailing on
an even keel.

5. Flag distinctly visible

below the smoke of

the vessel.

6. Mainmast and hal-

yards distinct. No
mizen.

7. Waves well defined.

Bowsprit placed ob-

liquely.

8. Clouds finely engraved
9. D of MEDIO nearly

round, like an o.

10. D of DOS very much
sloped.

11. 6 touches dot in left

hand corner

stamps of this series were (as Mr. Overy
Taylor says) manufactured at S. Thomas;
and that they were intended to frank letters

from that island to La Guaira. There are

several things tending to prove that this is

the fact.

1. The execution at once shows that

Messrs. Waterlow and Sons had no hand in

their manufacture.

2. They were not made in Venezuela,

because the inscriptions are not in Spanish.

3. Like the stamps for S. Thomas, they

are imperforate, v/hereas the La Guaira issues

are perforated.

4. If the facial value for the S. Thomas
stamps (3 cents) be an abreviation for 3

centavos, this will be an additional proof that

these so-called La Guairas were printed on
that island.

5. The microscopic steam-ship in the

lower left-hand corner is sailing to left.

Does this intimate the return journey?

These reasons may not appear very conclu-

sive taken separately, but I think that they

are worth something as a whole. These
stamps are not nearly so interesting as

the reales series; nor are they so hand-

some. They are all printed in black, on

coloured wove paper, and have a dingy look

about them, which renders them very unat-

tractive. The general appearance of the

design reminds one of the 10 pesos, 1868, of

New Granada.

Design.—The outer part of the design

consists of a heavy-looking black frame, bear-

ing the words

—

St. Thomas, La Guaira,
Pto. Cabello, Packet. In the left-hand

bottom corner is a square

space, containing a microscopic

steamer, sailing to left. A square

frame, inscribed with an octagon,

surrounds the steamer. In the

right-hand corner is a similar

space, but I cannot make out

the design which it contains. It might be a. light-

house, or a cap of liberty on a pole, or a

front elevation of a steamer; but what it

really is, I think only the engraver himself

could tell us

!

The central portion of the design is divided

into two parts. The upper half contains the

VSLSLISi
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inevitable steamer, sailing to right, and the

sea on which it floats forms the division

between the two halves of the design. The
steamer, in the reales reales, is a screw, with

jib and foresail set, but in the stamps of

this series the voyagers are obliged to content

themselves with paddles, and have not troubled

themselves to set any sail at all.

The lower half contains the numeral of

value, with the word centavo in a curve

beneath it. Strict grammarians might possibly

take objection to the said centavo being in

the singular number for all the values; but

the designer, apparently, didn't trouble him-

self with such minor details.. The numerals,

upon the highest and lowest value, are orna-

mented in a manner which reminds one of

the first issue of Brazil.

Within the frame, the whole of the design

(with the exception of a small portion at the

bottom) is covered with horizontal lines. In

the ^ cent, these lines are drawn even upon

the numeral itself, but in the other values the

numeral is not so disfigured.

There are two spandrels at the top corners,

two at the bottom, and two supporting the

sea, in the centre. Outside the frame is a

thin black line. The horizontal lines from

the interior are prolonged on the right side

into the frame, and partially deface the ell of

the word cabello, as though the engraver had

been in a hurry, and had drawn his lines too far.

Paper.—The paper is of medium thickness,

wove, and somewhat hard.

Gum.—The gum is white and thin, though

rather more abundant than on the other issues.

There are not many varieties of shade, for

being on coloured paper, the tints are tolerably

uniform.

List.

\ centavo greyish white.

1 cent, dull pale rose.

„ reddish violet.

2 cent, dull dark green.

„ chalky green.

3 cent, orange yellow.

„ dull chalky yellow.

4 cent, chalky blue.

„ bright blue.

Moens catalogues a two cent, blue, but I

have never seen a copy. All the values exist in

several shades of black, so those who wish

can triple this list by accepting three well-

defined shades which may be found in each

value, viz.: pale greyish black, medium
black, and deep black. The stamps are all

imperforate.

( To be continued.

)

%\m\m of glitl;it^tet publications.

|HE Stamp-Collector's Magazine.—The
March number is very good, and
keeps up the reputation of this old-

established serial. With the subject matter

we can find no fault, but to some of the

advertisements we feel it our duty to object,

though not a department of the magazine to

which it is usual for criticism to be applied.

It is simply that we cannot agree with the

consistency of advertising for sale those large

packets of United States Locals, not one half

of which are worth owning, and then stating

that all stamps sold are warranted genuine.

We call attention to the fact ; it is quite an
error of judgment to profess to warrant such
things,—if necessary to be sold at all, they

should be sold without any guarantee. Good
and genuine postmarked United States Locals

are of real interest, and have an especial

value, and it is a fact that they command a

ready sale at very good prices, but, of the

contents of these packets of unused, who
could say any good ?

In this connection we would soy, that it

has been an universal custom with dealers

who would scorn to turn the dishonest penny,
to sell the rubbish found in packets of "U.S.
Locals" (with their other stock), all being

"guaranteed genuine." We feel sure that it

is a great mistake, and nothing has more
tended to lower public estimation of Locals

than this injudicious practice. We can safely

say that this has never been done by the

leading American dealers of late, though, of
course, they have not been thus spotless for

all time.

These remarks are not intended solely for

the publishers of the S. C. M., but for every-

body; and we trust that we shall not meet
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with abuse for calling further attention to a

well known fact. Last month, in our paper

" Bogus Novelties," we alluded to this so

strongly, that we confess we are surprised to

find these advertisements repeated, but, it is

so evident that the whole thing is an over-

sight, that we feel sure we shall never have

to recur to the subject.

The Stamp Collector's Journal and Philatel-

ical Opinion.— This was probably brought

into being on March the first for some wise

purpose, but the purpose is as yet inscrutable

to us and everyone else. In the first place,

there are already published on the first of the

month two old-established magazines, ar.d in

the middle of the month appears our own ;

a subscriber to one of the preceding papers

and our own journal requires little more, and

if he did, he would not find it in The Stamp

Collector's "Journal under review. We have

gone carefully over it, but there are no illus-

trations, we have detected no information,

and regret to say that neither the beauty of

the grammar, nor the hidden elegance of the

composition, will counterbalance these defects.

The only thing that can extenuate the pub-

lication of this work, in our eyes, is that they

copy "Our Black List" from the January

Philatelical, (as also the resonant adjective

which we invented). In conclusion, the

publication was uncalled for, and is so bad

that if it does not die it ought to. It is an

eight-page journal, but its value may be

gauged by the impossibility of finding any

—

even a single line of—matter worth repeating.

We have no patience with this mania for

publishing rubbishing papers.

The Philatelist.—We were rather hard on

our more aged collaborator last month, but

we find a better number for March. We
feel flattered at being appointed censor of

this magazine, therefore will exercise our

right at once. They say of British Guaina,

"all the i860, except the 48 cents,* have two

types. We live and learn !
" Certainly, and

so we should do, and as a moral axiom this

has always held a foremost place. Still, when

it comes to classing an 1863 stamp as an i860

variety, it makes one distrust these moral

axioms.

Their last paragraph states to the following

effect, to which we simply premise that when
a stamp is described as being "green on laid

paper," no faith in any descriptions could be

possible, if that (green on laid) were to be

understood as " black on green laid paper "
!

On the same principle the "pointed scallop"

perforation can be explained, because every-

body knows that a scallop is never pointed!

"The Guadalajara stamps being always

impressed in black, the I real described as

green is evidently one on paper of that

colour." But The Philatelist's original para-

graph stated that it was green on laid paper.

We asserted last month that Crosby's

Special Message 2c. was condemned by the

5. C. M. To this The Philatelist replies that

it is not condemned : if our readers refer to p.

139 of last year's S. C. M., it is there stated

that this label—"an oblong oval— never

existed."

They want us to "give a rule to find the

commencing page of any of our last year's

numbers." Well, we should suggest that is

only necessary to hunt out the various slabs,

or imitation bas-reliefs, which commence each

number, and then we should suggest to write

in pencil the month under each, or better

still, adopt twelve zodiacal strings, streamers,

or book-ribands.

ERRORS OP WATERMARK.
To the Editor of The Piiilatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—For some years past I have collected

stamps upon a system based upon certain prin-

ciples, the chief of which is to select such speci-

mens of varieties as tend to illustrate the history

of the stamp, whether such varieties arise from
change of colour, of watermark, or of perforation.

There is also a certain class of errors which, upon
the foregoing principle, appear to me to be worthy
of collection ; but, on the other hand, there is a

class of errors wholly attributable to the careless-

ness of the printer that fail to give me any
interest ; of the latter are errors of displaced and
reversed watermarks ; while among the former

may be classed those errors arising from substi-

tuted watermarks, which frequently occuringfrom
causes independent of the printer, are current at,

and during a certain time. Many curious in-

* The 48 cents was issued in 1863,
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stances of this substitution are to be found in the

stampsof New South Wales and Victoria, especially

in those values that require a special kind of

paper for each, leading to suppose that the supply

of the special paper became exhausted, and that

the paper applicable to other values or other uses

was substituted in its place.

But I cannot see the utility of carrying the col-

lection of errors in watermarks further than this,

and searching for specimens where the difference

depends upon the reversing or displacement of the

sheet in printing. It may be interesting to collect

a pair of twopenny stamps of New South Wales
with the head of the 2 on one stamp, and the

tail on the lower one, but I confess that I fail to

see either the use or the interest of doing so.

I am led to address you on this subject, having

remarked amongst the " Recent and Undescribed

Emissions," in The Philatelist for this month, the

mention of a fourpenny beaded oval of Victoria,
" watermarked with the words Five Shillings,
placed diagonally, the letters F aud Sh not show-

ing." The stamp is illustrated by an engraving,

and belongs to "an esteemed correspondent" of

The Philatelist at Valparaiso. This error of

watermark of Five Shillings instead of

FoURPENCE, was mentioned by The Philatelist in

the list of stamps of Victoria, at pages 95 and 96

of the first volume. It is an interesting error, and
dates probably from the early part of 1862 ; but I

ask what possible interest can there be in collect-

ing a specimen which is remarkable only from the
•' letters F and Sh not showing ?" Besides which,

I doubt whether such specimen is rare, as my own
experience would lead me to think that a specimen
with the perfect Five Shillings in watermark
is far more rare.

From an examination of copies of this error it

is perfectly clear that the sheet is divided by
watermark lines into parallelograms of the size

of the stamp. The word Shilling runs from one
angl<i to the opposite angle, taking up the entire

space ; the word Five is in the upper triangle, the

bottom of the letter V being immediately above
the last L in shilling. The least variation, there-

fore, in placing the sheet for impression, disturbs

the position of the watermark on the stamp, and
we thus have a simple explanation of the

phenomenon chronicled by The Philatelist.

Now, I simply ask, is such a variety really

worth collecting? Is it useful 1 I* it interesting '/

It m^y be in the eyes of The Philatelist and the

collector at Valparaiso, but it fails to be so in the
eyes of A Parisian Collector.

THE NEW SPANISH STAMPS, &c.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.
Sir.— Presuming by a recent article in your
Journal that you do not know the values of the

new Spanish Stamps, I can state, on good authority,

they will be as follows :

1, 2, 6, 10, 12, 25, and 40 c de peseta.

1, 4, and 10 peseta.

They are all to be of the same design

In answer to "A. H. L." (last month) you say,

"This correspondent has seen the half-penny
English without the small figure opposite the
fractional line, and also with the figure 8." I take
the liberty of sending you specimens of the stamps
in question, without the small figure, also with the
figures 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8. I have also seen them
with the figures 2, 7, 9, and 10, but have not got
any specimens by me.

lam, yours truly,

London, Alfred Allen.

%v$am I0 Correspondents.

L. B. Hinton.—No ; we do not think as you
do, that we ought to call ourselves The Piratical
Journal. Thanks.

A. S. S.—You are right (for a wonder), Scott,

of New York, did once buy a scarce bung label,

but he had to finish the barrel first—there is no
trust in bung labels—and to remove it from a full

barrel is FELONY! Some people collect them
barrels and all, and have cellars built for their

reception, but we need scarcely say that this

pernicious practice is unworthy of an ardent lover

of Bung Labels.
The Publisher op The Collector.—We do

not care to exchange our 16 pages per month,
with illustrations, &c, for your single sheet, with-
out. Our subscription is 5s., yours is Is. 6d.; if

you wish to exchange, pleasa sand P.O.O. for the
difference.

A. H. L.—The bright coloured Shanghai is

forged, and we are much obliged by your sending
it; it will be described in our Z^^«*-papers. (2) This
is the octagonal 4 p. Western Australia, on yellow-
ish paper ; it is not uncommon, it is described in

the S.C.M., for 1870.
;

your 10 p. Victoria,

surcharged in indigo, we have noted in our
Novelties. (3) The Ecuador is a Boston forgery

;

the bronze 6 p. VV. Australia is genuine. (4) For
our opinion on Trinidad Too Late stamps, we refer

you to an able paper in our next number. This cor-

respondent is good enough to say that our "last
number was really splendid." We trust he may
think the same of every number ; it will not be
our fault if our Journal does not keep the position
it has won for itself.

H. H. H.—This subscriber sends a small en-
velope having upon the flap a plain embossed
circle, lettered Enveloppe Post"le, firevetee, and
in the centre If Gramme. 1 his he received fram
Belgium a few years since, and requests an gpinion
concerning it. From its inscription it, is evidently
a patented article, but what particular advantage
it possesses we are unab'e to discover.

J. M.— (1) The 240 reis Azores does exist, but
being the highest value is rare. (2) Of French
Republic printed in Paris, there are 10, 15, 25,

and 40 cents, only, which can be at once known
by being perforated. (3) There is a full set of

India surcharged SERVICE in small letters; they
are a little rarer than the others.
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Ctftant of tlt(» Utajjazincs.

TE Stamp Collectors Magazine.—The
' Papers for Beginners" continue to dis-

course of the earliest or circular series

of Moldavia, and the present instalment is

one of the best written pieces of argument

we have perused for a long time, and there

are very few collectors who may not glean

some information from it. It clearly ex

plains why the unused copies, so largelv

sold, (and type 5 of Dr. Magnus' elaborate

monograph), cannot be genuine, and why
used specimens may be counted on four

fingers ; in conclusion, Mr. Overy Taylor

says, " We had better abstain altogether from

the attempt to collect specimens of the first

Moldavian series. We must look upon them

as philatelic mammoths and dodos, extinct

species, of which few traces exist ; and, above

all, we must refrain from investing in the

spuiious imitations which are all that can

now be obtained." A long extract from

The Printers' Register, entitled "The En-

graving and Printing of Postage Stamps,"

tends to shew the extreme difficulties in the

wav of "executing really fine printing," but

beyond this there is no information. The
dearth of novelties does not prevent a fair

muster in the article on "Newly issued or

Inedited Stamps;" in the correspondence is a

thorough account of the disputed dialects on

the Deccan stamps, which closes a useful,

though not eminently striking number.

The Philatelist.—" Recent and undescribed

Emissions" discourses lovinglv of sundry

oddities from the Transvaal Republic, and

divides the adhesives into two npes, the first

being termed the "owl-eagle" series; the

new envelopes are distinguished by bearing

as " the flap seal, a gartered wafer stamp."
" Telegraph Stamps " commences a paper long

required, and from which we must copy from

time to time in future. The onlv transfer-

able items are the views of two correspon-

dents on "The Egvptian Officials," which
they consider as we ourselves always have

don:, to be franks placed as a seal on packets

of letters. If they had no postal character,

why should they be so frequently postmarked,

and in the same manner as the ordinary

postals ?

Le Timbre-Poste. We extract all that we
can from new issues in the usual place, and

the only remaining paper is Dr. Magnus' on

Wurtemburg Post Cards and Field Posts;

elaborate as usual, but uninteresting to most

of us, these papers admirably fulfil their intent

of being complete histories of every variety;

they are invaluable to the student, but not

available for condensation in these, or indeed

any other pages ; they require to be given in

their entirety, and that is not quite a fair

proceeding.

So far, the current Magazines are all

characterised by a paucity of anything striking,

and the only really novel idea that we get

is from The Postage Stamp Reporter, a small

but well written American journal, and one

which will undoubtedlv succeed.

Mexico.— In the first issues of The Republic, and
in the firstseries issued by the Archduke Maximilian,

the name of each State whs "surcharged" on the

margin of the stamp issued within its boundary.

We learn from a gentleman long resident iu

Mexico, that if the stamps of one State were
attached to a letter, and then posted at a post-

office in another State, ihey would not be recog-

nised, and the letter would he treated as unpaid ;

but all starnp-i were exchanged for others of like

value, by application to the Director-tieneral of

Posts. These samps, then, with 'he words Zaca«

tecas, Tamaulipas. &<\, printed ah>ng the edges,

weie ''surcharged" stamps, or else we do not

know w lat. '' surcharged " means; and in 'his

case we hope the omission is one which some of

the learned philatelists will rise t.o explain.

INVESTIGATIONS.

I. The Petersburg Provisional Stamp.

An enquiry as to the p»ssible genuineness of three

distinct printings, types, or series.

3R some considerable time all the

leading collectors have been satisfied

with the genuineness of an emi-sion

of a 5c. value for Petersburg, bur the recent

influx of unknown and other Confederates in

large and small quan ities, has given us an

opportunitv of examining a good many speci-

mens; the result of this investigation leaves

us more unfavourably impressed with many
of Mr. Scott's resuscitations, than even our

former expressions (pps. 9 and 13) indicated.

We shall give a clear description of the
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points between three distinct series which we
have observed of Petersburg, making a few
remarks on each, to aid the collector in

arriving at a just appreciation of the com-
parative value of the various types. There
is so much that is doubtful, or almost

verminous coming from the States, and the

prices are so inflated that it behoves us to

show a bold front, to be less trustful, and to

judge for ourselves without prejudice, making
our standing point common sense, and not

possibility. The first mention we find of a

Petersburg stamp is in the S. C. M., for June,

1866, but where that specimen is now, we
are unable to trace. The next notice appears

to be in The American 'Journal of Philately,

for March, 1870, and up to that date speci-

mens were very scarce. Now, however,

specimens of a certain type are common, i.e.,

plentiful, though held at high prices. We
will divide those from which we are about

to describe, into three classes or types (I., II.,

III.,) and, in a tabular form, these are the

generic differences between them.

For convenience, and the saving of repeti-

tion, we divide the stamp into parts, thus:

—

a. Top ornaments.

b. Name.
c. Ornaments below.

d. Post Office.

e. Ornaments below.

$? /. Numeral.

PETERSBURG, ^
viitaiNrA. &$p

Post Office. S

^j^^j^e> g. Ornaments each side.
w. E. BASS, P. M.^85 7 U 1

&$%<$&§¥%& b. „ below.

;. W. E. Bass, P.M.
*'. Ornaments below.

k. Outer side edges.

/. Corners.

a. Eight, ornaments turned up.

b. Finishing strokes very slight, first G above
level of the other letters, and is especially un-
finished at top. P is exactly over centre of
ornament beneath comma ; slight and slants to

right, and is exactly over centre of ornament
beneath, Virginia, in slightly smaller letters.

c. Ornaments eight, turned down.
d. Lettering thick and heavy, bottom stroke of

P very long and disproportionate ; top quite clear

of, and to right of, centre of ornament above, and
further still from one below. of OFFICE nearly
a block letter, the right side being imperceptibly
the thickest. Other letters thick, almost block.

e. Eight ornaments down, of which sometimes

all, but more often the three to right, scarcely

shew the curves at top.

/. Perfectly straight, tail curved up and rather

thin in comparison with the round of figure,

which it thick and clumpy, beginning too high.

g. Three ornaments turned up and three down
on each side, the lower ones with curves imperfect.

They are u >t precisely opposite the ornaments
above and below th m the top being l.o right, the

lower left nearty o»p >site, and the lower right to

the ri^bt of the said ornaments.
h. Eight, ornaments turned up.

i. Double the space be ow, that there is above.

Period after W, so W* Comma after Bas* larger

than one at C, and straighter, though there is an
imperceptible outward inclination.

j. Eight ornaments turned down.

II.

a. Eight ornaments turned up.

b. Type entirely different, bolder and larger,

comma thick and heavy, slanting to left, and
exactly over ornament beneath. P to left of

ornament beneath, or just over. Virginia in much
smaller letters than Petersburg, narrower than
I, A the tallest letter.

c. Ornaments eight, turned down.
d. Type entirely different. Down stroke of P

exactly under centre of ornament, above it and
very close to it in some, but a little further to the
right in others.

e. Eight ornaments turned down, but invariably
perfect.

f. Down stroke slants, tail natural, hollowed
out, but not turning upwards.

g. As I. but invariably perfect. The upper row
resembles I in po-ition.

h. Eight ornaments turned down.
i. Name almost in centre of spaie, comma after

bass smaller, or same size as one after Peters-
burg, never larger as in I.

III.

a. Eight ornaments turned up.

b. Type entirely different with I and II, but
heavily finished as II, E dropped, P to right of

ornament beneath, comma nearly same as II, but
quite straight.

c. Ornaments eight, turned down.
d. Type entirely different with I and II.

Capitals larger than II, other letters thinner, the
thick strokes being more graduated. O of office,
has left side thicker than right.

e. As II.

/. Down stroke slants, and the figure is nearly
same thickness throughout ; the ball is clearly

cut.

g. As I, but invariably perfect ; the upper row
is like I, but the lower row has each ornament to

right, of centres of row/.
h. Eight ornaments turned up.
i. More space above than below name ; comma

after Bass smaller than one at C, and it has a
slight outward inclination as in I.

From the preceding it will be observed that,
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though the frames may be substantially alike,

the lettering is totally different, i e. each

imitates or resembles the other, but the letters

themselves though all of the same generic

name, are from different founts. The figure

5 too, is different in each ; and, very curiously,

I. is always obliterated by a large black oval

with date {March in all specimens before us),

II. has a blue circle with date, varying from

February to December, whilst III. is unoblit-

erated. Of each of these types there are the

following varieties before us.

1. f. The 5 has the tail thicker and not

curved up so much, rounded part is also

thicker.

g. Of the lowest three on the left, that

nearest the 5 is turned up.

II. I. No comma after Petersburg, the

right hand outer border has the second

ornament from the bottom turned down.

Postmarked December.

2. The lowe?t three at/~turn up. Post-

marked Oct. 22.

3. The lowest edge has nine ornaments,

the left hand corner being occupied by

the extra one. Postmarked December.

4.. p of post broken at top. Postmarked

Sep. 26. Oct. 20.

III. The only variety resembles that of I.

in the reversed ornament g.

Specimens of I. may be easily disposed of

as thoroughly good and well authenticated.

The colour is dull red on rather thick solt

paper; the postmark is always black and a

transverse oval, lettered Petersburg, date, va.

all in capitals. Specimens of III. may be

equallv soon settled. We have seen but two

copies, both unused, and resembling the two

variations of I., but the figure is precisely the

same in each. Is it too much to assume that

they are imitations of I.? Their colour is a

dull dirty red on common paper much too

thin.

Specimens of II. are now the most numerous

of any. This type is totally different to the

other two, and the principal point common
to all specimens is the row at h being turned

down. The enquiry into the genuineness of

these is a matter of the greatest delicacy, for

some have come to us under the best of

auspices. We have before us eight specimens,

all with the blue circular postmark, five on
original envelopes, but we do not feel justified

in accepting the letters as genuine, or any of

the stamps, save one, to be real. Now if we
can prove this to the satisfaction of our

readers, will they think that our previous

language on the subect of recent Confederate

resuscitations was unjustifiably strong ? Rather
the other way we trust.

Putting the one (presumedly) genuine aside,

let us examine the seven suspected. The
postmark of type I. is black, oval, and on all

our four specimens dated March; now, type

II., which differs in everything from I., is

postmarked with a blue circle, and dated

variously February to December, i.e., before

and after the black obliteration used in March
on the known genuine type. Tne dates upon
those on envelopes appear to us to be stamped
in the centre of the circle after the name, but

we should not like to assert this positively;

but if it be so, it looks "fishy." The five

addressed envelopes are all to a certain W. C.

Upchurch, of Raleigh, North Carolina; those

postmarked Feb. 7 and Oct. 20 are similar in

writing and envelope; the next, dated Dec.

26, is directed in a bold hand, and the face

of the envelope bears a lithographic grey

design, " Smyth, Stone, and Banks, Grocers

and Commission Merchants, Petersburg, Va."

The other two are dated Oct. 22, and Nov.

23 respectively, and the address is a scrawl.

Each of the envelopes bears on face the im-

print of " R. A. Young & Bro., Grocers and
General Commission Merchants, 93, Svcamore
Street, Petersburg, Va." So long as we fancied

these letters were from three separate persons

or firms, we were disposed to believe in the

genuineness of every one of the stamps, and

at firt.t sight the handwritings looked quite

different; but on a very careful examination

(not alone and unaided either), we unhesitat-

ingly pronounce the directions to have been
all written by one man, and thus we are

enabled to expose one of the cleverest but

most abominable swindles of recent days.

Strong language, say some of our trans-

atlantic friends
; yes, very, we urbanely agree.

And then, as if the thing was not quite bad
enough, we are supplied with a specimen of 1 853
3c. envelope, struck without colour, addressed
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to this same Upchurch, and evidently sent to

show the methodical manner in which Mr.
Upchurch kept his correspondence in their

original envelopes. This is all very convinc-

ing, but then, again, the person who addressed

the letters from Petersburg in 1 86 1 also

directed this envelope of 1853 from Baltimore

;

he writes a sweet hand, or assortment of

hands, and should be invaluable to an

autograph dealer. Further examination reveals

that this 3c. 1853 was once in colour, for the

back of the stamp shows it clearly; but by a

delicate and sweetly-pretty process, this sup-

posititious Southern correspondent of the

probably mythical Upchurch, removed the red

ink from the surface without touching the

glaze on the paper.

The importance of this discovery of false

Petersburgs, can scarcely be over estimated.

Observe the elaborate care devoted to the

perfection of this swindle, then turn to the re-

suscitations of Messrs. Scott and Petrie, the

whole of which we are to accept as genuine,

without any proofs or even arguments, except

what they choose to tell us. We are—and we
means the British public of collectors

—

developing an amount of child-like simplicity

in the assertions which come from certain

sources, that must be very encouraging to

those who are fattening on our guilelessness.

We are more and more convinced that many
of the novelties coming from America are due

to two causes, which are never wanting in

that favoured land of high class swindling or

jobbery, vz., forging, and reprinting, managed
by imagina.ions of such vivid and ardent

nature, that the possessors wiil probably end
their days peacefully in a lunatic asylum, if

they are not previously cut off in the prime
of life by the solicitude of the prison

authorities in hurrying them up too early

some morning, and then drawing a bolt!

The addresses being proved unreliable on
the five submitted to us, (and more were left

behind), we can only suppose that the other

two copies are equally bad with those on the

envelopes; we will, therefore, describe the

old specimen from Mr. Philbrick's collection,

which proves the existence of a second print-

ing or type of Petersburgs, and the use of a

blue circular postmark later in the year.

This specimen is of pale red, with a slight

rosy tint, the suspected, or we may say the

false, are ot rose-red to rosy vermilion, and

the paper is harder, whiter, and crisper, than

Mr. Philbrick's; the most intense specimens

are struck verv heavily, the whole design thus

appearing in relief at back.

The genuine specimen resembles type II,

as typically described, but has the three lower

right hand ornaments at g turned upwards.

The type used is precisely the same 'n good

and bad. In (1) there is no dot after the P,

as there is in all other specimens of type

II we have seen, and the other great diffe-

rence being in the numeral 5; this in the bad

is an ordinary well made figure with the

down stroke long and sloping, in the genuine

this stroke is shorter and less slanting, and

the tail of figure is short, but slopes upwards,

it is thin and of same degree of thinness all

through ; it is therefore an uncommon look-

ing figure. The curve of figure gets very thin

before the ball in the genuine ; like variety 4 of

type III it has the P of Post broken at top, but

though every other deta 1 (save figure and

reversed ornaments) are alike in good and bad,

Petersburg is differently placed, the P being

to the left of, and quite clear of, the orna-

ment below it. There are two specimens of

var. 4, on envelopes, one dated September

26, the other October 20, the genuine is

dated October. Now weighing all these facts,

we can only conclude that all of type II

before uf, save one, are forgeries, or reprints

in several varieties, but all with an ordinary

figure, instead of one with the tail turning

up; they may be told by the heaviness of the

impressions, and hardness of the paper, and

the colour is usually very intense. Such a

well perpetrated swindle has never been

exposed, and its existence should be a warning

to us. So clever and inventive a mind as

that of our Southern friend cannot long

remain idle. The result of our investigation

almost frighten us out of our belief in the

20c. St. Louis, though we cannot at present

see our way to any other opinion than that

which we have already publicly stated.

Next month we will try and lay a few more
facts before our readers, meanwhile let us

suggest to all owners of the stamp termed
" Pleasant Shade," that it is identical with

type II Petersburg, and that perhaps we our-
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selves exhibited too much trustfulness in at

once engraving it, for it appears to us that

there is no such place on the map. Is not

this a little awkward ?

TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION.

N the ) 8th of March we found ourselves

in the spacious and well-known room
of Messrs. Sotheby & Co., at 1 13,

Wellington Street, Strand, awaiting the first

sale of postage-stamps, by auction, that has

occurred in England. The catalogue com-
prised 275 lots, which, the opening remarks

stated, were but a portion of an American
coll ction ; and the onlv reason the whole

collection was not offered, was that the time

of the public was too valtiable to spread over

three days! Not a bad idea to enhance the

importanceof an album thus, and to prepare the

unaccustomed ior a second sale of duplicates!

The lot offered on the 1 8th ult. comprised all

the valuables in the collection, and of that

there can be no question ; and the one dav's

sale of four-and-a-half hours was not so bad.

Some of the catalogues were printed without

the preface, and sent to the cognoscenti thus

incomplete, probably for fear of ridicule
;

but surely this evasion shews the " boshiness "

of the statements as to the large and un-

wieldy dimensions of the collection, the vast-

ness of which compelled the owner to " select

such of the principal stamps, sets, envelopes,

&c, as could be crowded into one day's sale"!

An auction sale in London could only have

paid anyone, who, like Mr. Scott, possessed

so much which was undeniably required by a

few people, or, so many specimens of which
no one knew anything but himself, and for

the go^ness of which, he alone was answer-

able. We looked forward with curiosity to

see if the scarce U.S. and Confederates,

fetched — at public competition— the inflated

and fictitious prices lately obtaining.

The results of the biddings for the several

principal lots are appended, and it will be

observed, that the general contents of the

collection were most meagre and common-
place, always excepting the United States,

and even there the gaps were very numerous;
for instance, we could find no specimen of

Mobile 2c, Nashville 10c, or used 2c. M. C.
Callaway ; and the Northern Locals, though
containing many very fine, and perhaps

matchless, specimens, certainly lacked a great

number of ordinary, as well as rare, varieties.

There were certain things for which the

competition was expected to be keen, and had
the proprietor refrained from bidding for his

own property, (which, it struck us, was not a

right proceeding), many things would have
realised more; but of course amateurs would
only bid, under such circumstances, for what
they really wanted. This led to a feeling of

distrust very early in the sale, and few
ventured to bid on for any lot, when it was
seen that the owner was in opposition to them,

for the inevitable consequence appeared, that

possession could only be obrained by payment
consideraby in excess of value. We saw our

Editor bid up to £8 10s. and £j 12s. in two
cases and then retire, and we are authorised

to state that he would not have given in then,

only it was apparent that the sale was not

open. We mention this as a hint to the

proprietor ; the proper course to adopt is to

put reserved prices in the auctioneer's hands.

The catalogue appeared to us rather too

plentifully sprinkled with eulogies. We
observed some pages absolutely bristling with

"very scarce," "almost unique," and so often

misapplied, that the auctioneer's reading of

the observation, frequently created down-
right laughter. All lots were used, unless

otherwise noted.

Lot 6 was an 1869, U.S., 15c, with the

picture reversed, this fetched a good price,

being knocked down to Mr. Atlee for 36s.

Lot 7.—Black horseman, red ditto, and
blue eagle, were bought in by the owner for

20s., considerably m^re than they were worth.

Lot 12.— Erattleboro 5 c, a beauty, was
also bought in at £3, it would have sold well

but for the owner's bidding, &c, and the same
cause influenced the next two lots, which
were really superb.

Lot 15.— All three vars. St. £ s. d.

Loui% jo, bought in for 2 13 o

Lot 16.—All three vars. St.

Louis, ice. bought in for 270
Lot 17.— 20c, St. Louis,

unique, bought in for .

.

6 o o
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Lot 18.—20c, St. Louis,

variety, not unique, bought

in for 812 o

Then we came to U. S. private or local

stamps, comprising ninety -four lots, from

which we need only extract the rarest.

Lot 34.—Blood's, man stepping over houses,

no name, boughi in for . . 300
Lot 35.—Blood's, man step-

ping over houses, with name
bought in for . . . . 2100

Lot 49.—Jefferson Market,
P.O. pink, unique, Mr.
Pemberton . . .

.

500
Here occurred something amusing, the

auctioneer probablv fancied that, as this was
unique and exciting competition, it was a

handsome stamp, so as the bidding rose,

described it as "beautifully engraved," which
created great laughter, fur it was a foully

hideous thing, and the engraving apparently

done by a blind man with a skewer.

Lot 88.—Bouton's Rough and Ready, blue,

was a fine local and fetched 40s., as did lot

107, Teese & Co., both purchased by Mr.
Pemberton.

Lot 109 was the Boyd's City Ex., large

oval, unique, and after considerable competi-

tion was bought in at £j 15s. od. As lot

113, W. Wyman, was described as unique, it

was bought in at £2 5s. od., no one being

inclined to bid against the proprietor after lot

109 ; the same cause stifled competition on

114, Hoyt's Letter Express to Rochester,

which was bought in for 35s. This con-

cluded the locals, the majority of which
fell to Sir Daniel Cooper, Mr. Atlee, Mr.
Pemberton, or to the owner. Then came
miscellaneous lots, sets of used &c, of which
some fetched exorbitant prices, for instance

four varieties of 5c. green eagle Bolivia were
sold for 14s., the 5c. lilac for 23s., the 10c.

brown for 17s. The early Luzons, used,

were good lots and the 5 and 10c. 1854, with
I and 2 rs fetched in the aggregate £6 9s., so

they were no bargain.

Lot 150, the y r. arms Naples was bought
in for 40s. as also the cross for 95. Three
fine unused Sydneys, and a poor 3p. unused,
were bought by Mr. Pemberton for three

guineas, and were decidedly the only bargain in

the sale so far. Lot 160 was a remarkably

good 13c. of the commoner type of the 1852

figure Sandwich I lands, which the owner

boldly started at £6 and bought in for an

additional ten shillings, a very full price in-

deed. The Guadalajaras were poor but sold

well, as also the lithographed and native

Trinidads, one of the latter fetched a guinea.

Lot 190 "curious Monte Video stamp,

nothing known of it," was scoffed at and

only fetched a few shillings. It was a 5c.

of the 1864 type, with a large fancy pattern

round it, and was probably a timbre £instruction

put outside packets of stamps when supplied

to postmasters. From lots 191 to 212, the

bidding was very spiritless, except for a most

superb carmine ioc. Confederate, which

fetched a guinea. The New Orleans, 2c, lots

213 and 214, red and blue fetched respectively

26s. and 21s., and then a splendid Lynchburg

5c (P.H. Glass) was "collared" by Sir Daniel

Cooper for 23s.. We cannot but think this

was an oversight of the owner, for it was, to

our mind, one of the finest stamps in the sale;

we are not aware of any other specimen ex-

cept in Mr. Philbrick's collection, (of course

we mean in England). From here the bidding

was fast and occasionally reckless, as the

following will show :

—

Lot 217.— 5c, blue Mobile, £ s. d.

bought in . . . . 130
Lot 218.— 3c, Nashville . .

bought in . . .

.

100
Lot 219.— 5c.,Nashville,sla:e,

unused, Mr. Pemberton . . 500
Lot 220.— 5c,. Nashville, car-

mine, a beautv, bought in 260
Lot 221.— 5c, Nashville, red,

bought in ..ICO
Lot 222.— 5c, Nashville, car-

mine, bought in . . I I o

Lot 223.— 5c,, Rheatown.red,

bought in • • 3 5 °
Lot 224.— 5c,, Baton Rouge,

error name, McCcimick,
Mr. Pemberton . . 440

Lot 225.— 2C, Marion, black,

Mr. Pemberton . , 3 5°
L r t 226.— 3c, Marion, black,

unique, Mr. Philbrick . . 5 5°
Lot 227.— 5c, Marion, black,

unique, Mr. Philbrick . . 660
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Lot 228.— ioc, Marion,

black, Mr. Pemberton . . 500
After the last five lots, fetching an aggregate

of £24, the advent of some rubbishy lots

caused a certain somnolency, broken only by
the sale of a fine Charleston, (described with
a recklessness of grammar as " extraordinary

fine copy"), for two guineas. Then the

Athens—unwholesome beast— was bought in

amidst laughter for 30s. ; and then tour lots

of Macon were simply jeered at at 12s. to

15s. each. When this stamp is known to be
so scarce genuine, that a very bad copv, (and

the only one known in England), fetched over

£5, the significance of these jeers from an

assemblage comprising all the leading London
ama:eurs, and many country ones, and the

ominous silence resulting on the discovery of
a beautiful— oh! so beautiful!—postmark on
each, should be laid to heart by all "whom
it may concern."

The only known genuine Macon in Eng-
land, is in the fine collection of one of our

most spirited amateurs in East Anglia.

Then followed a Pleasant Shade, bought in

at 35s.; and those who understood a little

about the place, seemed to consider that it

realised about four hundred and nineteen

pence more than it was worth.

A circular black on white, Knoxville 5c,
was bought by Mr. Philbrick, (who had only-

just arrived), for £4, The three envelope

Knoxvilles fetched £3. each, one going to

Mr. Philbrick, one to Mr. Pemberton, and
the other being bought in ; whilst a far rarer

thing, the hand-stamped Columbia P.O. 5c,
blue, fell to Mr. Pemberton for 45s. Then fol-

lowed some monstrosities in the way of simple
figures, &c, struck on brown raper envelopes,

and judiciously named by the talented pro-

prietor. For our own parts we should prefer

to make these fur ourselves, for they fetched

from ios. upwards, one brute being bought
in for 50s., while Mr. Philbrick secured the

only decent one in the lot for 60s.— name,
Houston, Tex, appearance ;//'/, character less.

Thus it will be seen that many things

fetcht d exorbitant prices owing to the owner's

caretul management, still, as much was lost

on ether lots, (owing to this same system of
" management,") as would have made a large

difference ; for instance, at an open sale, the

rare St. Louis, the large Boyd, and others,

would have fetched their full value. In the

whole sale the following were the only real

bargains

:

The unused Sydneys, at 63s. (splendid.)

The Lynchburg, at 23s. „
The Baton Rouge, at 84s. „
The grey Nashville 5c, at 100s. „

And one or two of the Northern Locals. Of
the Baton Rouge there is no other copy

known to us in England, (of course excepting

Mr. Philbrick's) ; the specimen now adorns

the splendid collection of Sir Daniel Cooper.

The results of this sale are so far satis-

factory, that they prove that philately is not

yet on the wane, and never will be. It is a

young science, but before many more years

pass, we shall regard £^ for a valuable stimp

as calmly as we do now the pound sterling

for an ordinary specimen ; and those who
have been the main stays of the dealers, will

undoubtedly find that their outlays, however

extensive, will produce at least cent per cent.

What are we to think of the matchless col-

lections of Mr. Philbrick, Sir Daniel Cooper,

Mr. Atlee, Baron Arthur de Rothschild, E. J.,

and others, gathered together with unflagg-

ing toil and parience, but all of which

contain practically unattainable things? and

will not these in the course of years inevitably

become of fabulous value ?

THE STAMPS OF LA GUAIRA.
( Continuedfrom p. 54. )*

BY THE REV. R. B. EAREE.

Forgeries of the St. Thomas Series.

REMARKED last month that the St.

Thomas series is not by any means
handsome. But I had not seen the

forgeries then, or I should not have com-
mitted myself so far. Beauty and ugliness

are, after all, more or less matters of com-
parison ; and so the forgeries of the St.

Thomas series make the genuine labels quite

handsome

—

by comparison. I fancy that there

are at least two full sets of these forgeries:

one set considerably better executed than the

other. The better-looking is post marked

* Erratum.— P. 53. In description of forgeries

No. 3. For correctly shaped, read E correctly

thaped.
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with a chick circle, containing sundry thick,

unreadable letters; and the post marks on the

other set resemble the outline of the deck of

a vessel, more than anything else. I will

first take the variations from the original,

common to both forgeries.

GENUINE.
1. Stop af 1 er packet.
2. Siopafier CABELLO.
3. Groundwork uf hori-

zontal lines partially

covering the ends of
curved scroll.

4. Upper and middle
spandrels covered by
horizontal lines.

5. Line below ST. Tho-
mas, if extended up-
wards, would pass
between L and A of

Li Guaira.
6. Sameline, if extended
downwards, would not
touch the square in

lower left hand corner.

The above differences exist in both forgeries

;

we will now take each set separately, and
compare with the genuine.

FORGERIES.
1. Nostop after PACKET.
2. No stop after CA-
BELLO.

3. Horizontal lines do not

pass the boundary
lines of scroll.

4. Lines do not cover
the spandrels.

5. Line would cut thro'

the middle of the
lower limb of L.

6. Line would cut into

the square.

GENUINE.
1. All lettering in frame-
work thick.

2. Letters of packet
close together.

3. Scroll rounded off

both at beginning and
end.

4. Stop after centavo
placed in the outline

of scroll.

6. Centavo in singular
for all values,

6. P of packet, and
stop after packet, at

equal distance from
sides of frame.

GENUINE.
1. Centavo in a scroll.

2. Steam-ship tolerably

well drawn.
3. All the ropes in the

rieging can be easily

counted.

FIRST, OR BETTER
FORGERY.

1. Lettering in frame-
woik very thin.

2. Le ters of Packet far

apart.

3. Scroll rounded oft at

end, but unfinished at

beginning.
4. 5 and 1 cent, have

stop inside scroll ; the
other values have no
stop at all.

5. centavo on J and
1 cent, only ; all the

other values have
CENTAVOS.

6. P of PACKET very
near the side of frame,

but as there is no stop,

the T appears very
far fromtheother side.

SECOND, OR INFERIOR
FORGERY.

1. Centavo without
scroll.

2. Steam-ship very
coarsely executed.

3. Ropes in rigging very

indistinct; and it is

impossible to count
them with any cer-

tainty.

This second forgery is so very coarsely done

that I need say no more about it ; but the

first one is much more likelv to deceive.

Curacao Series.

These stamps have a very pleasing appearan ce,

and yet the design is very simple. In the

centre is a three-masted

screw steamship, sailing to

left, on a moderately calm

sea. There are no clouds,

but above the vessel is a

scroll containing the words

of value. Below the vessel

are the initials
J. A. J.

& Z.

in Old-English tvpe ; and be-

low them, the word curacao, in Egyptian type;

above, below, and at sides are solid labels with

rounded ends, and lettered p.T.o. cabello, san

tomas. In each corner is a solid circle in-

scribed in a square, and containing the value

in figures. The external line, running round

the stamp is indented or scalloped, as in the

oval Saxon adhesives.

Paper.—The paper is a yellowish white

wove, and stouter than in either of the other

issues.

Gum.—The gum is, as usual, very thin, and

very sparingly laid on.

Perforation.—There are two varieties of

perforation : punctured 10, and circ-perf.

13; but I cannot find out whether both

values exist in both varieties of perforation.

Unfortunatelv, I have very few specimens to

describe from ; and the following are all the

varieties I have seen :

—

Punctured perf. 10.

Medio real, pale yellow-green.

„ darker. „
Circ.perf., 13.

Dos reales, very pale rose.

„ deep carmine rose.

This series does not appear to have been

forged.

My notes are now completed and I trust

that the perusal of them has been of real

benefit to mv fellow philatelists.

To OUR Readers. — In consequence of the

absence of our editorial staff at the period of pub-
lication of our last number, the following errors

remained uncorrected :
'• Creamof the Magazines:"

remarks on Le Timbre-Post were placed in the

centre of those relating to The Philatelist. Ceylon
96 c, should read as " lettering in colour." British

Guaina, should, of course, read Guiana.
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CALIFORNIAN LOCALS.

N examination of a perfectly unrivalled

collection of these extraordinary locals,

has shown us how very little we know
of the subject, and has impressed us with the

wonderful extent of the United States territo-

ries. One of the most noticable things, is an

impression from the 10c. Pony Express stamp
struck upon an envelope bearing the 3c. U.S.
embossed stamp of 1864 ; instead of being in

brown like the adhesive, this envelope impres-

sion is in dark blue. The envelope is addressed

to the Gould and Curry Mining Co., and is

most profusely postmarked : as a peculiar error

(probably), this is of the greatest curiosity.

Amongst other rarities were Everts, Wilson
and Co's. Paid Daily Express, one in red on
a 3c. 1857, embossed envelope, sent from
La Porte to Marysville ; then on 1861, 3c.

envelope, we observed two diffe-ent types,

one in blue, the other in black, both addressed

to Brooklyn, Alameda County, California,

and sent from La Porte. A somewhat similar

local is Holland and Wheeler's Daily Express

Paid, the only specimen of which is on an

1 86 1 3c. envelope, from Howland Flat to

Placerville in the Boise River Mines, Idaho
Territory, the gold producing region. We
also saw Morley, Caulkins and Co's. Daily
Express Paid, on 1853, 3c. envelope, evidently

predecessor to Holland and Wheeler's Ex.,

for we find an intermediate Express running

as Holland, Morley and Co's. in 1861, or

1862, from La Pcrte. We can trace from

1853, to 1864, the following changes : —
Morley, Caulkins and Co.
Holland, Morley and Co.
Holland and Wheeler's Ex.
Wheeler's Ex.

Wheeler, Rutherford and Co.
Rutherford and Co.

A third unknown express running from La
Porte, and of which we have seen a specimen,

is J. P. Wharton's, the appearance is very

similar to Everts, Wilson and Co., and to

Holland and Morley; in fact, companies
running in opposition appear to have imitated

their opponents franks as closely as possible

in every case.

Now we come to a group of locals not
itrictly Californian, some belonging to

Oregon and Washington territories. They
are mostly distinguished by bearing their value

in clear figures, and by being printed on the

lower left hand corner of the envelope. We
have Rockfellow and Co's. Express, Paid 75c,

on 1 861, 3c; design is made up of flourishes ;

this appears to have been succeeded by

Waldron's Kootenai express on 1864, 3c,

with a somewhat similar border of flourishes,

this last also bears Wells Fargo's common die,

and so does the next, type printed in two

lines at the end of the envelope, " James

and Co's. Kootenai Express."

On 1 86 1 3c, we find Salmon River and Nez

Perces Express Paid 50 cents, of which there

are two types, one with Express in upright

letters, the other slanting. One Tracy and

Co's. Oregon Express, Paid on 1 861, bears in

lower left hand corner in large capitals "Boise

Express, Paid 50 cents. Wells Fargo and Co's.

imprints from the same regions also bear " Paid

25 Cents." in the same position as the above,

or else " Paid 25 Cts." under the printed fr;.nk.

Another, and entirely unknown variety of

Wells Fargo and Co. has the ordinary frank

printed in blue, with " To Salmon River and

Nez Perces Mines" added below, likewise in

blue.

Another interesting and little known group

of expresses comes from Canyon City, and are

mostly on 3c. 1861, envelopes ; we have

Rundell and Co's. Express. Paid 50 Cents.

Rundell and Jones' Canyon City Express,

Paid 50 Cents.

Jones and Edgar's Canyon City Express. Paid.

M „ Paid 50 Cents.

Jones and Edgar's Owyhee Express, Paid 50
Cents.

Paid 75 Cents.

All the above are printed at the top of the

envelope.

The two following are in the left lower

angle, and of different types.

Rundell and Jones' Express. Paid 50 Cents.

Jones and Edgar's Canyon City Express. Pair.

Want of space will only permit us to say in

conclusion that we noticed an 1864 envelope,

bearing J. C. Jamison's Express Paid, a

large black scroll. All these expresses appear

to have carried mail matter through Oregon

and neighbouring States, and most are pro-

bably long obsolete.
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S^suscttations.

ami

RITISH Honduras.— The Philatelist

mentions a 3d. as adopted by this

colony, " the design will be that of

the present handsome set; colour as yet un-

determined." We can add nothing to these

particulars, but anxiously await confirmation.

Cape of Good Hope.—New Die.—We have

seen the penny stamp with a white line

added to the inner frame, the shading is also

lighter in places than heretofore—Do other

values exist?

Cuba.—Le Timbre-Poste notices a Cuban
letter, post-marked Cuba 20 Feb., 72, and

prepaid by means of a 40c. French Republic,

1871, perforated, and two Empire stamps of

80c. tete lauree. The obliteration is a lozenge

composed of dots, and bearing an anchor

in centre: we agree with the Editor that the

presence of these stamps on a letter from

Cuba is a mystery.

Ceylon.—New Series.—We now give in

their normal colours, two of the values de-

scribed last month.

Confederate Provisional. — Maaison. —
We annex an engraving of this rarity, issued

in January, 1861, by Mr.

J. T. Perry, by permission of

the Washington authorities.

The impression was bronze,

on blue foolscap paper; the

only known specimen has

Cents misprinted as shown in our engraving.

Great Britain.—New Sixpenny.—We do

not reproduce the new type in colour (or at

all), for reasons that will be obvious to every-

one who peruses the list of the penalties,

incident on all who are found to possess a

die imitating any of our English stamps. It

is a splendid des'gn, and a credit to any

country. The device is quite original, and

consists of De La Rue's usual head of our

Queen on an upright sexagonal ground of

horizontal lines, surrounded by a broad white

band following the sexagonal shape of the

centre. This band widens at top and bottom,

and contains postage above, sixpence below,

printed close to the extreme edge, thus having

the effect of a plain white six-sided band round

the centre. The points of this band touch the

side outer lines, and the broad ends above and

below extend also to the outer lines. The
angles are solid squares of colour,containing the

inevitable letters " without, which none are

genuine." The only remaining undescribed

spaces are the two triangles on each side,

formed by the sloping sides of the sexagonal

band, and one side of each corner square.

These triangles are solid, filled in with slight

scrollery—the lower ones contain the numerals

11 in a small solid circle. The colour is a

beautiful clear brown, paper glace, watermark

a rose, and perforation circular 14. The
whole stamp is a decided success.

Great Britatn.—Dated halfpenny wrapper

stamp.—The vaccination certificates all bear

an impression from the above die, but the tint

somewhat differs; the principal thing about it

is that a date appears (as on the earliest

wrappers); it is 18— 12— 71. We may add

for the information of foreigners, that our

post cards are now sold at sixpence-halfpenny

the dozen, and in no less quantities than the

dozen.

Great Britain.—Dated Envelope with

threads.—We have been favoured by an es-

teemed correspondent with a specimen of the

penny stamp, dated 6, 6, 62, so it is evident

that the variety existed longer than we at

first supposed.

German Empire.— Post Cards.— Le Timbre-

Poste mentions that two more types exist

(making four in all) of the compound card for

paid reply ; they vary in the size of the arms,

and the disposition of the inscriptions.

Greece.—Varieties of Colour. — For some

time past we have noticed specimens of the

10, 20, and 40 1. printed in very bright

colours, on paper of a pale tint of sea-green. The
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40 lcpta is a particularly bright colour, being

what is termed Solferino.

Heligoland.—Perforated.—We have ex-

amined some of the recent importations, the

\ sch. is very much paler green than before,

whilst the 1 sch. is darker and duller carmine;

the die in both is gradually wearing out,

streaks of colour being preceptible on the

head, particularly on the nose and the eye,

and through the hair.

Fiji Islands.—Watermark.—The sheets of

the current stamps bear the words "Fiji

Postage" in watermark, so savs The American

"Journal of Philately ; of course only a portion

of the stamps on each sheet shew any trace

of it.

France. — Surcharged. — Le Timbre Poste

mentions the existence of a 20c. (? type)

surcharged in black 5 cent, and very properly

adds that its authenticity wants confirming.

Mexico.—New Shade—The colour of' the

current 12 c. is now blue-green.

New South Wales.—New Sixpence We
annex an illustration of this recently issued

type, which explains for it-

self. It was engraved by

the English magazines last

year, from the proof pre-

pared by De La Rue, but

the cost of the die, &c , was
so great, that the New South

Wales Government had a

copy made in the colony,

the execution of which is really excellent.

The stamp is perf. circ. 13, and watermarked
N. S. W. and crown,

Norway.—Post Card.—There are two
types, varying in the position of the Greek
pattern in the upper angles, i.e., it commences
and ends differently in each.

Prince Edward Island.—
The New Issue.—We append

|

an engraving of the I cent,

which is tolerably com-
mon place, the colour varies

considerably from light to

dark shades of our illustra-

tion. Tne 1 2c. green has

also come over, but we are

not aware of any of the 6c. having appeared.

Peru.— Reissue.—The brown 1 peseta of

1862 has ceen resuscitated, and comes over"

in a clear orange-yellow.

Portugese Indies.—New issue.—The en-

graving we append is decidedly much better

than the original, which is

black, on unwatermarked

paper, perf. 16. The speci-

men from which this engrav-

ing is taken, is obliterated by

an oval of horizontal lines,

bearing numeral in centre.

There is, of course, some little doubt about

the genuineness of the stamp, that is to say,

we have no actual proof of its authenticity,

but, if it be genuine, we shall soon hear more
about it; so far, however, as we can judge

from surrounding circumstances, we are dis-

posed to accredit it. The Portugese Indies

comorise the settlements of Goa, Diu, and
Damaun.

Russian Local.—Egorieff.— The S.C.M.
for November last, engraved the diamond
shaped local stamp of this district. We have

the 3 kop black, from an engraved die, and
specimens in blue, and in black, which appear

lithographic transfers from the die.

Russian Local.—
Livni.— The engraving
will shew one of the least

attractive of these locals.

It is printed in black, on
crimson glazed paper, and
the scalloped edge repre-

sents the punched out

perforation.

Russian Local.—Soummy.—This stamp

now appears in carmine-red, value 5 kop.,

instead of 3 kop. dull red. The latter was
engraved in The S.C.M. tor 1870, on p. 1 1.

Russian Locals.— Tamboff.—The original

value of this local

was 3 kop., colour

black, as engraved

herewith, it is now
superseded by a

5 kop. lilac, (which L_

we reproduce in colour), so that

cheap postage does not seem to pay in the

Russian rural districts.
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Roumania.—Perforated.—The current set

(with bearded chin in place of the mutton

cutlet chops) is now perl. circ. 13, we have

seen 5b. yellow, lob. blue, 15b. vermilion,

and 25b. brown. Of the imperforate set we
lately observed some specimens of the 10 bani,

in an intense ultra-marine shade.

Turkey.—T. B. Morton.—Le Timbre-Poste
" hopes to be able to prove next month that

all the authentic information furnished by Mr.

Panapoulo to the S. C. M. and our own paper,

s a pure invention of the said Panapoulo" !

This is rather a serious matter, and until we
hear more about it, we will hold back our

account of the new journal stamp, which

differs from the engraving given by us last

month.

United States.—Varieties ofi^^ Envelope

.—The envelopes bearing G. F. Nesbitt,N.T.

(not G. Nesbit as erroneously printed last

month) exist on buff and on white, and there

are also two dies differing in size and position

of the lettering. The American "Journal of
Philately describes at. unchronicied variety of

the 1853, 3c. envelope, of the patent shape

with ruled lines inside, it " has the lower flap

very narrow, not more than an inch and a

half wide."

Western Australia.—New Shade.—The 4
pence is quoted by the S.C.M. as being now
printed in marone.

gops Uoucltus.

CONSIDERABLE slackness seems to

pervade this branch of philately, always

excepting the beauteous efforts in Con-
federate Provisionals, to some of which we
call attention in another article. The Peters-

burg of type III. (which are, beyond a doubt,

counterfeit) are sent to us by our old cor-

respondent, Dr. James A. Petrie, with many
protestations of genuineness ; with them came
sundry unused Macon, Pleasant Shade, Rhea-
town, round Knoxville, and other luxuries.

Concerning the second in this list, we cannot
find such a spot on the map, the only place

being Pleasant H'll. Of course every idiot

knows that where there's a hill there's a shade

—some time in the day—and. this is the

evident argument of the concoctor of the said

s'amp, or how did he get the name? The
"stamp" is foisted on us, and no proofs are

given that it ever existed during the war.

Was Pleasant Shade so incomparably wicked

above the other cities that it was utterly

destroyed, its name eradicated, and its very

foundations lost ? or do we dream that such a

thing has happened ? Whilst we are ex-

pounding these suspicions, we cannot refrain

from a few remarks on the stamps of

Fredericksburg (Va.), first described by

James A. Petrie, M.D., and thus the irrepres-

sible writes:

—

In reply to a lett.c sent by me to the Postmaster
of Fredericksburg, I received a letter informing
me that Reuben T. Thom was Postmaster in 1861,

and that he died May 7th, 1868. at an advanced
age. in that city. I further found that he had a
daughter living in that city, and at once opened a
correspondence with her, to learn the full history

of the stamps issued by her father, and try to

receive fiotn her every copy of this stamp that

she might possibly find among her father's old

papers. She could not satisfy my inquiries as to

when issued and used, how many, how long, &c,
&c. ; but in the other particu ar, she did for me
all and more than I could expect, In looking over
her father's old papers, she found " a proclama-
tion by the Postmaster-General of the Confederate
>tat,es, dated at Montgomery, Ala., May 13, 1861,

and directed to all postmasters, together with a
quantity of these Fredericksburg stamps of two
values, five and ten cents, and some other stamps
and papers, all in an envelope, postmaiked Rich-
mond, September 2titb, 1861, and franked by H.
St. George Offu it, Chief of Contract, Bureau. All
of these she sent me (and I now have them in my
possession) except a few of tiie stamps, which she
kept for herself ; concerning which she writes,
" The few I have retained, especially those bearing
my father's name, I shall give only to members
of my own family, as 'souvenirs of the past'"

Nobody appears to have been astounded by
this discovery, and no one appears to have
been—in any way—either pleased, disgusted,

surprised, or alarmed, or to care one jot for

old Thom or his stamps. This must have
been irritating to our friend Truthful James,
for the specimens given to him, by his own
admission, were 300 of 5c. and 41 of ioc,
and he holds the whole stock at £400 !

(We do not mind giving this advertisement,

though it is against our rules to insert such).

This shows whether the resuscitation of a

Confederate Local is not a paying " spec !

"

To ask such an absurd sum for a lot of plain
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tvpe-set labels, on the seller's own guarantee

(noihing more, though nothing mure than we

have already put up with in other cases),

seems to us rather too much or an excess

of fully. To analyse the matter mav seem

unfair, for we do not doubt the possibility of

such a stamp having existed ; but what we
contend against, is the tact of these things

being brought forward on mere asser i m ;

and, until we have something more explicit,

we do not think we are to blame in putting

them under the present heading.

Athens.—This engraving represents a

local stated to have belonged 10 Athens,

j t

Georgia; tradition tells us

that such a local was in use,

but there are pen-stroked

copies pretty freely offered

now, which we cannot bring

ourselves to believe are

genuine. The colour is deep

1 purple, the general effect

and execution resembles

Boston's productions. They are always pen-

stroked, and the appearance is very fresh.

Even if they were reprints from the old die,

we can only say that no stamp ever bore a

" bogus " character on ifs face, so ostentatiously

as this one!

Holland.—Some experimental rogue has

been soaking copies of the current series in a

Magenta dve, and then selling them as proofs.

This is an old amusement revived.

Mexico.—There is a capital lithographic

imitation of the 13c. with head of Maxi-
millian. It is probably from the same source

as the fine lac-simile of the 8r. Hidalgo sold

by Fohl. We will describe this more fully

in our next.

United States.—Another of these high-

class manipulations from the States! This
latest "game" is a set of sham proofs of the

current U. S. envelopes. These are the im-

pressions of each value neatly cut round, and

then carefully mounted on large cards, which
cards are then pressed from behind with an

oval the exict size of the stamp, so as to

cause the latter to appear heavily struck in

relief. At first sight these " proofs" seemed
all that could be desired, but upon a closer

examination the fraud was detected. As the

set contained the 7c. on zvhite paper this

is satisfactory evidence of its existence upon

such papei— if oniy as a proof.

THE TURKISH STAMPS.

BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

O avoid disappoint nent to our readers,

we at once premise that in the follow-

ing examination of the stamps of the

Turkish Empire, we do not hope to be able

to bring before them many special new facts,

or other points that by a close study of the

stamps themselves, and of what has already

been written, and noticed summarily from

time to time, would not be brought to

their knowledge, but our object is to collect

together in one article, the cream of what has

been written regarding these stamps, and to

point out such other peculiarities as we have

ourselves noticed, by a careful examination of

our specimens.

Monsieur Rondot in the Magasin Pitoresque

assigns January 1842 as the date of the issue

of the first stamps in Turkey. This date has

also been followed by M. Berger-Levrault and

M. Maury in their catalogues, but we think

these gentlemen are in error, and that the true

date is that given by M. Moens in his Timbre-

Postes Illustres,v\z\ the ist-i3thjanuary 1863.

They were issued in virtue of a firman of the

present Sultan Abdul-Az'z dated the 14th

Ramazan 1278 (14 March 1862), for the

purpose of prepaying letters circulating within

the Empire. Foreign letters are not forward-

ed by the postal adminstration of Turkev, but

are handed over to the foreign postal agents for

transmission.

First Issue.

The design consists of the signature or

tboughra of the Sultan, below which is a

crescent bearing an inscription. Under this

crescent, in the centre, is the figure of value

in arabic numerals, on each side of which is

a small inscription, the one to the right of

the figure oi value being the value in words,

and that to the left the denomination of

the money, paras or piastres, as the case

may be. These iatter inscriptions, of which

we shall give a further explanation when vvc
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come to examine the second issue, are sur-

rounded bv an ornamental design of scroll-

work. The rest of the design in the upper

part consists of ornamental corners. Lastly,

below the framing of the stamp, at the foot,

is a sort of counterfoil bearing an inscription.

The inscription on the crescent signifies

"The Sublime Ottoman Empire;" that on

the counterfoil signifies "Fiscal Control of

the Sublime Empire." This latter inscription

is on an interval, or band, left between each

alternate two rows of stamps. The line

dividing the spaces for the stamps horizontally,

runs through the centre of the band, so that

when the stamps are divided, a portion of the

band remains attached to each stamp, and

in order that this should be at the foot, the

lower row of stamps is reversed.* The in-

scription extends over three stamps, and is

then repeated, so that it requires six stamps

to have the inscription perfect. It is block-

printed after the sheet of stamps is printed,

and the letters being cut on the block in

intaglio are in the stamping left of the same

colour as the paper of the stamp, while the

ground is of the colour applied to the block.

M. Eerger-Levrault in his catalogue de-

scribes these stamps as being typographed. We
hesitate much to differ from such an authority

in all matters relating to printing, but after

a careful examination, we cannot but come to

the conclusion that they are liihographed.

There is no trace of what the French call

foulage, which, in stamps printed on thin

paper, would be apparent were they printed

in any other mode than by surface printing.

If any of our readers will take the trouble to

examine even a dozen specimens, they will

we think, arrive at the conclusion that thev

afford evidence of lithographic, rather than of

typographic printing.

The impression is in black, on tracing

paper coloured by the application of the

colouring matter after the paper is made.
The colouring matter employed is oily, and
renders the stamp translucent, but being ap-

plied by the hand, there is frequently an
unevenness in the depth of colour, and a great

* Specimens are not unfrequently found, where
trie inscription has been printed in error at the
top of the stamp.

variety of shades are produced, especially in

certain of the values.

The series consists of four stamps ; 20
paras, or one-halt of a piastre printed on yellow
paper, I piastre on violet paper, 2 piastres on
blue paper, and 5 piastres on crimson paper.

Besides this series, a second was also issued

simultaneously, similar in all respects to the

first in design and in the values, but the

whole of the values are printed in black, on
tracing paper coloured brown. In the first

series, the bands between each alternate two
rows of stamps is block-printed in red, except
in the case of the 5 piastres, in which it is

printed in blue. In the second series, this

band is uniformly printed in blue *

We cannot do better than borrow from
the Magarin Pitoresque the explanation there

given of the use of this double series.

" The prepayment of letters and newspapers
is compulsory in all the towns where there is

a post-office, and the prepayment must be

made with the stamps of the first series

of various colours according to the values,

and these are the only ones which are sold to

the public.

"In those localities where there are no
postal agents, the public deliver their letters

without prepaying them to the authorities

of their localities, that is to the caimacans
or mudirs. These authorities in their turn

deliver them to the surudjis or messengers,

or to the zapties, or police, who convey them
to the nearest point where the post passes.

It is for applying to these unpaid letters

brought to the postal agents bv the surudjis

and zapties that the second series of" stamps
was created. These stamps differ from the

others only in colour, which is the same
throughout the values. The public cannot
employ them, as the government delivers

them only to the postal agents, who them-
selves affix them on the letters coming from
the districts that have no post-offices. The
parties to whom the letters are addressed
see by the stamp the amount of postage they
have to pay, and can satisfy themselves

* We hajve in our collection a 5 piastres of the
sec nd series, with the counterfoil in red. This is

an error, and ptobably others exist of a similar
nature. The general rule is, as we have stated,
above.
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that the charge has been properly made. By
this means, also, a sort of control is estab-

lished over the agents charged with the

transport of letters."

M. Berger-Levrault, on the other hand,

says that "these stamps are employed for the

purpose of evidencing the prepayment in

money of the letters handed to the couriers

and postmen, in localities that have no post-

office, and they are applied by them to the

letters in the presence of the senders." If

this be the case, the stamps in question are

evidence of prepayment ; but if the explana-

tion of their use given by M. Rondot be the

more correct, which we consider it to be, they

are evidence of the sum which the receiver

has to pay, and in this they resemble very

much the chiffre-taxe, or unpaid letter stamps,

in use in France, Belgium, and other countries.

Towards the close of the year 1863, for

some reason or other which we are un-

acquainted with, some, if not all, of the

stamps of the first series were printed on

ordinary paper of similar colours to the cor-

responding values on tracing paper. This

paper is a soft, whitish paper, and is coloured

on one side, except in the case of the 20
paras, which is sometimes coloured yellow on

both sides. The values ordinarily found on

this thick paper are the 20 paras and the

I piastre, but M. Moens, in the Timbre-Poste

for January last, mentions having discovered

among his obliterated stamps a 5 piastres on

this paper. Whether the entire series was so

printed is, therefore, still a matter to be

cleared up, but it is probable that such was
the case.

We think that a close examination of the

impressions on thick paper will tend to bear

Out our supposition, that the series was litho-

graphed, and not typographed. It must,

however, be remarked that in the impression

on thick paper, the stamps are closer together

than in the thin paper impression. In this

latter there is always a line running vertically

between the stamps, this is wanting in the

impression on thick paper, but the type is

identical. This variati >n we attribute to

another transfer for the thick paper series. We
have manv examples in lithographed 'tamps,

of the distance between the stamps being

changed, as, by way of illustration, in the

first series of Victoria, where we have a set

c'ose together, while another is found with a

considerable space between them.

An error, or rather an omission is noticed in

the Timbre-Poste,which may here be mentioned.

That journal announced that the I piastre

dark violet, the 5 piastres crimson-lake, and

the 5 piastres brown, received by the Editor

in December, 1 844, were issued without the

additions of the block- printed bands.

Enumeration.
I.

—

Stamps for use of the Public, on Tracing
Paper :

—

1.—20 paras—light yellow, yellow, and chrome-
yellow.

1 piastre—slate, light and dark violet.

2 piastres—light blue, greenish blue, dark
blue.

5 piastres—light and dark crimson, crimson-

lake.

Errors, nu border at foot.

1 piastre—dark violet.

5 piastres—crimson-lake.

2.— Same on thick paper.

20 paras—straw, yellow and bright yellow.

1 piastre—lilac, light ditto, grey, violet,

green.*

2 piastres—(?)

5 piastres—dark crimson.

II.

—

Stamps for use of the Postal Agents, on
Tracing Paper.

20 paras—light and dark brown, red-brown
varying to vermilion.

1 piastre—ditto

2 piastres—ditto

5 piastres—ditto

Error, no border at foot.

5 piastres—brown.

(To be continued.')

*This was probably a proof, as we have not been
able to meet wiih it obliterated.

THE STAMPS OF TRINIDAD.
BY H. O. W.

F the West Indian stamps, those of
Trinidad are the most difficult to

arrange and get a complete set of.

So very little has lately been written about

them that the iollowing monograph may
perhaps interest some of our readers. It

contains a bst of the chief and most marked
varie-ies, without going in too deeplv for

shades. The great difficulty we have found

in making this list, is to name correctly the

different colours and shades of the earlier
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issues ; especially those of the is. of the first

issue, and 6d. of the second. The inks used

were not pure colours, but, as a rule, made
up of two or more colours ; and as the

printings were frequent, shades abound. We
therefore give this list with some diffidence,

but our readers may be sure that when two

or more colours or shades are meniioned they

are worthy of collection. The first stamps

were issued by order of the Governor of the

Island, and appeared on April 4th, 185 1.

They were engraved and printed by Perkins,

Bacon, and Co., but now are printed by

De La Rue.

Reference List.

I. Figure of Britania seated; with ship to

right, on reticulated ground ; name (trinidad)

below; small eight-rayed star in each angle.

Col. imp. Rect.

1851. (") On paper blued by the gum.
(Id) Dirty vermilion-red.

Light briik-ied.

Darker ditto

Dull red.

(4d) Dirty reddish puce.

(6d) Deep blue.

Brighter blue.

(1 sh) Olive-brown.
Darker dii to.

Greenish slate.

Neutral.

(5) On white paper.

(Id) Brick-red.

(6* I) Brieht blue.

(1 sh) Slavish purple.

Purple-slate (on yellowish p.)

II. Similar to I. On ground of crossed

parallel lines, with four-rayed star in each

angle.

1856. (a) Engraved on copper.

Dark blue.

Blue.
Light blue.

Bright, blue.

Pale blue.

Pale greyish blue.

Blue (<>n stout pale blue p.)
Daikblue Con yellowish p.)

Light blue (on ditto.)

(&) Impressions smeary and less distinct,

owing to wearing arvay of the plate.

Dnik indigo-blue.

Dark sea-green blue.

Lighter ditto.

Pale slate-blue.

Blue.

Greenish blue.

Very green pale blue.

III. Native lithographic transfers from II.

Very smeirv impressions.

1858. (Id) Pale vermilion.

Bright vermilion.

In'ense vermilion.

(4d) Pale bluish <irey.

Darker ditto.

Grey.
D a-k grey.

Greenish grey.

Note—Owing to the stock of stamps in

the Island becoming exhausted, and the supply

expected from England being delayed, No. II

were engraved by a French engraver on the

Island, to supply the want. Two years later,

No. Ill were prepared for the same purpose.

IV. Similar to I., but name
at top, in a curve; value below.

Col. imp. rect.

1859 On white paper,
(a) Imperforate.

(One Penny) Light carmine-red.
Darker ditto.

Fourpence Dull greyish

lilac.

Dirty violet (P).

Daik green.

Yellow-green.
Very ye'low-green.

One Shilling Blue-black.
Purple-black (P).

1860. (b) Punctured perf. 12..

(One Penny) Dull carmine.
(c) Puncimed peif. 14.

(One Penny) Dull dark carmine .

Pale carmine.
Fourpence Dull greyish lilac.

Sixpe-ice Dark yellow-green
(d) Perf. 14 to 16 compound.
(One Penny) Dull dark carmine.

Brick-red.

Posy red.

Light ditto

Bright ditto.

Dull greyish lilac.

1 nil dingy violet.

Purple-violet.

Dull violet-mauve.
Dark screen.

Rich yellow-green.
Light „ .,

One Shilling Blue-black.
Purple-black.

Dark bluish slate.

Bluish slate.

Sixpence

Fourpence

Sixpence
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Fourpence

Sixpence.

(e) On thick glace paper.
Perl 12.

(One Penny) Bright rosy carmine.
Red-carmine.

Fourpence Dull lilac

Sixpence Deep green.

One Shilling Dark Lluish slate.

(f) Pelf. 13.

(One Penny) Deep brown-carmine.
Lighter ditto.

Fourpence Violet (M).
Sixpence Green

Emerald-green.

V. Same as IV. W'marked crown over

C.C Perf. 13.

1865. (One Penny) Deep brown-carmine.
Bright crimson.
Rosy red.

Light rosy red.

Liyht violet-lilac.

Violet.

Light violet.

Blue-vio'.et.

Intense ditto.

Dark green.

Green.
Lighr, green.

Li^ht yellow- green.
Emerald-green.
Light ditto.

One Shilling Blackish purple.

Purple.

Light purple.

Mauve-purple.
Pale duil purple.

Very pale mauve.

VI.— Profile of Queen,

with diadem, to left on

lined disc. Name at

top, value below. Col.

imp. Large rect: water-

mark crown over C. C.

Perf.

Five shillings :

D»ep rosy lake.

Paler ditto.

All the stamps of the

present issue are to be
found with the words too late surcharged

in black or red ink across the stamp, and
sometimes with it twice, so as to form a kind

of cross. As we believe few collectors hold

the same opinion about these stamps, we will

give ours, which we think will settle the

matter. The theory that the words sur-

charged are simply a postmark, is wrong.
We have seen whole sheets of some of the

values, so surcharged ; perfectly new, and

with gum at the back. The 5s. stamps are

to be purchased in the island surcharged for

6d , which is the rate charged for too late

letters. We therefore suppose that those

values are surcharged from time to time,

of which they have most in stock : and that

once so surcharged, they are sold at a uniform

rate irrespective of their facial value. Thus
the too-late stamps really do prepay too-late

letters.

In the imperforate set of 1859, two stamps

will be found marked (p) ; these we have

seen, but they have not quite so satisfactory

a margin as we should wish. In the perfs.

the one marked (m) we have not seen; but

give on Dr. Magnus's authority.

OUR BLACK LIST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

IV.

N consequence of the non-insertion of
their advertisements by the better class

of magazines, many dealers in forgeries

have been compelled to retire from business.

There are still, however, several of these

firms in existence, but it is hoped that even
they may be "induced" to relinquish their

trade eventually. It is very necessary that we
should all unite in making a determined stand

against the counterfeiteisand their agents. It is

perfectly useless to write warnings, unless the

inexperienced will heed them, and endeavour
to derive some acquaintance with, stamps,

—

not looking upon them as children regard toys,

but as objects of an intellectual pursuit.

Want of space prevents us this month from
adding more than one new firm to our list.

Hull.

Our correspondent received a sixpenny

packet, and a letter, offering " a choice selec-

tion of rare stamps," from

T. Sykes & Co., The Agency Office, 32, Leonard
Street.

The packet consisted of common continentals,

and sundry forgeries. The "rare stamps"
were all at a penny each, with 4d. in the

shilling discount. There were thirtv-six of

these labels attached to the letter, and out of

this assortment, two only—a 5 c. New Bruns-

wick and ioc. Papal States—were genuine.
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The counterfeits were of the usual class sold

in Hull.

Birmingham.

We insert the following splenetic and foolish

epistle from the youth trading as Spleitcb.

47, Worcester Street,

16. 3. 72.

Mr. Editor,— D<*. Sir,
—

"We thank ym for your

kind insertion of our "Penitential" letter in

your Feby. No. of the P. J. ; but, as to the sneer-

ing remarks made upon it from the few opinions

we have canvassed we find they reflect no credit

on yourselves.

Therefore as from the Journal's small (very)

Circulation and general opinion of ths very few

subscribers, we fear no harm ;
we can well afford

to laugh at your vile and unprincipled slander.

*We beg to remain, Dd. Sir,

Your's obe Hently,

"The Youth."
AUas Messrs I

Vaa HrtlTeik
'Messrs.

j M yp ieitch.

P.S. The canse of our not replying before is

owing to the affair being overlooked.

M. S. & Co.

The real name of this poor misguided boy is

well known to us, but we refrain from giving

it out of regard to the feelings of his un-

fortunate parent. Verily, you spare the rod

and spoil the child,

Paris.

The vile wares commented upon by ourselves,

both in this journal and in " Spud Papers,"

seem to be as numerous in the above city as

in this country. A valued correspondent has

sent us five and twenty labels, purchased by a

friend from a Parisian dealer, and bought as

genuine stamps. They are all forgeries, of

various degrees of execution, the best being

those of Shanghai, and Lubeck. The buyer

does not wish to exp' se the person by whom
he was swindled, or we should certainly gib-

bet him.

cjpttttise Dhtlatctica1 .

Our Visit to a Bung and Gargle Label

Store.

( Continuedfrom p. 1 8. J

ELL, said the gentlemanly proprietor,

but before we seek to enquire what

was stated, it would be better to

consider briefly the causes which led us into

this store. It seemed to us, that the study of

bung, gargle, and zvlobalsamum labels should

be replete with everything instructive, both

as to the derivations of the compounds, and
the roots of the words; it seemed to us that

the pos essi >n of some of these labels would

about fill one's cup of earthly happiness, hut,

of this, more anon ; it seemed to us that such

an array of wondrous names and physics

must conceal something to repay investiga-

tion ; and it seemed to us that this was the

time to investigate. So, it happened that we
pushed by the gentlemanly proprietor, and,

anxious for information, heeded not what he

was about to say; thus, by the mere accident

of our impetuosity, the world has for ever

lost the words which followed the initiatory

interjection of this chapter.

Closely following our guide, (who seemed
anxious to escape the possible remarks of his

principal on the recent Bunger and Arab
difficulty,) we soon found ourselves in a very

small room which had very little furniture,

except a lectern and one huge tome, the latter

of such vast dimensions, that four of them to

a room would be useless waste. We found

a young and inexperienced Polish Count
poring over the work, he had been moved to

tears, and if he had been moved elsewhere it

would have been as well ; why, the very first

thing he said on observing us was :—

On reflection, though spoken in Russian,

what he stated was so forcibly inelegant, we
are obliged to suppress it. The book over

which he was poring was the great catalogue

of Bung, Gargle, Salve, Shoe, and . other

Labels, with the motto, Salve Bunger

!

For a sight of this wondrous work, phila-

telists have braved manv perils; some have

read the American Journal of Philately, others

S Allen Ta\lor's scurrility, but all to one
effect — to make them dissatisfied with a

method of life, which was not cheered by an

occasional perusal of this marvellous substitute

for the time-honoured Joseph Miller. Yes,

some had read the A. J. of P. from the

commencement, and they lived. The works

of Samuel Allan Taylor (that emblem of truth

and purity) had left them unscathed; but,

even these testimonials were ordinarily in-

sufficient to enable a non-bung collector to

obtain a sight of this vast catalogue. How-
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ever, by means not altogether disconnected

with our receiving no change out of a I dol.

piece, which we had asked our cicerone to

examine for us, (he said he would, but he

evidently felt bashful as the cynosure of so

many eyes, so put it in his pocket), we felt

we had a claim to see the work, and did see

it! We found the work carefully divided

into different parts, or books, the principal

of which appeared to be The Book of Bung
Labels, and The Song of Salve Stamps; and

to show the scope and vastness of the whole,

we propose to quote a few items from

each book, and then our readers can judge

whether our encomiums (that it is a substitute

for the time-honoured Joseph Miller), is the

strict truth, or a rank flattery.

( To be continued.

)

%\m\m of jphilatqliqat jubilations.

I HE Stamp Collector's Journal, and Pbila-

\telical Opinion.—The April number is

a decided improvement on the other,

but we still do not see the necessity for its

publication. We confess to considerable

curiosity as to the writer of an article on
" The Stamps of Queensland," and for this

reason ; the arrangement isa somewhatcomplex

one, and that adopted has been obtained in

some inexplicable manner from our own private

notes! This we can prove; though we do not

assert that the list is a verbatim copy of our

own (which was strictly private), we assert

that the very expressions, the divisions, and

and subdivisions, and the concluding remarks

are all our own. How were they obtained ?

"The Detection of Forged Stamps" is

illustrated by the forgeries themselves, after

the manner initated in " The Spud Papers."

There is one curious assertion under the head

ofNew South Wales, viz : that the embossed

Sydney letter-sheets are forged, and that

" They are not even reprints !
" will the editor

give us some reasons for this assertion ?

El Averignador.—The number for the 15th

ult., has a considerable portion devoted to

filatelia. The mosc prominent object is a

beautiful photograph of the Spanish essay,

engraved by us last month. This work of art

was from the atelier of Sr. D. Camilo Alabern.

We are pleased to see the commencement
of Sr. Figueroa's paper, upon the "Oblitera-

tions used in Spain between 1850 and 187 I."

This article is the one read before the

Philatelic Society, London, with numerous
additions. In the following number of El
Aoeriguador we get a further instalment of

the paper, which will be of value to all

philatelical students.

The Interchange ana Market.—We suppose

the day is fast approaching when most
periodicals will have their philatelical column.

That this is beginning to be the case is a sure

sign that our study is meeting with the recog-

nition it deserves. The early numbers of

the above paper were filled almost exclusively

with advertisements; but the eighth issue

contains a well written article on philately,

by Mr. Walter Mair, (the editor), and an
account of an auction sale chronicled by us.

In this latter there are several mistakes, such

as " Fdbrook " for Philbrick, and various,

errors as to the prices ; but taking it altogether

the stamp matter in the / and M, is infinitely

superior to the articles (!) in most of the small

magazines, and we do get grammar, for

which blessing we cannot be too truly thankful.

WENDEN STAMPS.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,— I was rather astonished to see from the
letter of " H. O. W.," which appeared in the February
number of your journal, that apparently there are
many in this country who are sceptical as to the
existence of the Wenden Postage Stamps, more so,

because I thought this was a matter settled long
ago among philatelists. " H. 0. W.," for example
states that Levrault's Catalogue actually doubts,

and many collectors seem to doubt, the real exist-

ence of the stamps in question, because it so

happens that they never have seen an used
specimen. If this be the only reason they have
for questioning its genuineness, permit me to

say that I have seen many of them, and I, like
" H. 0. W.," possess some at this present time.
The Wenden stamps, which as is well known,

are but local ones, are issued and used only in the
Wenden district of the Russian Government or

county of Livonia, which is the largest of the
three Baltic Provinces of Russia. As a native of

the above-mentioned county, and having been a
collector of stamps for many years past, while still

living there, I ought naturally to know Btampa
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issued in, so to speak, my immediate neighbour-
hood. I have myself constantly seen letters from
Wenden and its disrrict, labelled with the stamps
in question, which, of course, were obliterated,

generally with a cross-stroke by a pen ; but, I

several times ordered and received unused stamps
through friends of mine who used to live in trie

small town of Wenden. I think the above facts

ought to convince any sceptics, who maysiill be

found, that the existence of these stamps is not a

myth but a reality.

Why there are so very few, indeed scarcely

any used specimens to be met with out of Russia,

is easily explained.

First, one must take into consideration that

the correspondence of that district is very small,

being very thinly inhabited ; secondly, it is entirely

agricultural—no manufacturies being carried on
there ; thirdly, our people do not care for collecting

stamps, collectors being in that part of Europe
but seldom met with, and thus there are scarcely

any who preserve the stamps they receive, so the
greater part of letters labelled with the Wenden
stamps get destroyed. Even in Russia Proper, it

is a matter of the greatest difficulty to m^et with
U.-ed Wenden stamps, the only places where I have
seen them often are the Baltic Provinces

;
parti-

cularly in Livonia and its capital Riga ; fourthly,

letters labelled with these stamps very seldom go
out of Ru-sia.

I shouldfurtherremark, that though the Wenden
stamps are for the most part obliterated by a
crosi-stroke made with a pen, I have also seen
stamps postmarked, similar to the description

given by " H. 0. W." My own opinion is that

Btamps thus marked have passed through the
Wenden Town P.O., and that those obliterated by
a pen-stroke have been sent from one part of the
district to another, without having reached the

town of Wenden at all.

I shall not easily forget a very amusing inci-

dent which occurred to me he e in Liverpool.

When I came to this town I had several used
specimens of the Wenden stamps, and one
day, happening to be purchasing some stamps
from a dealer, I asked him whether he would
exchange my us-d Wenden stamps for some that.

I wanted for my collection

—

thinking tnat as these
stamps mu-t be a rarity in this country, a dealer
w^uld be only too glad to get them. To my
surprise he told me that he would have no use
for them, and when I asked him the reason, he
replied, because they were used, and, tneretore,

must be shams. All my endeavours to show how
absurd such an idea was were of no avail.

So you see, one man thinks Wenden stamps do
not exist in reality, because he never saw a used
specimen, and another, who sees such a one, says
on that account it must be f-ham.

Trusting these remarks may prove of some
interest to your reader-, and apologizing for the
lengih of my letter, 1 remain, sir,yours respe m fully,

Johx Sj.ew.ebt.
Liverpool,

ERRORS OF WATERMARK.
To the Editor of The Pjiilatelical Jourval.

Dear Sir, —Will you kindly give me a small

space in your journal for a matter of almost
smaller importance ; but the Edi or of the Phila-

telist has I think, misunderstood my letter of last

month, for he considers that I have been rebuking
him for repeating a notice of the fourpence
beaded-oval Victoria, watermarked in error Jive

shilling*. I would not pre end to rebuke a
philatelist of such long standing, who has done
so much towards the advancement of the

science, and for whom I entertain the greatest

respect. Ad I meant to convey was this :—if by
the insertion of the description as there given,

it was meant that the stamp was remarkable for

having an imperfect watermark, a FIVE without
an P, &c, I thought it great nonsense to carry the

collection of specimens to such an extent ; but if,

on the other hand, the stamp was onlv remarkable
for its diagonal inscription of fi,re shillings, then
it had been previously described in page- 95 and
96 of the second volume of the Philatelist—

1

wroti first volume by mistake, a lotle error that I

will set off against the Philatelist, which now
speaks of the stamp in question as the threepenny
Victoria. The stamp is there desciibed as ''water-

marked five shillings diagonally."

I am, yours truly,

A Parisian Collector.

Jtosfom tor Correspondents.

J. P. C.—This correspondent sends us an official

frank used in Costa Rica. Ii is of large size and
contains in the centre the armorial insigna of the
republic, surrounded by spears, bavonets, &c.

Following the circle is the inscription MmsrERTO
DE Rt-.LACtUNES EXTKRIOKES. RePUBUCA DE
Costa Rica. This frank is s'ruek in black, and
carried a newspaper from Costa b'ica to Col 'n.

A. H. L.— (1) The Hamburg, Luzon, and Im-
perial German are pen-and- nk drawings. (2)
The Confederate and Parma are forgeries. (:-i)

The Cuban was cut by some unprincipled scamp
fro n our Circular. (4) The peculiar creseent
upon your 5 par. current Egypt is evidently due
to a fiiw in the pla e. (5) Toe circular impres-
sion, with Austrian ar ns, is nit of a postal
character. (<3) Your her stamps are good ; the
dark green Belgium being the newest shade.
Thanks for the photograph of stamps.

W. M. C.— VVe are acquainted wiih the magazine
you mention, but as t^e proprietors do not appear
to insert advertisements of forgeries, we are
unable to do *s y.iu suggest.

M. F. L.—Thanks fur sight of the metamorphosed
Dutch ; we have alluded to it among our bogus
novelt ies.

J. M.—In our answer to this correspondent la*t

mouth, the 20 c. perf. French was accidently
omitted from the list of the set.
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HE Stamp-Collector's Magazine.—The
April number commends itself as being

an agreeably chatty one. The editorial

on " Our Contemporaries " is a panoramic

review of the leading philatelical discussions

and discoveries of the day. We come in for

a fair share of notice, and concerning those

remarks upon ourselves, have but one item to

allude to. We engraved an exact facsimile of

the Falkland Islands impression. The
S. C. M. and The Philatelist had previously given

designs purporting to be copies of the stamp.

They both differed from ours, our reason

for figuring the stamp correctly is therefore

obvious.

The publishers of the S.C.M. have been

true to that spirit of honesty and business

integrity, with which they have always been

associated, and have decided to brand the

bogus U. S. and Hamburg locals sold by them,

with a notice of their deceptive character.

When we drew attention to the traffic in

these vile wares, we felt that respectable houses

would see the incalculable harm, that arises

from the reckless and criminal way of guar-

anteeing these things as genuine stamps, but

we regret to find we were mistaken. A firm

of known standing, and to doubt the honesty

of whom, would be like casting reproach upon

the wife of Caesar, still sends out a shilling

packet of American locals, with every specimen

"warranted genuine." Out of fifty labels not

a single one is even a reprint, but all, without

exception are forgeries of most miserable

execution !

Firms who would not pick a man's pocket

to save their lives, will sell sham locals, or

reprints, (horrible things!) as the genuine

article, without the slightest compunction, and

then thank their Creator that they are not as

other men are, no, not even as that Jones,

whose scandalous doings are recorded in a

"Black List"! But we are digressing, which

is not over flattering to our esteemed

contemporary.

Mr. Overv Taylor continues to discourse

on the Moldavian stamps, taking (after a short

addendum on the first series,) into consideration

the second series. The history of this issue

is fully given, and the authenticity of each of

the four types is discussed at length. Mr.
Taylor, agreeing with Dr. Magnus and Mr.
Philbrick,classes these several types as follows

:

1st type, genuine; 2nd, probably false; 3rd,

probably genuine ; 4th, false.

When an article is so crammed with infor-

mation as is Mr. Taylor's, it is difficult to

collect the cream thereof into a nutshell, but

we feel compelled to give a condensed resume

of the leading differences between the types,

and of the varieties in the types themselves.

First Type.—5 paras : Horns nearly upright.

40, 80paras : Large six pointed star, pretty regular.
a. On bluish pelure paper.

40 p. blue.

80 p. wine-red.
b. On transparent pelure paper.

5 p. black (paper a little bluish).

40 p. blue.

80 p. vermilion-red.
c. On dull white or yellowish pelure paper.

5 p. black.

40 p. dark blue.

80 p. bright red.

Second Type.—5 paras : Horns strongly curved.
40, 80 paras : Star of five point. Obliterated copies
of this type are unknown.

Oq white pelure paper.
5 p. black.

40 p. pale blue, bright blue.

80 p. bright red.

Third Type.—80 paras: Star with six points,

but small. Only known obliterated copy is in Mr.
Philbrick's collection.

On white pelure paper.
80 p. vermilion red, dark red.

Fourth Type.— 5, 40, 80 paras : The star is sis

poiuted ; but, whereas in the first type the word
Scrisorei commences and terminates at an equal
distance from the border (3 mil), in this fourth
type it commences at 1± mil. and terminates at 3

mil. ; moreover, the paper of this latter is not the
same as for the other types, but opaque, thicker, and
showing some traces of being laid. Placed beside
the genuine stamps, the forged are immediately
condemned. They do not resemble the genuine in

colour, paper, nor even in size ; but bear on their

faces that suspicious look which is so noticeable in

most spurious productions.

The usual chronicle of "Newly-Issued or

Inedited Stamps," opens with certain facts re-

lative to the expected issues of Spain and its

colonies, a due attention to which is given in

our own "Novelties." Concerning the lately

arrived stamp for the Portugese Indies, the

editor speaks with doubtful accents. He has

a suspicion that servico postal is not Portugese,
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and thinks the postmark vouching for sixteen

post-offices, somewhat condemnatory, con-

sidering the colonies are composed of but a

trio of settlements. Verbum sap.! But see

our " Novelties."

" What are they Worth?" is the title of an

editorial, enquiring into the reprints of Bruns-

wick, and the goodness of the Hawaiian

stamps surcharged specimen, or cancelled.

The Brunswick are of the early type, and can

be detected through being upon unwater-

marked paper. Of this latest gullibility there

are as follows:— I sgr. rose, 2 sgr. blue, 3 sgr.

rose, (probably intended for red, but unmis-

takeably rose), all on white paper. 1853: 1

sgr. on orange and buff paper, 2 sgr. dark

blue, and 3 sgr. rose. 1856: \ sgr. brown,

and \ sgr. white; and of the 1865 issue, the

I sgr. yellow. We add our hopes to those of

the editor of our contemporary, that " even

beginners will have the sense to prefer hon-

estly obliterated specimens to the 'flashy'

reprints, which can add no more value to the

collections which receive them than would a

mere wood-cut engraving of the design "! We
further trust that collectors may be of the

same way of opinion as to the "Argentine

Republic issue of 1 862 set of 6 unused stamps,

comprising:— 5c. pink, 5c. rose; ioc. light

green, ioc. deep green; 15c. pale blue, 15c.

deep blue," advertised so largely at about one

half the price of genuine stamps!

The Hawaiians commented upon, are those

criticised by Mr. Atlee in our March number,
with the addition of the cancelled 2 c. of

1862. The editor takes the same ground as

Mr. Atlee in considering the stamps under

discussion to be reprints, although (unlike Mr.
Atlee) he scarcely admits of the doubt that

they might be waste sheets or remainders.

Without venturing to give an opinion upon
the 13 cents., we, for our part, certainly can-

not regard the lowest values as reprints,

and do not believe them to be waste
sheets. That they are not the former,

we think is testified by the fineness of their

condition, they being evidently from the first

state of the die, and not from the last. If by
waste sheets we understand sheets picked out

from those sold, because they possessed some
defect, we are unable to look upon these as

such, for the surcharged 2c. and 5c. are infinitely '

superior to the later and known postmarked

copies. Although it is not in our power to

give the " whv and the wherefore," we
look upon these stamps as remainders, i.e.,

stamps printed for use, but placed upon one

side, in bulk, for some inscrutable reason.

The permanent album question still goeth

about seeking rest and finding none, and has

now engaged the attention of one of our

oldest amateurs. In a long letter, Mr. Vipond
describes an arrangement which would be very

satisfactory, were it less troublesome and ex-

pensive. We fear that permanency can never

be arrived at—except perhaps by the

" crotchet " system.

Le Timbre-Poste.—The May number con-

tains the promised exposition of the views

concerning the T. B. Morton stamps, and to

the examination of which we will devote a

little time some day. Dr. Magnus on Entire

Envelopes is as good as ever, we see that of

the first issue of Austrian large-sized envelopes

(1861), no copies of either 25kr. or 3okr.

are known, though all the others exist; of

the ordinary size there is, of course, the

full series. It may not be generally known
that in this 1 861 envelope series, a curious

error exists of the 5kr. struck in yellow, and
afterwards, as a correction, with an impression

struck over it in red.

The American Journal of Philately,—Re-
ferring to an Extract from the Stamp Col-

lectors Record, (given by ourselves at page 5,

and which appeared in all the other papers as

well), which set up The United States City
Despatch Post as a Government emission,

the May number of the A J. of P gives the

circular of the promoters of the successor of the

above mentioned Express, and which was
known as the City Despatch Post; the A.

jf. of P says, that in this circular,

Reference is made to an older Post which had
been relinquished, and infers that its predecessor
had not been all it might have been. Again, one
of the firms that " strongly recommended" it,* ia

careful to add, " provided it does not infringe the
Post Office Act." From this we should question
the fact, of the former stamp (United States City.

Despatch Post) having been issued under authority
of Government., or the New York Postmaster, J. L.
Graham. That the stamp quoted was predecessor

* The new Despatch Post.
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to the City Despatch Post there can be no doubt,
as by other postmarked letters before us, we find

both the stamps obliterated by the same cancel-
ling mark.

OUR BLACK LTST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

V.

UR campaign has been productive of

good results, the advertisements of the

Glasgow firms having been excluded

from the boys' magazines of Mr. Beeton and
others. We cannot yet however show quite

a tabula rasa.

Hull.

Oayburn, Dixon and Co. have gracefully re-

tired, or been merged by, with, or into a firm

trading as

Turner and Co., Crystal Street.

The page inside the cover of the S. C. Herald
formerly devoted to Messrs Clayburn's an-

nouncements is now filled by those of Messrs.

Turner. Among the "cheap sets!" offered

are

Nicaragua set of 4 6d.

Costa Rica „ 4 5d.

Ionian Isles „ 3 2d.

Mexico „ 20 is.

Austria Mercury „ 4 5d.

To take one instance from the above; if the

Ionian are unused, the price is below their

facial value, and if used, genuine copies are of
great rarity, and very much sought after.

Turner and Co. are very careful not to

attach any guarantee to the articles they ad-

vertise.

From considering the doings of Turner and
Co., we are led to allude to Messrs. C. H.
Calvert, who have communicated with our
publishers relative to our comments upon
them in our first number.

Although we have offered the house in

question every inducement to clear themselves

from the charges brought against them, we
have received no satisfactory explanation,

notwithstanding their repeated statement that

one was sent immediately after the publica-

tion of our accusations. We have not been
favoured with a copy of the missing letter,

which is somewhat unaccountable in a firm

desiring to vindicate its honour. Relative

to the illegal Yorkshire Stamp Union, Messrs.

Calvert say that they were led into it un-

wittingly, and to their regret adding, "our
only connection was that we were paid a

commission on the tickets sold, instead of

being paid a certain sum for the advertise-

ments, and to prevent any fraud, we took the

precaution to have the letters addressed to 63,

Derringham Street." This statement reads to

us like Mr. Skae's item in The Jumping Frog.

Upon first sight, there does certainly appear

to be some argument in it, but the oftener we
peruse it the more complicated it becomes,

and we are compelled to give up the elucida-

tion of why fraud was prevented by letters

being sent to Calvert and Co.'s address.

Messrs. Calverts state, "We do not sell

facsimiles or forgeries of any kind as stamps,

but commenced in April to sell them as such

at a nominal price, to enable collectors to com-
pare and distinguish, which we believe to be

the best plan to detect forged stamps." Our
only answer to this assertion is, that we have

never seen any announcements to that effect,

either upon the sheets sent out, or in the ad-

vertisements of Messrs. Calvert. In reply to

an enquiry respecting Turner and Co., Messrs.

Calvert say " We are aware of the existence

of this firm, but do not know (he parties. We
believe they deal in forgeries." This ignor-

ance is passing strange when it is taken into

consideration that the class of sheets formerly

sent out by Calvert and Co., are now used by

Turner and Co. We take leave of this in-

tricate subject, believing further comment to

be unneeded.

JAPANESE STAMPS & NUMERALS.*
BY THE REV. R. B. EAREE.

HE Timbre-Poste for March, copving

from the Deutsche Briefmarken Zeitung,

makes a singular error, which is likely

to mislead the unobservant. In an article

on "The Stamps of Japan," the said stamps,

together with some eighteen numerals, are

figured with tolerable correctness— except

that that they are all upside down! With
regard to the stamps this error is not of very

great importance, because the most casual

* This article was written in March, but has

hitherto been crowded out.
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glance would show that the two dragons

could not be supposed to be in their normal

position when standing on their heads; and

therefore the printer's mistake would be at

once discovered and rectified. In the numerals,

however, the error is not so easily discovered,

because, even when inverted, most of them

have a meaning and value. For instance :

—

** = 20, but _[_= 12, &c, &c.

2=3
CD == i

S = 5

* = 6

"C = 7

)\ — 8

H = 9

=10
=100

The subjoined table ofnumerals will

enable the reader to construct for

himself any number under 1,000;

remembering that any numeral

placed over a 10, multiplies it by

the value of the numeral ; but if

the numeral is under the 10, it is

simply added to it. Thus, sup-

posing we take 10 and 5 to illus-

trate, then, fo = 50, and " = *5-

The same applies to all the other

numerals. If we wanted to ex-

press (say) 259, we should have to
2

write it thus: x

f ; i.e., ioox 2+ 10
10
9

X 5+9=259; or in Japanese cha-

racters it would be as in the figure below.

I said that any numeral placed over a 10, 3Z
multiplies that 10, and this is equally -n

true of the hundreds, so that whenever

we wish to express a certain number of

hundreds we must first write down the *t

character for 100, and then place over it -h

the number by which it is to be multi-

plied. And when there are tens and units

in the number, as well as hundreds, then

immediately below the 100 must be written

the required number of tens, then the ten

itself, and then the units last of all. Thus,
if it be required to write down the number
521, then according to the foregoing rule, we
must write it as in the annexed figure, -s-

which, (put into Arabic numerals, as __
5 &

before) would be ^ ; i.e., 100x5+ 1° —
X 2+1 =521. \°

By the foregoing table of numerals, we __
can get as high as 999, but I do not know what

is the character tor 1,000, or else I should

have been able to extend my table almost in-

definitely. However, I fancy the numerals

already given are quite sufficient for philatelic

purposes. If tne reader wdlgive himse.f the

trouble of studving this article for half-an-

hour, I think he will be able to write down
any number (under 1000) which he may require

I should recommend that the rules I have

given should be verified by comparison with

the Japanese and Hong Kong stamps. The
numerals on the Japanese stamps are placed,

as we know, in the centre of the stamp ; and

the numerals on the Hong Kong stamps will

be found in the column on the left hand of

the head. I suppose I need scarcely add

that the Japanese aiid Chinese numerals are

identical in form and value, although the

names of them are different. This may ap-

pear strange to us, but we have the same
thing in Europe. A Frenchman and an Eng-

lishman, for instance, both understand the

figures 100, and in the eyes cf both, they

have the same value; and yet one calls them
"one hundred? and the other knows them as

" cent." Of course, in Europe, this applies

to the numerals only, bur with Japan and
China the parallel can be pushed even
farther; for their language is identical on

paper as well as their numerals, and though a

Japanese and a Chinese would not be able to

hold a conversation together, yet if they put

their ideas in writing, they could understand

each other perfectly. This arises from the

hieroglyphical nature of their written charac-

ters, and their not having any alphabet,

properly so called; so that their- written

characters are independent of dialectic differ-

ences.

There is one thing with regard to the

Japanese which puzzles me extremely, and
that is, to know how they can do any
arithmetic with such unwieldy numerals.

Fancy a compound long division sum in

Japanese! The idea is too appalling; and I

shall leave it to those who know more about

the Japanese than I do, to say how such a

thing would be managed!

We must add in conclusion that the en-

graver has placed the characters forming the

compound numerals too far apart. They
should almost touch each other.
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SURCHARGED MEXICAN STAMPS.

OR the past three or four years, we have

collected together every conceivable

variety and difference that we could

discover, in the surcharging of the names of
towns or districts on the Mexican stamps, and
have long thought of making known the

results of our accumulations, in order, if

possible, to eventually compile an accurate

list. On the first sets the name alone of some
place appeared, but on the introduction in

1864 of the Eagle series, a varying number
ana the year were added, to the great disfigure-

ment of the stamps ; this surcharging rendered
even unured specimens from some of the dis-

tricts, as virtually obliterated as any postmark,
for an extra size of type was used, and the

name was printed obliquely from corner to

corner and often each wav, then the da e and
and other numerals disfigured the sides;

examples of this system come from Aguas-
calies, and Zacatecas. We had often won-
dered what could be the system or utility of

this complex method of surcharging, first the

name, and later, numerals and year also. The
only explanation we ever saw offered was in

the pages of The Postage Stamp Reporter as

quoted by us on page 57 last month. It is

there asserted that " the name of each State

was surcharged on every stamp issued within

its boundary," and further, and this is a very

important assertion, " if the stamps of one
State were attached to a letter and then posted

in another State, they would not be recog-

nised, and the letter would be treated as

unpaid, but all stamps were exchanged for

others of like value, by application to the

Director General of Posts." If we regard this

rationally, it does appear as if there must be
some truth in it; undoubtedly the subject re-

quires ventilation, and, if we record aU we
know of the various surcharges, our readers

can probably help us with further information

or specimens, and also their ideas on the sub-

ject. Should the views here promulgated
prove correct, (as we believe they will), we
wish it to be understood that we should not

urge the accretion of a specimen of each

name, on the ground that each was a local

;

of course, such .an :afgument might be per-

fectly tenable, but, considering the great

number of varieties, we should not take the

view that each was necessary ; it is, as with

every country of which a reference list has

been made, a pure matter of taste or time

what we shall collect. A correspondent of a

contemporary considers it "fully time to re-

monstrate against the headlong course on
which we are being hurried by the excessive

zeal of a few philatelists," and this commences
his disapproval of Reference Lists, on the

ground that they needlessly multiply shades

and varieties. Well, when this writer has

examined as many sets of our colonial stamps

as we have, and attempted to classify them
he will perhaps, be able to appreciate the fact

that numberless varieties do undoubtedly

exist, and, that the shades are not given with-

out extreme care from the examination of the

best collections, and the careful revision

and advice of their owners; that he him-

self should suppose that a stamp given

in several shades, could only have existed

in one normal tint, the others being faded or

discoloured, is of course, one of two results,

either of his being a collector of the limited

school, or of his never having seen the varieties

which rouse his ire. In a Reference List

everything clearly distinct has to be given,

and, the writer of any such list is supposed

to have mads an especial study of his subject,

and therefore to be competent to judge of

what is a good shade and what a bad one; a

Reference List being a list made for reference,

it no more follows that a collector is to take

every variety therein found, than that the cor-

respondent of our contemporary knows every-

thing about shades.

Thus much in explanation of the following

lists and remarks, the subjects of which have

been our careful study for four years. The
first series of Mexican postals, bearing the

head of Hidalgo, and printed in colours or in

black, and in use from 1857 to the year 1863,

were surcharged with name of state in black

capitals, usually at the left side, and usually

reading upwards, and with either a dot or short

stroke before and after the word ; we have

the following varieties, which are arranged

alphabetically :

—

1st. Roman capitals, at side,

Acapulco Campeche
Aguascaltes Chihuahy.a^

t ; ;
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Colima Pachuca (two sizes)

Cordova Pubanco
Durango Puebla
Guadalajara(two sizes) Queretaro
Guanajuato „ Quernavaga
Jalapa S. L. Potosi (two sizes)

Mazatlan Tabasco
Merida Tampico
Monterrey Toluca
Morelia Vera Cruz
Oaxaga Zacatecas
Orizava

2nd. Roman capitals, at base.

Chihuahua S. L. Potosi

Durango

3rd. Roman capitals, obliquelyplaced.

Guanajuato

4th. Block Capitals, at side.

Aguascalientes Puebla
Mexico

5th. Open letters, at side.

Mexico (two sizes), and error Mextco.

6th. Italic Roman Capitals, at side.

Puebla, (letters quarter of an inch high.)

When this series was reissued in 1867, during

their internecine wars, the stamps surcharged

bore Mexico in Gothic letters. It is probable

that other States used the reissue, only, being

surcharged in Roman capitals, they cannot be

detected from the first emission ; we found

this opinion on various data, amongst others

we have seen many specimens from Orizava
postmarked during 1867, but still these may
have been old stock used up by some one who
had found them put away.

The next seiies, of 1864, is that engraved

by the American Bank Note Company, like all

their productions they are perforated circ. iz;

used specimens are virtually unattainable,, and

the few postmarked that we have seen, have

been surcharged Monterrey in Roman capitals

at sides. The unused sets now obtainable,

and fetching such high prices, are probably

old stock printed by the contractors, and

never paid for by the Juarist Government,
consequently never delivered! If this be so,

thev must be still the genuine stamps of the

1864 Republican Mexico, though never in

that country, and, of course, without an im-

print. These same specimens are also offered

with an imitation postmark.

The eagle series of 1864, inaugurates the

system of adding the date and certain numerals

to the imprint of the state. As a rule, the

numerals are on one edge of the stamp, whilst

the name is on the other, or at one end, or

placed obliquely. These vary so infinitely

that we will take them alphabetically, re-

marking after each, instead of classing them

under different heads. The names are usually

to right, with dates, etc., to left, a reversal of

this is uncommon.
Acapulco ?

Aguascaltes, large

block, obliquely

placed
Chalco 1

Campeche ?

Chihuahua
;

Colima ?

Cordova, top

Durango

Monterrey, at side

Morelia, Gothic letters

Oaxaga, two sizes at

side

Orizava, top or bottom,
two sizes

Pachuca, base
Pubanco, top

Puebla,block letters at

top

Guadalajara side, two Queretaro, side

sizes, one variety Quernavag „
having graduated S. L. Potosi, st side, or

letters across, also in letters

Guaymas, top slantingback,atside

Guanajuato, large let- Saltillo 1

at side, or oblique Tabasco ?

Huejutla, s'de Tlaxcala ?

I. del Carmen, any- Tampico, anywhere
where Tepic, base

Jalapa, at side or top Toluca, side

Lagos, across Tula, ,,

Matamoras, side Vera Cruz, at top or

Mazatlan, at top or side, last rare, also

bottom error VXRA
Merida, side or top Zacatecas,large letters

Mexico, Gothic letters obliquely placed
at side Urcs, ordinary at side

Several of the names in the above list, are

quoted on the authority of an esteemed cor-

respondent, who, however, omits to state the

position of the surchargings, so we give them
under reserve, placing a note of interrogation

after each. This eagle series contains speci-

mens with the following vagaries in the im-

prints :
—

1st. Dated twice.

2nd. Dated, without name.
3rd. Name, with date.

Those without any surcharging at all, are

treated of at the end of this paper.

It is not clear what the significance of the

numerals may be, we mean those surcharged

before the date, but probably they are some
check on the number of sheets issued. In

the early part of 1 864 all the surcharged figures

were in heavy block type ; the highest number
in these characters that we have is 177 1864,
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later on the figures are ordinary Roman, and

the earliest such that we have, are I 83 and the

highest 234, both stamped Mexico, Next year

the numbering commenced again, and the same
in 1866, when the series went out, so that if

they were put on as a check of any sort, each

year's stamps are traceable; it is probably the

number of sheets or hundreds struck, that is

thus registered. The Maximilian series of

1866 adopted the same system, but we have

never had them in very large quantities, so we
do not possess any facts of much difference

with the notes on the last issue.

We now come to the present set, on which
the surcharging adopts a new phase. The
system of varying the numbers, so evidently

pointing to some plan for checking the quan-

tities issued, is abandoned, and each city or

state has an arbitrary number accorded to it,

which is stamped on the opposite side to the

name, the numeral in one angle, the date

(shortened to 68, 69, etc.) in the other, we
have identified various specimens numbered
from 1 to 41, but find five blank spaces in our

list, which we are unable to identify. With the

exception of Mexico which is in Gothic letters,

all are surcharged in ordinary capitals, always

at the side in black unless otherwise stated.

The number and date is invariably on the

right side in every copy we have seen.

1. Mexico 21. Chihuahua
2. Vera Cruz 22. Durango
3. Guadalajara Do. error 2 for 22
4. Puebla 23. Oaxaga
5. S. L. Potosi, ) Do. error 22 for 23

across stamp ) 24. Quernavaga
Do. blue at side 25. Acapulco
Do.errorsnumbered 26. Campeche
3 or 8 instead of 5, 27. Illegible

or dated 66 for 69 28. Chiapas
6. Guanajuato Do. blue

Do. large letters 29. i\V>r known
7. Monterey 30. Salt illo

8. Muzatlan 31. Urea
9. Matamoros 32. Aot known
Do. blue 3<. Huejutla

10. Morelia 34. Illegible

11. Colima 35. Tula
12. Queretaro 36. Aguascalientes,
13. Zacatecas large letters obli-

14. Jalapa qxely on stamp
15. Not known 37. Lagos
16. Toluca 38. Tabasco
17. Pachuca 39. Tampico )

18. Orizava across stamp
)

19. Merida 40 Tlaxcala
20. Cordova 41 Guadalajara

From the above list it will be noticed that

Guadalajara is found numbered 3 and 41, the

latter since 1871, if it is a substitute for 3,

what town or district does the latter figure

now represent ?

In conclusion, every series is found quite

free from surcharging, but they are rare, many
values being now unattainable. Can it be

that such stamps were for official use any

and every where? They may, perhaps, have

been trial sheets obtained from the printer

in most cases, though some used ones do un-

doubtedly exist which have franked letters.

The unused series, unsurcharged, of 1864,

1866 die, and 1869, seem to us slightly differ-

ent to the surcharged sets in shade; on this

account they may have been returned to the

printer as not being up to the regular

standard. This, however, is purely specula-

tion on our part, so we should like to know
what our readers think concerning the matter.

gouctfe, mourns and

Sl^sus citations.

USTRIA.—New Shade.—The 15 kr. is

now of a clear maroon shade, very

distinct from the former tint.

Austrian Foreign Offices.—New Shade.—
The 50 soldi of the present series, which is

usually miscalled Austrian Italy, comes from

Constantinople of a dark dull tint, which

may be termed a salmon-brown.

Austria.—Newspaper Stamps.—According

to Le Timbre-Poste the square stamps of 1850,

arms, I kr. blue, 2 kr. brown. " Kais Kon
Zeitings Stampel," are again in use.

Barbados.— Star Watermdrh.—The blue

stamp now bears this watermark, and has the

usual compound perforation 14 to 16.

Cape of Good Hope.—New Die.—We find

that the 5 sh. value is from the new die, the

actual difference between the two varieties

is, in the new type the outer line is omitted,

and the inner one widened.

Cashmere.— Circular Stamps.—Our pub-

lishers have just received a few specimens of

these scarce and little known circular stamps.

We are too late to do more than mention the
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fact this month, a description of them will
appear in due course, and will be read with
interest, as there are some splendid specimens
of the unattainable 4, a vermilion, and a
hitherto unknown value in green.

Ceylon.—Currency—The new currency
divides the rupee into 100 cents, and we
imagine this, as near as possible, assimilates

with that of Java, Manilla, Borneo, and the
other islands of the Indian Archipelago.

Chili.—Intended Envelope.—From The
Philatelist we obtain " an approximate repre-
sentation of one of

the intended new
envelopes for this re-

public." From the

illustration annexed,

it will be seen that

the head on the

present adhesives is

to be perpetuated,

but, according to the

engraving, the word " Colon "
is no longer to

be used, and thus a fine bone of contention will
be for ever removed. The Philatelist says
" The lettering in the original is narrower and
thinner than in the cut, which, as before re-
marked, is given as an approximation only.
The stamp is embossed in the colour of the
corresponding adhesive on white paper, and,
we understand it to be the production of a
Chilian artist."

Confederate States.— Perforated. — We
hear of a 10 cents blue, value in figures, being
found by Le Timbre-Poste, perforated li£.
We have known, and chronicled, the one
perf. 13 as undoubtedly good, long ago, but of
this new variety we cannot speak.

Fiji Islands.—Unsurcharged.—A few speci-
mens of the 1 penny blue arrive on newspapers;
can it be that the pence and cents series are
both in use, and for English and American
correspondence respectively? The watermark
Fiji Postage, is in thin letters, very deeply
pressed into the paper.

France.—New Issue.—The S. C. M. gives
currency to the report that the emission of a
new issue may be expected, and says "from a
diagram published in a Parisian paper, it would
appear that the value, in words, will be

repeated on three sides of the frame, and it is

affirmed that the issue will commence on this

1st of May." These rumours, month after

month, are as confusing as those which come
from Spain.

German Empire.—New Shade.—The half

groschen of the 1872 series is already changed

from intense orange red, to pale orange yellow.

Great Britain.—Early Perforation.—The
earliest perforated stamps current in the

Kingdom, had a small crown in watermark,

and were perf. circ. 16, they were superseded

by those with large crown, and perf. circ. 14,

but there were some sheets struck of the two
watermarks, during the season of change,

bearing the perforations inversed, but these

are very scarce; this for the benefit of The
Philatelist, which asks for correction, In ta-

bular form then, we have
Small crown watermark, 1, 2 p., small perf. 16,

common.
Small crown watermark, 1, 2 p., large perf. 14

rare.

Large crown watermark, 1, 2 p., large perf. 14,

common.
Large crown watermark, 1, 2 p., small perf. 16,

rare.

Levant.—Perforated.—The stamps of the

Russian Steam Packet Company trading in the

Levant, are now being perforated 15, like the

current Russians. Le Timbre-Poste gives the

I kop. this month.

Mexico.—New Issue.—At the moment of
going to press, we have heard of a new issue

for this country, bearing head of Juarez, the

values mentioned to us are 25c. red, 50c. blue.

We anxiously await further news, and mean-
while, can only wonder into what excess of
hidcousness the Mexican engraver will rush.

Norway.—Drontheim.—As The Philatelist

had " the pleasure of being the first to give a

representation of a rather

pretty local," we must content

ourselves with being the last

we suppose, as the S. C. M.
had also engraved it ! Here it

\ is, in colour ; the present pro-
' prietors, Bra;kstad and Co.

have purchased the Express business from G.
F. Krogh, so that the long known brown
stamp is obsolete. It is stated that two other

values, £ and 2 sk., are in preparation ; this
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present value is in dull rose, and printed in

sheets of one hundred specimens.

Norway.— Varieties of Post Card.—Le
Timbre-Poste chronicles a third and fourth type

of the post card, differing in the upper frame.

New South Wales.—New shade.—The
5sh. stamp appears now in deep mauve, a

considerable improvement on the late washy-

shades.

Portugese Indies.—Full Series.—On the

authority of Le Timbre-Poste, we can add eight

other values to the unprepossessing 10 reis

illustrated in our last. Despite the hostility

of the various magazines, their original intro-

ducer speaks of them with considerable favour,

and if it be not another Moresnet sell, we may
assume that when M. Moens says," that from

information received at Lisbon, the stamps are

perfectlv genuine," he means what he says.

He remarks that they are the work of a native

of Goa, and that the series has been in

circulation since the commencement of the

year. There are the following values :

—

10 reis black.

20 „ vermilion.

40 „ blue.

100 „ green.

200 „ yellow.

300 „ bright violet.

600 „ „
900 „ „

It seems curious that the three highest values

should be of the same tint: M. Moens states

that being badly struck, they present many
varieties of colour, that there is a type for each

value, and that there appear to be varieties of

each type, as he has noticed differences in the

position of the figures. All the specimens

were perforated 16, save one 20 reis, which

was perf. 13^, and another 20 reis which was

12^-. If these turn out thoroughly genuine,

and at present every one appears to doubt

them, though they may not prove highly

ornamental, they will at least, lessen the

number of countries which do not issue stamps,

and teach somewhat as to the whereabouts of

Goa, Diu, and Damaun.

Russia.—Post Cards.—The S. C. M. an-

nounces that it is probable that the Russian

Government will issue post cards, bearing

"impressed stamps" of the values 3 and 5
kop. We presume this means an embossed
stamp, or a stamp printed on the card.

Spain.—Projected issues.—We have read so

much on this subject, and have seen so many
essays, that now, finding ourselves no nearer

to a just knowledge of why they are all re-

jected, or what will be actually adopted, we
think our readers in common with ourselves,

must be heartily sick of the whole subject.

We engrave a very fine type of

the latest thing in Philippines,

»3 and, as everybody seems to

agree that the design is adopted,

there is at least a good chance

that we shall never hear any

more about it. The projected

values are stated with great cir-

cumstantiality to be 62^-, 125, 250 and 500
cent.

-•:

Tolima.—New Values.—We engrave two
new values, 50 centavos, and 1 peso. The
engravings are very accurate and will render

description unnecessary. The colour of the

50 c. is a very dark green, as dark as that

of the present 10 centime Belgium, but not so

glossy. The colour of the peso is a very

ineffective rosy-tinted red ; we wonder if a 2A
and 20 c. will be issued to make up a full

series.

United States of Colombia.—New Value.

—A new type of I centavo,

has appeared, and its appear-

ance is essentially Colombian,
or, (to accord the adjective

with what it is still erroneously

called by most philatelists),

Granadine. It is a lithograph

as usual, and printed in grey green.

Prince Edward Island.—New values.—Le
Timbre-Poste quotes a 10 c. lilac, and the A.

J. of P. a 2 c. lilac, and 4c. green, and

announces that the 6 c. is black, and not violet
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as we said in March, when copying from the

Journal which now corrects itself. Allow us

to correct the same paper's next paragraph,

entitled " North German Confederation, the

colour of half-groschen is now changed from

vermilion (sic) to pale orange." (Italics are

ours.) It is probable that the new half-

groschen of the German Empire is meant to

be signalized.

Queensland.— Variety.—Le Timbre-Poste

chronicles a 3 p. brown, watermarked with

truncated star, which is quite new to us; we
should have sooner expected to hear of it on

the Crown and Q paper.

S. Domingo.—Curious Watermark.— From
an excellent list in The Philatelist, we learn

the existence of an Un real, of 1 866, on green

paper watermarked with a diaper of fieurs de

lis: we do not remember ever noticing this

mentioned.

Sierra-Leone.—New Issue.—The A. J. of

P. says: "Some of the new values for this

colony have just arrived. The design con-

sists of the diademed head of the Queen to

left in square frame, postage above, value

below, Sierra on the left, and Leone on the

right side. The values we have seen are 1 p.

rose, 3 p. ochre. The 6 p. stamps are printed

very much brighter violet than before.

Sweden.—Envelope.—The new 1 2 ore bears

embossed on the side flap, Kongl Postverket

L. a. b. nkpg. The latter being amplified

signifies Lithografiska Aktie Eolaget Norr-
koping. They, as also the post cards, are sold

in packets of ten.

United States.—Projected Post Card.—
The sensitiveness of our trans-atlantic friends

at the idea of the postmen reading their post

cards, has brought out a marvellous nondes-

cript in the way of a card which may be sealed

against inspection, and between which and a

small letter we cannot detect the legal

difference. What to term this compound
abortion, should it ever be adopted, will be a

matter of no small difficulty, and a subject for

anxious thought, is it a sealed post card, a

postal flap or turnover, or what? The basis

or groundwork of this essay, is a white card

of nearly the size of our own postal, to this is

attached a piece of buff paper which is

fastened to the card all along the base, the

other three sides being lapped over by the paper

which is bevelled upwards at the sides, from

a quarter inch to half inch at top, whilst the

top flap is curiously hollowed, and gummed
all along for sealing. Thus the buff paper is

virtually a wrapper enclosing the card, and

the written communication is to be on the

hidden side of the card, the outside

being left blank, or bearing the sender's name
and address. The front of the wrapper, upon
which the address is to be written, has a

similar border to our own post card, contain-

ing round end labels top and bottom, that at

top bearing American Post Card Company,
that below Address, Post Office Box, 3838,
New York, under the top label is printed

Patented, August 8, 1871, in left corner is

the American eagle with shield, lightning

branch, and a glory (no star and stripes how-
ever); the right hand corner is ruled into a

rectangle, and is inscribed (stamps.) Three
ruled lines for address complete the design,

which is printed in deep green. If this be

the design under adoption by the United
States Government (as we have been assured

that it is), although we may have spoken
slightingly of the means used to attain the

end, lightness combined with secresy, there

can be no two opinions as to the further ad-
vance in cheap rates that it may initiate.

Cheap postage has been the civilisation of the

world, and, if the United States Government
can carry a sealed letter for 1 cent, with
profit to themselves, for any distance on their

own territories, it must become a grave" ques-

tion for the country that initiated the penny
post, whether it cannot add even to that great

boon.

1 ejus Jtouelttcs.

LDENBURG—Emanating from Ger-
many, some fine imitations of the early

stamps of this State are being cauti-

°usly offered. We have now before us those

°f i sg r -> 2 sgr -> ar>d 3 sgr., on coloured paper,

and 2 sgr. on white. Taking them in order

we find the following leading prints of dif-

ference between the genuine and counter-
feit :

—
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^ sgr. black on green. In the original, the

crown is wide, and is almost touched by the

scrollery above ; the forgery has a narrow

crown, and this at some little distance from

the scrolls. The 3 in the genuine very nearly

touches the lettering beneath and the o of

Oldenburg slants very slightly to the right.

Between the 3 and the lettering upon the for-

gery there is considerable space, and the o in

name slants to the lejt. The paper upon
which the forgery is printed is an excellent

imitation of the original.

2 gr., black on-rose, 3 gr., black on-yellow, 2

gr., red. In the genuine there is a separate die

for each value, but one matrix has done the

duty for both the forgeries. In the latter the

upper lettering in too short. The genuine

2 gr. can be known by the left-hand nume-
raled oval being touched by the ornament
beneath, whereas in the counterfeit there is

considerable space between them. The test

for the 3 gr. is chiefly in the scroll. In the

genuine the end upon the left lower side is

cuiled almost against the centre oval ; ic stops

at some distance from it in the forgery.

U. S. Locals.—A correspondent has sent us

a packet of labels from Allan Taylor of Boston,

among which are many things that are new,

to us at any rate. We must in the first place

do Mr. Taylor the credit to state, that he does

not guarantee stamps, but says they are equally

as good as those generally sold by respectable

dealers, and this assertion is we are sorry to

say, undeniable. To many collectors it may
seem a waste of time to pay any attention to

the shams above alluded to, but the letters we
are constantly receiving, fully prove that many
desire to possess themselves of bona fide locals,

but are deterred from the attempt, by the nu-

merous swindlers, most thoughtlessly, (to say

the least), " guaranteed" by firms who ought

to know better. We do not consider Mr.
Taylor half so much to blame as the English

houses who sell his fabrications. The former

we know looks upon stamp-collecting altoge-

ther as a harmless mania, and therefore con-

siders a unobliterated forged local, of higher

value than an used original, in fact he sells

(when he has them) the latter at the same
price as his own productions! We shall not

attempt to excuse him, but his conduct in

this matter seems to us less venal than that

of almost every firm in Great Britain.

The best counterfeit in the packet is one

of Swift and Co's Express. This is a long

obsolete Californian local, and ifgenuine would
be valuable. There are two dies known of

this express, one a plain linear oblong. The
other of a fancy coffin-plate shape. It is the

latter that has exercised the ingenuity of our

Boston friend. In the original, three circles

are apparent, showing where the metal was
fastened on to the wood, these are absent in

the imitation.

Among other shams is a rough woodcut of

the Humboldt Express, and a very fair copy

of the extremely rare Bronson and Forbes.

There are also the following new imposiors :—

Bentley's Despatch, Maddison Square.

Steimeyer's City Post.

Stringer and Morton's City Despatch.
Jefferson- Market, P.O.

Crosby (small oblong).

Hanley's City Express Post.

Glen Haven, Daily Mail.

Bradney's Despatch.
Franklin City Despatch Post.

New Haven and N. G. Express Post,

Flynn's Penny Post.

Menant and Co.'s, 21. Conti Street.

Walton's City Express Post.

Squier's City Express, (star in centre).

Some of these are the names of real posts, but

many are born from the too fructiferous and

weird imagination of Mr. S. A. Taylor.

Venezuela.—Of the 1863 issue there is a

splendid forgery of the medio real, differing

from the genuine chiefly in the upper inscrip-

tion, which is too thin. The other details

are as follows :

—

Genuine.—Between the central pattern of

the left side label and three dots beneath, is a

considerable space. The stars are all more

or less blotched, and the central one touches

the line above and the circle below, n of

Federacion is thin and rather close to the

side.

Gorged.—The pattern on left-hand side ap-

pears continuous to the bottom. Stars are

pretty clear, and the middle one is in the

centre of the space between frame and circle,

n of upper inscription wide, and at some dis-

tance from the side.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

(With Reference List)

BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

( Continuedfrom p. 45. )

EFERRING our readers to the analysis

of the design, given in the last portion of

this paper, we now have to consider the

forgeries of the higher value.

Forgeries.— 13 cts.

All these are of better execution than those

of the five cents.

Fiat Counterfeit.—Known in 1862. Face
slightly and irregularly dotted. No white

line showing the space between the neck, and
the collar of the coat. The leaves upon the

right side cannot be counted, nor distinguished

from the buttons. Only a single line below
the numerals in upper corners. A stop after

8 cts., there is none in the genuine. This
forgery was often obliterated with a portion

of a large round band, lettered Hawaiian.

Second Counterfeit.—Poorer than the first,

with the head of a doll-like appearance. No
white line between neck, and coat-collar.

The buttons defined by circular coloured

rings, not white specks, as in the original.

Under the upper numerals a single line. Nostop
after United States.* The T of cts. in lower
square, almost as tall as the c.

Third Counterfeit.—In Mr. Stourton's book,

a poor imitation is mentioned as having no
stroke between Hawaiian and 5 cts. We
have not seen this forgery.

Fourth Counterfeit.—This ranks among the

princes of imposture, and was exposed by our
editor in 1869. It is one of Boston's off-

spring, owing its birth to Charles A. Lyford,

of unenviable notoriety. The following are

the most important divergencies from the

original. No period after states, and the

lettering of united very uneven. Right
trunk of arm goes against the side line. After

cts in lower corner no stop. On slightly

blue paper, gum white, and the colour much
too intense, being a pure vermilion.

* The inscription at p. 44, first col. eighth line
from bottom, should read: United States. 8 cts.

Third Issue.

We now stumble into another chaos of

assertions, counter-assertions, and doubt. This

time the question is, for what purpose were the

the figure sets of the Hawaiian stamps

emitt d? We have referred to every known
authority, and, from them, cannot arrive at

any definite conclusion, and our enquiries at

the Honolulu Post-Offke have met with no

response. Our only plan, therefore, is to

carefully weigh the statements of others, and

to make full use of our reasoning powers.

In Le Timbre-Poste of October, 1864, is a

letter from a Honolulu correspondent,

wherein it is said that, "The I cent, stamp

(figure) is the local stamp of the island, and

used for the franking of letters and journals.

The 2 cents, stamp of 1869 was emitted for

flanking letters for the interior of the island.

Previous to this time the amount was collected

on delivery." In the excellent papers by Dr.

Magnus entitled Observations sur quelques

timbres Hawaiiens, no hint is given as to the

use of these stamps, although the varieties are

entered into with minuteness.

Still making our investigations from Le
Timbre-Poste, we find in September, 1865, a

long article on the Hawaiian stamps, wherein

is the following paragraph, " In July 1859, it

was decreed that letters and journals arriving

from abroad, should be subject to a tax on

delivery, the journals of I cent., the letters

of 2 cents. To this order is due the emission

of the (figure) stamps." This extract having

been en. bodied in an editorial paper in The
Stamp Collector's Magazine (March, 1866),

and never having been contradicted, has

obtained general credence.

Mahe, Maury, and even Moens himself,

make no distinction in their price-manuals,

between the engraved and type-set impressions.

M. Berger-Levrault in his French edition,

terms the latter " chiffre- taxe," and Mr. Overy
Taylor naturally taking the S.C.M. as his

guide, has, in the fifth edition of Dr. Gray's

catalogue, accorded to them a like character.

If upon reviewing the above opinions, we
base our conclusions upon them, it will be

apparent that the balance of probability is in

favour of the figure stamps being simply un-

paid letter-labels. Did we believe this to be

the case, our monograph would never have been
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commenced, for we have no more wish to

laboriously examine and describe, the differ-

ences in sur-tax labels, than we desire to

advocate the collecting of post-marks. If we

refuse to accept official franks, that did free the

letters that bore them, surely we cannot take

such rubbish as French and Baden chifre-taxe

labels, that not only had no franking power,

but showed that the postage, or some portion

of it, was unpaid, as is shown in like manner

by the sundry and diverse hand-stamps

impressed by our own postal authorities.

Consistency is a jewel, that our album makers

have done their best to tarnish.

We pin our faith upon the particulars given

by M. Moens' correspondent, and quoted by

us at the head of our investigations. The
late Mr. Seltz, in his handbook, called the

figure stamps " provisional," and so we con-

sider them. Certainly, the writer last

mentioned is not an often quoted authority,

but still, as his opinion seems to us to be the

correct one, we think it worthy of remark.

Without arrogating to ourselves the correctness

of our theory, we will give our reasons for

believing in it.

An inhabitant of Honolulu and presumably

a collector, distinctly states that the ic. and

2c. stamps are for local Postage, not a word

being said about any delivery fee, in fact, he

tells us that the stamps were issued, so that the

old system of collecting the postage from the

receiver might be remedied. The postage of

internal communications was ordered to be

paid in advance, therefore the emission of

stamps suitable to the new order of affairs.

What more reasonable, and easily to be under-

stood ? Nothing. The great stumbling block

is, of course, the statement in Le Timbre-

Poste, about the decree of July 1859, ordering

the levying of a sur-tax upon letters and

journals from foreign parts. We have the

date "pat " enough, but where is the decree

in extenso, and from whom got the writer in

our Belgian contemporary his information?

The inscription " Inter Island" proves the

stamps to have been for local use, and " Uku
Leta " {paid letter) is not such a very sensiole

thing to inscribe on an unpaid letter-label!

The first pair of figure stamps were cer-

tainly current between 1859 and 1862, when
they gave place to the type with portrait of

Kamehameha IV. It is highly probable that

the stock of the last named stamps being ex-

hausted, it was provisionally replaced by the

second pair of "figures;" and the later issues

of the type-set productions were brought out

at different times, when the engraved types

were not ready, or the post-office had none on
hand.

Another, but, we much confess, not a very

convincing reason, why the stamps in question

were not for unpaid letters, is that in sending

consignments to European dealers, the post-

master always charged their full facial value.

(To be continued.

)

NOTES ON TYPICAL VARIETIES.

mm
HERE are few stamps that have been
in use for any length of time, that do
not supply the student with abundant

matter for study, for when the differences or

changes in colour, paper, and perforation, are

exhausted, we may generally find some
puzzling discrepancies in the engraving,

which give us abundant scope for enquiry and
investigation. Varieties in the engravings of
stamps are of many classes, and are due to

many causes, the most prolific of which is

the transferring and multiplication of the

design by lithography. The more valuable

class to the student, is that which shews a

clear alteration of the matrix or steel die,

either by a modification of some parts, or an

entire re-engraving of the whole. It is nearly

impossible to describe minute differences,

except at great length, and the specimens

themselves are often so utterly unattainable,

that our publishers have arranged, from time

to time, to print photographic sheets as sup-

plements to this journal, containing photo-

graphs of the size of the original stamps;

they of course will represent, line for line,

every discrepancy or variation in the types.

We feel that clear photographs of such stamps

as the several types of Moldavia, the five

types of Zurich, the many different Geneva,
etc., published at reasonable prices, would be

an inestimable boon to those to whom the

originals are unknown, and often unattainable.

It is the intention then, to publish the present

Notes, and for those who choose to possess

exact copies of the varieties, the photographs
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will be printed in a suitable form for binding

with the volume at the completion of its first

year. We commence our series with the

types of the 3 c. United States envelopes of

j'853. In the S. CM. for July, 1869, four

dies of this stamp were noticed, but at the

present time we find five clear types, and two

sub-types. These may simply be classed as

square end labels, and round end labels. We
are without any evidence as to the order of

their emission, but we incline to place the

square ends first ; they are unmistakeably the

rarest, whilst of the round ends, type e and

its sub types are the common ones. The
following is an enumeration of the varieties :

—

I. Labels containing lettering, with square

ends.

Type a. Ends by three far off letters.

b. Ends by three close to letters.

c. Like a, but angles of both labels

intersected.

II. Labels containing lettering, with round
ends.

Type d. Ends of both labels close to lettering.

e. Ends of both labels removed from
lettering.

Sub-types (i). Letters thicker, engine-turning,

etc., the same,
(ii). Letters worn, engine-turning,

etc., the same, and rounded
ends of the labels nearly gone.

It appears that the Government printer,

Mr. G. F. Nesbitt, placed his name on the

earliest envelopes he printed, it was un-

doubtedly by Government authority that they

were so issued, but what caused the discon-

tinuance of this finish to the envelope we do

not know. We have seen three varieties,

viz. :

—

I. Embossed circles thick.

II. „ thinner, dots after Y and T
closer than last.

III. Embossed circles, thin like II, dots after Y
and t like I, N and G closer than in either

of the others.

They were embossed in orange-red and ver-

milion red in the colour of the stamp, and

are all scarce now, the only one at all attain-

able being type I, this we have on envelopes

bearing the 3 cents, of type b and d, the other

two are on type d. Of the stamps themselves

a is, we believe, unchronicled by anyone, and

is undoubtedly a great rarity ; type c is the

next rarest.

%\m\m of |hilat([lti{al publications.

The Philatelist.—A capital number in

every way. Here we get the earliest repre-

sentation of the new Chilian envelope, repro-

duced by us this month, and the first mention

of the further values of Tolima, We are glad

to see another instalment of that valuable

monograph on " The Envelopes of Ger-

many," which should do much to increase the

collection of entire envelopes. A " Spud
Paper" treats of the forgeries of the 1 864 and

1866 issues of Uruguay. The continuation

of " Telegraph Stamps," is followed by " War-
den's" promised paper on " The Stamps of S.

Domingo. This article will prove a very

useful one, filling a long-felt vacuum in phi-

latehcal knowledge. The writer says " much
as we should like to be able to adopt the ex-

cellent arrangement of types, species and

varieties applied so successfully to the stamps

of Western Australia by Mr. Pemberton, to

do so is out of the question in the present

case." Perhaps if " Warden" were the editor

of a certain contemporary publication, and had

been mean enough to borrow our private

notes on the matter, an article in the style of

our own on Western Australia might have

been written even on the stamps of S.

Domingo, but as it is, we now have the self

studies of an honourable man.
" The Philatelic Press" is interesting, and

is justly indignant at the petty larceny of

a certain journal. One cannotexpress too much
scorn for those, who having no ideas of their

own, filch those of other people.

The Postage Stamp Reporter. — The last

number we have received is amusing upon the

matter of the Egyptian "official" stamps.

After a somewhat prolix commencement, in-

troducing King Pharaoh, Strawless Bricks,

Joseph, " a corner in breadstuff," the Red
Sea, wooden nutmegs, and sandals, the faith of

collectors in the Egyptian circular labels is

ruthlessly pulled to pieces. Now that an
English amateur has condemned the labels in

question, it is very easy for our gay young
editor of Lowell, (Mass.) to abuse all those,

who, having been unforrunate enough to be

older and wiser philatelists than himself,

have for so many years regarded the labels as
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undoubtedly in use for official correspondence.

The editor of the Reporter, taking Mr. Hayns

as his authority, proceeds to accuse the pub-

lishers of the different magazines with trying

to wilfully deceive their readers, utterly

oblivious of the fact that he has no direct

knowledge of the subject upon which he at-

tempts to treat. The correctness of Mr.

Hayns's theory is not yet fully established,

for in The Philatelist of Apiil, two leading col-

lectors bring forward strong reasons in favour of

the frankish character of the stamps in dispute.

The editor of the Reporter is sharp, but he

will cut himself If he plays with edge-tools.

What do our subscribers think of this for

poetry, relative to a dealer's stock ?

—

If you'd see them, and you'd have them,
And of them to friends would tell,

Eecollect that A. H. Wheeler
Has got every kind of sell.

We will leave Mr. Wheeler in his store, and

will just scan his editoral remarks upon our-

selves—we require relaxation. After wishing to

our reviews some further ingredients of com-

mon sense, there comes the following crush-

ing paragraph :

—

" The editor will bear in mind that he was once
a youngster, and that possibly, he, too, often tried

the patience of his elders by his youthful ambition,

either in his efforts to train his famous bull dog,

or in his striving for philatelic fame."

It will ever remain a source of gratification to

us, to know that the fame of our bull dog has

not only reached that goodly city of Boston,

but has also penetrated into the wilds of

Lowell, and to feel that among our other

virtues, there may in (we hope) years to come
be inscribed upon our tomb " He was a writer

of the scientific school of philately, and kept

a bull-dog; reader, pause awhile, and if you care

as little for the opinions of his opponents as

he did, follow in his footsteps, R.l.P."

The American 'Journal of Philately.—The
April number comes out under the declared

editorship of a certain Mr. Alfred Turner :

we confess we are totally unacquainted with

any such name amongst philatelical writers,

but we suppose it is someone who has been

secreting himself under the proverbial bushel,

or, whose modesty requires the covering of a

nom- de-plume. However, we cannot con-

gratulate this gentleman on a clearer or more
incisive style of composition than his

predecessor, for instance, in the account of

the Stamp Auction, the following sentence

occurs " The collection was carefully cata-

logued and prepared for sale by J.
W. Scott

and Co., who conducted the arrangements

throughout, and, notwithstanding the hostility

of some of the papers, was quite a success."

There are other humourous remarks in the

same article. Mr. Scott's " History of the

Confederate States' Post Office" is continued ;

Athens and Macon are described. Regarding

the latter we shall have a few words to say

next month. In "Reviews" there is rather

an amusing cut at our Jonrnal, in which this

perfectly unknown " Mr. Turner " is good

enough to say that although our Editor is "an
accomplished writer" he "evidently lacks

experience in the editorial department. It

certainly shews very bad taste to review his

own writings that appeared in the S. C, M."
If this editor desires to find fault, why does

he not pick up the gauntlet we have so

persistently thrown to his Journal, month by

month, especially in the matter of

Confederates? Of course it may be that he

has a delicacy in going out of his depth in the

English language, but as he considers our
" fabrications concerning American dealers

and collectors are neither moral nor enter-

taining," we sincerely hope that no false

standard of delicacy will deter him, when duty

so evidently leads the way to the suppression

of our " immoral fabrications."

In order to give an air of honest conviction

as to our bad taste in quoting (not reviewing

as they assert,) what we wrote elsewhere, it is

very patent that " a name " has been placed

on their wrapper as that of a responsible

editor, and for a very sufficient reason. As
their "Reviews" this month contain certain

very favourable critiques on the "Price List"

and the " Postage Stamp Album " of Mr. J.

W. Scott himself, it would never have done

for the A. J. of P. to have appeared as still

under his editorship. It would have been a

case of extracting the mote with a vengeance,

with two such remarkably fine and palpable

beams in their own optics!

We think that this paper loses sight of

the fact that none of the leading English

magazines devoted to philately, insert adver-

tisements, when it accuses them of not
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mentioning the stamp auction in advance, and

that, because they preferred " to keep the

matter as quiet as possible, till it was too late

to divert any stray coppers from their

publisher's pockets/'

Turning to the May number, we find that

the editorial chair is most ably filled, the

greater part of the paper being occupied by a

condensation of the Investigation on Peters-

burg that appeared in our last impression

;

verily it is delightful to think that our humble

efforts to please, should save the Editor of the

J. J. of P. the trouble of writing original

matter ! it shews such appreciation to place

our articles first on the title page without

acknowledgement! The inference is, that

the Editor thinks our writings up to his

standard ! The " History of the Confederate

States' Post Office" treats of J. McCormick's
Baton Rouge Stamp, and of the New Orleans

pair. There is a curious bull respecting the

error in one variety of the former, which it

savs, has "the name spelt McCormick," this

is the correct name, the error was McCcrmick.

THE STAMPS OF TRINIDAD.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—Will you kindly insert the following

notes, as a kind of addenda to my paper on the

"Stamps of Trinidad ;" which appeared in your last

number.
Imperforates.—There exists a (one penny) car-

mine imperforate on C.C. and crown watermarked
paper. I have had one for some time, which I always
considered a genuine imperforate; but was not quite

certain until the other day : when I was shewn a

strip of three, imperforate and postmarked

;

which, of course, settled the question.

Too-lates.—Some of these stamps are to be
found, once surcharged, with the surcharging
partly on the stamp and the rest on the envelope.

This is probably owing to the sender, not having
any too-late stamps by him, taking the letter to

the post office, where the receiving clerk so

stamps it, and places it with the too-late letters.

Proofs.—To those who collect these it may be
interesting to know that of series I, there exist

proofs on thin white paper in black,- light blue,

mauve and vermilion. The current series {i.e. V.)

are to be met with, beautifully printed in their

normal shades, but with the word " Specimen "

printed across them.
Yours truly,

H. 0. W.

THE WATERMARK ON THE STAMPS OF THE
NOHTH GERMAN CONFEDERATION.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.
Dear Sir,—Having read Mr. Moschkau's remarks
about the watermarks on the North German stamps
a translation of which appeared in your February
number, I thought I would examine a large quantity
of the stamps, but after very much trouble I only
found four specimens of the 1 goschen, and they
were perforated ; I found no examples on the im-
perforate series, though such are stated to exist in

your Journal, on the authority of both Mr. Mosch-
kau or Mr. Lindenburg. I enclose you four per-

forated specimens of the 1 groschen rose, which
show a watermark, but somewhat different to your
February illustration, the lines being undulated
instead of straight. I send you these in 01 der to

provoke discussion on a matter that should be
settled ; if a few people were to take the subject

in hand, this watermark question might be settled

for ever.

Yours truly,

John Siewert.
Liverpool.

[It is curious that the watermark on these four
stamps belonging to our correspondent, is not of

oblique crossed lines as described by Mr. Moschkau,
and engraved by us on page 21, but is an undu-
lated watermark, resembling the burele on the
Alsace stamps, as nearly as possible in design.
This may have been a second experiment in water-
marking, it is very distinct, and we trust, some of

our correspondents may be able to throw a little

light on the period these were in use, and whether
the whole series existed with this peculiar water-
mark.

—

Ed.]

pistes 10 Cornsponbents.

H. A. de J., Notting Hill.—(1) Your Prussian
curiosity we have never seen before; it is certainly

not a postal. We append a description in the
hope that it may elicit information : eagle, with
PreusSEN above, and Neu Grosch. on solid label

below, large rect, black on yellow glazed paper.

(2) Your Naples is forged. (3) The New Bruns-
wick is a proof. (4) The Westervelt is presumably
an original. (5) Indian stamps are often dis-

figured with the hand-stamp of the firms using
them. This surcharging is done to prevent pecu-
lation. (6) This is an ex'raordinary looking
article, but we do not fancy it can be a stamp.
Being perforated upon three sides only we are

inclined to think it from the edge of either the
Hong Kong or Shanghai sheets. (7) This must
be from a chocolate or bon-bon packet, as the
name and address, A. Cisy 6. Ji. du Evuvre. seem
to prove. (8) All the stamps sent you from Paris
are counterfeit.

P.P.P.—We cannot accept, any stamps of the
Transvaal Republic in payment except under facial

value.
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OUR CATALOGUE.

S the advertisements on our covers have

announced, we have in preparation a

complete catalogue of postage stamps.

We have already been engaged on this work

for two years, and the occasional monographs

and reference lists that we have edited or

compiled, have all been preparations for this

work; it is a task that appears to increase in

magnitude, what with the astonishing number
of additions month after month, the increased

knowledge brought before us, and the con-

tinued research. We are lor ever altering

something, always re-writing and re-arranging,

until, in desperation of ever achieving anything

finite, we are almost tempted to give up as hope-

less, the compilation of a complete cata-

logue. Such a work, to meet with universal

approbation, must be a reliable guide for all

classes of collectors, from the one who con-

siders a single specimen of every species to

be sufficient, to the thorough-paced philatelist,
J

who takes every variety of watermark, per-

foration, and colour. Imagine the task of

assimilating all these conflicting opinions, and

even attempting to satisfy everyone!

The letter signed "p. 1. a" in the last

S.C.M., so vividly brings before us all the

requirements of a thorough catalogue, that we
think a little discussion on the merits of our

own proposed system would be advisable,

before we take the irrevocable step of publish-

ing the work. As it stands in manuscript,

alteration is comparatively easv, but when
printed, nothing but a second edition will serve

to correct any flaw in our present proposed

arrangement. After these few words of

introduction we will proceed.

There are two classes of collectors who
are as distinctly apart as anything we can

imagine. With the one (the larger portion of

our community), shades and varieties of paper

are ignored, the stamp proper (and nothing

but the stamp) being alone deemed worthy of

collection ; with the other,— the more ad-

vanced and the most truly scientific body of

amateurs,—all the distinctions rejected by the

other class, are made matters ol faith. It

this were all, a catalogue would be a less

difficult work; but, between these two styles

of collecting is another and very important

one, in which the collector takes whatever is

very clear, and, in his opinion, very distinct.

Thus, this intermediate style is, after all, but

one in which the collector acts as a free

agent, and simply pleases himself what shall

be taken. How, then, is it possible to please

all in compiling our catalogue? Our only

hope is to give such lists of species as will be

necessary to the great body of amateurs, and,

in addition, lists of those clearly prominent

varieties which may be implicitly accepted by

all members of the extended school. As for

the "intermediates" they must be left to

select and reject for themselves ; it would be

a work of supererogation to attempt to find

them a catalogue. Their principles are

worthy of the greatest encouragement, but

whilst some "go in" for shades, some for

simple imperforate and perforate, others as

quoted by " p. 1. a."

Regard as distinct, for instance, a series of

rouletted stamps and a series issued at a different

time and perforated in the same manner—more
generally, one where mere incisions are made, and

one where portions of the stamp are removed—as

denoting two different stages of improvement in

the process ; a series perforated 9 and another

14; a series with ihe colours light or the paper

thin, and one with dark colours or thick paper:

just as much, at any rate, as they look on stamps

water-marked with a star as differing from

stamps with a crown, or watermaked with a large

figure, from others with a small one.

This latter class, (regarded by the gentleman

quoted, as " the majority of collectors,")

approaches that section which Mr. Overy

Taylor, writing on entire envelopes, considers

as those whose "extreme opinions in this and

other matters are gaining too much ground."

How can we ever hope to please everyone ?

It is so important that something be done to

remedy the present want of a complete cata-

logue, that we must submit some speci-

mens of our own to the public, giving our

own ideas in full, and earnestly begging our

readers to give us their criticisms upon all

points.

We confine ourselves strictly to stamps which

prepay po t ige, and that are sold to the public,

thus totally ignoring chiffres-taxe and such

like rubbish, for unpaid and returned letters,

which every one collects because they are

adhesive usually, and tolerable-locking
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occasionally. What we want is consistency, and

not needlessly to multiply species in face of

the outcrv raised by those who object to all

varieties, and let us ask where is the consis-

tency of cataloguing stamps tor unpaid letters,

or stamps or envelopes for letters returned to

the sender ? The latter are the more sensible,

for they Ho carry the returned letter free.

Such stamps as the Baden Land-Post, Hanover

Bestellgeld frei, and others representing an

extra tax or fee tor delivery, we cercainly

catalogue as quite within the province of our

intentions, we may if popular opinion appears

to warrant it, form an appendix for those

rejected, and also another appendix for tele-

graph stamps, the collection of which is likely

to become universal.

The stamps themselves, strictly confined to

those which prepaid or which were used by

the public, we take in the following order:

—

1. Adhesive stamps for written communications.
2. ^itto, or bands, solely for printed matter.

3. Envelopes.

4. Pest cards.

5. Locals.

6. Reprints.

7. Notes.

We do not think this sequence can be bettered,

but are open to conviction. We include locals,

whether governmental or not, in the lisrs to

which they belong, because most peop'e prefer

to keep all stamps of one country together,

whether issued by government or a private

com pan v.

This is the broad outline, and then comes
the superlatively important descriptive matter.

If our readers refer to the often-cited list of

Western Australia in TJie Stamp Collector's

Magazine of a year ago, (June 1 871), they

will be able to form a fair idea of the general

rules, which we consider it necessary to fol-

low, in compiling a catalogue for all classes.

Experience, however, has shown us that the

divisions types, species, and varieties, are all

that can be defined without confusing the col-

lector, and these are what we elect to use

after trying an infinity of experiments. The
great aim has been to make one type (as far

as possible), comprehensive of the various

stamps in each issue, and thus to avoid multi-

plication of types in a series whose individuals

are slightly dissimilar ; where the different

values in an issue are different, it is a general

rule that they are alike (to all intent and pur-

pose) in the central device, therefore, all the

values may be generally described from that

central device, subtypes (marked a, b, c, etc),

being made of the other differences, and thus

the confusion of a separate t\pe for each stamp
may be avoided, and, the types will then

represent the entire issue of each year without

unnecessary division. The stamps of Belgium
will clearly show what we mean. In the first

and in the second series the different values

are alike in each issues, so we call 1849, 10
and 20 c. type I, and 1850, 10, 20, and 40 c.

type II. When we arrive at the 1865 series,

we find that each of the values is different

from the others, but that there is one generic

point alike in each, so we term the issue type

in, and subdivide again into a, b, c, d, and e,

a letter for each variety. The same applies

again to the current issue. After the enu-
meration of the types, follows a list of the

species, including only the normal shades, and
any official alterations in the colour or die, al-

though with the latter we have used our dis-

cretion in making subtypes (a, b, etc.), or dies

(1 and 11) according to the country ; for

example, in Great Britain, we prefer to make
the 4 p., 6 p., and 1 sh. rectangular, distinct

types, and terming those without letters,

subtypes a, b, and c. The same with the
penny and two penny stamps, &c, and we thus

describe the first types.

GREAT BRITAIN.

TYPE Adhesive Stampsfor Letters.

I. Profile of Victoria to left on engine-turned,
ground, solid lettered labels, postage above,
full value below, col. imp. rect. typo.

a. Star in upper, and letter in lower angles.
0. Same as a. with the addition of white line

above and below head.
c. Same as b, with letter in each angle.
d. Same as a, with letter in each angle.

II. Embossed profile of Victoria to left in lettered.
engine-turned oct. postage to left, full
value above and to right, col. imp. oct. typo.

a. Plain oct. ) -^ . ,.~ .

^
> Engine-turning differing.

c. Fancy oct. with heraldic flowers below,
etc., etc, etc.

SPECIES.
I, a. May, 1840. One penny, black.

July, „ Two pence, blue.

Jan., 1841. One penny, red.
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i. Two pence, blue.

c. July, 1858. ,, „
d. June, 1864. One penny, rose-red.

II. a. Sept., 1847. One shilling, sreen.

0. Oct., 1848. Ten pence, l>rown.

c. Mar., 1854. Six pence, lilac.

etc., e:c, etc.

So far, we have thought ic better to ignore all

watermarks and perforation, because, so far,

we have only considered the design of the

stamps, and, there is that large body of collec-

tors who only notice the design, to whom a

clear and consistent list like this is a necessity.

When the list of varieties is consulted, by the

aid of the references to the types and sub-

types, any collector may at once see what
varieties of shade, watermark, and perforation,

exist of type I, a, b, c, and d, and at a glance.

We now give parts of the list of Belgium,

the 1865 and 1870 issues bemg very compli-

cated ones as to subtypes, they will explain our

principle of keeping each issue under one type,

and the subtypes in chronological order if

possible, as well as, or better than any other.

TYPES BELGIUM.
I. Portrait of Leopold I., on ground of oblique

lines, with faint tracery on right, white
lettering, Postes slightly arched above,

value below ; numerals in circle in each
upper angle, col. imp. rect. typo.

II. Ponrait of Leopold I., on ground of crossed

lines in linear oval ; background of lines with
florid ornaments, lettered as last, but full value
curved in col. letters, col. imp. rect. typo.

III. Profile of Leopold I., on ground of lines, let-

tered Postes above, value with repeated nu-

merals below (except b), col. imo. rect. typo.

Head in varying circle or oval as under.

o ,- , .in • 1 ( Lettered solid labels
a. bond notched circle , , -, ,

7. o i-j t • j \ above and below.
0. bond cnamed „ J „ , .." [ Spandrils varying.

c. Solid beaded 0Tal ... j
In lettered solid Etrus-

d. Beaded circle j Q
can frames v.

( spandrils varying.

e. Circle of circlets on lettered solid ground,
Postes arched above, value with large re-

peated numerals below, heavy Grecian
ornaments above, tracery below.

IV. Profile of Leopold II.. on solid ground to left,

H.H.A.D.in lower margin, col. imp. rect. typo.

a. Head in linear oval, broken each side by
numerals, entire ground solid, bearing Bel-
GIQUE abo\e in arch, branches around, all

wit bin linear frame.
b. Head in linear pearled solid oval, within let-

tered solid oval frame, fancy ends, broken at
° each angle by linear solid circle, with nn-

, merals, centihes above and below, Bel-
gique each side.

c. Head in linear oval broken at sides by nume-
rals on solid ground, and broken above by
spandrils, all within lettered lined frame,

Postes above, Belgique below. Spandrils,

ornamented by fruit, and branches en-

croaching on sides and angles.

d. Head in lettered solid oval, broken at base by
branches, &c, at side by numerals, above by
ornament, Postes de Belgique above

;

angles square, ornamented.
e. Head in linear oval, broken by value on solid

ground, surrounded by fruit and branches,

encroaching on sides and angles, Belgique
on label below ; corners square ornamented.

SPECIES
I. July 1, 1849, Dix 10 cents., brown.

Yingt 20 cents., blue.

II. Aug. 10, 1850, Dix 10 cents., brown.
Tingt 20 cents., blue.

Quarante 40 cents., rose.

III. a. Nov. 1, 1865, 30 cents., brown.
b. Un (1) franc, lilac.

c. Jan. 1, 1S66, 10 cents., grey.

d. 20 ,, blue.

e. 40 „ rose.

IV. a. Nov. 15, 1869 10 (centimes), green.

b. Jan. 1, 1870, 20 centimes, blue.

c. Mar. 1. 30 (centimes), amber.
d. April 1, 40 ( „ ), rose.

e. Sept. 1 Fr,, lilac.

TYPES STAMPS FOR PRINTED MATTER.

1. Portrait, etc., as type II letter stamp, col.

imp. rect. typo.

II. Lion rampant on solid ground in crowned linear

oval of concen t ri c lines, broken at base by orna-

ment, from whichspringlarge branches, back-
ground varying, lettered scroll above, Postes,
lettered rounded label below with coinage,

numeral in lower angles, col. imp. rect. typo.

a. Background, crossed oblique lines
) y .

with dots. I J °

b. Background, lozenges of fine lines. ( .

' ,•
D

1 mmuuaj.
c. „ lines. J

III. Value on solid ground in linear oval, broken
above by crowned arms and motto, L"UNlON
fait LA FORCE, broken below by lion

couchant, and lettered label beneath, Bel-
gique, branches and fruits around, col.

imp. rect. typo.

a. Background lines, all within narrow linear

frame, Belgique in colour.

b. Design on a tablet, &&., beads round solid

centre, Belgique in white.

TYPE POST CARD.

I. Armorial insignia under crown, between re-

cumbent female figures, various emblems of

science to left, and type HLb. stamp for

printed matter on the right side. The whole
above fancy lettered tablet. Carte Cor-
respondance, three lines for address, all

within single liDear frame, outside of which
are instructions, in Flemish on right, in

French on left, 5^ + 3\ in., col. imp. typo.
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Where it is possible, we prefer to simplify

matters as much as we can, therefore, where

there is hut one series, and that obsolete, so

that we know nothing can be issued in the

future likelv to confuse, we stretch a point

and make subtypes of what ought, by rights

perhaps, to be distinct types. Thus, with

the stamps of Bergedorf, each of which is a

different size, and the i£ schilling is found

also spelt schillings, we arrange as follows :

—

BERGEDORF.
TYPES
I. Half eagle and half castle (arms of Hamburg

and Lubeck), conjoined above post horn on
ground of waved oblique lines, in circle of

intersecting circlets, lettered solid frame,

BERGEDORF at top, PoSTMARKE at base,

full value at sides, Angles, p'ain with

numerals, letters L.H.P.A. (lubeck: ham-
burg POST amt), in spandrils with shaded
pearls, coloured paper, square, typo.

a, b, c, d, and e, size increasing with value.

SPECIES.

I a. Nov. 1, 1861. Ein halber £ schilling, black

on violet.

Nov. 10, Ein halber J schilling, black

on blue.

b. Ein 1 schilling, black on white.

c. DIE I- Ein u ein halb, 1| schillinge,

black on yellow.

LIE 11.1 date. Ein u ein halb, If schilling,

black on yellow.

d. Nov. 1, Drei 3 schillinge, black on
rose.

Nov. 10, Drei 3 schillinge, blue on
rose.

e. Vier 4 schillinge, black on
brown.

Anyone who compares our descriptions with

the actual stamps, (and we have purposely

selected such as are in the reach of all), will

see that we aim at defining the component

parts of the design of every stamp, accurately,

and in so consistent a manner, that from each

description a rough sketch might be made,

which would exhibit all the salient features

of the stamp described.

In every branch of study, where varying

species have to be described, the utmost

niceties of distinction have to be reduced to

a system, minor points have to be fully con-

sidered and worked out to make subtypes,

species and varieties, and this is what we
desire to achieve for philately.

In describing a stamp we take its points in

the following order;

—

1. The central device.

2. The surrounding circle, oval, or border.

3. The outer frame.

4. The spandrils.

The lettering, of course, is described with
the part where it occurs. There are many
simple rules, which, when observed, save an

immense amount of vain repetition in de-

scribing stamps, the principal of which are

the following.

That lettering, labels, or lines when straight

{i.e., horizontal) are understood to be so.

When the outer frame of a stamp is a plain

line it is understood.

Anything embossed is understood to be in

white relief on solid colour.

When the word solid is used it shews that

the design upon the portion so termed is in

white, thus a lettered solid label, is a solid label

with white letters; a beaded solid oval or circle,

is an oval or circle of white beads ; and when
the word solid is not used it shews that the

letters, etc., are not in white, but in colour.

A linear beaded solid circle etc., has a white
line in front of the beads, nearly every oval

or circle of beads ; has a white line outside, so

this is understood; in the few exceptions this

may be easily and clearly shown, by describing

as Head on solid ground bordered by oval of
beads, as in 1866 Portugal, Spain 1862; in

Spain i86_l, it is an oval of circlets.

Entire background means what it says,

and usually occurs for envelope stamps, where
all being in white relief, we say entire back-

ground solid, see envelopes of Switzerland,

Bavaria, and Hanover Bestellgeld-frei ; also

English 4p. When part of the lettering is

white and part coloured on an envelope stamp

(as is very often the case), we describe as for

Austria 186 1 series, embossed profile of Francis

'Joseph to left in lettered ei.gine-turned oval,

Kreuzer (or word coin may b^ used) above,

numeral below in solid transverse oval. Em-
bossed profile, shews that the head is on solid

colour, and in lettered engine-turned oval, con-

veys the fact that the letters are coloured ; had
they been white, the engine turning must
have been coloured, and our description then

have read, in lettered solid engine- turned oval.

It so often happens that the various values

in a series are virtually alike, though from
dies separately engraved, but not sufficiently
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distinct to call subtypes ; this we define by
saying after the description of the type, when
we have stated the nature of the engraving

(typographed, lithographed, etc.), v. throughout

for varying throughout each value. It also

frequently occurs (notably with German
envelopes), that a great portion of the stamp
is precisely alike in every detail, but that the

portions relating to the value differ in

minutiae; these triflng variations are scarcely

important, but exactitude compels us to

chronicle everything, so this we show by v.

minutia, for each value varying in minutia,

and placed at the end of the description of

the type. We think we have written suffi-

cient to enable our readers to thoroughly

understand our intentions, and we trust they

will criticise freely.

HE S'tamp Collector's Magazine.—The
month of May, during its first three

weeks, was characterised by a dearth

of novelties, which was reflected by all the

journals, but despite this, the June S. C. M.
succeeds in illustrating the new Mexican, and
gives a good sprinkling of information. Mr.
Overy Taylor indues a very sensible article,

" The Gordian Knot of Stamp Collecting,"

breaking a lance in favour of cut envelopes,

and we entirely agree with every word he
says on the subject. Let cut envelopes be
allowed, nay, advise their collection and ar-

rangement with the adhesives as a necessity,

and then let those who are willing to conform
to the strict requirements of philately as a

science, keep their entire envelopes and those
separately. We are by no means veering
round, and going to join the ranks of the op-

position, in insisting on the necessity of
envelopes being admitted into all collections

in a cut state, we simply join Mr. Taylor in

these views, and, as a matter of expediency.
It is impossible for anyone at the present time,
by payment of any extravagant price, to go
into the market and buy uncut copies of the

4, 5, 6, or 7, silhgr. envelopes of Prussia
with silk threads, the ish. Mauritius, the 6c.

of United States, 1857,3)1 the old Thurn
und Taxis with lilac inscriptions, the 1 silbgr.

of Hanover, and dozens of others, which,

however, may be collected by anyone in time,

cur, though even in that state many are

virtually unattainable. It is on account of

the discouragement that people who are new

to philately must encounter in their search

after the unattainable, that we counsel the

collection of cut envelopes, as " permissible

and sensible," to quote Mr. Taylor's own

words. On the other hand, there can be no

question as to whole envelopes being the true

and scientific method of collecting, and, let

everyone who can, keep a distinct cabinet or

folio for them ; but let those who do not

want them, who consider them an " incubus,"

and who do not feel disposed to wait for

years in order to gather every envelope in its

entirety into their collections, let those, we

say, be permitted, without ridicule, or caustic

allusions to Hanwell, Colney Hatch, or

equus asinus, (the common or domestic ass—
an animal not yet extinct by any means), to

content themselves with cut envelopes alone.

Now, having probably surprised our friends

pretty considerably, we would drop a tolerably

broad hint to those who do not admire entire

envelopes, that we trust all the torments of

the bottomless pit may accrue to them, it

they, possessing entire specimens of any en-

velcpethat is obsolete, destroy the same in

ministering to their own hatred of the

" whole" svstem ; far rather send it (or them)

to our publishers, and receive in exchange

cut specimens, and further value for that ex-

panse of paper which they affect to despise.

Many shades exist in cut envelopes that are

not known entire, thus, the purists would be

found to ignore tuch variety, and yet, after all,

it is the stamp or frank that we want more

than the paper and seal, which are only its

auxiliaries. A cut envelope is not the thing

issued by the post-office, and, we believe, a cut

envelope possesses no franking powers abroad

any more than in England, so this very prettily

shows which of the two systems, whole or

hacked, is scientifically correct; and we have

a notion that if we write any more at the

present time, we shall be reversing everything

we have said above, and shall finish the page

by denouncing all who cut their envelopes or

newspaper wrappers; just as well cut your

post cards ! (This last remark is by-the-way,
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our readers must overlook it.) Thus it comes
to pass, that, as a matter of expediency, and

in the interests of extending philaelv, we
are obliged to remove the ban from off cut

envelopes, and to counsel their admission and
arrangement in albums, with their corres-

ponding adhesives. In the catalogue which

we are preparing, we have attempted to meet
this difficulty, and also the difficulty of se-

condary varieties. These two nuisances can

only be avoided in a catalogue, where every-

thing has to be chronicled, by a cumbrous

system of double lists; it can be done, how-

ever, and we are essaying at it, and probably

shall continue at it— for many months. We
must, to a certain extent, protest against the

imputations lately brought against ourselves

and other writers, of " prostituting our names

nnder the cloak of philately, to the advance-

ment of a system," and also that we are ex-

tinguishing philately, and also that our

"extreme opinions are gaining too much
ground.'

r Now, the one thing we can-

not understand, is the continued and

persistent overlooking of the fact, that a

philatelist is a tree agent, and no more bound
to take entire envelopes or one hundred varie-

ties of Trinidads, than we are bound to take

carved envelopes, or to confine ourselves to a

dozen Trinidads. T. he varieties do exist, and

there is no getting over or round that fact

;

we start on a basis of different values, and col-

lectors must and can please themselves, what
subsidiary varieties they choose to take. Let

the unhappy compiler omit to mention any

variety in his reference list, and the person

who most abuses his work, will write expres-

sive of his or her "very great surprise, that a

philatelist of such well known," etc., "should

omit," etc., and so on.

"The Papers for Beginners" are now,

perhaps, laying themselves open to the very

charges previously brought against ourselves!

In speaking of the Roumanian series of 1862,

head of Couza, we think the dirty yellow-

brown shade of the 2 paras on laid paper

should be catalogued, and of the preceding

series for Moldo-Wallachia of 1 862, it is hardly

exact to state that all the values on pelure and

on laid paper may be obtained with ease, we,

ourselves, havealwaysfound those onlaid paper

comparatively rare, especially the 30 paras. '

To the 1 869 series of Roumanian we can add

the 50 c. indigo with vermilion centre; there

is a probability that the 10 bani blue imper-

forate, of the new or bearded type of 1 71

will become a rarity very soon, as it was in

use but a little time, being at once superseded

by the perforated impressions. We think the

annexed list will prove of service to our

readers.

1869, Profile of Charles, with whiskers on cheek
only.

5 bani, yellow, deep orange,

10 ,, blue, deep blue, ultramarine.

15 „ red.

25 „ orange, with oval blue.

50 „ blue
,, „ red.

50 ,, indigo ,, „ vermilion.

Same jjrofile, with bearded chin,

1871, 1st series imperforate.

5 bani, vermilion, carmine.
10 „ deep blue.

10 bani, orange, yellow.

25 „ deep brown.

1872. 2nd Series, perforated, circ. 13.

5 bani, yellow.

10 „ deep blue.

15 ,, vermilion.

25 ,, deep brown.

Mr. Atlee on United States Locals is useful,

and descants upon Broadway P. O., Messenkope,

Pip, Prince, Brainard, and Westervelt, the

latter of which are turning out genuine! The
usual correspondence fills the number, from

which we beg to extract the following infor-

mation as to German Money-oider cards and

envelopes:—
1.—The stamps impressed on the money-order

cards do iudeed represent the postage and the fee

combined ; no other charge is made for the re-

mittance, but the postage is varying according to

the amount remitted.

As there are only cards with 5 kr. stamps im-
pressed on them, higher postage must be made up
by supplementary adhestves, for which the right

margin under the stamp is destined.

2.—The card or envelope is sent by the person

who obtains the money-order, and the amount is

paid to the bearer of the card or envelope, pro-

vided with his signature, without any legitimation.

3.—Private communications are allowed to be
written ou the left space (coupon) of the cards

and the interior of the envelopes ; the coupon
may be cut off, and the letter be taken out from

the envelope by the receiver before presentation.

Imperial postage stamps and envelopes having

been introduced in Wurtemburg, the local money-
order envelopes are withdrawn from circulation.

Speaking of money-order cards, I may as well

mention the " Post-mandat Karte " in Germany
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arid Hungary. Against a fee of 5 sgr. or 10
kreuzer, the post-office undertakes to obtain any
stared amount from any person indicated on the

card, and remits the money to the sender of the

card (if it be paid) by money-order, less the
ordinary fee for it.

The German post-mandate card is green, and
bears no stamp, but only a square destined for it.

The Hungarian post-mandate is also green, of very-

thin cardboard, and has the 10 kr. adhesive printed
on it, but in black colour.

The concluding letter is a very interesting

one by " p.i.a." on stamp cataloguing, which,as

we refer to the subject elsewhere, we refrain

from now further noticing.

The Philatelist.—There is a good number
before us, but nothing that we can fairly

extract. "TheParisian Collector's" papers on
*.' The Envelopes of Germany," are drawing

to a conclusion, and comprise Bremen,
Lubeck, and Hamburg, this month. Of the

Lubeck, with inscription and stamp to left,

the set of July, 1863, of
f-,

1, 2, z\, and 4
schilling, exists on large and on ordinary

envelopes; the set of April, 1864, wi^h in-

scription and stamp to right, is always on the

ordinary sized envelopes, and on whitish

paper we find \, 1, 2, z\, and 4 schilling.

Later we see a 4 sch. with schillinge in the

brown inscription, on the same paper, and last

appeared three values on bluish paper, 1

with schilling, 2 and 4 with schillinge ; curious,

this confusion between the singular and
plural. The 1866 stamp, \\ sch., exists on

whitish and bluish, and has the brown in-

scription always in the singular; it is to be

noted that the later impressions of the four

values existing on bluish paper, bear the in-

scription in a redder brown than the older

stamps. We are indebted to The Philatelist

for some other information which we embody
elsewhere.

Le Timbre-Poste,—The current number is

full of novelties and illustrations, upon which
we have drawn largely. Sen. Figueroa ex-

plains the presence of French stamps on
Cuban letters, (see p. 66 of our fourth

number,) very simply, by supposing that the

different French Consula es in the island

prefer to send home their letters by French
steamers instead of by the Cuban route. The
obliteration, 20 Fevr. 72, is French, too ; if

Spanish, it would have read Feb. (FebreroJ.

M. Moens is disgusted with the English

magazines; with The Philatelist for saying we
first noticed the Portugese Indies, when it was

Le Timbre-Poste; with us for copying his text

too exactly last month, and only mentioning

him three times; and with the ,S. C. M. for

remembering Moresnet, and misquoting him.

Poor Moens says of us, "It is true that this

was the only good news to lay before his

famished readers, and it was repugnant to Mr.

Pemberton to own that it came from Brussels."

Now, we call this cool, cool to absurdity,

when we so painfully and laboriously repudi-

ated all knowledge of the stamp in our last,

and laid the whole burden on M. Moens with

an impartiality that he cannot understand.

But, should anyone feel disposed to pursue

this subject, they will observe that the en-

graving given by us, is different from that in

Le Timbre-Poste and S. C. M., and we do not see

why the editor of the Belgian paper should

thus authoritatively charge us with not giving

him all the honour at first, when it might

have happened that we possessed the stamp

ourselves. If M. Moens were to distinctly

assert that he knew no one but himself had

an used specimen, the thing would be solved,

and we should know for a certainty that

M. Moens must have made them himself, to

be so intimately acquainted with the where-

abouts of all the copies ! Dr. Magnus, on
" Austrian Envelopes and Post Cards,"

finishes the number.

loqus Dtouettus.

RAZIL. Not being ourselves in cor-

respondence with Messrs. Spiro Ge-
briider, of Hamburg, we unfortunately

are not in a position to herald the advent of

any new forgeries emanating from that firm,

so soon as one of our contemporaries seems

able to do. A fine set of Brazilian envelope

impressions has been brought forth ; and the

journal to which we have alluded is exalted

with an exceeding great joy at being the first

to announce their appearance! The editor

of the paper in question prides himself upon

the fact that we are not lucky enough to

possess among our " private notes" any memo
randum relative to this new swindle. Ou
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good friend has the advantage over us this

time certainly, and if it is a source of conso-

lation and comfort to him, we will place this

remarkable " discovery" as a set-off against

the extraordinary coincidental results, arrived

at by him in his list of the Queensland stamps

with our own nines made some two years ago,

and shown by us to numerous amateurs. Not
wishing to deprive the chronicler of these

forgeries, of the lofty eminence to which he

has attained, by being able at last to give his

readers some information not derived from

other people's private notes, we will simply

add that whilst the forged Brazilian envelopes

are upon horizontally laid paper, the genuine

are upon paper laid obliquely.

Confederate States.—Of humbugs and

forgeries supposed to represent local Confe-

derate stamps there are no end. In the May
number of a stamp paper published in New
Jersey, are illustrations of sundry of these locals,

amongst others, those of Petersburg, and Mem-
phis 5c. We have had sent us as genuine

stamps, obliterated copies of these engravings,

in the correct colours, and are considerably

surprised to receive them, havinp had full faith

in the integrity of the editor of The Stamp Col-

lector's Guide, the magazine to which we have

alluded.

We do not think the forgeries were made
by the publishers of the journal in question,

but that the blocks were thoughtlessly sup-

plied to some person whose honesty gave way
before his cupidity. This only shows the

care it is desirable that publishers should ex-

ercise, in selling casts from dies used to em-
bellish their magazines.

Petersburg.—A slight knowledge of the

original would suffice to condemn the counter-

feit. In the former, the pearls in the rows of

ornaments upon each side of the numeral are

distinct and separate from each other, whilst

in the imitation the upper pearls run into those

beneath, giving the conjoined pearls a link-

like appearance. The lettering of Post Office
is not thick enough, and Petersburg is followed

by a period instead of a comma, colour of the

copy before us is very pink, but pale, and the

obliteration is in blue, showing part of a circle,

with an indescribable something in the centre,

and the end of some word around, the only

readable portion of which is Ville. This

sham is stuck upon yellow paper, and " au"

thenticated" at the back with a hieroglyphic

representing F. Gcwstow.

Memphis.—This last forgery is printed of

a decided orange tinge, and this is sufficient to

de'ect it from the originals, which are always

in rosy red. In the counterfeit the right hand

stroke of h in the name, slants considerably

inwards at the base, and after the d of Paid

there is a marked white place, which in the

genuine is filled with small dots. The
Memphis stamps were issued during the war
of 1 86 1 and 1862; but this impostor is

found upon an U.S. envelope, with the water-

mark that came in last year !

Hjtouclties, giscoucrics

licsusritattons.

and

NTIOQUIA.—New Shade.—The cur-

rent I peso has been altered from rose

to vermilion, says Le Timbre- Poite.

Bergen.—Perforated.— Copying again from

the Brussels paper we quote, the 2 sk. red,

figure in circle, perf. ci c. 16.

Barbados.—Star Watermark.—We have

received specimens of 6 p. intense orange, an

I sh. black, with the star watermark, and
bearing the usual compound perforation.

Denmark.— Bands.—The promised wrap-

per has appeared, it is 3J inches in width,

and bears the imprint of the current 2 sk.,

and a double border, all in blue. Le Timbre-

Poste hints at the possibility of a new issue

being imminent printed in aniline colours, as

the stamps in use are liable to be cleaned and

fraudulently re-issued. For our own parts we
should feel inclined to doubt whether there is

any basis for the last idea.

Cashmere.— Circular.—In our paper in

the 1868 Philatelist, (October), we gave the

centres of the circular stamps as \, 1, and 4
anna, and this principally because the two
highest were so indicated bythes-nder. Hav-
ing had the good fortune to examine some
very fine specimens lately, we are inclined to

believe that the two last characters given in

The Philatelist, should be reversed. The three

values are certainly from different blocks;

though the outer characters appear intended for
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the same in each, we can find dots and a curve

or two that appear peculiar to the separate

values. Dr. Magnus submitted a brght blue

one to us, that was certainly a trifle

smaller in measurement than any we
have seen. Of the three known values,

the following is the complete list

of all to be found, and, for conveni-

ence of reference, we append a fac-

simile of the centre of each, in the

order in which we now understand

them.
- anna black.

I „ black, intenseblue.

„ blue-black, vermi-

lion.

4 „ black, intense blue.

In addition we have

another in green, of the

colour of which we annex a facsimile. The
centre of the original is too blurred for us to

speak with any certainty as to its value, but

in the characters and the disposition of them,

it resembles the half anna more than any
other, and such we believe it to be, if it is not

an entirely new value. It was unfortunately

sent to us without any comment or explana-

tion, and it will be several months before we
can receive any answer to our queries; until

then we will bid it adieu. Should any infor-

mation reach us in the interim, we shall

hasten to lay it before our readers, for a resus-

citation of such curiosity and rarity, does not

often fall to our lot to chronicle, (except from
the United States), and it is seldom that any-

thing has reached us from a more unimpeach-

able source.

Ceylon.—Post Card.—The A, J. of P. en-

graves the new post card. It copies our own
in the lettering upon the face,

and has the stamp we engrave

in the usual corner. The border

is of an eccentric design, con-

sisting of inscriptions in native

characters. At the back of the

card is letter to be written

on this side. Violet upon buff.

Chili.—Perforated 1852.—A correspon-

dent of Le Timbre- Poste, mentions finding a

ioc. perforated in a lot of 400 used specimens

;

it was probably a private piquage.

[TWOCE w

Drontheim — FreshValues.—The new type

is already supplemented by specimens of -^ sk.,

blue (light and dark), and 2 sk. deep green,

design identical with the 1 sk. figured last

month.

Fiji Islands.—New Shades.—In March
last the Government printer received in-

structions to prepare a second edition of

the surcharged stamps ; amongst them were
a few 1 2 cents in a very rich shade of carmine-

red, the 2 c. also varied slightly, being darker

in colour. We are informed that if the

government established at Leouka proves a

success, which at present seems somewhat
doubtful, they will provide themselves with a

stamp bearing the profile of the monarch,
Cacabau or Cacombau, as variously spelt.

Falkland Islands.—The only impression

now in use, is that which we figured so exactly

on page 50. They are printed on envelopes from
handstamps, and the various values are written

against them. The rates we have are 6p., iop.,

1 sh., and thence by sixpences, up to 7 sh. 6p.,

and probably higher are made if required. Of
course, in a philatelical light, one specimen is

sufficient, and of equal value whether marked

6p., or 7 sh. 6p.

France.—New Type.—The 2c. lithographed

of the Republic, type of Bordeaux, has been

engraved on steel, and printed in Paris on yel-

lowish paper, perf. circ. 13-J-; colour, shade

of reddish brown; as we give our subscribers a

specimen further comment is unnecessary.

German Empire.—Shades.—In addition to

the Tgr-j altered to orange-yellow, we can add

|, \, and igr., in rich shades of green, violet,

and carmine respectively. The 1 and 3 kr.,

are also being issued in more intense colours;

all the values as first issued, both the Groschens

and Kreuzers, were pale and somewhat ineffec-

tive, they are much improved however.

Great Britain.—Envelopes.—We have

some specimens printed this year, the colours

of which are very much altered, the 2p. and

3p. are paler and more delicate looking in tint,

the 6p. is a pure bluish lilac, and the 1 sh. is

a light clear green.

Holland.—Private Card.—We have before

us a ioc. post paper (card it is not), one of the

vilest looking things extant. It is issued by
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the General Service of Rotterdam, to be

delivered in that city by the Society's com-

missionaires. It bears at the top, left side, a

porter holding an advertising board marked

franco. There are five lines of instructions,

and the usual dotted lines for address. The
left lower angle is perforated across, and

inscribed correspondentiekaart 10 cents, and

is to be removed by the porter for some occult

reason. The whole impression is red on

ordinary white laid paper.

Mexico.—New Issue.—We speculated as to

the amount of hideousness that the engraver

of this new series could achieve. He has

achieved immortality, he has engraved a stamp

beyond description! He is probably that artist,

(or a blood relation) whose efforts Charles F.

Browne so finely describes as being " by

one of the old masters who painted in oil-pe-

troleum—it was the last thing he did, and
then he died !

" No such luck for philately,

this man will outlive Juarez, and most likely

outlive us, for none of his patrons could stand

the continual strain of such art as this, it mtist

kill sooner or later. This unutterably fearful

design 's well represented by our engraving,

and, as our artist was not the designer, there

are a few softening lines in our illustration

not in the original.

We have the following values before us :

—

Seis centavos (6) dull green.

(12) „ blue.

(25) „ red.

(50) „ yellow,

(loo) „ lilac.

In our engraving it will be seen that Doce
is to the right, Centavos to the left, in the four

other values the word of

value is to left, and Centavos

to the right. We have a

full set surcharged 1.72 from
Mexico, perf. 1 5 ; the others

we have are 40. 7 2 from Tam-
pico, and 50.72, Vera Cruz,
and appear to be imperf.

The most curious thing

about the set is that they are marked all

over the reverse by a- lithographed moire pat-

tern in blue, resembling the burele on Danish
stamps as much as anything. The paper it-

self is not watermarked. As to the portrait,

Doce
Vienti cinco

Cincuenta

Cien

we were told (as announced by us last month),

that it represents Juarez. The Philatelist

says, " It is certainly not that of Juarez;" the

S.C.M. presumes that the upturned profile is

" that of the triumphant president, Juarez;"

and Le Timbre-Poste says it is the priestly

Hidalgo, and here we had better leave the

matter for a month's rumination. We may
add that we have found no copies postmarked

earlier than April last.

Mexico.—Anotado.—The Brussels paper

mentions some unused 50 c. of the issue that

has just gone out, being received each sramped
anotado in a black circle, and wonders whether
it was a mark of authentication, adopted since

the circulation of forgeries, which are said to

have been rife ; we never saw any that had
passed through the post however.

Norway.—New Shade.—The 3 sk. is now
printed in a much richer colour than the first

edition, so there are two very clear varieties,

pale, and intense carmine.

Holland.—Compound Post Card.—A card

for reply has been issued, similar in shape to

the compound cards of Germany; upon the

front flap is the design of the ordinary stamped
post card with Antwoord Betaald added
under the word Briefkaart. The portion for

reply is similar, but inscribed VooRurTBETAALD.
The double cards are minus the instructions

at foot, found upon the single ones. These
new cards are buff, with design in a richer

lilac than before.

Philippines.—Habilitado.—A correspondent

of Le Timbre-Poste, possesses a 5 euartos

Correos : Interior, with the surcharge

Hahilitado por la Nacion.

Prince Edward Island.—New series.—We
have the pleasure to present our readers with
fac-simiies of five other values. The lowest

and highest values we think will be new to

most of our

readers; they rb
are the hand

EJEEESEBf?

somest of the

series, and

the colours

are well
chosen. The
ioc. we have
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not seen, and our engraving is from Le Timbre-

Poste, where the colour is stated to be rosy

lilac, this is the shade of the 12c. beiore us,

and we al-

most imagine ^—7—*^^——;
that there b

must be some

error if both

the values are

alike. Tore-
capitulate
the whole

series as at present known, they are on un-

watermarked paper, perf. circ. 12.

ic. yellow, orange.

2c. rich blue.

3c. pale ana dark rose.

4c. emerald.

6c. black,

ioc. rosy lilac.

1

'_'
'

' I2C. „ „

H,Hd«=fcAKsUIHiGJ

Portugese Indies.— The New Issue.—The
Brussels paper has an annoyance with us

about these stamps, and that because we
engraved the 10 reis ourselves. What must

M. Moens think of certain sheets published in

London (if he ever sees them), which speak

familiarly of the 20 reis green and 100 reis

orange-red, whereas he reverses these colours?

for our own part we find M. Moens correct.

We have seen a few used copies, and our

impression is that the figures are stamped in

separately, and if this be so, one frame or set

of frames does for all values.

Russia.—Post Cards.—Those announced
by the S.C.M. for May, as projected, are

emitted and bear an im-

pression similar to the en-

graving annexed, on the

right side, the arms appear-

ing on the left as before.

There are two values, 3 kop.

brown, inscribed in Russian

characters, which being in-

terpreted signify Correspond-

ence Card for Town, the other is 5k. green,

marked Correspondence Card for Country.

There are now six dotted lines allowed for

the address, and the frame has been altered,

enlarged, and improved, and the printer's name
appears in the centre of the border at foot

;

altogether they are the most beautiful cards

extant, and are in every respect perfect. The
paper is slightly greyish, and unwatermarked

;

its thickness is that of cartridge-paper. Le
Timbre-Poste states that they were issued May
1st.

Russian Locals.—Bogorodsk.—We are

indebted to Le Timbre Poste for the whole of

the following engravings and information. The
first type exists in blue, and in vermilion-red;

the latter was printed on bands or wrappers

;

of this type the S.C.M. for last year, p. 97,
quotes, in addition, 1 kop. red, 10 kop. red.

The 5 k, type I. bears the lettering in colour, and

has the border solid and waved exactly after

the fashion of Bronnitzi figured below. The
second type is this, and it exists as adhesive,

5 kop. blue, and 10 kop.

yellowish red on bluish

paper ; as an envelope, 5

kop. blue, 10 kop. blue, and
very pale blue. The third

type is a copy of the second,

with a larger oval, neither

the design or the impression

are very carefully done, the

St. George is larger, but execrably drawn.

There are 1 kop. lilac-rose, 5 kop. pale rose,

and brown-rose.

Russian Locals.—Bron-

nitzi.—This is theengraving

of the type mentioned by
the S.C.M. last year, p. 97,
theinscription signifies Rural
Post of Bronnitzi district.

The stamp is 5 kop. ver-

milion-red. As will be ob-

served, it cannot boast of

much beauty or design.

Russian Locals.—Kolomna.—On the same

page of the S.CM., as

before given, we find this

stamp quoted. The inscrip-

tion signifies tillage Post of
Kolomna district, the value is

5 k., and the impressions are

in vermilion-red, usually

paler than our illustration.

They are perforated g\, by

rough cuts, not holes, and the paper is very

thick.
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Russian Locals.—Borovitchi.—This curi-

ously shaped little stamp is a

new type, 5 k. The whole

stamp is printed black on

white, and all save the central

circle is surcharged with
colour,, very dark red. The
inscription signifies Stamp of
the Local Post of Borovitchi.

Russian Locals. — Cher-
son.—This is the new type,

replacing that engraved in

our January impression. It

is perf. circ. \z\, 10 kop.,

red on white, not in two
colours as heretofore.

Russia.—Envelopes.—The 5, 10, and 20
kop., are now printed to the right instead of the

left of the envelope as heretofore, thus con-

forming with general usages of other countries.

Romana.—New Shade.—A 5 bani of the

bearded type has just arrived in the original

or proper colour, perf circ. 13, lightish red,

and dull carmine. These changes and altera-

tions are very confusing, and are the cause of

specimens becoming unattainablealmost before

being known. The 10 bani blue of this type

unperforated is an example in point.

Sierra Leone.— The New Issue.—Four

i! <

— values are

before us, all

printed on
paper water-

marked side-

ways with
C . C . and
crown, perf.

circ. 13. The
values and
colours are

shown by
our engrav-

3 ings.

The 6p. is unaltered save that the water-

mark is sideways; the colour, as we remarked
last month is more intense.

SpArN.

—

New Shades.—The 2 mils, is now
printed on buff paper instead of salmon, and
the colours of the 25, 50, 100, and 200 mils.

are more intense than ever ; this should have

been noted in our last.

Turkey.—New Shades.—Le Timbre-Poste

chronicles the following varieties, perf. circ. 9 :

IO paras lilac, and lilac-brown, 25 piastres

flesh, and 5 piastres bistre, unpaid. The 25
piastres is very clear and distinct from the

original shade.

Turkey.— T. B. Morton, and Co.—Not-

withstanding the assertions of M. Moens, there

seems to be some possibility that the various

issues of this office, are not humbugs after all.

In our May number we mentioned the new
journal stamp, and figured a design purporting

to represent it. The drawing was made by

our Bath contemporary from a sketch supplied

by Mr. Panopoulo, but the stamp itself

although of a similar design, differs from the

engraving in details. The following is a

correct description :

—

d. & b. s. l. s. in a ri-

band above, Journal Stamp in a curve beneath,

in the centre a flag in red bearing t. b. m. &
co., in the upper angles 10 paras, and in

each of the lower an anchor, all in red. The
whole within a black frame of lines and

small loops.

By the kindness of a correspondent, we
have seen the new stamp for letters. The
black portion of the design is the same as

that used for the journal label, but the value

and anchors are in oblong ovals of a rose

colour, The centre flag is also in rose and of

a plainer shape, and over Journal is stamped

in dull red the word Letter. Upon blue

wove writing paper; the specimen we desciibe

from is imperforate.

United States.—Registration.—A large

green stamp is used by the Post-office depart-

ment as a seal to packets of registered letters.

The labels have been previouslv noticed by

other journals, and we have a full account of

their use obligingly com-
municated to us by Mr. Tif-

fany, of which we shall avail

ourselves next month. Our
thanks are also due to Mr.
Wilhelm Faber, for verv interesting informa-
tion respecting the stamp here illustrated,

which was used in Charleston in 1861. Want
of space precludes us from saying more this

month.
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THE CALIFORNIA PENNY POST
COMPANY.

N a note communicated to us by Mr.
Lomler, we find the following in-

formation extracted from some paper.

"Penny Post Company, Office 1 35, California

Street, San Francisco. By enclosing a 5 cents

envelope of the Penny Post Co. in a letter

that may be sent up by express for 25
cents, the answer enclosed in that envelope

will be delivered in San Francisco by 7
o'clock without further charge. Rates 5 cents

prepaid, or 10 cents not prepaid."

To this is appended the date June 27, 1855
and the " remark about six months in ex-

istence ;" if this be correct (which we doubt),

the company had a marvellous number of

varving dies or types, which we will describe.

The firsr that we engrave is " Paid 5 from
the Post Office," as we reproduce the entire

envelope, a description is unnecessary; from
Mr. Philbrick's collection we can collate a 2 c.

to match, only bearing " To the Pose Office,"

but being cut to the shape of the frank, what
the lettering, if any, by its side might have

been, we cannot say. These are both coarse

wood engravings printed in black, and inferior

to our illustration, the cut specimen is on
an envelope of the United States. The next
envelopes reproduced, are also coarse wood
cuts, seven cents, this in black the oval

PENNY-POSTAGE PAID, 7.

in red. Returning now to our usual explora-

tion ground, Mr. Philbrick's collection, we
discover two very splendidly engraved stamps
which appear to be from steel dies, they are

neither of them on governments envelopes,

and are mentioned in vol. II. S.C.M., pages

1 19 and 1 20.

We can only speak positively of one ot

them being adhesive, and that is the small
" Paid 2 to the Post Office

"

which we engrave; it is

printed in blue on a paper
of no particular quality;

the other stamp is a "Paid

5 from the Post Office,"

which copies the size and design of

the engraving, but the entire background

is of very fine horizontal lines, on which paid 5
appears in white letters, surcharged with "From
the Post Office, care of the Penny Post Co."

LETTERS and other mail matter

deposited in any Post Office, will

be DELIVERED in San Francisco,

Sacramento, Stockton, or Ma-

RYSVILLE, immediately on the arri-

val of the Mails, if addressed to

the care of the "PENNY POST CO.'

c^l

-<JJlee/j
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The Penny-Post Ce.

deliver letters enclosed

in these Envelopes,

immediately on the

distribution of the

Mails, in

San Francisco,

Sacramento,

Stockton,

Benicia,

Marysville,

Coloma,

Nevada,

Grass Valley,

Mokelumne Hill.

TO THE PENNY POST CO.

(<?<zie
€f_ .

Cal.

Tbe party to vhose care this is directed is hereby authorized to open
and appropriate its contents. the ssme

Letters enclosed in this Envelope alone cannot be forwarded, as the Postage is not paid.

Seal your letter, then enclot-e in envelope addressed to the Penny-Post Co. Write plain.

Give occupation, number and name of Street when known.

m
(-Stlee/,

a/.

Care of the Penny-Post Co.
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in text, above are the words California penny
postage in bold letters. The small imitation

stamp is larger, and clearly

imitates the 1853 envelope;

the impression is blue on
very thin white paper, we
should have fancied from the

size, that it must have been
printed upon a plain en-

velope, but then again it

bears two heavy oblitera-

tions, whereas California

franks printed on envelopes are scarcely, ever

touched by a postmark. We finish the illus-

trations of the California

Pennv Post with an engrav- ;)pENNyj)
ing of an uncataloguedstamp |X post. X
in black, bearing the name I*<**>oopppo*

of Penny Express. We have no proof that

this is a Californian, but the workmanship is

so fine (apparently a steel

die), and the value 5 c
was issued by that Com-
pany, so we conclude to

class them all together; it

is said to exist in blue, if so, that would match

the other two described before it, and be fur-

ther evidence. We also figure two more

Penny Posts, both blue, both from localities

unknown to us and both fresh to the majority

of our readers ; they may prove to have some

connection with the other varieties.

For the sake of completeness, we annex a

list of the varieties as we understand them.

I. On 1853 U. S. Envelopes.

1. Paid 2 to the Post Office, cake of the
Penny Post Co., oblong, wood-block, black.

2. Paid 5 from the P. 0. &c, oblong, wood-block,
black, with advertisement to the left of it,

(illustrated).

3. Penny Postage Paid 7, narrow oblong, type
set black, (illustrated).

4. California Penny Post Co., paid Seven
Cents, transverse oval, embossed from wood,
red, with advertisement &c. (illustrated).

II. Adhesive.

1. California Penny Post Co., paid 2 to the
Post Office, oval, on lined tablet, with
hollowed angles, oblong, steel die, blue, (il-

lustrated).

2. California Penny Postage, paid 5 from
the Post Office, care of the Penny Post
Co. (the latter in text hand,) large oblong,
steel die, blue.

3. Penny Express Company, bear supporting
numeral, and horseman within oircle, above
and below in curved labels, large rect, steel

die, black, (illustrated).

4. Penny Post Paid, fancy spade-like border,

small oblong, type set, blue on blue, (illus-

trated).

5. Penny Post Paid diamondborder, small oblong,

type set, blue, (il.ustrated).

Since writing the above we have referred

to The Annals of San Francisco, where there is

a representation of the great seal of California ;

the figure of a grizzly bear was introduced

"as appropriate to the only section of the

country producing that animal," thus we
think it may safely be taken as conclusive

evidence that the 5c. Penny Express was a

Californian local; the bear, it will be re-

membered, figures on the adhesives of Carnes

and Co. Our illustration alters one point;

this we have done to prevent a too successful

imitation.

The note furnished us by Mr. Lomler
speaks of the rate as being 10c. for unpaid

letters, but the last envelope we represent,

will shew that at one period of its exist-

ence, the Penny Post Co. did not carry

anything that was not prepaid ; this envelope

was addressed to the same firm as the two
others we engrave in full, a house in San

Francisco, and it bears the hand stamp of the

Co. as represented; we imagine this envelope

must have been sent on private business of

the Penny Post Co. otherwise how came
it delivered, in the face of the first line of the

announcement ?

THE TURKISH STAMPS
{Continuedfrom page 71.)

BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

EFORE proceeding to describe the

second issue of these stamps, we
would ask to be allowed to correct an

error in our former paper, which we dis-

covered too late to remedy before it was pub-

lished. We have ascertained that the 20

paras yellow, on thick paper, does exist, with

vertical lines separating the stamps from
each other on the sheet. Whether the one

piastre is to be found also with these lines, wc
have not been able to discover. But the

existence of these stamps does not in any way
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interfere with what we said as to our belief

that the first series was lithographed. It only

shows that two transfers were employed in

the printing of the thick paper impression of

the 20 paras.*

Second Issue.

During the early part of the year 1864,

rumours were rife in Paris that a new issue of

stamps for the Ottoman Government had been

ordered to be prepared there ; but months

elapsed, during which collectors looked in

vain for the promised novehies, the delays

being accounted for in various ways by the

journals, some of which attributed it to the

want of punctuality on the part of the en-

graver, while others hinted at reasons but

little complimentary to the financial depart-

ment of the Turkish Government. It was

not until the first days of the succeeding

January that the new issue made its appear-

ance : Le Timbre-Poste says the 15th, but

most probably it was the I-
1
3 th. The dies

were engraved by M. Duloz, of Paris, who
also, at the same time, engraved a series

of fiscal stamps for the Turkish Govern-

ment. The printing was confided to M.
Poitevin, also of Paris, and both these gentle-

men exhibited specimens of the issue in the

Paris Exhibition of 1867, where they were

probably seen by many of our readers. Le

Timbre-Poste, in its announcement of the ap-

pearance of these stamps, fell into an error in

describing them as lithographed. They are, in

fact typographed by a process, of which, accord-

ing to Dr. Magnus, in his account of the

philatelical department of the Paris Exhibi-

tion, M. Duloz is the inventor, and by which

he is able from an engraving in taille-douce to

form a typographic die.

This issue, like the first, consists of two

series : one for the use of the public, and the

other for the use of the postal agents. The
first of these series consists of six values, 10

and 20 paras, and 1, 2, 5, and 25 piastres
;

* The printer has twice mistaken our sixes for

fours, for we are made to say that M. Rondot, in

the Maganin Pittoresque, assigned January, 1842,

as the date of the issue of the first series, aid that

the editor of Le llnbre- Poate received certain

copies without the block-printed band in Decem-
ber, 1844. We need scarcely say that these dates

ought to be 1862 and 1864 respectively.

the second of five only, there being no

corresponding stamp of 10 paras, though a

few copies were privately struck off, and are

now rather rare.

The design consists of a rayed star with a

crescent below it, on a plain oval ground, at

the outer edge of which is a

pearl border. Surroundir.g

this is a broad oval border in

ornamental work,theexterior

edge of which touches the 5
||j

rectangular framing at the \v&j
top, bottom, and two sides. £|ip
The general design is the <-~~

same throughout all the values of both series,

but in the 5 and 25 piastres the orna-

mental design of the oval border is different

from that of the rest of the series, and the

crescent is larger. In each of the four

corners of the stamp, is the figure of value in

Arabic numerals, on a plain circular ground

in the 10 and 20 paras and the 1 and 2

piastres ; and on an octagonal ground in the

5 and 25 piastres, the rest of the spaces in the

corners are filled up with trifling ornaments.

The two series are printed in colour on
ordinary white paper. For the first series

the normal colours are as follows :

—

10 paras, green.

20 paras, yellow.

1 piastre, violet.

2 piastre's, blue.

5 piastres, rose.

25 piastres, vermilion.

In the second series the whole of the

values are in warm brown.

Besides this, the whole of the stamps are

subjected to a second operation. On the

upper and lower parts of the oval bands and
on the two sides, are inscriptions in the

Turkish language surcharged on the stamps

in black. The inscription to the right signi-

fies Post, that on the top signifies Empire,
and that on the left Ottoman, while the

lower inscription is the value in words, Ten
or Twenty Paras; One, Two, Five, or

Twenty-five Piastres, as the case may be.

The entire series is perforated 1 2 f

.

Collectors may have remarked, that in some
of the specimens, the rays round the star

are wanting; we have noticed this in

the 20 paras and the I piastre ot the first

series and in the 20 paras of the second.

This defect arose purely from an accidental
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injury to the plate which was subsequently

retouched, and has thus given an additional

variety to the star in these values.

A curious error which occurred in the

arrangements of the dies is also worthy of

mention. One of the dies of the one

piastre was inserted by accident amongst

those of the 10 paras: and from this cause

we have a one piastre printed in green, but

surcharged with the inscription special to

the 10 paras.

The history of these stamps would be

incomplete were we not to mention that a

considerable theft of them took place in

Paris, and when, the series first appeared it

could be purchased there under the facial

value of the stamps. A parcel also was

found on the banks of the Seine, at Gre-

nelle, near Paris, containing a large number
of stamps, but so soaked with water that the

greater portion of them were reduced to a

mass of pulp. Some copies, however, of the

20 paras yellow were preserved, as also

some copies of the same value on thin paper

not perforated, and of the corresponding

value in the postal agency series on ordinary

paper also unperforated.

In Le Timbrophile for April 1868, a notice

appeared to the effect, that while awaiting a

new issue, the 2 piastres was being printed in

ultramarine blue. Subsequently, other values

also appeared printed in colours differing con-

siderably from those of the former impression.

The 20 paras from a bright yellow had be-

come ochre, and the 25 piastre from bright

vermilion had degenerated into a kind of

salmon-colour. But what passed unnoticed

at the time was, that a still more remarkable

change had been made in the inscriptions.

The slightest examination will show that

the lettering of the new type is far more com-
pact than that of the first type.

This later portion of the issue is also per-

forated \z\ like the earlier portion, but im-

perforated copies are to be found of the 1

piastre, both in the series for the public and
and in that for the postal agents.

Enumeration :

—

i. inscription type i.

1.

—

Stamps for the use of the public.

20 paraa, green, of the kind known as oxide of

chromium, varying in depth of colour.

20 paras, bright yellow, varying to chrome.
1 piastre, lilac, mauve, pearl-grey, and light

violet.

2 piastres, sky-blue, Prussian-blue, and light
ditto.

5 piastres, rose, varying to carmine.
25 piastres, vermilion, several shades.

VARIETIES :—

10 paras, green, die of the one piastre.

20 paras, green, star without rays.

1 piastre, mauve, star without rays.

1 piastre, mauve, star with coarse rays.
2 piastre, sky-blue, star with fine small rays.

2.

—

Stamps for the use of the postal agents

20 paras, warm brown of several shades.
1 piastre, „
2 piastres, „ „
5 piastres, „ „

25 piastres, „ ,,

20 paras, red-brown, star without rays.
20 paras,

,, „ imp.
1 piastre, „ „

PROOFS:—

10 paras, warm brown, lighter shade.
2, 5, and 25 piastres, same shades.

II. INSCRIPTION TYPE II.

1.

—

Stamps for the use of the public.

10 paras, green (oxide of chromium,) light
shade.

20 paras, ochre-yellow.
1 piastre, mauve.
2 piastres, ultramarine blue.
5 piastres, pale rose.

25 piastres, salmon.

VARIETY.

1 piastre, mauve, unperforated.

2.

—

Stamps for the use of the postal agents.

20 paras, light brown.
1 piastre, „
2 piastres, ,,

5 piastres, „
25 piastres, ,,

VARIETY.

1 piastre, light brown, unperforated.

It will be remarked that the earlier stamps
appear to be on paper yellower than those

issued later. It is possible that this is

owing to the paper being tinged by the gum,
though such a supposition appears to me to be
doubtful. In the stamps of 5 piastre rose,

with inscription Type I, this difference in the

colour of the paper is especially noticeable.

{To be continued)
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SURCHARGED MEXICAN.
SECOND PAPER.

E have received an interesting letter

from "A Parisian Collector," and he

has pointed out the following additions

to our list of surchargings on the first two
issues.

Huejutla. I Maravatio.
Tixtla Guerr.

|
Vict, de Tampas.

Tlalpujahua.

The second is a contraction for Tixtlan

Guererro, and the last for Victoria de Tam-
aulipas.

Since our last, we have received some ex-

traordinary specimens of half and quarter

stamps, which have done duty for one half or

one quarter of their respective values ; there

are specimens of cuatro reales black on yellow

cut in two pieces diagonally, and coming from

Guanajuato and Guadalajara, the latter speci-

men bearing the name surcharged in blue, in

which colour it is quite new to us. The
quarter stamps are of 8 reales black on brown,

presenting an extraordinary appearance from

their small size, and coming from Santa Anna
de Tampas. We feel sure that these were-

not allowed to be put on by the public, but

were placed on the envelopes by the officials

themselves, it would never have done to have

allowed the public to quarter their stamps,

for the great majority of postmarked specimens

would have furnished one quarter at least free

from postmark.

Our correspondent enunciates the follow-

ing view of the eccentric numbering, on the

eagle series, with which we feel perfectly

able to agree.

It is plain, I think, that the figures are

printed on the stamps at head-quarters. Were it

not so, they would not be so uniformly done, and
as you say, we find the change in type takes place

between 177 and 183.

Now I do not think that these numbers had any-
thing to do with the number printed. They were
a check upon the envois to the different} issuing

post-offices. My idea is this, that when a pott-

office wanted stamps it sent to head -quarters for

them, and that the head-quarters printed on the
Btamps a number, and entered in the books, so many
stamps numbered ,sent to , on such a day.

I will tell you why I think so ; I turn, by hazard,

to my p^ge of Tarnpieo. I have six Eagles here,

3 of 1864, 3 of 1865. The fctamps being as

follows :

—

1 real, pure ultramarine blue

1 „ dark „ „
1 „ bright blue

2 reales, yellow

4 „ green

8 ,, red

1864 194
1864 218
1865 62
1865 62
1865 62
1864 218

Out of six, three belong to the same lot, two to

another, and one to a third. I pos-ess two I Del
Carmen ; they are both No. 164, 1864. Now mine
were the result of a search years since, among
the stocks of all the dealers.

From such notes as these, I should say that the

theory that the numbers area check on the sheets

printed, fails in this point ; I have not yet found
one number common to two places. That is, you
will not find, for instance, 62, 1865, anywhere
but Tampico. The 62 is the No. d'ordre for that

lot of stamps sent there. On referring to their

books they find under 62, year 1865, so many
stamps of 1 real, so many of 2r., &c.

When the lithographed Maximilian came out in

1866,the numbers began again. They did not follow

on with the Eagle numbers of 1866, but the en-
graved Maximilian were used along wiih the litho-

graphed ; and I have lithographed and engraved
stamps with the same figures in 1866. The last

numbers, I think, which I have, is 18 or 19, 1867.

Now, in the last series, instead of a No. d'crdre

for each envoi, they adopted the simpler process

of a A'o d'ordre for each issuing post-office. Why
Guadalajara has been honoured with two is a
mystery.

This view of the surchargings on the Eagles

series is probably the correct one, and we
can corroborate every point advanced, and
multiply instances ad infinitum.

As to those stamps without any name sur-

charged, but bearing a date, we have the fol-

lowing specimens : a 4 rs. 7. 1864, and again

marked 167. I864, which latter number is

peculiar to Guadalajara; also various values

surcharged, 1 45. 1864 ; 221. 1864; 40. 1865;
80. 1865 ; 189. 1865; and 26. 1866.

Those named, but not dated, come from
many districts, the great majority, however,

from Mexico. In order to render these papers

more complete, we annex a few further notes

on the varieties in the surchargings on this

Eagle series, which notes, though not exhaus-

tive, give as much information as most are

likely to need :

—

Apam, is a surcharging unchronicled.

Aguascaltes (contraction for Aguas Calien-
tks), all we have seen have been twice surcharged
with date, two specimens marked 102. 1865, being
also stamped 41. 1865 and 62. I860, respectively
for example ; we have seen and heard of about a
dozen specimesn,
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Guadalajara,—Specimens so surchargedj are

of considerable interest (and also value), when
ohlitetated by the original postmark Eranoo en

Guadalajara, which afterwards did duty lor the

famous provisional set of that name. This post-

mark is naturally exactly the same as the Guada-
lajara stamp, only that the centre, which was of

course moveable, was the month and year (one of

ours has Mar. 6, 1866), instead of a value and

year. We have specimens of 1 and 2rs. without

date.

Guanajuato.—Those surcharged on the side

appear confined to 1864 and early in 1865. Of
those surcharged obliquely we find a specimen

107. 1866, with shorter letters than usual. We
have a 2 rs. of the first sort without any date.

JALAPA.—At side is 132. 1864, whilst one copy
at top has the letters closer, and is marked . . .

1866.

LAGOS.—Only copy is marked 21. 1865.

Mazatlan.—Either top or bottom found on

same lot, we have both.

Maravatio is communicated to us by "A
Parisian Collector." We have since found it in

the next series.

Monterrey is printed at side, or across stamp,

and is principally remarkable for being obliterated

Monterey (one K.), the spelling adopted on

the succeeding issue.

Morelia, in Gothic letters, is scarce, and our

copies are 1865, and respectively 13 and 17.

Puebla.—We have a 2rs. without date ;
and

we omitted to chronicle an error catalogued in the

S.C.M. for 1870, p. 25, viz., a 2rs. surcharged

Puebla, 120. 1884 for 1864.

Queretaro.—We have specimens from here

which are surcharged with a single numeral in ad-

dition to the ordinary imprint ; for instance, we
have 4 1866, surcharged 5, and another 65. 1866,

marked 6.

Saltillo is printed down the centre of the

stamp in large thin capitals ; our only copy is

232. 1864.

S. L. Potosi, the letters slanting back are the

rarest, and our copies are marked 77. 1866 in

several instances.

Tampico, we have specimens of the 2rs. in dark
yellow-ochre, without any date.

Tepic, we also find surcharged with further

numerals as with Queretaro, our specimens (marked
20. 186^), bear 10 in large figures at top. The
postmark on these is very effective, being black,

solid, and circular, the size of a shilling, and
bearing Correos Tepic in centre, surrounded by
a circle of beads and a further outer circle of one
broad line, all the design is in white.

Tepiji is added on the authority of "A Parisian

Collector."

Tulancinco is at base.

Vera Cruz, we have found specimens surcharged
242. 1864, the highest number for that year given

last month was 234 for Mexico. Our only speci-

mens with the name surcharged at side are without
date, we have several 2 rs., and a 4 r. thus.

Zacatecas, our set of these shews a higher
number in 1864 than even the preceding, we have
a 2 rs. 244.

The 1865 and 1866 lots are usually stamped
twice with different dates, the same as Aguascaltes,
and like those from that place have the name sur-

charged obliquely on the stamp. The 1864 lots in

our possession are only stamped once, we have
several with large date 166-1864, and the one copy
244 in ordinary figures. A pair of 1 real of ours
are stamped 20-1865 on each side.

Zapotlan, in roman capitals at side, is pointed
out by one of our friends

; (see correspondence.)

Taking leave of the eagle series we will

devote a little attention to the set which has

just gone out, and which commenced in 1868.

The view taken of the numbering on this

series by the Editor of Le Timbropbile is worth
recording here, it occurs on p. 463, and is a

correction of Mr. Van Rinsum's statement

that 22. 69 meant the 22nd month of the

series' currency ; the correction is that it

means 2. 2. 69, after the manner of the

numerals on our own envelopes!

From the surcharging on that set, we learn

that all the lots (or presumably all), were first

sent out with that well-known serrated per-

foration, very small, and guaging 19 by the

2 centimetre guage. Bearing the same date

(1868) we also find specimens from many im-

portant districts imperforate, and during 1868,

1870, and 1 87 1, we find no dated specimens

with the serrated perforations, except from

Mexico, which appears never to have used

imperforate. During the spring of 1870, we
obtained a few specimens, surcharged 0lf)t

-

tfrj

'70, and perforated by diamond-shaped cuts,

which only pierced the paper, and varying

from 13 to 14 and 16; at the same time we
had other specimens from Morelia ('70, and
surcharged in Roman capitals) of 50c, bear-

ing the same rough perforation. Was this

rude denticulation applied to other places, or

is this another instance of Morelia and

Mexico being alike? In the two previous

sets it will be remembered that Morelia is

surcharged in Gothic letters like Mexico, and

that so far as our researches have extended, no

other surchargings have been so. We think

we may assume that the first issue to all the

districts in 1868, was of perforated stamps
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the issue was not known in Europe till

October, 1868, so as we find imperforate

stamps were commenced to be issued in the

same year, the perforated 19 must have had

a very short currencv, except from the city

of Mexico itself. The specimens we possess,

dated '68 imperforate, are from Guadahjara,

Guanajuato (large letters), Durango, Campecbe,

Chiapas (blue), Saltillo, and Tabasco In con-

nection with the list of surcharges on the

1868 series given in our last, we may further

explain the following :

—

5. S. L. Potosi, in blue at side, dated 1868, 18G9.

Error 3 has name blue, dated 1869,

„ 8 ,, black, „

Name black, began 1869.

6. Guanajuato, large letters, 1868, 1869.

small „ 1869.

9. Matamoras, black ,, 1869.

blue „ 1870, 1871.

22. Durango, error 2, is 1869.

23. Oaxaga, „ 22, is 1868.

28. Chiapas, blue letters, 1868.

black „ 1870.

34. Is Maravatio.

41. Guadalajara, ordinary letters, 1868, 1870.

larger „ 1870, 1871.

In conclusion, we have just seen some more

specimens of Mexico, 1870, perforated 13 to

16, in which the date is to the left, the only

instances of such a thing in the whole series.

Having had our say about the surcharging?,

we will call attention to a fact that appears

well nigh overlooked, which is that there are

two distinct issues of the 1868 series.*

In the S. C. M. for 1870, page 26, atten-

tion is called to a specimen of 12c. varving

greatly from one known to be genuine, differ-

ing principally in the figure of value and in

having a broken line under the same. We
have never met with a specimen like this,

and it sounds to us like a forgery, as it is

imagined to be in the pages where it is quoted.

In genuine stamps the only point which differs

is the value, the figures of which are inserted

or engraved separately for each denomination.

The earliest sets issued, and apparently sent

to every office, had the figures engraved in the

most wretched manner and without any dot

after them. This is undoubtedly a character-

istic of the first 1868 printing, and, we do

* In the last volume of the S. C. M. on page
63, attention is called to this by a correspondent.

not think that any of that batch ever were

engraved with a dot after value. This opinion

is founded on our not possessing any specimen

of the wretchedly bad figures of 1868 dotted,

those that are thus finished off being* bad

enough and sufficiently ungainly in all con-

science ; but as the Americans say, "not a

circumstance " to the earlier ones.

The stock printed off must have soon run

out, for the dotted 25 appears from Puebla,

imperforate, dated '68, and beautifully clear

impressions they are; also from Mexico, same

date, and 100 c. The 6c. seemed the

last to take to the dot. Of this earlier print

we have the following:

—

Per. 19. 1868. from all parts.

6. 12. 25. 50. 100c. brown on brown, 100c.

black on brown.
Imperf. 1868. 12. 25. 50. 100c. black.

1869. 6. 100c. black (this last from
Mazatlan).

Of the succeeding printings with the dot

after numerals, we have a? follows :

—

P«rf. 19. Mexico. 1868-69. 12. 25. 100c. black.

Imperf. 1868. 25c.

1869. 1870. 6. 12. 25. 50. 100c. black.

We have not many specimens of 1871 sur-

charging, not having followed up the subject

of late, but will promise to continue these

notes up to the extinction of the series.

It is very probable, from slight matters we
have noticed, that several distinct printings

have taken place, and this idea i> well borne

out by the curious specimens perforated 13

and 14. to 16 previously noted, and marked

l^flrvifo- We have more than a dozen speci-

mens before us of perforated 19 -Mexico
dated 68, without dot; of imperf. 50c 69,

from various parts, we have more copies, and

they are all dotted; in this batch of 1870
with the large perforation, we have twelve

specimens of the 50c. and of these three are

not dotted, (the remaining nine are); all the

figures appear of a different class with any

earlier, and those undotted are certainly most

distinct from the 1 868 lot, so we can only sup-

pose that these 1870 large perforated from

Mexico and Morel a, were a distinct printing,

differing not only in perforation, but in figures

as well. We do not fancy that many col-

lectors have gone deeply into this matter, but

if any one is disposed to do so, he or she will

find it a very interesting study, and we trast
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they will help us to correct or add to any

statements in the present pages. In conclu-

sion, we have to thank an anonymous scribbler

for telling us that our last paper on this sub-

ject is " valueless except a 3 padding " and

"not even correct," and that because we said

copies of the current set are all surcharged

with name at side, whilst our friend had one

stamped Monterey through the centre. We re-

peat that all are found surcharged at side, and

one found stamped through the centre does not

invalidate our statement, or render the sweep-

ing assertion we have quoted more valuable.

(Uritarg.

EATH has visited many philatelists

of late. In March Lord Lonsdale

was taken from us, and now we
have to record the death of J. Wilkinson

Chapman, Esq., of The Green, Stratford,

Essex. Mr. Chapman was an old and

energetic amateur, and a member of the

Philatelic Society, He had been in

ill-health for some months, but the

announcement of his decease came

suddenly upon his stampcollecting friends,

by whom his loss is much felt and greatly

regretted.

CJjomsjiontoa.

THE QUEENSLAND PIRACY.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—In 1870 I lent you my stamps of

Queensland. In April, 1871, you returned them
me, arranged in a book with various MSS. notes,

in which book they now remain, just as you sent

them to me, with the addition of a few further

specimens since acquired.

They were sent to me when staying at Torquay

with our late lamented fiiend, Mr. Pauwels, and
he and I went over and criticised your arrange-

ment. The paper in Phil"telical Opinion has

not only the same arrangement, which, by the

way, is peculiar, but the same identical phrases in

certain cases. Many persons have seen my
stamps, but I am sure no one has copied your

notes of the arrangement. One thing is clear,

that there is absolute identity between your notes

and those published in Philatelical Opinion; and
it is apparent to everyone who knows how opinions
diverge on such a subject as arranging the issues

of a country like Queensland, that no two
persons working apart, would coincide in all

points. The general plan might well be the
same, the peculiarities and most points could not.

You are at full liberty to make any use you
please of this letter.

Yours faithfully,

Frederick A. Philbrick.
London.

BRITISH PACKET AGENCIES.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—Mr. Earee in his article on the above
subject forgot to mention the one at St. Thomas,
called the " British Postal Agency," as being the

largest and most important establishment of the

kind in any foreign state. When one considers

that the whole, or nearly the whole, of the corres-

pondence of the States of South America via

Panama, in addition to that of Mexico, New
Granada, Venezuela, &c, centres there, it may be
imagined what a large amount of business is

transacted, and that this requires to be conducted
by a postmaster and a large staff of clerks.

Yours obediently,

Barbados. H.

SURCHARGED MEXICAN.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal

Dear Sir,—Your able paper on the Surcharged
Mexican Stamps, induced me to look at my own
specimens.

I find I have a stamp of the Eagle series, bear-

ing the name of a town not in your list. It is a

2r. orange, with the name ZAPOTLAN distinctly

printed in Roman capitals on the right upwards,

the same being repeated at top, upside down, in

large italic capitals. On the left downwards, 92.

1865.

Of the Juarez series, I have a strange looking

individual, black on colour, also unchronicled. It is

the 2r. violet. On the left, upwards, puebla in

Roman capitals, the same being repeated under-

neath, also upwards, right across the face, in large

block letters, the P touching the bottom of the

stamp, and the last stroke of the A the top. Quite

on the right, upwards also, in smaller block

letters, the word CORREEEO, of which REEEO is

distinctly seen.

In the present Juarez series I have a 25c, dated

on the left, 1—72., and all the stamps of that issue

I have seeu are dated on the left for the year '72.

May I further add that MEXICO is printed in two
different sizes ; in the smaller the letters being

much thicker. All these stamps have one dot

after cent.
Yours faithfully,

London. H. A. DE J.
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AN EXPLANATION.
To the Editor of The Philate lical Journal.

Sir,—In reference to your remarks in the May num-
ber of the above, we do not wish again to broach
the subject of the Stamp Union, though still we
wish to answer some of your statements in re-

ference thereto.

We did not retain a copy of the Tetter referred

to, so cannot furnish you with a copy.

We forwarded a similiar letter to the Editor
S. C. M., and have now in our possession a letter

acknowledging receipt of same, and yet no men-
tion of it was made in the magazine. This,

combined with your non- insertion, to quote your
own words, is "passing strange."

The elucidation of " why fraud was prevented
by the letters being sent to our address," is simply
that we had ocular demonstration of the number
of tickets actually sold.

3rdly. On referring to the advertising columns
of the Herald for April and May, you will see the
fac-similes advertised.

4thly. Our sheets do not in any way resemble
either Turner and Co.'s, Clayburn, Dixon, and
Co.'s, or Sidney Simpson and Co.'s ; and the class

of sheets formerly sent out by the two last-named
firms are now used by Turner and Co.

We also with these remarks take leave of this

intricate subject, believing further correspondence
to be unneeded.

Yours truly,

EM. C. H. Calvert and Co.

James Foster, (London).—Your paper is very
nicely spaced out, and your puzzles are beautiful,

but too simple ; try some in Welch. You shouldn't

spell bluish with an e ; centavo without a v ; nor
Brcpkstad without a dipthong ; and, we are sorry

to have to call your attention to that prejudice

against spelling vermilion with double I, but you
really do it too often, and you know you cannot
always lay it on to the printer. When you go to

correct the composition of other people's adver-

tisements, for your future guidance we would
advise, don't tell them they " connot write
grammar," because it looks rude, and besides, the

word " connot" is too violent ; it should only be
used in extreme cases. " Cannot" is good enough
for ordinary abuse, at least we have ever found it

bo. When you've anything to say to an editor,

don't mix him up with other people, when you
desire to force your stamps on his notice because,
they exite wonder, (your spelling, not ours, James,
thank goodness 1), keep them, they won't go
bad even in this sultry weather. But don't ; do
NOT say that a specimen "is at the Editors service,

if he, &c," because there is but one editor of
our paper, and if you meant to offer it to him

(singular) you should say Editor's service, whilst
if you meant Editors plural, it would have been
more exact to have placed your verb also in the
plural, and written " if they." Pardon our
verbosity, but nothing is more reprehensible in a
young writer than this looseness with an.apos-
trophe. Don't drop unconnected inverted commas
about so prodigally, they cost money, and don't
afford satisfaction to anyone (but yourself,

perhaps, you being new to print, and liking every-
thing you write printed, maybe). Pray divest
yourself of tautology, and avoid such redundan-
cies as your page 33, where you calmly use the
following words consecutively, "Straw before
before being." Likewise, and this is for your own
good, if you could only see it. pray cultivate a
clearer and more incisive style. Your list of
Greece is very fair, very praiseworthy, in fact

;

really meritorious for a forlorn " hope ;" but what
is it? It brings vividly before us, dear Jamea,
those beautiful lines by Lewis Carroll

—

Twinkle, twinkle, little bat,

Sow I wonder what you're at.

If it be a monograph, why do you leave out so
many things? You never heard, we suppose, of

a Paris, printed 10, without figures ; didn't know,
we presume, that there were two imprints of the
Athens 5 ; were not aware, we imagine, that
figures at back of the current 40 are sometimes in

the shade of the obsolete? and, in fact, didn't
know much about them, but thought you knew
enough ! Why didn't you borrow somebody's
notes ? You be advised by us, and don't rush into
print till you find out what everybody else knows.
Then, again, what can you mean by your third
series, which you designate (with that lucidity
which appears inherent to you) " Printed in
Athens from " From what ? You rrmst see that
this is a very loose way of writing, " it is not even
correct." Just to oblige us, try and do better,

criticise less and do a little more, and don't talk
about Lindley Murray or anything else, James,
that is beyond your capacity ; and above every-
thing cultivate urbanity, and never be abusive
unless your own orthography is correct,"and not
then unless it is worth your while.

E.S. (Dorchester).—Your Ionians are genuine,
and, like ours, are obliterated by a black crayon
cross in addition to the postmark. We also have
them cancelled by pen-stroke, which is unsatis-

factory, and by Franca, in blue, within an oblong
;

the ordinary obliteration is narrower, and con-
tains some illegible word. We also possess a copy
marked by a red smudge, apparently transverse
oval in shape.

M.F.L. (Leith).—Thanks for the cuttings,
which we shall use.

F.A.G.— Opinion is divided as to the authen-
ticity of the stamps known as the 1861 issue of

Dutch Guiana ; if not emitted stamps, they are
veritable essays.

Printed and Published by James R. Grant AND Co., 18, Paradise Street, Birmingham,, to whom all communications for the
Editor must be addressed.
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Ci^am of tltq iRapdnt*.

HE Stamp-Collector's Magazine.—The
July number opens with the initial

paper of a new series, entitled "Notes
for Collectors," intended to follow Mr.
Overy Taylor's " Papers for Beginners," and
to. go " a few steps deeper than he has done
into the study of the varieties"; when we
state that they will be from the pen of " A
Parisian Collector," we have said enough to

shew that they will be invaluable. This first

instalment treats, in a few well-chosen para-

graphs, of the use of the study of varieties of

paper, colour, etc. Regarding the first fea-

ture, the following extact will interest our

readers :

—

Paper.—When we consider the different kinds
of paper employed for the manufacture of stamps,
we may well accord to it the first place among the
elements of varieties. At one time the paper is

coloured, at another white ; at one time it is a
hard hand-made paper, at another soft and
cottony; at one time thick, at another thin as

tissue paper ; at one time with some special water-
mark, and at another with simple parallel lines, or
what is called "laid" paper. All these are
differences to be observed, and observed closely,

as the employment or non-employment of any par-
ticular kind may serve to furnish internal evidence
of a point in the history of a stamp, which cannot
be supplied from other sources. Thus the presence
or absence of a watermark enables us at once to

discern between the first issue for Prussia, and a
worthless reprint. The difference of paper, whether
laid or plain, enables us to classify our first issues

of Canadian stamps into the early and the later
portion of the issue.

With reference to colour, there are some
pertinent remarks as to what may fairly be
considered as marked varieties, and the ex-

tract below embodies the chief argument, and
also again broaches the subject of a " standard

of colour."

The colour of the impression is an essential ele-

ment of variety. A distinction must, however,
be drawn between shades of a normal colour, and
different depths of the same colour. As a general
rule we avoid, as far as possible, overloading our
collection with these latter when they arise from
causes solely dependent on the working off of the
impression. Such varieties, and those akin to
them, as inverted watermarks, double perforations,
&c, we leave to fanciful collectors, who must
necessarily feel but little interest in star and such-
like watermarks, which can present so little value
to them in comparison with stamps such as those

of British Guiana, where they may discover a
portion of T. H. SAUNDERS upside down. Such
varieties only shew the unskilfulness of the work-
man, or an oversight on his part, and are not in-

cidents in the history of the stamp. But where
the shade varies in character—where, for instance,

it is Prussian blue at une time, and ultramarine at

another—it is worthy of collection. In making,
however, a selection of shades, it must be borne in

mind that the colours used in the printing of

stamps are most frequently compound colours.

The exact tint of to-day may be varied to-morrow,

and the day following the tint may be again that

of to-day. As far as possible we shall endeavour
to catalogue only such fortuitous shades as are of

any interest, though we sincerely hope to arrive

at accurate descriptions of those intricate shades

which we are constantly meeting with in postage

stamps.
The chief difficulty in the description of shades

arises from this, that philatelists have no standards

of colour to start from, and it would seem im-

possible to arrive at this, unless by some common
action amongst themselves. The colour-box is of

no use, for even in a common colour like vermilion,

we could find two or three tinges of colour, ac-

cording as it came from England or from France,

from Bath bone-place or from Soho-square. We
are aware that it is in contemplation to form a
code of colours for philatelists, and with the

present facilities of printing by the fhromo-litho-

graphic process, this surely is not an impassi-

bility ; without something of this kind no general

catalogue can ever succeed in chronicling the

various shades. Take for example the interesting

paper on "The Stamps of Trinidad," in the April

number of The PhilatelicalJoumal. The normal
colours of the sixpence and shilling of the issue

of 1865 are given as green and purple. But to

find the normal colour we have to hunt about
among the heights and depths before we discover

it ; whereas, if we had a fixed code of colours we
could at once find our starting-point.

The latter idea we have several times at-

tempted to perfect, but many obstacles have

presented themselves, and time will be re-

quired to elaborate the system; when clearly

printed, such a standard table of colour will

be really valuable, as enabling the collector

and the catalogue-maker thoroughly to under-

stand each other.

Another point in this paper, and one that

will please a great many of our readers, is the

stress laid on the collection of "well-chosen

obliterated specimens." Many collectors take

none other, but a large proportion are better

pleased by the appearance of whole pages

of immaculate specimens, we lean ourselves

to this method of collecting, but think that

I obliterated copies, especially of rare stamps,
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are somewhat neglected. Our reasons are at

one with those of "A Parisian Amateur," and
he thus expresses them :

—

For the purpose of study, there is nothing like

the aid of some well-chosen obliterated specimens.
When gold-fields in the Confederate States are
being daily discovered ; when reprints are being
every day foisted on collectors ; when dealers in
stamps are becoming almost as clever as dealers
in pictures by old masters—it is a comfort, to a
collector to be able to compare his specimens with
a good honestly obliterated stamp. To a certain
extent the successive modes of obliteration
adopted in a country, enable us also to arrive at

some approximate idea as to the period when the
stamp was current. A common instance of this

may occur to everyone in the case of the Maltese-
cross obliterating mark on our own early stamps,
first in red ani then in black. Dr. Magnus, in
his classification of the stamps of Victoria, found
the obliterating marks a most important guide to
him in his labours.

From these copious extracts from the in-

troduction, those of our subscribers who do
not read Tin Stamp-Collector's Magazine, can

judge for themselves whether it will repay
them to study with care the succeeding por-

tions of " Notes for Collectors." From ex-

perience, we can safely assert that Philately

was never more flourishing, but, to render the

pleasure of the pursuit lasting to beginners,

information from the beginning is needed,

and such information can be gleaned only

from Mr. Overy Taylor's "Papers for Begin-

ners," and in a more advanced form, from the

series, " Notes for Collectors " by "A Parisian

Amateur." Philately may be a real pleasure

to hundreds who never go beyond the face of

their stamps, by most of them it is "taken
up " as a pastime, but, if they have any ideas

of scientific arrangement, and more particu

larly the desire and time to make their pastime

a pleasant and instructive study, they will be

ever grateful to the two writers we have

mentioned, for the compiled and tabular in-

formation which they have prepared, and are

now publishing with original annotations.

The remainder of the paper has extractible

matter, which we use elsewhere, with ac-

knowledgment. Mr. Ward's queries are re-

produced by us, and the answers are given to

the best of our ability. The concluding

letter of "Correspondence," is indited by
Mr. Charles H. Coster, to whom, though not

our rule to give advertisements, we are happy

to afford that boon, as he distinctly contradicts

our statements respecting type II. Petersburg,

for which see our April number, page 58 ;

we, ourselves, as the writer and investigator

of the subject, are bound to confess that we do

no: believe that there is one single atom of

truthful fact in the letter mentioned. The
establishment of the existence of Mr. Up-
church, rests solely with a third, and probably

supposititious person, in whom we do not be-

lieve. Mr. Charles H. Coster, though un-

doubtedly a collector of considerable merit,

has been again hood- winked; our writings

have had the usual effect, we may expend a

week in investigating an American subject,

find nothing to help us in the omniscient

A. J. of P., yet, let us but give our opinion

—the result of really careful investigation,

—

and Our American cousins can then find out

facts by the dozen, or else get some one of

unblemished moral character to write them
for them, at so much per foot. The one

(possibly valuable) item of information is found

in the following extract:—
In regard to the order of the types, I have ascer-

tained that the Petersburg stamp was not issued

until sometime in the latter halfoi the year 1861
;

and one of the clerks then employed in the post-

office of that city says that it was used until the

Confederate oc.stampof Dela Rue and Co. arrived
say. about May. 1862, the first i^sue of the Con-
federacy apparently never having been supplied to

the Petersburg post-office. The blue handstamp
must, therefore, have been used from September,
1861, to February, 1862, and the black one during
March and April, 1862 ; This also shows that

"type I." was in reality used after " type II.''

In conclusion, Mr. Coster is going to tell us

something about the stamps "Pleasant" Shade ";

it is well, and we trust that for his own sake

he will be more fortunate than in his expla-

nation of the Petersburg swindle. We our-

selves incline to believe that a Pleasant Shade

stamp did exist, but do not believe that a

genuine one is to be had. We withhold our

notes or investigations into the stamps of

Macon and Pleasant Shade, until Mr. Coster

tells us what he knows, but what we wrote

concerning Petersburg was the result of care-

ful analysis, and we are not disposed to alter

one single word of our statements; we have

our own opinion concerning Pleasant Shade,

and the recently imported Macon, but should

like to see some clear statements from the pen
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of Mr. Coster, before we publish all we know.

Let him take the initiative for once, appear in

the role of instructor, and not in his celebrated

character of criticiser, the change would gra-

tify every one, and would have the charm of

novelty for himself. We trust he will not

consider us lacking in courtesy in tendering

the above advice, we for our own part think

it is a sad thing to find so much concentrated

information lying fallow, information that

any collector of experience must know would

be interesting.

The Philatelist.—The contents are varied

and interesting. "The Envelopes of Germany"
treat of Tour and Taxis this month ; the

details concerning the "rise and fall" of this

office are extracted from the first volume of

Le Timbre-Poste, but there is an earlier paper

in the S.C.M. viz., that by Mr. Mount Brown
in February, 1863, (the first number,) this we
mention as the author of "The Envelopes of

Germany,''' seems to say that there is no
historical notice of the office in any English

stamp journal, The earliest series, with

lilac inscription, exists in large and small sizes,

of which the larger is extremely rare, especially

gummed only on the extremity of the flap,—

a

sure guide as to the age of the envelope, and

that it is not a reprint. These two series

were printed at Berlin, " but at the close of

the year 1865, an additional value of f sgr. was
issued. This latter envelope was manufac-

tured at Frankfort, and was speedily followed

by the issue of the \, 1, 2, and 3 sgr. from
the same manufactory" This applies equally

to the Kreuzer set; the flap ornament on all

of this Frankfort printing, was a post-horn in

a glory, large on ordinary sized envelopes,

smaller on those long ones known as "ladies

size." Full sets exist of the former, of the latter

only ~ and 1 sgr. are known in the Northern
series, whilst of the Southern issue there are

l, 2, 3, and 6 kreuzer, the 9 kr. being lacking.

There is a short article on Chilian stamps,

from which we learn a few facts, which, being

condensed, are as follows. The 5, 10, and

20c. were issued in October, 1852, bearing

the head of Columbus, and they were engraved

in England; the first supply was printed here,

on bluish paper, and with larger watermarks

than those afterwards printed in the country

itself. The ic. was issued a year later, and the

supply was printed in England, the value

being but little used gave rise to the idea

that ic was obsolete in 1865, but such The
Philatelist's correspondent says, is not the case.

"In 1854 the ioc. was for the first time

made to do duty for the 5c. by being diagon-

ally halved." The writer believes that the

20c. was printed on blue paper, the same as

the 5 and ioc. and this we have verified.

The " blue paper" however, is simply a blue-

ness arising from some chemical in the gum,
and if this be a characteristic of English print-

ing, the 1 centavo should likewise exhibit it,

this we have never observed however.

Le Timbre-Poste.—The strong point with

this old-established journal is its novelties

;

as usual there are a good many of them, and we
are almost ashamed to acknowledge that we
are indebted to its pages for most of our

news of that character. We learn from a

short article upon the if sch., Hamburg
envelope, that a reprint has appeared. The
original was issued in 1866 and suppressed in

! 867, and is not very plentiful : it was always

on paper without watermark, which issue was

printed in Berlin. The printing of the second

series, with the large castle in watermark, was

executed in Hamburg, where they have now
reprinted the if sch. on paper without water-

mark, in imitation of the original. The make
of the Berlin tirage, or issue, was different to

that of the Hamburg makers. In the Berlin

envelopes the two side flaps are cut precisely

alike above and below, those on the Hamburg
series have the upper parts of the same flaps

much higher, and rounded instead of straight.

The inscriptions on the Berlin printed are

always in thin type, smaller and more legible

than that of the Hamburg. In the reprint

in the inscription, the compound word post-

couvert, is joined by a dot instead of a

hyphen, the paper is also of a more bluish

tint than the original envelope, of which the

paper was generally yellowish.

The Postage Stamp Reporter.—Contains the

usual incoherent abuse of everybody and

everything, all crammed into four columns,

with the invariable interjectional verses, with-

out which the paper would not be known.

One piece of abuse is, however, somewhat to
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our own mind, and concerns the stamp yclept

Pleasant Shade, of which the previously quoted
New York correspondent of the S.C.M.
promises full information, but evidently waits
to see how much, or how little, we know or

can publish, in our "Investigations." We
commend the following extract to his careful

consideration.

The very modest looking individual that heads
our article has had an eventful history. The first

notice of its existence appeared in the A.J.P. for
1670, Page 33, where in a short description, it is

stated that " this stamp was first described by Mr.
Watson in his paper read before the N.Y.P.S.
June, 1868.'' Very strange that two years should
have elapsed before its existence was made known
to the world

; but stranger still, in view of these
statements, that, upon one line day in 1869, a
young man should have entered the store ol Mr.
S— with a quantity of stamps, among them a
Pleasant Shaue, and that he (Mr. S—) should
have declared in the presence of a number of
prominent dealers and collectors, that the stamp
was new to him, that he had never before heard
of it. The excitement concerning it was at times
so great that—§2u.UU was offered and refused for
single copies. But all things earthly have their
day and pass away, and so with Pleasant Shade :

it has haU its day and now it must be consigned
to the dust. For to crown the glory of its exist-
ence, after searching all the maps and Post Office
diiectoiies of Virginia, we are unable to detect
any such name or place as Pleasant Shade—

a

significant fact iudeed. We congratulate the
person who may be a fortunate ! possessor of one of
ttie above named things, particularly if he has
acquired it by a generous contribution of shin
platters, and may he long live to enjoy the thought
that he has been made the victim of an unprin-
cipled New York Speculator !

The impudence of these sprout-like papers
is amusing, but the impartiality of their abuse
detracts Irom the real value of their facts,

whenever they are lucid enough to fall over
them, such as the above named episode of

Pleasant Shade. What is the use of writing

such twaddle as the following:

—

RUSSIAN Locals.—For some time past there
has been a regular increase in the number of these
so-called stamps. We ourselves do not profess to
believe in their claim as postage stamps, yet as a
faithful chronicler we are bound to notice their
appearance. The new stamps are Gerkanioff,
Smvelbolsk, Shouveloif, and bally bosk,—descrip-
tion impossible.

As a joke this last portion is fairly passable,

but the cool impudence of Mr. Arthur H.
Wheeler's expressed views on these locals, is

an excrescence of ignorance that could hardly

occur in this country, where their history is

known, and their character and marvellous

fertility of design make them eagerly sought

after and appreciated.

The Stamp-Co//eetor
,

s Guide, comes out with

five illustrations to its four small pages, and
the publishers trust to double the size shortly.

There is nothing fresh to us in its columns,

but it is a commendable improvement on the

usual small size ofAmerican stamp papers, and

deserves support. There are a great many of

these which fade away, as The Guide remarks

of the decease of The Collector, " after a linger-

ing illness, supposed to be loss of brains, and
patronage." The Canadian Philatelist is now
defunct, which is to be regretted.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

( With Reference List.

)

BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

( Continuedfrom p. 89. )

AVING proved to our own satisfaction

that the pair of labels constituting

the third issue, were for prepaying

postage, we will now consider them in detail.

Ten stamps of each value, were set up in

type, and then each ten were stereotyped to

form a single plate. We therefore get of

either value, ten types differing in minutiae,

and these variations are fixed, so that the

fourth stamp upon one sheet is exactly sim-

ilar to the stamp in like position upon another

sheet. Had the stamps been printed direct

from the type, it would have been almost

impossible to have known them from the

counterfeits, for variations would be constant

through the tightening or loosening of the

type within the " form." As it is, every

label not matching in all things one of the

ten types of its value, must be a forgery.

Copies of this issue are so rare, that we
have only been able to obtain a portion of

these types, whereby we are baulked of our

original intention to critically analyse each

vancty.

DESIGN.

Numeral within lettered linear frame, HAWAIIAN
Postage on left side, Uku LETA on right,

Inter Island above, value below.
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SPECIES.

cent, light blue on bluish wove.
2 cents, black „ ,, ,,

The paper is thin, and varies from a decided

duck-egg shade to almost white, but these

gradations of tone, are, we think, due to age.

The stamps of this issue have been catalogued

as upon white paper, but such never existed,

although the marked difference between the

copies in good preservation, and those much
faded, might well countenance such an idea.

An I cent dark blue (to match the like shade

of the 2c. in the seventh issue), has been

chronicled, but we have no proof that it ever

existed, and doubt the fact.

The following prominent features in these

stamps are worthy of remembrance ; the c of

cents is always somewhat flat, the cross-stroke

of the" t" in the same word is never very plain,

and the lines dividing the lettering from the

numeral are particularly thin.

As the forgeries of this emission do duty in

various colours, and on different papers as

representatives of the stamps of the fifth,

seventh and eighth issues, we will leave the

consideration of them until we arrive at our

investigations of the issue last mentioned.

FOURTH ISSUE.
Upcn the emission in 1862 of a more

ornate 2 cents, the figure stamp was discarded

in its favour.

DESIGN.

Portrait of Kamehameha IV., on a ground of

perpendicular and horizontal crossed lines, lettered

arched label above, tjku leta, and in spaces
above caused by the bend of label, leaves upon a

lined ground. The whole forming a rectangle,

and placed within an outer linear frame, with
foliated labels at sides, and lettered wider one
below ELUA KENETA, entirely cut off from the

upper portion. Numerals in upper angles, divided
from the remainder of label by a single line.

Almost every step we take in our researches

relative to the subjects of our monograph, is

beset with difficulties. Of the stamp last de-

scribed, there is a lithograph and a die-printed

impression alike in every respect, but how to

account for the existence of both we know
not.

All we know is, that the only specimens

found obliterated are the lithographs. What
then are the handsomer copies, apparently

from a steel die, and why were they not issued

instead of the very poor lithographic impres-

sions ? These are questions, which from the

scarcity of Hawaiian philatelists, will, we
fear, remain long unanswered.

We will first dispose of the stamps we
know to be genuine, and then enter more
fully into the matter of the engraved 2 cents.

Having already given the tvpe, we proceed

at once to the species and varieties.

SPECIES.

1862, Elua Keneta, 2 (cents) pale rose.

VARIETIES.

2 c. pale rose on white, laid vertically.

„ ,, „ „ „ „ horizontally.

This stamp is evidently not of home extrac-

tion, and was therefore most likely produced

in Boston. For some time past, copies have

been known of the die impression, surcharged

cancelled. In the Stamp-Collector's Maga-
zine for last May, was an able paper, following

up our own remarks {ante p. 43.), as to the

worth of these surcharged specimens. Al-

though we will not admit that the 20, as

also the 5c. and 13c. of 1853, may not be

reprints, we are inclined to somewhat modify

our opinion of the two last-named values, and

to concur with our editor, that " these stamps

are remainders, i.e., stamps printed for use,

but placed upon one side, in bulk, for some
inscrutable reason." The editor of the S. C. M.
considered the "Cancelled" 2 cents to be

most decidedly reprints, and in answer to

this, Mr. S. Allan Taylor comes forward to

defend these labels against that charge. As
the discussion is becoming an important one,

we cannot do better than transcribe the follow-

ing from the current issue of the Bath

journal.

We have received a communication from Mr.
S. A. Taylor, in which he contests our argument
that the Hawaiian stamps surcharged SPECIMEN'
and cancelled respectively, are reprinted. He
states that he has made certain inquiries on the

subject, and, upon the authority of an old resident

in Honolulu, he informs us that there are but
three printing-offices in the Hawaiian Islands,

none of which possess cojijur-plate presses ; "con-
sequently, the 5c. or 13c. have not been re-

printed." He adds, " The 2c. is a lithograph, and
there is no lithographic press in Honolulu, or

elsewhere in the islands. If reprinted, then these

plates must have been conveyed to the United
States ; aud the most probable place in which to

have the reprinting done, would be in this city

(Boston), where the stamps themselves were
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originally executed. The plates have not been here.

Is it impossible that there should be any 're-

mainders :

in Hawaii ?" The writer assures us that

his statements are positively true and correct in

every particular, and we are inclined to accept

them as such.

Confining our attention solely to the 2 c, it

seems to have been overlooked that they are

not lithographed stamps that are being offered

in such quantities, but those from the die.

That the lithographed type has been reprinted

we very much question, so, although it is inter

resting to know that the kingdom of Hawaii

is destitute of a lithographic press, that fact

has no bearing upon the matter in dispute.

The first notice we find of the die stamp

is in Le Timbre-Posie for January 1870, when
it is simply alluded to without any comment.
We are inclined to adopt the following so-

lution of this rather intricate subject. A die

was prepared in Boston, and by some process

a lithograph was taken from it; the die was
kept by the engraver, andso wasthe lithographic

stone used to print for the Hawaiian post

office. The above is only a surmise, but it

seems to us an available key to the difficulty.

That the lithographic stone was kept away
from the islands, we feel confident, from the

fact that when the stock became low in Jan.

1863, a provisonal type was adopted until the

further consignment was ready.

When the stone wore out, what was easier

than for the printer to produce his engraved

die and print from that? And this we think

is what was done on behalf of the postal

authorities— to oblige collectors, or, rather, as

a source of income, obtained from the duped
European stamp dealers. M. Moens in his

prix-courant gives this die stamp as an issue

of 1869, but this we feel sure is wrong, and

in our opinion these engraved articles are

utterly worthless. They exist in pale and

intense red, upon wove paper, both with and

without the surcharging.

Critical Analysis of Design.

Portrait.—Parting of hair distinct, centre of

hair with white space containing two lines.

Forehead of dotted lines, unbroken except

slightly above right eye. Epaulets of five

rings on left shoulder, of three on right.

Six leaves on coat collar. Right shoulder

goes against side line.

Background.—Very fine and even ; this

shows well upon the die-stamp.

Upper Portion.—uku leta in letters shaded

upon the right side.

Forgery.

We only know of one imitation, and that

a poor one. There is very little shading on

the forehead ; there is no period after keneta

as in the genuine, and the beard is too dis-

tinct. This forgery is printed in a brownish

rose, and in red upon blue paper. It is very

common.

FIFTH ISSUE.
The stock of 2 cents being apparently

exhausted in January, 1 863, the old type-set

design was resuscitated, and, at the same time,

the colour of the one cent was altered. We
are inclined to believe that the same casts

used for the third issue were also used for

this, the only difference being the reversal of

the colours.

1 cent, black on bluish wove paper.

2 cents, light blue „ „ ,,

,, dark „ „ ,, „

SIXTH ISSUE.
The life of the second provisional 2 cents

was very short, for in March, 1863, a further

supply of the lithographed stamps was re-

ceived and put into circulation. The same

paper was used, but the colour of the design

was more intense.

Elua Keneta, 2 (cents) deep rose.

Dtouetties, giscomies and

NTlOQ\JlA.—Farieties,CurrentSet.—
We find the following separate series

in the current issue:

—

Thin paper 2£ cents., very dark blue.

5

10

20
20

Thick paper 2\

10
20

dark green.

violet ; slate

pale yellowish brown.
dark brown.
pale blue.

dark gre'-n.

lilac, light and dark.

dark brown.

Azores.—Present Issue.—Of the new type,

the 80 reis orange and 100 reis lilac are now
in circulation, in addition to the lower values.
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Barbados.— Watermark CC-—Le Ti??ibre-

Poste chronicles two values " completing the

c.c. and crown series," viz., no value, green

and brick-red.

Belgium.—Post Card.—The same authority-

notes that the colour of the post card is altered

from bistre noir to brun clair.

Cape of Good Hope.—Shades.—The rect-

angular set may be formed into two distinct

series, the first of pale and ineffective tints, the

second and later of dark rich colours. The
lp. new die is in a rich shade of carmine, and

the 5sh. we have in rich chrome-yellow, and

in burnt sienna of the water-colour makers.

The 4p. blue appears to be again in use ; is the

transformed 6p. with red bars no longer doing

duty for that value?

Chili.—Post Card.—The actual thing is

not quite so handsome or effective as the

engraving in the S.C.M. led us to expect.

There are two pizes of the frame, the smaller

of which bears Imp. Albion at foot, the larger

(by about a quarter of an inch) is marked

Imprenta Albio?i. Our specimens are printed

on pale bluish tinted laid paper, very thick

and hard.

Confederate States.— Variety.—The A.J

.

of P. notes the existence of an issue of 10

cents, blue, of the small type head of Davis,

having a line of division ruled between each

stamp. It is not stated, however, whether it

is the Colombia plate, or the Richmond plate,

that has been thus served. M. Moens quotes

a ic. yellow postmarked Savannah, in our

second number we chronicled one postmarked

Richtnond.

Cundinamarca.— Resuscitation.— We ex-

tract the following from The Philatelist:—
A correspondent describes two individuals from

tbis remote region, which came into use four

months previously to those chronicled and figured

in our last year's January number. They are

rectangular, type set. Within a narrow fancy

border is a single-line frame, enclosing 5 or 10,

according to value, in centre; CORREOS above,

es de cundinamarca in two lines below ; black

on colour.

5 centavos, greenish blue.

10 centavos, pink.

France.—New Issue $c.—The 2c. has

already a companion in the 5 centimes given

with this number. The 25c. has become
much darker of late.

Gambia.—Shade \p.—The 4p. value of this

colony, was first printed in a dark or choco-

late brown, and obliterated in red. More
recently the postmark is black, and the colour

of the stamp much paler, being a light brown.

German Empire.—New Die igr.—-We
have to note an alteration in the embossed
centre of the rose 1 groschen. The arms

are increased in size, most perceptibly in the

shield surcharged on the eagle, which is four

times larger than the normal die. The eagle

itself is very different, and is surmounted by a

more elaborate crown. The ground is com-
posed of dots placed vertically, instead of

obliquely, as before. So far, no other values

are known to us thus altered. The general

effect is to embolden the somewhat ineffective

appearance of the plain centre.

Heligoland. — Post Card.— The Allge-

meiner Briefmarken-Anzeiger announces a card

bearing the English arms in dark blue. These
cards are not stamped, but like the German
ones have to be prepaid with an adhesive

stamp ; the ppecimen seen bore the 2sch. value.

Hungary.— Envelope Withdrawn.— We
hear that the 2$kr. envelope is not in circu-

lation. We also learn (see our correspon-

dence columns), that the newspaper stamp

horn to lefc is ifkr., whilst that with horn to

right is 2kr.

Madeira.—Present Issue.—The set is being

gradually completed, the latest arrivals being

50 reis, yellow-green, 80 orange-yellow, 120

blue.

Mexico.—Present Issue.—Le Timbre-Poste

has found a specimen of the new 50c. yellow,

surcharged Mexico in ordinary characters in

an arch, above the head, and we have 25c.

red, showing the same. We stated in error

last month that Anotado on the recent issue,

was printed in a black circle, it is not so how-
ever, but is printed in a straight line, in text

hand.

Cuba.—New Issue.—We learn from Le
Timbre-Poste, that waiting the series with

head of Amadeus, another issue has been

made provisionally, of the l8/r type without
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the date, of which a 1 2 cent, de peseta carmine

has been seen. One of M.
Moen's correspondents says ff€3|
that this value was provi-

sionally issued before the

1 87 1 series, but M. Moens
does not agree with that. A
very finely engraved essay is

given as the design for the

Colonies of Cuba and Porto

Rico ; the original was black on white paper,

perf. circ. 14.

Holland.— New Issue.— Without much
preparation, but in a quiet and business-like

wav, on the 1st of this month, the new value,

2 florins 50 cents, or 4s. 2d. English, was
put in circulation, it is to be followed by a

full series of a smaller size, as the current set

is exhausted. Our illustrations will render

description unnecessary; we think our readers

will agree that they are very handsome pro-

ductions.

Le Timbre-Poste gives the colours as adopted
thus:

—

Small size, 5 cent, blue.

10 „ carmine.
15 „ brown.
20 „ green.

25 „ violet.

50 ,, chamois,
large size, 2\ florins, rose and blue.

The whole series is on white paper, perf.

circ. 14.

New South Wales.—New Watermark.—
The current 2p. blue, appears watermarked
crown and n.s.w., matching the new 6p.

Norway.—New Shade, \sk.—The current

isk. comes over in a grey tint, quite distinct

from the normal shade of black. This grey

is not a lightly printed black, but a grey as

clear as the 4c. French.

Japan.—New Values.—A perforated Japan !

Here we have a brown specimen, identical in

appearance with the brown herewith, though

not frcm the same die, perf. circ. II. The
centre bears two characters, one is quite dif-

ferent to any we know, the character below
it being the same as the

lowest one on the other

values. Being same colour

as the already known. \
tenpo, we wonder if it is

the precursor of a new issue,

with the colours all changed. This character,

and the other mentioned above, are all that

appear, what the facial value is we cannot

surmise, for the specimen has only arrived

just as we are going to press; with it is

notice of a blue siamp, also perforated, and

like it on a thin pure white paper, quite

distinct from those known already.

Philippines.— The Pro-
jected Issue.—This type,

reproduced without value

in our May number, has

been seen by M. Moens,

in the two lowest values

on the list which we copy

from him ; the same two

values are before us.

16 cents, de peseta, ultramarine.

62 ,, „ lilac.

125 „ „ violet.

250 ,, „ rose.

500 „ „ grey,

all on white paper, perf. 14. The Philatelist

mentions four of the values in July on the

authority of the Lowell paper ; we engraved

it in May, and so did The Philatelist

!

Prince Edward Island.—Present Issue.—
We have heard no more concerning the

disputed 10c, but the following information

from The Stamp-Collector''s Magazine, will

prove interesting we hope.

It is well known that all the stamps of Prince
Edward Island, including the present as well as

past issues, are produced in the ateliers of Mr.
Charles Whiting, the well known printer of Beau-
fort House, London ; and bearing in mind the
beauty of the numerous essays of Great Britain

which emanated from the same establishment
years ago, we are induced to conjecture that the
limitations of colonial expenditure may have
something to do with the undoubted inferiority in

design of these stamps. That fine engraving is

expensive we know ; that it can be produced by
Mr. Whiting's house we also know ; hence our
surmises.
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Russian Locals.—Bogorodsk.—To render

the notes on the locals for

this district more complete,

we now illustrate the first

type (obsolete), which existed

in blue, and in vermilion
;

both types exist on bands or

wrappers (not only the

vermilion as stated by us last

month), which measure

nearly twenty inches in length.

Russian Locals.—Elizavetgrad.—This ex-

traordinary looking stamp, which resembles

a drawing of a clock, says

Le Timbre-Poste, is printed

in green on white paper.

From the well-read article

on p, 97 of last year's S. C.

M., we find the description

of the design is, " Archway
in centre,with shield between

columns ; spread eagle in upper half, and star

in lower, surrounded by round frame with in-

scription Rural Postage Stamp, book stand-

ing on edge below (all the above between

columns) ; sheaf of corn, with scythe and

quill pen entwined on each side of archway,

5 kop. inscribed on each column ; the whole

enclosed by round frame, with inscription

Elizavetgrad District Rural Postage

Stamp." The original colour was mauve, as

stated above, it is now green.

Russian Locals.—Rjeff".—The type repro-

|pg2j|gg| duced by us in January is

* obsolete, having been super-

seded by a stamp with letter-

ing in white on black ground,

the crown, the table, and the

poodle or lion, are all freshlv

engraved, central ground red,

and the whole impression

black on white paper, 2 kop.

Russian Locals.— Tscbougouief.—This the

simple but euphonious designation of another

district which possesses postage stamps, Le

Timbre-Poste promises an illustration shortly.

Russia.—New Watermark.—We omitted

to notice that the set of current adhesives

now bears vertical or horizontal undulating

lines in watermark.

m

Spain.—Projected Issue.—The latest design
" that has been adopted" is W*°

tolerably hideous, and we do ;V

not feel inclined to waste time

over it. It is absurd for us to Ij

give a fresh engraving each I

month and then say it is

definitely agreed upon. It

bears the word Comunicaciones in an arch,

the centre letters decreasing in size in an
exceptionally awkward manner. The value

in numerals, in lower angles, is equally com-
mon place.

United States.—Registration.—The use of
the large registration label mentioned last

month, and
^rif|l||||jlllllllll!)llil!!"

figured by Le
Timbre - Postet

is fully ex-

plained in an
in t erestin g
letter in our

corre spon-
dence column.
The label it-

self is not sold

to the public,

therefore its

value to col-

lectors is on a

par with the

Bavarian Re-
turn, and other

like stamps.

Wu rtem-
BURG. Post

Cards.—Since the 1st inst., the 3kr. post

cards, and the compound ones for paid reply,

are suppressed, because the rate has been re-

duced for the whole of Germany to 2kr., or

\ groschen. Le Timbre-Poste announces that

the new cards will no longer be inscribed
" Correspondenzkarte," but post-karte.

Philippines.— 1847 Issue.—We extract ihe

following information from Le Timbre-Poste,

and think it will be quite new to most of our
readers. On May 14, 1847, the Postmaster

General of the Islands, S.D. Antonio Gutierrez

y Pavia, made a proposition to the Spanish

Government, to issue four stamps for the pre-

payment of letters. The proposition was not
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favourably received, and that, because the

system of prepayment had not then obtained

favour in the Peninsula. This refusal was

not altogether expected, and the Postmaster

General had put the stamps in circulation,

and they were used for a very short time, for

the local correspondence of the islands of

Luzon and Manilla. The stamps are square,

coarsely engraved, and bear the bust of Queen

Isabella in a frame, containing the word

Interior above, and the value below. The
stamps were printed in colours on white laid

paper, and were of course imperforate.

J real plata, green.

2 „ „ yellow.

4 „ „ blue.

1 peso ruse.

If this information is reliable, we shall await

with interest any further details. It appears

that mention was made many years ago in

the Magasin Pittoresque,by M. N. Rondot, of

Signor Gutierrez's proposal, but he docs not

say that the four stamps were ever used.

Philippines.—Habilitado,—Mr. Ysasi has

shewn us specimens with the surcharge

Habilitado por la Nacion, of the 5 cuartos,

two dots after correos ; and also the violet 1

real, (1863), but on a letter of the present

year. Evidently they are using up all values

and issues in the Island.

Prussia.—Resuscitations.—We quote the

following from The Philatelist :

—

We have two singular resuscitations to

chronicle, which we never certainly saw, nor

ever remember having heard of before. By the

kindness of a philatelic friend, we have one on view.

It is a fac-simile of the Prussian 2 s.g. eagle

type, bu f
. considerably smaller and of a much less

azure blue. Being closely cut, it is impossible

to pronounce it envelope or adhesive, but it looks

more like the Eormer, all 1 gh 1 be back is gummed,
But. this is probably trom its having been taken

from mi old
ialbum in which it had l>een affixed.

It has passed the post, and is undoubtedly genu-

ine. The postmark is kkkun pe 27 11/7 /67

3-4 n. Mr. Scott notes the other rarity. It is a
4 pfennige green envelope; we presume of the

eagle type, though he does not say so. Informa-

tion respecting these old-new stamps, ;is the French
call them, is earnestly solicited,

Of the 2 sgr. eagle type we can say nothing,

is it a post marked cssav, or trial of oblitera-

tion ? The other, heralded by 7he American

Journal of Philately, is neither a rarity or a

novelty j it was fully described more than

four years ago, in the S.C.M. for Feb., 1868,

p. 26. It, and the J sgr. (also in green,

and which succeeded it), were printed for, and

used exclusively (?) by a private society,

named the Victoria National Invaltoen

Stiftung, whose imprint appears on the face

of each envelope. There is no inscription

above the embossed stamp, and the envelopes

are of many sizes, some being a foot long. It

appears to us, that in consequence of the good

objects of this Society, they were allowed to

send their packages of whatever weight at

one uniform rate as a special privilege. All

their varieties have been recently described

at great length by Dr. Magnus in Le Timbre-

Poste. We wonder that two magazines should

have fallen into the error of cataloguing as a

novelty, uch a widely-known stamp as this 4pf.

green. Since writing this we find the Jsgr. is

mentioned as having succeeded the octagonal

(4 pf.), in vol. II of The Philatelist on page 26 !

Portugese Indies.—The A. J. of P. speaks

of these colonies' emission as if they were

forgeries, calling them the set " we warned
our readers against last month"! We have

again to copy almost word for word from Le
Timbre-Poste. Two types have been discovered,

ami may briefly be identified by the follow

ing distinctions :

—

Type 1.

The oval bearing Ihc

value contains i I ver-

tical lines ; 1 he upper
inscription is separated

from t he lower l»y lour

balls forming a cross.

The frame is formed of

two lines, and I he orna-

ments in the angles are

small.

Type II.

The oval bears 32 lines

above, 88 below the
word keis

; the inscrip-

tions are separated, by
small strokes forming a
cross. The frame has

but one line above, and
two below and they are
almost. toUching, the or-

naments in angles are
much larger,

The stamps are further divisible into two
series, as follows:—

First Series.

First Type.—Wove paper, thin, perch en

points (16) sur ligne droit,

10 reis black.

20 „ vermilion.

900 ,, bright violet.

Second Type, Same paper and perforation as

above.
40 reis dull blue.

LOO ,, green.

200 „ olive-yellow.
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Second Series.

1st type, -wove paper, much thicker, perf. 13 J,

square punctures,

10 reis black

20 „ vermilion

40 „ ultramarine

Third Series.

1st type, laid paper, perf. 13i, square punctures,

10 reis black

20 „ vermilion

It may be presumed that these two last series

contain more stamps than here given. It is

not unlikely, says M. Moens, that type two

no longer figures in the set, it having been
" suppressed" for the 40 reis. Some of these

varieties must eventually become rare, of the

first series especially.

Spain. — 1855 Error. — Le Timbre-Poste

chronicles a specimen of 1 real, 1855, with

the numeral of value omitted, its place being

occupied by a small square formed of white

lines. Continuous research amongst large

quantities of these stamps, has been rewarded

by many rare and curious errors.

Spain.—New Shade 2$c.—This stamp now
appears in red-violet.

Switzerland.— Band.— It has been ob-

served that the 5c. is now issued, in chalky

pink, dated 20, 3.71: this does not appear

to us to be news, the change is not recent.

Transvaal Republic.—New Issue !—The
youth Enterlein, of whose misdeeds we spake

in a former number, has, through our ex-

posure, induced the authorities for their own
protection, to decide upon a new issue. Two
of the designs, says the S. C. M., will probably

bear a likeness of T. F. Burgers—the new
President—and two ostriches, not in one

group, however, but Mr. Burgers solus and

the pair of ostriches together. If one of

the American Bank Note Companies engrave

these, as at present intended, there is a chance

that the brace of ostriches may be more suc-

cessful as representative birds, than the

present " owl eagle," creatures are of anything

ornithological.

Tolima.— 1868 Reputed Postal.—In Sep-

tember, 1870, The Philatelist mentioned a

20c. of Tolima, of a large size, bearing arms
and inscribed Estado de* Tolima, which had

*Tkis is incorrect, del Tolima seems the only ac-

urate spelling.

been found in May, 1 868. The Philatelist

still languishes for information ; so far as we
know, or can recognise the description, it is

a not uncommon fiscal, and no more a postal

than the Magdalena stamps. S. A. Taylor
is always talking about such a stamp; if that

seen by The Philatelist came from him, it was
probably his own make, and the false spelling

would be explained,

SURCHARGED MEXICAN.
Third Paper.

UN a beautiful unused specimen of the

early 8 reales, lilac on white, of a

curious brownish tint, we find the

imprint kalmismo, what it means we cannot
imagine, for there is no such name on the

map; and it does not look like Spanish.

Another imprint identified by "A Parisian

Collector," is tula, on the earliest colour-

upon-white-paper-series ; in the S.C.M. the

same writer makes the following remarks :—
With regard to the stamps surcharged Mexico,

I have never found any copies of the first series,

colour on white, surcharged in block capitals or
Egyptian type ; but the series black on colour
and colour on colour are found surcharged with
this type, in two sizes.

In the eagle series it seems probable that the
figures were not printed upon those first issued,

for many copies are found without figures, espe-
cially amongst the older shades. I take exception
to the mode of spelling cuernavaca ; it is not
spelt " Quernavaga," either on the stamps or on
the French map of Mexico. I could add several
names also to the list of 39, given by The
PMlatelical Journal ; but some of them—like

Pubanco—are to be found on the stamp but not on
the map. It is probable that during the French
occupation many small offices, which neither be-
fore nor after it, issued stamps, received their
supplies from head-quarters.

Respecting the absence of name on stamps

of the Eagle series, the following remarks

occur:

—

Before the stamps were issued to the public,

they were stamped v/ith the name of the issuiug
office ; but it is evident that not unfrequently
this was omitted. Some offices seem also to have
been unprovided with the necessary stamp, as I

have found the name, in more than one case,

written upon the stamp. I do not see that much
notice need be taken as to whether the name was
stamped on the side, the bottom, or the top. It

is ordinarily at the side ; but there are many
variations from the list, as given in The PMla-
telical Journal.
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Of course the position of the surcharging

is nothing, we only chronicled it because it

was different. The following corrects a slip

of the pen on our part, we should have said

" the names of towns or districts " in each

case : " name of state " is not accurate, or

what we meant :

—

The question, then, as to the meaning of the

figures surcharged on these stamps is, I think,

pretty clearly solved, but the ralsun d'etre of the

names does not appear to me to be so easy of solu-

tion. At one time the author of the paper calls

them the " names of towns or districts ;"

at another, the "name of state." If, by the latter

expression he means the provinces which make up

the Mexican republic, I think he is wrong, as there

are many names in the lists which are not the

names of provinces, nor even of departments.

According to the statistical table* of M. Garcia y
Cubas, published in Mexico in 1870, the country

is divided into 27 states. In every one of these

Btates the name of one town at least is repre-

sented on the stamps, and in some, two, three, or

more. Does not this point rather to a species of

postal district, some particular town in which is

the seat of the office deriving its supplies from
head- quarters, and with which the head office

keeps its account, and which in its turn supplies

the wants of the particular district 1

Following up the Eagle series, we find the

following additions to our list in a very fine

collection passing through our publishers

hands :

—

S. L. Potosi, a 2rs. orange-yellow, without
date.

Vera Cruz, a 1 real ultramarine and 4rs. both
without date, and surcharged at top.

Guadalajara, medio red-lilac, marked 213.

1864 ; we found last month 242 for Vera
Cruz, and 241 for Zacatecas. Two speci-

mens aremarked 207. 1864 (^fiom Guadalajara),

one ultamarine, the other slate-blue.

In the same collection is a curious specimen

of a medio real Eagle, deep rose-lilac, without

name, stamped twice with date, once 241.

1864 in ordinary figures, the second time 12.

1865 in large figures; according to all our

previous researches, any 1865 ought to be

in ordinary figures, this specimen is an ex-

ception to the order explained by us on page

82.

Of the 1868 series, since writing in our

May number, we have added,

2 (

J. Tula de Tampas, straight down centre.

34. Maravatio.

Leaving numbers 15, 27, and 32 still un-

known. The second we possess but cannot

decipher, the other two we have never seen

;

we can still add to the varieties of the sur-

chargings on this series

2. Vera Cruz, small, 1870.

large, all years.

7. Monterey, straight down centre, 1869.
*

large, 186'J.

13. Zacatecas, across, 1871.

15. Jalapa, small, 1869.

large, 1870.

31. Ures, to right, between 31 and 69.

39. Tampico, large.

small 1871.

41. Guadalajara, large in graduated letters,

the G. smallest 1870.

Respecting the current series, we have found
none perforated save from i'iflcji'tCO, with
which surcharge we have the whole set, but
the Gothic lettering appears to have had its

day, for the specimens of 25 c. red just

received bear the imprint Mexico, in an arch

over the head. Whether the other districts

will adopt this, or whether the city of Mexico
will elect to be peculiar as heretofore, time
alone will shew.

The shades of the 1868 series are not very

striking, but are worthy of attention ; the

only varieties that are clearly marked are in

the following list:

—

6 c. black on clear brown.
12 c. „ • on dull yellow-green.

,, „ blue-green.

25 c. clear blue on pale pink.
dark blue ,, ,,

50 c. black on rich chrome-yellow.

,, lemon.
100 c. red-brown on brown.

black on brown.

During the latter part of 1 871, the authori-

ties commenced to add a third surcharge to the

already existing date and district, this con-
sisted of the word anotado in text hand, not
very clear or at all straight, the word is

generally printed across one of the angles;

it is said to be a mark of authentication, but
we see notning to prevent a forger putting

the same imprint on his own productions : he
could not do it worse than the authorities.

We have specimens so marked from Queretaro,
Toluca, Durango, and Mexico.

As we surmised, later printings of 50c. and
iooc. are indiscriminately with and without
dot, but in addition to the date being sufficient

to separate the undotted, from the 1868 in

the same state, the figures in the earliest year
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are in a perfectly different style to those which
succeeded them.

In conclusion, we have specimens of J2c.

yellow-green, 50c. chrome-yellow, and 100c.

black on brown, on paper of great thickness,

almost equal to thin card in consistency.

OUR BLACK LTST.
BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

VI.

N our last number, Messrs. C. H.
Calvert and Co., of Hull, gave " an

explanation" of some of their doings

that had been called in question. On
behalf of an esteemed correspondent, Mr.
Bellamy, of their town, we have now
to ask for some further explanatory re-

marks. Our subscriber writes us as follows:—
" In the February number of The Stamp
Collector's Herald, published by Calvert and

Co., I obtained a prize of 5s. 3d., and in

writing to them saying what stamps I should

like, I enclosed money for some other articles,

but to this day I have never seen the things

ordered, or the stamps for the prize I was
awarded. I have written to them repeatedly,

but have never received an answer, and up to

the other day I could not find Calvert's house,

so secret were his movements."

Mr. Bellamy concludes with some strong

remarks, with which we fully agree.

Will Messrs. Calvert clear up this new
" intricate subject ?

"

Gravesend.

This rustic village, world-renowned for

its ninepenny meals of tea and shrimps, has

produced a youth partaking of the same

poetical cravings to benefit his fellow crea-

tures, as those possessed by his townswomen
who satisfy the piscivorous appetites of their

helpless victims. The person to whom we
allude trades as

SELFE & Co., ) /". o
,. e n I 44a

>
Queen Street.

May & Co., )
^T ^

Mr. Selfe alias May, or May alias Selfe, has

woven the rope himself with which we are

going to execute him—on paper. Having

sent a sheet to our correspondent as Selfe and

Co., he afterwards wrote for their return over

the signature " May and Co."

Among the stamps were several forgeries

of the class sold by the Glasgow gang. In
the sixpenny packet were no less than a

dozen counterfeits.

In conclusion let us advise the presiding

genius of Selfe, May and Co., to attend Pro-
fessor Stoke's lectures on memory.

Gloucester.

Not long since there appeared in The Ex-
change and Mart an advertisement of Messrs.

Thomas A. London and Co., offering for sale

two thousand facsimiles. This announcement
speaks for itself, and shows that London's
business has suffered by exposure.

We have been waiting to hear from Messrs.

London and Co., for an alleged libel on our

part. So many months past, and still no
amusement

!

BRITISH PACKET AGENCIES.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—I have just read the Rev. R. B.

Earee's article on "British Packet Agencies," in

which title, I suppose the " British Consulate and
Post Office Agency" at this port is included, and
on which I beg to offer a few remarks. Before

discussing this subject, however, I would respect-

fully protest against having "my own, my native

land" (Chile), classified among the states which
come under the denomination of South American
" pie-crust" republics.* As a proof of the reliance

placed in the Republic of Chile, I may say that

some time ago a gentleman was sent out from
England, expressly to negotiate a postal convention
witb this country : but, for some reason or other,

nothing came of it. Within the last few days,

however, I have read in the local papers that the

ambassadors in England and Belgium have been
empowered to conclude a treaty between Chile

and the two kingdoms, respectively.

And now, to return to my original subject.

Among the numerous British Packet (or Post

Office) agencies, established in different parts of

the world, there are eleven on the West Coast of

South America—three of which are in this

country. The agency, at each place, is under the

care of the British Consul. The English Govern-
ment has thought fit, within the last two or three

years, to appoint an " Inspector of British Post

Office Agencies,"^ over ihe West Coast, agencies.

This gentleman has his residence in Callao. In

former times, the nearest " General Agency" was

"Vide " The Scauips of La Gualra" iu your first issue.

t" Inspector de loscorreos Br'Udnicos" fie styles himself.
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situate in St. Thomas. At this place, all unpaid
or insufficiently prepaid letters from the U.S.,

British M.A., West Indies, &c, are kept back, till

the amount of postage is forthcoming.

Mr. Earee, in his paper, says .

" These gentle-

men are stationed by the English Government at

all the ports where letters from England are

landed, in those countries which have no conven-
tion with us ;—and they take charge of the letters,

and distribute or forward them as the case may
be. Ihey take charge, in like manner, of all

letters which are to be sent to England,—and if

the sender wish to prepay his missives, in order
that the addressee here may receive them post-

free, the agent will sell him English stamps for

that purpose." To this I don't epiite agree. I

shall take the Valparaiso Post Office Agency as an
example. On the arrival of any steamer bringing
British mails, ali that is expected of the agent is,

that he be in readiness to open the mails when
they are delivered at the Chilian Post Office.

Though what follows in this and the next two
paragraphs , is somewhat of a digression, I

think it as well to mention it here. The corres-

pondence is brought on shore, either by the
P.S.N. Co., or else by the captain of the port. In
the latter case the mails are carried to the Post
Office by the boat's crew ; but if, as is more
commonly the case, the steamer sends the bags
ashore, a curious scene ensues, and which I know
has roused the anger of more than one newly-
imported Briton, who has happened to be a wit-
ness thereof. The sight of the boat approaching
the shore, is the signal for the band of loafers and
idlers (which is always to be found on the Mole)
to rush, with one accord, to the landing, there to

s,wait the arrival of the mails. No sooner has the
boat fairly touched land, than, without order or
permission, the ruffians make a dash at the Royal
mails, and in a twinkling each bag has a bearer.
When it is known that there are no more bags in
the boat, there begins a regular scrimmage be-
tween the successful and unsuccessful candidates
for mail carrying. During the conflict (which is,

however, of short duration, the Mole being very
near the Post Office) the bags change shoulders,
or are thrown on the ground, and are immediately
pounced upon by some one who has been watching
his opportunity. This, be it borne in mind, takes
place within two or three feet of the water's edge

;

that no bag has yet been thrown into the sea is

really wonderful.
The mails are delivered free of charge at the

Post Office, and are then made over by the agent
to the postmaster, when the responsibility of the
former ceases.

The letters are then weighed, and stamped with
some figures which represent the charge for de-
livery. The next operation is to place them in
their respective " boxes," where they remain till

they are claimed.* For this work, the Post Office
claims the following rates, viz : for letteis up to

* Mercantile letters, it way De supposed, have not long to
wait—there is always some one waiting for them.

~ oz., 15 cents—£ oz., 25 cents— 1 oz., 45 cents, &c,
&c. Thus, a letter sent from England for Is. has
often to pay an equivalent sum for its delivery.

In the case of " Samples, per book post," the
charge is still more egregious : it is no less than
45 cents per pound. I myself have had to pay
that sum for a parcel from England, prepaid by
four penny stamps ! The large commercial houses
established in this place, have often to pay $30 or

$40 every time a mail steamer comes in (about
£20 per month) for the simple operation of placing
the letters in their boxes. If delivered out of the
Post Office, they must pay 5 cents each. This
applies to all letters, save those posted in the
town itself.

The British Post Office Agent receives letters

&c, not only for England and her colonies, but
for any country in Europe ; and in most cases we
can even prepay them by means of English stamps.
Also, for a moderate charge, letters may be re-

gistered. Till within a month or two, the agency
dispatched mails for the River Plate and Brazil.

This was probably stopped by the authorities, as

our stamps can prepay letters to either of these
states.

As the readers of The PhilatelicalJournal may
perhaps like to know what a Packet Agency is

like, I shall try to describe the one which I have
taken as my example. Within the last two years
the agency has been moved no less than four
times, from one place to another. Ihe first office

was in the consul's house. This was burned down
in December, 1869 ; the next place was a "bodega "

or store-room ; then half of a merchant's office

served as ths agency, and, lastly, a room in the
building of The Transandine Telegraph Co. In
the centre, occupying about half the breadth of

the room, is a plain painted counter. On this are
placed two letter, and one book-packet weights
(patent), two tariffs, and two well-thumbed copies
of " Exchange Tables." At one end of the counter
are two slits, labelled respectively cartas (letters)

periodicos (newspapers) ; and under each of which
is a Lima orange-basket. There is also a black
board, on which are stuck the latest instructions,

&c, received from the General Post Office, in
London. By adding a table for stamping and
sorting, and the Agent's desk, I have, I think,
mentioned every thing.

Before the arrival of the present consul, who
has been here less than one year, there were only
two persons employed to transact the whole busi-

ness connected with the making up of a, by no
means insignificant, mail. The number of em-
ployes has now been increased to four—two to
receive, and two to stamp and sort, the letters.

There is attached to the street door, a •• Letter
Box for British Mails,"' which is, however, so
small that it is of little or no use, being emptied
only once an hour or so, whereas it takes about
five minutes only to fill.

An operation which takes a good time is the
reduction of the sterling amount of the postage
into currency, as, of course, only the e^uivalen
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for the common rates can be kept in mind. I
fancy there must be a nice little profit made
yearly one of •'change" not delivered; as, for
instance, supposing the rate were 21 cents, no one
would think of putting down less than 25 cents

—

profit 2d.

Iu common with the local Po3t Offices, the
agencies are but irregularly supplied with stamps.
It is of very common occurrence to be out of
stamps of a higher value than 6d., and it some-
times happens that the only value on hand is Id. !

Under these circumstances, the only means of pre-
payment is by writing the postage on the letter in
coloured pencil. Such letters are considered as
paid by the stamper, who duly obliterates the
pencil marks. " Late letters " are received (dur-
ing one hour) up to the time appointed for the
closing of the mails. They must, however, be
prepaid at the ordinary rate, with sixpence added,
as a fine.

Yours obediently,

Valparaiso. L. W. Meyer.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—Tour correspondent " H " has unjustly
accused me of omitting any mention of the Agency
at St. Thomas. Surely, he cannot have read my
remarks on p. 11 of your journal, where it is men-
tioned as the most important of them all.

Yours faithfully,

E. B. Earee.

THE U. S. REGISTRATION SYSTEM.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—1 beg to enclose the new U.S. Regis-
tered seal, with a pencil drawing half size of the
new registered-package-envelope. I obtained
these by a-chanee, as they are not issued to the
public. Their use is as follows, or perhaps the
following account of the whole system of register-

ing a letter will be of use to you :
—

The person taking a letter to the Registering
clerk must place his name and address upon the
back of the letter, and put on the stamps of the
required value in addition to the regular postage.
The clerk takes the letter and marks upon it the

number, and makes out triplica' e receipts, one
headed Receipt for a Registered, letter (sample
enclosed marked A,) a second. Return Registered

letter Receipt (sample enclosed marked B,) and a
third, Jo be retained by the mailing office. These
are furnished each Registered letter office in books,

having three of each kind on a page. The fir.>t-

mentroned is torn out and given to the sender.

The second is torn out and sent with the letter, and
must be signed by the receiver when it is returned

to the sending office, and by them to the sender in

an envelope, watermaiked U.S., P.O. D. like the old

issue of stamped envelopes and those for official

business. The other remains in the book at the

sending office. There are no Registered stamps or

envelopes proper. The letters for the same town,
and same mails, are placed by the mailing clerk in
the large envelopes, such as I send a fac-simile of,

and sealed up. The enclosed seal or stamp is

placed over the tongue and secures the packages.

RECORD OF TRANSIT.

Condition Signature

Good or Bad. By whom received and Date.

1

j

j

INSTRUCTIONS.

I

All Postal Officers handling this package must keep a
Record of its Number, Postmark, Date, Address, Date of

Receipt, and Disposition made of it so that it may be
traced from place of Hailing to its Destination, always
taking a Receipt for it when practicable. If such Receipt
cannot be obtained at the time, a Receipt properly filled

up must be placed in the Pouch with the Package to be
signed by tiie P.M. of the next office when the Pouch is

opened, and by him returned to the preceding Route
Agent or Railway Clerk by nest mail,

W. H. H. TERRELL,

Third Assistant Postmaster-General.

Upon the package envelope must be noted the

transit of the package from its start to its destina-

tion.

These seals and envelopes are new ; the enve-

lopes are of a thick yellowish buff paper, all the

lines and letters are in red. The former envelope

of the same size and make, had much the same
form and inscriptions, and was divided into three

stripes, the top and bottom being in red, with the

lettering white, or rather the colour of the enve-

lope, but it did not have places for recounting the
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names of the various offices who received it, and
was of a much heavier paper. Neither the seals

nor the envelopes are delivered to the public, but

are retained by the P.O. Perhaps this information

will be of some interest to your subscribers, as

I notice several of the magazines have alluded to

these Seals as Registered letters stamps.
Yours truly,

John K. Tiffany.
St. Louts, Mo.

HUNGARIAN NEWSPAPER STAMPS.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.
Sir,—I am told by a correspondent in Hungary,
that the newspaper stamps with horn to right and
horn to left, are not the same value as most collec-

tors suppose, horn to left is lj- kr., to right 2 kr.
;

as I do not remember any mention of this fact

having been made iu any English journal, it may
be of use.

Yours truly,

H. W. .

London.

OUR CATALOGUE.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir.—I take the opportunity afforded by your
explanation of the system proposed by you for

your Catalogue, which will indisputably, if carried

out on your present plan, be an invaluable acquisi-

tion to philatelists, to urge the cataloguing, either

in an appendix, or in a separate form, of the
following stamps.

Firstly, Telegraph Stamps, the collection of

which, asyou observe, is likely to become universal.

Secondly, Official Stamps, both adhesive and
handstamped : the former class have always
been collected, and of late years many of the
latter, when hailing from foreign countries, have
been chronicled in the magazines, whilst a con-
siderable number of philatelists now collect our
own, a course which is only consistent.

Thirdly, Hand- Stamps impressed by the post-

office officials on letters of which the postage has
been paid in cash over the counter ; these im-
pressions, indeed, take the place of postage stamps,
and only differ from the usual labels in being
applied by the officials instead of by the public.

Fourthly, Newspaper Hand-stamps such as the
lately defunct red stamp, and those at present
used by the Times and other papers.

Fifthly, Returned Letter Stamps and Envelopes,
which, as you yourself observe, carry the returned
letter free.

All the above prepay postage and have there-

fore a legitimate claim to be considered as postage
stamps. If they be not so, I can only beg you
or some other eminent philatelist to furnish the
public with a correct definition of a postage
stamp, by which they be excluded ; but the great
body of philatelists will, I believe, be found to col-

lect several if not all of the above classes ; thos<5

who do not being usually only deterred by the
want of a catalogue.
To conclude, I can only state my firm belief

that your long desired catalogue, if published as

you propose, and supplemented by a list of the
foregoing, would really be "a valuable guide for

all classes of collectors."

Yours truly,

Dublin. L.M.N.O.P.Q.

NEW GRANADA.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—Will you kindly allow me a corner in your
next number, to ask collectors to send me particu-

lars of the postmarks which their copies of the so-

called '59, '60, and '61 of New Granada bear? I

am trying to get at the order of emission of these,

and shall be exceedingly obliged if you and your
readers will thus aid me.
A further point I want information on, is whether

a bondfide used copy of the '59, 5c. ..ilac, on laid,

exists.

Yours truly,

C. S. WARD.
Valley End, Bagshot.

[We have had many specimens of the so called 1860 issue
notably 5 blue and 10 dark orange, postmarked in Novem-

ber, 1S59, evidently
from the care and cir-

cumstantiality of the
entire obliteration,

which we here par-
tially reproduce, one
of the earliest in use.

On no other issues

have we found a
dated postmark or obliteration. Concerning the fie. lilac

on laid paper of the so called 1859 series, we chronicled a
specimen in our possession, on page 120 of Vol. II. Philatelist.

It bears a large capital O as a postmark, a very common
cancellation on old G-ranadines.— Ed.~1

JUislucrs to Corrcsponbcnts.

J.C. (Manchester).—We are extremely obliged
for your information, re Mexico, which you will

see we have used up.

C.H.B. (Hull).—Yours is not the only complaint
we have received of the firm you mention. We
give the facts you lay before us, in this number.

C.W. (Bath).—Your wish is almost anticipated.
We have now in type the opening portion of an
interesting article upon " Franks, Post, and Can-
celling Marks," by that old collector Mr. Vipond.
This paper is crowded out of this number, but will

appear in the next.

A.H.L. (London).—We shall answer all your
queries in our next. Too late for this number.

R.T. (Derby.)—There are so many small publi-

cations upon stamps issaed in the United States
that we cannot give you a camplete list of them.

RECIRIDA EN LA ADMINIS-

P DEMEDELLIN

EL 10 DE NOVE DE 1859.
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TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.

j|E regret to inform our subscribers that

for some time past our editor has been

suffering from ill-health, and that this

culminated at the beginning of the present

month in a severe attack of rheumatic fever,

from which at the time of writing, he is still

unpronounced out of danger. The present

number of the 'Journal (with the exception

of "Investigations"), has therefore been

under the management of our sub-editor.

James R. Grant & Co.

Ct$am of i\\\ iltapEta.

HE Stamp-Collector's Magazine. — Al-

though the last number is as interest-

ing as usual, there is but little for us

to cream. Mr. Overy Taylor discourses upon
the Danish stamps, in which subject as he

himself puts it, "all is comparatively plain

sailing." Considering the extensive and favour-

able notice accorded to the now " snuffed out"

Stamp- Collector's Journal, we are rather sur-

prised to see that paper's wholesale piracy of

our list of Queensland, so entirely passed over

by our contemporary, when singing the pasan

of the now extinguished one.

"A Parisian Collector" commences his notes

upon Austria, and his remarks are so useful,

that we wish the instalment had not been

such a short one. In the correspondence is a

letter on the Petersburg stamp, to which re-

ference is made at length elsewhere.

The Philatelist.—The first eight pages of

the last number are full of interesting facts

about novelties, some of which information is

transferred to our columns in the proper place.

Relative to our remarks Jast month upon the

new Philippines, the editor of The Philatelist

is unable to conceive why we finished the

following paragraph with a note of exclama-

tion :
—" The Philatelist mentions four of the

values in July on the authority of the Lowell
paper, we engraved it in May and so did

The Philatelist !"

We think we may well be surprised at the

credit accorded to the Lowell journal by our

confrere, when the latter had published exactly

the same facts (with the addition of giving an

illustration,) two months before ; evidently the

American paper quoted The Philatelist.

We find Mr. Atlee "spudding" as usual;

this time they are the "weeds" of Venezuela

that are introduced. Next in order, comes

the Rev. R. B. Earee's prize essay, "How shall

we Collect?" Mr. Earee's paper was written

nearly two years ago, we are therefore sur-

prised that the publishers have been so long

in introducing to their readers an essay of

such merit. Mr. Earee of course upholds

the principles of what is termed the French

school, and very ably does he prove that

system to be the best.

We strongly recommend every young col-

lector to peruse the paper in question, and to

act up to the advice there given to the best of

their ability. Mr. Earee " hits the right

nail upon the head," when he says :
—

" Those who desire to become philatelists

of any note, to add anything important to

philatelic literature or knowledge, to have

really handsome and valuable collections, and

to know something about the pursuit in which

they are engaged, must be collectors on the

French system, for in this way only can they

obtain these desirable ends, and make phila-

tely not only an amusement, but also a real

pleasure and an interesting study ; and which

will amply repay all the time and trouble

bestowed upon it."

" The Philatelic Press" fulfills its duty in

a chatty way, and the editor tells us that he

is refreshed by the discovery that his con-

temporaries will allow him to be right in his

views now and then !

The American Journal of Philately.—From
the July number, this paper incorporates with

it the serio-comic sheet, erstwhile yclept the

Stamp Collector s Journal and Philatelical

Opinion. We are pleased to note that Mr.

Scott's journal has not suffered from the

absorption of so much vapourific matter. We
need not make ourselves disagreeable by saying

that it is still as dry as ever. The number
above-mentioned opens with an useful paper

headed " The Best Album." This'is the first

article treating upon such a subject, and well

fulfils the purpose for which it was put to-
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gether. A representation is given in miniature

of eight albums, and the reader is left to his

own judgment as to which he thinks most

worthy of favour.

The next article commences the history of

"The United States Newspaper Stamps," to

which we shall refer more fully when the

paper is further advanced.

After the " Newly Issued " paper (which

gives a correction by repeating an error), we
arrive at an account of another auction of

stamps in New York. This took place on the

12th and 13th of April, in Clintcn Hall as

before. The sale was composed of a mis-

cellaneous collection of " Coins, Medals, Con-

tinental Money and Postage-Stamps, being the

collection of Benjamin Haines, of Elizabeth,

N.J." Each stamp in a lot being sold separ-

ately, caused, we are told, considerable con-

fusion, as bidders thought they were bidding

for the entire lot, when in fact, their bids

were taken for each component part thereof.

The purchaser of forty-one Hamburg locals

at $4, 10, or 10 cents each, instead of 10

cents the lot, deserves commiseration.

Nothing very noticeable seems to have

been sold, if we except essays, of the value of

wnich, without inspection, we cannot judge.

Considering that the 'Journal is both printed

and published in London, the way New York

is always referred to as "here," is amusing;

this is particularly noticeable in the paragraph

headed " Private Post Cards," which com-
mences with "The Postmaster-General."

Considering "here" to be the U.S., one

would suppose the P.M. of that county was
meant, did not the context of the paragraph

prove the reverse.

In " Correspondence," we find Mr. C. H.
Coster, in his popular role of criticiser.

What a pity that (with one or two excep-

tions), American amateurs will not part with

the information with which they seem to be

30 abundantly stocked, till the facts are regu-

larly drawn from them. They remind one

of the giants in 7be Pl/grim's Progress, for

they lay in wait for unwary philatelical

searchers after truth, and then, when the

pilgrims stumble and fall, they rush out upon
them and smite them.

In the A. J. of P. of May last were some

remarks, commented upon by us at p. 78,
relative to the stamps, inscribed united states

city despatch post. Mr. Scott considered this

stamp to be the successor of the similar one
lettered city despatch post only, and* looked

upon both as non governmental. To these

opinions Mr. Coster decidedly dissents, and
writes as follows upon the matter :

—

For the purpose of avoiding repetition, we
will designate the stamps as under :

—

" diiy Despatch Post" by "A "

"United States City Despatch Post "by "B."
In regard to the " City Despatch Post,," I have

ascertained positively that it exisied iu July, 1842,
and perhaps earlier.

Contrary to your statement, "that the stamp
quoted ' B' was its ' A's ' predecessor, there can
be no doubt, as by other postmarked letters before

ub we find the stamps obliterated by the same
cancelling mark," I have to say that I do not
think it possible that such was the case, as the
earliest date known for " B " is July, 1343, where-
as 1 have seen "A" (3c black on while) on a
letter dated February, 1843, or five months earlier

than " B ;" and then again the circular distinctly

states that the predecessor of "A" was a "penny
post," and I scarcely think that " B," which only
issued a stamp of the value of three cents, would
answer to that term. There are several other
reasons which occur to me, but I think the above
are sufficient to prove the point.

Now we come to the hand-stamps. "B" ia

cancelled by a small eight-sided one enclosing
U.S." a large hand-stamp reading •• CITY
Despatch Post, U.S." (and having the dale in

centre) being impressed on the letter alongside of

the adhesive. For the cancellation of " A,"
a handstamp reading "Free" was used, and
instead of the large hand-stamp above referred
to. a similar one reading "City Despatch Post,
N.Y." was used..

Besides the reasons given in the Record, I have
several others for believing that " B " was issued
by the postmaster of New York City.

To this the editor of the A. J. of P. adds

the following note :—
In regard to the United States "City Despatch

Stamp " being issued by the postmaster of New
Yoik City, we leave it to our readers to determine

;

but the facts in regard to the cancellation are as

stated in the Journal.

Mr. Coster is evidently a philatelist of the

thorough school, so it is to be regreted that

his opinions should have to be attacked be-

fore the world is favoured with an exposition

of them.

We miss those carefully written "Collector's

Notes on the Stamps of New Granada," and

hope to see a further instalment thereof shortly.
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INVESTIGATIONS.
II. The Petersburg Provisional Stamp.

An enquiry into the value of the answers to our

Investigation on page 57, which answers

appeared in the July and August numbers of
The Stamp-Collector's Magazine.

IHE above-mentioned answers are from

the pen of Mr. Charles H. Coster,

and he thus commences in the July

S.C.M.:—
On carefully perusing the article on the above

stamp in the April number of The Ph'latelical
Journal, I have discovered that the arguments
therein set forth are almost entirely erroneous

;

and, thinking that the subject is one of interest

to stamp-collectors, I take pleasure in giviug such
facts as I have ascertained.

First of all, let us impress on our readers

that Mr. Coster here makes two clear asser-

tions, one being that he has "discovered"

that our arguments are "almost entirely

erroneous," the other that he has " ascer-

tained " certain " facts," of which there can

be no doubt, and which he proceeds to set

forth. Before we transcribe these " facts,

"

let us refer to page 59 of our journal. Type
I. we always find postmarked Mar. in a black

oval; genuine type II., Oct. in a blue circle

;

spurious type II., Feby. to Dec. : i.e., before

and after the black obliteration used in March
on the known genuine type I. Now for Mr.
Coster's facts.

In regard to the order of the types, I have
ascertained that the Petersburg stamp was not
issued until sometime in the latter half of the
year 1861 ; and one of the clerks then employed
in the post-office of that city, says that it was
used until the Confederate 5c. stamp of De La
Hue and Co. arrived, say. about May, 1862, the
first issue of the Confederacy apparently never
having been supplied to the Peteisburg post-office.

The blue hand-stamp must, therefore, have been
used from September, 1861, to Febiuary, 1862, and
the black one during March and April, 1872.

This also shews that " type I." was, in reality,

used after " type II."

Let us examine the above "facts;" first, he

asset ts positively, that he has "ascertained"

that the Petersburg was issued " in the latter

half of )86i," and from a post-office clerk at

Petersburg he gets further information, which
induces him to reverse the order of our types

I. and 11., and our dates.

Pondering on these clear assertions of Mr.

Coster's, assertions that he himself terms the

"ascertained facts" of the date of issue, we
will turn to his next letter (August S. C. M,),

which he commences by ignoring his previous

"ascertained facts" and ends by completely

upsetting them, though without even referring

to them!

As promised in my previous article on this

stamp, I have made further inquiries in regard to

the exact date of issue. For a time there seemed
to be little or no chance of obtaining any clue to

the date of issue until Mr. Young to whom I

am again indebted "discovered'' a certain Mr.

Steinback, who was a clerk in the Petersburg

post-office, during the war.

The discerning reader will remark, that Mr.

Costers " ascertained facts " (from one of the

Petersburg clerks) as to the date of issue as

given by him in July, are ignored in August,

for then he says that following up his pro-

mised enquiries, he found " little or no chance

of obtaining any clue to the date of issue"!

He gives it in July and cannot find it in

August, till assisted by a Petersburg clerk,

hight Steinback, of whom he speaks as of a

curiosity, or as of a remnant of a palaeozoic age,

for this fossil clerk was " discovered " by a

Mr. Young, and the fact is announced between

inverted commas, even as we give it above.

Now what does Mr. Steinback say ?

He fixes the date of issue as March, 1862, and the

date after which no more were sold to the public as

November, 1862, although, of course there was
nothing to prevent such persons as had pieviuusly

purchased them, from using them after that date.

This accounts for a few specimens being found
dared as late as February (1863).

In regard to the handstamp, the clerks re-

cognize the blue (round) one, as the one generally

used. It is probable that the black oval was used

prior to the blue cue, but given up in March or

April 1862.

What we deduce from this is easily summed
up, placing the facts, assertions, comments,

or whatever they are, side by side, and speak-

ing on each side positively and assertively as

Mr. Coster himself has done on each side,

though one flatly contradicts the other.

In August, Mr. Coster

made seven other as-

sertions.

In Jul)/, Mr. Coster made
six clear assertions.

1. He had discovered

that our arguments
were almost entirely

erroneous,

1. There seemed little

or no chance of ob-

taining any clue to

to the date of issue.
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2. He had ascertained
certain facts of which
there could be no
doubt.

3. He had ascertained
that the date of issue
was the latter half of
1861.

4. He had ascertained
from one of the clerks
that the stamp was
wi thdrawn aboutMay
1863.

5. He had proved the
blue hand-stamp to
be earlier than the
black.

6. He had shown that
our types I, and II.

ought to be reversed.

2. Mr. Young " dis-

covered " Mr. Stem-
back, who had been
a clerk at Petersburg
during the war.

3. He fixes the date of

issue as March, 1862.

4. He declares none
were sold to the pub-
lic after Nov., 1862.

5. Mr. Coster proves

that the black hand-
stamp is earlier than
the blue.

6. He shows that our
types I. and II. are

correct.

7. Being legal tender
they may be found
dated up to February,
1863.

In the July letter, Mr. Coster says, towards
the end, that "the only point that can be
open to any doubt is the exact date of issue;"
the exact date is of course a different thing
with the latter half of 1861, and therefore
the unexampled contradictions of the two
letters are most extraordinary, and do not
cause us to consider their contents as of any
particular value, or at all reliable.

Now, regarding the actual existence of W.
C. Upchurch, to whom were addressed the
five letters bearing spurious examples of type
II. We have only to repeat, and that as

emphatically as it is possible for us to re-

iterate any fact, that these five envelopes,
although addressed to one man in three
ostensibly different hand-writings, were un-
questionably directed by the same person.
The fact of Mr. Coster having a specimen
dated October 20, in blue circle, "bearing
R. A. Young and Brothers' imprint, and
addressed to Mr. Upchurch," and then Mr.
Young remembering it as the writing "of
the now senior partner of Messrs. Ralf
Brothers," and Mr. Ralf also identifying it as
his writing, does not alter the question as to
the three feigned hand-writings on the five
envelopes we examined. We stated in April
that these spurious Petersburg stamps formed
"one of the cleverest, but most abominable

swindles of recent days." To that statement

we are prepared to abide, and decline to

accept Mr. Coster's explanations as in any-

way altering our expressed opinion, that the

specimens of type II., varieties I, 2, 3, and 4,

are quite spurious. If the false hand-writ-

ing can be explained, by any ingenuity or

sophistry, we will then play our last trump,

which we have held well in, and we know it

to be the best in the game. We do not propose

to play it, till we hear just a trifle more from

Mr. Coster or Mr. Scott as to the Pleasant

Shade, .when it was issued, how long it was

used, and so on.

There is one romantic episode by which,

alone, the lately "discovered" fossil- man,

Steinbach, was able to fix the date of issue of

the Petersburg provisional, and that was the

sudden death of a mysterious being, Mr.-H

—

N , whose name is never approached

except in this mvstic manner. From what
we can gather from this instructive narra-

tive, it appears that at Petersburg when
you purchased a single stamp, you paid only

its proper facial value, 5 cents, but if reck-

less, and the purchaser of ten stamps you
had to pay 51 cents, as a warning not to

patronise the Post Office so much, but

to stop at home and save your cent. Well,

this Mr. H W was a saving man, and

used to make it his business to go down to

that Post Office, and try to buy ten stamps

for 50c, when he knew very well he would
have to pay 51c. He was a well meaning old

man probably, but weak minded, for he might
have gone in and bought five stamps for 25c,
gone outside and walked in again, and bought

another 25cts., and thus have balked the post

office of its customary cent. But Mr. Coster

tells us, the infatuated creature kept on at his

perpetual haggling, until his death, which,

Mr. Steinback calmly reflects upon, as " a

special Providence, introduced to save them
from being talked and worried to an untimely

end." It appears to us then, that Mr. H
W died from a sense of duty to Mr.
Steinback, perhaps " by particular desiie."

Thus, through the death of Mr. H W
by request, as injustice to the "discovered"

we may term it, the "discovered" one him-

self was able to fix the date of issue and disuse

of the Petersburg stamp. Such a judicious
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and unobtrusive parting from the world,

shews us thac it was the result of care and de-

liberation; he died to benefit Philately, perhaps
" to point a moral," certainly " to adorn a

tale."

Mr. Coster says that he had submitted

specimens of the Petersburg stamps, which we
term spurious of type II, to " Mr. Campbell
and he is quite positive that they are of his

workmanship." Who is Mr. Campbell? and
what is the worth of such testimony in the

case of a type-set stamp? He, perhaps, made
the real type II, but as all his books were

"burnt during the war," we should imagine

that his type was also destroyed. He might

easily be deceived by the similarity of those

toe consider spurious. Did not Mr. McCormick,
the knowing postmaster of Baton Rouge, en-

dorse some rank forgeries with his own signa-

ture, (not very long since,) as the stamps he

had himself issued years before?

We have commented freely on every part

of these letters, and can abide by everything

we have said : but as we are writing at great

pain, and with extreme difficulty, we may not

have gone so deeply into some details, as is

perhaps advisable.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

(With Reference List.)

BY W . DUDLEY A T L E E .

( Co7iti7iuedfrom p. 120. )

HE supply of the lithographed two

\\
cents must have run out in April,

1864, for the type-fount was again had

recourse to, until the arrival of some more
stamps from the United States.

SEVENTH ISSUE.
The same type was adopted as that used

for the previous provisionals. We may here

remark that when a provisional 2 cents was

omitted, the colour or paper of the 1 cent

was changed, so that both values should agree

in one or both qualities. Why it was neces-

sary to issue new 1 cent stamps whenever a

2 cents was brought out, we cannot say. We
presume, however, that the tj pe-set labels

were prepared by some printer (i.e., not made

by the authorities), and so, to save repeated

ordering, a certain number of both values

were printed off at one time.

The type for the seventh issue was entirely

re-set, but the design and lettering remained

the same.

1 cent, black on white wove paper.

2 cent, „ „ .,

The stamps of this issue have somewhat

thicker inner lines than the earlier ones;

many of the letters and numerals found

upon stamps of the previous issues, can be

traced in this, but not in the same positions.

The paper varies from pure white to yel-

lowish, but it is probable that any paper was

used that came handy.

EIGHTH ISSUE.

Some time in 1865 another provisional 2

cents was issued, and with it, an one cent to

match. The type was again re-set, and like

the others, the ten varieties were stereotyped

in one plate, two impressions being taken

upon the right hand side of the sheet, which

was then turned up-side down, and two other

impressions taken upon the other side, so that

a sheet contained forty stamps.

1 cent, black on white laid paper.

2 cents, „ „ „

We have carefully examined every copy of

the I cent we have seen, but our investiga-

tions onlv tend to prove that the same texture

of paper was not used for both values; that

of the lowest being much thicker than the

kind used for the 2 cents.

It is also passing strange that amongst the

I cent are found sundry errors, which seem

much too glaring to be anything but inten-

tional. These flaws are always upon the left

side, and consist of such eccentricities as ha

only, or those letters with the final e of

postage, the remainder of the inscription

being altogether absent. All the rest of the

stamp being so black and clear, it is almost a

certainty that the other portions of the words

ntver were inserted in the " form" at all.

These I cent stamps may be all right (and

we do not say they are no:), but the little

facts we have expounded make us feel rather

suspicious of their character. Until we can

obtain good proof to the contrary, we are

forced to look upon them in the light of re-
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prints, or rather of labels, re-set up for the

benefit of philatelists. We have alluded

more particulatly to the 1 cent as looking

the biggest imposter of the two, but neither

are we quite satisfied as to the worth of the

2 cents.

Our doubts arise from the fact that con-

temporaneously with the advent of these

stamps, appeared the blue pair with altered

inscription, which comprise what we term the

ninth issue. At the time of their arrival in

England, the Stamp-Collector's Magazine con- >

sidered these laid paper impressions to be re-

prints, upon the same grounds as those to

which we have just given expression.

It is something in the favour of the higher

value that no errors are found in it, and that

penstroked cooies are known. Probably this,

like many other philatelical questions,' will

meet with a satisfactory solution some day.

Meanwhile we trust we shall not be con-

sidered as (figuratively speaking,) making of

this issue an house upon the sands.

ANALYSIS
OP THIRD, FIFTH, SEVENTH, AND EIGHTH ISSUES.

Before proceeding farther, it may be useful

to give a brief analysis of the leading points of

those issues we have commented upon of the

" figure" stamps, as a knowledge of these

details will prove of great assistance in rest-

ing the counterfeits. In fact, it is only after

a painfully wearying and constant study of the

various points in the genuine, that we are able

to condemn at sight any of the impostors that

have yet come before us.

Third and Fifth Issues.

Paper thin ; and that of the fifth issue

bluish, but not of decided colour. The
numeral 1 shows considerable variation both

in size and shape. In some, the top is cut off

obliquely, in others, the thick stroke finishes

off almost in a point. The lower 1 is always

more or less immature.

In the two cents the numeral is well formed,

the thick body being at a fair distance from

the equally thick tail. A period follows the

inscription upon each side and at bottom.

Lower lettering flat and thick; the C more

distinctly showing the former characteristic.

Inner lines very thin.

Seventh Issue.

Paper rather thin and hard. Numerals

varying, and of the same shapes as those in

the fifth issue. Other details similar, but the

C of Cents varies ; in some of the types it is

flat as in the earlier stamps, whilst in others

we find a narrower C.

Eighth Issue.

The I cent is on thick cream paper, laid

horizontally ; the 2 cents on paper similarly

laid, but of a much thinner quality. Numeral

of lowest value varying as before, but the

majority of the types show the I with the

thick stroke ending almost in a point. All

copies of the Ic. are slightly wider than the 2c.

Those of the ic. with full inscription upon

the left side, (some, as we have said before,

showing ha only, or those letters in addition to

the E of postage,) have a period there; all the

types but one of 2c. show this period. We
think it advisable to give a full description of

this unique variety, so as to prevent it from

being confounded with those forgeries that

show no stop in a like position.

Outer line of frame broken in each angle,

particularly so in those upon the left. Top
of inner frame almost absent, except upon the

right side, and not shown in lower left corner,

The line upon the right is bent into the lower

angle of the outer frame. No top strokes to

the h of Hawaiian, and no period after

Postage.

FORGERIES
OP THIRD, FIFTH, SEVENTH, AND EIGHTH ISSUES.

We now approach the most difficult task

in the whole of our monograph, for to so

fully and clearly describe the forgeries of

type-set stamps, as to be of real help to col-

lectors, is a work of great labour. We have
placed the counterfeits of the four issues

above named together, as most of the imposi-

tions are in both of the genuine colours, and
on various papers.

We will commence with the earliest forgeries

but cannot say in what order all of them ap-

peared ; neither do we know that some of
them may not exist in other colours, and on
different papers to those in which we have
seen them.
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FORGERY A,—1 CENT.

BlacK, on white wove paper,, much wider

than the genuine. No period after postage ;

central numeral very thick, with flat top,

and with a thick bottom line.

FORGERY B.—1 CENT.

Black, on blue wove paper. Wider, but

not so deep as the genuine. Inscription on

left side extending from end to end. Central

numeral shapeless, being without either top

or bottom line. Value very large.

FORGERY C.— 1 CENT.

Blue, on white wove paper; lithographed.

No period after postage, or leta. Central

numeral thin, and with scarcely any head

stroke.

FORGERY D,—1 CENT.

Black, on bluish wove paper. A minute
period following postage, and one but little

larger after leta. Numeral as in c. Printed

faintly, so as to give an aged appearance.

Found cancelled wuh five black bars.

(To be continued.

)

JJotidties, §isi[oucms and

•Resuscitations. .

RGENTINE Republic—Re-issue.—
According to Le Timbre-Poste, owing to

the non-arrival of a further supply of

5 cents from the American Bank Note Com-
pany, the 5c. of the 1864. type is doing

provisional service.

Barbados.—Variety of Watermark.—The
same authority remarks that the star upon

the green and red stamps, is of larger dimen-

sions than the one upon the two other values.

Cundinamarca. — Resuscitations.— By the

courtesy of the publishers of The Philatelist,

;5c7W/W\AV/i

'..

CO/?ft£0$

JKAA/3 li:_

we are able to figure the two lately discovered

stamps of this state, the facts concerning

which were transferred to our pages last

month. The above are only, we are told,

" approximate portraits, not being taken from

the stamps themselves, but from tracings of

the same, so they may not be closely correct,

but are quite sufficient to show the general

design." Values and colours we repeat.

5 centavos, greenish blue.

10 „ pink.

Denmark.— Variety.—The current 2sk.

exists in pale blue on buff.

France.—New Issue \c.—The Republican

4c. has appeared, matching in colour its pre-

decessor. For future reference, we may here

note that the date of issue of the 2c. was

May loth.

French Colonies. —Provisional.—We leara

from the Gazette des Timbres that in conse-

quence of the suppression of the eagle series,

the home stamps had to be utilised. These
were all sent out unperforated, the values

being made up as follows.

Empire 5c. unlaureated.

ic. laureated.

30c.

80c. „
Republic ioc. bistre.

20c. blue.

40c. orange.

German Empire.— Imperforate ^gr.—A
correspondent has sent us an imperforated

pair of 5gr. stamps with small eagle. They
are postmarked " Leutersdorf, Jun. 16" and

were probably from a sheet accidentally

missed by the postal authorities in Berlin.

German Empire.—New Post Card.—Ano-
ther new post-card ! This time much smaller,

but equally ugly. In this, the new arms

with the scrolled crown, are shown very

clearly. Black on buff, as usual, but on card,

not thick paper. The upper inscription now
reads Deutsche Reichspost. Postkarte, in-

stead of Deutsches Reiches-Postgebiet.

Correspondenz-Karte. M. Moens says there

are four types. We conclude the size has

been reduced to keep pace with the price,

which is now five for a quarter-groschen.

^ w
German Empirb.—Ntzv Issue,—Last month
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we heralded the coming of a new issue, by-

announcing the appearance of a 1 gr. The
entire set for both divisions

of the empire are prepared,

but will only be sent out

as the old stamps become

exhausted. The colours

remain as before, the \ gr.

and 2 kr. retaining their

iimvtHiiC orange_ye ll ovv tint.

This new issue was necessitated by the

adoption of a different eagle for the imperial

arms, one of the principal alterations being

the substitution of a shield divided quarterly,

upon the breast of the eagle, instead of a

shield bearing a smaller eagle, surcharged

with the initials f. r.

As the old stamps were so mediocre and

ineffective, we had hoped for the total sup-

pression of the design, in favour of some-

thing worthy of the empire. Obliterated

copies of these stamps are simply horrible.

Great Britain.—New Envelope.—The Phil-

atelist is the first to acquaint

us with some rather start-

ling news. After oft

repeated assertion that the

die of the three-half-penny

envelope design was des-

troyed, one may well be

surprised to learn that

popular surmise was alto-

gether wrong, and that envelopes from the

resuscitated die have been issued for those

requiring them.

According to the ridiculous rule not to

supply envelopes of any higher value than a

penny at the post-offices, these beautiful

specimens of engravings can only be procured

in large quantities after a painful amount of

circumlocution, from Somerset House. The
stamp is printed in a very pale pink on high-

flap envelopes of white or bluish laid paper.

Upon the flap is a shield within an oval

garter.

Philippines.—A Curiosity.— Mr. Ysasi has

sent us for inspection an envelope posted at

Manilla last June for Cadiz, bearing a 5c.

correos : interior, surcharged habitado for

la nacion, a 2rs. of 1855, similarly sur-

charged, and two copies of the joes, deeo.,

g
reen, 1870 type, without date. This mix-

ture of three issues is very curious, and points

to the speedy exhaustion of old stock.

Japan.— Perforated—In addition to the

two values mentioned by us last month* the

<S\ CM. quotes on the authority of a corres-

pondent the two other values, also perforated.

Mozambique.—Mythical Issue.—M. Moens,

the original chronicler of stamps for this

colony, now strongl) doubts their existence.

Portugese Indies.— Le Timbre-Poste adds

to the previous list, a 20r. vermilion of the

second type, perce en points sur ligne.

Prince Edward Island.—Current Set.—
Bv the courtesy of the Postmaster-General of

this island, we have specimens of all the

values in use at the end of last month ; these

are 1, 2, 3, 4., 6, and 12 cents, so that the

ioc. is evidently an impostor. No mention

is made of the probable emission of any other

values. Respecting the new issue, The
Philatelist savs:—" We are rather inclined to

credit an account we heard long since, to the

effect that the authorities of the island

applied to a first-rate English engraver for

designs for a set of postage-stamps. These
wereforwarded (possibly from Messrs Whiting),

but were found too costly, and consequently

rejected. An artist of the island, however,

offered to prepare some dies, in imitation of

one of the designs, as well as he could. This
was acceded to, and hence the well-designed

but poorly executed stamp of Prince Edward
Island."

In this opinion our contemporary errs, as

we are informed by the Postmaster-General

himself that the stamps are from the atelier

of Mr. Charles Whiting.

The stock of the obsolete penny is, we are

told, being utilised, by the stamps being sur-

charged 2 CENTS.

Russian Local.—Novgorod.— Le Timbre-

Poste notices a fourth type of this local, in

which the crown is very small, the shield

large, and the vertical lines far apart. There
are also several other differences. Colours

remains the same.

Russian Local.—Bogorodsk.— The Stamp-

Collectors Magazine says:—"In a recent

number Le Timbre-Poste queried the existence
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of the iokop. adhesive red, announced in our

well-known list. We are

glad to be able to inform

our contemporary we have

just received a specimen

from Russia. The design

is of the first type, the

colour scarlet. The ikop.

of the first type will, no

doubt, turn up shortly. The
iokop. envelope, blue, of

which we have a copy, measures j\ by 5m.

(19 by 1 3 centimetres)."

Russian Locals.—Bronnitzi.—On p. 103,

we cronicled and figured the 5 kop. red, ad-

hesive, we now have to add an envelope with

the same stamp impressed upon the flap in

blue. The envelopes are in two sizes, of

greyish white paper, and the colour of the

stamps varies from ultramarine to dull blue.

BRONNITZI. KOLOMNA.

Russian Local.— Kolomna.—To the 5 kop.

red, must be added a blue, perforated, from the

same die. Out of regard to our readers,

whose remembrance of the different locals

may be somewhat mixed, we reproduce our

engraving of this stamp, and of the Bronnitzi.

Russian Local.—Perislaw.—The annexed

common-place design

is printed in black on

yellow paper. The
value, as will be seen,

is 3 kop. Inscription,

Stamp of the Rural

Post of Pereislaw, or,

as it is otherwise ?pelt,

Perejaslav.

Russian Local.— Schlessbourg. — Le Timbre-

Poste states that is consequence of the abolition

of this rural post, the green 5 kop. stamp is

necessarily obsolete.

Russian Local. — 6"/. Petersburg. — The
American "Journal of Philately mentions a

stamD for the capital, with the imperial arms

in a circle, surrounded by inscription, black on

white, circular. Lithographed, and of better

execution than most of these local stamps.

We have not seen the label from which the

above description is taken, but we are inclined

to think a well-known tobacco stamp is re-

ferred to.

Russian Local.— Pawlograd.— The old

type is now replaced by one
similar to our engraving,

printed inblueon white wove
paper. The inscription reads

Postage Stamp of the Admin-
istration of Pawlograd. M.
Moens, who introduces this

local, says that it contains an

error, the word Mada being

substituted for Mapka.

Russian Local.—Schoopeen (?).—The same
cosmopolitan authority notes a stamp for

Schoopen (?), arms in shield, with crown
above, inscription in arch, 3 kop. below, figure

3 in circle in each corner, upright rectangle,

blue on white.

Spain.—Habilitado.—We lately had the

pleasure of seeing the finest collection of

Spanish stamps in the world—that of Mr.
Ysasi. Therein was a copy of the brown
loom, of 1867, surcharged Habilitado por

la Nacion in red.

Sweden.—New Issue-—Too late for notice

last month, we received the new set of stamps

for Sweden. All the values, except the highest,

are of one design. As these designs are here

figured, descriptions are unnecessary.

Tie values and colours are as follo.vs;-

3 ore, light yellowish brown

5 „ pale bluish green

6 „ lilac
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12 ore blue

20 „ red

24 „ pale orange-yellow

30 „ marone

50 „ rose

I riksdaler, buff, centre blue

All the values are on a rather strong porous,

dull white paper, and perf. circ. 13^.

According to the Deutsche Briefmarhen

Zeitung, the above values are to be followed

by 9 and 17 ore.

Tasmania.—Water?nark.—The 4 p. is now
watermarked tas.

United States.—Resuscitated Envelope.—
With this number of the Journal we present

our subscribers with an envelope, showing the

shape of some 3c. 1853 of the common type

that were once issued, but which, after a life

of about thirty days, became obsolete. The
three black patent lines were printed inside

the lower flap, which, when folded, is beneath

the side flaps. This rendered the envelopes

liable to tear easily, and this is the reason

given by the department for rejecting them.

The shape we give was cut with the same
knife as that used for the emitted envelopes,

which are of extreme rarity. These shapes

were procured for us by an obliging New
York correspondent.

Wurtemburg.—Post Cards.—The 3 kr.

post-cards, both simple and compound, were
withdrawn from use on the 1st of July, in

consequence of the reduction of the rate to 2 kr.

The 1 kr. cards, with an adhesive of like

value attached, are being provisionally used.

Upon the new cards the inscription will be

altered from Correspondenz-karte, to Post-karte,

following the example of the imperial govern-

ment.

OUR BLACK LIST.
VII.

HROUGH the kindness of Mr. Lind-

say, we are able to expose one of the

principal makers of forgeries, and one

who for some time past has been carrying on

his nefarious trade.

Hamburg.

It is almost needless to state that the above

city is thehome of the counterfeiter in question.

Which fact is a deplorable one, for the pres-

ence of a few swindlers has g
: ven a bad

name to the place, to the serious detriment of

the respectable dealers, of whom there are

many.
The gentleman to whose doings wc wish to

call attention is

H. Prahl, Schmiedestrasse.

This person sends out a long list of imit-

ations that he is able to supply at 16s. the

thousand "in four hundred varieties." As
may be supposed from the quantity,' almost

every county has a representative, from the

V.R. of Great Brit.an, to the lately issued

Japans.

Mr. Prahl sends specimens of his handi-

work, amongst which are very good counter-

feits of the early Saxony, and Papal I scudo.

The coolest thing about the man is his promise

to supply any fac-simile to order, upon fourteen

days notice.

With these facts concerning H. Prahl, we
leave him to meet with his desert.

Birmingham.

This month it is our painful duty to draw
attention to the proceedings of two youths,

trading in this town ; the names of whom for

the present we will reserve.

With the "bogus novel-

ty" here given in propria

persona, these young men
have made their debut as

makers of forged stamps.

These 4c. Prince Edward
Island imitationsare print-

ed in sheets of one hundred,

and as earh copy is sold

at 4d. the manufacturers must be making

some slight profit. The matter has been

communicated to the proper authorities, and

we hear, as we are going to press that

the home agents of the colonial Post Office

have been instructed to take such action in

the case, as to bring the offenders to justice.

We know the history of this forgery through-

out-, the engraver, the printer, and the agent

of the sellers (from whom we have purchased

copies), and we are determined to do our

utmost for the extirpation of this and every

other counterfeit.

;illfei«f!]
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We have every reason to believe that it

is the intention of the two youths above

alluded to, shortly to introduce forgeries of

the U.S. periodical stamps, the 3c. Prince

Edward Island, and the Dutch unpaid-letter

stamps, besides others.

FRANKS, POST, AND CANCELLING
MARKS.

BY WILLIAM VIP0ND.

I.— Introductory.

RANKS, Postmarks, and Cancellations,

appear to have been strangely over-

looked or neglected by almost all

philatelical writers up to now, and though

strictly speaking they cannot be considered as

forming a part of stamp collecting, there can

be few collectors of any standing who have

not been struck at times with the various

methods that have been adopted in different

countries. All countries using postage stamps

have some mode of cancelling them, some
simply use the pen, some cancel with the

name of the town and date, others with dies

of all shapes—square, round, oval, triangular,

&c, and various changes have been made in

these from time to time. The writer has no idea

of giving a description or illustration of all

the methods that have been, or are, in use, as

it would be simply impossible, but it is

thought that a few papers on the subject

noticing some of the different ways adopted

might be acceptable to some collectors.

Peculiar, or extremely curious postmarks,

will be illustrated to show more plainly any-

thing striking connected with the subject.

The writer would be glad to receive the as-

sistance of an/ collector who would send him
tracings of any remarkable postmark or post-

marked stamps that he may have in his pos-

session, and such assistance would be grate-

fully acknowledged in these papers. In look-

ing over my specimens with the intention of

beginning somewhere (certainly not at the

beginning), it struck me that there were three

different classes to notice: Franks, Post-

marks, and Cancelling, or defacing marks, the

two first were in use long before the intro-

duction of postage stamps, and still continue

to be used. Cancelling marks were first used

in 1840. expressly for the purpose of defac-

ing the postage stamps then introduced.

The oldest postmark that I have seen, is one

of Mr. Pemberton's, an engraving of which was

given in the Stamp Collector'!, Magazine, Vol.

5, page 84, and here reproduced. I look upon

postmarks containing the word "paid," "post
paid," &c. (if the letter is not prepaid with

stamps), and Franks or

Free letters, as all form-

ing one class—they are

evidently free, or franked,

either by privilege or cash

payment, whecher the one

or the other is immaterial

to the receiver. Here is

an illustration of the old

English Frank stamp, a

privilege long and exclusively used, and it

is said sometimes abused by that august

body the legisla- &H I P
tive assembly of ^ \^<P^~ 4tJS
Great Britain NT ©!Ep"
and Ireland, ^f isdiilr

Here is one from EL , . . j. ._ ^ pj
a ship letter, sent •& UU ^22 £0
from Svdney just 1848 "#'

before the intro- $y «

^

auction of post- UNb * »

age stamps into that Colony. To vary

the programme a little, here is another

^

POST OFFICE

sg/A VANCOUVER /̂
from Victoria, Vancouver Island, on a letter
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received from there in 1862, and one from

Guadeloupe, figured below. Besides the one

from Vancouver Island here shown, we have

seen one containing the royal arms. British

official letters generally bear the impressed hand

stamp " London Official Paid," or " Official

Paid," " Edinburgh," or " Dublin," with slight

variations in the type, &c. A number of

Governments make use of this class of stamps

or postmarks, in some form or other. The

Victoria Frank Stamps are well known.

Generally this class are such plain-looking

things that it would be tedious to describe or

give illustrations of more than one or two

as a sample. For instance, who would care to

be informed that the Provincial Gov. of Auck-

land, New Zealand, uses such a Frank as this.

Numbers of home, colonial, and foreign letters

are branded or marked with the word " paid"

or " post paid," even when the letter is prepaid

with stamps ; why they consider it necessary

to use this mark in such cases, I cannot con-

ceive. Many foreign offices use the word
* Franco' in the same way. I can see the

utility of the mark on an unstamped paid

letter, but fail to see it when I meet with it

by the side of the stamps, or even on the

stamps, as were the following examples.

FRANCO

It may not be out of place in the intro-

ductory paper to notice the hand-stamped

marks on foreign letters, to and from Eng-

land, &c.

The two specimens here shown are taken

from U.S. letters, and are fair samples of the

bulk—very practicable, but very plain.

Below is a specimen taken from a French

letter, and a copy of an hand-stamped im-

pression used by the chief office in London
upon letters paid over the counter. With
the exception of the latter, I do not consider

these marks of any value, but simply worth a

passing notice among other postmarks. Similar

postmarks showing that the letter is franked

or free, with no postage stamps upon it, I

look upon as worthy of collection as a Mulready

envelope.

I shall in my next, proceed to the real

object of these papers—cancelling marks,

—with notes on any peculiar or curious

postmarks that may be deemed worthy of

notice. The cancelling marks of Great

Britain and European dependencies will be

taken first; as the British Government were

the first to introduce postage stamps, I think

they ought to take precedence.

Squic-ius of Iphilatcliqat publications.

The Per?nanent Postage-Stttmp Album, by W.
Stafford Smith. Second edition. London :

E. Marlborough and Co. Brighton : Staf-

ford Smith and Co.

T is really quite a pleasure to be able

to rest from our castigatory exercises

for the purpose of praising a work of

real merit. As the publication in question

has been for some time before us, we, in the

first place, owe the author an apology for our

h tardy recognition of his enterprise.
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The first edition was brought out three

years since, as a solution to the permanent

album difficulty then raging. The work was

most favourably reviewed, as it was justly

considered to fulfil the purpose for which it

was designed, by attaining as near an approach

to permancy as possible in a printed album.

For the benefit of those who have not seen

the work, we may mention that its chief

points are the following. Spaces for addi-

tional stamps are given for each country, and

extra leaves are freely dispersed throughout

the book in such a manner, that (to quote the

preface) " there is little chance of any new
stamp country being placed out of its proper

order." For example, opening the volume
hap-hazard we come upon Italy, here we
have spaces for no less than twenty stamps, in

addition to the normal colours of those already

issued. If this is not enough, there are two

blank (not ruled) pages following the Italian

leaf, which may be made serviceable for fur-

ther emissions. The shape of the book is

oblong, each page being ruled into rectangles,

large enough to hold most issued stamps. The
list is given at the side, each stamp being

numbered to correspond with the square

prepared for it. On the pages with descrip-

tion are four rows of seven divisions, on

other pages are an equal number of rows, but

with eight squares. Larger spaces are left

for the rectangular Cape, and the 3d. New-
foundland,

In this new edition, spaces have been made
for post-cards, in one sense a very proper

amendment, as post-cards have quite as much
right to be collected as envelopes. We are

inclined, however, to advocate the separation

of post-cards from adhesives when a printed

album is used, for the reason that cards are

increasing so rapidly, and are so large, that if

they were fastened upon the blank pages

ruled for fresh adhesives, these latter would
be pushed out in the cold. Even since the

printing of the album under review, as many
as a dozen new cards have appeared, and this,

irrespective of the numerous German varieties

The outward aspect of the album is every-

thing that can be desired, the design being

very chaste, and the patent lock a valuable

addition. Altogether, both outside and inside,

the Permanent Album is a complete success,

and we hope the second edition may speedily

make way for a third.

We advise all purchasers of this album to

invest in the set of arms prepared for it.

There are seventy-six in all, and the price is

very low for such handsome additions to the

work. They greatly tend to shew off the

pages, and some, such as those of the South

African Republic, are very curious.

Allgemeiner Briefmarken-Anzeiger. H amb u rg

:

F. W. Rademacher.

Twenty numbers of this journal are now
before us, and the proprietors are to be con-

gratulated upon having made such a good

score. The paper was started on the 1st of

October last, as an eight-page magazine, the

pages of the same size as our own, and it so

continued for six numbers, when it changed

to four pages of very unwieldy dimensions.

We think this was a bad move, for journals

as large as small newspapers are not generally

kept for future reference.

The A. B.-A. has been the first to chronicle

many novelties, and among its columns are

several interesting paragraphs upon forgers,

forgeries, and stamp matters in general.

We learn that for some time past, a regular

weekly Brief?narken-B orse, or stamp-exchange,

has been held in Hamburg, and that the

system has lately extended itself to Liibeck

and Bremen. From the fortnightly reports

of these meetings, stamp dealing in Germany
seems to be greatly on the increase. What
will the revilers and carpers say to the an-

nouncement of a philatelical congress and
ball? And yet, such was not only proposed,

but has been carried out with unlooked-for

success.

The programme was quite a novelty, and

we think a condensed transcript thereof may
interest our readers.

PHILATELICAL CONGKESS.
In Liibeck,

On Sunday, the 14th Jtjlt, 1872.

Order of the Day.

Assembly of visitors in Liibeck : 7 o'clock and after. General
entertainment ; and breakfast in the local Exchange Hall, by
the widow Ludemann, until

10.30 a.m.
Discussion as to the spreading of philatelical knowledge, &c.

12.30.

End of the discussion, and dinner; some in the Exchange
Hall, and others in the private houses of Liibeck amateurs.

1.30.

Meeting on board the steam-boat, "Martha"; during the trip,

music by the 76th Fusiliers' band,
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2.30.

Landing of the visitors.

3 o"clock.

Concert.
5 o'clock.

Supper.
8.3 1 p.m.

Commencement of the ball, to be kept up till morning.
Among other music will be played the new Hamburger Britf-

marten-Borse Waltz, and the Doppler'sc?ie und Hamm'sche
Briefmarken-Polka.

15th July. 7 a.m.
Departure of the visitors to catch the train reaching Ham-
burg at 9 o'clock.

The hopes of the Allgemeiner Briefmarken-

Anzciger have been accomplished, for with

the heJp of the fair sex, the first philatelical

ball proved by its attractive power, that some
amusement can be derived, from our science,

let the know-nothing sceptics say what they

will.

While upon the subject of collecting in

Germany, we may mention that Mr. Louis

May, of Hamburg, has done much to spread

the study in that ci r
y, by the opening of a

reading-room and lending-library of phila-

telical works.

The Southern Curiosity Cabinet. New Orleans :

Wilder and Co.

Three numbers of this little paper are before

us, the contents of which are neither very

good, nor very bad. Their presence is en-

couraging, as tending to show the increase of

philately in the Southern States. Our readers

will be somewhat surprised to hear on the

authority of the S.C.C., that Lord Lonsdale

was "the inventor of postage stamps." The
proprietors advertise for "One or more
locals, supposed to have been issued in New
Orleans, under the name of ' Mendant
Locals.'" We hope their search may be

rewarded with success, and that we may
some day know more about the Mendant
stamps, if they had any postal character.

Deutsche Briefmarken-Zeitung. Dresden.

This magazine has been in existence for the

last twenty-three months, and during that

time it has published many articles giving

either novel or useful information, or both.

It is chiefly to be praised for its continual and

persistent denunciation of forgeries and

swindles, although the editor has not done so

much in this matter latterly as we should

wish.

In the July number, this journal is the first

to notice and figure the new Sweden, and to

chronicle the ioor. and 20or. of Portugal,

new type, surcharged for Madeira.

An article is commenced upon "Returned
Letter Stamps," which will prove useful to

those stamp collectors who accept this rubbish.

Gazette des Timbres. Paris: P. Mahe.

At last, this anxiously expected journal has

appeared. With such a learned and indefati-

gable amateur as Dr. Magnus for its editor,

we looked forward to a magizine worthv of

his name, and our hopes have been fully

realised.

The first number is dated concurrently with

our last issue, and contains twenty pages a

little larger than our own. Tne editor opens

with a lengthy introduction of " Our Aim,"
from which we learn that it is intended by
the insertion of exhaustive monographs upon

the stamps of each country, to eventually

form a complete catalogue. This month we
are promised a complete list of the Austrian,

and also "Notes on the Svstematic Formation

of a Stamp Collection." Under the title

"Petite Gazette" is commenced a series of

letters upon the plan of Mr. Overy Taylor's
" Papers for Beginners."

As the Gazette is a continuation of Le
Timbrophile, the novelties are brought down
from last January, so the list occupies the

greater portion of the paper. In the next

number there will be room for articles

necessarily omitted in this; we shall then

have more to comment upon.

Common Sense Postage Stamp Album. Fifth

edition. By J. Waltei Scott. New York
and London : J. W. Scott and Co., Bir-

mingham. James R. Grant and Co.

This album is published to meet the require-

ments of collectors of what is known as the

English school, or as the preface tells us "for
amateurs who collect on the common sense

plan," spaces only being left " for the dif-

ferences in stamps that can be seen."

Our opinion of this cramped style of col-

lecting is well known, but there are hundreds

who ignore varieties, and for these, this is the

very book that is wanted.

The arrangement is purely alphabetical,

which for some reasons is to be prefered.

The shape is oblong, and the compartments
prepared for the stamps are ruled from actual
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measurement, which is an advantage every

purchaser will fully estimate.

Blank pages are freelv dispersed throughout

the work, and pages will be provided for new

issues as they come out ; these pages can

either be bound separately at some future

time, or they may be fastened into the album

by means of the guards prepared for them.

We think the plan of leaving pages with

simply a heading for the locals of Russia, the

United States, and Hamburg, very sensible, as

not forcing collectors to accept a lot ot labels

the authencity of which is doubtful.

Mr. Scott's album is certainly the best for

that class of collectors for whom it is prepared,

and we trust the publishers may find a large

sale for it.

The Stamp Collector s Monthly.—The Stamp

Collector.—These are the names of two small

publications hailing from the States. The
former has been issued since January, and

although only a very small production, is

evidently a plucky one, as the editor says he

is determined to keep it on for one year at

least, even if he loses money by it. Never

say die ! The Collector is a little larger and is

illustrated ; it started in May, and for the work

of lads under fifteen is very creditable. The
smallest magazine ought to do something for

the increase of philately, so let us hope that

these may.

Postage Stamp Catalogue and Collector s Guide.

By Dr. Viner. Sixteenth edition. Lon-

don : Wm. Stevens.

This is the same catalogue as the one issued

with the ever-popular work, Oppen's Album,

and as it the latest list out, we are happy to

draw attention to it.

In the first place we must note that this

catalogue "does not profess to comprehend

all the numerous varieties of perforation,

watermark, &c " but "all primary issues and

marked variations in colour, &c." are duly

noted.

As an " English" list, this work fulfills all

necessary requirements, is very complete in

normal colours, and is brought down to a late

date.

Taking a hasty run through the book, we
shall comment upon anything that seems to

require it.

To commence then, we object to the in-

sertion of British " local" labels, as the bulk

of them are known to be bad, and the Liver-

pool, and the Edinburgh and Leith, only pre-

paid crates, hampers, bandboxes, and other

kinds of goods, so they had but little affinity

with postage stamps.

The second size of our post card is omitted.

In Hamburg, the only locals mentioned are

those of Hamer, Scheerenbeck, and Van
Diemen, with which selection we entirely

agree, all the others are undoubtedly swindles.

We never saw any British stamps with the

word " Malta " surcharged upon them, and
think thai when such lettering is seen, it is

simply portion of a postmark. The "locals"

for Breslau having been exposed long since

should be omitted.

The set for Mozambique is given, but it

now seems that no such stamps exist, or have
existed.

We think it is a mistake to catalogue the

Canadian envelopes on yellow paper, as they

are evidently forgeries. The Connell stamp
of New Brunswick we believe to have been
an emitted stamp, and therefore not an essay.

When we come to read through the long list

of North American locals, we begin to wish,

that for the good of the catalogue, it had
never been inserted. Although it is stated

that "many are unauthenticated," we think

that those known to be such should have been
omitted altogether. The asterisks affixed

to those termed fictitious, only makes the

matter worse, as it is not applied in many
instances in which no doubt can be expressed.

We may mention a few that are either known
humbugs, or else simply advertising marks.

Adam's Express Co., New York (env.), advertise-
ment.

Adam's Express Co., Philadelphia (env.), adver-
tisement.

A\enue Third, S.R., Post Office, oblnng, sham.
Bancroft's Express, Bell's Despatch, both ac«

credited to Canada, where local posts cannot
exist.

Buck's* Richmond Express, long since exposed.
Langton's—marked doubtful ; there is no doubt

as to their badness.
McBobit-h and Co., an old swindle.
New Jersey Express Co. (env.), advertisment.
Richmond Postage, flag, impostor.

There are several other items we could poin

out, but the above are sufficent. With the few
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exceptions we have alluded to, the catalogue

is a faithful guide to young collectors, or to

those who have no desire to use their stamps

except as playthings—not for study.

It is quite patent from the justly earned

reputation of the author, that he has cramped
his wishes to suit the work, and not written

his work according to his knowledge.

In conclusion, we advise the rejection of

the 2c. Hawaiian in fancy frame from the

next edition, for such that a stamp never ex-

isted, we are almost certain.

TO OUR FOSTER-BROTHER,
GENTLE JAMES.

Te great unknown, who, venturous grown, assume
the editorial chair,

How brightly do your brains' clear light o'er other
mortals glare,

In art and science, wit and thought, like gods ye
reign supreme

;

And, as farthing dips through Cathay's lamps of

paper shed their gleam,
So ye, by paper shrouded close, illume the space
around

;

Te rival e'en the rolling spheres, for tho' heard
there is no sound.

For rne poor wight to sing the praise of an
editorial host,

Were a work for Hercules too hard, a vainly foolish

boast

;

Enough for me to sing of one, extolled (by himself)
above all other,

He whose "opinion" guides the world, my loving
" foster " brother,

He, great soul, inspired must be by some divine
afflatus,

With too much matter, 'tis his chief care, that he
will never sate us

;

Like a youthful artist, he well knows the value of

his frame,
How far in worth it doth excel the picture's

useless aim
;

And when the pictures are his own, 'tis certain
that he's right,

For sure his writing can not compare with paper
clean and white,

Of which, throughout his magazine, he leaves an
ample store

As free from black, defiling stains, as is a palace
floor

;

Yet hold, let not poetic fire betray my truthful
mind,

With patient care, by sheer good luck, some
"articles " I find,

Dropped carelessly both up and down the sacred
inside pages

;

" Ye Gods 1
" I cry, " this wasteful Jim has spent

some pence in wages I

"

With awe I con the scattered lines, new wonder
makes me shiver

;

Letters upon letters piled around, like sands beside
a river :

No old pedantic rules of speech, this mighty soul
confine,

Grammar and spelling, sink appalled 'fore this

scion of the nine.

Yet fiercer, higher, rises still, of his genius the fire,

When punctuation's height to reach, the hero doth
aspire,

Commas and colons loosely stray, a dismal thing
to see,

Like sheep upon the Queen's highway with no
master to cry d .

Oh ! how happy for this groaning world would be
th' auspicious day

When he should put unto himself, a "full stop"
once for aye

;

Then from the gladdened world would spring
such bright spontaneous flowers,

As erst did grow in olden times round Aphrodite's
bowers.

Yet reckless, heedless wastefulness, guides not
friend James alone,

For vaunting pride claims him also e'en for her
very own,

If he in thoughtless hour With ten fair shillings

parts,

He to th' astounded world the weighty newa
imparts

;

And if at times from private friends, some stamps
he haps to buy,

To publish it in courteous (?) terms he hastily doth
fly,

Proclaiming loudly to all men how generous he's

been
In buying what he wanted long, but to pay for

didn't mean

;

(Even here his elegance of style we cannot fail to

see,

For prodigal of printers' ink he spells Atlee,
"Jittee").

But now, Apollo, lend thy aid, to harmonise my
numbers,

Full loudly strike the golden harp, dispel in-

glorious slumbers

;

Grant fitting words wherewith to paint the bright
and heavenly dream,

That like a halo flits above, with glowing, sunny
gleam

;

See, see the beauteous puzzles, which eke out his

scant opinion,

Acrostic, rebus and charade, float by on golden
pinion

;

Oh ! Foster, child of Tempe ; thy knowledge, oh
how vast 1

To view thy puzzle-pages twain ; all nature stands

agast
;

How can ye sportive creature, find so much to

make men laugh ?

How freely must ye "cut" from Punch, from Times
and Telegraph 1

The help of Hermes, furtive God must I also invoke,
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To tell thy pleasant playful ways, each in itself a
joke

;

You chanced to read Pemberton's notes upon the

stamps of Queensland,
If, but his name " were cleared away," you said

" it would be grand ";

'Tis strange how soon your sapient mind came to

the same conclusion,

As that expressed in these same " notes," without
the least confusion

;

And in writing your next leader, behold ! the self

same words
Pop forth at once, and are as like, as are two fleecy

herds.

Mere mortal men are not enough to write within
you?' paper,

You need's must force the spirit-world to burn the
midnight taper.

Yea,' let us read with wholesome fear, the solemn
words which pass,

From out the lips and ghostly brain of mythic
" Walter Vass ";

T' would seem he were an Irish ghost, for from
Limerick he hails,

And with words of spirituous force the Editor

Some think that Light and Foster, and spirit Vass
are one,

Whilst stoney-hearted sceptics e'en think the same
of Jackson !

Now gentle foster-brother, why will ye play the

fool,

Why not retire to private life, or else go back to

school?

'Tis fearful risk I warn ye, to lead this venturous
life,

And without brains or grammar to wage a wordy
strife

;

You waste your paper and your ink, you also waste
yo'ur quill

;

Without the print, your "mag" would serve for

what it's fit—a spill. H.C.

BEITISH PACKET AGENCIES.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—Your correspondent Mr. L. "W. Meyer
was rather hard upon me this month, but I cannot
help thinking that his evidence does not really

contradict anything that I said in my article on
" British Packet Agencies," or in the series of

articles on the La Guaira stamps.

The first thing to which he takes exception is,

that I have classed Chili as one of the " pie-crust

"

republics of South America, and he endeavours
to prove that Chili and pie-crust have no con-
nexion with one another. He says :

—" As a proof
of the reliance placed in the Republic of Chili, I

may say that some time ago a gentleman was sent

out from England, exjjresslu to negotiate a postal

convention with this country ; butfor some reason

or other nothing came of it" ! Now, I think this
so-called proof is more in my favour than in hia,

especially when we look at the works in italics.

The second exception is, to my statement that
our agents take charge of all letters to and from
England, and that if the sender of a letter to
England wish to prepay his epistle, the agent will

sell him English stamps for that purpose. " To
this I don't quite agree," says Mr. Meyer ;—and
yet, a little lower down, he states that " the mails
are delivered free of charge at the post-office, and
are then made over by the agent to the postmaster,
when the responsibility of the former ceases." In
the next paragraph but one he says, " The British

post-office agent receives letters, &c, not only for
England and the Colonies, but for any country in

Europe ; and in most eases we can even prepay
them bij means of English stamps." Now this is

only what I myself said ; so that in contradicting
me, your correspondent has contradicted himself
at the same time.

And now, having justified these so-called errors

of mine, I must confess to having made a real
error, which Mr. Meyer does not specially men-
tion. It is this :— I said that the agent distributed
the. letters for South America, received by him,
but I find that this is not the case, as he simply
forwards them to the post-office of the town where
he resides, " after which," as Mr. Meyer observes,
" his responsibility ceases."

Yours faithfully,

EOBERT B. EAREE.

FORGED PETERSBURG, AND MEMPHIS.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—In the June number of your paper,
we find you notice the counterfeit Confederate
stamps, printed from dies prepared by us for our
paper. We trust you will give us a favourable
opinion after hearing our explanation.
We sold electrotypes of all our Confederate cuts

to three persons residing in N. Y. City, they were
C. H. Coster, W. P. Brown, and Geo. A. Stow.
The first two we considered above suspicion, but
to the latter party we refused them, until he would
inform us for what purpose he needed them, as he
was a stranger ; and he answered immediately,
saying " he was about to publish a stamp paper,
and needed them for a heading ;" so as we con-
sidered this satisfactory, we mailed him the cuts.

One week later, we received a Petersburg and
Pleasant Shade stamp from a dealer in Conn.,
who said he received them from Geo. A. Stow,
and that he wanted $5. each for them, that they
were worth $10., which price we would give in

trade ! this was his bait. We immediately in-

formed the dealer they were counterfeit, and wrote
to " Stow" about it. but received no answer.
Nothing more was heard about them until lately,

when we received a letter from L. Boysen, of Buf-
falo, who informed us that he and many others
including yourself* had been sold on them, and
* Neither we, nor our publishers were ' Sold on them'.—ED.
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asking us to whom we had sold cuts of the stamp -

We answered the letter ; but have heard nothing

from him since.

We have taken the trouble to give you a full

history of these shams as far as we know, so as to

justify ourselves against attacks for " honesty,

integrity, &c," and trust you will insert this an-

swer to the article.

Yours very respect.,

Tuedwell, Rogers, & Co.

Elizabeth, N. J.

CHARLESTON LOCALS.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—I suppose you are awrare that for

some time previous to our late struggle for inde-

pendence, there existed in Charleston a private

post-office, which was at first conducted by Mr.

W. Honour, and afterwards by his friend, Mr.

Kingman, both of whom had obtained the right

from the Uuited States Government, of collecting

letters in town for delivery at the Government
post-office, and vice-versa. Pre-payment of all

letters sent through their agency was compulsory,

and to facilitate the enforcement of this regula-

lation, both Mr. Honour and Mr. Kingman had
stamps printed, and sold at 2 cents each ; letters

thus posted were delivered free of charge to the

person to whom they were addressed. Through
the kindness of Mr. Honour, who is now the post-

master of Charleston, I have obtained half a

dozen of these exceedingly rare stamps, thieeof
which have been used, and are

obliterated by a cross-stroke made
by a pen. 1 here are two entirely

different types of locals issued by
Mr. Honour, but only one, so far

as I am aware, of Mr. King-
man's. The following is the list :

—

1. Honour's City Post Paid, in frame of links (see

engraving). 2c. black on bluish grey.

2. Similar stamp, with border of pearls, and value ex-

pressed ; 2 cents, black on bluish grey.

3. Kingman's City Post, with paid above, and value
below, fancy border ; 2 cents, black on bluish grey.

Very few genuine copies are known, but of the

Honour's there are several forgeries.

Trusting my remarks on these rarities may be
of value to your readers,

I am, yours truly,

Wm. Humboldt Faber.
Columbia, S.C.

gatstucrs to €rjrres|3miumte.

A. H. L. (London).—Your Tuscany are good,

except the 80c. The Oldenburg, Spain, Swiss,

Bavaria, and Monte Video are forged. The green

label, with Russian inscription, we take to be a

tobacco stamp. The embossed shilling stamp is

probably from a policy. The McKay label is a
piivate revenue stamp of the McKay Sewing

Machine Company; it is not issued by the govern-

ment, but is Si>ld by the company as a means of

obtaining the royalty from those using its

patents. Your other stamps are originals.

W.M.C. (Melton).—This correspondent asks us

whether we "consider it better to cut out the

pages devoted to Hamburg locals, or to disfigure

the album by inserting those labels." He after-

wards goes on to state that as, in his opinion, the

bulk of locals are made for philatelists, they are

none of them worthy of collection. With this

wholesale denunciation we entirely dissent, and
for the following reasons :— If a stamp carries a

letter, it is equally worthy of a place in our

albums, whether it was issued by a government,

or by a private firm, and there are many local

stamps that we know for a certainty have prepaid

correspondence. The list is far too extensive to

be given here, but we may mention the rare and
curious Californian franks, the Pacific Steam
Navigation Company's stamps, and the issues of

the Shanghai local post-office. No doubt many
locals are made to deceive collectors, but that is

no more a reason why we should discard the good
ones, than it is that we should refuse to accept

the stamps of Monte Video (for example), because

they have been so extensively counterfeited. All

those Hamburg labels now sold are certainly

bad enough, and so are most of the American,
but we all know that many genuine U S. locals

have been chronicled from time to time, and
Hamer and Van Diemen of Hamburg di<i issue

stamps in the days of " auki lang syne.'' We do
uot think any great harm would accrue to our
esteemed correspondent by the abstraction of the

Hamburg-local pages from his book, as it is very
doubtful if he will ever be fortunate enough to

obtain undoubtedly original impressions. As to

the Russian locals, these being emitted by govern-

ment officials cannot be ignored.

Count L. (Baden).—We have several times
given our ideas on the collectable value of returned

letter, and such like labels, but as you ask, we are

very happy to repeat our opinions If we open
the door tor labels used upon returned letters, we
must admit postmarks and everything else used by
the postal authorities in their dealings with the

public. We recommend to the acceptors of the
rubbish about which you enquire, the collecting of

the various qualities of sealing-wax, the different

sizes of the strings or tapes, and the several kinds
of cancelling ink used for registered letters in our

own country. A subsidiary collection of mail
bags, and postman's livery might be made with
advantage

R. T. V.—Very clever, indeed, young man, but
don't you try and "play us for Chinamen ;" among
the stamps found in your poor old grandmother's
tea-caddy, which had been lost for more than six

years, was a Spain of 1869. Odd, now, is'nt it?

J. R.—Your Shanghai are forged
;
your other

label a Russian tobacoj stamp.
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Ct$am of Ity Jftep&ta.

HE Stamp- Collector's Magazine. — [n

the August number was Mr. Overy
Taylor's Den mark paper "for beginners,"

to which we can add a few remarks for the

benefit of the more advanced. The two
earliest series containing 2 rigsbank-skilling

blue, 4 r.b.s., and the 2, 4, 8, and 16s. are

as much distinguished by a burele of waved
oblique lines over their surface, as by the crown
watermark in their substance. Though these

wavy lines are so generally found that their

absence has been seldom observed, it was
always the opinion of the late Mr. Pauwels
(than whom there was no one more accurate

in classification), that specimens had at various

times been printed on paper which had not

any burele upon it. To render our remarks

thoroughly clear, we will explain that a burele

is a network or other pattern, applied to the

surface of the paper, that on the Danish stamps

being a lithographic pattern which is printed

over the entire sheet, before the stamps. It

is printed in yellow-brown, very deep on

some of the oldest stamps, but gradually be-

coming very pale, indeed it is a question with

us whether it does not sometimes fade.

The early compilers were wont to chronicle

a 2 r.b.s. on white and on yellowish, but we
believe that these varieties are more due to

wear of the specimens and the comparative

colous of the burele : the more correct

description for us will be, 2 r.b.s. blue,

with very dark burele, and the same very

faint. Of the 4 r.b.s. Mr. Pauwels
enumerates, in his manuscript before us, as

follows :

—

No burele, yellow-brown, chocolate.

Burele, white or yellowishpaper, yellow-brown,
chocolate, dark brown.

The following transcript from the rest ot

the list (for the first time printed), will shew
the author's careful accuracy. No dates are

here given, the stamps being arranged in

groups.

Dotted Ground.
No burele.—2s. blue, pale blue, 4s. brown,

yellow-brown. 8s. green, var. on yellowish
paper, 16s. grey-lilac, bright violet.

Burele.—2s. pale blue, 4s. yellow-brown
chestnut-brown varying, 8&j yellow-green.

Wavy Ground.

No burele.—4s. yellow-brown, brown, 8s. green,
4s. brown, rouletted, 16s. violet, rouletted.

Burele.— 4s. yellow-brown, chestnut-brown,
deep brown, 8s. green.

4s. pale chestnut, rouletted.

The rouletted specimens without the bureJ,

are on unmistakeably white paper, and are

very glossy impressions. There is some slight

doubt in our minds, whether the specimens
of the 4 r.b.s. without burele, are in every

case really what they appear. The lines are

sometimes so faint as to be barely perceptible,

and the question arises, will they ever, under
perhaps exceptional circumstances, fade away
altogether? Whatever question may arise, the

fact is most certain, that Mr. Pauwels had
every stamp that he chronicled. We will

not say any thing more about the Danish
Stamps now, but will wind up with a bit of

gossip anent the well-known pair of brown
Essays, heads of Mercury, and King. During
the year 1863, we obtained from Mr. Eric

Ritzau, of Copenhagen, (then a well-known
collector), a pair of the genuine stamps, of

which he gave us the history. Of the ori-

ginal essays, as submitted to Government,
either but three pairs had been preserved, or

else but three pairs had been printed, (our

memory will not allow us to state positively),

but these three original pairs were thus dis-

persed, first, the pair in Mr. Ritzau's collec-

tion sent to us ; secondiv, a pair in the pos-

session of a Danish gentlemen, Mr. Hans
Kicer, then residing in Hong Kong, (who was
also an old correspondent of ours), and third, a

pair that Laplante, (a then well-known Paris

dealer) had managed to secure. Subsequently

a second pair was engraved, of which fiftv

pairs came into the hands of collectors—all

others are forgeries, and this is the outline of

the curious history of the three original pairs

of Danish Essays, as given to ourselves nine

years ago, and which we never remember to

have seen in print.

The September number contains some very

readable matter. There is an enquiry as to the

alleged issue ot a series of Philippines

in 1847, full particulars of the non-resus-

citations will be found on p. 123 of our July

number ; we say non-resuscitations, because we
have the information all "pat," but no speci-
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mens are forthcoming yet, though confidently

promised. From the ciicumstantiality of the

account, and the confidence with which speci-

mens are promised, the S. C. M argues that

it is a spurious emission, for " full particulars

are first given, and specimens of the stamps

are to follow, when the ground shall have

been prepared." We agree with the possi-

bility of all this, and other arguments adduced,

but are waiting the arrival of the possible

specimens before hazarding any opinion, for

we must not forget that printed information

has before now heralded resuscitated and

most valuable stamps. Instance the embossed
Sydney stamp, which was known from the

blue-books, two years before it was seen ; but

then, it was not chronicled until discovered.

There are some sensible remarks upon chiffres-

taxe and such like Ishmaelitish labels, to

which we shall, revert next month. Mr.
Earee's valuable paper on "British Packet

Agencies" has been reprinted by our contem-
porary, and the Prince Edward Island 4 c.

forgery, which we exposed last month, forms

the subject of an article.

The Philatelist. There is not much of an

extractible nature in the current number.
"A Spud Paper," "Telegraph Stamps," and
" The Envelopes of Germany" are the extra

articles. In the latter paper, which this

month embraced the earlier Wurtemburgs,
are mentioned the following errors in the

envelope inscriptions, ro the existence of

which it may be as well to call our readers'

attention. These errors occur on the large

sized envelopes, white paper, with the inscrip-

tions in large green letters; there are,

—

f> kr., with inscription Drei Keeuzbr
6 „ „ Neun „

9 ,, „ Sechs
,,

Printed on the ordinary sized zuhite envelope,

is found a 9 kr. with the word " Neun " re-

peated in each line of one of the sentences of

the inscriptions, reading therefore, neun neun
KREUZER POST-COUVERT.

Le Timbre-Poste contains much informa-

tion, and a valuable article on the history of
the Austrian Post Office from the pen of Baron
Arthur de Rothschild.

Gazette des Timbres. The second number
is most excellent, and we are sorry our space

is exhausted this month, but shall amply make
up for the apparent neglect in our next.

THE STAMPS OF SWEDEN.

( With Reference List.

)

BY THE REV. ROBERT B. EAREE.

ment

:

HE reader will probably think this a

subject which does not promise much,

either in the way of interest or amuse-

and I must confess that I have much
the same feeling with regard to it myself:

but I have undertaken to tell what I know of

the Swedish stamps, and so I must fulfil my
promise. I was very much surprised to see

how very little information concerning these

stamps can be gleaned from the magazines.

The issues of 1858, of 1863, and 1866, which

have all been current until this present year,

presented few points of interest to philatelists,

and so the magazines, having little to say on

the subject, said it, and had done with it!

The Swedes were not, by any means, the

first to follow our example in using stamps to

prepay their letters. It was not until some

fifteen years after the system had been esta-

blished in England, (that is to say, in 1855)

that the first issue for Sweden appeared. The
stamps then emitted, were of the values of

3, 4, 6, 8 and 24 skillings banco, besides a local

for Stockholm, value 1 sk. Our pennv is

worth between two and three of these skillings

banco (2-4); so, compared with our own, the

Swedish postal rates were somewhat high.

These stamps were reprinted in 1868, but

these reprints I will take in their due order :

at present our business is with the

ISSUE OF 1855.

Size, i| in. by f in. (nearly).

Solid square in upper corners,

containing figure of value in

white. Between these two
squares a white label, of same
depth, containing name
(SVERIOE) in coloured letters.

Broad s>lid label at bottom,
running the whole breadth of

the stamp, containing value,

in words, in white letters. Narrow white label at

sides, containing, in coloured letters, the word
PRIMARKE. In centre, on a background of engine-

turned lines, ashield, royally crowned, charged with

the arms of Sweden
;
{azure, three crowns, or.)
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Ciec. Perf. 14.

3 skillings banco.

Chalky bluish green, v. pale to dark.

4 skillings banco.

Lavender, very pale to very deep
;

(the darkest
specimens are almost slate-colour).

Chalky blue, v. pale to dark.

Bright blue, v. medium almost to indigo.

6 skillings banco.

Pearl-grey, v. pale to dark.

Yellowish grey, v. pale to dark.
Brownish grey, v. medium to dark.

8 skillings banco.

Golden yellow, v. pale to deep.
Ochre-yellow, v. medium to dark.
Orange, v. pale to medium.
Bright reddish orange, v. medium to dark.

t>„„™™„i, ™n^,„ ) Moens catalogues these
Brownish yellow . , -, , . t i 4.

Olive-vellow I

shades, but I have not
"^

) met with them myself.

24 skillings banco.

Pinkish vermilion, v. pale to medium.
Vermilion-red, v. medium to deep.

The shades of the 4, 6, and 8 sk. banco are

very numerous, but the highest and lowest

values do not vary so much. I have contented

myself with cataloguing one set only, of this

series, so as to avoid swelling my list to an

inordinate size; but there are, in reality, two
complete sets, distinguished from each other

by the texture of the paper. The earliest

stamps were all on a thin, comparatively smooth
paper; but when the first supply was ex-

hausted, all the rest of the issue was printed

on hard rough thick paper, like that used for

the ore series. M, Berger-Levrault seems to

think that the issue on thin paper consisted

of dark shades only; but my own impression

is that dark and light are to be found in both
issues. At all events, I have seen the 4 sk,

and 8sk. in very pale shades on the thin paper,

and vice versa. All the Swedish stamps are

cancelled with a date stamp, so that we can

give a good guess as to the duration of the

various issues. The earliest postmark I

have seen is a square, of about |-inch, and
dated 12-7, 1855. (This is on the 8 sk.

reddish orange, thin paper). The next post-

mark is a small circle, |-inch diameter; and
the earliest date I have seen is 9-11, 1856.
The latest date of the square postmark is

6
, 1858; and the latest date of the small

circle is 13-4, 1858. From these dates I

gather that though the square postmark was

first used, yet that both continued in use until

the new series was issued. As yet, I have

not seen any stamps of the ore series obliter-

ated with either of these postmarks ; but it

is very probable that such stamps do exist.

There is a full set of

Reprints of the 1855 Issue.

These are very difficult to distinguish from

the genuine at first sight. The die, of course,

is the same; the perforation is the same ; and

the colours are a tolerably near approach to

those of the originals. The following are

the only tests I can give by which the reprints

may be known: I. They are unused. The
genuine unused originals are somewhat rare; so

that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred, the

possessor of an unused specimen may be

tolerably sure that the said specimen is a

reprint. 2.- Although these stamps are un-

used, and have a bright look, yet the die bears

very evident marks of use. The originals,

though not in many cases so clearly printed,

are from a clear-cut, uninjured die. 3. The
paper is very white, whereas, in the originals,

it has a very slight tinge of yellow, from age.

4. The colours are all too bright, and have

not that dull chalky appearance seen in the

originals. 5. The colours are-.— 3 sk. bright

yellozu-green y 4 sk. bright light blue ; 6 sk. red-

lilac y 8 sk. bright golden-orange y 24.sk. bright

vermilion. These reprints were issued in

1868, and are offered to collectors at prices

varying from is. to 4s. 6d. I should fancy,

however, that no one would be foolish enough

to remove an used original from his album, and

replace it by an unused reprint.

Issue of 1858.

A change in the monetary system about this

time (1856-7) rendered a new issue of stamps

necessary. The old daler, which was worth

about is. 8d., contained 48 skillings banco;

but on the introduction of the decimal system

of coinage, the value of the daler was re-

duced to is. id., the coin itself was named
a iixdaler, and was divided into 100 ore.

The reader will see, therefore, that it takes

nearly eight of these ore to make one penny;

or, more exactly, 7.69230. The stamps

issued under this new system were of the
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values of 5, 9, 12, 24, 30, and 50 ore. All

these stamps are on rather rough unglazed

paper, and backed with thin white gum.
They exist in a great number of shades, some
of the colours being very difficult to describe ;

and, as the paper is rough, most of the colours

have a dull chalky look about them. I have

taken the shades in the usual order, i.e., from
light to dark ; but it must be borne in mind
that the darker shades were issued first. For
instance, the early 50 ore stamps were quite

a dark carmine, whereas those of 1872 are

pink. The die was re-engraved for this issue,

but there does not appear to be any improve-

ment in the design. The following are the

alterations;—the whole stamp is somewhat
smaller, the difference being very apparent in

the width ; the lettering at the sides is smaller,

as are the labels which contain the lettering
;

the letters composing the name (Sverige) are

a trifle smaller, and squeezed much closer

together; the figures in the upper corners are

smaller ; but the words of value at the bottom
are larger, thicker, and more distinct. The
lines also which denote the colour of the

centre shield, are very much curved, giving

the shield an embossed or convex appearance,

whereas, in the first die, the lines are straight,

or nearly so. Size \z\ sixteenths, x 10J
sixteenths.

Circ. Pekf. 14.

5 ore.

Chalky yellow-green, v. pale to medium.
Yellow-green, v. pale to dark.

Prussian green, v. medium to dark.

9 ore.

Reddish lilac, v. pale to medium.
Reddish violet, v. pale to deep.

12 ore.

Ultramarine, v. pale to medium.
Lavender-blue, v. pale to medium.
Dull blue, v. medium to dark.
Indigo-biue, dark.

24 ore.

Orange-yellow, v. pale to dark.
Reddish orange, v. pale to very dark.

30 ore.

Chocolate-brown, v. pale to medium.
Pink-brown, v. medium to dark.
(Some shades of tins latter colour very strongly

resemble the 50 ore).

Clear brown, v. pale to medium.

50 ore.

Dull pink, v. very pale to deep.

Brown- pink, v. medium to dark.

Bright rose-carmine, v. medium to deep.

Issue of 1866.

In this year, in consequence of some new postal

arrangements, two entirely new values appeared.

The design is a pretty close approximation to that

of the 1863 locals, except that the man-faced lion

is gardant instead of regardant, the points of the

rays in the glory are connected
by a line, causing it to look

somewhat like a duck's foot

spread out, and the figures of

value are very much enlarged,

and are placed in a transverse

oblong frame, immediately be-

low the lion. It was thought at

the time, that these two stamps
were the forerunners of a new

set ; but, as we know now, this was a mistake.

The values were 17 and 20 ore., circ. per/. 14.

17 ore.

Red-lilac (almost a mauve) v. pale to deep.

Slate.

20 ore.

Vermilion-red, v. pale to deep.

Deep rich vermilion, with shade of lake-red.

Brown-vermilion, v. pale to medium.

In all the issues hitherto described, the

stamps are placed at some distance from each

other on the sheet; consequently there is

always a wide margin, and the perforation

very rarely encroaches upon the frame. The
holes in the perforation are large and set close

together, so that the stamps are very easily

separated from one another, and the dents

have a peculiar pointed appearance. The
usual postmark on the stamps of these two

issues is a large single-lined circle, about one

inch in diameter, and the earliest date I have

seen is 15. 8. 1859.

ISSUE OF 1872.

As this new series has only just been

chronicled in these pages, the designs and
values must be too well known to my readers,

to need more than a reminder of their ex-

istence.

Local Stamps.
These are generally said to have been used in

the Capital only ; but my own impression is,

that they were used in all the larger towns,

for prepaying local correspondence. The
value was, I believe, I skilling banco. The
first issue of these locals was in the year
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1855
Transverse oblong; size y-g-in. by ifin. Background

of horizontal lines; spandrels in corners ; white
transverse oval in centre, surrounded by pearl

border. Round the oval are the words,

Frimarke Lokalbrep ; and in centre a fancy
escutcheon, containing the word FOR.

Black imp. on yellowish white paper. Circ. perf.

14.

There is no value expressed, but as I said

before, I believe it to have been 1 sk. banco.

This stamp is always postmarked with diver-

gent rays, very similar to the Edinburgh obliter-

ation. When I say it was always postmarked

in this manner, I mean that all the specimens

I have seen (andl have examined a good many,)

were so cancelled.

Reprtnt.

This stamp was reprinted with the first series

in 1868; but there is no difficulty in recog-

nizing the reprint, as it is printed in a pale

greyish black, on very white paper.

1862?

After remaining in circulation for a short time,

the colour of the above-mentioned local was

changed to bistre. I understand that M.
Berger-Levrault gives the date of the

change as 1862, but this must be a mistake.

My own impression at first was that it was

issued simultaneously with the stoutpaper edition

of the first series ; but I am now inclined to

give it a somewhat later date.

The type and perforation are the same ; the

colours are :

—

Yellowish bistre v. pale to dark.

Reddish bistre v. medium to dark.

Yellowish olive-brown v. medium to dark.

(This last may possibly be a reprint, but I am
inclined to think it an original ; and besides,

I have never heard of any reprints of this

issue.

1863.

In 1863 a new local stamp was issued. The
design was different from all that had preceded

it, but the stamps can scarcely be called an

improvement upon the older issues. The
value was 3 ore, and the description as follows

:

Groundwork of stamp somewhat similar to last

issue, small spandrels in corners; in centre a

man-faced lion, in glory, couchant regardant,

and behind him an escutcheon royally crowned,

charged whir the arms of Sweden. Overarching
this design is the name (Sverig-e) in white
letters

; below, in a straight line 3 ore ; and at
base, in fancy label, 3 Fkimarke 3.

3 ore, Circ. perf. 14.

Yellowish bistre, v. very pale to very deep.
Reddish bistre, v. medium to dark.
Cold bistre, v. pale to dark.

THE LARGE FIGURE 10c. AND 15c.
OF THE ARGENTINE CONFEDE-
RATION.

BY JOHN K. TIFFANY.

N the May number of the Stamp-Col-
lector s Magazine for 1867, was printed

what purported to be an official state-

ment of the number of sheets, stamps, &c,
printed originally, and left on hand " when
the accounts were closed," of those issues of

the Argentine Confederation, commonly
called the " large" and " small" figures. The
following calculation, based on these figures,

has lain among certain notes since the receipt

of that number, and being now called to

mind by a remark about these stamps in the

first number of the Journal, may be interest-

ing to the curious in such matters, as it leads

to very remarkable conclusions. The figures

alluded to were prefaced by the information

in the same or a previous number, that the

"large figures" were printed in double sheets

of 192 each, and the " small figures " in large

sheets of 216 stamps each. Afterwards a

note, signed "Jas. J. Woods," was published,

giving correctly the calculation with regard

to the number printed, which we repeat here

for the sake of uniformity as well as com-
parison. We have there in detail the num-
ber of each printed, the totals being in each case

the figures published as official, as follows :

—

5 Cent. Stamps.

4,095 sheets of 216 stamps=884.520 small figures.

476 „ 192 „ „ 91,392 large „

4,571 printed=975,912 both var.

10 Cent. Stamps.

1,202 sheets of 216 stamps=259.632 small figures.

104 „ 192 „ „ 19,968 large

1,306 printed=279,600 both var.

15 Cent. Stamps.
601 sheets of 216 stamps=l29,816 small figures.

52 „ 192 „ „ 9,9*4 large

653 printed=139,S0O both var,
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So far, Mr. Woods, the S.C.M. and the

present calculation agree exactly, we add that

no other number of stamps of these denomina-

tions could have been printed if the figures

given are correct, though the S.C.M. hinted

that such might be the case. But here our

friends stop, apparently well satisfied with the

result. We proceed, for the sequel is far

more interesting, to determine from the totals

given on hand when the books were balanced

December, 31st, 1 85 8, how many of each

kind of stamps there were, with the following

result

:

5 Cent. Stamps.

3,265 sheets of 216 stamps=705,240 small figures.

„ 91,392 large „476 192

3,741 sheets on hand
Dec. 31st, 185

nd }

58, )

=796.632 both var.

10 Cent. Stamps.

891 sheets of 216stamps=192,456 small figures.

104 „ 192 „ „ 19,968 large „

&}-»*424 both var.
995 sheets on hand,

Dec. 31st 1858

15 Cent. Stamps.

312 sheets of 216 stamps=67,392 small figures.

52 „ 192 „ „ 9,984 large „

=77,376 both var.
364 sheets on hand

Dec. Slst 1858,

that is to say, according to the official figures,

there had been issued up to December 31st,

1858.

830 sheets of 216 stamps each
or 179,280 small fig. 5 cent, stamps

311 sheets of 216 stamps each
or 67,176 small fig. 10 ,,

289 sheets of 216 stamps each
or 62,424 small fig. 15 „

While all the sheets of 192 stamps each,

which the S.C.M. says were the "large
figures," still remained on hand at that date,

that is to say, no large figured stamps of any
denomination had been officially issued since

the stamps were first printed, up to Dec. 31,
1858. We make bold to say that no other
solution of the official figures can be made
and be correct, provided the chief, or issuing

office, issued only whole sheets, and recorded
only the numbers of whole sheets in the re-

cords, which is the way of doing business,

we believe, everywhere else. How does this

result correspond with the known facts with

regard to the "large figured" 5 cent.? Should

the believer in the "large figured" 10c. and

15c. explain the foregoing to his satisfaction,

we respectfully request the perusal and ex-

planation of the following detailed statement,

based on the figures given as official, of the

number of sheets of 216 and 192 stamps,

of each of the three denominations on hand

February 22, J 860, when "all accounts of

that nature appear to have been closed, and

the stamps then existing were transmitted to

the office of the general director of Posts."

These figures worked out as before give :

—

5 Cent. Stamps.

2,648 sheets of 216 stamps=571,968 small figures.

476 „ 192 „ „ 91,392 large „

3,124 sheets existing \ rno oan , ,,

Feb. 22, 1860l J

=663,360 both var.

10 Cent. Stamps.

777 sheets of 216 stamps 167,832 small figures.

104 „ 192 „ „ 19,968 large „

881 sheets existing I -, Q„ OAA , ,,

Feb. 22, 1860, \
=187

>
800 both var -

15 Cent. Stamps.

342 sheets of 216 stamps=73,872 small figures,

„ 000 large ,,192

342 sheets existing ) _„ -o , ., „„
Feb. 22, 1865. J

= '3,8.2 both var.

That is, there had been issued since December
31st, 1858,

617 sheets of 216 stamps each,

or 133,272 small fig. 5 cent, stamps
114 „ 216 stamps each,

or 24,624 small fig. 10 „

52 ,, 192 stamps each,

or 9,984 large fig. 15 „

or all the "large figured" 5 and 10 cent,

stamps re?naincd still on hand when the accounts

were closed, and therefore if these official

figures are correct, none of these values were

ever issued, while during the last named period

52 sheets of 192 stamps each, had in some

manner disappeared from the office, or all the

"large figured" 15 cent, originally printed, and

none of the " small figured " of the same value

had been issued since December 31st, 1858.

But at this date there were only 312 sheets

of 216 stamps, while when the books were
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closed there would have been 342 sheets of

216 stamps each, or there could not have been

73,872 stamps, and although 52 sheets of 192

must have been taken from the stock to give

this result, still there were on December 3 1st

364. sheets of 15 cents, in all, and on Feb-

ruary 22nd, i860, 342 sheets, or only 22
sheets less. How shall we account for the

30 sheets, or how shall we account for all the

"large figured," 15 cent, being issued to the

exclusion of the "small figured," or who could

there have been issued more 15 cent, stamps

than there were ever printed ? There is also

another discrepancy, the number of 5 c. on

hand was stated to be 663,370 yet no

combination of 3,124 sheets of 192 and 216

stamps will give this number, but 663,360.

Can there be a clerical error or a misprint

in this number ? Or do not all these dis-

crepancies, inconsistencies, and impossibilities

show that the statistics are manufactured to

suit the occasion, and that the S.C.M. has

been deceived by its correspondent ? We
have no hesitation, in saying, that if the sheets

were whole sheets, no other solution of the

number of each kind of sheets of each value

can be correct. If we admit, however, that

part sheets were put down as whole sheets,

perhaps some explanation could be found to

reconcile the statements with each other, but

we have made no attempt at such a solution,

for even if such could be made for the 5 and

10 cent, issued, no such solution will explain

the case of the 15 cent., for if one single

stamp of the 342 sheets of 216 each were ab-

stracted, we could not make up the sum of

73,872 stamps of that denomination stated

to have existed on February 22, i860. So

that, of course, there would have been no

sheets in the number of 192 stamps each.

This somewhat long investigation only shows

the inaccuracy of the statement given as

official, and does not prove, it is true, that

there never were any "large figured" 10, 15, or

5 cent, stamps issued by the Confederation,

but as the "discoverer" thereof is stated to

have hunted up these data, it looks very much
like a prima facie case against his favourites.

An old maxim says, " Figures do not lie," and

this is what they seem to say about the

" large figured" Argentines, as set down in

A Collector's Notes.

lUsusrttattons.

and

USTRIA. —Error.—We find an error

chronicled by Dr. Magnus, which is

certainly quite unknown to us. It is

a 3 kr. of 1850 in brown instead of the

normal vermilion-red. The obliteration of

the doctor's specimen is gratz 10. i. in a

circle, and he considers the colour such as to

preclude the possibility of its being the result

of chemical change.

Barbados.— Watermark.— On examining

into the sizes of the new star watermark, we
are able to confirm the Belgian journal in that

the 6 p. and 1 sh. have the smaller star, and

the green, and red the larger one, whilst the

blue is found with both.

Cuba.—Essay.—We appear to have con-

fused the editors of The Philatelist and the

Gazette, by giving the essay on p. 122 in green.

As we stated it was an essay, (and that the

original was in black), we did not imagine

that any turther comment was necessary

when we reproduced it in a fancy colour;

being a trial stamp, colour was surely imma-
terial ; but we are all fated "to be in one

boat" as to a very particular error about this

same essay. It is (or was) not for Cuba at

all, but for the mother country, and under that

. heading we now discuss it.

Cuba.—Provisional 12c.—In our July num-
ber we alluded to a 12 cent, de peseta of the

1870 type without- date, as recently and pro-

visionally issued awaiting the arrival of the

new type. Of this stamp, Dr. Magnus says

that he had known it for more than a year,

and had regarded it as an essay. The
impression is carmine on white paper, perf.

circ. 14.

Denmark.—New Shades.—The 2 sk. blue on

buff, chronicled by some of our contemporaries,

seems superseded by a 2 sk. in dull or grey-

blue.

French Colonies.— Provisional.—It appears

necessary to have stated last month, that the

10, 20, and 40c. for use in the colonies of

France, issued without perforation, are of the

current engraved type. As this type has

always hitherto been perforated, whilst the
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lithographed were imperforate, it is self-

evident that those now issued without perfora-

tions could only be of the engraved type.

Confederate. — Charleston. — We annex

engravings of the adhesive and envelope stamps

provisionally issued during the war. They
will be new to most of our

r„ readers, never having been en-

graved in an English paper. We
are unable to state in what year

they were issued, or how long

used, but both have been long

known in England. In colour

the rectangular (adhesive), is of a nondescript

indigo-blue, with a slate tinge; more rarely a

paler dull blue; the oval one

was printed on envelopes, in

indigo-blue with a slate tinge.

Mr. Scott mentions an en-

velope bearing two im-

pressions from the oval die,

struck to make a double

rate of postage.

Hungary.—Envelope Withdrawn.—In our

seventh number (p. 121), under this heading,

we find this statement which was communi-
cated by a correspondent :

—

" We hear that the 25 kr. envelope is not in

circulation.'*

As there is no such an envelope, we can only

suppose that it has reference to the same

value of the 1867 issue of the Austrian

envelopes.

Japan.— Perforated.—The new issue, of

which we were fortunate in being able to

give the first notice, consists of four indi-

viduals, which The Philatelist chronicles

authoritatively as follows:

—

\ tempo brown
.', ., sage-green

I „ blue
'2

., vermilion

The A. J. of P. gives a perfectly different ac-

count of the values, calling them

1£ tempoes, brown I 3tempoes, vermillion(s/c)
2 ,, blue

I
?§ „ green

Whichever may prove correct, it is quite cer-

tain that the centres are all changed, and that

only two characters appear on each, in place

or three as at first. The Philatelist fancies, as

the green stamp alone is gummed, " that it

supersedes the £ tempo chocolate-brown, and

that the latter will become scarce."

German Empire.—Large Eagle.—The \,

i, and 1 gr. of the enlarged tvpe are now in

use, and also the I kreuzer.

German Empire.—Post Card.—Of the

post card chronicled last month, we regret to

find that there are five types, and not four

only as we then announced.

Guadalajara.—In the first number of La
Gazette des Timbres, a letter is published by

M. Albis, who is now in America, stating

that the Guadalajara provisional monsters

were struck by the postmaster Seii. Guada-
loupe Montenegro, without the authority of

Juarez, and that he (Juarez) commenced an

action against the said postmaster, and obtained

a judgment in " the supreme court of Mexico,"

for having issued, or caused to be issued, the

said stamps, without the permission of the

said Juarez, with intent to defraud. Many
things may produce unalloyed mirth in the

contemplation, but few are more li-kely to

cause
" On the face of the sinful a smile,"

than the picture of the law-abiding Juarez

suing a recalcitrant postmaster.

Heligoland.—Post Mandat.—In our pre-

vious notice of a card, at page 121, we did

not state that it was a post mandat.

New South Wales.— 1 p. N.S.W. wmk.—
Le Titnbre-Poste notices a 1 p. of the 1858
type (with diadem), imperforate, with the

new watermark, crown and N.S.W. ; the in-

dividual described is surcharged "Specimen."
It is most probably a reprint from the old

plate, printed as an essay of watermark.
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Sweden.—The New Issue—We now give the

lowest value in its correct colour; we quoted

the shade quite accurately last

month, but the printers acci-

dentally gave it in the tint

of the 12 ore. Both Le

Timbre-Poste and the Gazette

des Timbres made misprints

in describing the new 1 riks-

daler, the latter paper terming it blue and

gold, so that these new Swedes have proved

unfortunate to more than one journal. A
correspondent of the Belgian paper states

that the price of the post card 12 ore, is also

the rate of postage for a single inland letter,

but that it is to be reduced to 10 ore on the

1st of January: and the writer comforts him-

self that if the rate is higher than that usually

adopted, still Sweden is not the only country

where post cards are as dear as the letter rate

of postage. We suppose our contemporary is

right in looking forward to a 10 ore post card,

and envelope to match, for a Christmas-box.

Russia.— Belozersk.—We find the subject

of these locals becoming very intricate, and

we fancy that we know a great deal less about

them each month, for every time we take up

our pen we find to how little our knowledge

amounts. The stamp figured in our first num-
ber was formerlyremarkableforbeingexecrably

printed, but now M. Moens says its execution

has improved, and it is printed on card paper,

instead of the poor quality of a dirty white

formerly affected.

Russia.—Fatejh.—This is the marvellous

stamp which the

Rural Post of the

District of Fatejh

uses to shew prepay-

ment. The gun, the

three birds, (flying

her aldically and
straighter than the

proverbial crow does), and a harrow, are the

emblems or arms of the district ; there is no
indication of value. The design is used on
envelopes, where it is struck upon the flaps;

the envelope is given by Le Timbre-Poste as

of greyish white wove paper, size 14 by 1

1

centimetres. The impressions are

Dark blue, value 4 kop.
Vermilion-red, value 6 kop.

RussrA. — Fawiograa. — Last month we
engraved the new type for this district which

is in the Government of Ekaterinoslav. We
stated that the original contains the error

Mada, this is a misprint, it should read Madia.

The type which this succeeds, is thus clearly

summarised by The Stamp-Collector's Magazine.

(1.) Arms in centre.

(2.) Star above and numeral below arms.

(3.) Inscription in surrounding oval frame.

(4.) Eoman figure of value in angles beyond the

oval.

Russia.— Peerjatin.—The design figured last

month for Perislaw does duty for Peerjatin,

"subject to the change of name," as says our

informant the S.C.M.

Russia.—Livonia.—Here we have an entire

novelty, a change of insignia and perforation

being striking components.

We had always regarded the

warlike looking griffin with

sabre, as the armorial bearings

of the district of Wenden, but

here is a gauntleted hand and

[^ the sword instead. It accords

with tradition, however, in

having two colours, the oval containing the in-

scription being green, the remainder of the

stamp vermilion-red; it is perf. circ. 13.

Russia.—Levant.—We recently noted that

the 1 kop. was perforated 15, the 3 and 5

kop. have now followed suit, leaving only the

10 kop. with the larger perforation.

Russia.—Riasan.—Again quoting from Le
Timbre-Poste, we chronicle these changes ; the

2 kop. black is probably obsolete as it has ar-

rived in gold, whilst the blue (formerly pale

blue, and a darker dull shade,) is now Prussian

blue. The stamps used to be in blocks of 26

stamps, twice repeated, and, from the shape of

the impressions, were somewhat fantastic in

appearance, as they were in rows of alternate

numbers, so necessitated by the shape, and by

being printed point to point. Now we hear

they are printed in seven rows of eight

stamps, placed obliquely.

Russia.— Schluesselburg.—The S. C. M. says

u It is stated that the rural post for this dis-

trict has long ceased to exist, and that the

green 5 kop. stamp is, consequently, no longer

to be had."
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Russia.—Soummy. —Some time since The

Philatelist chronicled, that specimens of the

I kop. blue were made to do duty for the

very different value of 5 kop. by being sur-

charged with a figure 5 in ink, the colour of

the impression— blue. Now that their supply

of the 5 kop. value (red) is all right, they find

it needful to alter some (perhaps all ?) of their

present stock, by the aid of a pen and red ink,

to the fresh value of 6 kop ! This appears to us

a very economical way of obtaining different

stamps, and also of increasing one's revenue.

Le Timbre-Poste has heard that the following

varieties have existed, values I, 2, and 3 kop.

colours, respectively green, blue, and red, but

is unacquainted with the design. The 3 kop.

already described in last year's S. C. M., is

given in red-brown, probably identical with

M. Moens quoted red.

Russia.— Envelopes to Right.—We an-

nounced the arrival of the 5, 10 and 20 kop.,

with the impression on the right instead of

the left, in our June number, and the Gazette

des Timbres thinks our announcement " pre-

mature as far as the 20 and 30 kop." are con-

cerned. We wrote with the envelopes before

us, and if Dr. Magnus still doubts the existence

of the 20 kop., our publishers can supply him
with a specimen, but he is in error as to our

having quoted 30 kop.

Mexico. — Without Burele. — Le Timbre-

Poste chronicles a 6 c. of this year's issue, which
does not bear the usual blue burele, or moire

pattern, at back.

Mexico.—Watermark.—We are not aware

that watermarks were ever part of the Mexi-

can system of postage-stamp making, but the

1867 re-issue of Hidalgo, \ real blue-green,

I real sky-blue, 4 reales rose, and later the

\ real grey, were all printed on a thin paper,

more or less blue, watermarked in the sheet

with the letters R.P.S. in large open text.

A correspondent of the Gazette des Timbres

speaks of having noticed a watermark on the

current issue, of which he has identified the

words El Sellado, but does not state in what
characters they occur ; the words, however,
may form part of the maker's trade-water-

mark.

Mauritius.—Rumoured Envelopes.—We ex-

tract the following from Le Timbre-Poste :

—

"Two new envelopes are being prepared with

all despatch, values 10 pence rose, ish. and 8d.

blue. Also, an adhesive 10 pence, morocco
colour and gold." The latter, if correctly de-

scribed, will be simply gorgeous ; our last ad-

vices from Port Louis, however, make no
mention of any alteration, even the prepared

green 9 pence not being yet issued. If the

stamps are in preparation, the information

would be more likely to come from Europe,

where they are probably made, than from the

island.

New South Wales.—New Watermark.—
Certain newspaper bands (1 penny) are about,

surcharged " Specimen," and
bearing the annexed water-

mark, a kangaroo under the

letters A.P. Everyone wants

to know if this is the present

or future watermark, we be-

lieve that it is in use, but,

from a circumstance that has

come to our knowledge, we
think we may safely assert,

that if not current now, it will not be used at

all. M. Moen's facetiously terms the beast

an antelope. Our engraving is reduced.

New Zealand.—Shades.—The new stamps

are already found in light and dark shades, the

1 p. being red-brown and grey-brown, the 6 p.

in greenish blue (light), and pale blue.

Orange Free States.—New Shade.— The
shilling, now comes over in a brown orange-

yellow.

Philippines.—Resuscitation 1853 .—We find

that we omitted to chronicle a possibly valu-

able resuscitation, which was mentioned in the

last (concluding) number of Le Timbrophile.

If we imagine a copy of the type 1853 Spain,

bearing correos 1854-55 above, with franco

3 cos. below, each in a straight label, with the

said labels " breaking " the pearled oval which
surrounds the head, we think that a very good
idea may be formed of the appearance and
general character of this latest vieux neuf.

It is said to be a lithographic transfer from
an engraving, and colour greenish blue; the

cancellation is that commonly known as the
" gridiron," used in the Spanish Colonies.
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Whether a stamp or an essay, it is our duty to

chronicle it ; it may be an issued stamp, for

was not the 5 c. 1853-54 lithographed un-

known till 1865? And do not unsuspected

stamps continually crop up near home ? There
are 25 pearls on the right side, but only 24 on
the left, and we hope to hear further about its

use in due time. Without in any way com-
mitting ourselves to an opinion of its character,

of which indeed we are not competent to

judge, we may observe, that a 10 cs. of the

same type was mentioned by M. Rondot
nearly ten years ago, but that no one else has

met with it up to the present time.

Philippines. — Present Issue. — Cancelling

the list on p. 122, we submit the following,

corrected from further information, and the

Continental papers.

6 cents, de peseta {Le Timbre-Poste)
16 „ „ ultramarine
62 „ „ lilac

1 peseta 25 cents., blue on flesh

2 „ 50 „ rose?
5 pesetas, grey ?

They are all on unwatermarked white paper,

perf. circ. 14.

Portugese Indies.—Further Varieties.—In

addition to the list given on page 1 24, Le
Timbre-Poste quotes the following :

—

Second Series.

First type.—Bather thick wove paper, perf. \%\.

100 ieis, grass green.

200 ,, canary.

300 ., dark violet-brown.

600 „

900 „

Third Series.

First type.— Laid paper, perf. 13|.

40 reis, ultramarine.

As imagined, type II no longer exists for any

value, and as to the above and the others previ-

ously it is probable that at the present noted,

moment all are defunct, for Le Timbre-

Poste announces a new issue, for the ex-

ecution of the present type left something

to be desired. A curious fact, shewing

economy in printing, is, that one series of

frames has served for alt values ; the different

colours being printed with blank centres, and

the numerals filling the same being separately

hand-stamped afterwards, as examination of

nearly every specimen will shew. On p. 124
will be noticed the following :

—

Third Series.

First type.—Laid paper, perf. 13£ square punctures.
10 reis, black.

20 ,. vermilion.

Dr. Magnus in La Gazette des Timbres notes

the existence of both 10 and 20 reis on laid

paper, but adds, " despite all our researches,

we have never seen any of these perforated

stamps. All that we have appear perces en

points on a straight line."

Roumania.—New Issues.—New stamps en-

graved in Paris are briefly mentioned by Le
Timbre-Poste. The same authority states

that the actual stamps will no longer be printed.

Saint Vincent.— 1 sh. rose..—By an over-

sight last month we omitted to chronicle this

variety, which appears to be now in use. It

is star watermarked, compound perf. circ.

14^ to 15^-, colour precisely that of the rose

penny. It may, however, be an error of

printing.

Servia.—Imperforate.—The 1 para is now
on thick paper without perforation, as first

noted by Le Timbre-Poste.

Spain.—The Projected Issue.—The design

annexed was at first attributed

to Cuba. Our monthly re- tesmmk
pository of notes on the ft

intentions of the Spanish

Post Office, (which is to be

found in Le Timbre-Poste

with unvarying monotony

—

we mean regularity), reports

as follows. That the design,

though erroneously ascribed to Cuba, was in

reality prepared for the mother country, and
that when about two millions of impressions

had been printed, it was found that nine

sheets out of every ten were spoilt by the

badness of the impressions; in some, the

face of the king was daubed with black,

in others, one of his eyes was hidden

by a large blotch of ink, so altogether this

rather handsome type was abandoned in

favour of the design which we figured in

July, and which as Le Timbre-Poste speaks
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quite positively of its adoption, we venture

to again produce, to save all

misapprehension on the parts

of our readers. The design

is perhaps the least striking

of any among the numerous

essays that we have presented

in these pages. It is a poor

design, founded on De La
Rue's 40c. Belgium of 1865,

and without its very needful accessory orna-

mentation. That great prominence should

be given to the king's portrait, appears to

have been an indispensable point in these

essays, the type here given has perhaps, less

head than most, but the central oval is still

too large to admit of lettering both above and

below, in a stamp of the size desiderated; as a

consequence, both inscriptions are cramped,

and the plainess of the repeated value could

not be made more conspicuous or hideous by

any ingenuity ; we learn that this type is to be

used for values below 1 peseta, for higher

values (employed usually for telegrams), there

will be a fresh type, and we trust a hand-

somer one. The first given type, now
abandoned, was engraved by M. Pascual

Alegre; that now adopted by M. E.Julia.

United States.— Projected Post Card—
Whether the post card described by us in our

May number— made to be closed against

inspection—is finding favour, we cannot say,

but the principle has been patented in England.

We presume that the enterprising patentee

will have a long struggle with "red tape,"

before his proposal will receive even notice.

We are informed that the " new ic. postal card

just adopted by the American Post Office

Department will have on one side a head of

the Goddess of Liberty, with the legend

United States Postal Card. This side also

contains the direction, 'Write the super-

scription on this side, and the communication

on the other.'" We do not know whether
this information is officially correct, but we
believe that it is accurate so far as it goes.

United States.—Boyd's City Post.—As
the office of this despatch has been removed
from Fulton Street, the envelopes are now
sold with the address upon the stamps erased

from the die.

United States.— Hoyt's Express.—We first

heard of this scarce local from The American

'Journal for February, 1871, and as our pub-

lishers have had a very fine specimen through

their hands, we have taken a few notes from

their copy, which was on the original letter.

The stamp is of small size, oblong, inscribed

" Hoyt's Letter Express to Rochester" in three

lines. The border is of a fancy pattern,

apparently engraved. Impression black on

vermilion. The specimen now before is upon

a letter sent in Sept. 1844, from Scottsville

to New York. In addition to Hoyt's stamp

the cover is franked with the black on yellow

Pomeroy, and further has the hand-stamp of

Boyd's City Express Post, with the date Sept.

7, showing the letter to have been two days

(presumably) on its journey.

We presume that Hoyt carried from Scotts-

ville to Rochester, and that Pomeroy com-
pleted the journey. The presence of Boyd's

surcharge is easily explained, by the fact that

Pomeroy had an agreement with Boyd,

whereby the latter delivered Pomeroy's letters

within the city of New York.

THE TURKISH STAMPS.
BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

{Continuedfrom page 109.)

Third Issue.

jN he Collectionneur de Timbres-Poite for

the month of August, 1 868, the follow-

ing notice appears under the head of

Turkey:—"We shall probably have a fresh

issue, a terrible fire having consumed the Post

Office at Constantinople, whither were con-

veyed, a short time since, the machinery,

dies, &c, used for the printing of the stamps,

which were previously printed at M. Poitevin's

in Paris."

How far the above statement is correct we
have not been able to ascertain, but from Le

Timbropbile of the 30th December, 1868, we
learn that the new issue was made on the

28th October of that year, and comprised,

like the preceding, two series, one for the use

of the public, and one for that of the postal

agents. The values and the design were

similar to those adopted, in the preceding

issue, but the colours were altered. Thoes
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now adopted were light violet for the 10

paras, green for the 20 paras, yellow for the

I piastre, brick-red for the 2 piastres, blue for

the 5 piastres, and salmon for the 25 piastres.

The colour also of the postal-agency series

was changed from light brown to a yellow-

brown or fawn colour, and the inscriptions on

the stamps were no longer printed in black

but in brown of a darker shade than that em-
ployed for the impression of the stamp, while

the intervals between the stamps on the sheet

were filled up with colour similar to that of

the inscription, instead of being left white as

heretofore. A report is mentioned in Le
Timbre-Poste for December, 1868, that this

latter change was adopted in consequence of a

considerable theft of the stamps of the former

issue.

The whole of the issue is perforated 13.

In the stamps of the preceding issue, we
have been unable to detect any difference in

that part of the inscription signifying Post,

Empire, Ottoman. Throughout the values

the lettering in these words appear identical ;

but when we examine the present issue, we
detect such differences as cannot fail to show
that the entire inscription is different for each

value. The lettering generally, does not re-

semble either that of Type 1, or Type 11 of

the preceding issue, being less round than that

of Type 1, and more straggling than that of

Type 11. The surcharging-platcs used for the

corresponding values in the two series, are

doubtless the same, as the lettering appears to

be identical.

The impression of this issue is so superior

in execution to that of the next issue, though
inferior to that of the preceding, that we in-

cline to the belief that the printing of it was
done in Paris. The perforation also of the

stamps is regular, and shows a striking con-

trast to the rough perforation of the next issue.

Classification.—
I.—Stamps for the use of the public.

10 paras, shades of light violet.

20 „ shades of Prussian-green varying
from very light to dark.

1 piastre, shades of yellow (ochre and
raw sienna).

2 „ brick-red and dark ditto.

5 ,, slate, and shades of sky-blue.
25 ,, salmon.

II.—Stamps for the use of the postal agents ;—

20 paras, shades of brown varying from
lightraw umber to burnt sienna,
and greenish light umber.

1 piastre ditto ditto
2

25

Fourth Issue.

In the month of July, 1870, Le Timbre-Poste

announced the appearance of a 1 piastre of
the series for the postal agents perforated 9,
and not long after, that of the 20 paras green,

the I piastre yellow, and the 2 piastres red, of

the series for the use of the public, with alike

perforation. About the middle of the past

June a notice appeared that the 10 paras had
also been issued with the same perforation, but

of a dirty drab colour, and we have lately

received the following addition to this issue,

viz.: the 10 paras in lilac, the 25 piastres

salmon of the series for the public, and the

5 piastres light red-brown, of the postal-

agency series, all with the same perforation.

The appearance of the 1 piastre with an

extremely rough perforation, or rather prick-

ing, for the paper is not removed by the

perforating instrument, occasioned but little

remark, as the stamps showed no perceptible

variations in point of execution in other

respects from the preceding series; but when
other values appeared with similar rough per-

forations, it began to be noticed that there

was a considerable alteration in the impression,

which had become very rough, and also in

the colours, which were less bright in some
of the values.

The series is not yet complete and we shall

not, therefore, attempt to give any classified

list of the portion which has appeared; but

there are one or two observations which have
occurred to us is the examination we have
made of a large stock of the 10 and 20 paras,

and I and 2 piastres of this issue, kindly lent

to us by the publishers of this journal, which
may be useful.

It appears that the type of the inscriptions

upon the stamps of this issue is the same as

that of the inscriptions on the stamps of the

preceding issue. Le Timbre-Poste appears to

doubt this as far as the 10 paras is concerned,

but we have examined a very large number
of specimens, and allowing for the defective
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printing of this issue, we believe the surcharg-

ing to be done with the same plates as those

used for the preceding issue.

We have found only one regular perforation

where the substance of the paper is removed,

all the others being made by prickers which
do not remove the paper. The regular per-

foration is "]\ to 8, but the other or irregular

perforation presents all kinds of varieties, simple

and compound, from $\, 6, 7, 9, 10, to 14.

The lines of perforation across the sheets are

sometimes not only not parallel, but are not

unfrequently crooked; but as the issue is'now

still in an imperfect state, we may be able to

obtain before long, some information as to its

manufacture, which may enable us to arrive at

some classification of such varieties as do not

depend upon fortuitous circumstances.

A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE
STAMPS AND FORGERIES OF THE
HAWAIIAN ISLANDS.

( With Reference List.

)

BY W. DUDLEY ATLEE.

( Continuedfrom p. 137. j

N the four forgeries already described,

the makers have contented themselves

with counterfeiting the lowest value

only. We will now notice five instances in

which the stamps have been forged for sale in

pairs.

FORGERY E.—1 CENT, 2 CENTS.

Black on blue wove, and also on laid, blue

on white wove: of the latter we only have

the 2 cents. Lithographed, lettering poor,

and almost alike in each value. No periods

anywhere, except below in the I cent.

Numeral of I c. very like the one in forgery

D, only with a firm bottom stroke, c of word
of value narrow and deep. The central

numeral in the 2 c. is wretchedly drawn, the

body being very thin, and at a considerable

distance from the tail. Outer line of frame

very thick. Upon these counterfeits, we find an

obliterationof concentricrings after the manner
of the genuine, or else a kind of triangular

grid.

FORGERY F.—1 CENT, 2 CENTS.

Blue on white wove, and 2 cents only in

black on blue wove. Badly drawn lithographs,

always very smeary. With the exception of

course of the value, all the details of the pair

are alike. Period following Postage runs

into the final letter of that word, d of

Island smaller, and above the bottom line of

the other letters. Leta a smudge with a

period joined to the a. Period after Cent,

but not after the plural word, in which last

the s is so bad that it will stand for almost any-

thing. Inner line of frame very little thinner

than the outer one.

FORGERY G.— 1 CENT, 2 CENTS,

This pair of impostors seem to have been

made as representatives of almost all theissues.

We find them in the following varieties :

—

Black on blue wove
Blue „ „
Black white „
Blue „ „

These forgeries require a careful investigation,

as they are certainly the most deceptive of

the lot, and are only approached by the pair

afterwards to be described. With the excep-

tion of the bottom stroke of the central I

being rather too pronounced, the resemblance

to the slanting top numeral of the genuine is

perfect,and the central 2 is so like the original,

as defy the writing of any descriptive difference.

The small I is thick, with the top stroke

horizontal, and the bottom stroke long and
fully shown. The small 2 is too squat, with
the body thick, and rather close to the tail.

There is a period at each side and at bottom,
nd of Island is more or less above the level

of the preceding letters. The line under top

inscription is on a level with the period after

Postage. The bottom horizontal stroke is on
a line with the first stroke of the primary letter

of Hawaiian. In the I cent, this lower line

does not extend much beyond the small

numeral, in the higher value the line goes

nearly to the side. All the I cent show the

e of Leta blocked up, making it look some-
what like a b.

FORGERY H.— 1 CENT, 2 CENTS.

This is the pair of counterfeits that have

lately been so much sold in sets of several

varieties. We have both values as follows:

—

Black on white wove
„ blue „

„ „ laid.
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These six humbugs are (so far as our ex-

perience goes), always sold together, the

presence pf the pair on blue laid therefore at

once condemns the lot.

They are all much too heavily printed,

and show no periods anywhere, except

a very small one after Leta in the 1 cent.

We need not add more, as a means of detect-

ing these (at first sight,) rather specious

swindles.

We are informed by a continental dealer of

known probity, that these sets were received

by him direct from the postal authorities of

Honolulu. It is therefore evident that the

officials have lowered themselves to commit
a fraud upon stamp collectors, for the sake of

putting money into their probably famished

exchequer. It may be argued as an extenuat-

ing circumstance, that the said officials are of

like opinion with their brethren of e.u. de

Colombia, as to the difference with which
philatelists regard an imitation and an original.

However let the intention be what it may,

the fruits thereof are as utterly worthless as

the other forgeries.

forgery 1.—1 Cent, 2 Cents.

Black on white, and on bluish wove. These
are difficult forgeries to detect, as they vary

more or less amongst themselves. The white

paper matches the original, but the bluish is

too thick and strong in texture. On the 1 c.

we find the correct number of periods, but in

the 2 c. the one after Leta is absent. In all

the copies we have seen (and they are many,)

the upper line is on a level with the dot after

Postage, and the lower line, if extended,

would come beneath the letter h. This pair

of imitations seems to be those we have termed

forgery H, taken when the " form " had been

battered, with the period after value knocked

out, and one after postage added. Sometimes
the central numeral in the 1 cent has not the

head line.

forgery J,—2 Cents.

This forgery from its appearance, must have

been introduced some time since, It is a

lithograph, black upon whice wove. It may
have been brought out with the I c. forgery

c, and the pair sold as representatives of the

third issue, only printed on white paper in-

stead of blue, which error would not be parti-

cularly noticeable in the early days of col-

lecting.

The periods in this forged 2 c. are placed

as in the genuine. The central numeral is

badly formed, and the small one is very

different to the one in the original, being thin,

narrow, and straggly, with the body thin, and
at some considerable distance from the tail,

which latter curls downwards. Outer line of

frame very thick and unbroken.

FORGERY K—2 CENTS.

Being printed in green this is scarcely

worth recording, were it not that some black

or blue specimens may some day be printed

from the same block. This label is wider,

but shorter than any of the genuine, and the

upper inscription shows as one word, without

the slightest break.

Ninth Issue,
By some oversight this issue was omitted

from its proper place, it having appeared in

May 1864., being before the issue we have

termed the " eighth." The
stamp was of the value of

2 cents, and was prepared

by the American Bank Note
Company to supersede the

provisional label of the

same value of the seventh

issue.

DESIGN.—Portrait of Kamehanieha IV on a
ground of crossed lines, in linear oval, letter lined
scrolls, Hawaii above, and Eltja Keneta below.
Numeral in each upper angle, background and
lower angles of scrollery. Perf. circ. 12|.

SPECIES.—2 (cents) vermilion on white wove, v.

Forgery.

This is of Hamburg birth, and of wretched

execution. All the lines of shading are much too

prominent. In the forged the bottom curl of the

numerals is thin, in the genuine it is a thick ball.

TENTH ISSUE.

Although we have still another issue of

low valued figure stamps to chronicle, it is a

slight break in the monotony to know that

there is an alteration in the disposition of the

inscriptions. This emission took place in 1 865.

DESIGN
Numeral within lettered linear frame, UKU

leta above, interisland on left side, Hawaiian
postage on right, value below.
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SPECIES

1 cent, dark blue on white wove
2 cents, „ „

It will be observed that Inter Island is now
given as one word. These stamps were

printed in tens, as their predecessors. The
paper was thinnish, and most of the types

have a somewhat imperfect appearance. No
periods were used, and C of word of value

is not a capital, but matches the companion

letters.

We have seen no forgeries of these stamps.

[To be continued).

OUR CATALOGUE.

E referred to our proposed work, at some
length in our June number, and having

taken counsel with a great many of our

subscribers, have arrived at several conclusions

which we will endeavour to set before our

readers.

We first thought of publishing the work in

these pages, but a catalogue is a work almost

continually in use, and should therefore, be

of a size to be conveniently carried in the

pocket. To reduce it to this size, we have made
many important modifications, and we consider

that we have materially increased the value of

the work. The great alteration, and by

which we gain considerable space, is the

abandonment of all the lengthy "word des-

criptions" of the types, they being replaced

by accurate engravings of every type and

sub type, thus doing away with all description

of the design, and rendering our catalogue

the very best possible guide for beginners, as

well as for long established collectors ; no
collector can be in doubt as to what type is

intended, when there is an illustration before

him.

Inone other respect, our opinions have been
modified, partly because we save much space,

and because it is our desire to write a work
which shall assist, and not confuse the bulk of

collectors, as may be guessed at, we are now
referring to the lists of varieties, and which
our readers may fear will be made of inter-

minable length, but here we beg to assure

them they are completely in error. Whilst

wc shall arrange our lists of varieties by

differences in watermark and perforation, we
shall eschew minor variations in the texture
of unwatermarked paper, and shall catalogue
no subsidiary shades. Our reasons are, both
variations in paper and variations in tints of
one colour are endless, impossible to describe
except by comparison with what the reader
cannot identify, and it is therefore better to

call attention to those differences, in the notes
after each country, and allow the collector,

who has a taste for arrangement, and the oppor-
tunity of obtaining varieties in the bulk, to

please himself as to the advisability of dividing

any series into thin or thick paper sets, and
multiplying the individuals by all shades to be
found.

This curtailment will not be found to

cause any loss of information to the advanced
Philatelist, but rather to simplify matters
which might otherwise alarm him by their

seeming magnitude. We can guarantee that

our work shall be in thorough accordance
with its title, "A complete Catalogue ot

Postage Stamps." Our publishers intend
issuing the Catalogue in twelve monthly
parts, each part complete in itself. Part I.

containing part of Europe, will be published
Nov. 15th, but further information will be
found in the advertisements of our publishers.

Full lists will be given of entire envelopes,
forming a new feature in stamp cataloguing

;

they will be duly illustrated by sketches of all

essentials.

THE LATEST STRIKE.

RATHER strange occurrence has just

come before our notice as having
happened in Ryde (Isle of Wight). It

is nothing more or less than a novel strike in

that trim and respectable southern watering

place, which is likely to give serious trouble

to the Postmaster-General, and no end of in-

convenience to a select circle of Her Majesty's

subjects. Passing along Pier Street one morn-
ing, we were surprised to see the following

pasted on the shutters of Mr. Hearder's

shop :

—

" Notice.—Esplanade Post Office.—This office

is closed, the remuneration of eigktpence per day
not paying working expenses—namely, receiving

and despatching letters and newspapers, issuing
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post-office orders, transacting savings bank business

and issuing dog and gun licenses, for which sum
we had to find string, blotting paper, pens, red and

blue ink, gas, and 14 hours a-day constant attend-

ance from seven a.m. till nine p.m., find office

room, and fit up the office at our own expense.

The brass plates for newspapers to be sold cheap.

Inquire within.

—

Joel HEARDER."

The present Government having peculiar

views, and entertaining the opinion that all

classes of Her Majesty's subjects are rogues,

may possibly have imagined that the post-

master would have helped himself. But

after all, no man out of Bedlam, perhaps,

would think of transacting monetary business

with a postmaster who has been starving alive

rather than striving to live on a salary of less

than five shillings a week. Better by far for

the British Constitution and his own that

such a man should perform the official " happy

despatch" of self-establishment.

A FOOL ANSWERED ACCORDING
TO HIS FOLLY.

lEgi'mSlO show the depths of idiotcy to which

III H a Person s "'l possessed of life and

being may sink, we draw attention to

the following first fruits or tithes of lunacy,

published in a northern paper:

—

USED POSTAGE STAMPS.

To the Editor of THE NORTH BRITISH DAILY MAIL.

Sir,—I observe that one of your correspondents

asks, " What is the use of old postage stamps ?"

Briefly stated, the answer is, none whatever ; but

as what is called the postage stamp mania has

now endured for a good many year?, the only

presumable use is to furnish another illustration

of human idiocy. There is a race of mortals who
will " collect " anything, the more useless the

better, and take an incomprehensible delight in

collections of broken porridge-pots, which they

value higher than new ones, or stray leaves of old

books which they cannot read. So when it was
plain that used postage stamps were of no possible

use to any one, it became the fashion to collect

them. Many were the motives assigned for this

laudable pursuit. Sometimes it was a l
f stern

parient " who, to inculcate the lesson of industry

and perseverance upon a would-be son-in-law,

made the production of five ml lion old stamps,

neatly made up in packets of one thousand each,

the price of his daughter's hand. At others

Bomebody had promised to give a handsome dona-

tion to a chaiity on condition that so many
million stamps were forthcoming. Anything was

good enough for an excuse, and schoolboys were

taught to look upon the boarding of old stamps
as a meritorious industry. Then came the foreign
stamp mania, in which the artistic and the ethno-
logical dodge came into play. The stationers and
fancy album makers saw their opening, and taking
folly as it flew, were sagacious enough to make
their market out of it. Most tastefully got up
books appeared, " suitable for a lady's drawing-
room table," which really until you opened them
were things of beauty, and the spirit of rivalry
lent another impetus to the mania. The fortunate
possessor of a genuine " Pony Express " (for

which defaced modicum of coloured paper he had
paid, perhaps, 10s. or 15s.), felt a glow of pride in

exhibiting its collections to his admiring but
envious friends, aud actually a Postage Stamp
Exchange arose, in which prices rose and fell like

those of foreign stocks. A few months ago a sale

of these valuable pieces of antiquity took place
in London, and little squares of dirty paper which
when new might in some cases attain the value of

2d., were eagerly contended for, and fetched
prices which were something more than fancy
ones. That interesting personage " the Claimant"
may be said to have partially suggested the reason
for this extraordinary mania—" Some men has
plenty brains but no money, some has plenty
money but no brains."

Glasgow. I am, &c, Gumpot.

As a reply to the above incipient maniacal

effusion, we commend the following remarks

of another and wiser correspondent to our

readers' perusal ; it will do as a kind of.

"tract" for the sceptical friends and other

ignoramuses, whose uncalled-for sneers " be-

tray the vacant mind."

POSTAGE STAMP COLLECTORS.
To the Editor of The North British daily Mail.

Sir,—Having observed in Saturday's issue your
correspondent " Gumpot's," letter as to the uses of

collecting foreign postage stamps, and having
now been a collector for upwards of ten years, I

take this opportunity of informing him as to some
of the uses cf collecting foreign stamps, and why
it should be not scoffed at but encouraged, especi-

ally in the case of schoolboys. In the first place,

much information may be derived by boys while
collecting, which, in the ordinary routine of school
teaching, would not be half so vividly nor plea-

santly impressedon their minds, such as the progress
of civilisation and state of commerce throughout
the world, as well as the social position of both
neighbouring and distant countries, besides im-
parting much geographical and other information,

including modern history, and the changes taking
place in the government of the various countries

as they occur, &c. So much for the uses of col-

lecting. That the pursuit of Philately is not what
"Gumpot" would have us believe—a mere ''illus-

tration of human idiocy"— is abundantly proved
by the great popularity which it has attained, not
only in Great Britain, but throughout, I may say,
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a great portion of the civilised world. We rind

that no less than three different Philatelic journals

are issued monthly in Great Britain, while in the

United States we nave a still greater number, also

issued monthly, besides Philatelical publications

in Canada, Germany. France. Spain, Belgium, &c.

Many other arguments might be brought forward
here in favour of stamp collecting, but with which
I shall not intrude upon your space, only men-
tioning before ending this the names of a few
celebrated men which Philatelists include among
their number, viz., Baron Arthur de Rothschild. Dr.

Viner, Sir Daniel Cooper, Mr. Philbrick. and
numerous other names with which I shall not now
trouble you. Hoping that I have thrown a clearer

light on the subject than " Gumpot," I am, Sec,

Edinburgh. ' Baton Rouge.

gcriani of philatelical publications.

IHE American Journal of Philately and

The Stamp Collector's Journal.—Such

'is now the full title of this paper edited

by " Alfred Turner." Regarding with feel-

ings of some curiosity, this amalgamation of

the A.J. of P. with the most useless paper pub-

lished in England, we wondered what might

be the results. In so far as we may be allowed

to judge from two amalgamated numbers, we
candidly feel that the less we say, the greater

our sell-denial will appear, and our own cha-

rity the more glaringly conspicuous. We
do not wish to suggest unkind metaphors, but

the tangible results of this amalgamation are

about the same as those which showed them-

selves when Pharaoh's lean kine absorbed the

fat ones, though far be it from us to pursue

the similitude too deeply.

The August number is very poor; the

" History of the Confederate States Post

Office" may be a valuable guide as to geo-

graphy, and revenue, but in the present num-
ber is unusually bare of information. Illus-

trations are given of the locals, but we fail to

glean anything as to their history, date of

issue, why issued, how long issued, how much
they cost printing, etc. We thought at first

Mr. Scott was going to write a complete His-

tory of the Postage Stamps, but we appear to

have been mistaken. Cannot Mr. Coster see

to this? For our own part me must decline

to meddle with American subjects, i.e. further

than we can see.

The article on U.S. Newspaper Stamps |

appears to be the only novelty, the subjects

of the said paper are not stamps, but large

tickets or advertising slips of unwieldy size,

and of no more postal interest than the tickets

used by the railways here for prepayment of

parcels of papers, and books, &c, indeed with

these they are identical, or we are very much
mistaken. It rather astounds one to see in a

journal, terming itself respectable, (the leading

organ of collectors (
!
) and so on,) articles

cribbed bodily from The Philatelist, and other

papers. The August number ofthe^. J. of P.

contains "Notes on the Chilian stamps of

the first Emission (By our Chilian correspond-

ent)." It appears on the title page, and it

appears in the body of the paper, and every

one would suppose the Article was original,

and from their own correspondent. Nothing

of the kind gentle readers, it is a paper from

The Philatelist, taken bodily, title and all ! and

bearing at the end in small characters this

acknowledgement : The Philatelist ; an acknow-

ledgement to be overlooked, as it usually

would be. There is a queer letter about

auction sales, in which some nameless New
Yorker, appears like Mr. Scott, pretty hard hit

by the letter signed "F.F." in a recent S.C.M.
We can however, only regard him as a lunatic

rabid perhaps but harmless, when he bemoans
that "the magnificent collection of Con-
federates " was sold by auction in London
instead of New York. It was indeed a bitter

loss that all those Knoxville, Macon, Pleasant

Shade, Athens, Ec hoc Sec, were not left in

New York, to be struggled for at five pounds
apiece. As to the remarks on prices, etc.,

they savour strongly of what the New Yorker
himself would term " blowing."

^nstuers to Cornsponbcnts.

S. K. T.—This correspondent reminds us that
the just extinct set of Dutch stamps was issued
for a few days imperforate. This fact has pre-
viously been given by one of our contemporaries.

R. W. B.—The Peru, 1 peseta orange, from the
die of the brown, was issued early in the present
year.

A. H. L. (London).—Next month we shall have
a paper ready upon the s amps of Shanghai, your
remarks will then receive due attention. If you
allude to the 6 kr. of Bavaria of 1861, it is

already known perforated.
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TO OUR READERS.

INCE the end of July we have suf-
|

fered from a severe attack of rheu-

matic fever, and the August number of

The Philatelical Journal contained only one

article of ours. We were so far out of danger

as to be able to superintend the September

number, though very feebly, but just before

publication a relapse took place, of greater

severity than the original attack, which quite

stopped the October number, and has left us

so much shattered in health, (indeed, partially

crippled), that we fear we may have to re-

linquish our duties at the completion of this

volume. For any shortcomings in the present

number (a double one), we crave the indul-

gence of our readers.

We take this opportunity of stating that

Mr. W. Dudley Atlee has ceased all connec-

tion with philately, and that the monograph

on Hawaiians will be finished by ourselves,

and published as advertised.

EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.
Chester Road, Nov. 25, 1872.

Crftam of tfy Stepgta.
(editorial.)

HE Stamp-Collector''s Magazine.—The
October number contains the first instal-

ment of Mr. Coster's paper on The City

Delivery Posts ofSan Francisco ; treating of the

California Penny Post Co., he says " many of

the varieties were described in a recent num-
ber of The Philatelical Journal" so far as the

present instalment goes, there are but two
which we did not describe, one is an oblong
" penny postage paid, 5," the style of which

resembles the " Penny Postage Paid, 7," which

we now possess entire. Ours is evidently the

very specimen of which he heard but had

never seen, for it is endorsed " Answered

Nov. 7th, 1855;" but it only bears one

3c. adhesive imperforate stamp of 185 1,

and not two as erroneously stated. Regard-

ing the other not mentioned by us, it is stated

to be an adhesive, " transverse oval, formed by

row of pearls, surrounded by single line,

enclosed in rectangular frame. The space

between the oval and the outside frame is

filled up with straight lines. In the centre,

California Penny Post Co. in curved line at

top
; 5 cents in centre ; at bottom paid to

the post-office, curved. Apparently from a

wood block. Blue impression on rough

yellowish paper." The company was started

in 1855 by J. P. Gordon.
New Issues, "The Poisoned Postage Stamp,"

(never jeer our Faceticice again, please,)

" Occasional Notes " (short and sweet), " Re-
views," and " Correspondence " complete a

fair average number.
The November number contains an instal-

ment of considerable interest from Mr. Overy
Taylor's pen, " Papers for Beginners," country

France, the following extract may prove in-

teresting to many, as the facts are little known
save to a few.

By the law of the 15-18th May, 1850, a retro-

grade step was made in the postal tariff, the rate

for a single-weight letter being thereby fixed at 25

centimes. This necessitated the issue of the 25 c.

blue, which took place on the 1st July following,

blue being chosen to replace the black of the 20 c,
because the latter colour was reserved for the post-

marks. The change in the rate gave rise to another
call on M. Hulot's energies, and led incidentally

to the printing off of a supply of a provisional

stamp which never was issued. When, after the
passage of the law, M. Hulot was requested to pre-

pare a new plate, he was unable to assure the
Minister of Finance that it would be ready in

time, and it was therefore agreed that he should
print a supply of stamps in blue from the 20 c.

dies, and surcharge them with the figures 25 in

red. This was accordingly done, and a machine
was employed to print " 25 c." in red on each
stamp, the machine being a wheel, with types of

the figures at the extremity of each spoke. M.
Hulot was able, however, to get ready the plate

of the new 25 c, and to print a sufficient supply
from it within the given time ; so the provisionals,

not being wanted, were all destroyed, save some
very few specimens, of which only three or four

are known to exist. Some saeets of the 20 c. blue

without the surcharge got mixed, it is supposed,

with the supplies of the 25 centime blue, as an
obliterated 20 c. blue is in the possession of " A
Parisian Collector."

A Parisian Collector's "Notes," subject Aus-

tria, are replete with information. The
Mercurys yellow and rose are again set forth

in their true light, that of rarities, and
" so scarce that it is impossible to tell whether
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any or what varieties exist." Reprints, for-

geries, and chemicals have caused the idea that

they are not rare stamps, but they are un-

questionably as difficult a pair of stamps to

obtain as most. All the specimens examined

by our authority have been upon thin paper;

the yellow Mercury was superseded by a

scarlet stamp on the 21st March, 1858, of a

like type, the rose having been suppressed

previously.

For some time doubts existed as to the authen-
ticity of this stamp, it being regarded by many as

a fancy impression. Such doubts may, however,
be considered as extinguished, authentically post-

marked specimens are known, leaving no shallow
of a doubt but that the stamp was actually em-
ployed. It is printed on thick paper.

We may again chronicle the existence of the

blue Mercury on a heavily ribbed paper, those

on laid paper given by M. Moens are unknown
to us, and we should suppose, to a Parisian

Collector, as he mentions them not. In the

1858 series attention is called to the real

scarcity of a stamp that is quoted by English

dealers for a few pence, viz., the 2 kz. orange;

unused, of course it is now virtually unattain-

able.

" The new Japanese currency," and "Notes
on the Early Stamps of Moldavia," contain

matter to which we refer elsewhere. " The
West Town Local " supplies food for reflec-

tion, and we should like to know what Mr.
C. J. Casey, of New York, has to say to it,

since he tried to sell us specimens at prices

varying from ten to thirty shillings each for

the different values, and could not have been

unaware that they were current in West Town
at two cents [ox one penny) each. Here is the

notice given by our contemporary :—

THE « WEST TOWN" LOCAL.

In 1859 the " West Town Boarding School," an
institution located in West Town township, Chester
Co., Pa., issued a local postage stamp for the pre-

payment of the carriage of all the outgoing letters

between the institution and the nearest post-office,

which is located at Street Road station, on the West
Chester and Philadelphia railroad, a distance of a
mile and a half. The income derived from the
sale of these stamps is applied to the support of a
daily stage-line between the station and the school.

They are sold at two cents each, no value, however,
being expressed on the stamp.
The design consists simply of the name WEST

TOWN, surrounded by a wide ornamental border.
They are printed in bronze, by the lithographic

process, on white paner, and in sheets which are

composed of 225 labels. The annual consumption
is about 10,000, or nearly 130,000 since they were
first issued. The stamp remains in use at the pre-

sent time, and no letter is forwarded from the in-

stitution to the post-office unless it bears one. The
customary manner of affixing it is to place it on
the back of the letter, in the centre, it thus serving
the purpose of a seal.*

Counterfeits of the stamp are in existence,

printed on coloured paper, the genuine being on
white.

This school was established in 1790, and is in-

tended exclusively for the benefit of the youth of

the religious society of Friends, none bur, children
of members cf that body being allowed to attend
it. The number of pupils average 225.

The Philatelist.—The October number
is a very good one, bsing crowded with

novelties. There is an interesting instalment of

Warden's, under the heading " A few Words
on the Stamps of New Granada." It is

here clearly shewn that the present order

for the three first series is most likely the

correct one, at all events the 1 86 1 set, large

size, nine stars, 2 J, 5, 10, 20c. and the 1 peso

is undoubtedly the third, its very inscription

proves it to have been of a later period than

the two issues known as 1859, an^ i860.

The stamps of the present United States of

Columbia are resolvable into three periods,

each of them historic, representing changes

in the constitution of the country. This is

our notion of their arrangement.

1st. Period June 15, 1858. Confed. Gkana-
DINA. The Granada Confederation.

Issue the first presumably, AD in upper left

hand short angle of frame, vertically lined back-
ground, numerals large ; shape octagonal.

1858 5c. grey, "1

, A n
*

Usually ascribed to
10c. yellow. y , '

18
_
9

20c. dark blue.
|

tbe yeai lboJ '

pale blue. J
Issue the second presumably, known to have

been in use during 1859 and 18G0. adi in angle,

background wavy lines, and numerals smaller,

octagonal.

1859 2^c. green "}

5c. lilac

blue
10c. orange

red brown f
yellow

I

20c. blue

lpeso. rose J

* In The Stamp-Collector's Guide (Meriden, Ct.), for

March, 1871, a brief notice of this stamp will be found, inac-

curate in several particulars, one of which is the date of issue,

it being given as 1852, instead of lS5y.

Usually ascribed to

the year 1860.
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2nd Period. ? Date. Estados Unidos de
Nueva Granada. United States of New
Granada.
Large rectangular with name in oval and nine

stars.

2§c. buff 1
5c. buff

yellow
I

Usually ascribed to

10c. blue C the year 1861.

20c. vermilion
|

lpeso. pale rose J

3rd Period, Sept. 20, 1861. E.U. (Estados

Unidos) de; Colombia. United States of Colombia.

Commencing with the issue known as 1862,

and continuing to the present time, but with

these we are not immediately concerned.

Warden says that the Bogota mark is

"rarelv, if at all" found on the reputed 1859
series. We have always divided the Bogota

post-mark into three periods as distinct as

those marked by the stamp, but our notes are

not yet complete, so we will say no more at

present except that we have a 20c. of 1869,

post-marked with Bogota in large transverse

oval of an apparently early date, but we agree

that this is uncommon; indeed we should not

like to accept it as much worth in evidence,

for it is an understood axiom in studying used

stamps, that a single obliteration of a certain

date cannot fix the currency of a stamp of

uncertain date, since a long obsolete stamp
j

may, by a thousand accidents, be used years

after it has ceased to have a postal existence.

The interesting paper concludes in the

following terms.

The Confed. G-ranadinA large figure were
issued in the latter half of 1S58 or early in 1859,

and were shortly followed by the small figure set

;

these last being not improbably the issue of a

rival post-office, started for convenience sake
during the troubles which temporarily divded the
Confederation.

We have many specimens of the 10c. both

issues, bearing Honda Franca in blue, trans-

verse double oval ; and Medellin Franca in blue

transverse single oval, and therefore we scarcely

think Warden's solution the right one. Honda
Franca we have frequently seen in black,

single transverse oval on the 5 and 10c. 1859
(large figures). For specimen of dated post-

mark we refer our readers to our July number
page 130, the word there unfinished we have

since completed, and the whole thing reads

clearly Recirida en la administration P. de

Medellin with date, we have another very

clearly dated 25 Oct. 1859. The meaning
of course is, "received by the chief office

of Medellin." Our valued contributor

H.O.W., calls our attention to the dated

postmark of i860, which has hitherto been

invariably found on the small figured series.

The next paper is a Parisian Collector's, on
" The Envelopes of Germany." Wurtem-
burg is continued, and the series of articles

brought to a conclusion, their value is very

great and we should like to see them reprinted

in a portable form, they give every information

without being too transcendental in the de-

scription of varieties. The following are the

principal items of information in this final

article, and we regret they have come to an

end.

Second Series, Jan. 1863. Inscription on the

envelopes in small Egyptian letters. All on blue

wove paper ornament on flap, No. II.

1. Flap gummed at extremity, inscription

dark green.

3 kz. rose, dark rose
] enveloneq

6 kz. light and dark blue V , . ^ .

a i 4. t u m f ordinary size.
9 kz. stone and brown J

J

3 kz. dark rose, ladies' size.

2. Flap gummed along the edge, inscription

in lighter green.

3 kz. dark rose
]

6 kz. light blue > ordinary size.

9 kz. stone )

Third Series, 1865. Inscriptions different

colours for each value
;

paper blue wove, flap

gummed along the edge, ornament No. II.

3 kz. dark rose, inscrip. black
6 kz. sky and darker „ yellow
9 kz. dark stone „ green

Fourth Series, Mat, 1865. Flap ornament
posthorn with numeral in centre.

1 kz. green to right, inscrip. violet to left,

envelope shorter than ordinary size.

r
,

z
"

} Precisely as in third series, with

n ,

z
* f inscriptions same side as stamp.

A " Spud Paper," "Telegraph Stamps" con-

tinued, "The Philatelic Press," (from which

we borrow elsewhere), and the usual etceteras

complete a capital number.

The November number is nearly one half

of it devoted to "Recent and undescribed

Emissions," these are followed by a " Spud
Paper," " Telegraph Stamps " continued, and

an interesting article by a Parisian Collector

from the Stamp-collector's Magazine. We
are indebted to their leading article for infor-

mation quoted further on, the Editor is

ordinary
size.
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evidently looking up all the novelties, and

has left us very few.

The Postage Stamp Reporter is published by

Arthur H. Wheeler, who is so singularly

egotistical in all his statements that he cannot

commence his principal article without letting

us know that "The fools are not all dead ";

there is so much truth in this statement that

we forgive the selfishness of the sentiment,

and pass on to the next American paper,

though we must find room for two verses on

the untimely decease of an opposition paper,

combining pathos and business, all sent to any

part of America gratis and post free.

The dead : the philatelic dead,

Who doth not yearn to know
The secret of their dwelling place,

And to what land they go !

Unveil thy bosom, faithful tomb,

Take this new treasure to thy trust,

And for philately make room
To slumber in thy silent dust

!

Try the Globe Packets, 25 cents ! !

The Canadian Philatelist.—Numbers 1

and 2 of the new series, are to hand for

September, and October. The September

number contains a very clear resume of

the arguments pro and con upon the

entire envelope question, which results in

a decided bias in favour of entire envelopes.

The principles of the new series are thus

stated :

In principles, we uphold the extended system,

although the opinions of the le9s scientific body of

collectors shall always be respected, and they
shall be at liberty to express their sentiments in

our correspondence column. "We shall consider it

our duty to expose forgeries and dishonest dealers.

"The Progress of Philately in 1872,"
" Newly Issued Stamps," " Stamp Collecting

and its Advantages," "Reviews," and "The
Stamp Ex:hange" complete an excellent

number. It is worthy of notice, that the

article on "Stamp Collecting" is the first that

has been received from any Canadian amateur.

We trust that it may be the first of a long

series from the same pen, that of Mr. John
Lindsay.

If No. I was good, No. 2 was better, and
showed real enterprise, containing information

respecting the new issues for Great Britain,

Chili, Jamaica, British Honduras, Bermuda,
and New Zealand, of the same date as the

English magazines. There is an excellent

paper "On Local Stamps," which intends des-

cribing all kinds, and discriminating between

the good or bad. The following extract will

show the intentions of the paper:

—

Locals are generally understood to mean private

as well as local stamps, even if not used in one
particular locality alone ; taking this, then, as the

definition of the term, we at once have two divi-

sions, namely, " Official or government locals" and
" Unofficial or private locals."

Official locals may be divided into two classes:

I. Stamps issued by the government for use in

some particular province or state, as those of the

Swiss Cantons, Alsace and Lorraine, Antioquia,

and others.

II. Stamps issued by the government for use in

some particular city, as those for Madrid, Stock-

holm, the Russian towns, etc.

The stamps of the first class form the boundary
between emissions for local and general purposes,

and of them we do not intend to treat in this arti-

cle, considering them almost altogether out of the

province of local stamps. Those of the second

class are issued either by the general government
for local purposes, or by the local authorities for

their own use, but whether one or the other they
come under the head of locals.

Unofficial locals may be divided into three

classes

:

I. Stamps used for strictly postal purposes,

namely those representing the fee for delivering

letters.

II. Stamps used for purposes not strictly postal,

snch as those which represent the fee for the de-

livery of parcels.

III. Stamps made merely for sale and which if

ever used in any way, are nothing better than ad-

vertising labels.

The remainder of the article may be read

with profit by any one interested in locals,

and the information is most accurate. To
one statement, however, we feel inclined to

demur; it is that the oblong adhesive labels

issued by Barnard's Cariboo Ex. in British

Columbia, inscribed paid, printed black on

orange-red paper (of which we have many
varieties in size and type), have no postal value.

If they appear on envelopes, whereon all

charges are prepaid, which is what we gather

from our own examples, we should be glad to

know for what purpose, they, being inscribed

paid, have been so affixed. Those which are

marked collect are easily understood when on

letters, nothing has been paid, so the amount

has to be collected on delivery, they are in fact

unpaid letter labels in the same degree as the
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blue Kolomna, Bogorodsk, and Riasin, amongst

Russian locals.

The American Journal of Philately.—The
September number contains the continuation

of "A Collector's Notes on the Stamps of

New Granada," unquestionably the best paper

ever published by that Journal. It is not a

paper to extract from, some day we trust to

give it in its entirety the attention it deserves.

"Papers for Purchasers" is the title of a

new series of articles on counterfeits, which

promises well ; the curious title is thus

explained, and the peculiar (and excellent)

plan of the Spud Papers condemned.

While pondering what should be the title of these

articles on counterfeits, I was struck with the fact

that it is an extremely uncommon circumstance to

have a forged stamp given one ; indeed, during the

whole of my fairly long experience I only remem-
ber having one counterfeit presented me, which,

by the way, was an early Trinidai, with figure of

Britannia ; of course my individual experience

may not have been that of many collectors, but I

feel sure that the majority of amateurs will coin-

cide with me on this point, and agree that it is by
purchase that the vast majority of imitations finds

a place in our albums.

Under these circumstances, then, I have called

these notes " Papers for Purchasers;" in them I

shall endeavour to point out the leading differences

between genuine impressions of certain stamps,

and the valueless counterfeits which flood so many
collections, especially those of beginners : it will

not be my aim to describe every forgery, but merely
those which are most numerous in the market,

most dangerous from their close approximation to

the originals, and those which are so scarce that

probably few beginners have seen genuine copies.

There is one other point I must notice. I have
made it a sine qua non with the editor that these

papers shall not be illustrated by the counterfeits

themselves ; if a magazine has any circulation

worth mentioning, it would be quite a sufficient

inducement to any unprincipled manufacturer of

forgeries to cut a block of any stamp to order, on
the understanding that y u illustrated your maga-
zine with them ; and even if you did not thus in-

crease the number of forgeries in the market, yet

by purchasing copies of those already printed, you
will largely increase the sale of trash, and foster

with your left hand what you are strangling with
your right.

Very prettily put, and we are sorry we can-

not quite see it, but papers which shew you

the actual forgeries must be better than those

which only tell you of them, and wc have

still to learn whether this new describer of

forgeries can seize on their salient paints.

La Gazette des Timbres.—The September
and October numbers of this magazine are re-

plete with information. There is too much
about fiscals to please us, but to collectors of

such, the information must be of very great

value. The principal contents are "Notes on
the Methodical Formation of a Collection,"

the " Minor Gazette," and the " Catalogue

Raisonne," each of which is to be greatly ad-

mired for clearness, boldness of views, and
accuracy, (the latter quality it is needless to

mention, for it is synonymous with the Editor's

name.) That we make no extracts here, is

because we desire to make proper use of them
in their proper place, the consideration of our

catalogue. Upon the "Chronique des

Nouveautes," we have drawn elsewhere, with

due acknowledgment. Long may the Gazette

des Timbres grace our editorial table, and con-

tinue the good work it has so ably com-
menced.

Le Timbre Poste.—In the September num-
ber was an excellent paper upon the Swiss

Envelopes, a further instalment of Dr.
Magnus' series. The existence of a Geneva
green or white, 5c. adhesive, is very properly

doubted, and the non-existence of a known
used 5c. entire envelope is also remarked.

Of unused ones the learned Doctor enumer-
ates the following:

—

A.—Large-sized Envelope.
5 centimes, green, dark-green, pale-green, yellow-

green, blue-green, grey-green.
B.—Ordinary Size.

5 centimes, blue-green.

C.—Ladies Size.

5 centimes, yellow-green.

These envelopes were issued in 1845 and
suppressed in 1850. He points out the diffi-

culty of distinguishing an adhesive (should it

exist) from a cut envelope stamp, very forcibly.

Let our Swiss friends see to this. The later

envelopes for the Swiss Republic were issued

in 1867, and are as follows:—

(a) Stamps to the right, paper dull white.
July 1, ]867. 10c. carmine, pale red.

Nov. 1, 1867. 5c. bistre, 1. and d.

April 18, 1868. 80c. light ultramarine.
Sept. 1, 1S68. 25c. yellow-green.

(b) Stamps to the left, same paper,

lStJ'J-70. 5c. bistre, 1. and d.

10c. carmine, rose.

25c. green, bluish and dark.

30c. light ultramarine.
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(e) Stamps to left, paper slightly bluish.

25c. bluish-green, light.

From the concluding paper by Baron Arthur

de Rothschild, "Three facts in the history of

the postage stamp in Austria," we learn the

curious fact that the postage between Austria

and France was but threepence, until the

Postal Convention of 1867, after which pro-

gressive act of civilisation the rate was doubled,

one third of the sixpence going to the Austrian

revenue, and being dead loss to the French

treasury. That the French post-office has

peculiar ideas on the subject of cheap postage

is clear from the rates current all over that

country, and not the least fallacious of their

doctrines is the one that all letters passing

over French territory, either long or short

distances, must pay a tax of 20 centimes each

to the State; they impartially enough admit

the right of other countries to serve them the

same, and thus it comes that Austria claims

twopence per letter on all the correspondence

with France. Another fact, that we glean

from the same source is, that the square

Austrian newspaper stamp (of the long cur-

rent type, with arms in the centre, inscribed

Kais Kon Zeituvgs Post Stampel), though

ostensibly used by the Government to collect

the tax on foreign journals, is, in reality, says

the Baron, nothing but

A badly disguised increase of the postal rates,

and ought, it appears to me, to be considered as an
infraction of the international conventions."

In the October number is an article on "Old
Swiss Stamps," from which we shall be glad

to extract some information, with our best

acknowledgemnts to Mr. Schulze next

month.

RUSSIAN LOCALS.
EDITORIAL.

HERE appears to be a lack of a proper

diffusion ofknowledge as to the intents

and use of the postal labels, known as

"Russian Locals." The following letter is

from a well-known amateur, and we give it

verbatim, as the standing point of those who
do not acknowledge locals, unless of Govern-
ment origin. It will shew once more, that

Post Office officials are, as a rule, the worst
people to whom to apply for any information

connected with internal or little-understood

matters of their own departments; it is a

positive fact that in leading English towns, the

actual existence of many things, of which

Government requires officials to keep a supply,

is stoutly denied ; we have frequently had the

authenticity of high values of the English, em-

bossed denied in the Birmingham Post Office,

and even refused ! It is only one hundred

and twelve miles from the seat of Government,

and whilst the "specimens " of the very same

(which the G. P. O. sent to every office in

Great Britain and Ireland) were hanging on

their walls! We cannot feel surprised at the

ignorance displayed by the Russian officials as

to the authorised existence of rural posts using

separate stamps, when our own deny Govern-

ment emissions:

—

RUSSIAN LOCALS.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Dear Sir,—During a Northern tour, from which
I have just returned, I learnt a few facts that I

think should be more generally known.
1st. The Finland " Kaupungin " stamps of Hel-

singfors, and only used by the Railway Company,
between Helsingfors and St. Petersburg, and are

not post-office stamps at all.

2nd. I also found that the so-called " Russian
Locals" belong in no may to the post-ofice ; there

are no local post-offices and no local service, all

letters being delivered in towns by postmen like

in all our Euglish towns, and no cne is allowed to

sell, use or recognise as a postage stamp, any but
the Government adhesives and envelopes ; these
pass all through the Empire, including Poland,
Tartary, Siberia aud Caucasus, the only exception
being Finland. I am quite certain from the en-

quires I made, that they are not post-office stamps,
and tbat they would not frank a letter a yard
through auy post office in the Russian dominions.
Of this, the gentlemen at the head of the Foreign
Department of the post-office at Moscow, said I

might rest assured. In St. Petersburg and Moscow,
I saw the postman delivering letters, and was told

the same thing was done all through the Empire.
People living outside the towns and away from
villages, may arrange with private individuals or

companies to obtain their letters from the post-

office and bring them to their residences, and such
companies or individuals may use a stamp, but
the post-office people have nothing to do with it.

I could not meet with a " local stamp," nor did I

even meet a person who had sceu one used.

Yours faithfully, C.

London, September 13th.

On page 171 of the S.C.M. for 1870, appears

an account of a like denial of these local

stamps, which occurred to the gentleman at

St. Petersburg to whom the philatelical world
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are indebted for much of the knowledge in

this paper, this is the extract:—"He had

written to the postmasters of two or three

of the towns where the locals were supposed

to be in use, and they had replied to him that

no such stamps were in existence. Deter-

mined to arrive at the truth, he went himself

down to Schluesselburg, but even his own
inquiries on the spot, produced no result. He
himself had taken the stamps of Borowitz

and others from letters, and after this it was

indeed astonishing when told that there were

not any such stamps known." This led him

to the ultimate discovery that the village post

masters are not the persons to whom to apply,

as the officials of the local courts alone con-

trol the circulation of these stamps, and it is

to them that application should be made, so

that the letter of our correspondent C. is

amply borne out in this particular ; in the con-

cluding paragraph of his letter, the real secret

is laid bare ; the causes which led to the es-

tablishment of private or local posts in Russia,

appear the same which have rendered them

necessary elsewhere, and which causes are

generally reducible to one fact, viz. :—An
incapacity of the public or Government Post

Office to cope with any very great difficulties,

Thus they distinctly supplement the Govern-

ment Post, taking up letters where the Govern-

ment declines further responsibility, or acknow-

ledges its incapacity to reach ; and the following

translation from the St. Petersburg Exchange

News of September, 1870, will fully explain

the terms or footing on which these Russian

locals stand with respect to Government:

—

1. The local post has the right to receive from
the post-offices, for delivery throughout the

circuits, common letters, as also newspapers,

magazines, and declarations for money, registered

and book-package correspondence from places at

a distance, fcr transmission to the nearest post-

office, and to convey all sorts of correspondence

between villages of circuit, which are deprived of

postal commuunication.
2. Persons wishing to receive correspondence

from, the post-office, in the aforesaid manner (i.e.,

through the village post) are obliged to present,

at the post-offices separate written declarations,

or formal decisions on the same, of village courts

to which they may belong.

3. The. local posts are not prohibited, from hav-
ing their own postage stamps, but on the con-

dition that the stamps have nothing in common in

their design with the postage stamps of the Gov-

ernment post ; and, 5. The carriers of the local

post may have, on the bags used by them, the
representation of the Government or circuit coat
of arms, without the post horns."

The St. Petersburg Exchange News is the

organ of the Russian Post-office, so their

legality is set at rest for ever. The values of

the stamps issued range from 2 to 10 kopecs ;

this perhaps arises from the greater or lesser

distances of the rural districts (where the

stamps circulate) from the nearest imperial

post-office. Most of the labels are adorned

by the arms or emblems of the districts from

which they emanaie, in cases where two
distinct are to be found, it is most likely (as

has been already suggested elsewhere) that one

set of emblems relates to the Government of

the province, the other to the town or district

to which the stamp belongs.

THE TURKISH STAMPS.
BY A PARISIAN COLLECTOR.

{Continuedfrom page 162.)

AVING now gone through the .differ-

ent Government issues, we might well

leave the subject of these stamps for

the present, were it not that there remain a

few local stamps to be very briefly noticed.

In the year 1865, M. Liaunos, a Greek by
birth, in virtue of a Firman of the Sultan,

dated the 15th August, 1865, obtained the

permission to establish a local post in Con-
stantinople, for the purpose of distributing

letters and newspapers within the city and
suburbs. The concession was granted to him
for a period of six years, but it scarcely sur-

vived as many months, having commenced
operations in December, 1865, and suspended

them about the month of July following.

When the operations were commenced,

three stamps were issued, which were engraved

and printed in England, on coloured paper, and

perforated 14. The values were as follows:

—

5 paras, black, on blue paper (for journals).

20 „ black, on green paper.

40 ,, black, on rose paper.

The crescent and star were the chief features

in this design. On the top was an inscrip-

tion in Turkish, signifying paras, and on the

right side another signifying local post, at the

bottom, and on the left side were the same

inscriptions in French.
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The local post seems also to have contracted

to deliver newspapers sent to its office, at the

rate of 3^- paras for each sheet. For these a

handstamp was used and struck on the news-

paper, sometimes in black and sometimes in

red, and probably also in blue, perhaps to

denote either the different quarters for the

distribution, or a single or double journal.

The Turkish inscription on the stamp signi-

fies "Seal for the journals of the local post,"

and there is a further inscription in French

of journ* en franchise. These stamps were

also issued in sheets ungummed, the sheet

being ruled in squares, and the hand-stamp

applied within each square. This was pro-

bably done for the benefit of collectors, as

one can scarcely conceive that it could be

done for any other purpose. When the post

came to an end, a series was also issued on

coloured paper. Still later copies, which also

come from M. Liaunos, are of a different type

distinguishable from the former one by the

letters P.L., being in Roman type, and not in

Egyptian type. These are also printed in

various coloured inks, and on various coloured

paper.

This local post also delivered letters for

the foreign offices in Constantinople, and for

the purpose of collecting this postage, which
included not only the exterior postage but the

charge for delivery by the local post, adhesive

tickets were made use of. These were of

four kinds, representing four different charges

for the local post delivery, called on the

ticket the Interior Tax, to distinguish it from

the Exterior Tax, viz. :
—

10 paras or \ piastre, printed in black on yellow
paper

20 paras or \ piastre, printed in black on rose
paper

1 piastre, printed in red on white paper
2 piastres, printed in blue on white paper

Here we offer no opinion as to whether

these tickets are worthy of being collected

as postage stamps ; this we leave to the taste

of each individual collector.

In June, 1869, the well-known stamps of

T. B. Morton & Co. appeared. These stamps

from the first, were regarded with consider-

able suspicion, and subsequent information

has not done much to establish their worth.

They are hand-stamped on sheets, like the

Liaunos journal-stamps, and are ungummed.
Of the first series there are two principal

kinds, one without a steamer and the other

with one. They are both from the same
type, the steamers having been added subse-

quently. Those without the steamer were
in use only about a month, and one would
naturally suppose must now be rare. Never
was there a greater mistake. Give the office-

boy only the time to stick a morsel of paper

over the steamer before he applies the inked

stamp to the paper, and you have the impres-

sion without the steamer. That the operation

is effected in this manner is perfectly clear,

for three-fourths of those which now come
from the manufactory show some parts of

the steamer which had been left uncovered

by the paper.

M. Panopoulo, in a long letter addressed to

the Editor of The Stamp-Collector's Magazine,

and published in the March number for this

year, endeavours to establish the genuine

character of these stamps. This gentleman,

who calls himself one day the director of the

postal department of Messrs. T. B. Morton
and Co., and another day, the receiver of

postes of the Company, is, we suppose, a

Greek gentleman, anxious to accommodate
philatelists with every variety of this interest-

ing stamp ; so we have red and greenish blue

impressions on white, yellow, blue, and pink

paper. In fact he forwarded to 7he Stamp-

Collector's Magazine seven varieties without

steamer, and nine varieties with steamer.

The same year which produced the above

stamp also produced the Clara-Rothe stamp,

an engraving of which appears in The Stamp-

Collector''s Magazine for May, 1869. The
Clara-Rothe stamps were " promoted " by

some Greeks, in Paris, and certainly must
have served as a model for the next stamp
issued by M. Panopoulo. In his letter to

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine, he states that

T. B. Morton and Co. undertook the French
service on the Trebizond line which was

abandoned by the French Messageries during

the war, and consequently in October, 1870,

M. Panopoulo issued a series for the use of

this line, consisting of three values.

^ piastres for newspapers.
1 „ for books aud periodicals.

2 „ for letters.
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It will be superfluous to say anything

regarding the new stamp which appeared in

the early part of the present year, as it has

been so recently discussed and engraved in

the various stamp journals. Suffice it to say

that we do not dispute the fact of M. Pano-

poulo's stamps being postage stamps any more

than we deny that character to the Rigi stamps.

The only doubt we have is, whether such

like labels are worthy of a place in a collec-

tion of postage stamps.

There is still another Turkish local of the

same class as these latter stamps, the Kus-

tendjie and Tchernawoda stamp. This

originally issued in one colour, black on green

paper, has been printed in other colours. The
value of the stamp is small, being only 20

paras. It was issued in 1867, and is per-

forated 9I.

gowlfe, gi^oucms and

licsitsritatiotts.

EDITORIAL.

LASKA.

—

Rumour.—The Gazette des

Ti?nbres announces the existence of a

private post-office, using its own postage-

10

20

25

50
100

stamps, at the Russian establishment of Alaska,

Behring's Straits, but gives the statement under

reserve.

Angola.— Varieties.—These stamps vary

considerably; we possess the following:

—

5 reis black.

golden yellow.

paler yellow.

pale bistre brown.
bistre.

vermilion.

flesh.

rose.

deep green.
deep lilac

„ „ pale lilac.

We also see chronicled the 5 reis on yellow-

ish paper, and also on rough white.

Argentine Republic.—New Values—We
received notice during September, of the in-

tended issue shortly of two new values, \ and

I centavo, the colours were mentioned, but

we have lost the memorandum ; we believe

they were given as lilac and green, but speak

under reserve on this point.

Azores.—New Value, 65V.,—The 20 reis of
the present type has appeared in bistre, and
Dr. Magnus chronicles the 5r. surcharged in

black, and in vermilion.

Austria.—Newspaper Bands.—During last

month the 2kz. appeared, stamped on a news-
paper band of the usual German type, paper
rough and common, 15 inches long by z\
inches wide.

Austria.— Varieties.—Of the current series

there aremany fineshades and colours, and one
of the most curious is the 25kz. in a dark
purple-brown, we might better distinguish it

terming it chocolate at once, for it is nearly

so.

Austria.—Post Card.—The impressions of

the 2kz. stamp are now in orange-vellow, in-

stead of pale yellow, and many varieties and
modifications of those issued are now procur-

able.

Bermuda.—Rumoured ^p.—The addition of
this new value is announced as being in pre-

paration bytwo of the October journals. The
Philatelist says, "Some delay has taken place,

owing to certain of the authorities desiring to

employ a type bearing our Queen as a widow
like that employed for Newfoundland and
Canadian bill-stamps. Being deterred, how-
ever, by the representations of their more
economical fellows that the expense would be

considerable, the head in present use will be
employed, with the necessary alterations."

Belgium.— The Sloper System.— Certain

large firms in England mark all the stamps

used by them, with their initials by means of

small perforations through the impression, thus

checking dishonesty. This is termed the
" Sloper System," and is legalised by Govern-
ment, it appears that the Belgians are about to

adopt it.

British Honduras.—New 3 pence.—This
value has at length appeared, and is a very

beautiful stamp, the design is precisely like the

known four, only the buckle of the encircling

garter being more to the left than even in the

6 p. Colour is a beautiful fawn-brown, very

much resembling that of the 3 p. Western
Australia, it is perf. circ. 14, and water-marked

cc and crown.

Cape of Good Hope.— Variety.—The fol-
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lowing is quoted by The Philatelist, " the 5 sh.

orange, hole perforated above and below, but

with exceedingly fine serrations at side."

This we should presume was a specimen

accidentally perforated twice along the sides.

Cashmere.—New Colours.—Of the rect-

angular stamps we have received the following

specimens used in the city of Travancore,

and it appears to us that the different cities

print their own stamps, and are not very par-

ticular as to shade or impression. The new
shades are the following ;

—

6 pies, ultramarine.

1 anna, brownish yellow.

„ rich yellow.

2 annas, lemon.

The colours of the 1 and 2 annas are per-

fectly distinct from any ever received in Eng-

land. The I anna was originally in orange

red, and then in dull brownish shades, and

the 2 a. in olive-brown, though first in dull

yellow. The blue were received in sheets of

twenty types, the black 3 pies, and the

yellow 1 anna in strips of each five types : for

some reason only one portion of the plate

was printed from for this supply. The higher

values were sent cut up, and apparently from

one die for each. We must not forget to

allude to the vermilion 1 anna, it, together
j

with the vermilion 6 pies discovered in 1870,

etc., (see S. C. M.), was in use for a short

time, and of these, copies are now very

scarce. These two vermilion stamps were

each printed from one die it appears, most of

the 1 anna being sent to us cut up, a very few

being hand-stamped anyhow on a strip of

paper, and we believe that we possess all that

were left. We would not assert positively

that all the ^ anna vermilion were from a

single die, because we have not received many,

and those we saw some two years ago were

in an endless strip, and apparently printed from

a roller, the paper being joined after the fashion

of the Peruvians with embossed centres. This

would point to more than one wood block,

and, unless it waselectrotyped, would show a

varying die for each block. We are making

preparations for an exhaustive monograph on

the Cashmere stamps next year, to be illus-

trated with photo-graphotypes of the different

dies. Most of the stamps received by our

publishers, were on paper laid vertically, in

quality ranging from very thin to extremely

thick, confirming us in our idea that thickness

of paper is no criterion in Cashmere stamps,

for we find the circular stamps on paper as

thin (nearly) as any of the current ones, and

also on very thick and stiff paper. There
were a few strips of black 3 pies wove paper,

and a very few on paper laid horizontally.

Of the I anna vermilion, specimens exist

laid both vertically and horizontally, and a

few on paper of a brownish ca5t. The very

stiff nature of the paper is certainly a sign

of the earliest Cashmere, though not an in-

dispensable point, for we have the long obsolete

4 annas, bright blue, on a thin paper, of a

texture as soft as any now in use. It appears

that the circular stamps were not used after

1866, and probable not before 1865; as we
have lately had an opportunity of examining

a larger quantity of these stamps than has ever

appeared together in Europe (probably), we
think our monograph will prove of great ser-

vice and interest. The dies of
f-
and 1 anna

differ a little in those received from different

cities, those of the I anna vermilion we have

seen in two clear varieties. Of the 4 annas

no specimens have fallen into our hands, so it

remains the rarest value, though not the

rarest specimen of the series. The following

is a brief list of the clear varieties of the

circular Cashmere.

\ anna, centre three strokes.

„ green.

„ black.

1 anna, centre one stroke.

,, vermilion.

,, black.

„ bright blue.

„ purple-black.

4 anna, crescent shaped mark, with
• one stroke in centre ; bright

blue.

Chili.—Post Cards and Envelopes.—We
annex engraving from The Philatelist for

October, of the 5c. design to

appear on the projected post

card, the 2c. of a like design

was figured by The Canadian

Philatelist of the same date.

We have no particulars as to

size of the cards, the colour

being announced as

2 centavos, brown.
5 „ purple.
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2 cenfe

5 »
10 »
15

20 •>

The envelope design

annexed also figured in

the October Philatelist,

and is the design finally

adopted, in preference

to the one engraved in

our May number. The
values announced are the

following

(dos) brown,
(cinco) purple,

(diez) blue,

{quince) pink,

{yiente) green.

We can give no details concerning the sizes

of envelopes to be issued.

Denmark. —Holte Local.—On the 15th

September a new type was issued, bearing a

numeral z on a fancy rosette, name above

Land-post below, and is printed in dark

green on white unwatermarked paper, perf.

circ. II. It superseded the 2sk. brown of a

different type, which had a currency of five

years. As the inscription shews, it is a

"rural" post for delivery of letters beyond
the Governments, in the township or district

of Holte.

Dutch West Indies.—Rumourednew issue.—
The Bath Journal reports "on good authority"

that the Dutch possessions of Surinam and

Curacoa will shortly possess their own especial

stamps, to bear the king's head, and closely to

resemble the new series for the mother country.

The projected values are to be z\, 3, 5, IO,

25, and 50 c. It has been circumstantially

stated that they will not be gummed.

Egypt.—New Official.—We have a small

stamp bearing in centre, crescent and star

encircled by native characters, within a cir-

cular frame inscribed, in white letters, Paste

KhedeuieEgiuane Cabinetto deldirettoregenerate

The entire design is embossed in white relief

on a cold violet ground, and heavily gummed.
We presume it supersedes the green and gold

official already so well known. It is not of

the same large size however, being only the

size of a florin.

Egypt.—Varieties.—The current series pre-

sents many variations in colour, those last re-

ceived appear more clearly printed, except

the 2 piastres which is upon a thinner paper

of an apparently greasy nature, giving worse

impressions than any we ever saw. The
following is a list of the clear varieties to be

found, those in italics being just received.

5 paras, dark brown
reddish brown

10 paras, dull mauve
clear mauve

20 paras, dull blue

„ sky blue
slate blue

1 piastre lake-red
dark ditto

2 piastres lemon
brown yellow on thin paper

2\ piastres violet

5 piastres yellow-green.

Ecuador.— Varieties.—Though we copy the

following implicitly from the Gazette des

Timbres, we draw the line ofblind confidence at

the vile caricature described in the September
number, and cannot, with justice to our own
self-respect, cousent to accept such aplagiaristic

abomination as anything better than a "Bogus
Novelty," and under that heading we notice it.

"Before the change of type described in No. 3,

the 1 rl. yellow of the last issue underwent a

modification. A few stamps of an olive-yellow

colour were printed on blue paper. Like

stamps of h real also are to be found, but on

a paper of a less positive tint."

\ real blue on pale blue.

1 " yellow on deep blue.

Surely, the hand of S. A. Taylor is in all this.

Fiji Islands.— Unsurcharged.—Of the stamps

forming the first Government issue, we find

that there are two distinct sets. First on

yellowish paper, no watermark. Second on

whiter paper, with watermark same as the

surcharged series. The colours of the first

are a trifle duller than the second set, and as

we only had five sets of these they are likely

to remain very scarce indeed.

Fiji Islands.— Current Set.—The latest

arrivals show a decided difference in tint; the

sheets still contain fifty stamps in five rows

of ten, the centre row being watermarked

Fiji postage in thin block letters, so that only

ten stamps out of each sheet shew any trace

of it. The following list shews all the clear

varieties, those in italics being just received;

all perforated, circular 13 :
—

Two cents, pale blue.

„ deep blue.
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Two cents, dark blue, on yellowish paper.

Six cents, emerald (pale).

„ yellow-green.

Twelve cents, crimson-red.

„ lake-red.

„ lake.

There should exist a 1 2c. in the colour of 6p.

unsurcharged pink. To render the list com-
plete we may again chronicle the imperforate

2c. pale blue, 6c. pale green, 12c. pale pink,

which are ungummed, and probably printers'

proof.

Russia.— New Locals.—We are running

short of space, and can only reproduce the

engravings of the novelties with their names

beneath, premising that the small circular

KadnikofF is quite unknown and has come to

us from our correspondent at St. Petersburg.

For specimens of the Wissienburg, we are

indebted to Messrs. Stanley Gibbons & Co.

no BorywcH
yfe3Ay5 non.

BOGUCHAR
(Voronesh Government),

5k. black.

Demiansk
(Novgorod Govt.),

3k. black on blue.

Melitopol
(Taurida Government),

3k. blue.

Elizavetgead
(Cherson Government),

5k. carmine,
(obsolete type).

Wissienburg.
(Govt, not known to us.)

Jk. brown, 2k. blue,

Ik, green, 5k. rose.

Kadnikoff.
(Wologda Govt.)

5k. blue.

Aleksandrowsk.
(Ekaterinoslav Govt.)

10k. black on buff.

ItJELF.

(Tver Government.)
no value : black.

(? official.)

obsolete.—The

^CINCIDECI^H

Roumania.—Provisionals,

annexed engravingshews the

design temporarily issued im-

perforate during September,

awaiting the arrival of the

new issues. The bearded

face appears in the frame of

the common stamp, colour

very pale blue, with red

centre. A supply of the

bearded 10 bani was also temporarily issued

in ultiamarine, imperforate

Roumania.—New Issue.—The annexed

engiaving does ample justice

to the new type described

first by a German contem-

porary, and illustrated at the

same time. The new type

was issued October I 5th, the

series was prepared in Paris,

and is essentially French

in design and treatment, com-

pare with any but the low" values of the

current French, and the imitation is almost

servile, they are perf. circ- l 3z v1^ tne

French), and upon tinted paper (
agam l' kc lne

French). It is, therefore, unnecessary to say

that they form a handsome set* but the want

of prominence in the value is a great defect,

and likely to require alteration, To finish the

description, the sheets each bear the mark of

the French Office of control, " Controle T.P."

in blue. Is all this to be considered a triumph

over the German House of Hohcnzollern,

whose Prince Charles figures upon the new

stamp ? Thevalues chronicled so far, are these,

1^ bani, bronze-green.

3 „ yellow-greeu,

u uT-n.TL.O-ru-'w'v.T-aj
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5 bani, bistre.

10 „ blue.

15 „ red-brown.
25 „ orange-red.

50 „ deep rose.

The 1 J bani is of course for journals.

Spain.— 2he new issue.—Long looked for,

and not altogether satisfactory when received.

There are four types, as follows :

—

1st Type (see page 123).

6 cent de peseta blue
10 „ i ri
1 9 \ lilac varying
1 -J

J! )

25
i 1

^q > brown varying

50 „ green
2nd Type—Annexed design.

1 peseta, lilac

4 ,, brown
10 „ pale green.

3rd Type—Annexed design.

4 - 4 cent de peseta, blue.

4th Type—Annexed design.

2 cents de peseta, lilac,

2
,,

red, violet,

5
,,

darkgreen

jjQTreosEspana.

CtnreosEspaiia

They are all on unwatermarked paper, perf.

circ. 14.

Spanish West Indies.— The new issue.—
The annexed engravings are from two proofs,

and, we believe, are actually adopted for issue

in the early part of the year 1873.

wssse

<?M C

We have no particulars as to colours, but the

Timbre-Poste gives the following list :

—

Type I. 12, 12|, 25, 50 c. de peseta.

II. Una peseta.

We agree that it is not likely that both a

12c. and a I2fc. should be issued, more pro-

bably we shall have a 6c. instead of a 12c.

The head is the same as on the first type

Spanish of the new series, but the ungainly

effect of the graduated lettering co?n?nuni-

caciones on those stamps, is avoided by a smaller

lettering on these Cuban.

Finland.—New Post Card.—The same com-
bination of green and yellow tints is con-

tinued, and the stamp (8 pen.) is still on the

left side. Tne border is still the same, but
the inscriptions are printed in Finnish,

Swedish, and Russian. The two first we
can reproduce, but the Russian is too many
for us ; first, at top :

Korrespondanskort for Finland.

Kirjewaihtokortti Suomenmaasfa.

Below is printed

—

Pa framsidan tecknas endast adressen och
adress-orten.

Estupuolella kirjoitetaan ainoastanfa wastaan-

ottajan nimiofoite ja afuntopaikka.

The back of the card has ten ruled lines for

the communication, surrounded by an Etruscan

frame, broken at top and sides to receive

instructions in Finnish, Swedish, and Russian.

The two former we reproduce, but the last is

again beyond us.

Stallet for meddelandene.

Cia Kirjeenilmoitukfille.

From which examples it will be perceived

that Swedish is a "sweet pretty " language.

The cards are buff, varying much in colour

and quality.

France.—New Values.—The perforated

30c. and 80c. of the Republic are at last to

hand. The numerals are enlarged, and the

dots after them are now omitted, and their

general effect is bad in the extreme. The
30c. is rich brown, on toned paper, the 80c.

pale dull rose, on pale rose paper. We may
here appropriately mention that we have

received specimens of the 15c. in very pale

bistre, and of the 40c. in yellow-orange. The
5c. of the Empire has been used up, the

specimens being remarkable for the deep

blueness of the paper on which printed.

German Empire.—New Values.—From an

announcement in the dmts-BlattderDeutschen

Reichs-Postverwaltung, number 73, date Sep-

tember 12, we learnc the intended issue of

two new values for postage to England, viz.,
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z\ groschen and 9 kreuzer, which postage

had formerly to be made up by using several

or two different stamps on every letter, a very

great inconvenience to the public when we
consider the immense correspondence carried

on between the two countries. The speci-

mens are both printed in rich dark-brown,

and bear the new type of eagle. Of this

enlarged type we have received the 2gr. blue,

in addition to those given in our September

number.

Great Britain.—New Type.—The annexed

engraving is from a proof, and shews the in-

tended alteration that is to

take place in all our stamps

from three-pence upwards,

namely, white corners and

coloured letters in them, in

place of coloured corners with

white letters. The lower

values already possess the

modification, and why the authorities must

further spoil the appearance of the high values,

is to us a mystery. The current sixpenny

has undergone several changes in colour; it

was fiist issued in a fine shade of full brown,

but it has deteriorated to a pale washy tint,

neither brown nor cream colour, perhaps we
may term it pale yellow-brown.

Guatemala.—Nezv Issues, &c.—From Le

Timbre-Poste we hear of a 1 peso, which we
herewith illustrate with

reservation. We have not

seen an original, but M.
Moens thinks it is good. It

is stated to be yel/ozu on

white, perf. 12. Thedesign

is not altered, though the S

treatment is materially dif- 1?

ferent. It will be remem-
bered, the shield upon the 1, 5, 10, and 20c.

has a broad white outline, with the upper side

angles extremely short and peculiar. In this

new peso stamp, the shield is reduced, and
becomes ordinary instead of extraordinary, the

branches and sun likewise are reduced and are

on a solid ground, being all enclosed in an
exaggerated shield-shaped broad white outline,

the shape having no characteristic of that

with which the old stamps have made us

familiar. The vertical lines in the upper half

of shield are but six and a half in the accepted

stamps, in the engraving of the I peso there

are nine. The numerals in lower angles are

simply figures 1, same as the 1 centavo, and
the given colour is yellow like that of the

I centavo, it is hardly probable there should

be this similarity between the highest and' the

lowest values. The perforation of the old

values is 14., that of this I peso, is 12, the

false oblong Paraguayan and . those time-

honoured swindles Guatemala 5 c. brown
(ship in a bay) were thus perforated. The
last Philatelist tells of two more stamps for

this country, "brought over by the late West
India mail, of a totally different type from
those previously used:

—

1 real yellow, 4 reales mauve."

New Ecuadors and Guatemalas, all coming
together, six varieties,— it is too much— !

Think of S. A. Taylor, Chute, Lyford, and
other irrepressibles of the Boston gang, who
have once before " made some Guatemalas
ahead of us," as Taylor himself boasts in No.

38 of that Philatelical stinkpot, The Stamp-

Record. The peso, of Le Timbre-Poste

is the old type in generalities, the yellow

1 real and mauve 4 reales of The Philatelist

are quite different, verily these be bogus; and

it is not so long since Moens was " had " over

the ioc. Prince Edward Island.

Guadalajara.— Varieties.—We hear from
the Brussels paper of the existence of the

1 real 1 867, //;/ real (small "u"), black on
plain white paper. Aiso on thick laid paper

1868, nu (in lieu of un) real, green, and a

double error in a 2 r. lilac, date 1863 instead

of 1868, and the figure of value upside down.

Holland.— New Post Card—A new post

card has been issued, without the instructions,

and colour reddish brown. Of the new ad-

hesives, 5c. ioc. and 2gl. 50c. are the only

values in general use ; (see our July number.)

Hungary.—Newspaper wrapper—This was
issued at the same time as the new Austrian

band, it is a trifle longer but narrower, paper

thinner but more surfaced, the broad lines

showing size of the wrapper are also narrower.

Colour buff, varying from dark to very pale.

From the Philatelislische Bericbte, we hear

some post mandats are issued for the transmis-

sion of money by telegraph. They were to be
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blue on white far Cisleithanie, and black on

rose for Transleithanie.

Italy.—Rumoured Post Card.—It is but a

rumour at present.

Japan.—Perforated issue.—An examination

of the perforated values, convinces us that

the only alteration in the denominations is in

the central characters, the colours remaining

the same, excepting for certain specimens of

the lowest value which are printed in sage-

grey, for we have received specimens of the

highest value in dull green. A cutting from

an American paper (plagiarised by it in the

first place) is being reprinted in England as

news. In the San Francisco "Bulletin" of

Oct. 28, 1871, appeared the following:—
NEW JAPANESE COIN.

By the steamer America were received the first

specimens of the new Japanese silver coinage. The
standard of fineness and weight is that of the
American coinage, the unit being the "Yen"
which corresponds with the American dollar in

size and value, though in its general appearance,
style and finish it more resembles the new Mexican
coinage.

The yen, half yen and quarter yen (all round
coins) are alike in everything but size and value,
the design on all being identical. The obverse has
a sun and halo in the centre, with a wreath below
and three flowers above. The reverse has the Im-
perial dragon curiously coiled up in the centre,
surrounded with Japanese characters. The milling
is the same as that on the American coinage.
Hitherto it has been found impossible to get any
coin except the dollar of the Republic of Mexico,
to pass current in China ; but our Japanese advices
state that the Chinese merchants in Japan are ex-
porting the new Japanese coin to China by the
cart-load, as fast as it is issued from the mint,
which would indicate that they expect it to go into
general circulation in the Central Flowery Empire.

The integral parts of the yen, are called sens,

equal to the American cent. The new values

on the stamps represent -£, 1, 2, and 5, sens

respectively it is said.

Jamaica.—New value.—We re-produce the

annexed type after The
Philatelist premising that as

we have never seen speci-

mens of this new value, we ,

cannot supply the omitted s

particulars of watermark and c

perforation
; probably, they

are c,c. and crown, and perf.

circ. 14, colour is maroon.

Luxemburg.—Novelties—The Timbre-Poite

announces that a new printing took place last

March, of ic. clear red-brown, 20c. chocolate

and 25c. dull blue, but they will not be pat

in circulation for some months. The 37§c. is to

be withdrawn, altered by the surcharging of

the words un franc, and re-issued as that value,

after the manner of the British Columbians,
etc., we may hope in time, for a new design

for the 1 franc value.

Mauritius.—The New Values.—The oft

announced iop. is here re-

presented, colour maroon,

watermark c.c. and crown,
perf. circ. 14. The envelopes

are to be I op. blue, and ish.

8p. maroon ; we are sorry we
can give no further details.

We have had the ip. offered

to us in green, from the

Island, so presume that it is now in use.

Mexico.—Present Series—The stamps used

by the various districts have commenced a

a new system of numbering, Mexico still

surcharges the name in an arch over the head,

and the old gothic characters seem to have

been quite abandoned. We have found the

following varieties, but have not examined

many specimens, and this memorandum is

simply to call attention to them.

Mexico.—In Gothic letters, at side, full set

perforated.

Mexico.—In Eoman letters, in arch, full set

perforated.

10 Guadalajara, at side

31 Orizava, .,

34 Puebla, at base
50 Veracruz „

Moldavia.—Circular—The
genuine copy of the 81 paras obliterated, has

been at length fully established. It is of the

Magnus type III., and full details will be

found on another page.

Natal.—Nevj ^pence.—This value has

arrived printed in rich cobalt-blue, surcharged

Postage in red capitals on each side, water-

marked c.c. and crown, and perf. circ. \z\.

It has a very brilliant appearance, and we
suppose the 6 p. and 1 sh. will, in due course

bear the surcharged word Postage on each side

to make the sides uniform.

New South Wales.—Watermark—The

all

imperforate.

existence of a
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Kangaroo watermark figured in September

(page 158) as appearing on a newspaper wrap-

per, is found faced by an emu (the kangaroo

and emu being supporters of the shield in

the arms of the colony). This paper was made

at a factory in Liverpool, twenty miles south

of Sydne),but the company became bankrupt,

and the affair was sold in July for £6,000

odd ; the letters A. P., signify Australian Paper,

and we should have expected to find Co., on

the other side of the wrapper. M. Moens

termed the kangaroo an antelope, and of the

mu he now makes an ostrich.

New Zealand.—Rumoured New Issue.—
From The Philatelist we learn that an entirely

new series is in preparation, value as hereto-

fore, I p., 2 p., 3 p., 4 p., 6 p., and I sh.,

watermark nz and a Star, but the colours are

not yet determined. Meanwhile there is

plenty of variation in the current stamps, the

I sh. especially being of a very pale washy

green tint, still bearing star watermark.

Orange Free States.—New Shades.—The
ish. has lately come to hand in rich yellow,

and the colours of both penny and sixpenny

are darker and fuller.

Paraguay.—New Shades.—Some specimens

lately received, show the I and 2 rs. in

different shades, the I real being in pale rose,

and dark rose, the 2 reales light clear blue, and

dark blue.

Persia.—RumouredIssue.—On the authority

ofDr. Magnus, we quote the

existence of a stamp roughly 5

printed by the typographic j

process on very thin paper,

bearing the Arabic numeral
\

8 in each angle (which figure

resembles an inverted letter

V). The design is a lion

with the sun behind, and the

type has been known as a rejected essay since

the month of August, 1865, so if it has been

after all adopted it has been after great de-

liberation, and, intended like the laws of the

Medes and Persians never to be changed,

—

perhaps. The colour of the specimen is not

quoted.

Peru.—New Shades.—We have found con-

siderable difference in recent specimens of

-r\/~i r\r^r\r\ t

the embosed type of stamps now in use. The
5c. stamp for Lima, Chorillos, and Callao is

in pale red, and dark rose-red ; the 1 dinero

(which replaced the 10c. vermilion of the

llama type), is in deep bright green, and in

yellow green. The lately issued I peseta

dark yellow (which replaced the brown 20c.

llama), does not vary much, and is printed

from a roller apparently in long strips, as we
often find specimens showing where the paper

has been joined.

Portugal.— Current Imperf.—La Gazette

des Timbres signalises the existence of four of

the current values as having escaped perfora-

tion, so we presume they may be regarded as

errors.

5 reis black.

10 „ yellow.

20 „ bistre.

25 „ rose,

Portugese Indies.—Varieties.—To the list

given by us on ps. 124 and 159 we can add

that of the third series, 1st type, laid paper,

perf. 13J, the three stamps (10, 20, and 40
reis.) in our possession are ungummed. The
Stamp-Co/lector's Magazine for October gives

our list, but omits the key to the arrangement,

the differences between the first and second

type.

South Australia.—New colour gp.—This
stamp now arrives in red lilac, perf. circ. 12

watermarked.

Straits Settlements.—New value.—The
last Philatelist announces the preparation of a

30c. of a design somewhat resembling our new
sixpenny. Will the 32c. be suppressed ?

Servia.—Imperforate.—The 1 para which
we chronicled previously, exists in very pale

lemon, and in deep yellow as well. Dr.
Magnus has had the 20 paras ultramarine also

imperforate, for some time. Perhaps the

stamps thus issued are provisional, and a new
issue is in preparation, as was the case with

Roumania. The Prince having come of age,

it is not unlikely. The last stamps we have

received are much better printed, and the

colours are much darker. The dies have evi-

dently been repaired, as the evebrows and eye-

lashes are now clearly discernible.

Sweden.—Shades.—The new issue is com-
ing gradually into use, those we have seen in
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quantities being 6, 1 2 and 24 ore, and the I

Rixbank daler. The 6 and 12 ore already

show great variation in tint, the former ex-

isting in reddish purple, and in deep violet,

the 12 ore is in four distinct varieties of blue,

viz. : sky blue, dull blue, ultramarine, and dark

blue. The 3 ore varies from very pale to

deep yellow-brown.

Tasmania.—New value.—At the end of

September we received specimens of the re-

cently issued 5sh. stamp, same die as the rest

of the series, watermark tas placed obliquely,

and perf. circ. 12. The colour is bright red

violet, in very bright specimens, almost ma-

genta. The 9p. blue, given by our Belgian

contemporary in October, as a novelty, was

described by us last February : the first spe-

cimens having arrived in England on letters

early in December, 1871. The 4p. value is

to be suppressed. The 6p. and ish. of the

octagonal type, are still in use, being received

as part of the series current, which comprised

ip., 2p., 3p., (no 4p.), 9p., lop., and 5sh

of" the new type ; with 6p. and ish octagonal.

The 1 p., 3p., and 5sh bearing watermarks

tas, the others numeral of value.

Transvaal.—Shades.—Amongst a large lot

of Cape stamps, received from that colony, we
lately found a few used Transvaals, the 1 sh.

of which were in an intense shade of dark

green. There should be no doubt as to these

stamps being genuine postals, but the conduct

of the printer in supplying cancelled specimens

(from Mecklenburg) in all colours, has caused

a not unnatural suspicion as to the character

of the whole series. We can assure our readers,

however, that they are indisputable postage

stamps, as our publishers seldom receive any

large lots of used African stamps from the

Cape, without finding a few Transvaals

amongst them.

Trinidad.— New I sh.—This value arrived

in September, with the colour changed to rich

yellow. The 4 p. is now in light violet, the

6 p. in a yellower green, and the 1 p. in clear

rose red. Watermark and perforation un-

altered.

United States.—Projected Post Card.—We
clip the following from The Boston Adver-

tiser :

—

The new postal card will be made from die3 cut
in hardened steel for surface printing, a novel
and heretofore considered impossible mode of
engraving. The lines, instead of being sunk, are
raised like those of an ordinary wood-cut, so that
the plate may be used in the same manner as type
in any printing-press. The completed card is three
inches by five and one-eighth inches in size, made
from a fine quality of card-board, and is of alight
buff colour. A border of scroll-work runs around
the edge, while in the upper right-hand corner is

a very handsome stamp, consisting of a head of
liberty encirled with stars and surrounded with
elliptical scroll work. The denomination is one
cent, and the colour of the work a rich velvet
brown. The inscription is simply UNITED states
postal card, write address only on this
SIDE, THE MESSAGE ON THE OTHER. Below are
ruled lines, while the reverse is blank.

The new post card was to have appeared

October the first, and the Government had
advertised for proposals to furnish 50,000,000,

so says one authority, whilst another states

that the Postmaster-General has to get an
"appropriation from Congress" before he can

issue them, and therefore, everything is at a

stand-still till December, after which period
" it is believed they will be legalized," if the

latter be correct they cannot be so nearly

issued as we have been led to imagine; so we
will take leave of the subject for another
month.

United States of Colom-
bia.—We engrave the new
stamp for registered and in-

sured letters. The letter A
stands for Anotacion ; the

letter R, on the companion

stamp, is the initial of Rcjis-

tradas. The impression is

black, on white unwater-

marked paper ; value, 5 centavos.

United States of Colombia.—Novelties.

We are indebted to Messrs. Stanley, Gibbons

and Co. again, for a sight of a pair of stamps

which considerably puzzle us. They are no

less than a couple of obliterated specimens of

the type of the 10c. of 1867, (shield in central

small circle, on a ground of vertical and hori-

zontal lines), values and colours :

—

20c. Prussian blue.

50c. Yellowish green.

It is most unlikely that they can be rcsusci-

| tations, for, since 1865 we, and many others,
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have been in direct communication with

Bogota and other principal cities, and, in the

thousands of used specimens of every issue that

have passed through our hands, chance must

have been dead against us that we never had

one of them. Can they be newly issued?

We may be over sceptical but we hardly think

so, we more incline to think them bogus; but,

let it be distinctly understood, we do not

commit ourselves to any decided opinion.

Supposing them not to be resuscitations

they must either be novelties, or utterly

fictitious, and the following points strike us

as opposed to all our experiences of recent

Granadines.

Firstly, though very well engraved, they appear
the work of an amateur, being defective in those
parts which are merely mechanical and therefore
more likely to be difficult to any but a professed
engraver, viz. :—the plain ruled lines of the back
ground, and the crossed lines of the central
ground, which are very defective in two places.

Secondly, they imitate an obsolete type of another
value.

Thirdly, the two values are from one die.

Fourthly, the colours are unlike any that we
associate with the U.S. of Colombia's stamps.

Fifthly, they appear to be printed from metal,

and all (?) known authentic seem from a litho-

graphic transfer.

Sixthly, the obliteration is unknown to us, being
a transverse oval of half an inch deep, shewing
(at the same distance from one end on the 20c.)

a large capital B, so that, if it were any ordinary
word the oval would have to be extended to the
unusual length of fully three inches to receive it.

From the blurred obliteration on the 50c. match-
ing that on the 20c, we can only say that if a
genuine cancellation the lettering must have been
very scanty, for we can only trace a slight, mark
more like the end of an ornament than any portion
of a letter ; if false we can explain this by sup-
posing that only a half of a bogus postmark was
made, simply shewing the letter B, (to mislead for

Bogota) the incongruity of the length when com-
pleted (as we have done it in our own tracing)
being overlooked.

All these suppositions may be duly explained

away, and it may be that we are over cautious

in even doubting the specimens, but so it is,

that taken on their merits, their merits do
not inspire us with any confidence. The
known stamps of Granada are quite bewilder-

ing enough, bnt when we come to something
unknown, we must not be asked for too great

a faith. These two specimens came from
Russia, along with other Granadas.

Wurtemburg.—Nezv Post Card!.—On Oct.
10th, the 2 kz. cards and those of same value

with answer paid, were issued to the public.

They are of blue card, bearing an impression

from the 2 kz. adhesive on the right, in light

and dark orange-yellow. They bear the

royal arms, and the inscriptions Koniglich-

Wurttemb. Postgebiet-Post-Kart, the com-
pound ones for paid reply being further marked
Riickantwort bezahlt, and Bezahlte riickantwort.

Le Timbre-Poste announces 1 kz. single and
compound cards, and adhesivesof2 kz. orange,

and 9 kz. red brown.

Great Britain.—Novelty.—At the moment
of going to press, we have received a specimen

of a Post Card bearing a

stamp embossed in the usual

place. The card we have

seen is used by a private

firm, and is plain white, the

stamp being in pink, a little

fuller than the colour of

the penny envelope. We
annex an engraving, and regret we can give

no further details this month.

gops Jtoucitics.

PAIN.— 1853,2 rs.—We have seen some
very specious imitations of this scarce

stamp sent out by a small Liverpool

dealer, who ought to know his business better

than to pass such things. But the fact is, these

little dealers have no knowledge of stamps, and

though they would not, perhaps, knowingly,

sell a forgery, still they do sell them "through

ignorance, which ignorance is nothing less

than culpable, in those who make their living

by the sale of stamps. The imitations are

not fine enough in the lines, all of which are

clearly cut in the originals, the forgery having

the lines blurred or ragged.

Ecuador.—Bogus 2 realesyellow.—We found

in the September Gazette des Timbres, an en-

graving of an alleged new type for the republic

of Ecuador. We afterwards had an oppor-

tunity of examining a dozen specimens (used),

and have no hesitation in pronouncing them

forged. They are as plainly common Boston

lithographs as if they were so marked. The
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design is an evident copy of the Costa Rica
view, the inscription reads Correos de

Ecuador, Porte i real. The thing is litho-

graphed and printed yellow on bad white

paper, and foully perforated about Io|-.

We should not like to buy the recently an-

nounced stamps of the known type, \ and I

real on blue paper, without first seeing and
examining them.

Guatemala.—We feel disposed to place

the new yellow 1 peso of Le Timbre-Poste

and the different design, yellow 1 r. and
mauve 4 rs. of The Philatelist in this paper.

Although we know they cannot all be genuine,

we are unable to form any opinion as to

which, if any, are genuine, without seeing

them in the first place, and having a little

further information in the second place, so

in the uncertainty they appear in the paper

on Novelties, we having done our duty by
calling attention to the incongruities they

exhibit.

New South Wales.—Local.—Four stamps

are in the market, of which we have every

reason to suspect the authenticity. They are

all of one design, oblong, inscribed victoria,

n s. wales, Murray s.n. co. The centre

contains a vessel, which is surrounded by

certain tropical plants and trees. There is

no mention at postage, and therefore we doubt

that they can be anything more than parcel

labels at the best, and it is to be distinctly

understood that we not even admit that much
about them. They are coarsely printed on

white, heavily gummed, perf. circ. 14..

\ penny, black
1 „ red
2 „ blue
3 ,,

green

There is now coming on, a mania for collect-

ing everything that looks like a stamp, no

matter how preposterous or absurd in idea or

nature. As everything mundane runs in

cycles of greater or less periods, from panics

to postage stamps, we may safely assert that

it is a decennial mania that is now approach-

ing. In 1863 we passed through the period

of essays, and 1865 found us irritated and

disgusted at having been so easily gulled by a

host of rubbish, though produced by our own
insatiability ; these essays went down in value

and nearly everyone relinquished them. Great
harm was done to collecting, and many ama-
teurs whom we could ill afford to lose, retired

in disgust. The present mania is commenc-
ing with bung-labels and physic-stamps, and
will finish with reel-ops and the Lunatic

Asylum. What can be the use of fostering

the collection of a lot of fiscals, of which no
one can ever hope to attain even the

hundredth part? Duties payable to Govern-
ments have been so long collected by means
of stamps, that it is not likely that anything

near completion can be obtained. In the

name of common sense, remove this blot from

our midst before we have disgusted ourselves

and others with it, and before the whole thing

bursts to the injury of philately, as it most

assuredly will before two more years are

completed. If we allow it to take root,

we shall do so, knowing that we are chok-

ing philately when it has attained some
of that age, which appears indispensable

to remove the idea of puerility from the

public mind. Collect fiscals if you derive

enjoyment from it, but remember you can

never attain anything like completeness, and

that the accretion of a pile of bung, gargle,

horse-salve, match-box and other labels with

your postage stamps, is more likely to degene-

rate "stamp" collecting into puerility, than

anything else you can do. For our own part

we should not like to possess pages-adorned (?)

by a huge label of somebody's "Essence of

Ginger ;" " Dose for a Grown Person, One
Teaspoonful ;" "For a Child 10 to 12 years

old, Half a Teaspoonful," etc., and " To
be given in Sugar and Water." Admitted

that fiscal stamps shew the payment of

tax or duty to Government, it is for no

service rendered, but is simply so much
mulcted from the public. How can the

adhesives alone be taken, and the impres-

sed stamps rejected, by any argument that " a

stamp" (postal or fiscal), shews payment of a

tax or duty? If it be seen that weare now going

to collect every label that has gum at the

back, this department of our Journal will

require' permanent enlargement. After two

years will come the inevitable collapse : and

we can safely head its record "Human Folly,"

feeling indebted to The Times for finding a
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truer name for "Stamp Collecting" than we
can at present relish.

Austrian Italy.—Reprints.—The Enve-
lopes of 1 86 1 have been reprinted for the

second time. We hope to describe them
more fully, when we have seen the specimens.
The 1850, 1858, and 1861 issues have all

been reprinted twice. Who has the dies ?

Corrientes.—Forgeries.—These are per-

haps as difficult for us to describe as for the

inexperienced to detect, and we feel in-

clined to give it up, we have some new and
first rate imitations from The States; as the
originals are printed from a copper plate (or a

metal plate of some kind), containing eight
separately engraved types, each as villainously

executed as can well be imagined, it is almost
hopeless to attempt to describe differences.

The best thing we can offer is to give an
opinion on any specimens sent to us, and as

we possess the entire sheets, we can safely

promise to do this effectually.

FRANKS, POST, AND CANCELLING
MARKS.

BY WILLIAM VIPOND.
n.— Great Britain and European Dependencies

IROM the variety of cancelling marks
made use of by the postal authorities

of Great Britain, one would almost
think that they have paid more attention to

this than even to the design, manufacture,
and finish of postage stamps. In this paper
I shall make no attempt to describe everv
post or cancelling mark made use of, but shall

notice and illustrate some of the most
prominent methods, hoping it will draw the

attention of philatelists to the subject, and
induce them to describe any curious or un-

common post or cancelling mark they may be
in possession of, which may not have come
under the writer's notice. I shall take them
in the following order:

—

1. Metropolitan.
2. Provincial, or England and Wales.
3. Scotland
4. Ireland.

5. European Dependencies.

1. Metropolitan.—The first cancelling mark

adopted after the introduction of cheap

postage was the Maltese cross (fig. 1); this

we find on the Mulready envelopes, the black

and the red-brown penny, and on the blue

twopenny, without white lines. We illus-

trate four varieties of this cancellation, the two

last (fig. 2) being with cross at top, and vari-

able number in centre, the highest with which

we have met being 13. They were no; long

in use, and are uncommon. Next we
find the central office using a diamond within

parallel lines, forming an oval—variable

number in centre (fig. 3) ; this mark we find

on the red-brown penny imperforated, with

blue gum, and also on the undated envelopes

of I 841, Then, again, we find the central-

office using a mark (fig. 4) that had previously

been used in the outlying Metropolitan offices

(circle within parallel lines), the whole form-

ing a circular defacing mark, enclosing the

usual variable number. Advancing on we
find the same mark with fewer and broader

lines (fig. 5 and 6), We sometimes find the

initials in the centre, instead of the variable

number. The date-stamp or post-mark is

generally a plain circle with name, initials,

and date, in the centre. There are some

exceptions to this, an example of one is

given in fig. 7, and also a "Too Lace"

mark (fig. 8). The outlying offices at first

made use of the round cancelling-mark

already described. Afterwards they took the

diamond mark of the central-office, which

has since been considerably modified at

various times (see fig. 9 to 12). Fig. 13 is

an illustration of a six-sided date-stamp or

postmark. Fig. 14 is one from a registered

letter, and fig. 15 a mongrel that appears to

have done duty both as a date-stamp and

cancelling mark. On the partition of the

Metropolis into postal districts, the following

cancelling mark was adopted— parallel bars

enclosed by an oval line, two spaces, the

upper one for the initials, lower one for the

variable number (fig. 16 and 17. After a

time the outer rim was dispensed with, and

larger cancelling marks used, with broader

bars, larger spaces, and bolder letters,

&c. (fig. 18 to 22). Before concluding

with the Metropolitan postal-card and can-

celling-marks, I beg to introduce one (fig. 23)

copied from an unstamped postal-card, which

proves that such things are allowed to pass

through the post-office, notwithstanding the

notice to the contrary.
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WHAT IS A POSTAGE STAMP ?

BY OVERY TAYLOR.
Reprinted from THE STAMP-COLLECTOR'S MAGAZINE.

HIS question suggested itself to the

writer's mind on reading the following

paragraph of the article explanatory of

the scope of Mr, Pemberton's forthcoming

catalogue, which appeared in a recent number
of The Philatelical Journal.

We confine ourselves strictly to stamps which
prepay postage and that are sold to the public,

thus totally ignoring chlffres-taxe and such like

rubbish for unpaid and returned letteiv, which
everyone collects because they are adhesive

usually, and tolerable-looking occasionally. What
we want is consistency, and not needlessly to

multiply species in face of the outcry raised by those

who object to all varieties. And let us ask, where
is the consistency of cataloguing statu ps for un-

paid letters, or stamps or envelopes for letters

returned to the sender 1 The latter ate the more
sensible, for they do carry the returned letter free.

Such stamps as the Baden J.and-post, Hanover
Bestellgeld-frei, and others, representing an extra

tax or fee for delivery, we certainly catalogue as

quite within the province of our intention.

From these remarks, which break fresh

ground, it will be seen that the answer to the

inquiry—What is a postage stamp?—cannot

be without interest.

The fact is, that collecting in its infancy

was a pursuit conducted in such an utterly

unscientific way, that many adhesives then

secured recognition as posrage stamps, which,

if a code of rules for the guidance of col-

lectors were now being laid down, would be

rigorously excluded. Anything which em-
anated from a post-office, or was in the least

degree connected with it, was seized on with

an indiscriminate ardour, and incorporated

with the orthodox emissions of a country.

This weakness for things postal was fostered

by the early catalogue-makers, and is still but

too frequently manifested. Thus it has often

occurred, that some particular impression or

label belonging to a previously unrecognised

class, and possessing, perchance, a special

claim to notice, has been favourably referred

to by one or other of the magazines, and the

attention thus paid to it has led to a demand,
by the possessor of some heterogeneous col-

lection, for the admission of the whole species,

on the ground that they all do the same duty.

The vague uncertainty thus introduced, and
the unrestrained elasticity of construction

which results from it, combine to show that

the time has arrived for establishing a clear

definition of the term postage stamp.

The simplest answer to the query which
heads these remarks is, that a postage stamp
is a stamp that pays postage. A postage

stamp, in other words, is the conventional

sign adopted to evidence the payment of a

sum of money to secure the carriage of a

letter or paper by the post-office to a given

destination. Understood thus as an evidence

of prepayment, the official, returned letter,

and unpaid letter labels are not postage

stamps.

Let us take first the official stamps. No
payment is made when they are attached to,

or struck on the letters which bear them.

They do not represent postage, but exemption

fro?npostage. The impressed stamps are not

obliterated. They are hardly more than

office seals. In our own country, they serve

to show from what department a letter

emanates, but the signature which accompanies

them really contains the franking power. In

point of fact, government communications
enjoy the privilege of being carried free of

any charge whatever ; and the marks they may
bear, which merely indicate that they are

government communications, cannot be con-

sidered as being, in any sense of the word,

postage stamps. The adhesives, such as the

Danish, the colonial " Service " stamps, &c,
when we come to look the matter fairly in

the face, are not entitled to more considera-

tion than the handstamped impressions. They
have a facial value, but, as I understand it, it

is purely nominal and fictitious. They are

issued, probably, for the purpose of checking

the weight and number of official letters and
documents sent through the post, and peihaps

also to prevent the abuse of the franking

privilege by the government employes, who
might be tempted to make free use of an

office handstamp, but who are obliged to render

a strict account of the employment of the

adhesive labels dealt out to them. Such
being the case, they should in strictness be
excluded: that they are likely to be is another

matter. The handstamps are very uninterest-

ing objects for collection; and although the

attempt has been made to introduce and
classify them by a well-known writer, whose
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opinions no one respects more than I do, yet

it is very evident that they will never be

generally accepted. With the adhesives it

is a different affair. The Spanish officials have

been included in every catalogue and prepared

album that has been published. The Danish

are generally admired, and the colonial Service

stamps have found a place in many collections.

It is, perhaps, too much to ask philatelists to

discard these stamps altogether, but ought

they not to be kept quite apart from the

postage stamps proper?

Unpaid Letter Stamps.—Among these are

numbered the French chiffres taxe, the Italian

Segna-tasse.j &c, &c. Judged literally by the

standard we have set up at the commence-
ment, these are not postage stamps, for so far

from being evidences of prepayment, they are

proofs of /ZMZ-payment ; and most of them

represent, not merely the postage of the letter

to which they are attached, but also a fine for

the sender's negligence. But, it may be

urged, in arrest of judgment, they are put on

in the post-office, and thus constitute the

official certificate to the receiver that the

letter-carrier is authorised to claim the

amount which is "figured" on them. In

fact, though these stamps do not prepay, they,

nevertheless, represent the postage; and in

the countries in which they are in use, they

form the conventional sign of postage due.

They are the admissible corollary of postage

stamps proper ; the public, when it wishes to

employ the services of the post-office, for con-

venience sake puts a label of a given vaiue

on a letter, and the office is then bound to

carry the letter ; if the office conveys an

unpaid letter, for convenience sake it puts on

a label representing the charge for carriage,

and the receiver is obliged to pay if he wants

his letter. It may be paradoxically put, that

although you cannot buy an unpaid letter

stamp, you have to pay for it, and payment

is of " the essence of the contract." For

these reasons, I think that cbiffre-taxe stamps

are fairly collectable ; and Mr. Pemberton

himself must surely modify his decision to

include in the body of his forthcoming

catalogue only stamps sold to the public, un-

less he is prepared to reject the " unpaid

letter " series of Turkey, which is used for

correspondence from localities where no postal

agencies have as yet been established.

Returned Letter Stamps appear to me
to be totally unworthy of collection. A dis-

tinction must be drawn between postage

stamps which, in one sense or another, repre-

sent postage, and merely postal stamps, such

as the returned letter labels. Their apposi-

tion to a letter gives rise to no payment at

either end, and as in the case of the official

labels, they in reality prove only exe?nption

from postage. The return of an undelivered

letter is a piece of courtesy on the part of

the post-office, unless, indeed, it be con-

sidered that the ordinary postage stamp,

attached on the departure of the letter, not

only pays the carriage to destination, but also

the return carriage in case of non-delivery.

A returned letter label in any case is a thing

with which the public have nothing whatever

to do ; it simply forms part of the internal

organization of the postal service. We have

no more need to concern ourselves with it,

than we have to pay attention to the seals

wherewith the mail-bags are fastened up

;

and the assumed necessity for collecting them,

has, I am inclined to believe, been felt to be

irksome by many philatelists.

Registration and Too- late Stamps.—How
far can these be considered collectable ? They,
like the returned letter labels, are portions

of the internal economy of the post-office.

In this country, the word registered is

struck on the letter with a handstamp,

and the payment of an extra penny stamp,

to cover the fine for late postage is

—

in London, at any rate—indicated by the

handstamp L. I or L. 2, as the case may
be. We do not collect these handstruck

impressions; ought we to collect the adhesive

Victorian " Registered " and " Too-late "

labels, the Trinidad " Too late," the United

States " Registered," &c. ? The class is not

a numerous one, and, of the two kinds, one
represents a specially guaranteed mode of

transmission, the other an earlier despatch.

These advantages are prepaid. Shall we then,

for once, be inconsistent, and, whilst collecting

the labels, the true offshoot of the cheap postal

system, reject the uninteresting handstamped

words ? I leave it to my readers to answer.
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We shall feel greatly obliged to any our

correspondents who will give us their views

on this vital subject. We will finish these

reprintings with another, first quoting from

Dr. Magnus, that the definition of the word

stamp should include anything issued by the

state whether adhesive or embossed, shewing

the payment to the state of any tax, duty, or

charge. Thus he would include fiscal stamps

as shewing payment of a tax, and postal and

telegraphic stamps as shewing payment for

services rendered by the state. Then how
about locals? Mr. Overy Taylors question

has produced the following pertinent criticism

in the October Philatelist

:

—
"Now on what ground is it that prepayment

is supposed to be the spinal marrow of a

postage stamp. Surely a postage stamp is one

used in course of postage, either by the sender

to prepav, or by the office to levy payment,

or in the case of ' returned ' letters, to frank

the missive back to its writer. Are we not

somewhat inclined now-a-days to think a little

too much of collectors, and rather too little

of philately ? In recent remarks in more

Newspaper Impressed Stamps.—These are

a troublesome class of stamps, which have

occasionally formed the subjects of more or

less incomplete lists, and whose claims have

been repeatedly urged by the few—shall we
say happy?—possessors of collections of them.

My own impression is that they are not de-

serving of recognition. They are the relics

of an obsolete system. They were not sold

to the public, nor struck on the papers by

postal officials. They were the means used of
'

collecting an item in the Inland Revenue, and

they lost any postal character they might have

possessed fifteen days after the date ofemission.

I apprehend that most collectors would object

to their being raked up from their obscurity

and forced on them, under the pretext that

they were postage stamps.

Permit me, in conclusion, to invite my
readers' serious attention to the subject, for it

will bear consideration; and if from the dis-

cussion some general rule, acceptable to the

majority, can be established, as to the classes

of stamps which are within, and those which

are without the limits, my object is drawing

attention to the matter will have been gained.

than one of our contemporaries, we have

noticed a tendency to yield points more or

less of importance to the science, on the

ground that stamps and envelopes were becom-
ing so numerous, that even by limiting the

field to so-called postals proper, and admitting

cut envelopes, collectors would still find their

hands full enough. On the other hand, we
are inclined to enlarge, rather than diminish

the borders ofphilately;—witness our advocacy

of telegraph stamps ; and if telegraph

stamps are to be collected, then surely the

labels which all admit to have a quasi-postal

character, also. Probably, if we own our
' weakness ' for newspaper impressed stamps,

we shall be considered quite hopelessly mad;
and yet we can own no less. Among our

collection of English stamps there are few in

value more than the long-forgotten l semper

eadems ' of the time when a 3 fd. or 4d. was
a not unusual stamp for a paper."

" To collectors of the French school it has

long become evident that a 'complete' col-

lection is an unattainable goal ; but no one

has yet been therefore bold enough to advocate

a return to the English method so-called. And
so respecting the stamps we are pleading for,

we cannot allow them to be shelved as ' trash'

or ' rubbish,' merely because they are numerous
uninteresting, or hard to obtain. Let each

individual collector do as he likes, but let us

not tamper with that science which delights

us all."

We are glad to be able to supplement these

extracts, by a paper which regards some of

the moot points from a new light.

ROADSIDE RAMBLINGS.
BY OUELQU 'UN.

HE question "What is a postage

stamp ?" is calling forth definitions

from numerous authorities in philately,

and amongst the uninitiated it may possibly

excite some curiosity to know why the ques-

tion is only asked now, when stamp collect-

ing hjs entered upon ics third lustrum, and

and why there should be any difficulty in

answering the question. In reality the ques-

tion is not now asked for the first time, but

up to the present time the reply has been

"anything you please." In the early days of
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stamp collecting anything in the way of a

stamp was deemed worthy of admission into

"my album," and it is only lately that some
of the albums which were furnished with re-

served places for each stamp, were weeded of

Irish petty session's stamps, blockade stamps,

envelope stamps issued by private firms, &c.

When the collection of postage stamps first

commenced, about 1862, the varieties might

be reckoned by a few hundreds ; in the short

space of ten years they have been multiplied

tenfold. No wonder then, that when a popu-

lation increases so rapidly, it becomes a matter

of some importance to ascertain which are of

the true blood, and which are not; what
gens sans aveu may have crept in unawares,

and whether it may not be for the public

good to banish some, which, by special favour,

were admitted when the population was small.

" My album" is becoming too unwieldy, to

say nothing about its becoming very costly,

even if ordinary stamps alone are admitted,

while special luxuries can only be indulged in

by the favoured few, who can afford to pur-

chase them at £20 apiece.

When, therefore, Mr. Overy Taylor

asks the question "What is a Postage

Stamp ?" and goes on to give his defi-

nition of what constitutes, in his opinion, the 1

qualifications necessary to the admission of a

stamp to the full rights of citizenship as a

postage stamp, he is asking a very pertinent

question, and is doing great good in ventilat-

ing the subject and calling the attention of

philatelists to it. I say nothing against the

collection of all sorts of stamps if people like

it; but it is not possession of stamps which is

requisite to make "my album" perfect in its

way; the great point, depend upon it, is the

proper classification of those which you do

possess.

The definition of a postage stamp accord-

ing to Mr. Taylor is a stamp that " prepays

postage, or in other words it is a conventional

sign adopted to evidence the payment of a

sum of money to secure the carriage of a letter

or paper by the post office to a given destina-

tion." This definition, as will be seen,

excludes any stamps which do not actually

express postage paid, and therefore it excludes
' stamps representing postage due or to be paid

by the receiver. Mr. Taylor admits these by

a side door, as representing postage. But then

in the October number of the same magazine

up starts another writer and says, if you admit

stamps which represent a sum to be paid by

the receiver, you open the door to the ad-

mission of hand-stamped figures, because " if

Great Britain uses a large impressed figure or

a mere pen-mark to show what is to be paid

by the receiver, and France uses a label for

the same purpose, must the mere accident as

it were of the latter country using an adhesive

stamp, prevent us from placing in our albums

the device adopted by Great Britain ?" To
this I say that if such things are to fall under

the definition of a postage stamp, then you

must equally admit all figures which show

what postage has been paid, and you must find

places in your album for such countries as

Morocco, Tunis, Persia, &c, the letters from

which bear no stamps but still bear hand-

stamps or penstrokes, or something which

denotes the postage that has been or is to be

paid, for the carriage of the letters.

The recollections of many, I may say the

greater part of your readers, do not go back

to the state of the postal arrangements in

England prior to the introduction of postage

stamps. Few, perhaps, remember the days of

the twopenny-post in London, and of various

penny-posts in other parts of the Kingdom
;

when there were in London General-postmen

and Twopenny-postmen, the latter ?s well-

known by his rat-tat as the General-postman

was by his red coat; and when the postage

was eightpence on a letter that travelled only

50 miles from the metropolis. In those days

it was the exception for the sender to pay

the postage of his letter. The sum to be

paid was marked on the letter with a pen in

black ink ; if the letter was paid, the sum

paid was marked in red ink. For a few

months an uniform postal rate of fourpence

for a certain weight was adopted, and then

came in the great reform establishing one

uniform rate of one penny for a certain

Weight. I have not before me any statistical

tables of the effect of the change in the

English Post Office, but I have some tables

of the effect produced in the French Post

Office by the establishment of the uniform

rate there. In 1847, the proportion of paid

to unpaid letters was 10 per cent, of the
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whole number. Within the next ten years

this had gradually increased to 93^ per cent.,

while the number of letters had increased in

the same period from 12 millions to 320
millions. It is evident, therefore, that the

imposition of an extra-rate in the nature of

a fine, to be paid by the receiver when the

letter was not prepaid, gradually reversed the

rule as to the postage being paid by the

receiver, and it became the exception when
*"he postage was chargeable upon him.

If my recollection serves me rightly, the

position taken up by the English Government
was to this effect. On the condition that

we have the conveyance of all the letters,

we will engage with the public to carry them
at a very low rate. This rate shall be id.

for a certain weight, but as the collection of

this by our delivering agent will entail great

trouble and expense, we will only do it on
this further condition, that the postage is paid

before hand ; when this is not the case we
must make an extra charge. For the sender's

convenience, and for our own also, we will

give you the ready means of iffecting this

prepayment by affixing a stamp on your letter,

or enclosing it in an envelope, which we will

furnish you with. The post-office also invited

the public to furnifh their doors with letter-

boxes into which the prepaid letters might be

dropped, thus further evidencing its desire to

expedite the delivery of the letters and to

save the time of the postman. It has been

by this means that the great revolution has

been brought about in the custom of the

sender prepaying his letter, instead of leaving

it as a charge on the receiver. If now the

Government, as a matter of convenience to

itself, chooses, when th^ postage is to be

paid by the receiver, to keep its accounts by

the mode of placing a stamp on the letter

denoting the sum to be paid, is this stamp

less a postage stamp than the one affixed by

the sender, or that has, like the 10 and 30
sgr. stamps in use in Germany, been affixed

when tie sender has prepaid the postage?

The question really comes to this. Whether
the " postage stamp" is necessarily confined

to a conventional sign evidencing the prepay-

ment, or whether it is the evidence of the sum
paid or to be paid for the transport of the

letter.

France had the honour of introducing the

Chiffre-Taxe. If we look to the definitions

given of postage stamps in the old French
postal works, they are described as being small

portraits (of the Emperor) printed in ink of

divers colours which have aconventional value,

and serve for the franking of letters, p'rinted

matter and patterns. The definition of the

Cbiffres-taxes on the other hand, is that they

are small printed tickets, each representing a

va'ue of 15 centimes to collect. Every un-

franked letter posted and distributed within

the circuit of a post-office, must have affixed to

it the number of Chiffres-taxes, equivalent to

the amount to be paid. These are affixed

before hand by the postal agents, and if a let-

ter is presented to the receiver without these

signs, he is to refuse payment and inform the

administration. From this, it is evident, that

they were intended by the post-office as a

check on its own agents, and also for the

benefit of the public, and Mr. Taylor seems to

be right in excluding them from the category

of" postage stamps," though they are admissi-

ble to a secondary place as representing postage

due. Philatelists will, probably, generally be

disposed to admit such stamps into their col-

lections, classifying them as unpaid letter

stamps ; and it seems very probable that their

number will increase, so as gradually to super-

sede the marking the sum, to be paid by the

receiver, with a pen or hand stamp. This

latter is, in reality, a renewal of the old system,

in use before the introduction of postage

stamps.

Dr. Magnus is doing his best to induce

collectors to turn their eyes to fiscal stamps.

Here, at any rate, there is open country and

plenty of game. It is not possible to say that

you will confine yourself to modern adhesives,

but even if you do, you can find some of them
which, purchased first hand, will cost £100
each, unobliterated. But, really a collector

should go back to earlier times, or he can

scarcely be said to be forming a collection of

fiscal stamps. To me the greater part of the

fiscal stamps seem like Government book-

keeping made easy, and such collections as I

have seen have presented but little interest to

me. Some are, undoubtedly, fine specimens

of engraving, but these are mixed up with

what may frequently be called extraordinary
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stamps. In one collection which I saw in

Paris I noticed a large round stamp, this 1

was told was affixed to barrels of beer in the

United States, and was very scarce. I believe

the stamp in question did really represent some

duty, but this was side by side with another

of similar form and dimensions, which was

only the trade mark of some English brewer,

with the inscription "Full up to the bung."

I quietly informed the owner of the collection

that this latter stamp scarcely was a fiscal one,

but to console him I would put him in the

way of obtaining one which I had never seen

catalogued, and which I believed to be one of

the oldest fiscal adhesives in existence. To
constitute himself the owner of this, he had

only to go to the English chemist in Paris and

ask for a box of "Cockle's Antibilious Pills,"

for which he would pay is. lid. He would

find the box enveloped in a Government fiscal

stamp of three-half-pence, which he must

detach carefully, and then could do what he

liked with the nastiness within.

Even in the collection of things postal, some J

amateurs collect every postal thing they can

lay their hands on, and I once gratified a

friend by handing him one of the largest

envelopes I ever saw, emanating from the

office of the Commander in Chief. What
possible interest there could be in it passes

my knowledge, for my friend had already

sundry copies of Sir E. Lugards' signature, and

as they are all off one and the same hand

stamp, a small envelope seemed to me as

good as a large one. We stamp collectors are

sometimes called timbromaniacs ; at any rate,

let there be such method in our madness as

shall be patent to all the world, and let us not

add foolishness to our folly.

STAMP-COLLECTING.
From The Gentleman's Magazine for May.

N what principle does the Times take

upon itself to stigmatise as " human
folly" the collection of postage stamps

and the willingness of collectors to give a high

price for rare specimens ? A defender of this

strictly modern pursuit, in the course of a

warm controversy in a country newspaper

upon the wisdom of accumulating stamps,

compares the practice to that of collecting

butterflies, and it seems to me, so far as the

analogy goes, it gives him the best of the

argument. Unquestionably a postage stamp

is a horribly modern thing, and the contempt
with which it is regarded by a few severe

archceologists may be easily imagined ; but

the time will come when these letter-franks of,

say, the quarter of a century beginning in

1840, when the first stamp was issued, will

be objects of great interest and profound

study. Then will the student be thankful to

the collector of the present era who, wiser

than the antiquarian, more far-seeing than the

curiosity-monger of past ages, began so early

to make up complete sets. What would have

been the gratitude of Edward Gibbon if he

could have discovered, among the ashes of a

Roman youth cut off before his prime, a

perfect collection of imperial medals ! The
chapter in the "Decline and Fall," in which
the famous historian discourses on the value

of medals in the elucidation of Roman an-

nals, and speaks of what he owes to them in

his investigations, impressed my mind deeply

when I first read that stupendous work, and I

rarely see one of these collections of stamps

without being reminded of Gibbon and his

medals. The first "Queen's head" lever

saw marks something of an epoch in my
memory ; and when I think how this method
of franking communications has been adopted

by every civilised country under the sun, and

when I remember what changes have already

been registered in our method of making,

distributing, and, using these tokens, I

almost wish I had an nnbroken set among my
treasures. Like the provincial correspondent

whom I have mentioned, I should prize them
more than if they were butterflies or beetles.

At first, I think, the penny stamp was not

numbered and letter at its corners as it is now ;

and their perforation in sheets is an improve-

ment of recent date. An old friend of mine

used to say that our newspapers should be

treated in the same way. The late Mark
Lemon offered this as a suggestion to the

Times. I will not, however, recall the inci-

dents of such very recent history, but I am
glad to find the young people preserving these

mementos of the post-office.
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A FEW WORDS
CONCERNING THE

FIRST TWO ISSUES FOR MOLDAVIA.
BY DR. MAGNUS.

(Translated from the Timbre-POSTE for November, by
R. B. E.J

ROM time to time, during the last five

years, sundry articles from our pen

have appeared in the Timbre-Poste, &c,
upon the stamps of Moldavia and Roumania.

Now our principal intention in writing those

articles was, to explain to the philatelic world

what we knew upon the subject, and also to

stimulate enquiry, and gain information upon

many doubtful points. Nor have the results

disappointed our expectations. The Timbre-

Poste for 1 87 1 (March and following numbers),

published a series of official documents, trans-

mitted by M. Georgiadi ; which prove

—

1. That the date of the first issue was July

15, 1858.

2. That this issue was only current from

that date until the 31st of the following

October; that is to say, for three months
and a half.

3. That the whole issue consisted of 24,000

stamps only, of which number, more than half

were never used.

4. That the precautions indicated in the

public journals, &c, were exclusive of the

possibility of printing hand-stamped impres-

sions in the principal towns of Moldavia, as

we had supposed from erroneous information.

It appears to us that none of these state-

ments can be denied. Nor can we doubt the

honour or good faith of those who give us a

solemn assurance of having received these

stamps direct from the Moldavian Postal Ad-
ministration. The Editor of the Timbre-Poste

seems to us to be quite right when he says:—"We have always received our Moldavian

stamps from the Austrian Office, established

at Jassy. These are not lithographic impres-

sions, but hand stamps like the official ones.

// is possible that they are the results of a specula-

tion on the part of the Postal employes."

Nevertheless, it is evident that some cer-

tain proof of the authenticity of these things

was required; and, therefore, it became an

absolute necessity to search for undoubtedly

used and obliterated stamps. This is what
we have commenced to do, in consequence

of the number of types before us, and the

strong doubts as to their genuineness. If our
readers will take the trouble of referring to

our monograph on the Stamps of Moldavia,
they will see there what are the types which
we have found obliterated. The following is

a summary :

—

27 Par.— Of this stamp there is only one

type. The only specimen known at the time

the monograph was written and which is in

our own collection, bears an obliteration com-
posed of two circles, between which is:

Fochsani-Moldova. In the centre, 10—9, (i.e.,

10. September), a date which agrees perfectly

with our information.

Since this time several authentic specimens
have been found, and have gone to ornament
the collections of sundry rich amateurs. On
the other hand, several forgeries have been
put into circulation, of which we will say

nothing. The genuine stamp is printed in

black on machine-made rose laid paper.

54 Par.—We have described five types of

this stamp. But of those types the first alone,

printed in blue, on machine-made laid paper
(besides answering most closely to the genuine

27 par., although of a different type) is the

only one, which has been discovered with an
authentic obliteration. For the other types,

notably the second, the presumption of their

genuineness rests on the honour of those

persons who received them from Moldavia.
Of these three types, we have not yet met
with a single obliterated specimen, which goes

far to confirm the opinion of them expressed

by the correspondent of the Timbre-Poste.

81 Par.—The difficulty of discovering the

true type of this stamp is very great. At the

same time, we had been struck with the

similarity between the first type of the 54 par.

and the third type of the 81. The shape of
the head, the horn, the eyes, the nose, give

them a resemblance to each other, which can-

not fail to attract the attention of a close

observer. On referring to our memoranda,
we found that the second type of the 81 par.

was therein represented as having been first

received unused, together with the 54, and
108 par. of the frst type, through M. de L.

We believe that there must be an error in our
memoranda, and that the stamp received at

that time must have been the third type, as
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we possess an unused one in our collection.

It is on machine-made pale blue paper, and in

this it differs from the 27 and 54 par., and, as

we shall see presently, from the 108 par. M.
Moens has just forwarded us an obliterated

specimen of this value. The obliteration re-

minds us of that upon one 27 par., but it bears

Galatz, Moldova, 21— 9. Always this same

month of September, it will be observed.

The paper, also, is machine-made and pale

blue, like that of our stamps.* We believe,

therefore, that it is the third type which is to

be considered genuine.

.108 Par.—The first type of the 108 par.

appears to be the genuine one, by its resem-

blance in design to the other three values, by

being printed on machine-made rose laid

paper, like the first two values, and by the

date of its reception by us. In support of this

opinion, several obliterated specimens have

been submitted to ns ; but, on the other hand,

our memorandum speaks of two copies of the

second type. The obliterations upon these

latter have been called in question. To this we
have nothing to oppose, for the specimens

spoken of are no longer in our possession.

After all, there would be nothing in the fact

that for this, the highest value, there should

have been an issue of forgeries, and the em-
ployment of forgeries to the prejudice of the

government; forgeries, of which, in this case,

we should have, under our eyes, specimens

duly obliterated.

f

It follows, therefore, from the above, that,

in making our research upon obliterations, as a

supplement to the information already obtained

and to the facts already observed—the first

government issue of the Moldavian stamps

comprises

—

27 para, Unique type
54 ,, First type
81 ,, Third type

108 „ First type

That the 27, 54, and 108 par. are upon

machine-made laid paper, but that the colour of

the paper varies with the value.

That the 81 par. is upon machine-made

paper. It is possible that some day this value

* This was wrongly announced last month as being upon
laid paper.—Er>. Timbre-Poste.

t This supposition is inadmissible, for the postmarks to

which allusion is made,were never in existence.

—

Ed. Timbre-
Poste.

will be found upon laid paper; but this is not

very likely, when we consider" that during the

time when these stamps were current, there

were only about 700 of the 81 par. stamps

used by the public.

Since writing the above, we have come
across a 54 par. on wove paper; but this

paper does not shew the mark of the woof
(cross wires) like the 81 par. It is possible

that this may be a machine-made laid paper,

with the laid lines invisible.

Concerning the other types, it would be
uninteresting to enumerate all the varieties,

since their genuineness is very questionable.

We will only say that since the publication of

our article we have seen the following addi-

tional varieties :
—

54 par. 4th type, thick wove paper, yellow green
81 par. 4th type, thick laid paper, pale blue

Second Issue.

The real date of the second issue was Nov.
1, 1858.

If we examine the stamps obliterated with

an authentic post-mark—and they are toler-

ably numerous, considering that this issue

lasted until Jan. 1, 1862, i.e., three years and
two months—we shall find that (as far as con-

cerns the 40 and 80 par) they all belong to

the first type of these two values, in which
the disposition of the ears and horns reminds

one of the genuine types (or those which we
consider as such) for each value of the first

issue.

Of the second type of the 40 and 80 par.,

and the third type of the 80 par. we have not

found a single specimen, which fact appears

to us to militate very strongly against the

genuineness of the said types. For it is im-

possible that amongst the large number that

we have examined, chance should have pre-

vented our finding a single one of them.

As for 5 par. we have found no obliterated

specimen. But founding our observations

upon the disposition of the ears and horns in

the first type, we think that, if there be only

one genuine type, it is this one. There are

many varieties of this stamp, with respect to

texture of paper, and colour of impression.

The following are the additions to be made
to our first catalogue, as to the above varie-

ties :-~-
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I

A. Azure pelure paper.

40 par. Prussian blue, dull blue, ultramarine,

chalky blue, grey blue.

80 par. vermilion red, dark red.

B. Transparent pelure paper, slightly yellowish.

5 par. black, grey-black.

40 „ pale blue, greenish blue, dull blue.

80 „ vermilion-red, orange-red, pale red.

C. Semi-pelure paper, greyish white, or slightly

yellowish.

5 par. black

40 „ Prussian blue, dull blue, greenish blue.

80 „ pale red, bright red, red-brown.

We have little to say here concerning the

other issues. The third issue dated from the

1st Jan., 1862, and not June 25 of the same

year, as erroneous information led us to state.

Dr. Magnus.

[The learned Doctor's Monograph was translated

in tne sixth volume of The Stamp- Collector'

s

Magazine. The November number of the S. CM.
prints some " Notes " on this subject, by a Parisian

Collector, who agrees on nearly all points with Dr.

Magnus' remarks published on the same date. In
order to render this translation of greater value,

we append an extract from the Parisian Collector's
" Notes," explaining the inadmissibility of the

post-marks on the i08 p. circular of the second
type—Ed. P.J.]

" We have examined some hundreds of

specimens of the first type of the 40 and 80

paras, of the second issue, and we find them
obliterated with two kinds of postmarks, and

two only. The one is the postal hand-stamp

mentioned above, and the other is a stamp of

various forms, with the word franco in the

upper part, and the name of the town below.

This latter stamp continued in use for some
time, and its use is evidently subsequent to

that of the circular postal hand-stamp. It is

therefore clear to us that no obliterating

stamp, properly so called, was in use during

the continuance of the first series, but was
adopted only after that the second series had

been in use for some considerable time; as

out of every hundred specimens probably one

half will be found bearing the circular obliter-

ations. This circular stamp as a mode of

obliteration, gave place, as we have said, to

an obliterating stamp of various shapes. Each
town appears to have had a shape peculiar to

itself; but, invariably, whatever be the shape

of the stamp, the word franco is in the upper
part and the name of the town underneath.

Thus the obliterating mark for Jassy is an

oval, in the upper part of which is franco,

and in the lower jassy. Galatz has two
marks, the one like a flag, the words being in

two lines, following the waves, and separated

by a wavy line ; and the other is an oval

with " No. 2" in the centre of it. Berlat is

also flag-shaped. Botuschani is a simple

parallelogram, the words being in straight

lines, separated by a line. Baceu is an oval,

with the ends cut off in a curve, and the

words separated from one another by an orna-

mental line. The designs of the stamps be-

longing to Fokshani, Pietra, &c, are more
difficult to describe, bat they all tend to

strengthen our proposition. It may be re-

marked that the impressions of the circular

postal handstamp are most commonly in thin

greenish blue ink. It was not till the franco
obliterating stamps came in that we find

obliterations in carmine, vermilion, violet, &c."
' All the copies of the 27 paras, now number-

ing seven or eight, which have been vet

exhumed, and all the copies of the 54 and
108 paras of the Magnus type I., are post-

marked, and no specimens of these stamps

have yet been found post-marked or obliterated

with any stamp other than the ordinary postal

hand-stamp, consisting of twoconcentric circles

within the upper part of which is the name
of the town, and in the lower part Moldova.
Figures within the inner circle, in moveable
types, show the day of the month and the

number of the month. We admit to having

seen specimens of some of the other types,

bearing an obliterating mark, but not a genuine

one, as we believe, or one which we have

been able to find among the true marks. We
have never heard of, much less seen any speci-

mens, excepting type I. of the 54 and 108
paras and 81 paras of type III., obliterated

with the circular hand-stamps, or with any of

the obliterating stamps which we consider

superseded the use of the circular hand-stamp
as a mark of obliteration, aud continued in

service throughout the rest of the existence of

the first type of the second series."

A Complete Catalogue of Postage
Stamps.— Illustrated with over 1,000 new engrav-

ings of every known type, with notes on reprints

and forgeries. By Edward L. Pemberton. Part

I. ready January 1st, post free Is, Id.
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CALIFORNIAN LOCALS

BY THE REV. ROBERT B. EAREE.

WAS reading a book the other day,

entitled "Adventures in California,"

which contains a few scattered notices

of the postal service at the time of the gold-

fever, which I thought might be interesting

to philatelists. The book is a journal for

the year 1852, and is written by a gentleman
resident in San Francisco during that year.

He says—"February, 1852. It takes a

fortune to pay for sending messengers back-

wards and forwards; the post-office is at a

discount. There is no certainty of a letter

reaching its intended destination by this

channel. This insecurity already arises, not

as some say, from dishonesty, but solely from
the practice of changing every post-master,

clerk, letter-sorter, and every individual em-
ployed in the office, whenever a change of

governor takes place ; not only are these

changed, but the post-office itself is made to

feel the political commotion. I have known,
in three years, the post-office in three situa-

tions : first, it stood in a very appropriate

place ; then an election took place, and it was
removed to Portsmouth Square ; then another
general flight from and of the post-office to

another side of the same square, although

everything had to be ' fixed up ' afresh. The
consequence of all this is, that no one in the

office has any proper knowledge of his duty,

so letters go anywhere where they should
not go, and sometimes don't go at all. A
curious practice has grown out of this want
of system. Some shrewd men of business

observed this want of ability in the post-

office, and immediately set about finding a

remedy, which, whilst it benefited the public,

would also remunerate the authors of it.

They established what they called an

'Express;' they organised stations, not only

throughout California, but also in the United
States, on the Atlantic ; they enlisted mes-
sengers to travel the country, received and
sent letters, parcels, treasure, &c. ; and, in

short, became carriers of everything, deliver-

ing, letters especially, with infinitely greater

accuracy and despatch than was ever known
to distinguish the post-office. The Express

Offices were so much employed to the preju-

dice of the Post Office Revenue, that the
District Attorney (equal to a law officer of the
Crown) commenced a suit against the pro-

prietors; but this was met with so much
anger on the part of the public, that proceed-
ings were withdrawn, and since that time the

business of the Express Offices has been
amazingly enlarged. The steamer carrying
the United States mail under Government
contract, never leaves New York or San
Francisco without having also on board the

letter bags of the several Express Offices."

The following are two items taken at

random from the diary, showing the universal

nature of the Express agencies' business:

—

July, 1852. " We learn from Mr. Woodward,
of Adams and Co.'s Express, that a man was killed
on Sunday."

August, 1852. "We learn, through Wells,
Fargo, and Co.'s Express, that a duel took place
on Tuesday."

For my own part, I have never seen any
of these Californian Locals of an earlier date

than the end of 1853, but as our author
speaks of some of these offices being in steady-

working order in February, 1852, it is evident

that 1 85 1 (or, perhaps, even 1850) saw some
of them established. It is a pity that the

names of the earlier Expresses are not men-
tioned, as this would just. set at rest the

doubts concerning some of them. I do not

know that there is much here that was not

known before, but I give these extracts as

being from the pen of one who was on the

spot at the time (or soon after) these offices

were started. It is very seldom that we meet
with any extra-philatelical news of these

early Californian franks, the reason, no doubt,

being that all men who were in California, at

the time these companies were started had
only one idea, and that was, to get gold. It

may be easily supposed then, that nobody had
any leisure to think about (what they would
call) such small matters as postage-stamps,

provided the proprietors of the said stamps

carried their letters, gold, &c, in safety.

In Mr. Pemberton's valuable article, in the

S. C. M. for September, 1869, he tells us

that his earliest date for Adams and Co. is

March, 1853, but from what I have said

above, it is evident that that company wai
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certainly in existence in July, 1852, and, very

probably, some time before that.

[Mr. Earee omits to quote from our Liter paper
of December, 1871, it is there stated that in

1849, Todd and Bryan's Express was started.

We have since found mention of the California
Star Express of a prior date to that of Todd
and Bryan.— Ed.]

A RARE MULREADY COVER.
(editorial.)

|N discovering the individual we are

about to describe, we felt that we had

found something to be highly prized,

and on referring to Mr. Philbrick's " Notes on

the Proofs and Essays of Great Britain" (in

S.C.M. for Sept., 1868), which enumerated

all the known proofs of Mul ready's in his own
matchless collection, we were confirmed in

our ideas, since we do not find it catalogued

there. It belongs to his Section III, which

embraces " Proofs of the Stamps and Envelopes

which iverefinally adopted andput into circulation,

but which show ?nodifications or alterations in the

die or design, as issued to the public" The
following are the Essays of the Mulready

cover then known, "showing how, after the

facial design was once chosen, the entire

development and production was arrived at."

" I. A half-sheet of paper, leaving the space

for the Mulready design entirely blank,

having the printed matter in the same place

as in the Mulready covers, and with the direc-

tions as to rates of postage, price of stamps,

&c, substantially the same, but printed in

smaller and thicker type, and slightly differing

in phraseology from that adopted. The two

parts of the cover which, when folded, formed

the back of the letter, entirely covered by a

minute engine-turned groundwork, with an

inner bordering, and the word postage. In

the same relative place this word appears in

the Mulready cover.

" 2. The like cover as the last, printed in

black, with the Mulready design applied to

the face, and blurred by an intentional spot

on the! plate, to prevent improper use being

made' of the specimen.
" 3. The like as No, 2, but with the engine-

turning at the back not printed, except in

one part shaped as a label, about half-way

above Britannia's head. The sheet shows

that the suppression of the engine-turned

device was effected by putting a piece of paper

over the part intended to be left blank, for

traces of the engine-turning are to be seen at

the edges all round. The printed columns

are, as in Nos. 1 and 2, enclosed in ai\ edge

of double lines, the outer one much thicker

than the other.

" 4. Like No. 3, except that there is no
label, and the engine-turned device is allowed

to appear as far as its inner bordering, i.e.,

about half-an-inch wide round the outer edges,

and the lines separating the columns of printed

matter are plain thick black ones. There
are also two thick black lines at the base of

the Mulready design, covering the space where

the value and engraver's name appear.

" 5. Like No. 4, except that the entire en-

gine-turned device on the back appears.

" All the foregoing are of the highest degree

of rarity, being almost unique. It will readily

be seen that what was finally selected was the

label from No. 2, brought to the wordfostage,

and the residue of the engine-turning was

effaced from the plate."

Our specimen is a 2p. cover, printed on

paper showing the threads running vertically,

without the printed instructions at sides, and
struck apparently from the wood block before

the deepening of the lines. Between it and
the issued cover there are numerous differences,

the issued cover showing a great number of

lines and dots which do not appear on the

design of our Essay. The engine-turned

label containing Postage, is very slightly larger

and broader, almost an infinitesimal difference,

still clear, and the outer line surrounding the

design is certainly thinner and encloses a

less space than in the design as issued. It is

almost unnecessary to state that our resusci-

tation bears no number such as we find on
those that were issued ; the number had

reference to that of the printing and occurred

beneath the label containing Postage. If we
are mistaken as to the rarity of this early

Mulready, we shall be glad to be put right.

Norway.—New value. Too late for insertion

among the Novelties, we have received the 2 sk

of the " post horn " type. It is exactly like the 3

and i sk., printed in sky blue, watermarked with

a post horn, and perf. circ, 14|.
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CIRCULAR CASHMERES.
A WARNING.

CERTAIN small dealer, hailing from

Liverpool, having obtained a specimen

of the 1 anna circular, black, Cash-

mere, has been using our name to sell, what,

it would appear, his own was unable to carry

through at " a long price." In sending this

stamp to a friend of ours, he stated in writing,

that he had sold a like specimen to Mr. E. L.

Pemberton for thirty-seven shillings and

sixpence, within the past few months. After-

wards, he sent the same stamp to another

friend of ours, and stated in writing that he

had sold a like specimen to Mr. E. L.

Pemberton for fifty-one shillings and sixpence,

within the past few months. He also offered,

and caused to be offered, other round Cash-

meres, which he did not possess and could not

supply, causing those sold by our publishers

to be regarded with suspicion (through being

offered from two distinct quarters at once), and

even inducing the idea ihat they had pur-

chased their specimens from the said very

small dealer hailing from Liverpool.

The statement that Mr. E. L. Pemberton

ever purchased a circular black I a?ina from

the said very small dealer has no basis of fact,

and, not to put too fine a point upon it, is a

distinct fabrication. We did purchase a

black \ anna in February from the said very

small dealer hailing from Liverpool, and that

is the only circular black Cashmere we have

purchased in Europe for many years.

Of the circular black 1 anna, the only

specimen known to us until the month of

May, was in the collection of Mr. W. E. Hayns.

The specimens which then reached the hands

of our publishers were obtained from India,

and were the results of long search and end-

less trouble ; they were few in number, and
the single copy which got into the hands of

this small dealer hailing from Liverpool was
obtained by him in a mistake for the \ anna
black. This short notice may serve to show
three things :

—

1st.—That most little dealers know nothing
about rare stamps.

2nd.—That some very small dealers are not
particular in their statements.

3rd.—That the two reasons above named may
depreciate valuable stamps and arouse distrust.

Which things, being capable of proof and

clearly to be understood, will show that this

small dealer has not lived in vain (indeed he

lives 'n Liverpool), for he now " points a

moral," though we demur to his adorning

anything.

dfontspiulettce.

AN UNCHRONICLED STAMP.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—I beg to convey to my fellow collectors,

through the medium of your excellent paper, the
following important discovery in the Stamp-
world.
A valued Montevidean correspondent writes

me recently :
—" I have a stamp that I have never

seen catalogued, and about which I will be glad
to hear something. It is of small size, badly
printed, blue on white ; CORDOVA at top. 5 cent,

below ; centre design, three castles. I found it

on old correspondence, and should I meet with
another copy shall be pleased to send it to you."
This stamp, like the Corrientes, was, I presume,
in use prior to the standard emission of the
Argentine Confederation.
As our attention is now drawn to Cordova, a

brief glance at its historical and geographical re-

lations may be of interest to your readers, and I

am able to append the following description :

—

Cordova, a city of the Argentine Republic (La Plata),
capital of a province of its own name, situated in a beautiful
valley on the Primero, and is well sheltered from the JT. and
S. winds, 387 miles NVW. of Buenos Ayres, lat. 31° 35' S.,

Ion. 63° ofl' W. It is well built, and contains many churches
and a university, once held in high repute, but now dwindled
down to a mere provincial school. It was for a long period
the residence of a bishop. Here, also, was the celebrated
library belonging to the Jesuits, which, on their expulsion
from the city, was transferred to Buenos Ayres. Cordova is

the centre of communication between Buenos Ayres and the
upper provinces. Its produce, which consists principally of

hides and wool, is sent to the capital of the Republic, from
which it receives goods of European manufacture in return.
It was founded by the conqueror of Tucuman in 1573. Popu-
lation, 13,000.

Trusting that my friend may be successful in
" unearthing" another specimen which shall be
forwarded in due season for your inspection,

I am, very truly yours,

W. K. F.

New York, September 23, 1872.

SHANGHAI ERRORS.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

Sir,—In looking back to your March number, my
attention was directed to your notice of an error

in the first series of Shanghai stamps.
I have the first set complete, received some years

ago from an official there, which I have examined to

see if they contained the error mentioned, but not
knowing the meaning of the Chinese characters,

and having no others to compare with them, of
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course I am in the dark. Will you enlighten me ?

As there are five characters on each side, the top

and bottom of which are alike in all the stamps,

I presume you mean the first of the three centre

characters. If my set does not contain the error,

can you tell me the mark. I notice the 3, 4, and
1G have not the terminal S—being spelt candareen

—is this usual ? Yours truly,

Wittersham. W. H. G.

[The first Shanghai stamps printed were all

without the terminal S. The error of mace
for candareen in the Chinese characters, on
the left side, may be known by rinding the

second character which is the same on the

normal 1, 2, 3, 4, C, and 8, and signifies can-

dareen, replaced by the second character upon

the 12 and 16 cand. which represents the mace
or ten cand. ; 12c. is represented in the

Chinese characters by 1 mace 2 candareens,

silver; the 16c. by 1 mace 6 candareens,

silver.—Ed.]

THE USE OF 10 AND 30 SILBGR. GERMAN
REGISTRATION LABELS.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Jotjknal.

Sir,—In reply to your question about the German
Registration, I beg to inform you that they are

used for registering letters, but they are more
commonly used for paying the carriage of parcels

which are sent through the post-office, as the

post-office in Germany accepts parcels which are

forwarded to different parts (especially England)
;

each parcel is accompanied with a declaration of

the contents and value, made out by the sender,

and when the carriage is paid, stamps to the

amount taken, are affixed to the declaration or on

the envelope bearing the consignee's address, which

is fastened to the declaration. As some thousands

of parcels are sent through the German post, you
will consequently see that a great number of these

labels are used, and that they answer two pur-

poses. I remain, yours truly,

Dover. J. A. H.

[The above was sent in reply to our questions,

and we think the information will prove useful

to our readers.—Ed.]

P.H.R.—This correspondent sends his album to

our publishers, he says he is quite sick of it, and
wants to get rid of it—we should think he did !

And we are quite sick of it too and have to keep

it in an outhouse for sanitary reasons, for it is one

mouldy mass of dirt, bad gum and portions of

stamps ; we can hardly believe his statement that

he has used only two ordinary bottles of gum (this

evidently to overawe the unwary with the number
of his specimens), we should have made it huckets

for we sent it to our gummist to give us an estimate
of the probable value of the mucilage if we bought
the book to boil down. The album is a horrible

specimen of the "good old school " of philately,

carved octagonals, envelopes cut round, and every
specimen as much injured as possible ; the whole
conglomerated book a sad sight, gum all over the
pages, and stamps of the character of the | peso
Peru, cornerless and illegible. And thus through
want of a little care, articles of great value are

brought to be worth nothing. Young reader, spare
the gum, your stamps will stick just as well with
a little gum on the upper edge as if you carefully

and laboriously plastered the whole back and
front.

H.S.F.—We are much obliged to you for calling

our attention to the new shade of New Zealand
lsh. the earliest postmarked July 2. We have
noticed it in our " Novelties."

W. H. Faber.—Our letter of June 20 remains
unanswered, please to forward the list of the
stamps you require.

The following choice example of mingled impu-
dence and idiotcy, has been sent us so many times
that we think we may as well use it for the
amusement of our readers, premising that as our
publishers do not insert advertisements, we refrain

from giving any name, though a more serious

reason is that we view with horror the idea of re-

ceiving " an equal amount of space in the
Directory :

—

"

Notice.—Notice to Stamp Dealers and Others.—The
undersigned, wishing to publish a Stamp Collector's Direc-
tory would like to hear from all dealers in every part
of the world. Please send full particulars regarding
length of time in the business, etc.; also copies of all stamp
publications. Prominent dealers and Philatelists tciH please
send Biography and Portraits. Also would like to obtain all

information regarding deceased dealers, suspended papers. &c.
The directory will be printed on tinted paper, and will con-
tain the biographies and portraits (if possible) of all distin-

guished philatelists. Send in your orders early, as but a
small edition will be printed.

Price, Twenty-five cents.

Editors inserting this notice and sending marked paper will

receive an equal amount of space in Directory.

Advertisements, Fifteen Cents a line.

Please answer the following questions, as I am desirous of

including in the Directory :

—

What is your name ?

What is your address ?

What are the names of the parties comprising your firm, if

any?
Have you ever issued a price list ?

Have your ever issued an Album ?

Have you ever issued a Stamp Journal ?

Have you ever issued a Catalogue ?

If so, how many editions ?

When establishe

Also please send copies of any stamp publication, whether
defunct or not, in order that they may be noticed.

By an oversight (evidently) no request is made
for baptismal register, or vaccination certificate.

It appears to be an attempted cheap way of getting
files of stamp journals gratis, with as great an
amount of nonsense and untruths in reply to the

queries as the folly of man co«ld indite.
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TO OUR READERS.

HE twelfth number of The Philatelical

Journal'is accomplished, and our work

is done. The greater portion of the present

number has been written from our bed, and

we see no chance of continuing our monthly

task with any prospect of regularity, and

without that, much of the early information

we acquire, becomes useless. This journal

was a speculation, and many friends were

good enough to prognosticate that a second

number would be our utmost attainment

but we were not mistaken, and have to return

our sincere thanks for the support which has

been so liberally accorded to us on all sides,

during our twelve months' career. This ill-

ness prevents any but the most trifling work,

and the first portion of our Catalogue, which

was going on so swimmingly when we last

announced it, is all at a standstill, so, to

prevent further disappointment to the public,

it will not be advertised again until it is

printed ; we can only trust that we shall not

keep our numerous subscribers waiting much

longer, the work required to complete the

first part being now inconsiderable.

The Philatelical Journal will be published

for the future as a high class quarterly,

devoted to Postage Stamps alone.

The part for March will contain the three

following monographs :

—

The Provisional Stamps of Guadalajara ;

by a Parisian Collector, with facsimile

illustrations.

The Stamps of Venezuela ; by the Rev. R.

B. Earee.

The Stamps of Cashmere ; by the Editor

;

with photographic illustrations.

Mr. Vipond's valuable papers on Franks,

Post, and Cancelling Marks, with one or

two pages of illustrations, will appear in

each quarterly part.

The Critical Analysis of the Hawaiian
Stamps will be completed, if possible, in

March.

The usual Cream of the Magazines will appear

in a different form ; this with Novelties
and Discoveries of the Quarter, and Our
Black List will be regular articles, as here-

tofore, as also Bogus Novelties.

The annual subscription will remain un-

changed.

Crftam of i\\\ Jftapgta.

jku'eHlHE Stamp-Collector's Magazine.—In the

HHi current number, the Editor takes a

very satisfactory review of the "Events

of the Year," and so far as the present condi-

tion of our favourite pursuit attains, we can

most cordially agree that, " Ten years ago

stamp-collecting was a very different thing

from what it is now, and the contrast forms

the pride of every true philatelist." The ac-

tion sustained by ourselves in the monthly
Expose of dealers in forgeries, has not been

sufficiently backed up by the other English

journals to render it of the value that it other-

wise should have been to the public, for whose
protection it was commenced, so we are glad

to see that the Stamp-Collector''s Magazine has

again decided to devote its columns to the

extirpation of this disgraceful traffic. Mr.
Overy Taylor gives a second article on "What
is a postage stamp?" and comes to the con-

clusion arrived at by our contributor,

"Quelqu 'un" last month, that "The collec-

tion of postage by means of stamps was an

essential concomitant of the adoption of

Rowland Hill's scheme; without stamps it

could not have worked,"

When cheap postage was inaugurated in

England, there can be no question that the

marrow of the whole system was the collection

of the postage in advance by means of stamps,

as shewn by " Quelqu 'un " on page 191 of

this journal; England first issued the postage

stamp, or evidence of prepayment, thereby

revolutionising the former system of nonpre-

payment, and we still adhere to our expressed

conviction that the postage stamp is still that

which prepays postage. The definition of the

word "stamp" most generally accepted, is

" an official mark put on things chargeable

with duty, as proof that the duty is paid."

Whether unpaid letter labels arc collectable
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is still an open question, at any rate we hardly

view them with the distaste expressed last

June, for though not sold to the public they

are still a part of the system of collecting post-

age bv means of adhesive labels. If philatelists

were to subscribe to the following articles of

faith, we think the difficulty of "what is a

postage stamp?" would be fairly solved, leav-

ing as it would, those who incline to chiffres

taxes in an unassailable position.

1. Philately is the study of the adhesive labels

and impressed stamps used by various Govern-

ments to establish uniform rates of postage, in imi-

tation of the system inaugurated by Great Britain.

Ji. Prepayment is the essential part of uniform

postage, and a postage stamp is the evidence of

prepayment.
3. Non-prepayment subjects the letter to a tax

in addition to the postage, and an unpaid letter-

label is evidence of both postage and tax to be

collected.

We are delighted to find that Sidney

Simpson & Co. dealers in forged stamps at

Hull, have a gratis advertisement. There

can be no question of the identity of the

firms of Calvert and Co., Claybum Dixon,

and Sidney Simpson, and that they are doing

a capital business is evident from the fact that

whereas in January they sent out sheets of

forty-nine specimens, they now send just

double the number, all different, and all false

—let it be distinctly understood, they do not

call them genuine stamps, and they do not

sell genuine except by accident !

The continuation of Mr. Overy Taylor's

" Papers for Beginners," subject still France,

is very interesting. Many facts are recalled,

which, to the general reader and colllector of

the past two or three years, are buried in the

obscurity of the old volumes of the stamp

papers. Speaking of the year i860, Mr.

Taylor says :

—

Up to this time no steps had been taken to adopt

the English system of perforation, which had been

in operation for several years, and had already

found favonr in other countries. In 18(51, how-
ever, a Paris house, that of Messrs. Susse freres,

pointedly indicated to the government the course

to be taken, by setting up a perforating machine

of its own. It was originally stated that Messrs.

Susse merely used the machine to perforate the

Btamps, which they sold over their own counter,

but, according to Dr. Magnus, they also perforated

the supplies of many of the ordinary stamp re-

tailers, with whom the invention became popular,

owing to the time it saved in separating the

stamps. All the. six values then current, viz., the

1 c, 5 c, 10 c., 20 c, 40., and 80 c, exist with the

Susse perforations (which are very large and
coarse), but specimens are now with difficulty ob-

tained.

As mention is made of the differences in the

colour of the 10 c. laureated head of emperor,

we will add that the 30 c. of the same'series

was first issued in rich dark brown, later in

pale yellowish brown, and among these latter

are found the specimens with horizontal lines

in background ; we agree with Mr. Taylor

that their visible appearance is due " to some
change in the mode of impression," and not

to any alteration of the die. Upon some
specimens of Austria in present use, we find

crossed lines in the background, this is pro-

bably due to a like cause. The number con-

cludes with a long explanation of the where-

abouts of Pleasant Shade, of which we give

evidence further on, and which explanation

we thoroughly accept, never having doubted

the possibility of such a stamp's existence

until we could find no mention of it on the

map, and until we found that those offered to

us were identical in detail with the type II

Petersburg, which, after careful consideration

we branded as impostors in April last; we
observe with pleasure that the name of Dr.

Petrie is now imported into the controversy,

and that letters from the former postmaster of

Pleasant Shade, R. E. Davis, the issuer of the

stamps, say that he has no stamps on hand in

February, 1 869, and again in June, 1872; yet

Dr. Petrie offered us forty unused specimens,

identical with the second type of Petersburg,

which we considered false. If that circum-

stance alone is not sufficiently curious, it may
explain in some degree the strength of our

language when replying to Mr. Coster, in

July and August, concerning which we shall

have a little more to say at the first oppor-

tunity. Our investigations were made in the

strict desire to obtain the truth, for until the

receipt of the entire envelopes addressed to

Upchurch, we believed in the genuineness of

type II of Petersburg, and we can call on
W. P. Brown to corroborate this statement,

as we purchased a specimen from him, dur-

ing 1 87 1, at a long price, and have it still

(in our forgery album).

There is an explanation from Mr. Pano-

poulo regarding the postal character of the
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T, B. Morton stamps, and we trust it may

set their genuineness at rest. It seems

to us that his statements are quite as worthy

of credence as some others that the S.C.M:

is publishing.

The new variety of Natal 3p. quoted by a

Natal correspondent is said to be bright mauve

with postage, each side in red. The 3p. we
chronicled is bright blue; can Mr. Payn have

meant 6p. and not 3p. ?

The Philatelist.—We are glad to be able to

compliment the Editor on a very strong show
of novelties, which will be found reproduced

with due acknowledgment. The difficulty <

of readily obtaining the higher values of the

English envelopes is commented upon ; it is

ridiculous for the authorities to recommend
the more extended use of embossed envelopes,

when they only sell the penny ones to the

public. Collectors of cut envelopes have

always pointed with pride to the fact that it is

only the embossed stamp upon an envelope that

has any franking power, and the collectors of

the entire expanse of paper, are simply laying

by a quantity of samples of stationery, but when
the "Postal Guide" tells us that an English

impressed postage stamp has no franking

power when cut out of its envelope, we con-

fess that thepostal authorities know more about

the principles of philately, than we should

ever have imagined. We may have counselled

the admission of cut envelopes as a matter of

expediency, but never expected that collectors

would ruthlessly cut up what they already

possessed entire. The collection of postage

in advance is attained by two means, 1st, by
adhesive stamps, 2nd, by impressed or printed

envelopes and covers. The latter are sold

to the public entire, and the stamps cut from
them have no postal value, so how can there

be a question as to which system is correct ?

On the principle that "half a loaf is better

than no bread," we would counsel the advisa-

bility of taking cut envelopes when you

cannot obtain entire, but we never counsel

mutilation of any envelope. Those in current

use can be obtained at very little extra cost,

uncut. This is rather a long digression, so

we will pass on to the next journal.

Le Timbre-Poste.—An article in the Decem-
ber number calls attention to the stamps of

Romagna, and shews an extract from the in-

voice of the dies, prepared by Adriano A.

Moretti and delivered by him in 1859 as

under :

—

Aug. 17 postage stamp of 1 baj.

23 „ h and 5 baj.

26 „ 2 and 3 baj.

31 „ 4 and 20 baj.

Sep. 3 ,, 6 and 8 baj.

From this list it is shewn that the 6 baj.

was prepared, and, M. Moens argues, was

issued at the same time as the other values,

though he admits never having seen one

bearing a genuine obliteration, or ever having

received them unused when the set was

current. They came into general circulation

on Sep. 18, 1859, were suppressed Jan. 31,

i860 and replaced by the Sardinian stamps

by virtue of a decree by the Governor of the

" provinces de l'Emilie," dated Jan. 12, i860.

It is further stated that a period of two months
was accorded to the public for changing the

old stamps against new ones, i.e. up to the

31st of the following March. They had but

short currency, and this will account for the

rarity of all the used copies; we notice that

the S.C.M. warns us against certain post-

marked ones, we have seen no forged

obliterations on these stamps for many years,

though we possess a full series (including the

6 baj. of course), with an imitation of the

gridiron postmark, purchased a long time

back.

The number closes with an interesting ac-

count of the proposed envelope for Belgium,

prepared in 1 841, by M. Bronne, but which
has remained in abeyance ever since. That
gentleman was sent to England to study the

working of Sir Rowland Hill's system of uni-

form postage, and arrived at the conclusion

that compulsory prepayment by means of

money, or moveable stamps, or impressed co-

vers, was a great advantage, though he did

not then consider that it could be applied suc-

cessfully in Belgium. He evidently did not

think favourably of adhesive stamps, preferring

an embossed stamp as more secure, and less

liable to imitation.

Gazette des Timbres.—The November num-
ber opens with an article on Japanese stamps

by the learned Editor, and concerning the nu-

merals wc leave Mr. Earee to speak for him-
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self, only when he states that the figures pro-

duced on p. 80 " Sont un peu de fantaisie"

we think it tends to the insinuation that

there is too much imagination displayed by

by our engraver, yet we can only say that we
never had any difficulty in identifying them,

and were unaware that any single character

was " a thing of fancy," we absolutely imagined

each was tolerably perfect, "and a joy for

ever." We like the continuation of the

" Petite Gazette," and the clear exposition of

the necessary ends to be attained, in mount-

ing stamps, is to be much commended. To
mount stamps in a perfect manner you have

two things to study young reader, 1st. perfect

ease of examination of every portion of the

stamp, both back and front, without having

to remove it from the album. 2nd. Just

sufficient fastening into the album, that the

specimen may not move from the place you
have assigned to it. This for facility of

removing if you wish to better the stamp,

or to alter the arrangement without damage
to the page of the album.

Then come three pages of fiseals— weari-

some to us, but invaluable to somebody,

perhaps. We cannot see on what principle

collector's of Fiseals can reject impressed

stamps, if the taxes represented by fiseals are

—but we give it up ! and wish the Gazette

des Timbres would give them up.

OUR BLACK LIST.

(editorial.)

HERE is is one pestilential firm to

H E|| whom we must again refer, they

figured in our first Black List, and

their ambition appears to be to figure in all

of them. Let us print their names in extra

large type if you please, and here it is :

—

SIDNEY, SIMPSON AND Co.,

George Yard, Hull.

These unmitigated thieves are sending out

sheets by the hundred, each one alike, des-

cription, and prices being all printed, and the

specimens the same. They are sheets of
tinted paper, one side containing the forgeries,

the other being devoted to a list and puffs of

further rubbish that they are willing to supply.

We give a copy of the printed portion.

George Yard, Hull.

Dear Sir,—We beg to enclose for your inspection, as per

subjoined list, and shall feel obliged if you will select any you
may require, and remit us Postage Stamps or P.0.0. for

same, together with the remainder of the assortment, at early

as possible, as there is a very great demand for 1

1

The assortment includes full sets of both surcharged and
unsurcharged Fiji Isles, just issued, and remarkably cheap.

The Mexican have only been issued within the last three

months, the design consists of the Head of Juarez, who is

since dead, so that a fresh design will in all probability be

adopted, and this issue will therefore become very scarce.

Our friends will observe that they are marked all over the

reverse by a moiri pattern in blue.

The Cuba are very scarce and will keep increasing in value.

The Spanish are also very cheap.
Kindly fill in the price of those retained in column A.

Other Sheets forwarded on approval, if desired.

Yours truly,

Sidney, Simpson & Co.

I

A-

MEXICO, New Issue, Head of Juarez.
6 centavos (seis) green ... 2d
12 „ (doce) blue 2d
25 „ (vienti tinco) red 2d
50 „ (cincuenta)... yellow... 3d
100 „ (cien) lilac ... 3d

FIJI ISLES, New Issue.

One Penny, Blue Id
Threepence, Green 2d
Sixpence, Red 3d

FIJI ISLES, value in cents surcharged.
One Penny, Two cents .blue 2d
Threepence, Six cents green 3d
Sixpence, Twelve cents red 4d

CUBA, 1857.

blue Id
green l^d
red l£d
carmine 2d

\ rl. plata f

.

1 ,,

2

2 „
CUBA, 1864.

\ rl. plata f

.

black on buff paper Id
green on white „ Id

\ „ green on rose „ l^d

1 „ blue on buff „ l^d
2 „ vermilion on pink,, 2d

We also enclose loose (;n the printed envelope)

PACIFIC STEAM NAVIGATION CO., unused.

£ real, green, yellow, blue, red, brown.
1 real, „ „ „ „ „

All at Id. each
SPAIN, old issues, used, 10 varieties, at \<S., each...

N.B.—We can allow a commission of 5d. in the Is.

if over Is. worth be purchased (or the entire assort-

ment for 3s. nett).

P.O. Order or Postage Stamps for those kept ......

Some time since we were threatened with an

action for libel by a certain firm trading in

Gloucester as R. London & Co., and which

firm thought better of it. (N.B. We ex-

posed their trade in forgeries in our first

number). We wonder if the swindlers,

trading as Sidney Simpson & Co., will be

more successful ? Should they feel disposed

to try the validity of their business in coloured

labels sold as postage stamps, they will find us,

Editor and publishers, most entirely at their

service, and their writs will be received at all

hours of the day, and even at personal incon-

venience to ourselves we would arise in the

night to oblige them. A correspondent writes
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us from Leeds respecting the sale of forgeries

abroad:—"When I was on the Continent a

shore time ago, I was struck with the great

number of forgeries of stamps that were

disDlayed in the shop windows wherever there

were any stamps for sale. Forgeries seemed

to have the place of honour. I was through

Holland, Belgium, and a greatpartof Germany,

and I think I saw stamps for sale in all the

large towns." The sale of forgeries on the

Continent cannot be greatly checked by us,

but we can do something to stop the traffic in

England, and shall do so, and that is why we
boldly stigmatise Sidney Simpson & Co. as

unmitigated thieves, for they well know what

they are selling are not genuine stamps.

Since writing the above, we have received

another sheet from this firm, containing ninety-

eight separate and distinct forgeries. The
annexed form is sent with the sheet; this and

the preceding have had a large circulation

through schools, etc., the tempting bait of

fivepence in the shilling commission being

more than our young friends can withstand.

SIDNEY, SIMPSON & CO,,

Foreign Postage Stamp Importers,

George Yard, Hull,

Have great pleasure in enclosing a Choice Sheet for your kind
inspection, containing 98 Varieties,

• ALL AT Id. EACH, OB lOd. PER DOZEN.

We should also be glad of your services as Agent, in which
case we could allow you a

COMMISSION OP 5d. IN THE SHILLING

Off the above prices, to be deducted from the amount of

remittance.

Jf.B.—The nett price for the sheet, i.e. after deducting

commission is is.

Please fill in the enclosed form, and return those not

required, along with P.O.O. or postage stamps, for those

retained, within 21 days, when we will, if desired, forward an

entirely different assortment, post free, on inspection.

Yours truly,

Sidney, Simpson & Co.

Form to be filled in when Returning Sheet.

Stamps sold or selected

at One Penny each
Dozen atTENPENCE

d.

Less Commission of 5d. in the Is

P.O. Order or Postage Stamps enclosed, value..

Please forward per return, another Sheet on approval.

Yours truly, i

Full Name ^ i

and \

Address. )

Note the Address—SIDNEY, SIMPSON & CO.,

George Yard, Hull.

They are now preparing for the Christmas

campaign, and.-.we annex a copy of their cir-

cular :-==?

Christmas, 1872. Established 5 Years

SIDNEY, SIMPSON, AND CO.,
George yard, Hull.

Established Five Years, have great pleasure in stating that
their

CHRISTMAS PACKETS
Are now ready, and surpass in quantity and excellence any

hitherto issued.

CHRISTMAS PACKETS.
No. I contains 100, post free, 7d., including, in excellent con-
dition, choice post-marked copies of three-cornered Cape of

Good Hope, St. Vincent, Oldenburgh, Hanover, Mexico Eagle,
Turkey, P.S.N. Co., Straits Settlement, Paraguay, Lubeck,

and other rare Stamps.

Sidney, Simpson, and Co., George Yard, Hull.

CHRISTMAS PACKETS.
No. 2 contains 200, including, in good condition and clean,
post-marked copies of Cape of Good Hope, triangular, St.

Vincent, Oldenburg, Hanover, Mexico (old, head), Turkey,
Paraguay, Antioquia, Nova Scotia, Virgin Isles, Philippines,
Cuba, Venezuela, Brunswick (old), and other very rare

Stamps. Post free, 13 Stamps. Established 5 Years.

Sidney, Simpson, and Co., George Yard, Hull.

CHRISTMAS PACKETS.
No. 2 contains 300. Post free, Is. 7d., including all the above

;

also New Fiji, New Mexican, Guatemala, Dutch Indies, Old
Spain, &c. Specially recommended.

Sidney, Simpson, and Co., George Yard, Hull.

CHRISTMAS PACKETS.

No. 4 contains the following 20 very choice used copies, viz. :

—

Complete Set of 5, newly issued, Mexico, Head of Juarez.

„ „ 3 „ Fiji, value in pence.

„ „ 3 „ Fiji „ cents.

„ „ 4 old Cuba, issued 1857.

„ „ 5 „ issued 1864.

Total 20, being fully worth 3s.

Price only Is. 6d., sent post free for 19 Penny Stamps.

SIDNEY, SIMPSON, and Co., George Yard, Hull.

CHRISTMAS SELECTIONS
Sent on approval. Sidney, Simpson, and Co, allow 5d. in
the Is. commission on all purchases from their sheets. Sheets
containing 100 varieties at One Penny each, sent post free.

Sheets containing all new issues at Jd. to 3d. each, post free.

Agents wanted everywhere. Our Agents can easily earn £1
per month. Send your address at once, per post card, to the

old-established cheap Finn (established 5 years),

Sidney, Simpson, and Co., George Yard, Hull.

A. Scott & Co., Great Charles Street,

Birmingham.

Two boys, or more correctly, a lad and a

youth, are the component parts of this firm.

They commenced their career by making the

4.C. green Prince Edward Island (exposed in

our 8th number, p. 140), and at the same time

had prepared dies of several other things, but

our timely exposure prevented the consum-

mation of any thing further then. If they

go on as they have commenced, they will

doubtless pass the brightest portion of "life's

young days" in a reformatory ; we were very

nearly putting them there ourselves, as we
will relate. In the month of August an

advertisement graced the pages of The
Exchange and Mart, that C. B., an indigent
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clerk, was anxious to realise a little money by

the sale of some stamps in his possession ; he

offered, on receipt of 20s. in stamps, to send

by return of post a fine assortment of South

American stamps, including the green, yellow,

and red Buenos Ayres ships, of first-class

quality. A correspondent of ours in the

Channel Islands was unfortunate enough to

invest the required pound ; need we say that

he received a mass of forgeries, and of the

vilest description. He placed the matter in

our hands, and we obtained every evidence

that C. B., Post Office Birmingham, was an

alias of A. Scott and Co., and they only

escaped prosecution through the impossibility

of our client's attendance.

Having paid twelve shillings to a detective

for watching the said post office, and being

able to produce the said detective, we await

actionon the partofourpervertedyoungJewish

friends, A. Scott and Co., meanwhile would
like to call attention to an advertisement of

theirs in which thev offer a discount of six-

pence in the shilling. It would be imagined

that none but idiots would be taken by such

a bait, and really when the facts are analysed

(of which some correspondents complain) we
think it is so. The actual values of stamps

sold retail may beguaged by an outsider, and

no respectable dealer allows a discount such

as offered by these dealers in forgeries. If the

public would only consider that these little

dealers have neither character to lose, or

reputation to sustain, they would be more
sharp in laying out a pound to save a shilling.

A collector without an experience of many
years, who goes round trying to pick up
bargains, may occasionally pick one up, but

more generally he supplies the subject matter

of these papers, as testimony that he did not

know enough to cope successfully with thieves

like Sidney Simpson, or young scamps {i.e.

immature) like A. Scott and Co.
Smith, Williams & Co., 11, Chesnut Grove,

Liverpool.

This firm sends out sheets of stamps. On
one before us, containing twenty-four speci-

mens, we find four current Italians, genuine,

the balance being forgeries of the same
stamps sold by Sidney, Simpson & Co. They
have not yet attained a printed circular, but

the letter which has been handed to us, is

worded identically with Sidney, Simpson and

Co.'s printed form.

Jouclfe, litems and

^snscttattons.

EDITORIAL.

ELGIUM.—Projected Double Post-

Card. —The preparation of a "reply

paid " card is announced by the

Brussels paper, it is to be of the usual

kind with two leaves, and the 5 c. stamp

printed on each, the words carte-corres

pondence above the arms, and Reponse payee.

Antwoord betaald with three lines for address

complete the sum total of the front leaf, the

other bearing Reponse-Antwoord instead of

Reponse payee.

Bavaria.—New Falue.—Tvio additions

are forwarded to us as in preparation, prob-

ably for the new year, perforate 9 and 10

kreuzer. The colour of the new 9 kz. is

light-brown, and the 10 kz. buff-yellow,

the watermark and perforation as before.

Cashmere.—Date 1867.

—

The Philatelist

copies from Le Timbre-Poste the discovery of
" an additional variety, the I anna orange-

yellow, dated 1867, on laid paper." In what

consists the novelty ? The new orange-yellow

colour was chronicled in November by The

Philatelist, the date remains the same as when
the 1 a. orange-red was first discovered in

1868.

Chili.—New Envelopes.—We copy the en-

suing designs from The Philatelist. The
Canadian Philatelist states that "the five values

of envelopes will each appear on three shades

of paper, white, blue, and yellow. We en-

graved the 2 c. in our last, and at same time
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gave the colours (see p. 177). They are

a fine set to look at, and will enliven

this somewhat meagre article, novelties being

short at this season of the year. The 5 centa-

vos is the most uncommon looking, but the

10 c. is the most showy, there being plenty of

it. The values though given in full, do not

appear to us to have sufficient prominence.

Nevertheless we can only agree that they form

a fine series, the 2 c. being alone commonplace,

perhaps the beauty of the others appears to

throw it in the shade.

Curacoa.—New Issue.—The Dutch West
Indian possessions are to be distinguished by

two distinct emissions of postage stamps, one

for Curacoa, the other for Dutch Guiana—the

sunken rock on which so many old collectors

have wrecked their hopes of attaining a com-

pute collection. The series for the Island

under notice will resemble (says Le Timbre-

Poste) the new Dutch, the portrait being

in a pearled circle, lettered above following

Curacao ; below, still following the circle, the

word cent separated (from Curacao?) " by a

small oval, bearing the value in white figures

on a lined ground." Coloured impression,

white paper, perf. circ. 14.

2\ c. green.

6 c. grey.

5 c. carmine.
10 c. blue.

25 c. orange.
50 c. violet.

Dutch Guiana.—Nezv issue.—We wonder
whence came those unhappy wanderers which

have been usually known as Dutch Guiana

postage stamps, (dated 1861,) and whose rarity

is so great that very few have even seen them ?

Their existence as postage stamps was a mat-

ter of unquestioned faith in 1863 and 1864.,

but, being even then as rare as any other

stamps, when enquired into they produced so

little information that conjecture was brought

to bear, and, so far as we can speak from re-

collection nothing positivehas ever been proved

about them, neither has one ever been pro-

duced and shown on a letter, or even shown
post-marked [to our knowledge, please observe),

and properly authenticated. We truly

believe that allthe information to be gathered

is collected in the note in the fifth edition ot

Dr. Gray's cata-logue: "It is believed by

many collectors that this stamp was not cir-

culated in Dutch Guiana, but in the Dutch
East Indies. It may have been used in both

places, but in any case its postal employment

must have been extremely limited." The
S. C. M. for April, 1866, p. 58, announces

to the above effect, and says " a postal issue

is contemplated there in the course of the pre-

sent year," but that rumour must have had re-

ference to the issue of the Dutch East Indies,

although headed " Dutch Guiana." At last,

however, and without any fuss, M. Moens an-

nounces from ocular examination the exist-

ence of a series that will shortly appear. He
says the type represents the head of King

William III. to left, in a pearled circle, like

the new Dutch stamps. Above, is " Suri-

name" in white letters on a ground of solid

colour, rosette in each angle, below in a

straight line z\ ct. in coloured letters, with the

shield of the mother country between z\ and

ct. They are coloured impressions, perf.

circ. 14.

2i cts. carmine.

3 ,

5 ,

green.

, violet.

10 ,

25 ,

.
grey.

, blue.

50 „ orange.

Ecuador.— The reported new issue.—We
have not seen the originals which we quoted

on p. 177 (the remarks on which, please read,)

but the current number of

he Timbre Poste illustrates £
real, and I peso of a per-

fectly different type, quite

unlike ihe 1 real which we
denounced last month! We
engrave one of them, not to

be behind the times, and re-

frain from any remarks on

them, beyond stating that the lettering an^
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borders differ slightly in size. The perfora-

tions are given ny the Brussels paper as the

same as on the 1 real which we consider

"bogus," viz. II, but 12 according to our

reckoning of the 1 real, and 12 according to

Dr. Magnus. Concerning these new Ecuadors

and Guatemalas, we fancy it will turn out

some new value, or new issue has taken place

in each country, and that fictitious values or

specimens have been carefully mixed with the

genuine ones, thus puzzling everyone. They
cannot all be genuine. Of the style of Ecua-

dor annexed, they chronicle

I real, blue
1 peso, rose-carmine

Both on white unwatermarked paper, both
perf. circ. 1 1.

France. — Rumoured alterations. — We
omitted to give currency last month (by an

oversight), to the report that several deputies

have had interviews with the French finance

minister, with reference to the reduction of

the interior postal rate to 20 centimes, and
that M. Wolowski is again about to propose

the issue of post cards. The high internal

rates now current in France, 25 centimes for

an ordinary letter today, wou'd scarcely be
borne by John Bull, and the French Govern-
ment have much to learn regarding cheap
postage, although they issued a centime stamp
for the postage of feuilletons long before we
English had achieved a halfpenny stamp

!

and yet the internal rate for letters is two-
pence-halfpenny !

French Colonies.—Present Series.—The
new 5c. of the French Republic, and the

15, 25, and 30c. have been issued to the

Colonies imperforate since the 1st October;
the 10, 20, and 40c were quoted by us in

August ; this leaves 2, 4, and 80c. to follow.

Guatemala.— New Issue.—Annexed is The
Philatelist's representation of ^ . . -r

X

'ii
/V^T1

the 4rs., to which we al- £|§
luded last month. The
colour is mauve, and the

S. C. M. gives the perfora- :

tion as 12 {The Philatelist

seldom supplies us with in-

formation as to the precise

size of a perforation, and,

in this case it is necesary to know it). If
|

the 4 reales herewith, and the 1 peso men-
tioned and engraved by us on page 1 80 (to

which and the remarks we refer our readers)

are genuine, we shall feel surprised. The
5. C. M. tries to make out that the engraver

of the \ peso has drawn on his imagination,

and the designs on the 4rs. and the I peso

must be alike. It might well be so if both

were known to be genune, but, in the uncer-

tainty, we should infinitely prefer to speculate

in the I peso rather than the 4rs. Should

the latter prove genuine, some explanation of

the assorted symbols on this engraving might

not be out of place, and why the sun, which
has never been discarded from any South

American stamp when once used on it

{except to give place to some illustrious head),

and which, in conjunction with mountains, is

inseparable from the insignia of these volcanic

republics, why so prominent a portion of

the arms should be omitted, must be connected

with some vital fact in the history of the

Republic of Guatemala, with which fact we
ought not to remain in ignorance.

German Empire.— The new values.—In

our last impression we stated that the new
2^- gr. and 9 kz. were both printed in rich

dark brown, but we have since seen them
both in a decided reddish brown, whereas no

more dark browns have appeared ; Le Timbre-

Poste chronicles two varieties of the 1 groschen

envelope with the smaller eagle, the first

having short thick numerals, the second with
figures much thiner and longer. The Gazette

des Ti?nbres says that in the "new post-card "

of the German Empire, the instructions are

left out, there are seven lines for the address,

and the word in is at the end of the fifth line

now, instead of the third.

Great Britain.—Postmarked Proof.—The
Philatelist chronicles seriously " A proof of

the 1856 sixpenny, on cartridge paper, green,

instead of the normal violet, which had been

allowed to pass the post. The postmark is the

London one, A.M., Apr. 9, 1856." The
italics are ours. The specimen must be one

of the series described in Mr. Philbrick's

celebrated "Notes on the Proofs and Essays

of Great Britain," at p. 134 of the S. C. M.
for 1868, of that series many more are now
known, one being the above, another a proof
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of the same sixpenny watermarked, but before

perforation, and cancelled by a mark similar

to No. 3 on p. 187 of this journal, and bear-

ing "23 " in its centre. Many varieties are

being offered as rare" errors" (as if an error

of impression had ever been found in an

English stamp ! the nearest approach being

the unwatermarked 6p. lilac); they are simple

proofs, never at all common, but a few appear

to be in the market, at the present time.

Hungary.— Post Card, — The Philatelist

calls attention to an alteration which we had

not observed, viz. :
—"That the frame is a

little smaller, and the words Czim Adresse

now almost touch each other."

Iceland-—New Issue.—The annexed design

after Le Timbre-Poste is that

of the series for " Iceland,"

"of which theuse will become
general in this Danish pos-

session, the first of Jan. 1873."

December 1872 should long

be celebrated by Philatelists,

having seen accomplished a

series for Dutch Guiana,

and that ultima tbule, Iceland !

a slight variation of the Danish, in the

specimen engraved here, the only one yet seen

by the editor of Le Timbre-Poste; the water-

mark, colours etc., are given as follows
;

watermark crown, perf. circ. 14, values :

—

2 sk. blue

4 ,, rose

8 ,, brown
yellow

filac

a
}

Service -

The figure in the 4 sk. is larger than that on

the same value for the mother country, and

the border is quite different, the impression too

ia in one colour, instead of two, and the Ser-

vice stamps-are said to be of the same design,

and not different as with Denmark. As Le
Timbre-Poste says that the postal administra-

tion of Iceland is quite independent of the

mother country, we agree that it is a wonder
that stamps have not been issued before.

Italy.—Changes in Postal Rates.—This

country is thinking of the advisabilty of -an

uniform rate of postage, and has suggested

10 cents instead of 20c. at present in use, and

hat rate to include local letters which, at

The design is

16
4

8

present, only pay a rate of 5 cent. Le

Titnbre-Poste states further that the idea ot

a post-card has been abandoned.

Jamaica.—C.C. and Crown Watermark.—
The 4p. has appeared with this watermark,

leaving only the 6p. with the pine-apple in

the paper.

Japan.—New Issue.—At last, and after all

the conversation the perforated have created,

we ought to say, not unexpectedly, we have

received the first of a new
series. It evidently replaces

the indigo 1 sen., perforated,

and Mr. Earee sends us the

following remarks. " The
characters in the centre sig-

nify Post Office requisite stamp,

so that all doubt as to its

postal character may be set

at rest at once. The character on each side

will be recognised as the same one borne by

the former issues, and it signifies bronze money.

The Japanese have three characters equivalent

to our £ s. d.> to denote the species of coin

used, as gold, silver, or bronze, and this

hieroglyphic of which I write, answers to

our ' d.' in the £ s. d." This is perfectly

clear, and a valuable piece of information
;

the same character appears on the Shanghai

stamps, and is translated mace, the character

for silver being Hang, occurring at foot on the

left side of early Shanghai. Regarding the

design, we cannot say much that the engrav-

ing does not show. The branches are the

emblems of the Mikado, and are stated to be
the chrysanthemum and the "paulownia" by
the Belgian Journal, which also states that

this value left Hiogo in September last. We
can speak as to the delicacy of the engraving

in the original stamp, which looks thoroughly

Japanese, both in design, colour, and paper.

The perforation is circular, but very irregular,

the holes varying in size and distance apart,

gauging 10 to II. We have not seen an
entire sheet, but learn that every specimen
is separately engraved, to the number of forty

types which make a sheet.

Luxembourg.—Provisional 1 franc.—The
Gazette says that this value is required for

Post-office orders, which may now be sent for

the amount of 1,000 francs (£37 10s. od.J,
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we presume for 1 franc, which includes

postage and fee. As is prettv generally

known, in Germany the system of remitting

money by Post-office order is quite different

with that used in Great Britain, as we have

explained previously on page 98 of this

Journal.

Mauritius.— Official sized envelopes.—The
first 6p. was dark red-violet, and was printed

(like the ish) as an official sized envelope,

and Le Titnbre-Poste says, " having received

a few of the 6p." (they were offered to our

publishers by the hundred), " we have found

amongst them a stamp without colour, and

some envelopes with three different designs

on the flap, on greyish white, and bluish

paper."

New Zealand.—What is it?—We extract

the following verbatim from The Philatelist,

and have nothing to add, and no conjecture

to offer on the subject, except that we think

the "well-known N.S.W. in oval " oblitera-

tion has no business on a stamp for New Zea-

land.

New Zealand.—A correspondent sends us par-

ticulars of an unchronicled variety of this colony's

stamps, which he believes to be unique. His des-

cription is as follows :
" Upper and lower portions

exterior to central disc exactly as in the common
adhesives. Instead of the usual central circle, an
oblong- pointed oval, formed by the intersection of

two arcs of about the third of a circle each. With-
in this oval the Queen's head crowned (as in all

the New Zealand stamps), placed between what
appears to be the shoulders of the bust, and on a

level with them. The colour of the impression is

that of the well-known imperforate penny, red.

The stamp is inscribed One Penny, is imperforate

(with good margin all round), and on paper water-

marked with a star. It is obliterated with the

well-known N.s.W. in oval, and came over by the

mail from Australia which arrived on the 4th of

November, as one of a large importation of com-
mon colonials sent gratis by a friend, who takes

mixed European in exchange." The peculiarity of

the stamp was unnoticed by the sender, and we
shall be not a little curious to hear whether
a like anomalous individual has been received

by others of our readers. That this is no
sample of the promised new issue is however
certain, and though unable to say what the stamp
in question is, beyond an error or lusu& natures,

yet from personal examination we can confirm the

accuracy of our correspondent's description.

Norway.—Locals.—When we state that

several varieties have been added to the Dron-

theim and Drammen locals, we have said

sufficient to satisfy most people, but we sup-

pose we cannot consistently shirk them, so we
must add that the new type for S. Fr. Krogh's

stamp has smaller and thinner letters, and is

shorter than the other types. The pair bear-

ing a locomotive are for prepayment of* par-

cels, and are inscribed Pakke Frim^erke and
Throndhje?n-Storen jernbane. Of the Dram-
men "postage stamp" a new type has been

invented, wider, and letters larger than before,

printed on white, on pink, and on yellow

paper. A little perforation has been added

to the stock of old stamps, just to encourage

philately ! and we think that is enough about

them. We should be sorry to deny that they

are postage stamps, but why all these types,

and these differently coloured papers? Had
the proprietor kept to one stamp and one

colour, all would have gone merrily, and all

philatelists would have bought them, but

when we get a heap of different colours of

the same thing, suspicion of jobbery is at

once raised, as with the circular stamps of

T. B. Morton and Co. If we are wrong, we
shall be happy to insert any explanation.

Norway.—Envelope, yk.—We have this

solitary individual upon bluish, greyish, and
faint rosy paper, all wove. Dr. Magnus
chronicles the second tint as existing laid.

Persia.— The Reported Issue.—Nothing
further of any value has come to light, but

we have set every means to work, and shall

probably be able to lay something definite de-

fore our readers, in as short a time as it is

possible to obtain direct information.

Philippine Islands.—New Shade.—Wc
hear from Le Timbre-Poste that the current

16c. de peseta is now printed in dull blue,

instead of outremer, but we have seen no

specimen ourselves. We wonder if the higher

values are actually in use ? We have insti-

tuted enquiries which have probably reached

Manilla by now.

Portugese Indies.— Current Set.—Advices

from Goa, dated early in November, shew the

rough series of which we engraved the 10

reis, on page 67, to be still in use, and there

is no mention of a new type. The full series

which acccompanied the letter were all of

type I., the 10, 20, and 200 reis are on laid

paper, the 40, 100, 300, 600, and 900 reis
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being on wove. The 100 reis bright grass

green is obsolete, being replaced by a very

dark green, the 200 on laid paper is of a pale

lemon-yellow.

Russian Locals. — Corrections. — The
Wissienburg engraved by us last month,
should be read Wissiegonsk, the Kadnikoff is

3 kop as engraved, not 5 kop as erroneously

marked.

Spain.—Variety of 1854 issue.—The 4 cts.

of this series is well known on bluish paper,

and Le Tirnbre-Poste now announces the

existence of a 2 rs on a paper, which, if not

identical must be at least very similar. The
same journal was the first to announce a long

time ago however, the existence of the 2 ctos.

1854, upon the blue watermarked paper

alway associated with, the 1855 issue. This
we mention, to keep the varieties before our

readers' notice.

Spain.—" Habilitado por la Nacion " in oval.

—The same journal announces that this

extremely rare surcharge, which we have only

seen upon the 50 mil., was used in the

province of Saragossa.

Straits Settlements.—The thirty cents.—
The annexed design from The Philatelist,

shows how like the expec-

tation was to reality, for it

is nearly identical with the

English sixpenny. As no
particulars are given as to

colour, watermark, or per-

foration, we conclude the

engraving is copied from a proof. The name
is curiously disposed for an English Colonial

stamp, the lettering to right and to left, both

reading upwards, instead of one being up and

the other down, as usual.

Trinidad.—New Colour.—The 4 pence

has had another change, and is now in slate

grey, and can no longer be mistaken for the

obsolete mauve, lilac, or violet 1 shilling.

Tasmania.— The Current zp—We hear

this is found with the watermark tas.

Wurtemburg.—Money -order Envelopes.—
From the Gazette we learn of a third series,

characterised by the date 18. .and the design

on the flap which represents a post-horn,

without a circular frame. The values are:

4 kreuzer, orange,
6 „ blue,

7 „ green,

9 ,, dark brown.

The unstamped envelope (to be prepaid by
the adhesive stamp) has no design on the flap.

Wurtemburg.—Band.—This newspaper
band is now franked by a very dark green

1 kz. stamp, says the Gazette.

THE STAMPED ENVELOPES OF THE
UNITED STATES.

Present Issue.

By W. K. F.

|pjP|g||T is not my intention, in this paper,

fill t0 S° ' nt0 ' engtri 'y details with regard

to the stamped envelopes now in use in

this country.

Having noticed from time to time, certain

brief sketches that have appeared in the Eng-
lish and Foreign Journals, referring more
particularly to the envelopes themselves—of

this issue, it has occurred to me that a concise

and comprehensive description of all the

knives* and sizes, coupled with a complete,

final reference list, would be of service to col-

lectors as the sources for obtaining such infor-

mation appear limited.

Date of Emission.—While October I,

1870, is given by the Government and so

stated in all their printed matter as the date

of issue, every collector knows that the infor-

mation is incorrect, as the sundry values

continued to appear all through 1871, and

the 7 cent was not in general use till

February of the present year. The precise

dates, however, are unimportant.

Values.—Eleven denominations are com-

mon to this issue :— 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 12, 15,

24, 30, and 90 cents.

Design.— I trust I may, with reason, be

spared a " pen and ink " sketch of the

elaborate designs of this series; since all are

* The word shape has heretofore been used in describing
envelopes in respect 01 (ho flaps and their distinctive marks

;

but as this word is not empoyed by the Post Office Depart-
ment, or by the envelope makers, and moreover as there would
aiiee, inevitably, greater or less confusion between "ehape,"
and the specific word " size." I have thought proper to

introduce the teiin '"knife" inasmuch as this convey*
exactly what is the shape of the envelope, irrespective of it»

size.
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familiar with the stamped impressions, an

enumeration here would be superfluous.

Dies.—None exist at present, that I am
aware of.

Colours and Tints of Impression.—Col-

lectors who make it a point to obtain every-

thing in the shape of shade, can find ample

scope to gratify their desire for fancies of

this nature, for aside from distinct variations

of colour, the original impressions vary from

intensely dark to delicately light tints, and

run all through the intermediates. The
most noticeable differences are to be found in

the 6, 12 and, 24 cent values; upon the

latter, heat is a special agent in augmenting

tints. I have seen a 24 changed to white,

after twenty- four hours " sunbathing." The
6, which was at first brilliant Cochineal red,

has lately assumed a sombre brick hue, and

in passing to this extreme has favoured

collectors with no less than a dozen distinct

varieties of shade. The early io's were

nearly black; now they command a warm
chocolate; and the 15 has renounced orange

in favour of a near approach to lemon, like

the obsolete 9 cent value. The other de-

nominations agree with my remarks as to

light, dark, and intermediates.

Knives and Sizes.—Three distinct knives

are employed for the envelopes under notice.

Two for the plain* and one for the RULEDf

copies. The dimensions of the envelopes

differ of course, and the annexed list will

serve to associate the sizes with the knives.

Plain Envelopes.—
Note size, 2| by Z\ inches.

Ordinary letter, 3T'e by 5£ ,,

Full „ 3f by 5i

Extra „ 3' by C| „
Official Size, Z\% by 8£ „
Extra do. 4| by 10} „

Ruled Envelopes.—The present ruled en-

velopes closely resemole their obsolete brethren

as far as lower and side flaps are concerned,

the chief exception being with the remaining

—the upper flap, which terminates (like the

plain) in a rounded point.

Ordinary letter ") Agreeing in size

Full letter J>with the plain

Extra letter J envelopes.

*Refers to envelopes not bearing the Killed lines as below.

fThis term is intended to replace the expression " patent-

lined " (as ordinarily known to collectors) which is entirely

ignored by the Post Office Department.

Faint-lined Envelopes.—This novelty is

introduced with the present series and con-

sists of three, faint blue lines, drawn by really

complicated machinery, on the surface of the

plain note, ordinary, full and extra letter

envelopes. Both the ruled and faint-lined

envelopes are now obsolete, and the currency

they enjoyed was very brief. Their early

rejection is thus officially accounted for:

"That the Ruling (black lining and faint-

lining) of stamped envelopes was discontinued

on the 1st July, 1871, under Act of Con-
gress prohibiting all printing, 'except a printed

request to return the letter to the writer.'"

—

Extract from letter from W. H. H. Terrell,

Third Assistant Post Master General, May
25, 1872.

General details of Paper.— Qualities and
Shades.—There are three qualities recognised

by the Department for the three ordinary

tints of paper—white, cream, and amber

—

differing merely in thickness, i.e., 1st, 2nd,

and 3rd. White is always of the 1st quality.

Cream invariably of the 2nd, with the sole

exception of the extra official size, when the

1st quality is assigned it. Amber is common
to all the qualities. Dark buff and manilla

complete the varieties of paper used. As to

shades, but trifling differences are to be met
with and these are scarcely worth mentioning.

The cream tint alluded to is nothing more or

less than salmon, and amber in philatelical par-

lance, conforms to pale strazv or light buff.

Dark buff" is orange. Both envelopes and
wrappers bear an artistically designed mono-
gram of the Department—U.S.P.O.D.

Reference List—(Ordinary). .

Knife and Size. Value Normal Quality Colour of

cents. Colour. Paper.

Note 3 green 1 white

2| X 5i )! >» 2 amber

Ordinary Letter 1 blue 1 white

•>T5 X Oj „ !> » amber
2 brown ti

white
amber

3 green

2

white
amber
cream

JJ )l 3 amber

Full Letter 3 green 1 white

3f X 5£ »! >> » amber
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Knife and Size.

Extra letter

31 X 6|

Official

3& X 8J

Extra Official

4| x m

Newspaper
Wrappers.
6| X 9£

Value
Cents.

1

Normal
Colour.

3 green

6 red

!) >)

)) »

7

10

vermilion

brown

1

2

blue
brown

3 green

» »>

>> !>

6 red

>> j>

>; !>

»
1

2

>>

blue
brown

3

6

green
red

>• >>

12 purple

)> j»

15 orange

>» »

24 violet

!) >>

30
it

black

» j>

90 carmine

» 55

)j >>

6 red

12 purple

15 orange

24 violet

30 black

90 carmine

!)

1

2

blue

brown

white
amber
cream
amber
white
amber
cream
amber
dark buff

cream
white
amber
cream
white
amber
cream
white
amber
cream
white
amber
cream
white
amber
cream
white
amber
cream

white
cream
white
cream
white
cream
white
cream
white
cream
white
cream

manilla

Reference List (Ruled).

Knife and Size.
Value
cents.

1

Normal Quality. Colour of
Colour. Paper.

Ordinary Letter bine 1 white
3TV x H »i )> j> amber*

2 brown white*
amber

3 green white

5»

2
amber
cream

Full Letter 3 green 1 white

3^ X 5ij >> » >i amber

>» >)
2 cream

Extra Letter 3 green 1 white

3±x6f i) jj S)
amber

>j i>
2 cream

Reference List (Faint Lined]

Knife and Size.
Value,
cents.

Normal
Colour.

Quality. Colour of
Paper.

Note
2|X5J

Ordinary Letter

£>T6 X 5g

Full Letter

3f X5|

Extra Letter

3|X6|

3

1

»
3

)>

>)

3

)>

•>

3

i)

green

blue

green

»

green

)>

)>

green

)>

1

1

)>

V
)!

2

1

;>

2

1

2

white

white
amber
white
amber
cream

white
amber
cream

white
amber
cream

General Concluding Remarks.—I have

added newspaper wrappers to my final list in

order to perfect the work in hand. The knife is a

rectangle with rounded top. The ruled and

faint lined envelopes are exceedingly scarce
;

especially to the latter. The former may be

found with Wells, Fargo and Co.'s franks

attached.

The one cent, blue, envelopes and wrapper

on dark buff were issued July 2, 1872.

All the dark buff circular-envelopes (so-

called), are ungummed.
The 7 cent., has never been issued on

white for general use. If (?) it has appeared

on white, it must have been in the form of

proof or specimen.

* Officially printed, but never iseued to the public.
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The appended list may be " out of place,"

but I have thought well to insert it, neverthe-

less.

Official List of Portraits and Colours.

1c. Franklin
;

profile bust, after Lubricht,

imperial ultramarine blue.

2c, Jackson
;
profile bust, after Powers, velvet

brown.
3c. Washington

;
profile bust, after Hondon,

milori green.

6c. Lincoln
;
profile bust, after Volk, cochineal

red.

7c. Standon
;
profile bust from photograph, Eng-

lish vermilion.

10c. Jefferson
;

profile bust, after Powers'

Btatue, chocolate.

12c. Clay : profile bust, after Hart, neutral tint.

15c. Webster
;

profile bust, after Clevenger,

orange.
24c. Scott ;

profile bust, after Coffee, pure

purple.

30c. Hamilton
;

profile bust, after Cerrachi,

black,

90c. Commodore 0. H. Perry : profile bust, after

Walcutt's statue, carmine.

[The above reference list may be regarded

as most strictly accurate, having been com-
piled with the aid of The United States

Post-office Department, and it is probable

that our correspondent will issue a History of

of the previous issues.

—

Ed. P.
J.~\

R.EMARKSON THE "PHILATELICAL
JOURNAL," NO. 8.

By L. A. Schneider.

[Under this heading we have received a series of

notes not intended for publication, but of singu-

lar perspecuity, and which we take the liberty of

publishing ; they represent the matters treated

upon so clearly, that to re-write their gist is a

simple waste of time. We had the pleasure of

publishing a letter from the same correspondent
in our January impression, the remarks in which
were a clever satire from an American pen on an
American subject. As the remarks are entirely

to our taste, we shall give them in extenso.—EdJ.

Page 59. False Handwriting, &c.

UESSWORK will not do in the case

of similarity of handwriting. A
teacher of penmanship or an expert

of the Bank of England is qualified to give

an opinion in the case of similarity of hand-

writing. Mr. Atlee or Mr. Pemberton cannot

assume that a fact is proven because they

happen to conscientiously think the hand-

writings are similar, they not being experts in

such matters. This is not to impair any

portion of the article regarding the Peters-

burgh stamps, in which I put no faith

myself.

Page 134. Pleasant Shade.

I am aware that it has been stated in print

in one Philatelical Journal at least, that there

was or is no such place as Pleasant Shade.

Such statement is erroneous, for the Post

Office Directory, published in 1864, shows

Pleasant Shade, Greenville County, Virginia.

Page 135. Did not Mr. McCormick, &c. ?

The fact that Mr. McCormick endorsed

forgeries is by no manner of means proven

:

the story has been told I know, but is it a

true story ?

Page 147-48. Tredzvell Rogers & Co.'s

Letters to the Philatelical Journal.

Who and what is George Stowe or George
A. Stowe, who gives his address as simply

New York City ? How did he know in

January and the early part of February, about

the "cuts," which did not appear in the

Stamp Collector's Guide until May, and why
did he pay 75c. each for type set things,

which any printer in New York would have

set up for 25? and why did he find it neces-

sary to send to Elizabeth, New Jersey (twelve

or fifteen miles), when he could have bought

cuts from J.
W. Scott or W. P. Brown at

their offices, in the immediate neighbourhood

of New York Post Office, where this Mr.
Stowe must have gone for his correspondence.

How does it happen that no one in New
York has ever seen or spoken with George A.
Stowe, who is such an ardent philatelist that

he conceives the idea of swindling dealers

with Confederate provisionals ; funny that

an amateur who "knew the ropes " so well

should be unknown to New York dealers and
collectors. Specimens of Mr. Stowe's letters

are herewith enclosed, addressed to W . H.
Daly. It will be necessary to state that the

first letter, envelope dated March 12th, was
received without any letter having been pre-

viously sent to George A. Stowe, who could

only have known of W. H. Daly through his

circular, of which onlv a dozen or two were
printed in the year 1866, or six years since.

But it might be as well to intimate that one
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of these " Daly" circulars was sent to Tredwell

Rogers £sf Co., Elizabeth, about three days

previous to the receipt of the letter from the

mythical Mr. Stowe, and it will be quite

needless to add that the said circular was sent

with a purpose in view, and that purpose the

finding out of who the individual writing

under the alias of Stowe was, and which pur-

pose succeeded admirably in making a dark

subject as clear as glass.

Page 148. Shanghai Local Stamps, not

Governmental.

Is not the City Council of Shanghai

clothed with power to issue stamps ; it is a

Government is it not, small one to be sure,

but as large as Heligoland, perhaps ?

Page 148. Count L. Baden.

I assent to the statement that labels and

postmarks, and things non-postal, should not

be collected, but why don't you Dractice what

you preach, and exclude United States

r
egistered envelope labels and such trash

;

vou illustrated one of them last month.

Page 148. W. Humboldt Faker's Letter to

the Philatelical Journal. Mr. Honour

and Mr. Kingman received or obtained the

right from the United States Government to

deliver letters, &c.

In regard to this statement, I beg to remark

that the United States Government could

not have given any such authority, for the

reason that such delivery would be in direct

violation of law passed by Congress, and

which no one could set aside.

Mr. Honour may have been authorised by

the Municipal Government or City Council

of the City of Charleston, to carry parcels

or letters, and in that case it is unlikely the

United States Government would have

bothered their heads about him and what

must have been a small petty business in a

city of 50,000 inhabitants.

German emigrants, like Mr. Fabcr, get

wrong ideas about things. Wells, Fargo

and Co. never had to obtain Government per-

mission, neither had Bamber, Holladay, or any

ot those Expresses any permission to obtain

from Government. //Honour is Postmaster

of Charleston, I will see regarding it, but I

do not even admit that he is until I see official

confirmation of the fact. The Honour City

Post figures ou the list of United States

Locals on sale by Mr. Hussey in 1862.

It is amusing to hear Mr. Faber write

about " our late struggle for independence?

and then to read his interesting letters in the

Heidelburg stamp-paper sent to his friends in

Germany, commenting learnedly on the

potato crop in the State of South Carolina

and its prospects, and then to speak about

our struggle. Faber was "struggling" with

pretzels and lager-beer in the ancient city of

Heidelburg at the time of our struggle in

South Carolina. These German Christians

become Americanized rapidly, don't they ?

but you are not to infer that I consider Mr.

Faber's repute as a truth-teller to be anywise

impaired by his queer notions.

Page 146. Reject zc. Fancy Frame Hawaii.

I entirely agree in regard to that matter;

the 2c. Hawaii, which figured for the first

time in the Stamp Collector's Magazine in

1866 or 6j, was received by the S. C. M.
from Boston, and I may safely say was
probably made in Boston also. Not so the

5c. and 1 3c, both types which are undoubtedly

genuine, though I have heard a legend that

they were issued by a party who " farmed "

the post-office from the Hawaiian Govern-

ment, perhaps somewhat like Thurn and

Taxis.

Page 148. N. Humboldt Faber's Letter.

I find (Sept. 5ch) on referring to the City

Directory of the city of Charleston, South

Carolina, for the year 1869-70, that S. G.

Trott was at that time Postmaster of that

city. On the same day (September 5th) I

made enquiry at the Boston Post Office Money
Order department, and the head of the

department was kind enough to show me a

Money Order drawn by Charleston Post

Office on Boston Post Office, said Money
Order was signed by 6\ G Trott, Postmaster

of Charleston; consequently Mr. Faber's

story or statement that Mr. Honour is now
Postmaster of Charleston is false. The date

of the Money Order was a week or two since.

In looking over the Charleston Directory

1869-70, I found the names ot several persons

both of the surnames of Honour and King-

man, but they were not Postmasters, nor was
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there anything to indicate or give any further

light on the subject, and I should be far from

stating that the whole of Mr. Faber's letter

must be a fabrication, though the statement

that Honour is Postmaster of Charleston is

certainly so.

$>ericu:s oj; ghilatcltcal publications.

HE Canadian Philatelist.—A new series

has been started, and we are glad to

hear from its first impression that, " In

Canada the prospects of Stamp Collecting are

brighter, and no longer can it be said the

whole body of collectors are boys." Numbers
I and 2 are before us, and we can compliment

Mr. L. B- Hinton on giving us an agreeable

surprise, the only fault we can find is, that

placing of advertisements with the letter-press

;

surely the letter-press is good enough to

ensure that people who will read that, will be

sufficiently interested to read the advertise-

ments, if they want to buy anything. The
Canadian Philatelist is an eight page monthly

journal, and shows real care and interest

displayed by its editor. This is very different

to the slip-shod plagiaristic sheets incident to

the United States of America at seasons, and

whose local writings when ever original (in

which condition they are like most U. S.

locals, very scarce,) are generally devoted to

abuse. Information is promised concerning

Canadian Locals, from which we infer that

some have undoubtedly existed. We have

often had the genuine character of Bancrofts

blue perforated stamp entirely denied, and

we are in want of information concerning a

set of locals issued by Robert McLachlan,

143, Bleury Street, Montreal. The design

of the latter exhibits the octagonal face of a

clock without hands; mention of it and
Bancroft is made on page 137 of The Stamp
Collector's Magazine, for 1865.

We have, since writing the above, received

No. 3, which authoritatively denies the genuine

character of any Canadian Local, and the

information given concerning their history is

instructive and shows the amount of coolness

exhibited by the concocter of most of them,

in using the names of prominent persons or

firms, and writing letters in their names to

the S.C.M. For example, the letter which is

found on page 191 of Vol. Ill of the S.C.M.,

signed Dawson Brothers, Montreal, is asserted

by The Canadian Philatelist to be a forgery

as they hold a denial from Messrs. Dawson
Brothers that they ever wrote such a letter.

A most instructive fact, to those who consider

the publication of a letter from someone

whose name occurs in a directory, the most

conclusive arguments. We trust The Canadian

Philatelist may go on as it has begun and

flourish.

Tbe Stamp -Collector's Magazine, vol. X.,

London- E. Marlborough and Co.: Bath,

Alfred Smith and Co.

All the vituperation departs from us at

sight of our good old friend's tenth volume,

and we call for fresh ink and a new pen,

that we may celebrate the completion ot

a tenth birth-day. The new year is nearly

with us, and we shall soon be able to look

back, ten clear years, to the morning when
we first received The Stamp-Collector's Maga-
zine, " No. I, Feb. 1, 1863," and read

the opening words (which ought to be

immortalised by all English-speaking Philate-

lists) commemorative of Birchin Lane,
" ' Have vou a yellow Saxon ?

'
" We fear

the simplicity of the request, would find no

echo now-a-days, though we have so vastly

grown out of all knowledge ; we should be

more likely to enquire, " Have you been ex-

ploitered with Confederates, and if so how
often ? The initial number of The Stamp

Collectors Magazine was an event not to be

lightly regarded at the time, and its practical

value may be gauged by the steady popularity

the magazine has enjoyed during each succeed-

ing year. A glance over the first volume is

very interesting to those who have fol-

lowed philately since the inaugural num-

ber, and few others now possess volume I,

or ever II, both having been long out of print.

On comparison with ten years ago, the only

names that are now before the general body

of collectors and which were familiar in 1863,

are those of Dr. Viner, Dr. Gray, Mons.
J.

B. Moens, and ourselves. In that volume are

reviewed Mount Brown's Catalogue, editions

3, 4; Dr. Gray, editions 1 and 2 ; Booty's

" Aids to Stamp-Collectors," edition 3 (very few

of the present day have seen the work, fewer
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still have the full editions); Moens " Illustra-

tions;'''' The Postage-Stamp Collector 's Pocket

Album; Lallier's Postage-Stamp Album, editions

1 , 2 ; Oppen's Postage-Stamp Album and

Catalogue, edition I, 2; Le Timbre- Poste, Nos.

I and 2; Booty's Stamp- Collector's Guide ; the

Petit Manuel de Pamateur des Timbres Postes,

par Fois V. ; Forged Stamps : Hoiv to detect

them ; Stamp-Collector's Manual [Kline, Phila-

delphia) ; Moens' Album de Timbres-Poste,

edition I; Mahes Guide-Manuel, edition I,

and other works, but very few of the above

editions are known except to the oldest ama-

teurs, yet they show the amazing interest

excited by stamp-collecting at that early date,

though, their names are to us rather sad

records of the past, as showing the many
losses we have experienced in our friendships,

and how things change in so short, yet so

long, a period as ten years. The names then

familiar " as household words," have passed

away. Where is Mount Brown ? (whose

catalogue ran through five editions prior to

May, 1864). Where is Booty? Where is

Thornton Lewes ? They have passed so

utterly away, that they and their popularity

are but dreams of the past. Through all

vicissitudes, however, stands fair and upright

The Stamp-Collector's Magazine, stronger

now than even in the day when supported by

the assistance of those past names, and strong

in reputation, and so continuing that the

tenth volume is an indispensable thing, and
those who do not already possess it, had

better see to it at once. It is a beautiful

book, beautifully printed, and so carefully

edited that it would puzzle us to find a

mistake. Though our own first efforts at

literary distinction were not addressed to the

Editor of The Stamp-Collector's Magazine but

appeared in The Stamp-Collector's Review
(commenced in Dec, 1862, and defunct in

June, 1864., through the folly of the pro-

prietors,—we have the MSS. fo>* the July
number by us, as written for publication—and
though some of those first efforts published by
them may not now strike us as being so beau-

tiful as we then thought them, still we feel

that we have some interest in The Stamp
Collector's Magazine, if only because it was
that we steadily wrote there with success, but

more truly because we have ever found its

pages open for those independent criticisms or

opinions, which we can always respect : With
half a dozen monthly journals, all of good

quality, there are many of our readers who
cannot comprehend, because they have never

known, the value of The Stamp-Collector's

Magazine, when first issued by the spirited

efforts of the Bath house. With the shadows

of 1872 lengthening out drearily, and our own
work in this Journal perhaps nearer to the

end than we can foretell, it is a relief to note

the continued excellence of our tried old

friend, and to think that it will continue

though ours may pass away ; with the dying

year, we make salaam, and trust the S. C. M.
may live for many more decades, and more on

top of them

!

Sops Ijtcuttiies.

OMAGNA.-Mf Postmarks.—The
S.C.M. cautions the community at

large, against some "clever obliterated

forgeries of these stamps." The Brussels

paper in an article on the same stamps, tells

us how the electrotypes of the original dies

got badly knocked about (after the suppression

of the series) through sending them to Turin.

From these inferior dies, an employe des postes,

made many sheet of essays (!), or proofs (!), with

all the values on one snect and so on. Later

and in order to hide the defects of the stamps

printed from the inferior dies, be placed

around the stamps, as a frame six or seven

lines. " We have seen them printed in black

on rose, yellow, red-brown, and green, and

further in rose, blue, and yellow upon white."

It is not stated in what capacity they are sold

by the proprietor Mr. Gozo, but we quite

agree that such workings from the dies are

quite valueless.

Spain.— 1 872 Issue already forged.—The
Gazette calls our attention to an extract from

the Independancia Espauola, to the effect that

before the new postage stamps had been

in circulation eight days, they had been

counterfeited, — not to defraud collectors

however, but the Government. These vague

stories of counterfeiting are always cropping

up, atone time was it India, another time the

United States, and once Mexico that was
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being seriously defrauded by forgeries affixed

to letters, but wehave never found any truth in

the assertions, except in the case of Spain, and

from the specimens shewn us by Mr. de Ysasi,

we can safely say that the 1870 series was

counterfeited in a marvelously accurate manner.

There are numerous instances of these for-

geries, chronicled in the course of the ten

year's existence of the Stamp-Collector's Maga-

zine. We have seen postmarked specimens of

50 mils blue, passed by the post (1870), 200

brown and 400 green, passed by the telegraph

department.

New Granada.— Forged 1864, 1865 etc.—
With reference to the pair of anomalies

described by us, on page 183, the "other

Granadas" with which they were associated

have been kindly handed to us, and there is

every reason to believe that they all originally

came from that swindler and forger Engelhardt

Fohl of Riesa. After stating whence they

came, it is perhaps necessary to say that there

is not one genuine specimen in the entire lot

of stamps ! There are perfectly new forgeries

oft he following stamps, all obliterated by very

long transverse ovals containing portions of the

word Franca, or Bogota.

1864.— 5c. yellow, 10c. blue, 20c. red, 50c. green.

1 peso, violet in the forgery.

1865.— 5c. yellow, 20c. blue, 50c. green, 1 peso
orange, vermilion and rose.

1868.—20c. blue and 50c. green, mentioned last

month, 10 pesos red unused, 5c. black.

Want of space prevents our saying more
now.

CUT OR UNCUT ENVELOPES.
To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.
Sir,—The ventilation of the above subject by a

contemporary, with the remarks in your Circular of

June last, will doubtless tend to put Philately on
a more healthy basis, than much that has been
written for some time past. For it appears to me,
that the stamp collectors have lately been exercis-

ing considerable ingenuity iu discovering and
creating fresh distinctions to be observed in stamp
collecting, in proportion, as the ordinary sources

for enlarging their collections are exhausted. Not
that I am going to enter the lists with the giants
of Philately—for 1 feel that novices, like myself,
are too much indebted to them, for protection, at

much pains to themselves, against the frauds of

unpriucipal stamp-mongers. I do not deny that to

those who have time and opportunity to collect

them (neither of which I have) many nice distinc-

tions are admissible in rendering acollection more
complete. Still at the same time, the sooner such
vagaries, as that a stamp is more valuable, because
the engraver, or the printer, or the printer's devil

has made a mistake in the lettering, with many
other notions equally ridiculous, and considered
necessities for a perfect collection, are expunged
from Philately so much the better. And on
this subject I would refer you to an article

in "Town Talk" in the Gentleman's Magazine
of May last, in reply to some strictures of

The Times, which I think might be trans-

ferred to your publication with advantage. For
myself, I cannot but think that in future years,

when advancing science shall have done away
with the necessity of postage stamps, the value
attaching to stamp collections will not arise from
the stamps being printed on different lines of

paper, &c.—but rather from an historical value

—

illustrating i n its own peculiar manner, the d ifferent

changes of dynasties in States—such as France
from a Republic to an Empire ; and again from
an Empire to a Republic ; Prussia from a Kingdom
to an Empire ; Spain from a Kingdom to a Re-
public, and again to a Kingdom ; with numerous
others, such as Italy, Greece, Roumania. Argentine
Provinces, &c, also in its illustrating the changes
of coinage in different countries—marking also, the

accession of individuals to the Government of the

different kingdoms. lam, however, forgetting the

headingof my letter. I think the folly of attaching

so much importance to uncut envelopes, both as

regards size and colour, is shown in a recent in-

stance. I lately had same old United States enve-
lopes offered to me—when, although with a worse
impression, becausethe size of a particular envelope
was rare—500 per cent. more,wasthe valueassigned
to it. Now in what was the value of the envelope,

surely in having a stamp impressed on it, and not

in the size of the paper or in its color, and which
was also a very nasty colour 1

I am, Sir, yours truly, H.
P.S.—1 did not ignore Mr. Earee's mention of

St. Thomas at page 11 of your Journal, but I drew
attention to the existence of the British Postal

Agency there, of which he made no mention, and
which is of such importance, as to require an ad-
ministration totally different from those presided

over by British Consuls, among other things

issuing English postage stamps, and, until lately,

it was the head quarters of the Inspector-General
of Post-Offices in the West Indies.

By last mail, there came from Trinidad, a Trini-

dad Is. stamp, coloured yellow, affixed to a letter.

Barbados, 25th Sept., 1872.

The Philatelical Journal, published
quarterly, single numbers lsh., ahroad lsh. 3p.

Vol. I. elegantly bound, gilt edges, post free

7sh. 6p. With Photographic supplement to

number 5, lsh. extra,
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ITH feelings of considerable pleasure,

we offer a continuation of the real old

Philatelical Journal, and are induced

to this course by the concurrence of many
favourable circumstances which should insure

that public support necessary to the vitality

and strength of a serial of this limited circu-

lation. The number of subscribers to this

journal could hardly ever be sufficient to pay

the printer's and engraver's bills ; if we seem
to be making out too poor a case for our-

selves, let it be remembered that five hundred
subscriptions (or even a thousand) at four

shillings does not represent much money to

be spread over twelve numbers of a paper
conducted in so liberal a maimer as this. If

those who favour us by their support would
make our paper known amongst their friends,

of course our circulation must increase, and
an increased circulation means increased ex-

cellence in the conduct of The Journal. It is

little to ask, for few people collect stamps
solitarily ; as we increase our circulation, we
shall certainly do everything to merit support,

and our old subscribers of 1872 will know
this is no idle sentiment.

We have so many offers of assistance from
all quarters, that we believe our volume for

1875 wm< be one to be remembered by every

philatelist, and, as the articles we shall publish

will be of the highest quality, there will be
something to look forward to in each number.
Our next number will contain an article on
the stamps of Cabul, the commencement of

an entirely original series of papers on Post
Cards, and unpublished details concerning
the Spanish stamps of the past years, in

addition to the usual articles.

No. 13.

—

Jan. 1875.

A COMPLETE
HISTORY OF FORGED STAMPS,

and how to detect them.

By the Editor.

OW to detect them ! A very little

sentence and easily written, and as

easily answered by us. Learn to

examine stamps, learn their peculiarities,

their styles of engraving, their watermarks,

and their perforations. Study your speci-

mens, and you will find an imperceptible

sense come to you, by which you can at once

reject an ordinary forgery, and which sense

will make you suspect—and that instinctively

—the best of imitations. This is our advice,

and always has been, and this is the true

secret of how to become a good judge both

of genuine and forged stamps.

As, however, it is the younger portion of

our community, who have to suffer most by
forgeries, we must essay by every means in

our power, to explain to them the great points

which mark the genuine stamps from forgeries,

and this we must do with every country, and

as concisely as possible. There are certain

magazines, which by reason of being perused

amongst the juvenile members of society,

have been sought out by sundry dealers, who
know the effect of an advertisement baited

with 100 rare varieties for is. Even as the

guileless pike swallows the delicately concealed

hook of Piscator, so the ingenuous youth of

England purchases the abominations of these

dealers, and probably becomes, when he sub-

sequently learns how he has been caught, as

dead to Philately as the parallel we have

drawn would suggest.

When we have described all the forgeries

we have seen, we will conclude with some
remarks on the makers of these things ; but
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meanwhile, month by month, we shall mer-

cilessly expose those who systematically deal

in them.

For the sake of simplicity we intend to

classify forgeries as follows :

—

1 st class.—Forgeries of stamps so well

executed as to require a lengthy description.

2nd class.---Poor imitations, but so far good
that they require a few words of description.

3rd class.—Wretched lithographs, showing

an unhealthy whiteness of paper, and eman-
ating from Hamburg, or Boston, U.S. So
badly done that to indicate their existence,

and to give one point of difference will suffice.

4th class.—Labels utterly fictitious, or

which never had any postal character.

5th class.—Stamps changed in colour by
the use of chemicals, perforated for sale, or

in some way altered " with intent to deceive."

Amoy.

On page 18 of the fifth volume of The Stamp
Collector's Magazine, this label, belonging to

class 4, is engraved. It is there given as a

humbug, and such it undoubtedly is. There
are three varieties

—

3 (what?) blue.

5 ( » ) red.

10
( „ )

yellow.

The design is comprehensive, and does not

stick at trifles. There are depicted an eagle,

vulture, or condor, with scroll in his beak,

inscribed Fanqui ; a mandarin with umbrella
;

a pagoda; a string of fancy Chinese characters

;

and a steam man-of-war; and the stamp is

marked Shangai, Amoy, Ningpo, Hong Kong.
This came out many years ago, and sold very

largely during the mania for essays—that was
a time when anything that looked postal was
certain to be largely bought by collectors.

Antigua.

There are forgeries of these stamps belong-

ing to the third class, which may be detected

by the entire absence of watermark, and the

irregular and broken appearance of the engine-
turned ground. Belonging to class 5 we find

sundry specimens steeped in indigo, and sold

as essays ; they are indeed essays, but on
credulity.

Antioquia.

The 1869 series of these stamps has been

imitated by'Spiro, of Hamburg, who, taking

for their motto dum spiro spero, are ever

hoping for new issues, that they may imitate

the same, to their own great profit. The
forgeries are very second-class, and, briefly,

may be distinguished by the absence of rays

above the eagle in the 5c. and 10c. In the

original 2^c., 5c, 10c, and 20c, the head of

the condor is very small, and the wings are

shaded all over, except the top of the right

one in the 5c. and 20c. The stars (nine in

number), are very large in the 5c; those

on the 2^c. and 10c. are smaller, whilst those

on the 20c. are smallest, and closest together

;

the forgery of the 20c, being printed from

the ioc. die, can be at once detected by
the two labels round the arms, which in the

real 20c. form a continuous oval. We have

seen no forgery of the 2^-c. ; we may further

add that there are no rays behind eagle in

either 2|c. or 20c. genuine ; so their absence

can only prove the badness of suspected 5c.

and ioc.

Argentine Confederation and Republic.

These stamps, from their simplicity and
crudeness of design, gave the forgers the first

opportunity of exercising their skill ; but, so

little was known of the details of their device,

and so little attention was paid to such de-

tails by collectors, that the first forgery which
appeared, though omitting the pole and cap

of Liberty, had a large sale. We purpose

treating this important series of stamps rather

fully, to show our readers how stamps must
be studied, before a thorough acquaintance

can be said to have been made with them.

These verbose descriptions, if followed out

through each country, would far exceed the

space to which we ought to limit ourselves
;

consequently, after this, we must treat other

countries concisely, and not too fully ; the

publication of the minutiae of each stamp has

the disadvantage of showing the forgers what
points to be most careful in imitating, although

drawing the attention of amateurs to the same
points. Perfect fac-similes of all the issues

will be found in Part I. of The Philatelical

Catalogue; the illustrations therein given are

photographed from the originals, and are

exact counterparts, line for line ; and no
collector should be without them.
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Confederation.

Type I.

—

Issued April, 1858.

Design : A rising sun above transverse oval,

upper half of oval lined, lower containing two
clasped hands supporting cap of Liberty on
staff, lettered above in arched line Confer-
Argentina, below, value in curved line, entire

ground plain, all within solid Greek frame.

Rect. col. imp. lithographed.

5 c. vermilion.

Type II.—Issued end 0/T 8 5 8.

Design : As I. in all respects, save that

numerals are smaller, and the frame bears a

larger Greek pattern. Rect. col. imp. litho-

graphed.

5 a' red ; 10 c. green ; 15 c. blue.

Remarks.—The first type, which has but

one stamp, far exceeds the type which follows

it, in execution. In this stamp the rays round
the sun are composed of very minute dots,

and are not very thick at the "roots." In

the hands which clasp the staff, the fingers

may be seen and counted; the oval containing

the hands, &c, does not touch the frame of

the stamp ; there is a full stop after figure 5

and after word Centav ; there are eleven

loops in the border, both at top and bottom

;

there are sixteen on the left side, but only

fourteen on the right. The second type,

which is of coarser execution, has the rays

of the sun composed of larger dots than in

type 1 ; the border has seven loops at top

and bottom, and nine on each side {i.e. only

counting those which are well-defined and
perfect, this applies to the other type). The
oval containing hands, &c, touches the frame

on both sides ; the hands have no clear fin-

gers, but possess two gigantic thumbs, which
are very distinct. The whole execution is

rougher than the last type. The ends of the

rays are quite square, coming to one uniform
length, close to the name above them. The
5c. has always either one or two stops after

the numerals, but not the 10c. or 15c. The
colour of this 5c. is not nearly so rich as

that of the 5c. large figure usually is. This
digest of the stamps will be found useful

;

for there are many series of forgeries, which
it is impossible to describe in exfenso, though
we shall give all their salient points.

Of the first type, it appears that, really

and truly, there are no forgeries. The imita-

tions of the second type do duty for either,

and amongst them are none with the small

Greek border—a sufficient distinction when
it is remembered that there are seventeen

turns in the Greek pattern to left side in the

large figured stamp, and only ten in the next

type. There are so many different forgeries

of the second type, that it will be simpler to

dissect the real stamps, and to quote their

general characteristics, rather than wade la-

boriously through a separate description for

each imitation. The points in the genuine

issue are these :

—

1. Border. Left side ten turns, in right side eleven,

top and bottom nine, beginning left and top on the

inner edge of frame, right side and base on the outer

edge. Large mark, either square or upright, in each

angle.

2. Head. Leans slightly to the right, face broad,

and certainly swelled on the left side, and is not a

bad likeness of the Tichborne claimant.

3. Rays. Follow the shape of the space appointed

for them, but are long or short at irregular intervals,

never set to one length beyond two or three together.

Two strokes under on, very close together.

4. Value. Numerals upright ; lowest part of 5

very large and curved beyond any ordinary shape

;

no dot after numerals in the 10c. or 15 c. Centav

always dotted.

5. Arms. Cap large and lengthy, nearly same
thickness throughout, with two white marks on it.

6. Oval, containing arms, touches the frame upon
each side, and has nine lines of shading in upper half.

Forgery A.

Of this there are 5, 10, and 15c, and a

5c. in red-brown, from a slightly-altered die.

(1) The frame has eleven turns each side,

and on all four sides it commences on the

outer edge. (2) Plead long, and face cheerful-

looking. (3) Rays as "set" as the clipped

shrubs in a Dutch garden, and sloping up-

wards, therefore not fulfilling the description

given previously; two distinct strokes under

on. (4) Numerals sloping ; dot after numeral

in 5c. and 15c, and dot always after Centav.

(5) Cap is divided into three white portions,

is long, narrow, and curved to the right, re-

sembling a horn. (6) Oval does not touch.

Forgery B.

Of this we have only seen a 5 centav
;

it

is not much superior to the preceding. (1)
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The frame has eleven turns to left and right,

and commences on the inner edge on all sides

but the left, where it begins outside. (2)
Head short, and face broad and fat. (3)
Rays ending with clear and unbroken strokes,

and not too numerous. One stroke under
on. (4) Numeral upright and dotted. (5)
Cap round, very white, and with one spot in

centre. (6) Oval touches.

Forgery C
Of this we have only a 10 centav. (1)

There are ten turns to left, eleven to right,

left and top commence inside, the others

commence on the outer edge. (2) Head
shows a countenance full of idiotcy, and the

said head does not touch the oval below it.

(3) Rays are disposed in concentric arched
rows; one stroke under on. (4) Numerals
large, upright, and like word Centav of

one uniform thickness (or rather thinness)

throughout. (5) Arms; cap shows a white
mark, with several indentations in it, and its

shape is quite undefined. (6) Oval does not
touch frame.

Forgery D.

This is the 15c, matching the above 10c,
and resembles it in most generalities ; but (1)
the right side begins outside at top, but at

base finishes off square ; if it had been con-
tinued, the last stroke would have made
twelve turns, commencing outside at top,

inside below. (4) Numerals large, 5 being
exaggerated, and the curve thickened. (6)

Oval touches.

Forgery E.

This is the best imitation of all—indeed
the only one in any way successful. We
have only seen a 5c. (1) As genuine. (2)
Head more like genuine. (3) Rays the

same ; almost as genuine—two long strokes

under on, too distinct. (4) Numerals like

the original. (5) A solid blotch of colour.

(6) Oval touches, but contains only eight

lines of shading.

Note.—The greater portion of the above
has been published in our number for January,
1872, but as it is now out of print, it has been
deemed advisable to make a fresh start, in

preference to continuing the above after a
three years' break.

—

Ed.

|tobeliics, Discoveries, ano

ilesuscttations.

Note.—This month's summary will inevitably,«ontain

many things by no means novelties.

USTRIA.—A card has been printed

by error with a 5 kr. stamp in yellow

instead of a 2 kr. They have been
utilised by covering the 5 kr. with a 2 kr.

adhesive. The Sclavonic card, var. A., of

The PhUatdical Catalogue, undoubtedly exists.

We have seen it both used and unused.

Azores.—Le Timbre-Poste says that the

100 reis is now printed in brown-lilac, to

avoid confusion by gas-light with the 240
reis, to which it too nearly approached.

Antioquia.—An entirely new series has

appeared by instalments during the past year,

of which we will give the illustrations in our

next.

Argentine Local.—In Mr. Fords im-

mense collection, now in the hands of our

publishers for sale, we find two specimens of

the annexed design. They came originally

from an American dealer, and nothing can now
be learnt concerning them. One is lilac, and *

unused ; the other is on an envelope, bearing

in the right corner a current 5c. Argentine,

obliterated "Buenos Ayres, Mar. 22, 1870."

The left corner bears a blue stamp of the above
type, post-marked " Correo, Monte Video, 30
Mar., 70," in a double circle. No doubt this

notice will elicit some information concerning

it. The value is 20 cents
;

pale -blue and
lilac ; the impression a very clear lithograph

;

perforation, 13.

Bavaria.—A somewhat handsome stamp,

of the value of 1 mark, made its appearance

in September. It is of a larger size than the

other adhesives, and is violet on white paper,

watermarked with lines forming lozenges. 1

mark equals 35 kr. We have just received

specimens of envelopes, which appear to be

stamped upon paper supplied by the public,

in a similar manner to our own envelopes.

They are 1 kr. light yellow-green, 3 kr. pink,

7 kr. light ultramarine; paper common and
laid, without any rosace on the flap.

Bermuda.—The 1 sh. green, provisionally
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surcharged "threepence" in black, is no longer

required, as a full supply of the orange-buff

threepence has been received. There are two
varieties in the type used for the surcharge,

capitals, and fancy capitals. The id. and
the 6d. are now of much brighter shades.

Bolivia.—The fiscal stamps of 100 c.

vermilion, and 500 c. dark blue, have been
found post-marked, making a set equivalent

in number, and values, with the postal series.

It is probable that they were used between
the extinction of the 9 stars and the currency

of the 11 stars. The 500 c. 11 stars does

undoubtedly exist.

Bolivar.—We give an engraving of the

new type of 5 centavos, the necessity for

which does not appear very clear. However,
it is a certain improvement on the recent 5 c,

for we do not have to go all over the stamp
to find out whence it comes. The colour is

blue, as before ; no watermark, no perforation.

Brazil.—The 300 reis vermilion envelope

has been printed on toned paper for some
time past.

British Guiana.—The 8 cents is much
deeper in colour than heretofore.

Cuba.—A new issue is announced by Le
Timbre-Poste as being similar to the 1 o c. de
peseta brown, shield, issued lately by Spain,

but with the upper inscription replaced by
Ultramar, 1875. The values are, 12^ c. lilac,

25 c. blue, 50 c. green, 1 peseta rose.

Canada.—A 10 c. pale rose has appeared,
similar to the 2 c. green.

Cape Provisionals.—On September 5th

a supply of the 6 p. lilac was provisionally

sold at Cape Town, surcharged one penny
in red, and with the original value crossed

out by red bars. Through the careless appli-

cation of this surcharge, many varieties are

existing, some having value at top, some at

base, some with value and no bars, others

with bars and no value. One strip we saw
had the whole surcharge printed askew. The
supply of penny red being exhausted at

Barkly and Kimberley, in Griqualand West,
on September 9th and 10th the clerks at the

post offices there, supplied the blue four-

penny, with value crossed out by pen and
red ink, and " id." written upon the face of

4
8

12

16

25
5o

the stamp. The use of the Cape Town pro-

visional only lasted three days, and that of

the Griqualand type was even shorter; so

they are likely to remain rare.

Dominica.—A set of stamps appeared for

this West Indian island last June, precisely

like St. Cristopher, watermark s.c. and crown,

perf. 13, 1 p. lilac, 6 p. green, 1 sh. rose-pink.

Denmark.—Le Timbre-Poste chronicled

the 1875 issue in its December impression.

The currency has been altered, but the design

remains as heretofore. The stamps are these

:

Stamps for Public Use.

3 ore, grey, frame blue,

blue, , ,
grey,

red, ,, ,,

violet, ,, ,,

brown, ,, ,,

green, ,,

violet, ,, brown.
Envelopes, 4 ore, blue.

,, 8 ,, red.

Band, 4 ,, blue.

Cards, 4 ,, ,,

,, 8 ,, red.

Service Postage (Official).

4 ore, blue ; 8 ore, red ; 3 and 32 ore ? colours.

Cards, 4 blue ; 8 rose.

East Indies.—A stamp of the value of

1 rupee appeared last autumn. It is the

work of Messrs. De La Rue; colour grey;

watermark and perforation as usual. We
learn from Mr. Lushington that the "Service"

stamps are no more. All future supplies will

bear "on H.M.S." in a diamond form. The
1 anna is already in use.

France.—The 15c. current now appears

with larger numerals of value, matching the

30 and 80 c. The instructions on the current

post cards have been much curtailed, the

numerals 10 and 15 respectively enlarged,

and the word Deccmbre has no accent.

French Colonies.—M. Moens has dis-

covered a set of the imperial stamps with

pointed perforations, of which the 10, 20,

and 40 c. are known to have come from

Sa'ignon, in French Cochin China, early in

1866.

Speaking of these stamps reminds us that

our publishers received a letter from Guada-

loupe, post-marked from there November
nth last, which was prepaid by two 40 c. of

the first Republic ( 1 S4S), two 30 c. laureated
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head of Emperor, and a 5 c. of present Re-
public. Rather a combination !

Finland.—Le Timbre-Poste says that the

present 10 pen. is deep yellow; it used to be
light buff, and then pale straw.

Germany.—The very fine series described

in a Leipsic paper for December is now in

use. We say " very fine series," for they are

really beautiful, and the designer of the

stamps on the recent cards is evidently the

same for these. There is great delicacy of

execution ; but, as The Philatelist observes,

it is curious that the two lowest values should
have separate designs, whilst the others have
one in common. The values and colours are

these :

—

Stamps. 3 pfennige green, 5 pf. violet.

10 „ rose, 20 pf. ultramarine.

25 ,, brown, 50 pf. grey.

1 mark. 2 marks, lilac.

Envelope. 10 pf. rose, 2 sizes.

Cards. 5 pf. mauve in buff.

5 X 5 Pf. „
Band. 3 pf., green.

The following cutting from The Standard
of January 8th will interest our readers :

—

" The new German currency, marks and pfennigs,

is now fairly installed in every account-book in the
Empire. There is the slight drawback that the old
coins, and none but the old coins are still in circula-

tion, so every money transaction involves a conversion
from the old to the new. The reduction, however, is

of the easiest ; for, by a fortunate coincidence, while
the mark is just the third of a thaler, silbergroschen are
at once brought into pfennigs by the simple addition
of a o. Thus a telegram to England was formerly
taxed I thaler 26 silbergroschen ; it is now taxed
M.5.60 (I thaler multiplied by 3 equal 3 marks; 26
silbergroschen equal 260 pfennigs, or M.2.60—total,

M.5.60). In making the changes required by the
introduction of the new system at the Post-office, the
director, Ilerr Stephan, has weeded out of the tech-
nical language of the Post-office the French terms
which infested German official speech to the core,
and has given us what he considers good native equi-
valents for them. Thus the old post convert (envelope)
is now called a ' briefumschlag,' the paste restante has
become the ' postlager,' a mandat is an 'auftrag,' a
coupon reappears as a ' zinsschein,' per expris is phrased
'durch eilboten,' and so forth. As Kladderadatsch
says, ' We are beginning to speak German at last,

verstaudez-vous ?'"

From The Philatelist we learn that " the
sale of these new stamps took place first on
the 10th ultimo, but with instructions that,

in those districts of the Empire wherein the
silbergroschen currency was employed, the

stamps of 5, 10, 20, 25, and 50 pf. adhesives,

as well as the new post-cards and envelopes,

are not to be offered for sale until the cor-

responding values of the stock on hand, viz.,

the h, 1, 2, 2
J,

and 5 s.gr. is exhausted. The
stamps of the last set of 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, and 18

kr., the ^ and J s.gr., and the Hamburg local

% s.ch. lose all value for prepayment on New
Year's day ; but may be changed from that

date until the 15th of February for any of

the new issue equivalent in value to the total

amount offered, but not for cash. With re-

gard to the |, 1, 2, 2%, and 5 s.gr., the term

when they cease currency, and may be ex-

changed for others, will be notified hereafter.

The above notice was given by the Imperial

German Post-office, Berlin, Nov. 27, 1874."

The 2 mark is after the style of the previous

10 and 30 groschens, numerals in centre of

transverse oval, lettered above Deutsche Rcichs

Post, and full value below, engine-turning each

side, all on ground formed of minute repeti-

tions of the value; colour, lilac. This stamp
is essentially commonplace, and is by no
means an improvement on its predecessors.

The Philatelist says the 1875 series is every-

thing that is bad, in which we by no means
acquiesce; indeed we see no justification for

a remark of such a character. The 3 and

5 pf. are the handsomest, but the 10, 20, 25,

and 50 pf. are very striking, the whole of the

eagle being in relief, a fact which every one
appears to have overlooked in describing

them.

Guatemala.—We learn that the 5, 10,

and 20 centavos are altered in value to \, 1,

and 2 reales ; but the design remains un-

changed. We presume then, that the various

4 reales and 1 pesos are, or were, purely pro-

visionals. See the illustrations and remarks

in The Stamp Collector's Handbook.

Great Britain.—The present post cards

are now sold at sevenpence the dozen, in-

stead of sixpence halfpenny, and a second

variety is in preparation on card of a better

quality, at eightpence the dozen, to come
into circulation February 8th. We observe

that the new packets at sevenpence the dozen

have the word To omitted from the face. This

variety may reasonably be dated January 1st,

i875-
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Great Britain, \\p. Envelope. — The
January Le Timbre Poste chronicles the \\
penny envelope as now struck in brown. We
were not aware of any alteration, but from
enquiries made it seems that brown is to be
the future colour. There certainly seemed a

very possible confusion between the colours

of this value and the penny envelope, but
the shapes are different enough.

Helsingfors.— The curious little post

card for this town, is a compromise between
a wrapper, a letter, and a card. It is folded

in three, the top fold being very short, and
gummed so that it may be fastened down

;

when posted the ends are open like an empty
folded wrapper. The first edition, which ap-

peared in May or June, if not earlier, is on
white card ; the second and third editions

are on paper, the second bearing a monogram
in plain relief stamped in right corner. The
monogram is of the letters S.P.H. for Stads

Post Helsingfors, and we take it to be a mark
of authentication \ the third edition now

current is without the monogram. All the

editions were supplied to the public ready

folded, and all bear the current Helsingfors

stamp in the left corner, in shades of dark

and light green, value 10 pen.

Heligoland.—Messrs. Alfred Smith and
Co.'s Monthly Circular for January announces
that the stamps of this island are to be changed
in accordance with the new German currency

to the value of 1, 2, 5, 10, 25, and 50 pfennige.

Heligoland Post Card.—A new type-

set card has appeared, without value, colour

yellow.

Helsingfors Steam Navigation Co.

—

In September last an adhesive stamp was
issued by this company for payment of post-

age on letters conveyed by them. In the

usual style for Helsingfors, it is of several

colours combined, dark-buff, blue, and green-

ish, value 10 pen., with the usual serpentine

perforation, and white paper. The design is

principally a large 10, with blue lines of

shading on a deep blue ground, and sur-
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charged 10 penni in dull green ; this is all

within a white lettered circle bearing skar-
GARDS TRAFIK AKTIE BOLAGET, which being

interpreted (after Tfie S. CM.) signifies Traffic

of the Island-studded Coast, Joint Stock Com-
pany. It is lettered above in dark buff, ang-
bats-post or Steamboat Post, below tio

penni or 10 penni.

Hong Kong.—We have received many
specimens of high value bill stamps, which
have done duty as postals. They may prove
precursors of postals of equally high values.

They are the ordinary Stamp Duty labels of

Hong Kong, very handsome stamps of a

large size, and the only values we have seen

are 2 dollars sage-grey, 3 dollars lilac, 10

dollars rose. There is a good deal of Etrus-

can bordering, and the heads are placed
rather curiously ; ifwe have equivalent postals

we fear they will not be equal to these fiscals

in appearance.

Honduras.—We posses a stamp, which
came into our possession last June or July,

of a new die and colour which we have never
seen before, and it has never been chronicled.

It is very like the long-known 2 rs. stamps in

green and in rose, but is lilac ; the principal

points of difference are briefly these

:

a. The cap is like a triangle.

b. Lines of ground finer ; several clear lines under
each bottom number. In the rose and green
there are clearly two only on one side, and but
one on the other.

c. End leaf to right, large, lanceolate, and un-
shaded,

d. Right star unequal, right lower point especially

so.

e. Towers without left hand shading, and show
door and two windows clearly.

It does not seem to be at all suspicious in

colour or printing ; but we are surprised to

have heard no more about it.

Hungary.—The new series is in active

circulation, and embraces the following :

Stamps engraved in taille. donee, per/. 13.

2 kr. lilac 5 kr. red

3 ,, green 10 ,, blue

Envelopes, wink. Magyar Kir. Posta, lithographed.

3 kr. green 5 kr. red
10 kr. blue.

Journal Stamp.— 1 kr. orange.

Post Card, wmk. as Envelope, no border.—2 kr. brown,
stamp and inscription on buff paper.

All the above have an envelope with numeral
in centre under crown, with a different design

for each of the four classes above. There is

a fifth type, 1 kr. over crown, which breaks

a lettered circle inscribed Magyar kirlap
Belyeg ; it is a tax stamp for papers; and
is blue, imperforate. An edition of the now
obsolete 5 kr. envelope with head was struck

on the new paper, watermarked Magyar kir.

posta ; or, Royal Hungarian Post.

Italy.—By virtue of a law dated June
14th last, a series of official stamps and cards

has been authorised ; the stamps are to be
brownish-red; values, 2, 5, 20, 30c, 1, 2, 5,

10 lire.

Japan.—A doubled piece of paper forming

two oblong leaves (joined at the top) is the

Japanese post card. A light frame goes all

around the top leaf, and the stamp is also

there, but sideways. The back of the top
leaf is covered with native instructions ; the

part of the other leaf facing these is ruled

into an oblong frame with four lines, very

wide apart, for the communication. The
values are ^ sen and 1 sen ; the colour of

the h is indescribable—it is anything between
very yellow-brown, or very brown-yellow. The
1 sen had the stamp only indigo, the remainder
being a counterpart of the £ sen ; later the 1

sen has the stamp and frame in blue. A new
adhesive, value 6 sen, brown, has appeared.

Lagos.—The issue for this colony on the

West Coast of Africa consists of 1 p. lilac,

2 p. blue, 4 p. rose, 6 p. green, the design is a

reminder of the Dominica and St. Cristopher,

wmk. s.c. and crown, perforated.

Mexico.—To chronicle the values of the

1874 series is all we need to do

—

Stamps, a. without surcharge ; b. surcharge " Mexico"
in arch ; c. surcharge (other towns) in straight line.—
5 c. brown, 10 c. black, 25 c. blue, 50 c. green,

100 c. rose-red.

Envelopes, 10 c. green, 25 c. blue. A 5 c. is in

preparation.

Madeira.—The 100 reis is brown-lilac,

and the 240 r. with the straight end labels is

in use.

Natal.—The very handsome stamp of the

type illustrated has made its appearance; the

colour is described by The S. CM. as reddish

lilac.
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New Granada.—The 10 c. of last year

is here represented ; it exists in light and
dark shades on both wove and laid paper.

Le Timbre-Paste chronicles a 10 c. of 1868

type, in black-brown, which we cannot under-

stand as a natural colour.

Norway.—Our publishers received a sup-

ply from Drammens last July of the outlined

type of 2 sk., square, ultarmarine on white,

and 4 sk., larger square, blue on yellow,

enamelled paper.

Philippines.—The 1874 series resemble

the Cuban of 187 1 and 1874, but bears

Filipinas at top. We have seen only three

values— 13 c. de pes., lilac; 62 c, rose; 1

pes. 25c, brown. We wonder what the next

issue will show ? We have seen a few speci-

mens of the 1854 y 55, 1 rl., blue, surcharged—Habilitado por la Nation.

Peru.—A remarkably fine series of stamps,

envelopes, and unpaid labels has been pre-

pared, of which the unpaid series alone is at

present in use. The shape is long, which is

more the characteristic of a fiscal than a

postal, and the design consists of two parts,

as will be seen by our engraving of the 50
centavos ; but each value differs in the shape

of the labels bearing the value. The upper
half of the design is a copy of the steamship

in the centre of the 12-i c. of the United
States issue of 1869; the lower half bears

llama in shield. The values, &c, are these

:

5 {fined) centavos, vermilion ; full value in horse-

shoe label, broken at base by shield containing

large numerals ; star containing smaller numeral
at each prong of the label.

10 (diez) centavos, orange; full value twice in curved
horse-shoe label, broken by large numeral at

base.

20 (vciute) centavos, rich blue ; full value very like

5 c. ; but horse-shoe is not broken, as the

numeral is placed inside instead of upon; the

smaller numerals above are in tablets.

50 {cinciienta) cantavos, dark chocolate-brown ; full

value, as in illustration, in straight labels.

The llama series of 1867 is again in use,

provisionally no doubt. The envelopes and
other adhesives are of surpassing beauty;

and we trust to engrave them shortly.

Russian Locals.— These we intend to

catalogue, in continuation of The Handbook,
at an early date.

Sarawak.—The solitary 3 c. issued in

1 87 1 has at last some companions, of which

we have seen the following :
•

2 cents, mauve on lilac.

4 ,, brown on yellow.

6 „ dark green on dull green.

8 ., dark blue on dull blue.

12 ,, deep red on dull rose.

As the 4 c. is precisely the colour of the 3 cts.

it is probable that that value will cease to

exist. A further addition, a 24 c, has been
mentioned by The S. C. JIJ., but the colour

is not known.

Servia.—Many rumours have been current

of a new issue, and the January Ti/ubre-Poste

states that a type is being engraved in London,
similar, it is said, to the Belgians, of which
the printing will take place in Belgrade.

Spain.—Our next number will contain a
thorough account of the last twelve months'

emissions, varieties, errors, and forgeries of

this country, copiously illustrated.

S. Australia.—The 9 pence has been
some time mauve in colour. Errors of wmk.
exist, V and crown, of 2 p. and 4 p.

Switzerland.—We have specimens of a

new value, 15 cents, colour lemon-yellow; it

is for postage of patterns and book packets,

to other countries principally.

St. Helena.—The surcharge on the 2

pence is now more spread out, and the line

under is longer and thinner. A similar

modification took place in the 1 sh. some
months ago.

Tasmania.—Le Timbre-Poste says that the

following is the series of stamps now current,

wmk. cc and crown :

1 p., rose ; 2 p., green ; 3 p., brown ; 4 p., blue ;

9 p., yellow ; 10 p., lilac ; 5 sh., violet.

Turkey.—The stamps used for town
postage in Constantinople are surcharged,
" Cheir," in Turkish characters, and exist in

these varieties

:

"Cheir" in oval, black surcharge—
10 paras, lilac ; bistre

1 piastre, yellow

20 paras, red-brown
1 piastre, „

" Char" in oval, red surcharge—
10 paras, lilac ; bistre

1 piastre, yellow

20 paras, red-brown
I piastre, „
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"Ckeir" in circle, blue surcharge—
10 paras, lilac; bistre

1 piastre, yellow

20 paras, red-brown
1 piastre, „

The 10 paras is now in use imperforate, red-

violet, without and with " Cheir " surcharged

upon it in blue.

United States.—The printing of the

envelopes having passed into other hands,

has resulted in the appearance of new 1, 2,

and 3 c, which are but copies of the former

envelopes ; but the 2 c. is so badly done
that it is not possible to say whether the

head is the same as before or not ! They
are: 1 c, indigo on orange; 2 cents, brown
on straw and on white; 2 cents, larger

figure of value, brown on white
; 3 cents,

green on straw.

United States 1857 Envelope.—

A

few uncut and unused envelopes of the un-

attainable 6 c. red of this issue have been
for sale. It has been often doubted whether
this envelope was ever issued to the public

;

but we think it must have been, as Mr.
Nicolle has shown us a post-marked copy,

unfortunately cut to its shape, which has been
in his possession for at least ten years. The
entire envelope is of the long official shape,

white, and bearing the usual watermark.

Venezuela.—A 2 centavos yellow-green

is in use. The whole set is found sur-

charged, in minute type, Contrasenas Estam-
pillas de Correos, in two lines, which appears

to be a species of authentication. The
colour of the 1 centavo, the S. C M. says,

is lilac.

Victoria.—The 6 p. blue exists, water-

marked 2.

WurteMburg.—A very confusing batch

of novelties and alterations is here. Let
us take the latest first. The engraving re-

presents the new 20 pfennige, colour ultra-

marine, paper white, no watermark, perf. 12.

This value supersedes the 7 kr., and has not
much to recommend it in our estimation.

The 1 kr. green has been perf. 1 1 for some
little time. The 70 kr. is now printed in

rosy lilac, instead of the former dark brown-
violet The envelopes of 1 and 3 kr., with-

out envelope inscriptions, have been some

time in use, and bear a shield under crown
with branches and letters k. w. p., all em-
bossed in the form of a round seal for the

flap. The 2 kr. card with corded frame,

after commencing life in orange on dirty

grey-blue, got paler and paler, till it ended
its days the colour of a lemon, giving it the

most unwholesome appearance. On Novem-
ber 15 it was altered to rose on grey-blue

card of various shades. We presume the

colour is rose ; but the blue card gives it the

appearance of lilac.

gogus IJobtlfbs.

IBjWglOLDAVIA.—Early in the year, some
My reputed reprints of the 27 paras Cir-

cular made their appearance ; but they

were most unmitigated forgeries, and only

require a passing notice, with the comment
that no reprint is possible, and no original

attainable.

Luzon.—It is some two years ago since a

set of forgeries of the series dated 1854 y 55
made their appearance. They emanated from

the well-known Fohl of Riesa, in Saxony, and
seem attaining a considerable popularity of

late. The forgeries are all printed from the

same die, quite enough to condemn them
when seen together; but seen separately, they

might deceive many, and we will just point

out a simple test for each. The 1 and 2 rs.

genuine have Franco i R^ F'
1
-? and Franco

2 R^ F'
1'? respectively at top, and date below;

the forgeries bear Correos. 1854 y 55 -at top,

with value, written Franco i Rl and Franco
2 R'- respectively below. The forgeries of the

5 and 10 ctos. are slightly puzzling at first

sight ; for both the originals of these bear

Correos. 1854 y 55 at top, with Franco and
value below. The forgeries give twenty pearls

(complete and incomplete) in the oval. The
5 ctos. is yellow in lieu of orange ; the 10 ctos.

brick-red should be dark carmine, or very pale

washed-out red.

Berford's Express.—This is the name
of one of the very oldest American Express

Companies which issued stamps. A descrip-

tion of one appears in 1865 in the following

terms in the S. CM. : " Large 10 in centre, to
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California printed over it, Bedford & co.'s

express above, n° 2 astor house, n. y.

below, with glory around." Bedford is an evi-

dent misprint for Berford.

From that day till about a year ago no
further information was elicited concerning it,

but Mr. J. J. Casey, a.m., then editor of The
American Journal of Philately, stated in his

own paper that he had "found" a number in

Mr. Berford's Scrapbook, and that he had
obtained possession of them ; then, with the

untiring energy of a true Philatelist, he "found
the original stones " of the Berford stamps,

and straightway offered " reprints " of four

values right and left. The hard part of this

anecdote is, that Mr. J. J. Casey, a.m., took
the designs of these reprints to the New
York Graphic Company, and they " found the

stones " for him ! And it appears that no
original stones exist, and it seems the Graphic
Company executed a certain number from
the stones prepared by them, and then,

in a methodical and business-like manner,
"cleaned" the design off. No one would
have known all this but for the kind con-

sideration of Mr. S. Allan Taylor, who thus

explains himself in a letter to The Stamp
Collector's Magazine for last December :

"When I saw the price lists of European
dealers teeming with these abominations, I

thought it was worth my while to look up
the matter. No matter if I was a notorious

swindler, and chief of a ring of counterfeiters,

et al, I was never accused of being a fool, or

of being readily imposed upon. So I went
to work on the Berford subject, and after a
tedious and laborious investigation, occupying
and extending over a period of two months,
I at last discovered that the Berford locals

were executed by the New York Graphic
Company from designs brought to them, and
notfrom the original stones, for none such exist."

Mr. Coster also has something to say ; for

when this bubble burst, he naturally wanted
Mr. J. J. Casey to refund the cash received

by him for certain large lots sold to Mr.
Coster. Then the lively Casey says he sold

them "as a practical joke of the highest

kind !

" Gratifying to Coster, and rather

warm for Casey. It appears that our well-

beloved Allan Taylor had about the best of
it. Let brotherly love continue.

A Carlist Series.—A five-stamp set has

been concocted, printed, and, it is said,

brought out by a Belgian. The head of Don
Carlos is in an oval, and is by no means
agreeably drawn. The values and colours

are : 2 cuartos green, 4 c. brown, 12 c. yellow,

1 real blue, 2 reals red ; all perforated.

United States of Colombia.—A certain

Friedl of Vienna seems to be treading in the

footsteps of the aforesaid Fohl, and even
distinguishing himself in a line we deemed
peculiar to our old acquaintance, Allan Tay-
lor, that being the introduction of a set of

stamps as quite new and current in some
country ! But see the next paragraph. To
this new philatelic swindler belongs the du-

bious honour of promoting a pair of very

good forgeries of the Cubiertas of 1865,

better known as registration labels—the large

adhesive papers which are placed on registered

letters. The values imitated are the 25 c,

sin contenido, and 50 c, con contenido. The
genuine things show a peculiar d in estados,

there being a good-sized piece wanting in

the curve at the top part ; they both bear at

foot, outside the design, the name of the

lithographer who produced them— Lit. de

Ayala y Mcdrano. Bogota, 1865, in small

text; both these points are wanting in Friedl's

productions. Since writing the above we
have seen an evident second edition of Mr.

Friedl's cubiertas, bearing the imprint of the

genuine in small text ; but the d of estados
remains without the broken top, which will

still continue to render them easy of detec-

tion.

Vienna Officials.—Last Spring all the

magazines were " spreading themselves " on
certain stamps for the official correspondence

of the Austrian capital. We believe every-

one was taken in by them (we know that we
certainly were), for who would suppose that

a dealer in Vienna would have the effrontery

to make a series of stamps for his own city?

The thing, one would suppose, would be

found out so soon. It is only lately that

their non-postal nature has been proved ; at

the same time it has been elicited that such

a series has been in contemplation, although

no designs had been requested to be sent in,

and to call an essay which had never been
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even submitted to the official eye a bona fide

issue is rather too much. The design shewed
the double eagle in central oval on a dotted

background, the frame was rectangular and
inscribed com-frei-marke d. st. wien 3
kr. The engraving was faille douce, the

specimens, 3 kr. adhesive, deep lake, an en-

velope 5x5! inches, white, 3 kr. deep lake,

and another envelope which from the size

might be sold at so much per foot, being

13 x 5 inches, this bore two 3 kr. stamps
side by side, one being in lake, the other in

violet.

pbietos of fdjilatclital fMlicattans.

THE

STAMP COLLECTOR'S HANDBOOK.
By Edward L. Pemberton.

&
HE above work was published jointly

by Stanley, Gibbons, & Co., and
James R. Grant & Co., and appears

to have given considerable offence to the

proprietors of both The Stamp Collector's

Magazine and The Philatelist, each of whom
was so far forgetful of the common decency
that has hitherto obtained among stamp
magazines, as to decline to review it. When
we call attention to the fact that the most
wretched stamp publications, and even the

scurrilous effusions from Boston (Mass.), in

fact everything at all bearing upon philately,

of whatever nature, have hitherto had a fair

and impartial review, it will be very evident

that so marked and unprecedented a course

of action towards the author, whose time and
services had been so freely given to the

establishment of The philatelist, and the

strengthening of The Stamp Collector's Maga-
zine since the foundation of each, it will be
very evident, we repeat, that the reasons for

so acting could only be due to a fear that to

make our Handbook known would be to the

detriment of their own publication of Dr.
Gray in a serial form. So after all, perhaps,

we must not grumble ; but we shall certainly

not adopt such tactics ourselves, and shall

always review anything sent to us for that

purpose. Tine Stamp Collector s Handbook is

a strictly alphabetical catalogue of postage

stamps, the dates of each issue printed in

block types, giving great clearness and ren-

dering confusion impossible ; everything is

arranged in the order of issue, and not in

the old fashioned manner of stamps first and
envelopes after. The work contains over

200 pages, 700 illustrations, and is copiously

annotated throughout, the notes contain a

large amount of original matter and infor-

mation never before published. To quote
from the introduction,

" The aims of the present work are not ambitious.

A plain and strictly accurate list of postage stamps,
brought down to the month of publication, copious
notes relieving the monotony of the Catalogue, and
clear, reliable lists of the Confederate and Russian
Locals, form the whole of my plan. Technicalities

are carefully avoided, and, though collectors of va-

rieties will find all needful information, the peculi-

arities of watermark and perforation are made sub-

sidiary.

"The work is written as "A Stamp Collector's

Handbook," to be an every-day guide and handy
book, suitable and ready for reference on all ordinary
points. The Catalogue has been condensed as far as

consistent with accuracy, and should be of great ser-

vice, since no complete catalogue has been published

in English since 1870. The Appendix A, on Russian
Locals, beginning at page 155, is the only complete
list published; and the Appendix B (page 192), on
Confederate Locals, contains many now mentioned for

the first time in a catalogue."

The contents are, A General Catalogue

occupying 154 pages; an Appendix A on
Russian Locals occupied 27 pages; an Ap-
pendix B on Confederate Locals filling up 6

pages, and an Appendix C on United States

Locals.

The list of postage stamps is quite able to

take care of itself, the more difficult portions

of the work being the appendices. That upon
Russian Locals was sadly needed, and was
evidently a work of great labour ; it contains

lists of the emblems and distinguishing points

by which any local may be easily identified,

I

"A list of the districts in Russia issuing

j

postage stamps, classified in Governments,"

I

and with references to each particular de-

! scription. Then follow the locals, done al-

j

phabetically, profusely illustrated, and with

lengthy explanations and remarks on the

pros and cons, of which those upon Bogorodsk
may be quoted as a fair sample.

I have done my best to describe in simple language
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what I and others know about these four issues,

and fancy that the results are easy of comprehension,

though the types are really confusing. The existence

of unpaid stamps of two values is not incomprehen-

sible ; but I confess unpaid envelopes and unpaid
newspaper bands are not easily understood. They
can hardly be used by the post officials, unless they

find time hanging heavily on their hands, for they

would be obliged to re-direct them all. Their most
probable use may be that they are supplied to the

public at a nominal charge, who use them for such

correspondence or papers as they wish the receiver to

pay postage upon, which is collected by the postman
on delivery. This is only an idea ; but it must be
remembered that the essence of cheap postage is pre-

payment, and that prepayment is an innovation coeval

with postage stamps, which, if properly considered,

may explain these unpaid envelopes and bands as

being perhaps more in accordance with Russian ideas

than prepayment. The 5 kop blue was the First
Russian local found ! It was described in May, 1869,
and figured with the Borovichi in the following June.
The spinning-loom is an emblem of the particular

manufactures of the town.

Such a list of Russian Locals had been
positively a want for a year preceding its

publication. Very curiously, within a week
another very full list was published in Dr.

Gray's Catalogue; but it lacks the explana-

tory notes and the lists of emblems ; the

arrangement, too, is by provinces, which
nothing can condone in a work of reference,

for we are not studying geography, but stamps.

What a funny thing, that The Philatelist had
advertised " A Descriptive Catalogue of the

Russian Locals" for some two years, and
never did it till these lists appeared simul-

taneously in our Handbook and Dr. Gray's

work ! We all know it was only a coin-

cidence; but we somehow fancy that both
Mr. Pemberton and Mr. Overy Taylor had
a good many more headaches over them
than the writer in The Philatelist

!

The Appendix on Confederate Locals is

less full of detail, but will be found most
thoroughly complete, containing descriptions

of Goliad, Helena, Huntsville, Kingston,
Ringgold, and other rarities, the very names
of which are almost unknown.
The locals for other parts of the States

have not been catalogued, as it was useless

to give bare lists ; and space would not
permit of more. Still, illustrations are given
of many rarities, so that these locals are not
entirely neglected.

In conclusion, this work has many special

advantages, which may be briefly summa-
rised as

1. Accuracy of detail.

2. Simplicity of arrangement.

3. No technicality in description.

4. Portability.

The cover is tastefully designed, being

formed of post cards on a reduced scale,

and the low price places it within the reach

of all.

<2T0rr£Sp0atnmtt.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

THE WATERMARK ON THE NORTH GER-
MAN CONFEDERATION'S STAMPS.

Dear Sir,—In the first volume of your

journal, on pages 21 and 92, are some re-

marks on the watermark to be discovered in

the stamps of the North German Confedera-

tion. I have carefully examined more than

a thousand specimens to find this alleged

watermark, and found but five or six which
had the grayish undulations at the back. I

put one, a 2 gr. blue, in water, and found

that the marks or pattern quite disappeared

with the gum. My opinion is, that it is not

a watermark at all, but a grey surcharge on
the back, printed in aniline colour. The
latter would account for so few being found

;

for as the majority of the used specimens

have to be soaked in water to unback them,

the marks would of course disappear. I have
found £ gr. green, ^ gr. orange, 1 gr. rose, and
2 gr. blue, all perforated.—Yours truly,

London, Jan. H t/i. F. BREITFUSS.

[We have noticed the same circumstance ourselves,

and believe Mr. Breitfuss has hit upon the correct

explanation. We remember seeing somewhere a notice

of a 1 gr. stamp printed on a paper with a pattern or

bureU similar to that on the Alsace stamps ; but as our

correspondent's letter arrives at the last moment, we
are unable to refer to the circumstance. Can this in

any way bear upon the subject of the so-called water-

mark?—Ed.]

Note.—At the last moment our Engraver

has disappointed us with the blocks of the

Argentine Local.
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Philatelical Catalogue.
BY

EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.
Part I. may be obtained from James R. Grant & Co., containing 119 exact fac-similes

of all types of Alsace, Angola, Antigua, Antioquia, Argentine, Austria, Azores, Baden,

Bahamas, Barbados, Bavaria, Belgium, Bergedorf, Bermuda, Bolivar, and Bolivia.

A most magnificent work. The above, with 119 illustrations on three plates, with 51

pages of letter-press, crown octavo, and one page of woodcuts, may be obtained for 2s. 6d.,

post-free.

The price has been raised, and none can be sold under this price for the future.

THE

BY

EDWARD L. PEMBERTON.

OVER 200 PAGES OF LETTERPRESS & 700 ILLUSTRATIONS,

Post-free, 3J
-

. 3d. ; Abroad, 4s.

Wholesale, per Dozen, 2js. ; Abroad, 36^.

The most handy work of reference published, and the only Stamp publication ever

ignored by the English Philatelic press ; the reason is so obvious that we regard it as a fine

testimonial to the value of the work ; a faithful review of it must have injured the sale of

their own publications.
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C0 our lUa&irs.

UR space is inadequate to the demands
upon it; there is nothing in the pre-

sent number of a superfluous nature,

and yet we are unable to give the paper on
Post Cards, or that on Spain : they are simply

crowded out. We have arranged, therefore,

to increase the size of this magazine, and the

alteration will commence next month. We
believe we may count upon our subscribers

to continue the help they have hitherto so

kindly afforded in making The Philatelkal

Journal known amongst their friends ; and
according to us particulars of anything curious

or new, as such may arise.

Ito Russian Jtocals.

E hear from Mr. Breitfuss that, by dint

of indefatigable exertions, he has pro-

cured used specimens of numerous
different locals used in Russia for payment
of postage. He has kindly submitted to us

four specimens, which, as he says, " will

help to open the eyes of many pertinacious

doubters " if properly described ; and for

that purpose he has given us the exact trans-

lations and the remarks which are appended.

Bogorodsk.—An envelope from Bogo-

rodsk district post, 10 kop., pale blue of type

2 impressed on flap of a very large envelope,

bearing also four Imperial stamps, one of 1

kop. and three of 3 k. This letter was sent

from a little place (where the Imperial post

has no branch office) to Moscow. The
Bogorodsk stamp is the tax for the distance

to the nearest Imperial postal station ; the

Russian stamps, collectively representing 10

kop., prepay the charge from that station to

Moscow. It is obliterated twice with round

postmarks, meaning Post Waggon No. 11-12,

Nov. 10 and 11, 1874, respectively ; and
again at Moscow, Mosco Central Post De-
partment, 18/4, 11 Nov., 2 o'clock.

Beshepk.—This envelope is addressed

thus :

To Mosco,
Great Lubjanka (street),

House Prince Gali/.in,

In the warehouse of Gagin.

Td the nurse Alexandra Wassilierona.

March, 1875.

A 10 kop. Imperial stamp is on the face,

obliterated Beshepk, 15 Nov., 18j4; on the

flap is a 3 k. green Beshepk, obliterated like

the Imperial 10 kop., and also Mosco Central

Post Department, 18^4, 16 Nov., and another

Moscow postmark of 18 Nov.

The green Beshepk was first obliterated by
two pencil strokes ; the stamp serves to pre-

pay from the village of Iwanowskoe to

Beshepk, the nearest Imperial post.

The name of the local is not Beshetsk

or Bejetzk, as till now erroneously described,

but Beshepk, of which Mr. Breitfuss holds

the proof. The stamp itself is printed in

sheets of twenty types, and bears in four

lines Mai'ca (stamp), b. z. (Beshepk Rural),

Potchti (post), 3 c. (3 kop.), all within a fancy

type border of crosses, black on green wove
paper.

Podolsk.—We are favoured by two used

specimens of this local on letters. The first

bears this address :

Government of Mosco, Podolsk District.

In the Wostrowsk circuit,

In the village, in the passage of Monow.
To the shepherd Peter Mironow.

A very important soldier's letter.

The Russian 10 k. stamp has the oblitera-

tion, Borowsk, ig Aug. 1874; on the back
is the Podolsk local of the smaller type,

cancelled by two pen-strokes. There are

two round postmarks, Borowsk, ig and 20
Aug., 1874, respectively, as well as the mark
of the Imperial office, where the letter was
given over to the local post, viz., Podolsk, 21
August, 1874. This letter was sent from the

town of Borowsk, via Podolsk, toWostrowsk.

The 5 k. local affixed at Podolsk is here a

chiffre taxe (or unpaid label), to denote the

amount, 5 kop., that the receiver will have
to pay for the distance from Podolsk to the

village of Wostrowsk, or, rather, to the

poetical pasturage where the weary postman
seeks the shepherd Mironow, to whom is

addressed this " very important soldier's

letter." The writing of such communica-
tion must be a weary matter, if we may
judge by the verbosity of the address.

The other Podolsk specimen is scarcely so

flowery in its superscription, neither is the

postal lesson it conveys quite so intricate as

in the last instance. The address is

—
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To the Podolsk District (Mosco Government),
Village Petrovskoe.

To the Reverend
Minister Gavril Semenovich Pokrowsky.

Woronovsk Circuit.

The Imperial stamp is obliterated by an
oval containing dots with a figure 8 in their

midst. The Podolsk is dated across, in ink,

11 September. The back of the envelope

bears the hand-stamp, Mosco Central Post
Department, 1874, 8 Sept., and the hand-
stamp of Podolsk, g Sept., 1874. This letter

was sent from Moscow to Podolsk.

It is a question of time, and nothing more,

to obtain obliterated specimens of the other

locals.

§0jgus ftnfalftcB.

NITED STATES of COLOMBIA.—
In addition to the forged Cubiertas of

1865, we have seen a forgery of the

1870 issue, 50 c. It accompanies those of
1S65, and it may be detected by being much
too clearly printed. The genuine shows a
white spot in the thick part of the S of

Salio, which the forgery does not. The
latter on the ruled tablet shows irregular

ruling over the word remite, the three top
lines being too close, and not extending right

across the tablet ; that is to say, there are

three fine lines over remite on the left in

the forgery which are not carried all across,

as the middle one breaks towards the centre,

and runs into the top one. In the genuine,
if there be any crowding, it begins on the

right side, and does not extend any distance.

The following further points occur to us on
the forgery. Top of e in estados is too
large, as also the e in de ; in both cases
the top limb is longer than the lower one,
especially in estados, where it looks most
exaggerated.

In Certificacion con contenido, the

middle word has on above line of c, the n
being especially out, as the last stroke is

shortest. Taking it as a whole, it is a first-

rate imitation, and we fear has been exten-
sively circulated.

Mexico.— Some of the most specious
imitations we ever saw have been sent to

us for opinion, and we are indebted to the

acuteness of Mr. E. Clarke for detecting

them. There are all values of the old

Hidalgo of 1857 and 1861, surcharged at

sides with many varying names, bearing many
different postmarks, and in each case the

postmark is the right and proper one for the

town whose surcharge has been placed on
the stamp. Now this points to increasing

acuteness and skill on the part of—shall we
say Engelhardt Fohl? He can only be met
by prompt action and the exposure of his

" novelties " at the earliest possible moment.
There is one thing which, instantly strikes

any one accustomed to the handling of

stamps. These specimens, though post-

marked, have no gum ; and inasmuch as

they have never been soaked in water, it

cannot have been removed : the backs are

fresh and glossy. But for this circumstance,

we really think they would have passed our

detective eye. After noticing this, and hand-

ling them curiously for some time, we found

several (amongst the one hundred specimens

sent) bearing Oajaga as a surcharge. If we
had found one, it might have passed as a

variety {Mexico is spelt Mejico ; why not

Oajaga then?), especially as the specimens

were correctly obliterated Oaxaga in that

oblong label of a postmark common to

many Mexican towns ; but as there were a

good many of these with Oajaga, we con-

cluded to compare them with originals, as

we began to think they looked a little too

finely printed. This was certainly ending

where we ought to have commenced ; but

we mention how gradually our suspicions

were aroused to show the goodness of the

deception. Of course this soon exposed the

fraud ; but we found that it was an excep-

tionally dangerous one, the die being imitated

by lithography line for line and stroke for

stroke in a very careful manner. Any one

acquainted with the originals will remember
that fine clear impressions are exceptional

;

these forgeries give every single line of back-

ground and of shading of the coat with

extreme clearness, and of course rather err

therein. Still, very fine impressions may be

found amongst the genuine, and therefore

this point cannot be insisted upon as a

reliable test. The real tests are the shape

of the nose and forehead, certain points in
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coat, and the lettering at top, which may be
briefly summarised thus :

A.

—

Shape of nose and forehead.

Genuine.

Nose is straight in out-

line, and the tip long.

The forehead is shaded
right across, from side to

side, without any break
in the centre, by bands
of dots.

Genuine.

Collar on right side is

broad and not pointed.

Band round throat

formed of six lines.

Genuine

c of Correos straight.

o of Mejico above level

of c. Letters jico are

all uneven.

Forged.

Outline ofnose is not so

straight, and is rounded
at tip, giving a heavy
"fleshy" look to it. The
shading of forehead cer-

tainly breaks in places,

especially on the top, left

side.

.

—

The coat.

Forged.

The collar on right side

is distinctly pointed.

Band round throat

broader, and formed of

seven lines.

The word Mejico.

Forged.

c of Correos slanting.

jico are all pretty

even, o is square, and
in line with C.

Guadalajara.—With the Mexicans we
saw a well-executed forgery of the 2 reales

1868 on lilac paper of a woven texture. It

is hardly possible to seize any point as a

test ; for the exaggerated character of the

initial letter of franco was imitated, and
other such points. It will be remembered
that on all genuine Guadalajaras this f is

more than f, but not a full-grown e. The
great fault is that the forgery is too clearly

printed. We think that all genuine Guada-
lajaras will show dots and specks about and
in the letters and circle. No forgery does

this to any extent, though the one in question

has had some of the letters carefully blurred

at their edges after printing.

Wknden.—There is a little blue circular

label, inscribed IVaidc/isc/ic Kreis Briefpost,

which has been known from the dark ages of

philately, and which, though scoffed at by
many, we always believed (and still believe)

to be a genuine postage stamp. Anyhow, it

was so rare that its scarcity, and possibly its

meanness, allowed it to remain unbadgered
by its opponents, and unforged by Fohl,

until we quoted it in our Handbook in the

following terms :

Name in circle round ornament ; no value. Col.

imp. square, blue. It is quite unattainable, and has
never before been included in any catalogue.

Since then some enterprising genius has
made a very fair imitation, of which we hope
to receive a specimen for description shortly.

Saxony.—A reprint of the second issue

has taken place, if we may judge from speci-

mens of the 2 n. gr. black on blue, lately

offered in quantities ; the colour is too pale,

having a slightly greenish caste, the gum
has been stained with something yellowish

to give an appearance of age, in which it

signally fails. The gum on all the originals

in our possession is white, and more or less

cracked ; the gum on these presumed re-

prints is perfectly smooth, glossy, and recent

in appearance.

ilcsusritattons.

anfr

fppra||NGOLA.—Several changes of shade

||a!l have occurred in these stamps. The
10 we have seen in lemon, the 25 in

light pink with a dash of lilac in it, and the

100 in brighter lilac.

Argentine Local.—We now give the

illustration which should have accompanied
our last number, value 20 c. lilac, 20 c. blue,

as described on page 4.

Antioquia.—We give an illustration of a

new 5 c. type which has lately appeared.

The colour is green : as for the design, we
cannot say more about it than it shows, for it

has very little to recommend it. We can
briefly say, that it looks every inch a Granada.

Confederate Provisional.—We annex
an illustration of the latest resuscitation—

a

stamp of the value of 5 cents, issued at the

Court House, Pittsylvania, Va Its authen-

ticity seems to be unanimously admitted

without the usual evil speaking and slander-

ing so frequently bred by a discovery of this

kind. Since Pittsylvania lies contiguous to

Fredericksburg, this seems surprising. It

has been introduced by Mr. W. H. Bruce,

whose name has ever been above suspicion.

The colour is given as red, and our illustra-

tion tells the rest.

In addition, we hear that a 10 c. has also

been discovered, happily on the original

letter, of which photographs have been taken.
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The colour is not mentioned. The same
gentleman has found a 5 c. black, Nashville.

British Honduras.—The 1 penny is

now darker blue, and the 6 penny a much
brighter shade. The whole series is printed

on paper much less glace than that used by
De La Rue heretofore ; it therefore takes the

impression better, and the appearance of the

stamps is much enhanced thereby.

Cuba, 1874.—The recently-printed speci-

mens of this series show that the plates are

quite worn out ; some of the impressions are

so bad that they appear like forgeries of very

wretched execution. Of the 25 c. there are

three distinct colours—lavender, rose -lilac,

and deep red-violet. The 50 c. varies con-

siderably, as also the 1 peseta, but principally

as light and dark shades.

The 50 c, 1875, is the only one of the

new series we have seen ; it is green. The
series had not come into use in Porto Rico
on despatch of the last mail of January 28th.

Danish of 1875.—The colour of the

service 1875, 3 ore, is violet, and of the 32

is green. In going over some packets of 8

ore envelopes, we found one impressed with-

out colour. In this number we chronicle a

penny English so printed, and in Swiss

envelopes we have found the same error

;

amongst United States envelopes the same
thing has been found. They must all of

them be considered as rarities, and acci-

dental.

Guatemala.—The set of embossed enve-

lopes in hand for the Government of Guate-
mala are ready for delivery by the Columbian
Bank-note Company of Washington. The
envelopes have been made by Nesbit and
Co. No details have transpired as to the

design.

Great Britain.—It was rather surprising

to find that the cards of a better quality

advertised to appear in February, at eight-

pence the dozen, were something new. The
whole design is printed in dark red on fine

white card. It was issued February 1st. The
1 1 penny envelope in brown has been issued

in that colour since March 1st, 1874 ! We
give the date as supplied to us from Somerset
House, or we could hardly credit that an
English stamp should remain unknown for

nine months. It merely shows that envelopes

of this value have practically little currency.

We have heard of an envelope of 1 penny
embossed without colour, and which passed

through the post.

German Empire.—We now engrave 'the

stamp of 2 marks, lilac, belonging to the new
issue. It does not appear that 1 and 3 marks
are issued, probably the existing and corre-

sponding values of 10 and 30 gr. are found

sufficient for the official work for which they

are destined.

All registered letters from Germany now
bear a small oblong label, linear frame, Ein-

geschrieben. No., all printed in red, the No.

being filled in by pen and ink.

The post cards without stamp, just re-

ceived, have been a little altered. Under
the word Postkarte is inserted Auf die Vor-

derscite ist nur die Adressc zu schreiben.

An is lower down, and commences a

line. The lines are five ; the two last being

shortened, and commencing respectively with

(Bestimmungsort) and
(
Wbhnung) in brackets

as here printed.

Of the post cards without any inscriptions,

we have the following varieties :

—

a. Six dotted lines, c. 154 in lower corner, brown-
buff card.

b. Six dotted lines wider apart, and without c. 154,

on cream and several shades of brown-buff
card.

Heligoland.—Mr. Senf states that a 10

pf. envelope and 5 pf. card will form parts of

the new series, no portion of which is yet

issued to the public.

Hawaiian Islands.—The National Bank-

note Company, which has of late been com-
mending itself to philatelists particularly for

the beauty of the postage stamps issuing

from its Atelier, has again merited all possible

praise for the two new values of the Hawaiian
stamps, just prepared, and which, perhaps,

complete the series. The values are 2 keneta,

brown ; 1 2 keneta, black.

The former has for design a three-fourth

portrait to left of the present king, Kalakana,

in ordinary civilian's dress, within an upright

oval ; H. 1. postage in small capitals above
;

value in words, elua keneta, below ; the

figure 2 in each corner; ornamental scroll-

work abounding.
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The latter has a manly full-face portrait

of Prince Leluhoku (the heir-apparent and
brother of the king), in full military costume,

at least all that can be seen of it. This

portrait is within lettered oval frame, contain-

ing h. 1. postage above ; keneta between
ten pairs of stars below. The numerals 12

in each angle. In the 2 k. the portrait is on
groundwork of horizontal lines; in the 12 k.

it is on groundwork of horizontal and per-

pendicular lines.

Of course the main beauty of these stamps

consists in the beautiful finish and truthful-

ness of the portraits. One remarkable fact

about the king may be gleaned from the

stamps or his photograph, there is a close

resemblance to the Caucasian type. Not so

with the Prince; for he displays the flat nose

and thick lips of the full-blooded negro with

the anomaly of the white man's hair. One
would call him a negro, speaking locally, not

etymologically, if one did not remember that

he is a Polynesian.

Keneta is the musical equivalent for cent

in the Hawaiian tongue, as it is hardly neces-

sary for us to repeat.

Honduras.—The 2 rs. lilac, noticed in

our last, is evidently a portion of a new
series; we hear of a 3 and 4 reales values,

one of which is yellow, but we do not know
which of them.

Italy, Official.—Official stamps appear
to be the order of the day. Our illustration

will enable us to dispense with descriptions

of the Italian official stamps issued January
1 st, 1875. The outer corner ornaments,

however, differ in each value; these are 2, 5,

20, 30 centesimi, 1, 2, 5, 10 lire. Colour
the same for all—rather a dull rose. Le
Timbre-Poste calls them red-violet. The
watermark is spread over the sheet, and
consists of the royal arms. The perforation

is 14.

India.—The new service stamps, marked
On H.Af.S., appear to have arrived in

England for the first time on November 1st;

only the £ and 1 anna are yet known.

Mauritius, Britannia.—An idea has

been gaining ground that the stamps of the

old series recently offered are reprints. We
never thought so ourselves for a moment

;

and if doubts should still remain in the

minds of any, they will be entirely set at

rest by the following statement from the

postmaster at St. Louis, kindly forwarded to

us by Mr. E. Clarke. It is dated November
26th, 1874 :

With regard to stamps similar to that annexed, I

beg to acquaint you that they have all been disposed

of by Government to certain persons here, on the sole

condition that they should not be used for the prepay-

ment of letters.

New Orleans.—Our old correspondent,

Mr. T. C. Bourne, communicates to us the

interesting fact of the discovery of a Post

Office Local for New Orleans, used in 1845
or 1S46. The stamp bears the name of

Raines M. BncJianan with value 5 cents

below, all within a slight oblong frame. It

is printed in black on white laid paper. We
trust that some further information of its

issue and currency may be found in the

files of New Orleans papers of those years.

There does not seem any reasonable doubt

that the discovery is bond fide, as large num-
bers of known post-office stamps from other

cities were found on the same collection of

letters.

New Zealand.—The lately defunct 2

pence in various shades of orange-red and
rose-red has been found by us with the

following variations in the paper :

1st. With the Government watermark, a star.

2nd. A return to the letters N.z. of former days.

3rd. A use of paper watermarked with large

lozenges, alternately shaded with vertical lines.

4th. Paper without any watermark.

The third variety, it has been attempted to

explain, is but marginal, or the edging to the

ordinary star-watermarked sheet. This does

not appear to us in any way feasible, and

for these reasons :

—

If it were the edging, it would be common
to all values ; but it has only been seen on
the 2 p., whilst that value, and that value

alone, is further found on other provisional

papers, showing that the authorised or go-

vernmental paper ran short. We have seen

the bordering to the star-watermarked, and

to the current sheets, neither of which show
any shaded lozenges or any tesselated edging

whatever.

The few specimens of the current set,

known to us on paper blued by the gum,
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are likely to remain scarce, as their use

appears to have been experimental and very

limited.

Orange States.—In a large parcel of used

6 penny stamps we found a few specimens,

which, by gas-light, were identical in colour

with the 1 penny value. By daylight, how-
ever, they are not the same, being brown-

lake. In all probability this is due to an

accidental mixing of the colours of the two
values in printing.

Peru.—The new series has arrived in

Europe. Strange to say, three are our old

friends revived of 1866. The remainder are

2 centavos, violet, of the type already en-

graved, bearing shield, banners, &c, with

rising sun behind.

50 centavos, very dark green, sun rising from
behind mountain ; see illustration.

1 sol, flesh, sun in full shine ; see illustration.

We imagine the manner in which the sun

is diposed on the two high values is some-
thing of a conceit; the 50 c. (or half sol)

shows but half a sun ; the 1 sol shows one
complete sun.

The values of the 1866 series, revived, are

5 c. green, 10 c. vermilion, and 20 c. brown.

The whole of the new values, and also the

four unpaid labels described in our last, have

a grid embossed through each stamp, after

the fashion introduced by the United States.

The envelopes are of the type engraved,

viz.,

2 centavos (Jos), strong blue on orange-buff.

5 ,, (cinco), yellow-green on white.

10 ,, (die'z), vermilion ,,

20 ,, \viente), violet „
50 ,, (cinatenta), carmine ,,

Opinions are not in unison as to the design

being a perfect success. All are agreed that

it is beautiful ; but Le Timbre-Poste strikes

the key-note, in saying that the artist prob-

ably sought his inspirations in a cemetery.

There is a suspicion of the gravestone in the

slab-like appearance of the labels, and the

tassels and cord hanging below like funeral

trappings. There is a different size for each
value, of which the 5 c. is the least, then the

10 c, 2 c, 20 c, and 50 c.

Persia.—Like Cabul, Persia is a hard nut
for philatelists. The issue of stamps has
been announced and contradicted over and

over again. Le Timbre-Poste states that a

correspondent has received from Teheran
two values not yet chronicled, but which
answer to the type already known. They
are badly printed, and not perforated.

16 shahees, blue; 32 shahees, rose. *

Portuguese Indies.—The last specimens
received of 300 and 600 reis are printed on
blue-grey paper, and of the third type.

Rotterdam Private Card.—The red

ioc. card used by a company of carriers in

Rotterdam has been altered. Le Timbre-

Poste quotes two varieties, both 10 c. lilac on
white, viz.,

a. Deltschepoortplein after Spiti, and consequent
change in whole disposition of inscription.

b. The word Goudschesingel in addition, and the

suppression of een Waariorg- Coupon.

Roumania.—Since January 1st these cards

have been modified, the two lines of inscrip-

tion, Carta dc posta, are suppressed, and
Carta de posta is now printed in double-line

letters.

Russian Locals.—Herewith we give illus-

trations of three new types :

—

]\

SI

£

?IA,TMhL>KtiSA>t

2Kon>vk
\3A JIOTV!

.1 T>OVTA-
»;.-;

TSCHEMBAR. MALMISH.

The first is Tschembar, in the government

of Penza; it resembles the design of the

Imperial stamps at first sight, and like them
is in two colours, though their arrangement

is quite different. " It is printed in black,

with a ground of green, covered by crossed

diagonal lines." Thus, Le Timbre-Poste, but

by no means clear. Are the lines of colour

black, and the whole of the stamp on a solid

green ground ? or the centre a green ground,

and the diagonal lines green ? The value is

5 kop.

Malmish is the oblong stamp of a very

slight degree of elegance. When we say

that Malmish is in the government of Viatka,

and that the stamp is red, we feel that we
have run through all our ideas, so will come
to a full stop.
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Tichvin is in the government of Novgorod,
and has produced some of the worst stamps

known. M. Moens considers this a more
ridiculous type than the last. Though we can
see nothing lovely about it, it seems to us

essentially useful, since the figure of value is

the only item of design. We have nothing

more to say.

Switzerland.—The new 15 c. is not used
for postage it appears, but for insufficiently-

stamped money orders.

St. Helena.—The 6 p. is now ultra-

marine, watermark cc and crown.

Salvador.—A rumour comes to us from
Leipsic that a new series is in contemplation.

Spain.—We engrave the new war tax 5 c,

the 10 c. is the same, but the numerals are

on lined ground. The colours and printing

are most wretched; 5 c. dull green, 10 c.

lilac. The cards bearing Targeta (error G for

j) are in active use ! We presume they are

being used up rather than print a fresh supply

in the face of the accession of King Alfonso.

Suez Canal.—A journal which aspires to

be a leading organ, and which so considers

itself, ought to be careful not to make itself,

and English philately through it, a laughing-

stock to Continental critics, and a perpetual

blister to its friends. Surely it has been
conclusively proved again and again that

only one type of stamps for the Suez Canal
Company ever had currency. Anything
different must be an essay or a forgery ; but

a sparse remark about " a set in a collection,

strikingly different in type from those usually

found," does not give any information, and
can lead to no discussion, since no one can
discern where the striking differences lie.

The only fact which can be discovered with

any certainty is, that the whole thing is a

mare's nest. It is almost superfluous to add
that it occurs in The Philatelist.

Tasmania.—Mr. Philbrick says that the

Tasmanian set described in our last, after Le
Timbre-Paste, has the 10 p. black and water-

marked 10, all the others bearing tas ob-
liquely, as usual.

Tolima.—A notable resuscitation has oc-

curred. The little oblong stamps of the

first issue have been found in two values, 5

and 10 cents, and several sheets have been
brought to light. These are on white paper,

with blue ruled lines, same as first chronicled

in the first number of this journal. They are

printed in sheets of ten stamps, of which the

upper six are 5 c, and the remaining four

10 c. The errors and variations are very

numerous, and our publishers have issued a

photograph as likely to be of service to the

bulk of collectors, since the originals may be

considered practically unattainble. The 5 c.

may be classed into the following issues :

1st. 5 c. on blue quadrille paper, 4 types

2nd. 5 c. on blue laid paper, 6 types.

3rd. 5 c. on pale buff paper, 6 types,

4th. 5 c. on white paper, 6 types.

10 c. ,, 4 types.

The 4 types used for the 10 c. appear the

same as the 4 types used for the first issue

of 5 c. : two of these have vale 5 cts. in

capitals, the remaining two in ordinary type.

The classification above given is the synopsis

of that adopted by M. Moens, in the February

Le Timbre-Postc.

Transvaal.—The 1 p. red, and 6 p. dark

blue, have appeared perf. 13, and Le Timbre-

Poste mentions the existence of the 6 p. with

an eagle like that on the 3 pence ; it is bright

blue.

United States.—A truly gorgeous series

of stamps has been issued by the post-office

department, for the payment of parcels of

newspapers, &c. We engrave two types, that

with the Indian is common to the 2, 3, 4, 6,

8, 9, and 10 cents, and all are in black. The
figure of Justice on the other is common to

12, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72, 84, and 96 cents, all

of which are printed in carmine. These values

are a tolerably heavy investment unused,

amounting to nearly five dollars at face, but

the succeeding ones are simply prohibitive,

reaching one hundred and ninety-eight dollars

at face. The incessant multiplication of un-

paid letter, and official types, and now this

extensive series of U. S. periodical adhesive

stamps, causes us to be rather apprehensive

of mischief to true philately, as making the

collection of postage stamps too wearisome

and endless. However, it must always re-

main an open question, " What shall we
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collect?"

scribed :

•? dollars

These high values are thus de-

12

24
36

48

60

Vermilion, female figure, with wreath
resting on spear.

Ultramarine, female figure with book
and pencil.

Orange, female figure with helmet and
spear; numeral below.

Green, female figure with lamp.

Purple, female figure holding arrows.

Red, female figure with model of ship

in right hand.

Brown, female figure feeding eagle from

a glass.

Pale purple, Indian girl with bunch of

grapes in her hand ; tent in distance.

Wells, Fargo, and Co.—The new blue

label issued by this Company for the pre-

payment of newspapers over their route was
first printed upon stout paper, badly per-

forated 12; it is now on thinner paper and
rouletted.

Wurtemburg.—The post cards employed
in this kingdom are simply bewildering. No
sooner was the rose 2 kr. card with corded

frame well established than it was abandoned,
and the old style of black letterpress and
coloured stamp revived in the person of a 2

kr. violet on blue card ; the frame is omitted,

but the letterpress and lines are unaltered

though printed in black. It probably ap-

peared January 1st, 1875. The 70 kr. rosy-

lilac has another distinction besides its colour.

This value is printed in sheets of six stamps
;

the dark brown-violet was with one dotted

line between and around the stamps to indi-

cate the roulette marks, but they were not

rouletted. The rosy-lilac shows two clotted

lines between the stamps, neither of which is

rouletted.

NFORMATION is sadly required

about the few specimens known to

exist of these stamps. The first set

ever seen was described in our publishers'

PJiilatelical Circular> No. 9, of November,
1873. Herein we illustrate two values out

of the five known, to show the two divisions

into which the five values may be formed.

With these engravings description is super-

fluous ; the inscription on all five reads,

literally, Due of the Post Office of the Capital,

Cabul, with date as below given.

Type I.

Value above head, date A.H. 1288 (A.D.

1871-72), col. imp., thick white-laid paper;
shape, a diamond.

1 Shdhee, black.

2 Sunar (?), black, illustrated.

3 Abbdsee, black.

Type II.

Value below head, date A.H 1289 {A.D.

1872-73), col. imp., thin lemon-tinted paper;

shape, square.
6 Shahees, maroon.
1 Rupee, maroon, illustrated.

It was distinctly stated to us that they had
been issued for postage at Cabul, by the

order of Shere Ali, and the sole device of

the tiger's head has reference to his name, as

our Indian readers will know, Shere meaning
"tiger." There is no doubt whatever in our

own minds that they are bona-fide postage

stamps, and if confirmation is required of

their postal character, Mr. Philbrick possesses

an obliterated specimen. The disturbed state

of Cabul must account for the fact that

they are not at present attainable, and that

only an odd set or so has dribbled into the

hands of collectors or dealers. We are in-

debted to Mr. C. Rien for the translations

given.

The value, as originally given to us, were

1, 2, 4, 8 annas and 1 rupee, though the

translation points to a different currency.

We are too ignorant of the currency in use in

those parts to throw any light on the values

of these labels. We can only suppose the

words Sunar and Abbascc to represent coins

intermediate with 1 and 6 shahees. It should

be noted that Dr. Magnus gave the two high

values as 10 shahees and 1 rupee. Our 6

shahees, or Dr. Magnus' 10, points either to

12 or 20 shahees to the rupee. If the cur-

rency is the same for Persia, the values at

face of the two stamps of 16 and 32 shahees,

given in our Novelties this month, are rather

high for local postals.

For the convenience of collectors, and as

a safeguard against forgery, our publishers

issued a photograph of the five values of the

actual size of the originals, which will be

found useful.
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f orfo gtC0.
1874. 25 c. light blue, varying to very deep

muddy shades.

50 c. (?)

T should be generally known by this

time that the island of Porto Rico

has not used the postage stamps of

its sister Cuba, as they were used in

Cuba. The stamps of 1868 and 1869 sur-

charged Habilitado per la Nacion were

used solely in Porto Rico. The head of

Liberty of 1870, and the figure of Liberty of

187 1, passed current, without official deface-

ment prior to usage, both in Cuba and in

Porto Rico. Amadeo, however, was never

acknowledged by the Porto Ricans, and the

stamps bearing his head were therefore sub-

ject to a kind of guarantee that they were

worthy to be used by the Porto Ricans for

the prepayment of their letters. This was
effected by the surcharge of a copy of the

governor's paraplie, or private sign-manual

on every stamp. The only values of the

Cuban type of 1873, which we have seen

with the signature, are those which every one

else has seen, viz., 25 c, 50 c, and 1 peseta.

The \z\ c. is the only one unknown ; but

we agree with Mr. de Ysasi, than whom we
could have no better authority, that as this

value was never required in Porto Rico, it

cannot exist. From what we learn through

a correspondent in the island, the 12^ c.

value is unknown there; he says, when send-

ing our publishers the 25 c, 50 c, and 1

peseta unused, that the 12-i c. is not to be

had, though he will do his best to procure it.

We do not think it exists ; he forwarded three

thousand used specimens of "signed," 1873
and 1874, and, whilst there was a large

number of the 1 peseta surcharged, there was
not a single copy of a 12^ c. either without

or with surcharge. As they were all collected

in the island, there can hardly be a doubt
whether the 12^ c. is used. The dated issue

of 1874, Cuba, used in Porto Rico, is like-

wise surcharged ; but the signature is different

with that on the series of 1873, though why
it should be so we cannot imagine, and our

correspondent vouchsafes no information.

We have found the following clear varieties :

1873. 25 c. pale lilac, light and dark slate.

50 c. pale brown, chocolate.

1 peseta, pale chestnut, rich brown.

peseta (?)

1873- 1874.

Bontrstbc Jhmbltnigs.

BY QUELQU'UN.

HE question, "What is a postage

stamp?" has called forth definitions

from numerous authorities in philately,

and amongst the uninitiated it may possibly

excite some curiosity to know why the ques-

tion is only asked now, when stamp collect-

ing has entered upon its third lustrum, and
why there should be any difficulty in answer-

ing the question. In reality the question is

not now asked for the first time, but up to

the present time the reply has been "anything

you please." In the early days of stamp

collecting, anything in the way of a stamp

was deemed worthy of admission into " my
album ;" and it is only lately that some of

the albums which were furnished with re-

served places for each stamp were weeded of

Irish petty session's stamps, blockade stamps,

envelope stamps issued by private firms, &c.

When the collection of postage stamps first

commenced, about 1862, the varieties might

be reckoned by a few hundreds ; in the short

space of ten years they have been multiplied

tenfold. No wonder, then, that when a

population increases so rapidly, it becomes
a matter of some importance to ascertain

which are of the true blood, and which are

not ; what gens sans aveu may have crept in

unawares, and whether it may not be for

the public good to banish some, which,

by special favour, were admitted when the

population was small. "My album" is be-

coming too unwieldy, to say nothing about

its becoming very costly, even if ordinary

stamps alone are admitted, while special

luxuries can only be indulged in by the
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favoured few who can afford to purchase

them at ,£20 apiece.

When, therefore, the question is asked,

"What is a postage stamp?" and a definition

is given of what constitutes the qualifications

necessary to the admission of a stamp to the

full rights of citizenship as a postage stamp,

it is asking a very pertinent question, and is

doing great good in ventilating the subject

and calling the attention of philatelists to it.

I say nothing against the collection of all

sorts of stamps if people like it ; but it is

not possession of stamps which is requisite

to make "my album" perfect in its way;

the great point, depend upon it, is the proper

classification of those which you do possess.

The definition of a postage stamp, accord-

ing to Mr. Taylor, is a stamp that " prepays

postage, or, in other words, it is a conven-

tional sign adopted to evidence the payment

of a sum of money to secure the carriage of

a letter or paper by the post-office to a given

destination." This definition, as will be seen,

excludes any stamps which do not actually

express postage paid, and therefore it ex-

cludes stamps representing postage due or

to be paid by the receiver. Mr. Taylor

admits these by a side door, as representing

postage. But, then, up starts another writer,

and says, if you admit stamps which represent

a sum to be paid by the receiver, you open
the door to the admission of hand-stamped

figures, because " if Great Britain uses a

large impressed figure, or a mere pen-mark,

to show what is to be paid by the receiver,

and France uses a label for the same pur-

pose, must the mere accident as it were of

the latter country using an adhesive stamp

prevent us from placing in our albums the

device adopted by Great Britain?" To this

I say, that if such things are to fall under the

definition of a postage stamp, then you must

equally admit all figures which show what

postage has been paid, and you must find

places in your album for such countries as

Morocco, Tunis, Persia, &c, the letters from

which bear no stamps, but still bear hand-

stamps, or penstrokes, or something which

denotes the postage that has been, or is to

be paid for the carriage of the letters.

The recollections of many, I may say the

greater part of your readers, do not go back

to the state of the postal arrangements in

England prior to the introduction of postage

stamps. Few, perhaps, remember the days of

the twopenny-post in London, and of various

penny-posts in other parts of the kingdom

;

when there were in London general-postmen

and twopenny-postmen, the latter as well-

known by his rat-tat as the general-postman

was by his red coat ; and when the postage

was eightpence on a letter that travelled only

fifty miles from the metropolis. In those days
it was the exception for the sender to pay
the postage of his letter. The sum to be
paid was marked on the letter with a pen in

black ink; if the letter was paid, the sum
paid was marked in red ink. For a few
months an uniform postal rate of fourpence

for a certain weight was adopted, and then

came in the great reform, establishing one
uniform rate of one penny for a certain

weight. I have not before me any statistical

tables of the effect of the change in the

English post office, but I have some tables

of the effect produced in the French post

office by the establishment of the uniform

rate there. In 1847, the proportion of paid

to unpaid letters was 10 per cent, of the

whole number. Within the next ten years

this had gradually increased to 93I per cent.,

while the number of letters had increased in

the same period from twelve millions to 320
millions. It is evident, therefore, that the

imposition of an extra rate in the nature of

a fine, to be paid by the receiver when the

letter was not prepaid, gradually reversed

the rule as to the postage being paid by the

receiver, and it became the exception when
the postage was chargeable upon him.

(
To be continued.

)

Comspnbcnce.

To the Edilor of The Philatelical Journal.

THE HIGH VALUES OF THE DEPART-
MENT OF STATE.

Sir,—The following explanation of the use

of the 10 and 20 dollars stamps may be

useful. These two values are no longer

used on packages ; the heavy mails of the

State Department are now sent to the City

Post-office, and charged against the Depart-
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ment. The account is settled monthly by
payments in the high value stamps. These
are turned over by the city postmaster to

the General Post-office as vouchers for the

account, and are destroyed. Thus you will

see that neither used or unused copies are

to be had. Yours truly, C. E. D.
Washington, January ist, 1875.

THE LOCAL STAMP OF NOVOGOROD.
With regard to the arms of Novogorod, I

find in Clarke's Travels in Russia, p. 14 : "A
memorial of the blessed effects of Christi-

anity among a people who were scarce

removed from the brute creation seems pre-

served even in the arms of the government
of Novogorod, the district in which it was
first established; and the ludicrous manner
in which it is typified is consistent with the

barbarity of the people. Two bears, sup-

porters, are represented at an altar upon the

ice, with crucifixes crossed before the bogh,

on which is placed a candelabrum with a

triple lustre, emblem of the Trinity."

Yours truly, C. Stroobant.
February $th, 1S75.

THE SPANISH 12 CENT. DE PESETA ESSAY.

Sir,—The following fact may interest the

readers of The Philatelical Journal, as I

believe it is not generally known. The so-

called essay, design being full face of

Amadeus, with value at foot 12 cents, de
peseta, and a letter C at each angle, was
approved, and the government made very

nearly two millions of them for use, gummed
and perforated, and printed in black. Owing
to some disagreement between the minister

and the head of the stamp office in Madrid,

the government ordered all these stamps to

be burnt, which was done, only some of them
were saved by some one who took part in

the burning.

Thus it will be seen that another posthu-

mous stamp must be added to the pages of

Spain, the 1 real 1854 light blue, and the 12

ctos. type 1857, being of that category. The
head was engraved by Serior Alegre, the

ground and the letter C by Senor Navarrette,

who is now in London ; and from him I have

had all this information. I trust it may prove

of interest.—Believe me, yours faithfully,

L. F.

^nstocrs fa Cornsjjaiitmits.

T. H. P.— Brighton's description of the Fatcjli

stamps, you say, has puzzled you. We had not
read it till you asked us what was meant by it, or
what the information could be which it was desired to

impart ; but we have read it, and it has puzzled us,

and no mistake about that. "Deep blue on tint, and
blue reversed on lower flap. (The italics are ours.)

This stamp was first chronicled in The Stamp-
Collector's Magazine as an envelope ; but fuller

information pronounces it to be really an adhesive.

The gum on the back did not militate against the

original supposition, because it might have been
impressed on the flap as a seal." Now if this "fuller

information, " which "pronounces it an adhesive," is

so very full and concise, what does The Philatelist

mean by describing an adhesive as reversed on the

lowerflap? And further on there is an account of

how some are printed "on plain white or laid paper,

the inside faced with pink, lilac, green, blue, drab, or

yellow. " This can only describe an envelope ; and
yet "fuller information pronounces it to be really an
adhesive." We are positively sorry for you, T. H. P.,

for we cannot explain it. We only know there is no
such thing as an adhesive Fatejh. Oh, we see what
bothers you is how any paper-maker could face the

inside of an envelope ! But we don't know how it is

you d'id not write to ask us about the same paper's

description of Piriatin. It begins ostentatiously that

"nothing is known of this issue but from hearsay

—

similar to the first Pereyaslav—but the lettering was
smaller (our italics), central value, &c. See frontis-

piece." Nothing known of it ! and yet it is illustrated

(and referred to) on their frontispiece !

W. H. S. (Hexham).—The Bawtry Penny Post is

one of a numerous class of handstamps, which have
already merited some attention. Their admission

into albums is a matter for private decision. We
think they are more postal antiquities than anything
else.

Several correspondents have been kind- enough to

give us the benefit of their advice as to our "un-
generous" course of action with regard to other

English publications. Whilst thanking these corre-

spondents for their kindly offices, we would be allowed

to remark that the other English publications had

many years' advantage over us ; and if they are alarmed

at being called to account by a serial so young as our

own, we cannot for the life of us see where the mis-

chief lies, whether it is in our too presumptuous youth,

or their too remarkable age. Of course we all know
that one paper published in Brighton was ever "re-

markable for the strength of its constitution ;" but

even that will not be considered a palliative for our

remarks, past, present, and to come, with many of

the above-mentioned correspondents. They do not

understand that a powerfully- conducted paper like

that ought to be fully able to squash the presumption

of a serial of this inferior substance.
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Pt&e ^>0st @farbs of Mmhtto.
Bv H. A. DE JOANNIS AND F. BREITFUSS.

FRIEND of ours, hearing we were writing a monograph on the Post Cards of

Finland, hastened to write to say he had " a most complete set," which he would
be happy to place at our disposal. The writers, who, by the way, believe them-
selves to possess the most complete set, willingly accepted the proffered offer. By

return of post came, in a registered letter, this complete set, in an envelope measuring
only 4f x 2f inches. The smallest cards of Finland being 5 x 3f inches, we need
scarcely say, that the collection consisted of pieces of cardboard, about two inches square,

showing the stamps, and also showing they had been closely connected with an album on
the adhesive system

!

For collectors of Post Cards in that state, our paper is not meant. In collecting Post
Cards, we are of opinion that it is more imperative to have them entire than it is in the

case of envelopes, since most of the varieties are due to the difference in the size of the

frame, to the misspelling of words in the instructions, or to the typographical arrange-

ment of these instructions.

In making our Reference List, we have had at our disposal hundreds of used post

cards of all types ; so we are able to give, with some confidence, the probable date of

the several issues, as well as the true order in which the numerous varieties appeared. We
cannot but express surprise on seeing, in M. Moens' Supplement dit Catalogue Prix-

Courant for January, 1875, P- 1 9> the date °f issue of Type I. given as January, 1872.

The first mention we saw of this issue was in the November number of the Deutsche

Briefmarken Zeitung for 1S71. In The PhilatelistTor December, 1871, p. 154, the same
is quoted from the above journal. In the January number of the S. C. M. for 1872 we
find a long paragraph describing that first issue ; and, to quote M. Overy Taylor's own
words, in S. C. M., vol. xii., p. 186: " M. Moens gives it as January, 1872; but, inas-

much as it is described in the S. C. M. for that month, which must have been written in

December, 187 1, it is evident that he is mistaken."

A fact is certain—the issue took place previous to 1872. In our collection we have a

used card of Type I., postmarked 22, 10, 71. Our friend, T. H., of Christiania, gives us

October as the month of issue, he being at Sweaborg at the time ; and, as all the issues

of both adhesive stamps and stamped envelopes took place on the first of a month, we
venture to give October 1st, 187 1, as the most likely date. We may further state, that

we have used specimens of cards of every type (Swedish text only) having done duty in

187 1. All the types and varieties of our Division A must have been issued between
October 1st and December 31st, 187 1, the polyglot issue taking place on October 1st,

1872.

We beg to tender our very best thanks to the several collectors who have kindly

helped us, not forgetting our young friend, who will, we hope, with the aid of the

following list, complete the two-inch squares of cardboard he sent us for inspection.

The cards of Finland may conveniently be separated into the following divisions and
sub-divisions :

i I. (2 dies)

A(
"Without frame at back.

) (1) Ten dotted lines at back—Types : II.

'.HI. (3 dies)

( I ext in Swedish only. ' (2) Ten plain lines at back— type I\ . (3 dies)

B I With frame at back. Text in 1 „ . . ,. .
, ,

„, ,. , TX -

• Swedish, Finnish, and Russ, |

lc11 Plaln lmos al back" ' ?Pes X
'

to LV
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The cards vary in thickness, and are found of a thin, medium, or thick quality. They

are glazed or unglazed, and exist in the following colours :—Cream-colour, straw, saffron,

pale buff, buff, yellow-brown, dull green, yellow-green, greenish-yellow, salmon, besides

indescribable shades of every one of the foregoing. The colour of the eyeballs of any

one suffering from a bad attack of jaundice would convey better to the mind the awful

yellowish-green tint of some of the cards. In the dull green, yellow-green, and greenish-

yellow cards the front and back are usually of a different shade.

The stamp of 8 penni is of the same type as the 5 pen. brown on lilac, 1866, and not

like the 8 pen. adhesive, black on green, which has only seven stars, a smaller crown and

escutcheon, and, in fact, differs in every respect. It is always impressed on the left upper

corner, and is found in pale yellow-green, yellow-green, intense yellow-green, pale to dark

green, sea-green, apple-green, bluish-green.

The frame and text are printed in yellow-green, green or dark-green, generally of a

different shade than the stamp, the latter being printed after the rest of the card is done.

DIVISION A.—Sub-division (i).

In the centre of the card, at top KORRESPONDANSKORT arched and in shaded

capitals; below "for" and "FINLAND," in two straight lines.

Lower to left Till [to) . . . and two dotted lines for address, under which, more in the

middle of the card :

Bcstammelseort : (place of destination) . . . and dotted line. Then two thin plain lines.

under which, in Swedish, two paragraphs of instructions, on three lines. The whole is

surrounded by a neat Etruscan border.

Type I.—Oct. I, 1871.

Die I. Frame 122 x 79 m.m. Card, medium thickness, buff.

Die II. „ 123x80 m.m. Stamp and frame, yellow-green.

Paragraphs of instructions thus :

—

1. Pa framsidan tecknas endast addressen och address orten, pa fransidan de skriftliga meddelandena.

On this side one mustput the addressee and place of address, on the other side the written communication.

2. Afsandaren ar ej forpliktad att namngifva sig.

Senders are not obliged to sign their names.

Remarks.—The peculiarities of this type are :

Korrespond^nskort is spelt with an a.

In paragraph 1, "ae^/ressen" and "a^/ress" are spelt with double </.

No hyphen between " a^/ress " and " orten."
" Meddelandencr " is spelt with final a (the singular).

In paragraph 2, " forpliktad " is spelt with k.

In die II. the stamp is either light yellow-green, or intensely dark.

Type II. -Oct. 10, 1871.

Frame 122 x 80 m.m. Card medium thickness, light creamy buff.

Stamp and frame, yellow-green.

Remarks.

—

Korrespondanskort is spelt with an a.

In par. 1, " a</ressen " and "ac/ress" are spelt with one </.

Hyphen between " a//ress-orten."'

" Meddelandena " spelt with final a.

In par. 2, " forpliXlad " spelt with k.
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Type III.-Nov. 1, 1871.

f
a. Card, medium thickness, dark buff.

Stamp and frame, yellow-green.

Die I. Frame 123 x 79 m.m. -j b. Card, medium thickness, yellow-buff.

Stamp, from pale green to clear green.

[ Frame, yellow-green, always darker than stamp.

i Card, medium thickness, glazed, light creamy-buff.

Die II. Frame 123 x 80 m.m. < Stamp, from pale-green to green.

( Frame, green.

Die III. Frame 123 x 81 m.m. Like die II.

Remarks.—This type differs from Type II., in par 2, " forpli^tad " being now spelt

with a g instead of k.

DIVISION A—Sub-divison (2).

Type IV.—Dec. 1, 1871.

Die I. Frame 123 x 80 m.m. Card, medium thickness, glazed, light creamy-buff.

Stamp, yellow-green (light to dark).

Frame, dark green.

Variety. Two flaws occur in par. 1, in the e of de.

,, 2, in they' of ej.

Die II. Frame 123^ x 80 m.m. Card, medium thickness or thick, glazed, yellow-green

or dull green.

Stamp, light green, light yellow-green and blue-green (1. and d.).

Frame and text, very dark green. Letters of Korrespondanskort deeply shaded.

Die III. Frame 124x80 m.m. Card, thin or medium thickness, enamelled, saffron,

greenish-yellow, dull green.

Stamp and frame as in Die II.

DIVISION B.

Text in three languages, Swedish always first, then its equivalent in Finnish and Russ.

Till and Bestammelseort omitted, and no dotted lines for address. Frame front and
back alike. The frame at back is interrupted at sides and top by instructions in the

three languages, as follows :

To left in Swedish : Stallet for meddelandene (with final e, the plural). Place for communications.

At top in Finnish : Sta IKujrrmlmottuftsiUf.

To right in F//ss: M1>cto #.ia miciMa.

Type V.—Oct. 1, 1872.

Frame 123 x 80 m.m. Card, thin buff, unglazed. Stamp, yellow-green to dark yellow-

green. Frame (front and back), yellow-green to dark green. Text, dark green.

Inscription at top on three straight lines, as follows :

Swedish: Korrespondanskort for Finland. {Round full-stop.)

Finnish: ^Ua3S^fHEga:ffiaffi»a;0 §>1&®fflM§.M%%&3> ,&' (Lozenge-shape stop.)

Fuss: OTKPMOE nnCWIO 4.IS OTHMH^IH. {Found stop, shaded.)

Remarks.— 1st line, 1st word, nth letter a.

2nd „ „ „ 6th „ it).

3rd „ ,, „ 5th ,, N, error instead of h.

,, ,,
4th „ no dot over I.

Instructions on three lines, each in one sentence, as follows

:

Szaedish : Pa framsidan tecknas endast adressen och adress-orten.

Finnish : ©ttipttolflla lu'vjottrtaan atnoastansa toastaanottai'an m'mtosoitr fa asuntopatfefea.

Fuss : Ha .lui^ecoii CTopoul; numeica To.ibKO aspect.

(On this side one mustput the addressee and place of address.

)
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Type Vl.-Jany. 1, 1873.

Die I. Frame, front and back, 122 x 80 m.m.
Die II. ,, ,, ,, 123 x 80 m.m.

Same as Type V., only with additional inscription in small black type on the left hand
side, within the frame, under the stamp, printed upwards, as follows :

Swedish : Till Ryssland : adressen pa ryska. \

Finnish: OTmajallr : astmtopatfcSa tomajaftat \ For Russia address in Russian.

Russ : Bt. Pocciio : a^peci Ha pyccno:\n> H3iiKl>. '

Remarks.—Notice in the last word of the third line, third letter N, error, instead

of M ; the first letter of the last word, second line, is w. There is a variety of Die II.

in which there is no full-stop after the third line of surcharge. The stamp varies from

very pale yellow-green to dark green.

Type VII.—March 1, 1873.

Die I. Frame, front and back, 123 x 80 m.m.
Die II. ,, ,, „ 123^x80-^- m.m.

Same as Type VI. Error corrected in the last word of additional inscription, reading

thus : 'ixmi;!; and no full-stop after that word.

Type VHI.-June 1, 1873.

Frame 123^ x 80^ m.m.—Text in different type, as follows

:

Swedish: Korrespondenskort for Finland. {Squarefull stop.)

Finnish: Kirje?'aihtokortti Suomenmaassa. (Roundfull stop.)

Russ: OTKPblTOE IIIICbMO ,bIH $HH.]flH/(in. (Squarefull slop.)

Remarks.— 1st line, ist word, nth letter e.

2nd „ „ „ 6th „ 7'.

3rd ,, ,, ,, 5 th ,, m, error corrected.

,, ,,
4th ,, dot over I.

In this type the surcharge of Type VII. now becomes an addition to the already

existing lines at bottom, slight changes being introduced in both, as follows :

Pa derma sida tecknas endast adressen och adress-orten. Till Ryssland pa ryska.

Talla puolella kirjoitetaan ainoastansa vastaanottajan nimiosoite ja asuntopaikka. Wenajalle venajaksi.

Ha BTOii CTopoiil; nnuieTca TO.ibKO a/mect. Bt> Pocciio ua pyccKOMi> H3MKi;.

Remarks.—The first letter of the last word, second line, is now v instead of w;
and in the last word of the third line the error is corrected—bi instead of N.

There are a great many varieties to be made out of the colour of the stamp, the frame
and text, and also in the colour of the card itself. The only ones worth collecting are :

a. Thin buff card—Stamp light to dark yellow-green ; frame and text, dark green.
/'. Very light buff card—Stamp pale green, green, dark green ; frame and inscription, yellowish-green,

apple-green.

c. Ditto—Stamp green (1. and d.) ; frame and inscription, dark green.
d. Salmon card—Stamp dark green, frame and text green

;
yellow-green at back.

Type IX.—Jany. 1, 1874.

Frame 123^ x8o^ m.m. Text in different characters to last, the difference being
especially striking in the last Russian word. The letters are a little further apart, and the

keys forming the Etruscan border are more spread out. There are 123 keys in Type
VIII., and 118 only in Type IX.

Remarks.—Same remarks as for Type VIII. , except the last; there is no dot over
the / in last Russian word.

After the first line the full-stop is an oblong rectangle.

„ second „ ,, round.

,, third „ „ round, but smaller,
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a. Issue of January 1st, 1874.—Thin salmon card. Light yellow-green or dark green

impression. Stamp from pale yellow-green to dark yellow-green.

b. Issue of October 1st, 1874.—Thin, yellow (or pale straw) card; very pale yellow-

green to dark yellow-green impression. Stamp from very pale yellow-green to intense green.

The cards of Types I. to IV. (with the exception of Dies II. and III. of Type IV.)

are surrounded by a green line 4 m.m. from the frame. In Dies II. and III. of Type
IV to Type IX. there is only a green cross ( + ) to guide the official who cuts them.

It must be well understood that the dates given by us are the latest on which each
issue could have taken place. We have had no official document to work from, and have
been solely guided by our used specimens.

J^ocal dTavbs for JSUlsmgfors.

'jHITE card, folding up and closed with a flap ready gummed. Size when folded,

4 J inches x i\\ inches. To left upper corner, stamp of 187 1, but all in green.

In a straight line KORRESPONDENSKORT. Two dotted lines for address

;

at the beginning of the first, Till (to) ; and nearly at the end of the second, Gatan
No. (street number). Then two thin plain lines, under which STADSPOSTEN I HEL-
SINGFORS. The whole printed in green—varying from very pale green to intense green,

and from pale yellow-green to very dark yellow-green—on very thin white paper or thick

white cardboard.
Type I.—Jany. 1, 1874.

a. Very thick card ; impression light green, green, dark green. No accent over F of

Helsingfors.
,

b. Very thick card ; dark green impression. Accent over F of Helsingfors.
c. The same, on thin white paper. There are six distinct shades of green and of

yellow-green.

For lovers of minutiae, there are the following varieties of c\

1. Flaw at top of first K, and accent over second S in Korrespondenskort.

2. Flaws at top of first and middle of second E, in both the letters S, at bottom of second

O, and middle of last R.

3. Flaws in second R and D.

Type II.—Oct. 1, 1874.

Same as Type II., on thin paper; dark impression. Monogram embossed in upper
right corner, S. P. H, being the abbreviation for STAPSPOSTEN HELSINGFORS.

Note.—We have only seen the second type used.

J!% ^>0st ©atbs of % ©cnmm Empire
By the Rev. C. Strooisant.

First Issue.—July 1, 1871.

Large Sized.

INSCRIPTION on arched line : 5Dcut0rf)C Hctrljfi^ltDofitjrcbtct. The imperial eagle

divides the first two of the above words from the last. Corrco'ptmtirn,* Ixiivtc

on a straight line. Sin at the left. Two dotted lines for the address. At the

right, Ucstimmungaovt and two small lines of instructions. The lower inscription

has five lines on the left, and six on the right, in five numbered paragraphs. There is a

dotted rectangle on the upper right angle to contain the adhesive stamp. Eleven dotted
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lines on the back. The card is bufif, and the inscriptions are in black. This card was

the first postal emission of the empire.

Second Issue.—1871.
Large Sued.

Inscription on a straight line : JBeiltStfjfS MctChS'lJOSt^chJet. The eagle which

divides the two first words from the last is larger than that of the First Issue. The lowei

inscription has six lines on the left and six on the right. Under the last instruction we
find "c. 154." Dotted rectangle for the adhesive stamp, and eleven dotted lines on the

back. Black on buff.

Third Issue.— 1871.

Large Sized.

This card bears the new imperial eagle, with waving ribbons to the crown. The
typographical composition is the same as that of the second issue. Black on buff.

Fourth Issue.—January 1, 1872.

a. Single Card.

Middling Sized.—Two Types.

First Type.—The upper inscription is arched, and the new imperial eagle stands between

the word 2>utr|)C£J and Hcirhspo6tn;crjict, the latter being one word. Seven lines of

instructions on the left, and seven on the right, "c. 154."

Second Type.—The eagle stands between Deutsche! Hcidjfi and Po£it=(J5rbtct. There
is no "c. 154." Both black on buff.

b. Double Card.

Middling Sized.

One half contains the sender's message, the other half prepays the reply which it is

destined to contain. The upper inscription is arched, and the eagle stands between the

word £)eutscl)r6 and HricJhcpoetcjelbtct. The first half bears the inscription Eurfeanttuort

hr^ahlt under CcrrrsponlJcn^artr, whilst the reply card is inscribed ^ae^ablte Ktufeanttuort.

It is black on rose. We find four types.

First Type.—Larger eagle. Larger lettering. Five lines of instructions on the left, and
five on the right, "c. 154 a."

Second Type.— Smaller eagle. The word Correspondenz is separated from the word
Kartc by a double line. Ruckantwort in rounder letters. Card larger, and with five lines

of instructions each side. No "c. 154 a."

Third Type.—Eagle with smaller tail. Smaller lettering. Five lines of instructions on
the left, and four only on the right. Card size of last.

Fourth Type.—Eagle smaller still. Different lettering from the three former varieties.

Correspondenz is separated from Kartc by a crooked hyphen. Ruckantwort is in bolder
letters. Five lines of instructions on the left, and four on the right.

To Germany is due the introduction of double Post Cards.

Fifth Issue.—July 1, 1872.

Middling Sized.

First Type.—-The eagle stands between the word ^Deutsche and Bnrbgpost on arched
line, Po0tfeartc on straight line, SCit to the left, and in to the right. Seven lines of
instructions to the left, and six to the right, "c. 154."

Second Type,—Differs from the first in the composition of the instructions on the left.

The last word of the second line is Markenwerths, instead of Markcn ; and the last word
of the sixth line isfarbige/u, instead of Stifte.
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Third Type.—Differs from the second in the composition of the instructions on the

right. The last word of the first line is und, instead of Recommendation; that of the

second line is zu Be, instead of auch; that of the third line is Postvor, instead of zu;

and that, of the fifth line is auch, instead of ah. The lettering of the instructions is

smaller than that of the first and second types.

Fourth Type.—Differs from the third by the smallness of the points that form the lines

for the address.

Fifth Type.—Six dotted lines for the address. Sin, in, and " c. 154," are the only

inscriptions under the word Postkarte.

Sixth Type.—Smaller lettering than the preceding, and larger space, between the lines

for the address.

Seventh Type.—Five dotted lines for the address. Instruction under the word Postfeartf

.

&n on the first line, ^ocetimmtmcjfiort on the fourth, and SMofmttncr. on the last. No.
" c. 154." All black on puff; various shades.

Sixth Issue.—January 1, 1873.

a. Single Card.

Middling Sized Card.

This card bears an impressed stamp, which with the rest of the design is lithographed.

The stamp is rectangular, and consists of the imperial eagle in an oval, broken at each

side by a small circular disk containing the numeral h, and inscribed Deutsche Reichspost

in the upper, and the value, em halber groschen, in the lower half, the rectangle being

completed by an ornamental frame. The usual inscription is disposed in three lines, of

which the topmost one is arched. The border is formed of a leaf pattern, with large

rosettes at the corners, and small rosettes in the middle of the design. The reverse side

of it is plain. The card is buff-coloured, and the impression is brown. There is a

second card identical with the above, except in the value, which is 2 kreuzer.

b. Double Card.

The inscription prohibiting aught but the address on one side is replaced by the words

Riickantwort bezahlt, or Bezahlte Riickantwort. The ornamental frame is also different,

being a variety of what is called the Etruscan border.

\ -f- \ groschen, brown on buff.

2 -j- 2 kreuzer, brown on buff.

Seventh Issue.—January 1, 1875.

Middling Sized.

a. Single Card.

The card bears the new 5 pfennig stamp to the right, and the following inscription, in

Augustal type: Deutsche Reichspost. Postkarte; and lower the words An and in,

with four dotted lines for the address.

5 pfen., violet on pale buff.

b. Double Card.

The first part contains on the left the following inscription : Die angebogenc Karte ist

fur Die Riickantwort bestimnit ; and the second part has the word Riickantwort under

Postkarte. The rest of the card is identical with the single card.

5 4" 5 pfen. , violet on pale buff.
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Li-r-^

Uofaliics.

USTRIA (Cards).—A new card is

catalogued by Le Timbre-Poste, an
addition to the series of dialect cards;

it is of the usual type

:

Corresi'ondenz-Kartf, arched, with Karta-
DorisNicA below, and on the first of the lines ruled
for the address,

Adresse 1 in

Adresa ) v
and below, in the right lower comer, Illyr, (abbre-

viation for Illyrian). The value is 2 kr., yellow on
light buff.

TheRuthenian card (with Russian inscription)

has appeared in var. d, with Ruth, in right

lower corner; there is now only the Sclavonic
card (Listnica) remaining without this guide
to the language in which it is printed.

Illyrinian card, 2 kr., yellow.
Ruthenian card, 2 kr., yellow, var. r>.

The registered letters and packets are now
distinguished by an oblong adhesive label,

after the manner of that used throughout

the German Empire : there is a slight fancy

border, and the lettering is Eingeschrieben.
No., all printed in red. The same is used
for Hungary. The use of these labels appears

general throughout Germany ; of course they

have no franking powers, and to indicate

their existience ought to be sufficient. They
are connected with the internal arrangements

of the post office, with which it appears to us

we have nothing whatever to do.

Bavaria.—A label for the same purpose

as the above is used here, nearly the same as

the German, but in orange-red.

Canada.—We have to chronicle another

new value, matching the current set.

30 cents, lilac-grey.

Cuba.—The 1 peseta of the present year

is bistre, and not rose, as at first chronicled.

1875. \2\ c. lilac.

25 c. blue.

50 c. green.

1 peseta, bistre.

Dutch Indies.—Le Timbre-Poste says that

a 15 cents, "yellow on yellowish chamois"
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(which sounds a strikingly unpleasant com-
pound), will shortly be issued as an unpaid
letter label.

Unpaid, 15 cents, yellow.

Fiji Islands.—In consequence of these

Islands being now under British rule, the

stamps lately received bear the letters V.R.,

surcharged in black capitals in centre of each

specimen.

Stanley, Gibbons, & Co. have favoured us

with the following particulars in the hand-
writing of the Government Printer of New
South Wales, under date Dec. 26, 1874:

"As Fiji is now a British Colony, the surcharged
value (being American) will be dropped henceforth

and for ever. There is nothing new in our stamps
;

but it is possible I shall pay a visit to England early

next year, and if I do, I shall take back a new shilling

stamp, and probably a half-penny."

The surcharge V.R. is seemingly applied

in Fiji, since the Government Printer says

nothing about it. The information concern-

ing " the new shilling stamp, and probably a

half-penny," evidently has reference to New-
South Wales. The Fijians without the sur-

charge, it will be seen from the above, will

be once more a current issue. We have seen

both plain and fancy surcharge, but only on
the 2 cents.

Fancy letters V.R., 2 cents, blue.

Ordinary ditto, 2 cents, blue.

Finland. —- After Le Timbre-Poste we
chronicle two more steam navigation stamps
for letters, used between Tavastehus and
Tammerfors ; the design is a steamer, let-

tered wanay-angbats bolag above, and value

below.
10 penni, red and blue.

20 ,, ,, ,,

As there is no further information given, we
cannot explain the two values being in the

same combination of colours.

France.—The 15 c. post card described

by us in our January impression is not yet

in circulation. The 10 c. has, however, a

slightly modified frame.

Greece.—March 1st is the date given by
Lc Timbrc-Poste for the issue of a series of

unpaid letter stamps of the following values :

1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 40, 5°> 7°> 80, 90, 100, and
200 lepta.

Heligoland.—Next month we shall show

the type of the stamps issued on the 1st of

March. We do not know at which to express

the greater surprise, the intricacy of the

changes run on two colours, or the absurdity

of the double currency. The head in all

is in relief, on the colour which follows the

value in the annexed list, the rest of design

being in the other colour.

March 1, 1S75.— Green and rose.

1 farthing ( I pfennig), green, coloured letters, white

figures.

2 ,, ( 2 ,, ), rose, coloured letters, white

figures.

3 ,, (5 ,, ), green, coloured letters and
figures.

ij pence (10 ,, ), rose, coloured letters and
figures.

3 ,, (25 ,, ), green, white letters and
figures.

6 ,, (50 ,, ), rose, white letters and figures.

Envelope.

i\ pence (10 pfennig), rose and green.

Card.

3 farthings (5 pfennig), green and rose.

It will be seen that whilst 1 and 2 farthings

are respectively 1 and 2 pfennig, that 3 and
6 farthings run to 5 and 10 pf., and that 3
and 6 pence (12 and 24 farthings) get to 25
and 50 pf. For 50 pf. in German currency

you can get 50 stamps of 1 farthing, 25 of 2

farthings, or 5 of \\ pence. Say you buy 12

stamps (English currency) at sixpence each ;

say you immediately change these 12 stamps

back again into German currency, you will

receive 6 marks, which, if you proceed to

invest to the greatest advantage, will purchase

for you 600 of 1 pf, or 300 of 2 pf., repre-

senting a value of twelve shillings and six-

pence in place of the original outlay of six

shillings ! Even if you lay out six marks

German in 10 pf. stamps, you get sixty,

representing seven shillings and sixpence in

place of six shillings. Perhaps some one

will be good enough to explain such prepos-

terous stamps, and to allay the suspicions

they arouse. Kverybody in Heligoland,

except the postmaster, ought to make a living

out of these changes !

Holland.—The 25 cents stamp of the

current series is at last in use.

25 cents, violet.

India.—The Bengal Secretariat is known
to have surcharged two values with their
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name, and the word " Service," in three lines,

in a linear frame.

4 annas, cut corners, green.

8 ,, current type, rose.

The latter was described in The Philatelist

for December, 1873.

Italy (Official Card).—This has now
appeared ; it is a large affair, with a twisted

frame around, official 10 c. stamp printed to

left, circle for hand-stamp of the departments

on the right, with Cartolina postale di

Stato between ; arms, flags, &c. added, with

four lines for address, complete the descrip-

tion. Size 146 by 88 millimetres.

IO centimes, red-brown on light-buff.

Le Timbre-Poste says that the inconvenience

of a uniform colour for all the values of the

official stamps is already recognized, and in

consequence they are about to give a special

colour to each stamp, and to make two new
values, 50 and 100 francs.

Japan.— New values have appeared.

They are 12 and 15 sen., with a new type

of 6 sen. The 6 sen. does not appear to be
any improvement on the old one, save only
in the matter of clearness ; we illustrate

the 12 and the 15 sen. The 12 sen. also

bears a bird, but whether a pea-hen or some-
thing indigenous to the island, our ignorance
will not permit us to decide. The bird on
the 15 sen. (illustrated) has a very peculiar

appearance, as its head is down and its tail

is up, but whether feeding or doing an acro-

batic feat must be left for future solution.

Le Timbre-Poste says Jan. 1st is the date of

issue, and thick white paper.

Jan. 1, 1*75, per/. 11.

6 sen., brown.
12 sen., pink (illustrated).

15 sen., lilac (illustrated).

The other low values are now also printed

on thick white paper, 40 types to the sheet,

but (says M. Moens) not the same as the 40
types printed on laid paper.

Thick white paper, per/. 1 1.

I sen., blue. 2 sen., bright-yellow.

4 sen., bright- 1'

To the above we can add a 45 sen., with

a large bird in centre witli outspread wings.

45 sen., rose.

Having finished the adhesives, we will turn

to the new envelope described by Le Timbre'

Poste. It is printed after the same fashion

and on the same paper as the post cards;

the size is given as 17A by 5 centimetres, and
the flap is gummed.

Envelope, Jan. i, 1S75, 2 sen., yellow.

Lagos.—Too late to chronicle in our last

number, we were informed of a new value.

3 pence, light-brown.

And from Messrs. Smith's Circular we glean

the existence of
1 shilling, orange.

Livonia.—We hear of a new type, or

rather a modification of the last one. the

background being now of crossed lines, and
the numeral 2 in each corner.

2 kop., dark green, oval red.

Mauritius.—Again we are indebted to Lc

Timbre-Poste, and for the following varieties :

1 penny, perf. 14, wtnk. thin 1 sideways.

2 pence, imperforate, c. c. &> c.

In each case the specimens are in pairs, un-

severed and postmarked.

New Zealand.—The half-penny stamp is

now watermarked with a star (on every speci-

men on the sheet). The star is smaller, more
truncated than the old star used on other

values. The previous watermark was, N. Z.,

so scattered over the sheet that no stamp

would show more than a portion of a letter

or line, and a great many would show nothing.

Half-penny, rose, star wmk.

Persia.—Le Timbre-Poste states that 4

shahees is said to be equal to 1 piastre

Turkish. It further says that some 1, 2, and

4 shahees received by a correspondent were

on thin paper, and an 8 shahees on thick.

They came direct from Teheran, and are to

be soon in use.

Peru.—We ought to have stated in our

last that the 2 c. envelope which we des< ribed

and illustrated as strong blue, through being

printed on orange-buff paper, by no means
appears blue. A case in point is found

amongst the United States 1 cent embossed
stamps, those on white are perfectly unlike

those on orange-buff papers, but for all that

they are blue impressions. Our feelings may
be imagined when we found that the printers

had reversed the colours of the two Peruvians.
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as well as that of the United States periodical

stamp, in our last number.

Roumanian Card.—In our last impression

the remark that " the two lines of inscription,

Carta de Posta, are suppressed," reads as

simple nonsense through the omission of the

word "under" before Carta. The new cards

appear to be issued double. When singles

are required, the double are cut in two.

Russia.—The following new stamps are

announced as in preparation for issue July

1st next

:

2 kop. , red (matching 1, 3, and 5 kop).

8 kop., grey with rose centre.

Post Card, 4 kop., ? colour.

7- / j. 1 S kop., lilac.
Envelopes J o i1

) 8 kop., grey.

These new values will be called into ex-

istence through the local rate being altered

from 5 kop. to 4 kop. This information was
published in the Russian newspapers of the

2nd instant, and in Le Timbre-Posteoi the 1st.

Russian Local.—We ought to have stated

last month, under the heading of Malmish,
that the type there figured is new, supersed-

ing a smaller stamp of much the same design.

Shanghai.—Mr. Senf chronicles two fresh

surcharged stamps, viz.,

1 cand. on the 12 cand., sage-grey.

3 cand. on the 2 cents, rose.

Turkey.—We again are indebted to Le
Timbre-Posie for most of the following items.

The lately-printed 10 and 20 paras show a

fresh black surcharge. There are the fol-

lowing :

10 paras, violet, imperf.

10 „ ,, perf. 13^.

20 ,, pale green, perf. 135.

Surcharged "Cheir" in blue in a linear circle.

10 paras, violet, imperf.

10 ,, ,, perf. 13A

20 ,, pale green, perf. 1

3

\.

Surcharged " Ckeir" in blue in a circle of large dots.

10 paras, violet, perf. 13^ (illustrated).

20 ,, pale green, perf. 13 J.

United States (Post-office).—We have

lately received an entire envelope of the

post-office department, 3 cents, on yellow,

impressed without colour.

3 cents, P.O., plain embossed.

Venezuela.—The \ real lilac-rose comes
over on blue paper, and bearing the sur-

charge Ccvitresenas Estampillas de Corrects in

black in two lines.

I real, lilac-rose, surcharged.

Wurtemburg (Official).— On the entire

adoption of the newGerman currency through-

out the kingdom of Wurtemburg, it is said

that two official envelopes of 5 and 10 pfennig

will be issued.

% Ctoeibemonffj's Spnislj Status.

INCE the publication of The Stamp
Collector's Hand-book hardly so many
changes have occurred as might have

been anticipated, but the issues and varieties

have been quite numerous enough in all con-

science ; so, as we are evidently on the eve

of an Alfonsist series, it will be as well to

go through the past year and to get them
clearly stated and tabulated that we may
start fresh and fair. We will commence with

the general issue of 1874, which took place

last July, and perf. n. The design is a figure

of Justice seated, and turned to the right,

and a revival of the type of fiscal used in the

Philippine Islands. The figure bears 1874
below, and is in a circle, the top of which

touches the top edge of the border ; the

word commuuicaciones and the value are

printed within, and following the shape of

the upper two-thirds of the circle ; a curved

white label below contains Espana, with

numeral of value before and after. The
insignificance of the display of the upper

value, and the meanness of the general design

and execution, must strike everyone. The
ioc. was blue, and the 10 peseta black; and
the sole difference between them beyond the

colour was, that the 10 c. was lettered 10

C. D. Peseta, and the 10 peseta, 10 Peseta.

So no wonder a new type was soon made for

the low value, though it appears to us that

had the highest value been distinguished by
a special die it would have been more ap-

propriate. The values and colours of the

Justice series, dated 1874, are these :

2 c. d peseta, lemon,
violet.

40 c. d. peseta, red-lilac.

"°
j> >> orange.

10 ,,

ro ,,

20 ,,

»

ultramarine

violet-blue,

dark-green.

50 ,, ,, yellow.

1 peseta, green.

4 ,
, rose.

25 „ ,, bistre. IO ,, black.
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On the 1 st of October, 1874, the arms in

shield replaced the Justice 10 c. blue.

10 cents peseta, bistre (illustrated).

M. Moen's gives two errors as existing ; one

with large figure 3, the other with small figure

3, in the place of s, but we don't know which

letter s is meant. The same authority states

that the 10 c. Justice was replaced by the

10 c. arms, because the former was so much
forged. We should have thought the reason

above given more probable. The war-tax

stamp of 5 c, black on white, we have in

two dies. The common one may be got

anywhere ; the other may be a forgery, or it

may be a second die. The perforation is

identical on the two, but the rare type (rare

to us, since we only know one specimen)

shows a breaking at the edges of the horizon-

tal lines forming the central ground in the

upper part, particularly on the right side and
by end of Guerra. The lettering is rather

thicker, the star each side much larger, and
the border at top on upper right hand corner

running to the left ends with a fret, finishing

at its base instead of top.

Die 1, 5 c. war- tax, black, perf. 11.

,, 11, ,, ,, ,, ,,

We should like to know something more
definite as to the second die. The 1875 war-

tax were described and figured last month.

We will now turn to the post cards, and we
shall find their varieties numerous ; but if we
ignore variations in the tone of the card, they

are not so embarrassing as their number would
seem to indicate. The single cards bear the

stamp illustrated in this number, figure 5 over

a lion, printed in pale blue, with a blue fancy

border, and lettering and instructions in black.

The lettering is

—

Republica to left, Espahola
to right of stamp, arched and in fancy capi-

tals ; Tarjeta Postal, straight, below ; Sr.

D. in text on first dotted line, Direction on
second, sometimes a third and sometimes
not ; Nota, with instructions below. The
fcllowing varieties are known to us :

Targeta (error G for J.)—No stop after

Espahola ; two lines for address.

5 c. blue.

5 c. blue, var, with a blue line at top, outside the

border.

Targeta de Vuelta.

With stamp 5 c. head,

in green ; two short lines

for address.

Tarjeta (error G corrected).

5 c. blue, no stop, two short lines.

5 c. ,, with stop, three longer lines.

5 c. ,, with stop, no lines.

Of the first of the above five, there is a

proof with frame and stamp in brown. The
Targeta error, after remaining very scarce,

has suddenly come into use again this year.

We next come to the double cards. The
two parts are lettered respectively in right

upper portion :

Tarjeta de Ida.

With stamp 5 c. lion,

in green ; two short lines

for address.

The following varieties are known, which are

of the same class as on the singles :

„ .. , , 1 < X 5 c. green, with line between.
7?,/;^7(<;),nostop

J 5X5 c. green, no line between.

Tarieta wirh ston ' 5X5 c gi'een, with line between.
Jaijeta, with stop

, 5><5 c green> no line between.

Beyond these there is a further and very

extraordinary variety of very great rarity.

This has the lion stamp on the side marked
Vuelta, and the head stamp on the side

marked Ida. The printing of Republica

Espahola is different ; and there is no stop

after the word Espahola. We are indebted

to Mr. V. G. de Ysasi for many of the above

particulars. As the Carlist stamps are not

numerous, being but of four values, we will

examine them all. The first was

Provinces of Biscay and Navarre.

J^uly, 1S73. Head of Don Carlos to the

left in oval, Franquco at top, Espaua, without

the accent, below, i rl. in each lower corner.

Lithograph.

1 real, pale blue, on thinnish paper.

1 ,, blue and bright blue, on thick paper.

? 1873. The same with accent added to N of Espaua.
Lithograph.

1 real, blue and dark blue.

1874. Laureated head of Don Carlos to

right, on solid ground in circle, Espana in

scroll above, Fratuques below, with i rl. each

side. Lithographed. See illustration.

1 real, lilac.

This stamp, showing Don Carlos with the

victor's laurels, was brought into being by
the successes at Abarzuza. It is a very

creditable production ; rather small, but neat.

It certainly lacks the rough boldness of the
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preceding likeness, in which Don Carlos has
no look of the polished conqueror which the

lilac stamps represents him.

Provifice of Catalonia.

1874. Head of Don Carlos to right in oval,

truncated top and bottom by labels lettered,

above, Dias,patria, rey; below, Correos 16 Ms.
Vn.; to left, Ano de 1874; to right, Cateluna.

Lithographed in sheets of 100 types, showing
many varieties.

16 maravedis vellon (copper), rose.

The most noticeable errors are Dios pairia
rey—rfy—and 10 Ms. Vn. This stamp was
issued as a war-tax, and the translation of

the Carlist edicts (to be found in Le Timbre-
Poste and S. C. M.), making their use com-
pulsory under many pains and penalties of

the most blood-thirsty nature, form a valuable

contribution to historical philately. Space
does not permit us to reproduce them here.

We now reach the latest fugitive issue of

the Carlists, for use in

The Province of Valencia.

? 1874. Head of Don Carlos to right on
horizontal lines in oval, outer ground rayed

;

lettered above, Espaha Valencia; below, Cor-

?-eo ^ real. (See illustration.) Col. imp., litho.

;

two types repeated in vertical pairs make
up the sheet. Their differences are these
principally

:

1. Upper type.

a. Top label touches
frame.

b. Espana Valencia form
two words.

c. The oval contains 3

1

lines on the left, and 29
on the right.

d. Value exactly be-

tween Correos and Real.

3 real, red
; \ real, lake.

The four Carlists represent Don Carlos each
in a different manner, the only resemblance
being that all the portraits are bearded. A
reference to our illustrations will show that

one person could hardly be drawn more
differently. The 1 real lilac is now in

active use ; and both the Cateluna and
Valencia are said to be suppressed.

lorto Uicc

2. Lower type.

a. It is considerably

below the frame.

b. They form one word.

c. 34 on the left, and
32 on the right.

d. Value
Real.

nearest to

E are informed by a correspondent that

our explanation of the use of the

Amadeus Stamps of 1873, bearing the

signature across, is not correct; but as we are

not informed what is the reason for the use

of the surcharge, we are as much in the dark

as ever. We are also told that Amadeus was
acknowledged in Porto Rico before he was
acknowledged in Cuba, in which case it

certainly appears that we are much more in

the dark than the information upon which
we wrote led us to believe ; and if there is

any mis-statement in our article of last month,
it is certainly due to information supplied to

us, and is none of our own making. We can

only hope that it may elicit some authentic

details from a better qualified source.

(tousponbcnce.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal,

THE UNITED STATES PERIODICAL
STAMPS.

Sir,—I presume the new series of newspaper stamps

will prove perplexing to European collectors ; and

possibly a brief explanation of their use, and the

occasion for their issue, may be of service to them, if

they have not learned it already. The following are

the values :

72 cents . roseblack

Q6 ,, • 1

1 92 .> brown
3- dollars . . vermilion
6. ,. . blue
9- .. . orange

12. > . green
24. ,. purple
SO 11 . red

48. 11 brown
60. .. . . purple

These stamps are designed solely for the prepayment

of postage upon newspapers and periodicals sent from

publishers to agents and subscribers; and the explana-

tion of the causes which led to their issue will bear

some detailed description.

In no other country in the world are so many news-

papers and periodicals published as in the United

States; and this is true, whether the statement be con-

sidered in respect to the absolute number of distinct

publications, or to the number of impressions per
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capita of population. The number of papers in the

country is at present not far from 3,500, and most of

them issue weekly editions, while a few have daily,

weekly, and semi-weekly editions. The subscription

lists range of course from a thousand or two up to

75,000 for the Dalies, and the New York Weekly

Tribune at one time had 265,000 subscribers (if its

own statement is to be trusted). The number of

magazines and miscellaneous periodicals is corres-

pondingly large, though it would be impossible to

give, briefly intelligible statistics.

It has always been the policy of the Government

to encourage to the utmost " the liberty of the press,"

and to facilitate the distribution of its publications.

One evidence of this, is the fact that up to the

beginning of the present year, the prepayment of

postage upon newspapers and periodicals issued by

publishers to agents and subscribers, has not been

obligatory, and in fact has not been the practice

;

but newspapers have been sent, and postage collected

from subscribers quarterly by the delivering post-

masters. Such a system would never have been

tolerated in any European country, and would not

have been tolerated here, had it not been for the

potent influence of the newspapers, and of the idea

which has generally prevailed in Congress, that it

would be better for the people at large that the

Government should lose a portion of its postal

revenue, than to place any obstacle or even incon-

venience in the way of delivering newspapers. As

might be expected, the Government lost much and

gained nothing from this mistaken liberality ; and it

may readily be believed that delinquent subscribers

are not likely to be the ones most deserving of

liberality, at the hands of the postal authorities.

Congress therefore, at its last session, passed a law

making the prepayment of postage by stamps obli-

gatory upon newspapers and periodicals. It should

be remarked, by the way, that prepayment has for

many years been obligatory upon printed matter sent

by individuals other than corporate publishers of

newspapers and periodicals ; and now this latter

class are required to conform to the universal rule.

The large editions of the city newspapers and
periodicals called for stamps of very high values

;

and although sixty dollars ought to frank a large

load of printed matter, it is anticipated that a large

number of that denomination will be used. But
here is a novel feature in the use of postage stamps.

They are not placed upon th • packages, and do not

pass through th ' /nails. The whole edition of a

publication is sent by the publisher to the post-office,

where it is weighed and "rated." The postage is

paid by delivering the equivalent in stamps to the

postmaster, who gives a receipt for the amount by

filling up a blank in a book for that purpose, tearing

it out and attaching the stamps to the "stub," where
the account is rioted precisely as in the ease of a

cheque-book for a bank account. The stamps arc

cancelled, and retained by the postmaster as vouchers.
This novel mode of using them has been adopted for

various reasons. 1st. The postage of a whole issue

is paid "at one fell swoop" by four or five sramps,
and saves the printers the trouble and delay of weigh-
ing hundreds and even thousands of separate packages
and attaching a set of stamps to each package. 2nd.
It is a literal compliance with the law requiring pre-

payment by stamps. 3rd. It is a good safeguard
against counterfeit and cleaned stamps. This point
will bear some elucidation. In no country are the

temptations to counterfeiting so great as in America,
and in no country is it so frequent and systematic.

Our paper currency and bonds have drawn to our
shores the most accomplished criminals of Europe,
who find in the sparsely-inhabited districts, where
laws are difficult to execute with none but a county
constabulary to execute them, safe hiding-places for

their operations, whence they pour out large supplies
of counterfeit money, frequently so well executed
that months and even years elapse before it is

detected. Our fractional currency is changed almost
every year from this cause alone. It is readily

intelligible that postage stamps of high value would
be a rich pasturage for this kind of cattle unless they
could be prevented using them. Under the present

restrictions every stamp can be traced to the party
who presented it, and the revenue is perfectly pro-

tected. Cleaned stamps will also be impossible ; for

the used stamps will be retained by the postmasters,
and the rogues will get none to clean. It is perhaps
to be regretted that a certain class of collectors will

be unable to procure used specimens ; the more so
because the unparalleled values of the stamps render
them costly without the charm of rarity.

The United States will therefore offer to collectors

two extremely difficult series: first, the unused offi-

cials ; second, the used newspaper stamps ; ami there

is no present prospect that genuine cancelled news-
paper stamps will ever be attainable. Collectors

should refuse to receive such at all, and may rest

assured until further developments that such stamps
were never cancelled by a postmaster, and never
franked a package. The unused stamps will be as

easily procurable as any others.

It should be remarked that these stamps are not

receivable on letters, nor upon newspapers or other
matter sent by one individual to another as "tran-
sient" matter. They are receivable only in payment
of postage upon newspapers and periodicals sent by
publishers to agents and subscribers, and the pub-
lishers must be known to the postmaster as such.

This series of stamps indicates a tendency towards
greater specialization in the Use of an important article

—a purely modern device, and, like all modern de-

vices, becoming more and more diversified in its ap-

plication, while each new diversity becomes more and
more limited in its functions.

Very truly yours, C. E. I).

Washington, March ist, 1875.
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Jplfu ^azt <3§fai\bs o( % JSkpxfy <§>,erman @"onfebtratioir.

By the Rev. C. Stroobant.

Issue.—July 1, 1870.

Large Sized Card.

|YPOGRAPHICAL composition. JRorti&ctttschcs JPostgefottt on an arched line;

Corrcespunften^fearte on a straight line. &n on the left. Two dotted lines for the

address. At the right, ^Srstimmttncrfiort, followed by a dotted line underlined, and
two small lines of instructions, and another dotted line. The lower inscription,

which is separated from the address by a thick line, has seven lines on each side, in six

numbered paragraphs. There is a dotted rectangle in the upper right angle of the card to

contain the adhesive stamp. Eleven dotted lines on«the back. We find six different types.

First Type.—The letter 33 of the word ^SefitimmtmcfSort, which is 22 m/m long, stands

just over the letter & of the word tics of the following line. The dotted line after •JScfitittL

mumjsott is 5 centim. long.

Black 011 buff. 3 varieties of shade.

Second Type.—The letter 33 of the word 33esttmmtm3;£(ort stands over the letter 1 of the

word SlSUcnn.

Black on buff. 3 varieties.

Third Type.—The word ^SesttmmungEiort is 27 m/m long, and is printed in larger letters.

The letter ii3 is over the first letter m of the second line of instructions. The black line

after ^kfittmmtmpiort is 8 centim. long, and the line separating the address from the lower

instructions is much thicker than in any of the other types. The letters of the instructions

are larger. The last word of the second line on the left is torrticit instead of fttr, and the

last word of the first line on the right is 2stu instead of 5Sulclo'0tg;, and of the second is

©flpwfiss* instead of ©rpress fceatellttnff.

Black on buff.

Fourth Type.—The letters of the word 33n$timmuncs;£Sort are of a third kind, and the word
is 26 m/m long. Carveeipon&en^ is separated from i&arte by a double line. Differs also

from the preceding in the composition of the instructions : the last word of the first line on
the left is foci instead of alien; that of the second line is foe^ocjen instead of toericn, and
that of the second line on the right is (&p instead of (Express.

Black on buff.

Fifth Type.—The word 33estimmunrr6ort is 2 2 m/m long, as in the first and second types.

The letter -33 is over the letter GM of the first line of instructions. The composition of

the lower instructions is the same as that of the first and second types.

Black on buff. 2 varieties.

Sixth Type.—Lettering of •jScfittmmttntjfiort nearly same as type 4; but the 33 is different,

and over ®3H of SMofonung;. The instructions, paragraphs 2 and 5, have each an additional

line, making eight lines on each side. On the left-hand side the first line ends with fort, the

second with foc^opil, and the fourth with aufi--. On the right-hand side the first line ends

with ntc&t, the second with titty the fourth with fotoo&l, the fifth with •iJrrteJH
-

, and the sixth

with Lttjcemfotirg;.

Black on buff.

The list of German post cards in the last number of this Journal will require a complete

revision, owing to many types and varieties having been found which we had not seen.

The principal distinctions will be found in the sizes of the eagles of the later issues, which

differences we had not considered of any particular importance when we made our list.
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(Dftol fribtats imfo j&anctaeb Jffrgerg.

NE of the neatest ideas of a money-
making officialism, was promulgated

on April 2nd at Washington by the

General Post Office of the United States. It

has been stated many times, and with perfect

truth, that the Department refused to authorize

the sale of any unused stamp, of any denomi-
nation, used for franking the letters or papers

of the various Departments of Post Office,

Treasury, Interior, Executive, Agriculture,

Navy, Justice, or State. The reason for such
a refusal has ever appeared an inscrutable

mystery to philatelists, on this side of the

water at any rate. Many considerations

would occur to philatelists why such a refusal

should be condemned ; and the most forcible

is the monetary loss to the State, which though
but a flea-bite in a heavy revenue, is still a

complete gain, if for every set of official

stamps sold to the public (and for " the

public " we may read " philatelists," since no
one else is likely to expend pounds on unused
sets), they receive a cash equivalent. No
service is rendered by the State in return for

such sales ; and even if they could be used,

and were used by the outside public, they

would have no franking powers beyond their

facial values, and by being even thus used
could entail no loss to the State, since they

only represent values which are equal with

the ordinary stamps for public use. It may
be said that the sale of official frank stamps
to philatelists, is too small an item in the

eyes of the Treasury to be worth a thought

;

but that is a fallacy we shall quickly dispel,

by an explicit statement of the facts which
occasion the second part of our heading,
" Sanctioned forgery." But first we must
explain, that the official announcement pro-

mulgated at Washington on April 2nd, was to

the effect that, on and after that date the
General Post Office had decided to sell all

the official postage stamps, at face values to

the public, only (and of course there is the
usual preposterous saving clause so charac-
teristic of officialism when it is doing a fair

action only to put money in the Government
purse), such specimens will be obliterated by
the surcharge of the word specimen ; and such

specimens likewise will be ungummed ! Not
very bad, is it? Very neat to offer 5, 10,

and 20 dollar stamps of the most puissant

department of State, obliterated and un-

gummed, at their facial values ! The G. P. O.

evidently thinks that if philatelists are, really

timbromaniacs, they may as well be humoured
as have to remain without copies of the things

they will not sell in an unobliterated state

;

i.e. for your 5, 10, or 20 dollars you may
purchase a thing which has no facial value,

and which the Department would never

discount again at any per centage, supposing

you ever got tired of the lovely features and

god-like nose of Mr. Secretary Seward at

four shillings and twopence to the dollar.

Most people would say this is stamp-deal-

ing with a vengeance ; but if our readers will

only wait a few moments, they will find that

at last the General Post Office is awakened

to the intrinsic value of the philatelic and
almighty dollar.

The whole of the Government adhesive

issues of the United States are being re-

printed, even from Alpha unto Omega; but

unfortunately the intrinsic portions of Alpha,

known as the 5 and 10 c. dies of 1847, head

of Washington, are either lost or stolen, or

perhaps worn out; so these two dies are being

re-engraved at the Treasury, and at the ex-

pense presumably of the Treasury. In other

words, the Government is forging some of

its old stamps, and this in deference to the

spread of Philately !

"Fen- what is worth in anything

But so much money as 'twill bring?"

The only consolation we can derive from

such a marvellous proceeding is, that it

exhibits strongly the vast number of phila-

telists in the world. There is some probable

guarantee to the Government that these re-

issues will be taken up to a large amount, or,

after showing themselves so blind to their

own interests, and to the desire of collectors,

as to refuse to sell the Departmental stamps

at face, or even at a slight advance on face,

they would never run (to them) the risk and

great expense of re-engraving fine steel dies

of obsolete stamps, which are not even scarce

in an unobliterated condition.

The reprints include (of course) the two

Carrier's stamps of 1851, 1 c. eagle, and 3 c.
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Franklin, blue on rose, and we feel a pardon-

able curiosity as to what kind of a hash they

will make of the latter. It is really extra-

ordinary that this reprinting should have been
resorted to ; for none of the U. S. adhesives

are really rare except the Carrier's, and perhaps
the 5 c. 1874 and the 10 c. Washington, and
some of the 1869 set. At all events, none
but the Carrier's 3 c. blue on pink are un-

attainable.

A few words in conclusion. Where are we,

as philatelists, to draw the line ? What are

we to collect? Because the United States

chooses to experimentalise on the Post-office

Department, to issue official sets of stamps,

and a series of Periodical stamps, the higher

units of which are of an unprecedented cost,

are we to be forced to collect them as expo-

nents of Philately? That is the open question

with the few who can afford to buy them ; but

the many who can't, or won't, regard the sys-

tem far more philosophically, and decline to

be trammelled by any obsolete idea that a

postage stamp is a thing with gum on the

back. Perhaps we have seen as much of

stamp collecting as the bulk of the philatelists

of the present day, and it may be remembered
that three years ago we strenuously opposed
the collection of any postal label which was
not sold to the public for postage. The basis

of our argument is now proving itself to be
accurately founded. Three years ago, only

Denmark possessed official stamps, but noiu

every country is falling in with the system.

The essence of a postage stamp is prepayment
by the sender ; the essence of official stamps
is exemption from payment of any kind

;

whilst the essence of unpaid letter labels is

not prepayment, but the collection of a double
tax for the crime of non-prepayment.

Sooner or later we shall have to make
up our minds as to official stamps ; but the

present attjfude of the United States Post

Office of accommodating collectors, and
making money by imitating their own old

stamps, is fraught with danger to Philately.

It may become so endless by the mere sub-

stitution of different colours for the official,

and then reprinting the obsolete tints, that

the very prospect is sickening. Since unused
officials are virtually unattainable, it is only

reasonable to expect that the sets surcharged

Specimen (which word is done in small block

letters, and is but a slight disfigurement) will

command a large sale ; and we are not con-

demning their collection by those who object

to postmarked stamps, only we do condemn
the jobbery of the Department which ob-

literates its stamps, and then expects to get

the full facial value for the same ; and we
most strongly condemn making dies to imitate

old issues. The officials at Jassy and those

at Washington are in one boat, and since the

Moldavians have been justly and unsparingly

censured, the Americans deserve no less. We
fear to make any suggestions for the further

emolument of the Treasury at the expense of

philatelists, or we should feel some disposition

to give Mr. S. Allan Taylor a letter of intro-

duction to the head of the Department. If

the two only laid their heads together, we feel

sure that many an unknown Local would be

"reprinted," the dies of which having been

lost, or lapsed by sheer age, the Department

would "arrange to substitute" (this is the

correct formula) a new one at the public

expense

!

Our publishers have been warned against

purchasing unused quantities of New Bruns-

wick cents, and Canada early issue of cents;

possibly these too may be reprints, but no-

thing was said by our publishers' informant

as to why these two issues were to be avoided

;

the information relative to the United States

prospective reprints however, naturally induces

us to surmise that the same thing may be done
for Canada.

Such jobbery is simply disgusting, and no
one who is a thorough philatelist, can fail to

be apprehensive of the fatal results which

must follow the continuance of such a policy.

At its commencement it is assuredly bad
enough, but no one can tell where it may end.

The virtual restoration of the franking

privilege, so far as members of Congress are

concerned, is already beginning to tell on
the business of the city post office. The bill

had scarcely passed when public documents
and agricultural seeds came pouring into the

office for transmission to Congressional con-

stituents.—Nciv York Paper.
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gobeltbs.

NGOLA—Le Timbre-Poste quotes the

5 reis, black, on thin paper.

5 reis, black, on thin paper.

Austria.—We have been shown a Scla-

vonic card, with the abbreviation of the

dialect in the lower right angle, completing

the series of variety d.

2 kr., yellow on chamois, Slav.

Bermuda.—We have been informed that

the provisional surcharge of 3 pence, which

has supposed to belong solely to the green

one shilling stamp, is also known on the 1 p.

and the 2 p. values.

Brazil.—We hear from Rio, by the cour-

tesy of a correspondent, that envelopes of

200 and 300 reis are no longer in use there.

Embossed envelopes of higher values than

the ordinary internal rate of postage have

never found favour in any country. The re-

!

strictions are excessive ; and an envelope

misdirected or spoilt is of no use to the

possessor. No wonder they are so little

patronized.

Canada.—Mr. Bruce tells us that postage

between Canada and the United States is

reduced to 3 cents per half-ounce letter.

This new postal law, which came in on the

first of January, also admits of postal cards

passing between the two countries to pass as

if in the issuing country ; that is, without the

addition of the 1 cent stamp. This obviates

the issuing of the International 2 cent card

which had been in contemplation. An 8 cent

stamp will shortly be issued ; but we hear

nothing of the Registered 2 and 4 cents

labels prognosticated by The Philatelist. The
free delivery of letters in all the large towns of

Canada came in vogue on the first of March.

Confederate Provisionals.—Mr. Bruce
communicates the following interesting par-

ticulars : Pittsylvania, Va., Design consist-

ing of heavy single linear frame, enclosing the

numeral of value in central circle, surmounted
by the inscription, paid. Blk., imp., on white.

Square.
10 cents, black.

Union City, Tenn. This is a recently re-

suscitated hand-stamp. The discoverer is

Mr. E. W. Kohn. There appear to be two
varieties—one about double the size of its

fellow. The design is very simple—consist-

ing of the words Union City, Tennesse, in

single and double-lined frames respectively.

Only one value is yet known. Hand-stamped
upon variously-coloured envelopes.

IO cents, black.

Carolina City, N.C. This stamp appears

to us more like a postmark than aught else,

inasmuch as it contains the date of cancella-

tion in the centre ; while it would appear

that the space usually allotted to the year,

has been utilized to notify the fact of its

being franked; Circular hand-stamp.

5 cents, black.

It must be distinctly understood that we in

no way guarantee the genuineness of the

above. We know nothing whatever of Mr.

Kohn; but we have vivid recollections of

the bogus revivals of 1S72, and have not

failed to note the lull which has so long

followed the expose of some of the most
notorious. They appear now to be again

coming to the front ; and past experience

proves that if there be any market, they will

be forthcoming by the bucketfull ! At the

same time we do not dispute that some few

genuine ones may remain undiscovered.

France.—The 10 c. now appears with the

larger numerals, and we presume that the

40 c. will in time follow suit, and complete

the set.

ioc, brown on rose, large figures.

Guatemala.—Le Timbre-Poste stated that

all the new stamps were being engraved by
the National Bank Note Company. Our
information relating to the envelopes stated

that the engravers were the Columbian Bank
Note Company. We were told nothing as to

their number or design; so Messrs. Smith's

Circular for March is in error in saying that

we made their numberfive; and a reference

to our page iS will show that we said as

follows :
" The set of embossed envelopes in

hand for the Government of Guatemala is

ready for delivery by the Columbian Bank
Note Company of Washington. The enve-

lopes were made by Nesbit and Co. No
details have transpired as to the design."

The error we point out would be of no
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importance but that the engravers mentioned

by Mr. Casey (our informant) are not the

same as those named by Le Timbre-Poste,

and a further contradiction as to the number
of the values might ultimately cause some
great confusion. As to the stamps we know
nothing ; but the envelopes have appeared,

and are in three values, and are described to

us by Mr. Freeman as the work of a New
York Company, so no doubt the National

Bank Note Company may be accredited with

their production. The design is a head of

Liberty to the left, embossed on colour,

within upright oval engine-turned lettered

frame, name Guatemala arched above, full

value curved below, numeral in oval each

side ; the general effect resembles that of

Ceylon ip. and 2p. envelope, size of stamp
i{ by 1 inch. The envelopes are on un-

watermarked paper, 3 \ by 5-1 inches.

Envelopes.

Medio (|) real, grass-green on white.

Medio ,, ,, on buff.

Un (1) ,, ,, blue on buff.

Dos (2) reales, vermilion on white.

There is also a newspaper band, bearing a \
real stamp of the same design as above, the

wrapper being the same size, shape, and
quality as the present United States wrapper.

Neivsband.

Cuartillo (|) real, black.

In conclusion, the shades and quality of the

paper are stated by Mr. Freeman to resemble

those at present used for the United States

envelopes. We will now turn to the adhesive

stamps. They are described by Le Timbre-

Poste as bearing the head of Don J . Ruffmo
Barrios, the present president ; but inasmuch

as the envelopes are announced to bear the

same effigy, it may be that after all the stamps

will be found to bear the head of Liberty,

since that is now known to be the design for

the embossed stamps. Le Timbre-Poste gives

the colours of the adhesives as follows :

Adhesive Stamps.

\ real, green. 1 real, blue.

~ „ brown. 2 reales, red.

Post Card,
J

real.

Official Stamps.

Five different departments ; one stamp for each,

without value.-.

Great Britain.—Le Timbre-J'os/e men-
tions having seen a penny envelope of the

small size, with silk threads, the paper straw-

coloured. The number of the die, engraved

on the neck, is 58.

Heligoland (Envelope and Card).—
These were issued April 12th, and they are

not in two colours, as we were informed.

Card, 3 farthings, 5 pf., green on chamois.

Envelope, i\ p. 10 pf., rose on white.

The whole design is embossed, and an
inner white line has been added to the

central oval. They are bolder and more
effective than the adhesives, the buckle is

narrower, and each value is separately en-

graved. The card bears Heligoland Post-

office, with Post- Card, Poste-Karte, all in two
straight lines, To (An) in fancy italics, then

two long dotted lines, in (in italics), followed

by a short and one longer dotted line, all this

being in black.

India.—Mr. Brietfuss tells us he has had
specimens of L

, 1, 2, 4, and 8 annas sur-

charged Secretariat, Bengal, for some time.

Italy.—Rumours come that a 15 c. in-

ternational card is in contemplation, as also

a 50 c. Registration stamp.

Japan.—A minor alteration in the dies of

the stamps has occurred, to which we shall call

attention in a separate article next month.

Natal.—A rose 6 p. fiscal (which is the

same type precisely as the postal) is men-
tioned by Le Timbre-Poste as having been
seen postmarked. This we do not doubt for

a moment, but unless it can be shown to have

paid the postage the fact that it is obliterated

can prove nothing. People have frequently

produced English receipt stamps postmarked

on pieces of letters, but they always suppress

the unpaid surcharge which has been printed

by its side. The same may be said of many
specimens of half-stamps, which are exhibited

with pride on pieces of envelopes.

Peru.—Le Timbre-Poste for March chro-

nicled an unpaid label en suite with the

others, of the value of 2 centavos, colour

green ; this should have been mentioned last

month.
2 centavos, green, 111:

Portugal.—New stamps of 2 A and Go

reis are expected 10 be issued this month.

Portuguese Indies. Anew value is an-

nounced by Le Timbre-Poste^ 15 reis. colour

unknown.
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Queensland.—Messrs. Smith's Circular

gives as a novelty the 1 sh., " reddish purple,"

watermarked truncated star and words Queens-

land Postage Stamps. On reference to Dr.

Gray's last edition, we do not find this colour

catalogued at all; Grant and Co.'s Circular

of Nov. 21st, 1873, quotes as a novelty 1 sh.,

claret, but no watermark is mentioned. The

Stamp Collector's Handbook of March, 1874,

chronicles it as

I sh. , claret, wmk. , crown over Q.

On reference to all copies at hand (most of

which came over last year), we cannot find

any with the above watermark, and observe

they are all of one kind ; viz.,

1 sh. , claret, ivmk. , star and letters.

It may be that the first, as given in The
Handbook, exists ; but from what we can re-

member of the specimens first shown to us,

we fear that the Handbook is in error. It is

curious that this colour of the shilling does
not appear in Gray's Catalogue, sixth edition,

published after our Handbook.

Russian Locals.—New types are an-

nounced by Le Timbre- Poste for Jeletz,

Orgueiff, and Tchern, particulars of which
we will give with the illustrations.

S. Australia.—We give an illustration of

the new 1 penny, which at last supersedes

the venerable design, now
only belonging to the 6 p.

and 1 sh. It is an ordinary-

sized stamp, diademed head
of Queen to left, on a lined

ground in linear oval, solid

arched-lettered label above
bearing name, full value in

straight solid label at base, florid ornaments
around. It is not particularly remarkable for

anything but a graceful mediocrity. Water-

mark, crown over S.A.

One penny, bright -green, perf.

It was first chronicled by Messrs. Smith's

Circular.

Spain.—The essay-makers soon got to

work, and produced a kind of ornamental
thing— a strong reminder of the popular
bill-head embellished by representations of
medals. It was designed for a post card,

and bears two oval medallions ; the right one
shows Alfonso XII., the left one the Spanish

arms and numeral 5. The border is rather

good; though by no means new, it is effective.

Card, white ; stamps and frame, orange-red.

Spain (New Card).—We hear from Mr.

de Ysasi that the Government is about to

issue, if they have not already done so, a

new post card. There is a simple border to

the entire card, broken at each corner ; a 5c.

stamp precisely of the design of the 10c.

arms (figured in our last) stands in the centre

of the upper half, between the words Tar/eta

and Postal; below is printed Sr. D. (abbre-

viation for Sefior Don), with a Nota at foot

as usual. There is a fret-work in oval all

through the card, similar, we presume, to the

style of that on the beautiful Newfoundland
type. The size of card is considerably larger

than before, being as long as the Bavarian

1 and 2 kr., and as deep as a Swiss stamped
money order card.

5 cent, violet on buff.

The colour and card are like the English;

but our informant adds the card is a little

like blotting-paper. Perhaps this specimen

may be a proof; but at any rate the design

will be a pleasant relief to the general style of

post cards.

Spain (Forgery).—In our last number
we stated, after Le Timbre-Poste, that the 10c.

blue justice was superseded by the 10c. brown
arms, because the former was so much forged.

We have since been favoured by sight of one
of these forgeries, and it has passed the post,

having franked a letter. The paucity of the

original design renders it difficult to seize

any very salient difference. The' forgery

before us has the corners slurred, the bottom
right hand one being very much blocked up
with colour ; all the lines are indistinct, per-

haps purposely, all the shading on Liberty

being pretty well solid colour. The segment
under the date and above the value is in

solid colour; the dots in rectangular frame

are only distinguishable here and there, indeed

on this copy only on the right side. The
genuine shows a distinct white line around

the coloured outline of the central circle. In

this forgery this white line is only to be seen

around the upper half. The bottom label

should also show a white outline all round,

especially clear at the lowest part, which dips
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down right into the extreme coloured border

of the frame, which border is consequently

and very perceptibly narrower, at that place,

the forgery shows no such line at the lowest

part of this label ; and the label rests upon
and only very slightly dips into the border
line, which is extremely thick at this part

(and where it is particularly thin in the

genuine). The perforations are not very well

cut ; but they appear to tally in number in

genuine and forged.

Spain (Carlist Stamps).— We see Le
Timbre-Poste illustrates two new Don Carlos

stamps, laureated head to right, and design

copied from the French. At top Dios Patria

Rey ; at base Espana, with value before and
after. They do not bear any indication that

they are to be used for postage ; but M.
Moens seems satisfied, so we must be the

same, as he states that the Cuartel Real
(Don Carlos' official paper) gives the first of

March as the date of issue of these new
types.

1 rl. biste, pale and dark.

50c. yellow-green and dark.

The two stamps are separately engraved ; the

Greek borders are unlike ; the four corners of

the 1 rl. are decorated by a fleur-de-lis, and
only the upper ones of the 50c. The circle

containing head is of a plain white line in

the 50c, but bears a circle of dots in the 1 rl.

Lithographic impressions on thick white paper
and on thin bluish paper, imperforate. The
four other Carlist stamps have all shown
some word to represent their postal value,

Franqueo on two, and Corrects on two

;

therefore the omission on these new stamps
is singular. Perhaps they are to be used for

fiscal and postal purposes indiscriminately.

Spain (Imperf. 10 c.)—We have seen a

number of 10c, brown, arms, of the current

type, in part sheets, imperforate, and gummed.
They are exceedingly fine impressions, and
may be a new plate, since they do not show
any of the varieties mentioned in our March
number as existing on the earliest edition.

The die, however, is precisely the same,

ioc, arms, deep brown, imperf.

Switzerland (Envelope.)—The ioc. has

started a new watermark—cross, surrounded

by circle of stars, and four figures 1 o disposed

as a square outside the circle. It is placed

on the left side, a little above the centre, so

that the roc. stamp falls on some part of the

watermark. It must have been issued early

in March.

Switzerland (Envelopes without co-

lour.)—We have seen current 5c. envelope,

with numeral watermark, bearing a stamp
impressed without colour. Our publishers

have received a 30c. envelope, bearing a
stamp impressed without colour, covering a
communication from Zurich, the postage of

which it duly paid, though it appears to have
been stopped once, but passed after closer

inspection. It has been suggested that these

envelopes are fraudulently made ; but the

paper is so soft and poor than any chemicals

applied to the stamp must remove what little

size there is, and leave nothing but blotting-

paper. It is quite certain that all we have seen,

have the gloss of the paper intact, as much
over the colourless impression as elsewhere.

They are genuine errors of impression; and our
publishers have found more than one colour-

less 25c. in the original packets bought for

and forwarded to them unopened by agents

in Switzerland.

United States (Post Office Envelopes).

—The official envelopes of 2 and 3 cents,

are chronicled by M. Moens as having new
dies engraved, which only differ from the

former ones in details :

—

2 cents. The figure is thicker, and covered

by horizontal lines. The letters of Official

Stamp are much larger ; but the rest of the

lettering is smaller.

3 cents. The figure is longer; the words

Three cents are on a larger label, whilst Post

Office Dept. is in smaller letters, and the letters

U. and S. are in ovals instead of circles.

2c, die 2, shaded figure, black on straw.

3c, die 2, U.S. in oval, ditto.

United States (Post Card).—A change

has been announced, and we are indebted to

several correspondents for the following in-

formation taken from New York papers. The
new postal cards will be unlike those now
in use. The colour will be violet-blue.

The border and all directions as to where

and how to write name and address will

be dispensed with. A monogram formed
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of the letters " U.S." will be printed on the

card in black ink. This will be on the upper

left-hand corner, across which will be the words
" Postal Card." The vignette—Liberty, with

her luxuriant tresses hanging down her back
and confined by a cap—adorns the upper

left-hand corner. The new cards will be
identical in size with the old ones. They
will cost $139 to manufacture, and will be

ready for delivery about the middle of April.

United States (Local).—We had two
stamps submitted to us recently, upon which
we could offer no opinion. They bore for

design, sun appearing behind rising ground,

flag with a row of seven stars above it con-

spicuously planted in the said ground, T.

Welch, P.M. above, Paid vend value in straight

label at foot. Rather large size, lithographed,

printed on thick paper, gummed, values

—

5 cents, green.

10 ,, brick-red.

We do not altogether like the appearance
of the above, but it is our duty as faithful

chroniclers to make a note of everything

;

perhaps some one may be able to throw a

little light on them.

Venezuela.—We are informed by Mr.
Freeman that a set of envelopes for this

country is in hand by a New York firm.

Victoria.—Lc Timbre-Postc mentions as

something new, 1 p. emblems, star water-

mark, rouleited: it is certainly rare, but by
no means uncommon in English collections.

There is further mention of one perforated

on two sides and rouletted on the others.

Wurtemburg Card.—The same journal

states that the 1 kr. card is now in use,

without frame, stamp green, text black, and
card blue.

1 kr. no frame, green and black on blue.

Wurtemburg (New Issue).—From the

same source we hear that the new issue will

appear on July 1st. The colours, etc., are

thus quoted :

—

stamps 3P
5

lem ig, green
lilac.

55

Envelopes .

Money Ordet Cat d

10

5
10

10

>i

rose,

lilac.

rose.

Band
" 20

3 j>

5?

green

He " to-!ate" Stamps of IrinMr.
]!Y CHETII.

FRIEND of mine having lately gone
out to Trinidad in an official capa-

city, I wrote to him, asking hrm to

endeavour to obtain some informa-

tion for me on the subject of the stamps of

that island, and more particularly those sur-

charged with the words " Too late," which,

I believe, have somewhat puzzled collectors,

and of which I do not recollect to have seen

a thoroughly satisfactory explanation pub-

lished. I received in return a reply enclosing

a letter from the senior clerk in the Post

Office at Trinidad, which is as follows :

" My dear , In reply to your corres-

pondent's queries, I beg to tell him that the

words ' Too late,' found printed on the

Trinidad postage stamps, are so printed in

this office to distinguish the late fee, which is

payable on all letters posted for the outgoing

R.M. steamer during the hour allowed for

posting late letters for that mail. This fee

is sixpence ; and as the postage on certain

letters is sixpence, the person posting some-

times affixes a shilling stamp in payment of

'postage' and 'late fee.' The despatching

clerk has to mark in red pencil the rates of

each letter, and the words ' Too late ' are

intended to guide him as regards the amount
paid for postage as distinguished from the

'late fee.' As there is no rule compelling

the use of any particular stamp in payment

of this fee, it happens that all kinds of

stamps are used for the purpose. Hence
the fact that the words are found on each

kind of our stamps, the fee and postage

sometimes being included in one stamp. I

may add that some collectors in England

have purchased sheets of postage stamps

from us, and at their request the words ' Too
late' have been stamped on each postage

stamp, though the explanation I have just

given to you was given to them.

"With regard to 'obsolete' stamps, there

was a trial made in 185 1-3, I believe, to

print some penny stamps in this island : but

it was a miserable failure.

* * * * *

"The enclosed Venezuelan stamps will

give you some idea of the stamps which
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were issued here, only they are much neater

than those that were printed here. Perhaps
your friend may like them, in which case

they are at your disposal. Yours truly,

" G. P. O., March $th, 1875." •

From the earlier portion of the above it

appears that the only value of Trinidad that

could really be termed a " Too late " stamp
would be the 6d. surcharged, the others all

representing the postage as well as the "too
late " fee. We are not told whether the

surcharge is applied before or after the

stamps are placed on the letter ; but I should

think it probable that in the case of late

letters the whole amount is paid over the

counter, or the letters handed in instead of

being thrown into the box, and the receiving

clerk then marks the words " Too late " on
whatever stamp may be affixed to the letter,

as a guide to the despatching clerk.

The foregoing, together with the statement

as to whole sheets having been surcharged

for the benefit of collectors and at the request

of purchasers, disposes of a theory which I

once saw put forward to the effect that the

stamps were surcharged for the special pur-

pose of paying the fee, and that either the

latter varied in amount, or sheets of whatever
value the authorities had most of on hand
were surcharged and sold at a uniform rate.

The latter portion of the letter merely illus-

trates a fact which was pretty well recognized

before, namely, that it is no use applying to

recent officials for full information concerning
obsolete issues, though that does not destroy

the value of the information concerning the

"Too late" stamps, which no doubt is per-

fectly correct.

The Venezuelan referred to consist of four

unsevered, obliterated specimens of the medio
real current issue with the surcharge, which
has been described as consisting of the words
" Contrasena Estampillas de Correo" in two
lines; the upper line is formed of the word
" Contrasena," the lower of the words " Es-
tampillas de Correo," printed close together,

so that the word "Contrasena" is repealed

just twice as often as the others.

[The first volume of this Journal contains the theory
mentioned above as now disposed of. It occurs al

page 73 in 1 1. O. W.'s monograph on "The Stamps
of Trinidad."

—

Ed.]

Cjp fate §r. |0bit €bixmrfr <Srag.

(^^fcHE decease of the above gentleman

f^jjftl took place on March 7th last, at the
*?£j*gz ripe age f 75, His practical con-

nection with philately was much longer than

the date at which he first avowedly connected
his name with the pursuit. It was late in

the year 1862 that he published the first

edition of the catalogue which has borne his

name for so many years. It was published

by Mr. Hardwicke, and the first edition of

1,000 was sold within three weeks. Then
was the time of the real stamp mania. Mount
Brown's first edition was published in May,
1862, his second on June 19th following, and
the third on December 10th.

Concerning the first editions of Dr. Gray's

Hand Catalogue of Postage Stamps we must
allow Mr. Overy Taylor (his more recent

editor) to speak for himself, premising that

we copy from Messrs. Smith's Circular for

April:— "In the later editions the original

plan of the work has of necessity been
widely departed from. Dr. Gray, bringing

to the task the habits and predilections

acquired in the classification of zoological

specimens, attached no importance to colour;

to him the design was everything ; and
whether printed in black on coloured paper,

or in coloured ink on white, was to him of

very little importance. The intricacies of

design he described with the utmost minute-

ness, and some of the terms he introduced

into his descriptions have been generally

adopted. He paid particular attention also

to the English essays, a numerous class,

which he may be said to have rescued from

oblivion. He was familiar with the circum-

stances connected with their preparation.

Nearly forty years ago, when postal reform

was one of the leading questions of the

hour, he followed, from day to day, the dis-

cussion of the various schemes for collecting

postage in advance, which were then put

forward ; and he indeed laid claim to priority

in suggesting the employment of .stamps.

That claim has been contested, nor is it

necessary to inquire how far it was founded.

I refer to it only as indicating the warm
interest shown by Dr. Gray in the cheap
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postage question—an interest which was the

parent of that which he subsequently took

in stamp collecting. Stamps were to him
the visible signs of the complete realisation

of a system of communication which, in his

early maturity, was scarcely more than a

generous dream ; and by treating them as

such in the preface to his catalogue, he at

once lifted them above the level of mere
meaningless curiosities."

In a paper by him On Postage Stamp
Catalogues, published in The Stamp Col-

lector's Magazine for April, 1863, p. 41, he
very justly points out, that " catalogues

of postage stamps were first prepared and
printed in France and Belgium—countries

where everything assumes an official and not

an individual character." In consequence
of this, the first authors arranged the stamps
of each country "under the date of the

ordomiance by which they were issued, putting

together all the stamps, whatever might be
the difference of their type, that were issued

at the same period." This laxity took many
years to eradicate ; and we may safely say
that it has only been within the last year or

so that a combination of officialism and
typical differences has been combined so

as to be the rule. This early system of
" lumping " types together has prevented
many complicated subjects from ever being
properly understood—most notably the N. S.

Wales first issues. Formerly all Sydneys
were classed together as "view of Sydney,"
and all laureated were thus treated. To
show the justice of the Ur.'s criticisms on
this subject in 1863, we may add that the
very fallacy to which we call attention above,
is still perpetuated in the last edition of the
catalogue bearing his own name, though, of
course, Dr. Gray has long ceased to have
anything to do with the subject-matter of
the work. The laureated N. S. Wales are

grouped together as one type, or four differ-

ent values of the same stamp
;
prominence

is given to the differences of white paper and
of blue paper (which are really most obscure),
whilst the existence of three types of two-
pence and two types of sixpence is made
quite subsidiary, a note that " there are two
sub-types" being all they are considered
worth. What the learned Dr. so plainly saw,

has kept down scientific philately, arrange-

ment, method, and earnestness being thought

out of place in connection with postage

stamps.

Philatelists are under much obligation to

him for commencing thus early in the day "such

a system of scientific examination of types

;

and even though his original plan perfectly

ignored colour as any element of a type, it

yet directed popular attention to those differ-

ences, and ultimately beat Mount Brown's

catalogue (founded on the other principle)

out of the field. The fifth and last edition

of that once popular work was issued in

April, 1864.

The first volume of the S. C. M. contains

many articles from the pen of Dr. Gray ; but

after 1865 he was little heard of in the stamp

world, and his fine collection, with its match-

less English proofs and essays, passed into

Mr. Philbrick's hands. He nevertheless took

a great interest in everything postal up to

the last, and we most sincerely mourn his

loss, and pay a tribute to his memory.

>ur glath jBst.

WO-HUNDRED-AND -TEX rare

stamps for 1 '-, including Pacific

Steam Navigation Company, and
others very rare."

Such is the tenor of the advertisement of

Messrs. JOHNSON & Co.,

Ivy Place, Salisbury.

A correspondent of ours, Mr. Firth, has

kindly communicated to us the results of the

outlay of the necessary shilling, and declares

the stamps received in return are all shams.

That ought to be a foregone conclusion,

when P. S. N. Co.'s stamps are advertised in

a packet of two hundred other stamps, all

for a shilling, since no genuine "steamship"
stamp can be bought for a shilling. ( >f the

social and moral status of Messrs. Johnson
& Co. we know nothing and care less. If

they are professed stamp dealers, they must
know what they are selling. If they are

sinning in pure ignorance (which we have no

reason to suppose), they are none the less

liable to prosecution.
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Messrs. FRITH & Co.,

Plymouth.

These are persons for whom one may-

enjoy a slight amount of esteem; they sell

but 2% per cent, of forgeries. Their stamps

are not all perfect you see ; but they excel

in the delicate manipulation of chemicals,

and of dyes, and an understanding of the

principles of endosmose and exosmose ; and
the results, as exemplified on a sheet com-
municated to us by our esteemed correspon-

dent Cheth, are simply startling. There are

stamps of every colour of the rainbow, and
out of the rainbow ; there are stamps of no
colour at all, the scaffoldings being left of a

ghastly, disturbing, and shadowy appearance.

But even this is not enough; they offer 50
per cent, discount to any olie who will pur-

chase them. Anybody can see they will ruin

themselves soon at that game, and then they

will have to resort to selling Berford reprints

or half-a-crown packets of American locals

before they can get an honest living and be
received as respectable dealers. How de-

lightfully everything finds, its proper level

!

How deliciously the rose does smell under
any other name !

No doubt the sale of chemically-changed

stamps is, in its intent to defraud, about as bad
as the sale of forgeries ; but in extenuation

it must be admitted that the stamps which
are chemically changed are genuine, and
therefore, in the eyes of collectors this offence

is less heinous than that of selling out-and-

out forgeries. Per contra, Messrs. Frith &
Co., and their concocted colours, would rather

excite curiosity, whilst vendors of labels, either

forgeries or perfectly fictitious, are universally

stigmatised as they undoubtedly deserve.

For all that, since Messrs. Frith & Co. sell

chemical changelings, they are no doubt wil-

ling to abide by an occasional exposure in

these columns.

We should like to say something about
the vendor of the Vienna officials, the Cranada
Cubiertas, and the new Bavarian forgeries

mentioned in our "Bogus Novelties'' this

month. We are not sure enough to assert

anything as to the man's position in the

matter ; but it appears strange that forgery

after forgery should be offered by him. He
is a large wholesale dealer, and he ma)' be

the cat's-paw of that swindler Fohl, of Riesa

in Saxony. So for the present we will let

the matter rest, but would again urgently

warn our subscribers against purchasing from

strangers of whom they know nothing, and
who may have no character to lose.

us Botoltus.

P'UBA.—The illustration we give, repre-

Wm, sents a stamp we have received from
i&^s© New York. It purports to be an issue

of the Republican party in Cuba, as its inscrip-

tion imports, whilst the value in centavos has

a strong flavour of a South American Republic.

We do not for a moment believe that it is a

postage stamp ; we may grant that it is an

essay, in which case, vialgre its extreme

beauty of execution, it is of about equal

value with the Fenian stamp of years gone
by. The Cuban Republicans have some
traits in common with the Fenians—one is a

good deal tall talk, with patriotic bosh pre-

dominant ; and another is, that New York is

their head -quarters. Our informant sends

the stamp with the following amusing letter,

which we give in full; and after taking careful

council with those who must be accredited

with more knowledge of Cuban affairs gene-

rally than most, independently of personal

acquaintance with the island, we are unani-

mously of opinion that the contents of the

letter we are about to quote are substantially

true.

"New York, March 19///, 1875.

" Dear Sir,—In a few weeks you will be

called upon, no doubt, in your editorial capa-

city to pronounce on the status of the stamp
for the ' Republic of Cuba,' which I here-

with enclose you. This thing has been de-

vised here a month or so since, information

at the very earliest moment being afforded to
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certain philatelists, so as to get them in readi-

ness for its reception.
" You are aware that warfare has been

going on in Cuba for some years between
the rebels and the ' other fellows,' who be-

lieve in things as they are, and adore Isabella,

Alphonso, and Castile. The rebels, or repub-

licans, as they call themselves, have their

head-quarters here in New York, and there

is quite a sprinkling of Cubans here, and
among them several stamp collectors. One
of the latter was the individual who told the

stamp collectors about the advent of the ' free

Cuba,' or 'Cuba Libre,' as they express it,

stamps. Shortly after hearing the news, I had
business with a steel engraver and printer,

and learned from him accidentally that a

Spanish or Cuban-looking person had been
in his place some days before, with a plate

(single die -plate), wanting him to print a
hundred or two of stamps from it ; that this

plate was a stamp purporting to be for Cuba,
having the word Cuba represented on it ; and
that he declined the job for the reason that

the Cuban-looking gentleman would not pay
the price wanted. I also learned at another
engraver's facts of precisely the same charac-

ter. The next thing, out comes the stamp,

printed in green as you see it. Now, the

condition of the Republican rebellion party

in Cuba is this : they have possession of the

greater part of the interior of the island, but

they are not in possession of any towns or

villages, as Cuba is only settled on the coast,

and the interior is wild and mountainous,

difficult of access. Every port in Cuba is in

Spanish possession, and the insurgents com-
municate with the outer world by means of

open boats rowed over to Jamaica, and thence
all of course is clear, or by schooners sailing

to isolated points on the coast from this city.

" The revolutionists have neither ports nor
towns, and dwell, like Robin Hood, 'beneath
the greenwood tree,' their president, secretary,

and congress transacting diplomatic business
on horseback. It must be evident to a gentle-

man of your experience, the great use, need,
and necessity these rebels must have for post-

age stamps. Consider, for instance, the great

necessity the Fenian cohorts would have for

stamps, suppose that valiant association were
encampedwith their glittering shillelaghs, their

dhudeens, and whiskey barrels, and other war-

like encumbrances on the vine-clad mountains

of Tipperary, while Dublin, Waterford, Cerl

Galway, and all the ports were held by the

base, bloody, and brutal Anglo-Saxon soldiery

under the blood-stained, red-cross flag of,Eng

land, they would need stamps, wouldn't they ?

supposing there was not even a village in the

neighbourhood."

The vivacity of the above communication
will at once indicate Mr. S. Allan Taylor as our

correspondent. The ancient proverb insists

as to the precise number of tailors which is

required to make a man; our own specula-

tions would induce us to wonder how many
detectives it would take to make an S. Allan

Taylor? He is certainly hard at work for

the good of philately, and we are very much
obliged to him for this and other hints. No
doubt it soothes him a bit " to put a head

on" such bungling opposition as this and the

bogus Berfords.

This swindle is most barefaced. It is

proposed by the originators to swear the

thing through by insisting on the fact that

the stamps were made by order of the Cuban
Republican party in Cuba ; they however

reside on horseback " at the head of the

troops." But what is the use of advancing

and continuously asserting such an impossi-

bility, when the Republicans in Cuba can

only be communicated with by letters placed

in the custody of some person who is going

to pass surreptitiously into the insurgent's

portion of the island ?

The " Cubans " have issued bonds and
paper money, both of which may be seen in

the windows of New York brokers, some-

times framed to preserve them ; but they

have no value, and are only saleable as

curiosities. Though they are fine works of

art done on steel by some of the bank-note

companies, they have no commercial value
;

and by that means we might in some way
take it into our heads that Republican Cuban
postage stamps were something of about

equal financial importance, even if we were

without the tangible evidence to our senes

that their use was an impossibility.

For many reasons we have devoted some
considerable space to this imposition, the

principal being that it affords a good oppor-
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trinity to expose a ridiculous weakness on the

part of the large bulk of collectors.

It is a foregone conclusion that nineteen

out of every twenty collectors, especially

those of French birth, will buy a specimen
of anything looking like a stamp, so that it

has gum on the back and perforations round
the edges, and more especially if it is well

engraved, and not dear.

They may not include it in their collection,

and they may know it is perfectiy fictitious,

but for all that, and all that, they have a

hankering after it ; and they will buy one
"just to have it, you know," or just to show
what an abominable swindle it is ; but nine-

teen out of twenty will buy it, and the object

of its creation is attained ! This is how bare-

faced swindles are made to pay; and yet

those who support them are the ones to turn

round and call the concoctor everything that

is bad. We don't believe Allan Taylor is

half as bad as he is painted. He is rather

too honest over his best inventions ; but he
has a thorough acquaintance with all phila-

telic weaknesses, and there is no doubt that

he trades on them very extensively. One
weakness we mention above, another is that

numbers of philatelists are always on the look-

out for bargains. They either can't see, or

won't comprehend, that no dealer could afford

to advertise largely, to allow large discounts,

and then to sell certain stamps at ten, twenty,

or fifty times less than any responsible dealer's

list. So they are tempted by the hope of

getting that virtual impossibility— a great

bargain. This insatiable craving will induce
many to give half-a-crown for what they know
to be worth a pound ; and when they discover

the vileness of their purchase, as in nine cases

out of ten they will do, the person they most
loudly denounce is the vendor. We are by
no means defending the vendor, but attempt-

ing to demonstrate another philatelic weak-
ness. If there was not a consuming demand
for United States Locals, the Boston firms

would not supply them. If there was not an
equally ardent desire for Hamburg Locals,

the Hamburg firms would cease producing
them.

Granada Cubiertas.—-We wish to recall

attention to the forgeries exposed in our

January and February numbers. That they

have met with a very large sale is positively

certain ; and we would advise all recent pur-

chasers of these things carefully to examine
what they themselves possess, and also to

overhaul the possessions of others. It seems
rather beyond a joke that such a fraud should

succeed ; but if other magazines will not join

us, of course it is the loss of the community,
and not ours. We imagine collectors will make
a note of this, and will not ungratefully remem-
ber that The PhilatelicalJournal'first exposed
this and other frauds; whilst other journals,

positively voracious in their capacity for copy-

ing items of novelties, do not think it "good
enough " either to copy Bogus Novelties, or to

pen an original description of such things as

we exposed.

Bavaria.—The earliest 12 kr., red, and
18 kr., yelloAv, are now offered unused by
German dealers; and the specimens supplied

are rank forgeries. They are very beautifully

printed from a fine steel die ; in fact they

are too well done. The absence of the

thread in the paper ought to be an instant

test, for anybody can see whether the thread

is there or is not there ; and no original

exists without it.

Mexico.—A pretended error in the 1S68

issue has been brought under our notice
;

namely, a 12 c, black on brown. We con-

sider it a rank impostor, made by discharging

the green colour from a 12 c. stamp, and
then dyeing it brown. Had the colour been
successfully matched, it would not have been
easily detected ; but it was blotched and
overloaded, besides being too dark.

Sardinia, Second Issue.—A new forgery

of this issue is abundantly offered 'just now.

The embossing is very faint, some of the

specimens looking little more than pieces of

coloured paper. The outside edge of every

genuine stamp of this set is formed by beads;

these forgeries are perfectly plain, and show
no such beads. The colours are also poor,

the 5c. being very pale, and the 40c. too

light and too bright.

I INE POUND REWARD.
NoTH E.—Anyone who can furnish James R. Grant
and Co. with the correct address of Mr. Charles

Eustace Ennis Vivian, lale of Eccleslon Square,

London, will receive the above reward.
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Comspnbentc.

To the Editor of The Philatelical Journal.

FINLAND POST CARDS.
Dear Sir,—In the reference list of the post cards

of Finland, made by M. Breitfuss and myself, we
have stated that all the types with text in Swedish

only, must have been issued within three months, since

we have used specimens of every type hearing dates

between October 1st and December 31st, 1871. In

type I. there are two dies: die I, 122X79 m.m. ;

die 2, 123X80 m.m. Type II. measures 122X80
m.m. Type III. has three dies: die 1, 123X79
m.m. ; die 2, 123X80 m.m. ; die 3, 123X81 m.m.

;

and type IV. three dies: die 1, 123X80 m.m. ; die 2,

1 23!X 80 m.m. ; die 3, 124X80 m.m. That is to

say, seven different sizes in the frame issued in three

months. I can hardly believe that a different plate

has been engraved for each die in so short a time.

While mounting my cards, I noticed that in types

I. and II. the cards were even at back, but in front

they seemed slightly "bevelled" from the frame to

the edge. This induced me to soak some specimens

in water. This is the result.

Type I. (dies 1 and 2) and type II. split in four as

follows: (1) Very thin buff paper, bearing the ten

dotted lines ; (2) Thin white paper, same size as (1)

;

(3) Thin white paper, thicker than (2), and smaller all

round ; (4) Very thin buff paper, bearing frame and text.

Would it be unreasonable to suppose that the front

and back are printed separately, and pasted separately

to the middle layers ; then passed between two rollers

(? cylinders) to smooth them, and make the whole
adhere together ? The very thin outside layers being

moistened by the paste, and passed between rollers

(? cylinders) the pressure of which may vary, might
easily be stretched a little, thus giving rise to the

variations in both the length and width of the frames;

one and the same plate thus printing the several dies.

Type III. (dies 1, 2, and 3) and type IV. (die 1).

These only split in two, the back being a little thinner.

Type IV. (dies 2 and 3). These are printed on
one piece of card only; they are while inside, and
are surfaced by the different colours described in the list.

I have not the slightest idea how these cards are

manufactured, and hope your readers will forgive me
if there is anything very absurd in my surmise.

In answer to the many letters I have received,

asking me "what to do with post cards when you
have a collection," I beg to say I mount my cards in

scrap-books containing twenty leaves of stout white
paper, measuring 7X9 inches. The cards are fastened

by means of a narrow strip of paper the same length

as the width of the card, and gummed on the left or

the right edge, according to their being placed on the

left or right page ; so that in shutting the book they
naturally hang down by their own weights. Between
each leaf there are two guards, on which additional

leaves can be gummed if required. Two small or

medium-sized cards can be placed on each page. In
the case of the early German and Luxemburg, of

course, only one can be put on each side, placed
sideways, and fastened by the lop of the card for the

right page, and by the bottom of the card for the left

page. The type, die, and date of issue are written

on the card itself, underlining in red ink the pecu-

liarities in each specimen.

Thus arranged, they can easily be examined back
and front ; and they always keep clean and smooth.

The size of the books renders them portable, and.admiis

of eighty cards, small or medium size, or forty large size.

London, IV., March t 3/A, 1875. H. A. DE JOANNIS.

UNCHRONICLED VARIETIES.
Dear Sir,—The following varieties have not (as far

as I know) been yet noticed.

Bahamas, 1859, no wmk., perf. 13^ all round, 6d.,

violet-grey; 1862, wmk. C. C. &c. , imperforate, 4d.,6d.

Great Britain, letters in lower angles only, 1 p.

rouletted, 1 p. oval perforation (both used).

Egypt, 1867, imperforate, 20 paras, 1 piastre, 2

piastres; 1872, 5 paras, tetc beehe. During a recent

visit to Egypt I ascertained that the "pin-pricked''

perforation found on some of the stamps of this issue

was applied to some imperforate sheets by a dealer

whose name was, I think, Dolbetti. I was also

informed that imperforated postmarked specimens of

the first issue exist ; but I could not get a sight of

them. The same person told me that the so-called

1867 series was issued imperforated in October, 1866.

In the 187 1 issue I have the 1 piastre, red, in which

the letters "kh" of "khedeuie" are replaced by
a white space, as if the plate had become too worn
for the letters to be printed separately.

Greece.—Paris printed: 20 lepta, printed both

sides; 20 lepta, with figures at back. Athens printed:

I lepton, lined background.
Cashmere, dottedframe, 6 pies, dark purple-blue.

Hong Kong, wmk. c c & C, 30 cents, orange-

yellow (? accidental change).

Italy, 1855, 5 cents, very dark blue-green.

Uruguay, 1866, large figure 10 cents stamp cut in

half to do duty as a 5 cents. [Still on the letter.]

Naples, 1858, arms, 5 gran., double impression,

as if the sheet had been moved a little. All the

letters down the side appear double.

Papal Stalls, 1867, on glazed paper, 40 cents,

yellow, tite beehe.

Peru, 1863, arms in relief, un dinero. The arms

in the centre are half upside down, being turned

half-way round to the right.

Philippine Islands, 1870. Some of my speci-

mens show a kind of white network over the coloured

band in which " correos " is printed.

Spain, 1854, arms, 6 cuartos, on bleute paper.

Venezuela, 1866, arms in octagon, medio real,

tite beehe.

La Guaira, pointed perforation, medio real, per-

forated twice horizontally (used).

All the above are in my collection. My Suez Canal

stamps are at present with Dr. Viner, who is going to

submit them to Mr. Philbrick. I think yr>u made a

mistake in saying there is only one type for Suez Canal.

I have two types of the 20 c, both postmarked, and

both different from that mentioned in The Philatelist.

Believe me yours very truly, T. K. T.

Brighton, March 12th, 1875.
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